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FOREWORD 
Translations of Selected Contributions to the original Literature of Medico

legal Examinations of Blood and Body Fluids is Unit IX of a larger work with the title, 
Sourcebook in Forensic Serology, Immunology and Biochemistry. 

Unit IX contains 50 translated papers arranged in four sections. Section I, on 
Identification of Blood, consists of 16 papers beginning with the early work of Orfila, 
using chemical means to identify blood, and differentiating rust, blood stains and stains 
from lemon juice on iron in resolving the medical-legal matter of wounds. The 
microscope was found useful by Mandl, Robin and Salmon identifying the formed 
elements, red cells with and without a nucleu!: (human and certain species of animal 
blood) and differentiating menstrual blood from blood drawn from a vessel by noting 
the mixture of blood cells with epithelial cells and leukocytes. In 1853, Teichman 
described hemin crystals, a crystalline chloride of heme, which he obtained from 
human blood and blood of the dog, rabbit, steer and other animals. Hoppe's 1862 paper 
gives the early report on the behavior of hemoglobin in the spectrum of sunlight. 

In 1912, Takayama reported and expanded on the medicolegal applications of 
hemochromogen crystals; Donogany described the production of hemochromogen 
crystals in 1893. 

In 1862, van Deen described the guaiacum test for detection of blood which was 
replaced with the more sensitive benzidine test reported by the Adlers in 1904. The last 
paper in Section I is the 1937 publication of Specht on the chemiluminescence of 
hemin in detecting blood stains. 

Section II, on Body Fluids has 10 papers, mainly dealing with the detection of 
semen by microscopy and stains, the crystal test of Florence and finally, Lundquist's 
acid phosphatase test reported in 1945, which is useful in aspermic individual stains. 

Section III, Determination of Species of Origin has 16 papers dealing with the 
applications of immunology in forensic serology. Essentially, these were biological 
protein differentiation and eventually, forensic blood differentiation reported by 
Uhlenhuth, and Wassermann and Schiitze, within several weeks time, by use of the 
precipitin test. Neisser and Sachs reported on the application of the complement
fixation test as control and a supplement to the precipitin test. 

Section, IV, Blood Grouping--Medicolegal Applications has 8 papers. Notable 
are the papers of Leone Lattes in which he brought to the attention of the "forensic 
camp" the Landsteiner rule sitting in the literature at that time for 12 years. Namely, 
that human bloods can be divided into four groups bused on cells with or without A 
and/or B antigen; and serUm with or without anti-A and/or anti-B antibody, One can 
determine this relationship from Landsteiner's study, but Luttes further explains thut 
the division was expressed in this form only in the works of v, Dungern and Hirszfeld, 
Lattes also noted that the percentages of the single type (A-B·O gene frequencies), 
quoted independently of one another, by '-(, Dungern and Hirszf'eld in Heidelberg, and 
by Moss in Philadelphia, were just about identical. The figures showed that 40% of all 
bloods tested had no A or B antigens on the red cells, but did contain two agglutinins, 
alpha and beta in the serum. These bloods were called group 0, 

In early articles, Luttes used the A-B-O nomencluture of Landsteiner: A{3, BLY, 
AB, and Oc,,{3 but in the 1927 puper he used the Landstrincr und Jansky nomenclatures 
(classifications) together: Group II (A{3), Group I (Oo:{3), This is noted becl1Use during 
the 1930's the Moss, Jansky and Lundsteiner classifications were used which resulted 
in some confusion to blood group serologists, physicians und blood bunk personnel in 
general. The situation was fInally corrected when the National Research Council 
recommended sole use of the Lllndsteiner classiHcation to the Armed Services at the 
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beginning of World War II which was also the beginning of large scale blood 
transfusion. 

Siracusa reported (1923) on his absorption experiments with stains to identify the 
group by allowing the A and B antigens to absorb A and/or B agglutinin, respectively. 
He further confirmed the specificity of the absorption by eluting at 45°C and testing 
the eluted agglutinins with A and B red cells. 

Franz Holzer was an internationally know forensic pathologist. His contributions 
are well cited in the last three papers of Section 4. Holzer was one of Landsteiner's five 
students. His passing, followed by that of Wiener, leaves only three remaining: Philip 
Levine, Merrill W. 'Chase, and J. L. Jacobs. In our lifetime, their contributions have 
illuminated the scientific literature. 

Professor Gaensslen is to be commended for his scholarly achievement and con
tribution to the English literature in bringing together this extensive series of trans
lations with direct bearing on forensic serology, immunology and biochemistry. The 
translators, specialists, involved in this project have done an outstanding job. 

The late A. S. Wiener described P. B. Candela's efforts in identifying the blood 
groups of ancient bones (mummies) as a labor of love. Certainly the same can be said 
of the Sourcebook and translation series which Professor Gaensslen and associates 
have worked so diligently to bring to a successful completion. The translations and 
Sourcebook will provide additional reference material for operational crime laborato
ries, academic institutions and research libraries. This availability to the workers, 
teachers, and research oriented staffs in the fields of forensic serology, immunology 
and biochemistry provides a means to achieve new excellence in medicolegal studies. 

Frank R. Camp, Jr. 
Louisville, Kelllllcky 
September, 1978 

-------

PREFACE 
In the course of preparing the Sourcebook ill Forensic Serology, Immunology and 

Biochemistry, I became aware of set of translations of selected important papers in 
blood grouping and immunohematology. Selected and edited by Col. Frank R. Camp, 
Jr., Col. Frank R. Ellis and Col. Nicholas F. Conte at the Blood Bank Center of the 
U. S. Army Medical Research Laboratory, Fort Knox, KY, the collection contains 36 
original papers and monographs by Landsteiner, Hirszfeld, Bernstein, Friedenreich, 
Schiff, Dahr and others covering the most important developments in blood grouping 
sc,!rology and immunohematology. In addition, two theses written in other languages 
were translated. One was an extensive study of weak subgroups of A by Arne Gam
melgaard; the other an extensive study of secreted group substances in body fluids by 
Grethe Hartmann. A few papers originally written in English, but old and virtually 
inaccessible, were included as well. This compilation was of enormous help to me in 
preparing the Sourcebook, since it was necessary to consult most of the papers which 
were contained in it. I was greatly impressed by the set of translations, and realized 
that, but for the efforts of Camp, Ellis and Conte and their collaborators, much of this 
now classical literature would not be available to those of us whose abilities in foreign 
languages are less than noteworthy. 

I thought that a somewhat similarly conceived set of translations might be of some 
value in connection with the Sourcebook. There are a number of important papers in 
the original literature of l:'e medicolegal examination of blood and body fluids which 
were written in languages other than English. The history and development of the Held 
interested me, and I thought that it might interest others as well. I consulted with a 
number of colleagues and friends, and received encouragement to carry forward with 
the translations set. In addition, I wrote to Col. Camp in Kentucky and asked for his 
opinion about my plan. He was most encouraging, enthusiastic and helpful, not only 
in his response to my initial inquiry, but throughout the course of the project. This Unit 
of the Sourcebook is the result of the translations project. I t was my strong feeling from 
the outset that the continuity between the set of translations prepared at Fort Knox 
and this project could best be expressed by asking Col. Camp to write a Foreword to 
this set. I am most grateful to him for having very kindly agreed to do so. 

The selection of papers for inclusion in this set was not always easy, and for better 
or for worse, l alone am responsible for the choices. I wanted to include some of the 
very earliest \vorks on the subject, those of the renowned Orma and his collaborators 
in early t 9th Century France. I wanted to include those papers which may now be 
regarded as classical, in that they represented the first reports of methods or tech
niques, some of which have survived to the present time. Other papers were chosen 
because they represented the viewpoints about certain procedures in various places at 
various times in the history of the Held. The trunslations set is divided into four 
sections, corresponding approximately to the divisions of the main Sourcebook: 
Identification of Blood; ldentillcation of Body Fluids; Determination of Species of 
Origin; and Blood Grouping. In some cases, the papers discussed more than one of 
these subjects, and the decision concerning which section they should be placed in was 
somewhat arbitrary. Each section has u brief' introduction, the purpose of which is to 
explain something about [he basis for the selection of papers and the way in which the 
dW'erent works relate to one another. I have also included such information as I have 
been able to discover about the authors of the papers, some of whose names arc 
synonymous with tests that are still used today. Where possible, I huve included 
photographs. 

All or the pnpers which appear in the translations set are cited in the main 
Sourcebook. The work is discussed in connection with other work on the same or 
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similar subjects. I have not, therefore, gone into the nature of the work in very much 
detail in the short introductions to the sections of this Unit. 

An effort was made in preparing the translations to keep the language fairly 
literal, as close as reasonably possible to what was written by the original author. At 
times, this practice results in English which is not in the best syntax, or is somewhat 
convoluted in construction. We nevertheless thought that there was merit in following 
this practice. 

A few conventions have been followed in setting out the translations: The original 
pagination has been included as a page number, followed by a slash, at the right-hand 
margin. All page number references in the texts are to the original page numbers, and 
not to ours. In some cases, the formats, especially of the title pages, have been 
rearranged to reflect more modern style. In the older literature, first name(s) or initials 
were sometimes omitted. In cases where the first initials or names 01 the authors were 
known, we have added them. In papers where there were very many footnotes, or 
references appearing as footnotes, we have placed these at the end of the paper in a 
referencl.! list. In some cases, the reference numbers do not correspond to the 
ori-ginals, because it was the convention in some older journals to number the footnotes 
from Number I on each new page. But all the numbers have been adjusted so that the 
correct reference matches the reference number. It was necessary in a few places to 
add comments or remarks whiCh did not appear in the original article. This we have 
done in square brackets. Photographs and drawings have not been included in the 
translations. The references in the papers have been left in their original form for the 
most part. They have not been edited, and may not all be accurate. 

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the interest and assistance of a number of people 
who have helped to see to it that this project was completed. I want to thank the 
PSC-BHE Research Award Program and the Research Foundation of the City Uni
versity of New York as well as the National Institute of Law Enforcement and 
Criminal Justice for financial support. Without this support, the work could not have 
been done. 

All the translators did very excellent work, which is very much appreciated: 
Hannah DeVegh, Timothy Miller, Hugo Twaddle, Emile Capriotti, Rebecca 
Gt.l,~nther and Kaori Kato. 

A number of people were helpful with difficult passages in foreign languages, and 
with bibliographic material, including John Broadwyn and Dr. Stephen Kim at the 
National Library of Medicine. 

I am very grateful to Prof. Dr. Hiroshi Hirose of Kyushu University, Fukuoka, 
Japan, for supplying me with a great deal of information about Dr. Takayama, for 
sending me the photograph of Dr. Takayama, and for assistance in obtaining permis
sion to reprint the translation of the pyridine hemochromogen paper. Dr. George 
Sensabaugh of the University of Cahl'ornia, Berkeley, was not only generally support
ive, but helped to arrange for one of the translations. 

A number of people were helpful in obtaining the photographs which appear in 
this unit, as well as permission to reprint them. I am indebted to Lucinda Keister, 
Curator of the Portrait Collection at the National Library of Medicine, for a number 
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Section 1. Identification of Blood 

The application of chemical methods to the identification 
of blood for medico-Iegul purposes hus its essential begin
nings in the studies of' Mathieu-Joseph-Bonaventure Orfila. 
At the time the studies were published, he was one of' the 
most highly regarded medical scientists in France, lind 
perhap~ in the world. He was born ill Spain in In7, lind 
began his l:ducation there, but in 1807 he went to Paris 
\\ here he stayed. lie was primarily a toxicologisl, and his 
TraitL" cit' '['o.\icologie (ie'II("ral went through live edit ions. A 
'['raill{ cit' ;\/ ,,'dedI/(' l.(':~{/I e wen t through f ou r cdi tions. and 
a Traitt" dt' ('helllit' went through eight. I n 18 II, Orfila 
receil'ed his dllclllrate at Paris, his studies lind his career 
apparently having been helped considcrably by the interest 
taken in him by the \\ell known chcmist L. N. Vautjuclin 
(1763 I H29). lie became a physiciun tll the Court of Louis 
XVIII in I H I (1, Pnlj'essor 01 the Faculty of r-... ledicine in 1819, 
and a member of the Academy or Medicine in I H20. In 1823. 
he was made Prorcs~or of' Chemistry. and in lIDO, [)can of 
the Medical hlculty at Paris. Over the courSe of his career, 
he became embroiled in n number of disputes ol'er scientilic 
isslles, and it appears that he generally prel'ailed even when 
he \Ias \lrong. Reading through the papers in this section, it 
\\ ill be dear that F. Raspuil disagreed Ilith Orlilu about the 
lir~t blood tests, The t\\'o apparelllly hud a numbcr of disa
grecfl1ellts over toxkologka! qllestions as well. Orlila's rejec
lilln of the microscope as a nwjor tool for blood extll11inution 
and idcntification and for sel11inul stain identification (sec in 
~eetill!t 2) Itlit! the matter to rcsl for u number of yeurs. 
Orfila died in Ili53, and an obitunry appcared in the AI/I/{/Ies 
tl'lll'~""I/(, Pllblle/III' ('/ cll' Mt""('c'iIlI'I,C':~tll(', of which he was 
a flHlnder, in thut )eilr. 

The casc reported by Ortila, Burrllel and Chel'tlilier in 
I XJS is intercsting in that the billod indcntilieation proce· 
'.lurt' developed b) Ortila, and the "odor test" for human spe
c;,., iderttilicutioll developed b) Barruel (sec in SectiOI1 .1), 
{ere applied to ca~e ll1i1terials. The I H..j5 paper by Orlila is 

un •. · .. 'es~I1H:nt of it technique developed 11)' Prof, PersOl at 
'-:tr;lsbllurg cmploying h) pllchlonlllS acid. 

Iltert! \\a~ il eOl1trO\er~) in the carl)' I <.ltlt Century about 
II Iwtltl'l' Il1kl'o~~'()pil'al examination 01' dl~'Il1k'lIl tests 
,Iwuld han' pl'iol'ity in l'xalllinin,Ll hl()od~taill.~, espedally in 
t'cgal'd til whielt or tlte.,c .,11Ould ill' I'l'gul'tk'd ns giving nlol'C 
cl'l·tain l'e.,lIlh. Tltl' '>nnw nl'gl1l1lcnt~ l!xistl!d in cOl1lll!ctillll 
II ith WlIlinill \(ai/l l'.\i1I11iIHltioll (Sl!l'lion 2). Thcn~ "'liS n 

rllt'thcr dilltl'n~i(ln to tilt' ul'gllllll!nt~ uhollt Ihc l!xllmilllttion 
or hr(lod~liIin~. PI'C\llst al"l DllllliH, hud found in IH21 tltat 
till' red l'l'lh or dirrl'I'Cllt,pccic'> dilTl'l'l'd in ~i/l!, nnd tltb ill 
ndditiollto the fad Ihat IlHtllll11ulialll'l'd cl'lh al'c IlIl1lCIl!llt(). 
\\ hik' tho,e or hil'(l\, I'l'pill!\, \.'t~', hill'l! 1111l'Iel. Many or (hoSl' 
\dw f'arol'cd l11il'l'o'>l'opical l'Xtllllilllltiol1 of bl()!ld~taill~ 

thought that thcse characteristics could be cxploited for 
species diff'et·entiatiol1. The finding of' elements of' blood 
(such as red cclls) by microscopical cxamination was takcn 
as i ncon tl·o\·CI·t ible el'idencc of' the presence of blood. I II 
Mandl's papel', tI strong argumcnt is made fot" the usc or the 
microscope, and the early histOl'Y of the subjcct is discllssed. 
The papers of Robin and Salmon (1857) und of Hobin 
(I 85H) strongly reinforcc the recomnwndation of tltl! lise of' 
microscopy for the t1S~CS~l11ellt of' bloild and body f1uid 
stain~. Charles Robin (1821-1885) was a recognized 
histologist, and it is to the case report by him and Sulmon in 
1857 lhnt Masson (1885) attributed the bl'ginning of a new 
pcriod in the history of' medicn-Iegal stain examinations, 
eharilcted/ed by the lise of the microscope as a primury tool 
(see in Section .1). i\ nllmbl!r of chemical tests at·c disl'lIssed 
by HOSl! (IH5.1) in Gl!I'IlHlny. Indications arc that he was 
filmiliar with the l'urticr Frcnch li[cl'ntul'c. but hl! makl!s no 
mention of titc lISC or the l11ict·o.\I'0pc. 

The crystal tests for blood have [wen considered by a 
number of workers to be certain proof or the presence of 
blood. The hel11atin crystal test grcw out of the studies of 
Prof. Ludwik Tekhl1lHnl1 (18::'3 1895) in 1853. Teichl11ann':> 
biography may be found in the 8I1/1('/iI14 thL' Po/ish ML'c/
h'C/1 SociI ",I' 8 (.1) 1'01' 1%5. A tribute to him, which also 
discllssl!S his lif'c alld work, appeared in 011;:(,(11 LI'kC//'skCl 6 
(26) for 1886 The other important t~pe M blood crystal thut 
has been lI~ed as a basis for medico-legal identification of 
blood is hell1oeilrol11ogen. These were prepared using pyri
dine in Ili93 b) J)onogany. The dassic paper on the prep
aration of PYridine hemochromogen crystals as a means or 
identifying blood for l11edico·legal purposes is that or 
Dr. rvlasao TakaynnHl (1872 1(43). This paper docs nll! 
seem to have bcen correctly ciled anywhere in the Furopcnn 
or American literllWrl! since its publication in 1912. Tak
ayatnu Wt'nt to study with Prof. Kobert in Germany from 
1904 1907, nnd it seems reasonable to suppose that his in
terest in hemochromogen crystals was kindled in those years. 
The lulxmllory was very activc in tilesl! studies nround this 
time. Dilling's "ttll/s in II) I 0 (sec in Linit II. section J of 
SOlll'eebook) was the I'estllt of wtH'k in Kohen's laboratory at 
Rostock. Tnkayama spent much or his professional career in 
the Department or L.egal Medicine ilt KYlIshu Univcrsil)' in 
Fukuoka. which hc founded. lie held important Director
ships and Deanships l1f the medical fUl!Ulties at Kurul11e and 
NlIgil~aki as well. For a lilllc in 19.16, he was Rector of Ky
lIshu University. lIe is recllgni/ed in ,1:lpal1 ('or \\t)rk he did 
on fingerprint images a~ wcll as for his work on blood identi· 
fication Hod hcnwehnllllogen crystals. 

The spectrum or hellHlglobin and llr its derivulives hus 
heen very impol'tant in the development or hemoglobin alHlI· 
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ysis. Spectral tests have been used in the examination of 
blood stains as well. Hoppe (1862) first reported on the 
visible spectrum of hemoglobin. 

The catalytic tests, which are almost universally employed 
at present for blood identification, are based on the peroxi
dase activity of hemoglobin and its derivatives. The proce
dure was introduced by van Deen in 1862, using guaiacum 
as substrate. The paper was signed "J. van Deen," but a 
Dutch biographical source lists him as "Izaak van Deen." 
He lived from 1805 to 1869. The guaiacum test was widely 
used until 1904, when Rudolf and Oskar Adler published 

--- ~ ----- -~ --~--.---

their now classical paper on catalytic reactions using benzi
dine, the leuco base of malachite green, toluidine and toli
dine as substrates. A variety of other oxidizable organic 
substrates were tested as well. The luminol test, which is not 
quite a catalytk test in the same sense as the others, has 
enjoyed some popularity, and is still used sometimes. This 
method was orgirtated by Specht in 1937. Specht lived from 
1907 to 1977. During his career, he was in Jena, Halle, and 
later in Munich. He was associated with the editorial board 
of the Archiv /ti'r Kriminologie, and a brief tribute to him 
may be found in volume 159 of this journal, numbers 3-4 for 
1977. 
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Identification oj Blood 

Blood Considered In the Context of Legal Medicine 
Memoir Read at the Royal Academy of Medicine* 

M. J. B. Or"la 

Before delving into the section which is to be the particu
lar object of this memoir, I feel it necessary to present suc
cinctly the series of works which I propose to communicate 
in it. I will present, in a first memoir, the means necessary for 
differentiating rust, blood stains and stains from lemon juice 
on iron: this SUbject. as can be seen, is immediately con
nected to the medico-legal matter of wounds. In a second 
work, I will present the characteristics of semen stains, com
pared to those of fat and the matter of various discharges 
from the vagina and of the urethral canal, in acute and 
chronic leukorrhea, in gonorrhea, in chronic urethritis, etc. 
I will prove that it is not difficult to recognize if linen has 
been stained by semen and this will contribute much to the 
clearing up of certain questions relative to defloration and 
rape. The third memoir will treat aspl/y;-:ia by submersion: 
numerous experiments done on living animals, and about 
fifty autopsies on drowned corpses, several of which re
mained in the water fOl" sevt!ral months, will enable me to 
carefully trace the medico-legal history of submersion and 
lead me to the remarkahle conclusion that, except in very 
rare cases where slime, mud, gravel, etc., is encountered in 
the last bronchial subdivisions, and where the cadaver has 
not been found in a vertical position, head on top, it is 
impossible to determine if anyone has been submerged alive, 
unless wounds necessarily immediately mortal are discov
ered on the corpse, which indicute that the individual could 
not have thrown himself into the water. The rl.eaning to be 
drawn from the presence or absence in the airways of an 
aqueous and sanguinolent froth will be of much less im
portance than was believed up to now. In the fourth memoir 
I will be concerned with poisoning from a new point of view. 
How do venomous substances, mineral and vegetable, be
have in rotting animal matter? Up to what time can their 
presence or that of new compositions they have formed be 
demonstrated, supposing they have been altered? This ques
tion, of paramount concern to physicians and pharmacists 
charged with certain legal exhumations, will be resolved by 
experiments in which the principal mineral and vegetable 
poisons were mixed with animal matter thut was left to rot 
for twenty months, either in containers exposed to air, con· 
tailling water, or buried in enrth: it is unnecessary to mention 
thut, especiully in the first cnse, the putrefaction Wtl,~1 nt its 
peuk, und that the necessary clements to give 1\ satl;sfying 
solution to the problem were consequently present. 

[Section consisting of /tlrther discussion on the mailer of 
poisoning (lnd poison detection not translated. ] 

Blood Considered In 
the Medico-Legal Context 

Physicians arc often required by courts to determine if 367, 

stains, noted on instruments of iron or steel or on linen, are 
produced by blood. This matter having been the object of a 
work published by Lassaigne in 1825, we feel it r.ecessary to 
announce, in order not to be accused of plagiarism, that we 
have treated this subject since 1823 in (Ine of our lessons at 
the Faculty of Medicine. Moreover, if our experiments have 
some resemblance to those of the distinguished chemist, it 
will be seen they differ in several respects, and especially, 
that they consider the question in a much more comprehen-
sive manner. We feel it necessary to examine successively 
blades of iron or steel and stained fabric. 

Blades of .ron or Steel 
Stains produced by blood on these instruments can be 

confused with those produced by lemon juice nnd rust. It is 
of consequence, then, to study them comparatively. 368 

Characteristics of Dried Blood Stains 
Points of the blade on which there was only a small quan

tity of blood were light red; they presented, by contrast, a 
dark brown color where blood WaS deposited in greater quan
tity. If the portions of this blade, where U layer of blood of 
appreciable thickness is found are exposed to a temperature 
of 25° to 300

, they C:rop off in scales and leave the metal 
ruther shiny. In heating a portion of dried blood in a small 
glass tube, u volatile ammonia product is obtained which 
turns the color of litmus paper blue; the paper wns urranged 
on the upper part of the tube prior to henting. When a drop 
of pure hydrochloric acid is placed on the dried blood stain, 
the stain doesn't yellow or disuppear, nor docs the iron be
come shiny, us huppens with u stain produced by lemon juice 
or rust. I n immersing the stained portion of thl~ blade in 
distilled water, reddish striations quickly appear, running 
from top to bottom, and the coloring substunce is soon found 
gathered at the bottom of the liquid which remains un
colored with the exception of its lower portion. If, ut this 
time, the blude is withdruwn, the stained parts, thus treuted 
with water, show whitish or slightly reddish white filaments. 

;T;~;sh~ti;,~'~r: "Dll Sung, considerc SOliS Ie rupport de In Illcdccinc legale: 
MCl110irc III ,) l'Aendemlc roynle dc Mcdccinc", 
In JO/lr!ltll tI" eMm;t' Med;cah' ch' Pltarllladc' "/ Ih' 'ro,I'h'C/loR;c' 3 (II): 
36S 374 (1827). 
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These filaments, formed by the fibrin of blood, could very 
well not be perceptible if the stain being operated on is of 
small thickness. The aqueous liquid from which the iron 

369 blade was withdrawn was shaken in a glass tube, and ac
quired a rose or red color, according to whether it involved 
a greater or less amount of coloring substance. It enjoyed 
remarkable properties; it doesn't reestablish the color of lit
mus paper reddened by acid; chlorine used in small amount 
colors it green without precipitation. If more is added, it 
discolors the solution without making it lose its trans
parency, but soon after, it colors the solution opaline, and 
finishes by forming a deposit of white nakes. Ammonia 
doesn't visibly change the color, whereas it alters several red 
vegetable colors, like cochineal, Brazil wood, etc.; nitric acid 
gives rise to a greyish-white precipitate and the solution is 
almost discolored. Concentrated sulfuric acid gives rise to a 
similar precipitate only when used in rather large quantity; 
potassium ferrocyanide doesn't trouble it in any way; aque
ous :3olution of gall nut provokes a precipitate of the same 
nuance as that of the liquid. The .liquid discolors after 
filtration, or at leagt only conserves the yellowish color of 
dilute gall nut. Submitted to heat, the liquid of which we are 
speaking coagulates, unless it is very diluted in water, where 
it simply becomes opaline at first and only coagulates when 
a notable quantity of water is evaporated by boiling. 

If, instead of withdrawing the iron blade stained with 
blood at the moment when the liquid is colored red in its 
lower part, it is left for several hours in water, in contact with 
air, the iron passes into the state of reddish-yellow trioxide, 
which remains in great part suspended in solution and im
parts a yellowish tint to it. Another part of the trioxide, in 

.170 depositing, mixes with the red coloring substance occupying 
the bottom of the container and alters the color; but filtration 
suffices to separate all the trioxide, and the solution then 
passes to clear, colored in light rose, deep red, or red and 
shares all the properties which we have just assigned to water 
colored by blood. I I' the water in which the stained instru
ment was :mmersed contains only a small amount of coloring 
substance, or, in other terms, if the stain was not very sensi· 
tive, the solution will be troubled once again by gall nut or 
nitric acid. 

Characteri!ttlcs of the Stain Formed by 
Lemon Juice (Iron citrate) 

When lemon juice is deposited on an iron blade exposed to 
the air, iron citrate of a reddish-brown, which is possible at 
first glance to confuse with dried blood, quickly forms. A 
man was recently suspected of having murdered another. 
Found on his chimney was a knife which appeared blood 
stained. This new burden seemed to overcome the accused; 
then it was learned at the laboratory of the Faculty thut 
these presumed blood stu ins were only iron citrate produced 
by the simultuneous action of air Hnd citric acid on a knife 
that wasn't wiped When, several days beforehund, it wus used 
to cut u lemon. The points of the iron blade on which there 
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was only a small amount of lemon juice were a yt~llowish red, 
whereas they present a dark brown color similar to that of 
dried blood when the juice was used in a stronger proportion. 
In the latter case, the stain scales, the iron citrate detaches 
and leaves the metal shiny when the temperature rises to 25° 
or 30°. If a portion of this citrate is heated in a small glass 
tube, a volatile acid product is obtained; also, litmus paper 
placed at the upper part of the tube, and moistened before
hand, quickly turns red. In placing a drop of pure hydro
chloric acid on the stain we are discussing, the liquid yellows 
and the iron becomes shiny in the same instant; iron hydro
chlorate is formed. Also, distilled watcr with which the stain 
is washed, after treatment with hydrochloric acid, furnishes 
a precipitate with potassium ferrocyanide and gall nut simi
lar to that produced with a saline solution of iron. In im
mersing the stained portion of the blade in distilled water, 
the iron citrate quickly dissolves and colors the liquid yellow. 
This solution reddens litmus paper, gives a more or less dark 
violet precipitate with gall nut, a green or red one with alkali, 
according to whether the iron is in the state of dioxide or 
trioxide, and a blue one with potassium ferrocyanide. Some
times, to attain this last hue, it is necessary to add a little 
chlorine. 

Characteristics of Rust Stain 
(Iron trioxide subcarbonate) 

The color of this stain is yellowish-red, ochre yellow, or 
red. Exposed to a temperature of 25° to 30°, the blade thus 
rusted does not scale, as happened with stains of blood and 
lemon. Heated in a glass tube, rust gives ofT ammonia, as was 
demonstrated by Vauquelin and Chevallier; also, reddened 
litmus paper, placed on the upper part of the tube in which 
the experiment was being done, turned blue. A drop of pure 
hydrochloric acid placed on the rust turned yellow in an 
instant; the stain unrusted, and in diluting the acid with 
distilled water, a yellowish solution behaving like iron salts 
toward reagents is obtained. Put in distilled water, the rust 
is not dissolved at all; howev, r, it detaches and remains 
suspended in part in the water, in part at the bottom of the 
container; the solution yellows because of the rust in suspen
sion, but it suffices to filter it to decolorize it, which never hap
pens with an iron blade stained with blood or iron citrate. This 
filtered solut.ion, holding no iron in solution, when examined 
a few hours after the beginning of the experiment, docs not 
become clouded by alkali, gall nut, or potassium ferrocyanide. 

Fabric Stained by Blood 
If the layer of blood is of a certain thickness, and the stain 

is formed by all the materials of blood with the exception of 
water, (\ portion of the fabric stained in red brown is cut out 
und immersed in distilled water. The coloring substance of 
blood detaches soon arter, traverses the liquid frorn top to 
boltom in the form of red striations, and gathers lit the 
bottom of the container, wh(~reas the supernatant water is 
scarcely colored. At the end of a few hours, when the col-
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oring sustance is dissolved, at least the greater parts of it, in 
place of the stain will be found fibrin of blood, in the form 
of soft matter of a greyish or a rose white which is easily 
removed by a finger nail. The more this layer was whitened 
by the water and the browner the fabric on 'hich the blood 
was applied, the more apparent will the layer be at first 
glance. In the case where it is of a hue too dark to be 
recognized, the cloth is immersed once again in pure distilled 
water for a few hours, to remOVe another portion of coloring 
maUer. The solution, at the bottom of which is found gath
ered this material, is shaken in a glass tube, and shows a 
reddish color, behaving with heat, acids, chlorine and other 
reagents as we have already described in our presentation of 
an iron blade stained with blood. 

If the stain, instead of presenting a notable thickness, is 
the result of simple absorption by the material, as happens 
when parts of the linen surrounding the portions on which 
the blood had been applied, are examined, or if it comes from 
other blood stains which were scrubbed or washed after 
drying, it will be impossible to confirm the presence of fibrin, 
for this does not exist in stains resulting from absorption and 
would have been detached in the cllse of rubbing or washing. 
One is limited then to separating the coloring matter by 
distilled water. The solution is subjerted to the same pro
cedures as in the preceding case, and if it has the character
istics already pJ'esented, the stain can be affirmed as being 
formed by the coloring matter of blood, provided that none 
of the substances with the property of coloring the wllter red 
or rose (cochinelll, Brazil wood, cartham, madder-wort) fur
nish a liquid behaving with heat, lind all the aforementioned 
reagents, like aqueous solution of blood. 

The preceding experiments were done in turn with human 
blood and with the blood or beef, sheep, dog lind pigeon. 

It will not be useless, in ending this wo'rk, to note succes. 
sively the manner in which the major red coloring substances 
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behave with the reagents which we said must be used to 
identify the coloring principle or blood. 

Cochineal. A solution of dilute cochineal is the color of red 
currant. Ammonia changes it to violet without clouding it. 
Solution of gall nut doesn't give a precipitate. Sulfuric acid 
and nitric acid, far from giving a precipitate, render it more 374 

transparent and give it a scarlet color. Potassium f!::l rO
cyanide does not cloud it, but darkens' the color a bit. Chlo-
rine completely discolors it without turning it green or giving 
a precipitate. If the solution of cochineal were concentrated, 
chlorine would yellow it and after a certain time produce an 
abundant nocculent, yellowish deposit. 

Brazilwood. Diluted with water, the solution or Brazil
wood is an orange red. Ammonia renders it violet without 
clouding it; gall nut gives no precipitate. Sulfuric and nitric 
acids change it to a fallow yellow, without making it lose its 
transparency. Potassium ferrocyanide darkens the color a 
bit. Chlorine does not cloud it, and changes it to yellow 
without a change to green. 

Red substallce of madder-wort dissoh'ed ill alcohol. 
When diluted with water, its color is analogous to that of the 
coloring substance of blood. Ammonia deepens the color. 
Solution of gall nut docs not trouble it. Sulfuric and nitric 
acids yellow it and render it cloudy. Chlorine yellows it lirst, 
then changes it to green, and finishes by discoloring it with
out the solution even becoming opaline. It is seen by these 
eXperiments that if this substance resembles the coloring 
principle of blood in some aspects, it nevertheless dilrers 
enough so that they cannot be confused. 

Red substallce olcartham. It is yellowish when diluted in 
water. Ammonia deepens the color. Solution of gall nut gives 
a yellow precipitate. Sulfuric and nitric acid cloud it without 
changing its color. Chlorine discolors it right away without 
rendering it opaline. 
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IdC'lIf{ticufioll (!( Blood 

Blood Considered from the Medico-Legal Viewpoint" 

M. J. B. Orflla 

413 It is noted in the Joumal de Chimie Medicale of last 
August "that on the occasion or a memoire or Orfila, Mon
sieur Dulong observed that one or the most marked charac
terjstics of blood stains, even ir very old, is the form of blood 
cells seen by the microscope; it permits, in addition, 
differentiation of blood of different cla:;ses of animals: dried 
mammalian blood cells look like a white disc surrounded by 
a red circle, whereas in the blood of birds the white disc is 
surrounded by an elliptic globule. This mode of examination 
is that much more valuable since it requires minimum quan
tities for its Use and it doesn't deprive the substance of any 
material used in the application of analytical procedures". 
[Compte rendu de la seance de In Societe philomatique du 
14 Julylj. 

Such a positive assertion, uttered by a scientist of this 
caliber, must leave no doubt as to the possibility of recog
nizing in every case, and with facility, not only if a stain is 
formed by blood, but again, in certain circumstances, to 

414 which class of animals the blood producing it belongs. We 
don't think that the problem is as easy to resolve by micro
scope, bused on the facts we have observed with the greatest 
care, and which have been verified by Lebaillif, whose ability 
and experience no one will contest in any area of 
microscopical investigation. 

\. Dried human blood on a glass slide. This blood came 
I'l'Om a tingel'prinl; it had been diluted with about an equal 
weight of water and placed on the glass slide, where it dried 
out eight years ago. A very large number of perfectly spher
ical cells, transparent in the center, is seen; many of them 
were grouped together, forming un uggregate, which didn't 
hinder distinguishing them clearly. In examining a drop of 
the sallie blood, but thicker, with the same microscop(! it was 
impossible to perceive any distinct blood cells. 

2. Human blood dried on cloth. Human blood was depos
ited on a piece of cloth as it poured from the vein. Four 
months luter, u strip of this cloth, stained by a considerable 
quantity of blood. wus left in water for an hour, until the 
liquid was colored red, Two drops of' this solution were 
placed on a gluss slide, nt a certain distance from each other, 
und were examined after complete dessication. 

Till' first drop, fhkk (llId lVide. Perfectly spherical blood 

• 1 riln~I.ltllln ul "Sur It: ~iln!!. clln\l(lt.irc ~[)U~ Ie poinl de vue Il1cdkl)·lc!!al", 
In .Iul/fllat dl' dl/lIl/(' II/('il/ml!' C/" Jllwrlll/lc/C' ('/ dc> /1/\/(11/01:/(' 3 {'.II, 
'~I' 41') (IX~7) 

, In thl' ',lIllC I11cClinlt .\duphc Ilrungniarl /lilted that blmlll or heef hild bccn 
dllrcrcnll.llcd lrum hUII1.ln hluod hy miCfllSt:opC hi M\ln~icur f)UIIHI\ In 
,I Illl:dll;<l·lc[!id I;,I\C "llrOi1ltlllilrt probahly c()nru~cd this fact \Iilh 
OI"'I/III:r. "1l~C DUl11i1, \illd he knell nuthll1g abuul il. 

cells, transparent in their center, can be seen at many points. 
In another area, there are, in addition, those whose rorm is 
not easy to determine; finally, elsewhere arc perceived those 
which arc round and others which are elliptical. 

The secolld drop. small. 1I0t very wide. It is impossible to 
find allY blood cells in the center or this drop; irregular 415, 

bodies from the cloth on which blood deposited can be seen. 
In another part near the center two transparent, ruther volu
minous spherical blood cells can be seen, along with many 
others equally transparent and much smaller, one form less 
regular, diOicult to determine, and others which are some-
what elongated. 

3. Human blood dried on cloth, diluted in w!lter, and 
\'iewed in the microscope before dc:ssication. A portion of the 
blood which had been used in the preceding experiment wus 
placed on a glass slide after dilution in water and examined 
while still liquid. A very large number of small,trc1l1sparent. 
ovoid anr! sphert'cal corpuscles were seen. In llnother part, it 
waS difllcult to recognize per/ectly spherical corpuscles. A 
portion of' the same drop which had been deposited on the 
glass slide, such that there was but tI slight layer of blood, 
showed trunspurent, elllpllcal corpuscles; others spherical, 
but smaller in number; others were of an irregular rorm, lind 
several were elongated, opaque bodies, undoubtedly coming 
rrom wool, dust and other reruse soiling the fabric. 

4. Pigeon blood dried for six days 011 cotton linen. A por
tion of this linen containing all the substances of blood was 
left in a small amount or water until it was sunlciently col
ored. Three drops of this solution were desposited on 1I glass 
slide and were examined after complete dessication. 

First drop. rather thick. In the center arc some small, 
transparent, irregular bodies; bel ween the center and pe
riphery there are elliptical. square, spherical amitrianglilar 
bodies und, in addition, there arc opaque particles of black, 
which arc square, triullgulur. etc; tit the periphery, the mass 416 

is cracked from the dessication und colored in II more intense 
red and no transparent blood cells can be seen. 

Second drop, /lllIeh less thick. Only some opaque'. ellip
tical, square and spherical corpuscles, which arc not red 
blood cells, are perceived in the center. At the periphery can 
be seen u perrectly sp/wrt'cal, transparent blood cell, another 
elliptical, and several opaque corpuscles of difl'erent forms. 

Third drop. very thick. The center presents severultralls
parellf corpuscles, of irregular form, and others trial/gular, 
trapezoidal, etc; there are also opaque particles or varied 
forms. In a point ncar the celltrul pUrl there is an agglomer
ation or transpareNt corpuscles, whose form is not easily 
identifiable. Finally, there arc m:ither blood cells nor cor-

--- -~--

puscles ncar the periphery, where the mass is cracked and 
deeply colored red. 

5. I~igeoll blood dried 011 cloth, diluted ill wuter, and seen 
under the microscope before dessicatioll. A portion of the 
blood Which had been used in the preceding experi:nent was 
deposited on a glas~ slide after being diluted with water and 
examined while still liquid. A piece of elongated, opaque 
cotton is seen to which a llluititude or transparent corpuscles 
of ditTerent forms seem to adhere. At unother point in the 
drop, blood cells are seen in ruther a great number, elliptical 
for the most part and isolated; others which appear to have 
the slime form arc agglomerated. Elsewhere can be dis
tinguished two per/ectly spherical, transparent blood cells, 
comparable ill el'ery lI'a,l' to those 0/ humall blood. and 
beside them are three more which are elliptical. 

6. Pigeon blood dried Oil cotton cloth for six days llnd 
containing only the coloring matter. A portion or this cloth, 
adjacent to the area where the blood had been deposited, and 
containing no solid parts, was treated with water, as ore
viously. When the solution wus sufliciently colored, it 'was 
placed on a glass slide and examined after dessication. 

First drop. I n its center are seen n considerable quantity 
of def/drites and a rew rOllflded and rringed corpuscles. The 
periphery presents no foreign bodies and a yellowish-red 
hue. Second drop. With regard to the periphery, there is 
absolutely no difference between the two drops; as ror the 
center many d"IIc1ritic crystals and no roufltied corpuscles at 
all. In the third drop numerous ramifications analogous to 
the preceding and some fringed, irregular corpuscles, appar
ently clemenls of' crystallization, tire seen; along with these 
arc othel' corpusdes, m(ll"e rounded, but so tenuous that the 
form can't be exactly determined: and other corpuscles, or a 
spheroidul form, very transparent at their center, which huve 
a smuller diameter than humun blood c·.!lIs, of which we had 
first been speuking, bill (~f'ju.l't about the sa/lle .!CJrlII. 

It results from the preceding, und from other facts whieh 
we will pass over without reference, I) that, granting that 
the blood contains a multitudu of' blood cells serving to char
acterize it, it is sometimes impossible to determine the pres-

hll'lIfiji'cCI/io/l (~f' l1Iood 

ence of these blood cells in blood dried on a glass slide, and 
even more so on rabric, either because the drop or blood is 
too thick, or because it contains only the coloring matter 
(cf. section 6 above), or any other reason; 2) that though it is 
true, in general, that mammalian blood cells are circular, 
while those of birds and cold·blooded* animals arc elliptical, 
it is no less certain that in a matter of blood detached fro 11/ Wi 
cloth. elliptical blood cells can be perceived in mammalian 
blood, and spherical blood cells, as well as triangular, 
square, ctc. corpllscles in the blood of birds, probably 
resulting from an atom of' dust or of the material of the fabric 
which unites with the blood. It is easy to imagine that a blood 
cell which had been spherical when seen alont" presents 
another fqrm when coupled to a f'oreign corpuscle. 

Let us add that it appears, from numerous observations 
done by Hewson, that in animuls in which are found the very 
representative elliptical corpuscles after a certuin lime of 
lire, only circular blood cells are found when they are very 
young (Hewsolli opera olllnia, Tabula prim(l, Lugciuni Bat
allorllllll, an 1785). And isn't it well known, moreover, how 
difficult it is to do good microscopical observations when 
not accustol11ed to them? These diverse considerations lead 
us to attach less importance to these observations than was 
believed necessary for resolution of the problems en~aging 
our attention, and to prefer lhe chemical characteristics we 
discussed in our memoir on blood. 

To justify this conclusion, we reel it necessary to point out 
that after exumination of human blood and pigeon blood 
detached rrom fabrics, during several sessions and with 
several repetitions with excellent microscopes, not only was 
it difllcull to distinguish one rrom the other, but even some
times to recognize that it was blood. Let us now consider the 
quandary in which a physician, who hasn't devoted himself 
to microscopical rusearch, would find himself. It might be 
said thaI wu startud off' wrong, that we haven't f'ulfillud all 
the conditions. Very weill But wuthen requcst, in our tUl'll, 
that these dh'erse conditions. and cspecially th(' numcrous 
sources or error which can be committed, be indicatud. 

• puikillllhcrl11it:. 
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Idl'lll(trcaticJll q( B/o()d 

New Memoir on Blood Considered in a 
Medico-legal Context*t 

M. J. B. Orfila 

105 At the meeting of the 15 of this month, the section of 
medicine heard the reading of a memoir of Raspail, having 
as its objective to prove that neither the microscope nor 
chemical experiments can identify blood stains. This memoir 
was addressed to the Roval Academy of Medicine by the 
author, as he claims in the covering letter, only because six 
months before r spoke to this association on the same subject 
and concluded, on the contrary, that it was possible to 
confirm the presence of these stains. Raspail, aware of the 
importance of the question he was treating, thought it not 
appropriate to leave any longer in error the numerous 
French and foreign physicians and pharmacists, who could 
have accepted my work as a guide. Nor did he economize 
any means for attaining the proposed goal: not only did he 
create out of' whole cloth blood, which according to him 
shared all the characteristics I had allotted to human blood, 
but he also gave the prospect of the possibility or discovering 
somedaY at least twenty substances enjoying the same prop
erties. He went furthe;; he claimed that it was only up 10 a 
certain poinl, und not in an absolute way, as I have said, that 
human blood can be distinguished from iron citrate and iron 
trioxide. madder-wort, Brazil wood, cocchineal, earthame. 

lOll To listen to R aspail, I would have to esteem myself happy ir 
science conserved a slight memory of my work. The section 
easily felt that it is scarcely permitted me to keep silent in 
those circumstances; and more so since I am certain that, 
sin!.:e the publication of my memoir, it has been concluded 
more than vnce before the courts of the kingdom that certain 
stu ins have been formed by blood because they presented the 
characteri~tics 1 had indicated. I will approach this question 
frankly. 

The memoir of Raspail is composed of two distinct parts, 
one with chemical experiments as their objective, and the 
other, observation~ by microscope. I will say first, relative to 
the lutter, that I \~On'l bother with it, since it is in no way 
contradictory to what I had advanced. I. will only recall to 
Raspail, and to the section, that [ read on last August 21, in 
this !.:ontext, a note in which I a/ready established the 
insuf1icieney of the microscope in idenlillcation of blood
stains on fabric. (Sec the Journal de Chimie M c!di('(Jle. issue 
of September, 1827). 

Ra~pail's chemical experiments tcnd to establish: I) the 

.. T f«rhlalllln of "I',ouvcau MCll10ire Sur Ie S~llg, considere sou~ In rapport 
medlco-leg,II", 
in JIJ/lrt/(I1 dl' tI,imil' III/Miwle til! p/rarlll(lC'ic ct de' /(I,\H%Xle 4 (3); 

105 117 (IX:!);), 

• Reild at the R,,~,tl ACildcll1~ of Medicine JUlluury 29', 1828, 
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existence of a red substance into which stains similar to those 
of blood can be made; 2) that no one can be assured that, one 
day, twenty substances capable of putting in error the re
agents which I recommended for the identification of blood 
won't be discovered. Let's examine each of these points. 

A. There exists a red substance with which staill.\' similar 
to those of blood can be made. This substance is none other 
than eggwhite of hen left for a few hours in a canvas sack 
Hlled with powdered madder-wort, slightly moistened with 
water; the mixture is then exposed to a temperature of 25 to I(l~ 
30 degrees centigrade to dry it, and to give it the appearance 
of a red stain. 

I don't doubt that Raspail borrowed from my Hrstmemoir 
on blood the idea for preparing such a substance: "When this 
substance is diluted with water its color is analogous to that 
of the coloring substance of blood. Ammonia deepens this 
color; a solution of gall-nut doesn't cloud the solution; sul
furic or nitric acid yellow it and render it a bit cloudy; 
chlorine yellows it first, then turns it green, and finishes by 
discoloring it, without it becoming even opaline. It is seen by 
these experiments that this substance resembles, in some of 
its aspects. the coloring principle of blood; it dilTers enough, 
however, so as not to be confused with it" (Journal de 
Chimie Me'dicale. issue of August, 1827). 

But it is oi little consequence to science that a discovery 
was realized here or further on; what is of concern is to lind 
out whether the enunciation of a new fact is true or false. In 
this case, there is no doubt. Raspail is wrong. 

Let someone repeat the experiment, as he recommends in 
his memoir, with a whole egg white and SOme madder-wort, 
without the addition of water, or after dilution of the egg
while in three or four times its volume of wuter; it is left in 
contact with the madder-wort for a f'ew hours. A substance 
is obtained which, dried at 25° or 30° centigrade, presents 
a red color, whose propertie!\ r am going to compure to dried 
blood. 

Physical properties. To distinguish these two substances, 
one can, in the extreme, benefit from the diO'erences in color 
and transparency existing between blood und the completely !Oil 
dried mixture of albumin and madder-wort. In eO'ecl, the 
hue of this last mixture will never be the sume as tlwt or 
blood, and it can happen, when too lillie madder-wort is 
used, that it is so diO'erent it becomes useless to turn to other 
characteristics, Butl willingly ucknowledgc thutthese phys-
ical properties are insuf1icient for establishing this dis
tinction when the artificial mixture is strongly colored; this 
will not hold for chemical characteristics . 

Chemical properties. In comparatively treating these two 
materials with cold distilled water, blood releases its coloring 
matter to the water and leaves fibrin in the form of more or 
less colored filaments, depending on how well they were 
washed; but ill no case does this fibrin dissolve in the liquid. 
The mixture of dried eggwhite and madder-wort, on the 
contrary, treated in the same manner, releases both coloring 
matter and albumin to the water, considering that, after 
dessication at 25 or 30 degrees centigrade, this i!J very solu
ble in this cold liquid, a fact which certainly must have 
escaped Raspail. I will say, however, that if the egg white has 
not been diluted with water and was filtered before drying, 
cold water docs not completely dissolve the red stain and that 
there remain some light filaments, which are only released 
corpuscles seen swimming in the liquid when egg white is 
shaken in three or four parts water. But it is impossible (0 be 
mistaken; the amount of undissolved substance is scarcely 
discernibie, unlike a bloodstain treated with water. More
over, it is easy to recognize the filaments of egg white. 

The aqueous solution coming from the action or water on 
lOt) the stains of the two substances presents the following 

differences: 
I) I t is orange-red when colored by madder-wort, 

whereas in the other case, it is brown-red. 
2) Heated in a glass tube just to boiling, it coagulates or 

only becomes opaline, depending on the content of albumin; 
but if it comes from a mixture of madder-wort and egg 
white, it furnishes a rose-yellow or red liquid and a roseate 
coagulum, a part of whose color can be removed by washing 
with water. Whereas, blood gives a liquid and a coagulu/ll of 
a greenish-grey without the lightest trace or u red hue. This 
greenish-grey coagulum can be rapidly dissolved with potas
sium and the liquid then acquires a red-brown color when 
seen by refraction. This important dilTerence is known by 
every chemist and even by the worker dyers using madder
wort; and I wus astoni:;hed to see Raspail was unfamiliar 
with it. There's more: ir thf! mixture of madder-wort and egg 
white were to lose its red color by boiling, as does blood, the 
operation bearing the name "madder-worting" would not 
exist. Indeed, in elye workshops, when dyeing cotton red, 
iSI1't400 pints of water boiled with fifty pounds of' madder
WOl't and JUS! about as much beefblood l? If', in coagulating, 
albumin of' blood caused madder-wort to lose its red color, 
there would be no possibility of tinting in this color, Besides, 

110 I Cllll assert thal, having boiled a mixture of beef blood and 
decoction of madder-wort, the solution conserves its red 
color, instead of the greenish-gray color which coagulated 
blood presents. 

3) Nitric and sulfuric tlcids cOllgulate solution coming 
1'1'0111 blood; the clot is rose-grey and the supernatant, when 
left to deposit, is uncolored und a bit cloudy. The liquid 
mixture of albumin und madder-wort, treated by these acids, 

'Sl'e till' HI'IIII'IIIS 0/1/11' A/'/ III J).I'!'fIl# by Ilcl·tlinllet, Vol. 2, page 158. 
171)1 editioll; IIlId 1:'/"1111'11(11/:\' CfI/I/,SI' ill /).1'1'11% by Vltnlb, Jluge ,124, 
182~ edlliuli. 
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also coagulates, but the clot is straw-yellow and the super
natant is yellowish. 

4) Solution of gall nui, made in the cold, coagulates the 
blood in rose-grey, whereas the alleged blood gives a 
yellowish-white precipitate. 

5) Solutions of alum and stannic chloride only dilute the 
color of blood, witho/(( chl/llging it. On the contrary, the 
mixture of albumin and madder-wort is yellowed by these 
solutions. 

6) Concentrated alcohol gives risc to 11 meat-red coagu
lum at the end of' a few hours, unless the solution of blood is 
(00 dilute. The liltered liquid is completely uncolored, 
whereas alcohol and the alleged blood give a rose coagUlum, 
and a solution which, when filtered, is fallow bordering on 
rose. 

7) Ammonia doesn't alter, or scarcely alters the color of 
blood, whereas that of a mixture of albumin and madder
wort changes appreciably toward violet. 

8) Let us add that pure, concentrated hydrochloric acid 
does not yellow the bloodstain, but it browns the color more; 
the solid mixture of albumin and madder-wort, on the con
trary, passes gradually to yellow by the action of hydro- III 

chloric acid, such that 20 to 25 minutes are sutl1cient for this 
hue to be very evident z. 

Will there be objection, by any chance, that the two solu
tions or which I've been speaking up to now present sllch 
clear cut diO'erences only because they were not very dilute, 
and that the contrary would certainly be observed in exam
ining very small stains'? I would reply that in comparatively 
treating a bloodstain and a colored albumin stain with 16 
grains of wnLer, each stain weighing one-fifth of a gram, ull 
the preceding indicated phenomena take place, and the char
acteristics arc so clellrcut that there is no doubt that a 
fifteenth of a grain of dried blood dissolved in 10 grains or 
water can be identified. 

After all these facts, so positive, how cun it be that Rasp,til 
claimed that a mixture of albumin and madder-wort cannot 
be distinguished from blood'? How is it he wus not aware 
that, in the interest of' humanity, to use his expression, I 
would seek to give the greatest publicity to his so-called 
discovery and that, at this very time, facts incapable of sus
taining the most superficial examination are perhaps being 
verified everywhere'? Here, I believe, is the most pluusible 
explanation of this inconceivable conduct or Raspuil: he SaW 112 
that heat, sulfuric und nitric acids, und solution or gall nut 
coagulate u mixture of albumin and madder-wort, and be
cnust! these reagents also coagulate blood, he concluded they 
were identical!!! A strange way to reaSlln: it would be nec
essary to conclude that irQll and mercury salts ttre also 

l II i~ useless 10 recall thilt III IIICdlco-lc~al rcsc,ir\:h rclatile 10 hl\)od~lilins, 
il IllU~l never be forgutlcilto tre,1t the red ~olllth)n with ~hlorldc alld II ith 
potilHsiulll fcrroc)'<llIidc. i" I pllIlited oUI in Ill) fir~l t.leIllOir. If I IliIl'ClI't 
disc\lssed it here, it h hc~"u\c I llilillcu 10 IllclHilli, only those reagents 
which can serve tn distingUish hlood rrllill tlie sub~ta/l~e prcp,lred h) 
Rnspnil (llld, ill l'ITl'ct. l'Illol'illC ami Jllltu~'illlll rl·l'l'o~.I'al\idc lIl'haw with 
this ~lIb,'tUIlCl' 1I1111(l~t like tlie)' do II ith hlood. 
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identical because both are precipitated by hydrosulfates, 
potassium, sodium, ammonia, potassium ferrocyanide, etc. 
Certainly not. And just as it suffices to examine the color of 
the different precipitates to distinguish iron salts from mer
cury sal[s, blood can likewise be distinguished from albumin, 
colored by madder-wort, for the four above-mentioned re
agents give rise to coagula of different colors, and the super
natant liquids are also differently colored. 

B. The first proposition advanced by Raspail having b~en 
completely refuted, I pass to the second, which is: No olle call 
be assured that one da), twent), substances lI'i// be discov
ered capable of placing in error the reagents used by Orfila 
to identify blood. "In organic chemistry, where almost all is 
in chaos, or almost all is mystery", said Raspail, "whe would 
dare to assure me that twenty substances won't be en
countered capable of placing my reagents in error by the 
versatility or their characters and the delicacy of their com
binations'?" (the Memoir cited). It is easy to see how difficult 
it is, when led into in the realm oj possibilities, to assert 
nothing beforehand. I strongly doubt, however, that any 
such results will occur. And I sincerely urge Raspail, in the 
interest of legal medicine, to seek the compositions he fore
tells. When he has found them, I will agree with him: Blood 
cannot be idellt~(ied by chemical means. In waiting, I affirm, 

113 the contrary. 
I would be at fault if I didn't take this opportunity to point 

out the importunce of the last question raised by Ruspail. 
Legal medicine on'ers little else of such great interest. 

[Sectioll dealing with poisons alld toxicology not 
trallslated J. 

I will end this memoir, already too long, with the following 
II;; conclusions: 

I) In claiming that bloodstain~ on fabric cannot be 
identified by microscope, Raspail was in accord with the 
truth, as I had demonstruted before he did. 

2) In denouncing chemicul experiments as insufficient for 
identifying these same stains, and notably to distinguish 
them from stains produced by a mixture of albumin and 

Ilh madder-wort, Rllspail has committed one of the most griev
ous of errors. 

3) In presenting this new proposition, that a substance 
cannot be confirmed as blood because several substances 

10 
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resembling it might later be discovered, Raspail establishes 
a medico-legal principle it would be dungerous to adopt and 
which is even rejected by a healthy logic. 

r recall to the section that at the last meeting, I urgently 
requested it to name a committee charged with reporting on 
the memoir of Raspail; I also asked to be admitted before 
this committee to prove to it the inaccuracy of the results 
proposed by the author of the memoir. I again demand a 
favor which the Academy will undoubtedly be eager to ac
cord me: that Raspail be invited to assist at the work of the 
commission and that the experime:1ts be done with materials 
prepared by himself. 

I cannot urge too much that those physicians and pharma
cists, most orten called before the courts to judge questions 
of legal medicine, repeat the experime/lts of Raspail and 
compare his would-be blood with real blood. They cannot 
fail to recognize with me not only that there exist the 
differences between the two substances I have just pointed 
out in this work, but also that it is easy to distinguish them 
in considering only those characteristics I had already 
pointed out in the memoir read to the Academy in July, 
1827. I discussed the action of water and of hydrochloric 
acid on solid blood and that of heat, sulfuric and nitric acids, 
ammonia and aqueous solution of gall nut on aqueous solu- 117 

tion of blood. All one need do is to look to be C0 )vinced that 
these varied reagents act otherwise on blood than on the 
mixture of albumin and madder-wort. Moreover, It doesn't 
appear that our famous Vauquelin is disposed toward adopt-
ing the new ideas of Raspail; for, having been called upon, 
together with Barruel, on February 4 of this yea., to deter
mine if stains on a hat, smock, pants and shoe were produced 
by blood or not, he replied ill the affirmative, as can be 
assured in reading the report he addressed to Sir Van in de 
Courville, the examining magistrate. Vauquelin was ac
quainted with the experiments Raspail had read to the Soci-
ety one mom h before. Even more rema rkable, is precisely 
the fact that the conclusion of Vauquelin and Barruel was 
afl1rmative only because the material which they examined 
hud the characteristics I had allotted to blood in my first 
memoir3

, Will Raspail respond, by any chance, that the 
illustrious chemist which Europe has placed in the ilrst order 
of analysts, and whom the courts have so often consulted, has 
not understood the question?!!! 

1 Vauquclin limited himself to confirming the physical properties of stains, 
10 treat them with wuter, lind to submitting the uqueous solution to heat, 
chlorine and gall nul. (See the report alreudy cited). 
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Jdelltificatio/l oj Blood 

Bloodstains. A Medico-legal Report* 

M. J. B. Orfila, J .• P. Barruel and J. B. A. Chevallier 

We, the undersigned, ... charged by the writ of Mr. 
Gaschon, examining magistrate of the court of first instance 
of the department or the Seine on the days of July 1 st and 
5th, 1834, as a consequence of the rogatory commissi~n. of 
June 22, 1834, executed by Mr. de Saisseval, examll1l11g 
magistrate of the Chateau-Thierry district in the an'air con
ducted against men named Jean-Baptiste Boileau, Alex
andre Boileau, Jean-Louis Boileau, and Victor Darez, all 
four accused of voluntary homicide committed in collusion, 
the 2nd of the said month of June, on the person of 
Mr. Hochet, a rural constable, with proceeding with the 
examination of garments and objects attached to this roga
tory commission and with the operations necessary to re
spond to the following questions as much as possible: 

First question. Is it possible to determine if the blood 
mixed with earth, seized in the woods of Mesnil, is human 
blood if it is from the sume man us the blood found on the 

I • • 

clothing of Hochet, on the clothing of Jean-Bapttste BoIleau 
and on that of Victor Darez'? 

Second question. Is it possible to determine if the traces 
noted on the clothing of' Jean-Baptiste Boileau, arc traces 01' 
blood; if this blood, in the case of an anirmative finding, is 
blood of man or the blood of hare; if it is from the same mun 
as that found on the clothing of Hochet and that mixed with 
earth from the woods of Mesnil; and, finally, if these blood 
stains have been on the clothing of Jean Baptiste Boileau for 
about three weeks or four months or even J1lOre'l 

Third question. Is it possible to determine if stains noted 
on the clothing of Darez are bloodstains and if this blood, in 
the case of the ail1rmative finding, is the blood of man or the 
blood of sheep; if it is from the slime man as that found on 
the clothing of Hochet and as that found mixcd with the 
earth of Mesnil and, finally, if tht!se blood stains have bcen 
on the clothing of Victor Darez for three weeks or for five 
weeks? 

Fourth question. Is it possiblc to determine if truces noted 
on a piece of blue cloth, found near the place where the earth 
of the woods of Mesnil was taken are blood stains; and if in 
the ail1rmative, if this blood is from the same man us that 
existing on the clothing of Hochet, on that of Jean-Baptiste 
Boileau, on that of Victor Darel and in the earth from the 
woods of Mesnil'? 

To confol'll1 to the requirements or the writ, the e.l(perts 
met at the chemical laboratory of the Faculty of Medicine, 
Monday the 7th of July at nine o'clock in the morning to be 

;'r;;;;l~'ution o/': "Tuche~ de Sung. Rupport f\,lcuico-lcgu'''. 
in /IIIIWh'.l c/'/I)'gie'/l1' Pl/hUII,I/' c'l dc' MI"c/c'c'il/(' I.lgall' 14; ;W),.17(J 
( 1835). 

sworn by Lafontaine, police commissioner attached to the 
omce of judicial deleg tions, and to faithfully fulfill the mis
sion confided to them. 

The oath taken, the objects designated by the rogatory 
commission of M r. de Saisseval were turned over to them, 
these consisting of: 

I) a sundstone pitcher containing earth, leaves, pebbles 
and moss taken f,om the woods of Mesnil; 

2) the bloodied garments of Hochet; 
3) a piece of bl ue cloth; 
4) a sorry-looking smock, blue on both sides; 
5) trousers of blue cloth, patched and torn in several 

places; 
6) a pair of old, large clogs; 
7) a shirt of coarse white cloth; 
8) a smock of old blue cloth; 
9) another smock of newer blue cloth. 
The experts having determined that all these objects, con

tained in large white wooden box bearing the address of the 
Crown's prosecutor, were rurnished with appropriate tickets 
attached to the objects, took custody of them and adjourned 
until the following day, July 8, to proceed with the necessary 
operations and to reply to the questions posed by the roga-
tory commission delivered by Mr. de Saisseval the 22nd of 
June, 1834. On the said day of July 8, 1834, the experts met 352 

once again in the laboratory of the medical school, where 
they proceeded in the following manner: . 

Examilllltioll or the clothing or constllblc Hochet. Thts 
clothing was in a packet formed by a piece of home-spun 
linen which was sewn in such a way that nothing might 
escape. This packet wus closed by a cord whose ends were 
furnished with the seal of the examining magistrate or the 
court of Chuteau-Thierry. To this packet was nttuched a tag 
on which were found the words: clothiflgfoufld 011 constable 
Hothel. 

The integrity of the o!l1ciul seals having been confirmed, 
the p.lcket was opencd and the clothing extracted. The 
packet contained: I) a wuistcoat of goathair in stripes and 
smull colored points; this waistcoat which at first had a 
water-greell color, had becomc yellow through use. This 
garment waS saturated in blood in ulmost all its parts, partic
ularly on the back, the neck und toward the pockets. 

In one of the pockets of this waistcoat was a knife whose 
bludc was stuined by some white matter. Examination of thc 
white mutter staining this blade identilied it as coming from 
crumbs or soft bread; indeed, a part of this white matter, 
separated from the blade burned with the smell of roasled 
bread when placed 011 live COllis. Its volume increased on 
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contact with water. Finally, it took on a violet color on 
treatment with tincture of iodine. . 

'353 On some portions of the waistcoat a flaky white mat.ter 
was noted. Bv the manner in which it behaved on b~mg 

laced on live 'coals, this matter is comparable to the residue 
~f potato pulp from which the star.ch was extracted. 

2) Grey pants, where three openmgs, apparently m~de.by 
a very sharp, cutting instrument, were noted on the wUlstltne 
on the back to the right of the seam. These pants ,;ere 
saturated with blood on the waistline and near the openmgs 
and the surrounding parts. Selvaged suspenders also satur
ated with blood were attached to the pants. 
The~ame substance, analogous to extracted potato pul~, 

was noted on the pants by the experts. The ~rese~ce of this 
matter has to be explained. It appears that this white matter 
existed in the place where constable Hochet SUCcu~llbed. or 
that it can be found in the r~gion where he was carned after 
his death. 

3) A shirt of thick cloth soiled by a larg~ amount of 
discharged blood; this blood was most appreCiable on the 
back. 

On the back part of the shirt, toward the area cor~espond
ing to the right kidney, four openings were noted, which w~re 
made with a sharp, cutting instrument. The place occupied 
by these openings is a certai~ indicati?n they wer~. ~ro?u~ed 
by the same instrument which had pierced the \\'U1stltne of 
the trousers. The dimensions of the gashes demonstrates that 3S4 

the instrument was a thin blade. .. 
4) A pocket handkerchief in one of the corners m which 

is a knot containing two coins; one of silver, aJrallc, the other 
of allov a SOLI with the portrait of Louis XVI. 

5) A' constable's badge bearing the words: The law, de
partment oj Aisllf!, Pierre Hochet, rural calls/able oj La

'. 1833 This badge was aI/ached by all armballd oj crOIX, . 

linell. . TI 
6) An old cap of blue cloth with a copper visor. le 

copper is green beneath. " . 
7) Selvaged suspenders, the half of wh~ch are staln.ed wlt.h 

blood. The same flaky white maller prevIOusly mentIOned IS 
noted or the suspenders. 

The presence of blood on the clothing of constable. Hoch~t 
was sufficiently evident to us. Neverth~less, we conslden:d It 
necessary to test a portion of matenal removed. from the 
hirt. This material removed, it was separated mto small 
~ragments which were then reunited with pins, then ?It~ced 
in distilled water; after a few moments numerous stnatl~ns 
were visible. The water colored in its lower part and gav~ n~e 
to a brownish-red liquid, comparable in color to old, liquid 

blood. . I"d 
After a suitably prolonged maceratIOn, the I~UI ~as sep-

arated from fhe fragments of material and divld~d Into two 
parts, one or which was again divided and submitted to the 
following experiments: " 

I) A quantity of this liquid was introducf!d II1t~ II glass 
'.15$ I I 1 TI c tube, closed lit one of its ends, and subjecte( to lell mg. 1 • 

liquid soon becllme cloudy and presented a cOllgulull1 of 
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greenish grey, Tr~atment with potassium diss~lved t~le coag
ulum and the liquid resulting from the dlSSol~tlon was 
greenish-brown as seen by reflecti~n ,\nd ,bro:vl11sh-red by 
refraction, particular characteristtcs mdlcatmg that the 
solution, treated with heat, contained blood. . 

2) Another portion of this liquid treated With gall nut 
gave a coagulum of reddish-grey. . 

3) Another portion of the bloo?ied ~vater treate~ wI.th 
chlorine took on a green color, which disappeared With an 
excess of chlorine. . 

4) A portion of the liquid treated with a large excess ?I 
alcohol promptly deposited a lumpy precipitate of a sp~endlld 
roseate-red color. These experiments del!lOnstrated I~ ~: Ie 
most evident way that it was actually dned blood stammg 
this shirt. . 

A large quantity of this bloodied wat~r, l~aded Wlt~l blood 
principles, was treated with pure sulfunc aCid (of 66 ), then 
stirred with a glass rod. The mixture was hardly completed 
when a strong odor of human sweat was emitted, an odor 
difficult to conf'Jse with others. 

Examination of the material contained in a sandsto~e 
pitcher. The sandstone pitcher, about a pi~t .and. a half.1I1 3S6! 

volume was removed from the case conttlll11ng It. It W.lS 
closed ~vith a paper acting a!l a label on which were the 
words: sane/slOlle pot cOIl/aining bloodied ea;/h, IIIOSS, 
leaVl!s and pebbles JOlllld ill the woo~/s OJ. A!eslII I. 

The pot opened, its contents were Identlhe?: 
1) moss, a small amount of which was s~a1l1ed. by a dry, 

brownish-red substance, which appeared llke dned blood. 
2) Earth, of which a few small po:tions were ~olored by 

a blackish brown matter, a color attnbuted to .dned blood. 
3) Pebbles, two in number, evidently beanng traces or 

dried blood. 
4) Leaves or trees of which a few were soiled by a brown

red substance, comparable to dried blood: 
All the substances contained in the pitcher had an ex

tremely strong IIIIISI), odor, or better, or rotten wood.' an odor 
due to the fact that all the substances were mOist when 
placed in the pitcher. 

The portions of the diflcrent substances, moss, .earth, 
leaves, pebbles, which were stained and .had acqUired a 
brown color, were separated from those which l~ad not, and 357· 

were put aside to undergo the following operatIOns: . 
The 1110<;S was converted into a small bundle and placed In, 

distilled water and left to macerate for a suitable length ~I 
time. The water situated in the lower part of the exp~n
mental glass acquired a reddish tint. When the maceratIOn 
was sufliciently prolonged, the 1110SS was remov~d and the 
red solution was divided into two parts. One was .'ntrodu.ced 
into a glass tube closed at one of its ends, ThiS sO,lutlon, 
which had the same musty odor us the moss, and J~st as 
intense, presented the following phenomena when subjected 
LO heating. The liquid changed its color, became cloudy and 
gave a rather considerable COagulum of (~ rose-~rey col~r. 
Treatment of this coagUlum with potUSSIUI11 dissolved It, 
giving a greerdsh-brown color to the solution selm by 
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reflection and a red-brown color by refraction. All these 
characteristics demonstrated that the examined liquid con
tained blood. 

excrement. 

Examination of the clogs of Jean-Baptiste Boileau. Exam- 3601 

ination of the clogs demonstrates they were worn for quite a 
while. Their interior was filled with earth which had accu
mulated under the form of mammilate plaques. This earth 
presented no coloration attributable to blood. 

The other portion of the reddish liquid was treated with 
pure sulfuric acid (of 66"). A peculiar odor developed, but 
this odor was masked by the odor of rotten wood, which 
prevented the experts from recognizing th'.! primary odor. 

The leaves were then treated with distilled water to which 
they imparted a red color. The solution resulting from this 

Examination or the exterior identified a stain of blackish 
color on the inside angle of the heel of the right foot. This 
stain, which had the form of a diamonrl. was about one 
thumb square. Beside this stain were different materials at
tached to the clog, among which were distinguished straw, 
earth, sal/d, etc. On the clog of the left foot, various points 
colored in violet-red were distinguished on the outside in 
front. Finally, stains made from grass were visible on the 
bottom of the clogs but none of these stains could be attrib
uted to blood. 

/358 maceration was examined; it Was determined as containing 
blood. But the small quantity of this liquid, und the odor of 
rotten wood exhumed by the leaves, as well as the odor 
particular to the leaves, prevented the experts from experi
menting further with the purpose of identifying the odor 
released by the reaction of sulfuric acid on this solution. 

The pebbles were then washed with distilled water which 
received the coloring substance soiling them. The experi
ments performed on the colored water with heat demon
strated that this water prevented the experts from treating it 
with sulfuric acid for the purpose of developing the volatile 
principle of blood. 

Finally, the portions of cl)lored carth were treated with 
distilled watcr which colored it rcd. Aftcr division of thc 
solution into two parts, one was suitably treated with heat. 
It presented all the characteristics indicating the presence 
of blood, i.e., there was coagUlation, formation of a coagu
lum which redissolved with potassium, giving place to a 
greenish-brown liquid seen by rel1ection and reddish-grcen 
by refract ion. 

The other part was treated with sulfuric acid; but it 
presented a volatile matler having the musty smell Or odor of 
moss. 

Examinlltion of :t piece of blue cloth. This piece of cloth 
bore a tag on which could be read: piece ofclo/h servillg as 

.159 material eVidence ill the HOc/let afj'air. Examination of this 
material demollstrated it was about six feel in length. It 
appeared to corne from an old slip, so worn out that at I1rst 
glance it appeared covcred in 110ur, which it wasn't, as Our 
experimen ts demonst ra ted. 

The black stain in the form of H diamond found on the heel 
of the clog of the right foot was removed by scraping with a 
penknife. The parts scraped off were placed in distilled 
water; after a rather prolonged stay, the water, which had 
dissolved the soluble elements, was examined. As a result of 
this examination it was determined that the stain on the clog 
was not due to blood. Indeed, this stain, of a yellowish color, 
cmitted a foul odor or cxcrcmental matter. Exposed to heat, .161' 

it didn't cloud nor furnish a coagUlum. The odor emanated 
indicated that this stain was actually due to fecal matter. 

The other material, s/raw, earth alld salld, which had 
been found near t.he stain, and which formed a slight el
evation, wcre removed and examined. By similar means, it 
was found that, as in the case of the previously examined 
stain, these materials hud been tlxed to the clog by the fecal 
matter. 

The stains of a violet rcd, found on the front part of the 
clog of the left foot, were removed along with a part of the 
wood of the clog and placed in distilled water for maceration 
and lert in this liquid. 

The resulting solution did not acquire a reddish color. 
Tested by heat, it furnished no characteristics indicating 
presence of blood. 

The remains of this garment were patched up several 
times with patches of difl'erent qualities and colors. 

Thirty stains, apparently due to blood, were noted on this 
piece of cloth which presented these Spots .I'/rell'lI Oil a blue 
backgrolllld. A few of these stains were very large, about two 
thumbs square. Various remains of dry vegetable matter 
were attachcd to this piece of cloth, which were identil1ed as 
strands of straw, hay and sIems of I/Iustard-seed. 

Examinatioll of the trousers of Jean-Baptiste Boilellu, 
Scrupulous examination of all parts of this garment revealed 
to the experts: 

Thc greater part of these stains, found on the remains of' 
this garment, were rcmoved and placed in distilled water 
which colored in red-brown. A part or the bloodied water 
thus obtained Was tested with heut and variolls rcagents (ll1d 
presented all the characteristics of liquid blood. 

Another part of' this water, treated with sulfuric acid, 
developed a volatile principle which was identified by one of 
the experts liS huving the odor of 11'011/(/11'.\' 111('11.\'/1'1/(// di,~
charge, and by the others as having the odor or human 

I) I n the pocket on the right side of the waistline a stain 
apparently due to blood and whose position indicatcd it as 
having bcen made from the back of a hand. 

2) On the lower part of the right leg, in front, three stains 
apparently made by droplets of blood projected onto the 
pants. These droplcts did not pass through the material. .1h2' 

3) On the same lower front part of the right leg, three 
other stains, apparently duc to blood. These stains had a tint 
dilrercnt fr0111 the I1rst and this is an almost certain indi
cation thtlt they are of an earlier origin than those previously 
described, 

4) A bit bclow the knee of the left leg a stain, afJj)(lrently 
due to dried blood. This stain had all the charactcristics of 
a stain much older than some of those of the right leg. 
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5) On the iining on the right inside a blelod stain could be 
noted. This stain, like that observed on the pocket, seems to 
indicate that Jean-Baptiste Boileau was wounded on the 
back of the pc·,d and that he carried the wounded hand in his 
pants and in his pocket. 

6) On the back of the pants, different stains, but which 
were not due to blood. 

About half of the fabric bearing the stain found in the 
pocket was removed and placed in distilled water. After 
remaining in this liquid for a certain amount of time, it 
imparted a roseate tint to it, as a small amount of blood 
would do. The water, impregnated with soluble elements of 
the stain, changed color when heated in a glass tube, became 
cloudy and presented a coagulum which redissolved with 
potassium with the characteristic phenomena indicating the 
presence of blood. 

One of the three stains, which appeared less old than the 
others, was also removed and treated in the same manner. It 
presented a roseate liquid which gave the characteristics 
indicating the stains were due to blood. 

Examination of the smock of Jean-Baptiste Boileau. This 
smock, of thick blue cloth, was designated under the name of 
a smock with two sides. However, only the side which could 
be considered as being the front could be distinguished on 
this garment. 

Examination of this smock revealed to the experts: 
I) On one of the sides, designated by an "A" traced on 

the smock, thirty stains, presenting characteristics of decay. 
Physical examination of these stains did not permit us to 
estimate the nature of the substance which had produced 
them. 

2) On the sleeve (If the right side when facing the side 
"A", twenty stains apparently from the same momei'l as the 
preceding, No stains were noted on the left sleeve. 

3) On the other side of the smock, three stains on the left 
sleeve and four on the right sleeve. All these stains seemed 
to have the same origin. 

A rather large number of stains were removed from the 
smock, along with the fabric, and placed in distilled water 
for more than four hours. The water had not acquired a 
reddish color at the end of this time, but a yellow color. 
Heated, this water didn't cloud or present a coagulum, which 
indicates these stains were not made from blood. 

The portions of fabric bearing these st.ains were removed 
from the water and left to dry. After drying they were 
treated with boiling, 40° alcohol. This alcohol colored in 
green and the filtered alcohol solution became extremely 
cloudy with water. 

After evaporation to the point of dryness of a portion of 
the alcohol solution by low heat, a material of resinous na
ture very comparable to glue remained. This matter, which 
formed the stains noted on the smock of Jean-Baptiste 
Boileau was green, adhered to fingers, causing them to stick 
together, had a bitter odor, and emitted aromatic smoke of 
a peculiar odor on burning. The experts believe these stains 
to have been produced by glue. 
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Examination of the (old) smock of Victor Darez. Exam
ination of this smock revealed that it contained stains on 
various parts which we could not attribute to blood by their 
color. To be assured of their nature, however, they were 
removed from the smock and placed in distilled water. These 
stains did not color the liquid in red, but communicated a 
yellowish color to it. Submitted to heat, the water did not 
cloud and furnished no coagulum. It presented none of the 
characteristics belonging to water impregnated with blood. 

After drying the material bearing these stains. and treat
ing it with boiling, 40° alcohol. it gave an alcoholic solution 
which left a certain amount of fatty matter when evaporated 
to dryness. It was this fatty matter which formed the stains 
noted on the smock by attracting dust. 

'Examination of the new smock of Victor Darez. Exam
ination of this garment revealed it was two-sided. On one of 
them. marked "A" by the experts, a large number of stains 
were noted which, with the exception of one, which we sur
rounded with a square traced in ink, were not made by blood, 
but by fatty matter. As for the stain enclosed in the square, 
it appeared to the experts to be due to blood and was pre
served, its presence being the only fact which could lat~r 

prove that this smock was stained by blood. 
On the other side of this smock were noted: 
I) A large number of stains in various places which were 

produced by fat. 
2) On the right arm, about forty stains which the experts 

believed due to blood. These stains appeared to have been 
made by spurting blood; at least. their disposition seemed 
to imply this. They didn't appear to be very old, to judge 
by their color. and the shiny appearance which they had 
preserved. 

A portion of the stain:, we suspected of being made from 
fat was removed with the fabric and placed in distilled water. 
But this liquid did not color in red, and the water didn't 
change color nor become cloudy after being subjected to the 
action of heat. 

Dried and treated with boiling, 40° alcohol, the fabric 
bearing the stains presented a fatty matter which had caused 
the stains. 

A portion of the stains on the sleeve of the new blouse of 
Victor Darez, stains which the experts considered as being 
made by blood, was removed along with the fabric and 
placed in distilled water. which colored in rose. The water 
thus colored became cloudy when subjected to heat in a glass 
tube closed at one of its ends. It then gave a coagulum which 
redissolved with potassium. At the same time, the solution 
presented a greenish color in reflection and a reddish color in 
refraction. These characteristics indicate. that the water 
tested contained dissolved blood coming from the stains. 

Examination of the shirt of Victor Durez. The exam
ination of this shirt revealed: 

I) On the bottom of the lower part of the front, small 
blood stains. 

2) On the upper, internal part of the right sleeve. toward 
the middle of the sleeve, four stains, of which two appear to 
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be of blood. 
3) On the back part of the left sleeve, near the wrist and 

a bit above. five stains apparently due to blood. 
Several blood stains were also noted in the inside of both 

tails of the shirt: I) on the lower part of the back tail; 2) on 
the front tail corresponding to the pubis. The form and 
disposition of these stains seem to indicate that the wearer of 
the shirt had pursued the act of coitus with a woman during 
her menses. Tests performed on part of the stains round on 
the sleeves of the shirt by distilled water and heat demon
strated they were due to blood. 

The stains found on the shirttail furnished. with distilled 
water and heat, results indicating that these stains were also 
due to blood. The experts did not make any attempts to 
determine the aroma of the blood for it was found in very 
small amount on the shirt and, besides. they emitted a very 
strong odor which would undoubtedly have masked that 
specific to the blood. 

These proced ures finished. the experts found it possible to 
reply to the questions posed only in the following manner: 

For the first question: 
'3hH It was impossible to determine if the blood mixed with 

earth taken from the woods of Mesnil is blood of man or 
from the same man as that found on the clothing of Hochet, 
on the clothing of Jean-Baptiste Boileau and on those of 
Victor Darez for the reasons: J) the blood was in too little 
quantity; 2) the blood found on earth and moss taken from 
the woods of Mesnil had contracted a strong odor of decay
ing wood which had abolished the odor peculiar to blood no 
matter from what source it clime. 

For the second question: 
It was possible to identify the blood stains on the trousers 

of Jean-Baptiste Boileau. but it is impossible to determine if 
this blood is 0(' man or of hare or if it is from the same man 
as that found on the clothing of Hochet or that found on the 
earth taken from the woods of Mesnil. This impossibility is 
explained by the very small amount of blood found on the 
trousers of Jean-Baptiste Boileau. 
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As for the question of determining if the blood found on 
the trousers was there for three weeks or four months or 
more, the experts claim that the blood stains observed on 
these trousers were produced at two times, evidently 
different from each other. 

For the third question: 
It was possible for the experts to determine the presence 

of stains made by blood on the new smock of Victor Darez 
and on his shirt. 'But it was impossible for them, because of 
the small amount of blood, to say if this blood is of man or 3691 

of sheep, or if this blood is the same as that found on the 
clothing of Hochet and on the earth fr0m the woods of 
Mesnil. 

As for the question of determining if this blood existed for 
the past three or nve weeks on the clothing of Victor Darez: 

It is impossible for the experts to say if the blood stains 
observed on the clothing of Victor Darez had an existence or 
three or five weeks. They are convinced that those seen on 
the upper purt or the right sleeve, on the 'side of the smock 
marked "B," are of the same date as those observed near the 
seam attaching the sleeve to the smock. Although the former 
are less visible, they attribute the difference bet ween them to 
friction undergone by the former and from which the latter 
were protected by the stitching of the seam. 

For the fourth question: 
It was possible for the experts to determine whether the 

stains found on a piece of blue cloth found ncar the pluce 
where the earth was taken from the woods or Mesnil are due 
to blood. But the experiments done with sulfuric acid, with 
the purpose of comparing the volatile principle released from 
the waler which had dissolved the blood found on the clo
thing of constable Hochet, lead them to believe that the 
blood which had stained the piece of blue cloth is not the 
same as thut staining the clothing of the constable. Indeed, 
the volatile principle released from the wnter impregnated 37(1, 

with the blood of Hochet did not resemble thut released from 
the water in which the piece of blue cloth was immersed and 
was not the same. 
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Identi/ice/tion 0/ Blood 

Memoir on a New Method for Recognizing Blood Stains· 

M. J. B. OrflRa 

About six years ago, M. Persoz, professor of physics at the 
science faculty of Strasbourg, informed me that, in 1836, he 
resorted to hypochlorolls acid for the recognition of blood 
stains on a smock where urine stains were also found. "This 
acid," he said, "destroys immediately every stain except 
those formed by rust or blood: the latter tUrn a blackish 
brown on contact with the acids. It is that much n,ore impor
tant to make use of hypochlorous acid since it oJten happens 
that blood stains found on these fabrics lose the property of 
dissolving in water and consequently cannot be determined 
by this method." 

A little while after this communication, I applied jointly 
with M. Cottereau, the method indicated by M. Persoz, in a 
medico-leila I analysis, on the occasion of a confinement 

o •• 
pending trial for murder. It was a matter of deterr11lnmg 
whether the shirt worn by the murder victim, and a smock 
and a scythe seized at the home of the accused, were stained 
by blood or not. After having treated these stained objects 
with distilled water, and having exhausted the series of char
acteristics ! had indicuted in 1826 in my memoir on blood 
stains. we resorted to hypochlorous acid and we determined: 
I) that this acid applied on a region of the blue smock where 
there was no type of stain discolored and whitened this re
gion in an instant; 2) that the dotted stains of brown red, 
which existed on the smock, resisted the action of the acid 
and acquired u darker color; 3) that the stains of the scythe 
blade furnished nothing with distillecl water, that they com
pletely dissolved in hydrochloric acid, and were in no way 
modified by hypochlorous acid. 

Prior to this assessment, I was consulted by MM. Ma
gonty and Loust, pharmacists of Bordeaux, who were 
charged by the Public Prosecutor with determining the na
ture of certain stains found on the lining of a coat pocket. 
These gentlemen, huving met with u few di01culties in re
solving the problem by meuns known up to the present, asked 
me to indicate a procedure speciflc for ridding them of these 
obstacles. I immediately replied to them that they could use 
hypochlorous ucid, und furnished them with all the inf~rmu
tion which could guide them in their research. One will sec 
by the letter which I tmnscribe with what shrewdness these 
experts operated ill this circumstance. 

Letter of MM. Ml.\gonty and LOllst 
To Monsieur Orjila. Dean oj the Faclllt)' oj Medicine oj 

• Translation of: "Mcmoirc sur un nouveau Moyen de Rcconnuitrc les 
Tuche~ de Sang." 
in tllIl/ail's tlll.!'ni';II!! PlIblfqlll' ,'I de M,fdrcill" f.ct'g(J/e 34: 112 129 
(184$). 
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Paris. 
Monsieur Ie doyen, 

We would have already thanked you a long time ago 
for your kindness in replying to us, in showing us a 
method entirely new to us, a priceless method ror deter
mining the presence of blood on fabric, if we had not 
had to repeut this experiment and commit ourselves to 
ruther meticulous research which was the consequence. 
Today, now that our work is finished, we are euger to 
inform you of the cause of our long silence; and in 
asking you to excuse it, we must express our warm 
gratitude to you and confide to you the results \\hich we 
have obtuined. 

To confirm the facts which you made known to us, 
not that we doubted their verity, but us an indispensible 
exercise, we did many practice procedures, operating on 
fabric stained by us. We assured ourselves that the 
hypochlorous acid, prepared with chlorine which one 
hadn't taken the precaution of washing beforehand, 
gave uncertain results. The stains, in effect, aft(~r a hair 
hour of maceration, became very pale without disap
pearing entirely, however. But the same reagent, 
washed of hydrochloric acid. behaved as you told us; 
only, after a prolonged maceration or a few hours, the 
stain, which at first darkened and browned, became a 
bit more pale, but did not disappear. 

We considered ourselves sufl1ciently informed, and 
we undertook to do the legal research which the exam
ining magistrute demanded of us. We were not n little 
surprised to see the stain disappear in great part; how
ever we noticed brownish lines which persisted in the 
manner of blood stains. 

We ask you to recall the nature of the report which 
we had the honor to submit to you; we hud to report on 
the nature of stains round mainly on the lining of a cout 
pocket; and we say that the physical characteristics of 
these stains caused us to believe that they did not cOllie 
Jrom a spurt, bllt Jrom contact wilh (J stained objecr. 

We had to investigate if there were not a difl'erence 
between direct stains, i.e. those GOming from spurt. of 
blood and the immersion of fabric in this fluid, and 
stains we will cull secondary, i.e., those produced by 
contuct with a stained body. 

There should be, in efl'ect, u chemical difference be
tween direct stains receiving all the elements or blood, 
and secondary stu ins produced by them where the be
ginning of coagulation must have fixed the elements 
retuined by the clot on the first fabrics. To ussure our-
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selves or the degree of credibility we should give to this 
idea, we wanted to perform comparative experiments 
with direct stains, secondary stains, and those acting as 
subject for our research. We consequently stained white 
linen with blood coming from a patient's vein, and a few 
seconds later we pressed the first linen on a portion of 
red fabric cut from another pocket of the accused's 
coat, fabric similar in every point with that of the in
criminated pocket. We designuted these linens by num
bers I, 2 & 3. We placed three upproximately equal 
pieces or the linen in three glusses containing hypo
chlorous acid and we were able to determine: 1) that 
the direct stain (no. I) behaved as you had inrormed us; 
2) that the secondary stain and thut of the pocket 
(nos. 2 and 3) partially disappeared, both in the same 
nHiIlner, i.e. the threuds of the woof, more pronounced 
than those or the warp, und which must have absorbed 
more of the liquid on contact with the stained object. 
conserved u brownish imprint, whereas the threads of 
the warp were discolored. 

We wanted to investigate rurther this resemblance of 
lib numbers 2 and 3 provided by hypochlorous acid in the 

first method we had used. We then started. he whole 
operation over in comparing secondary stains with the 
pocket stains; we constantly obtained the same 
results . .. and from this moment our doubts ceased. 

Thus, sir, thunks to your kindness we have been able 
to usc a reagent new to us, of which we have been able 
to confirm the consistency, und which should henceforth 
render great service. 

It was ulso demonstrated that there exists a notable 
difference between direct stains or blood and secondary 
stuins, a difl'erence of which we feel experts in legal 
medicine should nlways be aware. 

We will tl!rminnte this letter as we began it. in asking 
you, sir, to receive expression of our gratitude Hnd to 
consider us your very respectful students. 

M. Magonty and Loust. 
Bordeaux, January 18, 1842. 

I thought it necessary to exumine the qUl!stion carefully, 
to find out exaclly if hypochlorous acid ofl'ered the ndvan
tuge associated with it by M. Persozj for this I attempted II 

great number of experiments. 

Action of liquid hypochlorous acid 
on blood stains 1 

First J<:xJlcrimcnt, A white cloth stained by blood flowing 
117 from a vein is immersed in liquid hypochlorous acid; tit the 

end of thirf1' secollds the cloth is retrieved und it is seen that 
the slain is 'browner lhun before immersion; sel'('III£'el/ hours 
aner being exposed to air it I'etuins (h~~ Same color. 

, I!ypllchiurulis ncid Ivns prcpurcd by Ihe method or M. Uallllrd.ln shnk.ing 
I\lcrclIr)' diOXide uillltcd in wilter into fI"r.fi'c1/.l' w(lsllt'Il gnscolis chlurll1ci 
the liquid WIIS filtered III the cnd or the renctiull. <lnd used In Ihis stllte. liS 
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Second Experiment. A white cloth stained with blood by 
applying it to a thick stain from a spllrt is left in liquid 
hypochlorous acid during thirty seconds. On being removed 
from the liquid, the stain is a light brownish toward the 
middle, and almost uncolored at its circumference: exposed 
to air, this part continues to discolor; however. the points on 
this circumference where the stain was u bit thicker were 
light brown. At the end of sevef/teen hours the cloth is dry 
and presents a greyish tint there where the blood stain wus 
first round. 

Third Experiment. A white cloth stained like the preced
ing is immersed in liquid hypochlorous uCld; at the end of three 
minlltes, the points weukly colored by blood ure discolored; 
after tenminlltes of contact there remains on the cloth only 
three small greyish plaques. Ten minlltes afterwards. two of 
these plaques arc completely discolored;Jorty minlltes after
wards the last of these plaques has disappeured. 

Fourth Experimcnt. Linen is stained with poppy oil. then 
a thin blood stain is made on this linen. After thirty seconds 
of immersion of this linen in liquid hypochlorous acid, the 
stain is red brown. and shows no change on prolongl!d ex!)osi
tion to air. But ir the linen remains immersed in the acid for 
an hour, the stain disappears entirely. 

Fifth Expcrimcnt. White linen with blue stripes stained 
two years ago by 11 smtiH amount of human blood is im
mersed in liquid hypochlorous acid. Removed ,\I the end of 
(hirt)' seconds, it is ulmost entirely discolored; whereas the 
sttlin'still presents a hint of clear rtd. although it obviously II/l 

tends to disappear. After twentyJollr hOllrs oj' exposition to 
air, all remains in the same stute. The Sllllll! results arc 
obtained with white linen with blue stripes stained six years 
ngo with a rather large amollnt of blood. 

White linen covered two years ugo by a thill blood swill is 
immersed in hypochlorous acid for tllt'rt)' seconds; the stain 
blanches; after another immersion of a quarter of an hou r. 
only LI dirty grey tint is seen on the stained part. 

A piece of black sheet presenting a ruther thick stain of 
human blood, (11'0 years old, is in part. discolored after thirly 
seconds of imllll!rsion in hypochlorous acid, whereas the 
blood stain is darker and almost black. After u tl\'C'III),-/ollr 
hOllr exposition to air, the sheet is less colored, and the stain 
conserves its black colot'. 

Sixth Experimcnt. Pieces of black sheet, grey duck, red 
calico und white cloth, stained 111'0 .I'£'ars ago by human 
blood nre left for two minllles in liquid hypochlorous .Idd; 
with the exception of the red calico, which presents only a 
thin blood swin, the other fabric!' are stained by a ruther 
thick Inyer of blood. On removal, ull the fubdcs arc discol
ored, while the blood stains have become u blackish brown. 
After exposition to uir for lII'ellf.l'-!ollr hOllrs, nll remains the 
same. 

SC\'cnth Experimcnt. Some coagulated pigeon blood is di
luted in a little watcr and purl of (he liquid is npplied on , 
white linen striped with blue. Aftl!r u /('11' .1'(Jeo/lds of' im
mersion of the linen ill liquid hypochlorolls ueid, the linen is 
discolored and the blood Slain, red beforchund. has already 
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acquired a fallow tint. Six hours after retrieving the cloth 
from the liquid, the stain was of a hint of fallow, so clear that 
it was almost entirely discolored. 

No change had appeared the following day. 
Eighth Experiment. A blood stain, recently made by let

ting venous blood flow on white linen, was immersed in liquid 
hypochlorous acid for six hours. At the end of six hours the 
stain was still a brownish black. After seventeen hours of 
immersion, the linen reduced to a pulp when pressed by the 
fingers and only a clear gray plaque was perceptible in the 
stained area. 

Ninth Experiment. White linen, stained two years ago by 
human blood, is left for six hOllrs in liquid hypochlorous 
acid. The stain passes to a deep fallow, then clear fallow, and 
this nuance is such that it perfectly resembles stains made by 
alkanet and a fatty matter after six holtrs of contact with 
hypochlorous acid. All were in the same state the following 
day. 

A piece of black sheet, also stained two years ago by 
human blood, after having remained in the same acid for six 
hOllrs, was retrieved completely discolored; the blood stain 
had also lost its color, however its discoloration had hap
pened more slowly than that of the sheet. 

Tenth Experiment. Pieces of black sheet, of gray duck, of 
red calico and of white cloth. stained by blood two years ago, 
are immersed in hypochlorous acid. At the end of two hOllrs-, 
these materials arc completely discolored; but the blood 
stains are blackish and do not look as if they arc disap
pearing. After sixteen hours of immersion, the red calico 
presents a very clear cale ali lait tint in the area of the stain; 
the duck is a brownish green with sttlined points, where 
whitish debris arc seen, probably coming from the action of 

120 hypochlorous acid on the blood: the white cloth preserves 
only two bulging black points of the stain, which are the size 
of the eye of a needle; finally, the sheet, now a greyish brown, 
covered in whitish debris, presents three rather thick stains, 
black in the center, whitish yellow at the circumference. 

Eleventh Experiment. A blue-and-white striped material, 
stained six years ago by a rather large amount of human 
blood, left for six hOllrs in liquid hypochlorous acid, is dis
colored on being removed, and the blood stain is of an exces
sively clear fallow color. 

Twelfth Experiment. An iroll blade presenting a thin 
blood stain, recently made, is immersed in hypochlorous 
acid. At the end of thirty seconds, there remains only a 
brown red tint at the stained spot; during the aclion of the 
acid, a rather large quantity of gaseous chlorine is released, 
und red iron oxide is formed. After all hour of immersion in 
the same acid, the blade is covered with a rather thick luyer 
of fron sesquioxide and, ff this is removed by a thin trickle of 
water, the brown-red tinL of which I have spoken is perceived 
at the area formerly stained by blood. The blade is immersed 
in another portion of hypochlorous acid. After five hOllrs of 
immersion, the fron is once again covered by a thick layer of 
oxide, but if this is detached by a thin trickle of water, or by 
lightly rubbing with wet tweezers, small stains of red brown 
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are once again noted here and there: one would say that iron 
oxide and the portion of blood remaining on these points 
forms a mixture producing these stains. 

Thirteenth Experiment. After six hours of contact with 
hypochlorous acid, an excessil'ely thill blood stain, recently 
made on an iron blade, has completely disappeared, and the 
metal is thoroughly scoured. 

Fourteenth Experiment. An iron blade presenting two 
thick recently made blood stains is lert for thirty seconds in 121 

hypochlorous acid; chlorine is given off and iron oxide pro
duced; the stains are a reddish brown. At the end of one hOllr 
they conserve the same color, but detach in parts at a few 
points and the iron presents its normal sheen. The blade is 
then immersed in a new bath of hypochlorous acid. After six 
hOllrs of contact, the stains arc still brown in the center: their 
circumference, a dirty red, shows a kind of rim formed by 
iron sesquioxide. After lourteen hOltrs or immersion, one of 
the stains is a greyish white and encrusted with iron oxide; 
the other is reddish brown, detaching in plaques; in leaving 
the blade in hypochlorous acid for thirty-eight hours. it is 
largely covered in iron sesquioxide and the liquid contains a 
large amount of iron sesquichloride: when this oxide is re
moved by a thin trickle of water, the stain which had re
mained is reddish-brown color, still presents the same tint, 
but is held to the blade only by a few points at its center. 

Action of hypochlorous acad on stains 
produced by various colored mate:-ials 

Fifteenth Experiment. Material stained in black by fat and 
coal is left in hypochlorous acid for Mellty-/our hours; the 
stain undergoes no alteration. 

Sixteenth Experiment. Blue material recently stained by 
alkanet and fat is promptly discolored, while the stain re
mains. After six hours of contact, the stain, which had been 
a dark red, tJcquired a fallow tint, similar to thut taken by the 
blood stain considered in the ninth experiment, p. 119. 

Seventeenth Experiment. Material covered for a month by 122/ 

a large and thick stain of alkanet and fat is immersed in 
hypochlorous acid. The material promptly discolors, but the 
stain, at first a blackish red, hus ucquired at the end of /11'0 
hOllrs the color of rust. This color has lost none or its in
tensity after sixteen hOllrs of immersion. 

Eighteenth Experiment. A portion of the sume muteriul 
presenting a large, thin stain, of the same natllre us the 
preceding, discolors ulmost instantaneously; ut the end of' 
fWO hOllrs the stain is u fallow yellow. This lint has lost. none 
of its intensity ufter si;(teen hours of immersion. 

Nineteenth EXllcriment. Blue materiul on which is found a 
thick stnin of ulkunet und fat is immersed for ulell' seconds 
in hypochlorous acid and discolors, while the stuin remuins 
red. 

Twentieth Expcrimcnt. Blue muterial stuincd II month ago 
with n mixture of fut und ulknnet is lert in the same liquid 
acid for thirty seconds. The mllteriul is cOJilpletely discol
ored, lind the stain, which was thick und red brown, shows 

a rusty color toward its circumference and blackish at its 
center. This remains about the same after sixteen hours of 
exposure to air. 

Twenty-first Experiment. This experiment is repeated 
with a large, thin stain made a month ago with alkanet and 
fat; the stain, reddish before immersion, is a fallow color on 
removal from the liquid. The stain retains a very clear, red
dish yellow color after sixteen hours exposure to air. 

Twenty-second Experiment. White material stained in red 
by a mixture of madder-wort and poppy oil is left in hypo
chlorous acid for a lew seconds; the stain persists. 

Twenty-third Experiment. A part of this same material is 
II 23 immersed in hypochlorous acid for five hours and the stain 

covering it just about conserves its color; the following day 
a portion of the stain is completely discolored; the day after 
there no longer remain traces of the color. 

Twenty-fourth Experiment. After thirty seconds of im
mersion in hypochlorous acid of white material stained by 
celandine, the thin stains are yellowish and the thick brown
ic;h at their center. After five minutes of immersion, all the 
thin stains have disappeared, and rust-colored circular lines, 
which end up yellow, replace the thicle stains. 

Twenty-fifth Experiment. White linen colored like the 
dregs of clear wine by c(lmpanula pyramidalis is immersed 
in hypochlorous acid; at the end of thirty seconds, the stain 
disappeared. 

Twenty-sixth Experiment. White material colored here 
and there by clear bister and brown in a few places with 
taraxacum dens leon is is left in hypochlorous acid for thirty 
seconds,' the rather thin stains of a dark-brown color arc 
entirely destroyed; the others, four in number and thick, are 
almost completely discolored: at the end of thirty minlltes, 
there remains no trace. 

Twenty-seventh Experiment. Stains made on white mate
rial with cichorium intybus arc of a very clear bistre; those 
which are thin entirely disappear after tlu'rty seconds of 
immersion in the acid; the thickest are discolored at the end 
of ten to twelve minutes. 

Twenty-eighth Experiment. White material stained a red
dish brown by lactuca viro.l'a is immersed in hypochlorous 
,lCid; at the end of thirty seeo/lds the thin stnins have disap
peared; the thicker ones show u yellow color; the brownest of 

1124 the thick stu ins is rust colored. The material is exposed to air 
for a quurter of an hour, then aguin immersed in acid; at the 
end of ten minutes the stnins changed to yellow arc discol
ored; ten minutes Inter, the rusty stain is u lightly yellowish 
white. 

Tw~nty-ninth Experiment. White ll1uteriul stained a very 
clellr reddish brown by euphorbia /athyris is discolored in a 
few minul':s by hypochlorous acid. 

The vuri(.'us stains employed in experiments 24, 25, 26, 27, 
28 lind 29, were done August 21, 1842. 

Thirtieth Experiment. White material is stained red with 
IImixt ure of fut und colcotlwr (unhydrous iron sesquioxide); 
the stain undergoes no alteration, even ufter severn I duys of 
contnct with liquid hypochlorous lIcid. 

---------- -~~-~--~-
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Thirty-first Experiment. White material stained like the 
preceding and not discolored by hypochlorous acid, is put in 
contact with a mixture of tin protochloride and hydrochloric 
acid, as recommended by M. Persoz. The stain blanched 
after a quarter of an hour; seventeen hOllrs later, it had 
almost entirely disappeared for there remained only a few 
excessively clear red points bordering on yellow. 

A stain of blood as thick as the preceding had undergone 
no change, even after several days, with tin protochloride 
and hydrochloric acid. 

Thirty-second Experiment. White material is stained by a 
mixture of fat and colcothar.- the stain is then covered with 
oil. The material is immersed in a solution of tin proto
chloride slightly acidified by hydrochloric acid. After three 
days of contact, the solution is excessively cloudy, and the 
stain persists with 110 challge. 

fhirty-third Experiment. Rusted iron is not discolored in 
liquid hypochlorous acid even after six hours of contact. 125' 

Thirty-fourth Experiment. Iron, stained by a mixture of 
fat and madder-wort, is not discolored after six hours of 
contact with liquid hypochlorous acid; but it is the following 
day. 

Thirty-fifth Experiment. Iron, largely stained with a mix
ture of colcothar and fat and not discolored by hypochlorous 
acid, is put in contact with a mixture of tin protochloride and 
hydrochloric acid. At the end of twenty-four hours the stain 
disappears and the iron blade regained its sheen. 

Action of water on blood stains 
Thirty-sixth Experiment. A piece of black sheet is stained 

with a mixture of poppy oil and human blood. The following 
duy the sheet is put in water; at the end of a few minutes the 
liquid is rose-colored and it Can be confirmed that it has the 
charucteristics of the coloring matter of blood. Stained ma
terilll likewise provided a rose liquid after ten minlltes im
mersion in water, giving an appreciable quantity of coloring 
matter of blood. 

Thirty-seventh Experiment. Thin and thick stains of blood 
were made on muterial and on sheets covered with fat be
forehand. Other pieces of the same materiul and same sheet 
were first stained with blood then covered with a light layer 
of fat. The following day the vurious fabrics were put in 
wuter, nnd at the end or a few minutes, it cun be shown that 
they give 011' an amount of coloring matter to the wuter, such 
that this substance can be easily identified by the ncLion of 
heat. chlorine and the other agents which I recommended 
use in Illy public memoir of 1826.~ 

Thirty-eighth EXlleriment. A smull piece of white mate- 126' 
rial, stained .1'1',\' years ngo by a ruther lurge quantity of 

: 1'hl$ proc~dur~ hilS ulrcndy survivcd the tcst or time; during 20 ycar~ thert: 
lUiS not bcen lin IIsseSSlllcnt or blood slUins that hilS 1I0t Illude usc or it: all 
those who huvc recclltly wrilten Oil legnl medicinc adopted it without 
lIIoditicutlon, to begin with by M. Devergie who presented it verbatim in 
his work, without indicuting Ihe sOUrce from which he hud borrowcd it ulld 
without e\'cn mcntiolling lilY 11111111:. 
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human blood, is put in contact with a gram of water. At the 
end of a quarter oj an hour the liquid yellows and tends to 
acquire a rose tint similar to that which water gives to a very 
small amount of blood; the heated liquid foams and coagu
lates; chlorine and the other agents behave with it as with a 
solution diluted with coloring matter. If another portion of 
this material is left in distilled water for twenty-Jour hOllrs, 
the liquid acquires a color a bit more intense, evidentlv 
bordering on rose, and it undergoes the same changes with 
heat as had been obtained after a quarter-hour contact. The 
material Slays red. 

Action of water on stains produced 
by various colored materials 

Thirty-ninth Experiment, Material stained by chelido
nium majlls, campanula pyramidalls, taraxacum dens 
leonis. cichori/III/ illlybus, lactuea virosa. and euphorbla 
lathyris, was put in contact with distilled water, which col
ored pale yellow, brown, or blackish brown. These different 
liquids, heated to boiling, retained their colors and did not 
coagulate. 

Conclusions 
I) Of all the methods proposed up to the present for the 

recognition of blood stains, that consisting of treatment of 
the stain with water and then working with the solution, as 
I recommended in J 826, is undoubtedly the best. M. Persoz 

12~ is evidently mistaken when he claims it often happens that 
blood stains found on fabrics lose their property to dissolve 
in water and cannot consequently be disclosed with the help 
of this liquid. The hundreds of assessments performed up to 
the present, and experiments 36, 37 and 38 reported in this 
memoir, establish, to the contrary, that in almost all cases, 
blood stains, even very old, made on clear material or coated 
with fatty bodies, or on iron, give 011' coloring matter to the 
water in quantity great enough for blood to be easily recog
nized. Moreover, numerous experiments, which I undertook 
in 1826 and results of which I related in this memoir (cf. expo 
39), demonstrate that all coloring substances, without ex
ception, other than blood, applied on materials, produce 
stains behaving in water otherwise than do blood stains. 

2) Hypochlorous acid is far from having the advantages 
indicuted by M. Persoz; experiments I 14 described in this 
memoir demonstrate thut the greater part of blood stains, 
thin or thick, recent or old, on material or on iron, entirely, 
or almost entirely, disappear after a stay a bit prolol/ged in 
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hypochlorous acid; that if some of them don't completely 
disappear, far from being brown red, they leave only a grey
ish tint. To tell the truth, some of these stains, even though 
disltppearing almost totally, conserve a brown red color in 
their center. 

In accordance with what was said by Mr. Persoz, if the 
action of hypochlorous ucid is not pr%l/ged for more than 
a few seconds, one or two minutes, the blood stains persist 
and turn brown, even though dried-out and old; but, on the 
other hand, stains from a mixture of alkanet and fat or fat 
and charcoal or madder-wort or poppy oil or with che
lodinillm majus, etc., be/wI'e a bit like blood stains in 
hypochlorous acid; it is, therefore, impossible to positively 
characterize the nature of a sl .in by the action of this acid 
only, even if the immersion 01 the stained parts is of short 
duration (cf. experiments 15 and 24). 

3) However, if hypochlorous acid is insulllcient for posi
tively establishing that a stain is formed by blood, it can be 
used with some advantage as an accessory method, provided 
it remains in contact with stained material only for one or 
two minutes at most; if there exist. some coloring substances 
olnei than blood, which behave somewhat like the latter 
with this acid, the stains produced by these mutters, even 
though persisting, do not acquire precisely the same tints as 
blood; besides, the number of coloring substances which hy
pochlorous acid destroys in less than two minutes is great, 
while this time is insullicient for the acid to obliterate blood 
stains, 

4) Hypochlorous acid is completely useless for distin
guishing thick blood stains on material or iron from rust 
stains or those produced from a mixture of Colcolhar and fat 
because these stains persist even after prolonged action of 
the acid, But if this is insu/licient in this case to resolve the 
problem, one can successfully turn to the method proposed 
by M, Persoz, consisting of treatment of thick blood stains 
with a tin protochloride solution acidified by hydrochloric 
acid; the thick blood stain will resist, while rust stain and 
that produced by a mixture of colcothar and fat will disap
pear at the end of a few hours, provided that the latter is not 
covered by u layer of oil. 

S) The action of hypochlorous acid on blood stains coming 
from a spurt of blood or by immersion of muteriul in blood, 
visibly diO'ers from that exerted on stains one might call 
secont/ary, i.e" those produced by contact with u body 
stained by a spurt.' indeed, these latter resist much less than 
the others the discoloring action of this acid, 
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Legal Medicine. Medico-legal Research on Blood* 

Louis Mandl, M.D. 

Facultles of Paris and Pest (Hungary) 
Correspondent of the Royal Academy of Science in Naples, 

of the ImperIal Royal Society of Physicians in VIenna, 
of the phllomathlc, anatomical, etc., societies of Paris. 

Chapter I. The Use of the Microscope In 
Medico-Legal Research 

The first physici:tn who tried applying the microscope in a 
medico-Iega[ assessment is, indisputably, M. Orfila. In 1827 
this distinguished professor speaks of it in his work on blood 
(1. de Chimie Med., v. III; Paris, 1827, p. 413) and on semen 
(ibid, p. 473). One must regret that his research was not 
characterized by successful results. We will explain later 
(Chapt. II, § III) the circumstances which must have hin
dered M. Orma 1'1'001 making use of his microscopical obser
vations in recognizing different types of blood; it suflices to 
point out here that analogous circumstances were encoun
tered in his research on semen. M. Orfila succeeded in iden
tifying animalculi in dried semen on a slide 18 years old; but 
when he wanted to exumine dried semen on linen by micro
scope, after having dipped the linen in water, he WIIS led 
to the conclusion that the zoosperms were no longer 
perceptible. 

M. Rattier "ourn. de C/rimie Mecl., March 1837, p. 120) 
making some observations on linen stains, in a medico-legal 
context, saturated linen with water, The water waShing the 
linen contained debris of spermatic anilllaiculi lind some 
whole unil11alculi. It appears, l\ccording to M. Rattier, that 
at the time of the Contrafato trial, Lebuillif was already 
using the m'icroscope for identification of semen stains; but, 
for reasons we can hardlY understand, his research WIIS 

guarded with the greatest secrecy. 
M. Ollivicr (of Angers) was the first to apply the micro

scope practically in medico-legal expertise. In the month of 
June 1837, he was charged with determining if there did not 
exist hairs adhering to an axe seized at the home of an 
individual uccused of homicide, lInd, if aflirmative to deter-. ' mIne the color of the huir. M. Ollivier, with the help of 1\ 

microscope, recognized thut the filaments in question were 
fu.r, completely difl'ering from huir, while perfectly resem
bling the fur of u horse, beef or cow, when comparatively 
examined; the judicial inquest fully confirmed the correct
neSs of this observation (Arch, glmer de med" Dec. 1838), 

In the meeting of the 20 Nov" 1838, M. A, Devergie reud 

• 'frnnslulion or: II Mcdecinc Legale, Recherche. Medico-legales sur Ie 
Sang", 

III GII:I'(((' M,'diclI{,' C/" l'(/r;'1 10(37): 561 567 (Seplember 3, 1842), 

a note on the characteristics of hanging in a living man. He 
noted the presence of spermatozoa in the urethral canal. He 
claims, in addition, to have noted spermatozoa in seminal 
stains on linen ten months old. M. Devergie, however, 
pointed out that procedures specific for separating spermuto
zoa from the linen on which they were deposited very often 
altered them, in separuting the tail, and of rendering micro
scopical examination not only difficult, but fruitless. 
Historical facts, which we have presented in chronological 
order, clearly demonstrate, it seems 10 us, that M. Devergie 
was going a bit far when he said of himself, "happy to be the 
first to introduce the usc of the microscope in medico-legal 
research", (A 1111. d'Hygi(.'1f(' Pllbliqtw, Paris, Jan, 1839, 
p. 169), He appears to agree on this point himself later on 
(Ibid, April, 1839, p, 478). We do not feel it necessary to 
occupy ourselves here with the question of priority raised by 
M.M. Devergie and Bayard, since on the one hund, priority 
undisputably belongs to M, Rattier, and on the other, only 
M, Bayard is seriollsly concerned with microscopical exam
ination of seminal stains, as we will later see. Let us add here 
that M, Donne, since 1837 (on spcrmatozu), noted the possi
bility of recognizing the presence of zoos perms after a more 
or less prolonged stay in urine. These findings were discov
ered in a physiological study, which does not hinder at all 
their application to legal, medicine, 

M: Gaultier de Claubry was charged, in June 1838, along 
with MM. Lubarruque and Ollivier (of Angers), with a legal 
Ilssessment, which hud as its object the study of a large 
amount of denutured, adulterated opium; they proved by 
m~croscope not only the adulteration, but also discovered, by 
thIS means, the different methods of extraction of opium 
from Smyrna lind from Egypt {announced in the previously 
cited work of M, Ollivier (of Angers), Arch, gen. de 111M" 
1838 and published in A 1/1/, "'II,lIgiell£', Oct. 1839, p, 374), 

M. Buyard (AIIII, d' Hygielle, .July, 1839) did some further 
reseal'ch concerning the micl'oscopical examination of d1'ied 
semen on linen or malt!rial of vuried color and nature which 
were undertaken during the month of November, 1838, For 
the recognition of dried seminal stains on linen, and lllaking 
usc of microscopical obscl'vations, M. Eayurd pointed out. it 
WIIS necessary to take care not to crumple or to separate the 
strips being macerated. Filtration of the liquid of maceration 
lind eXliminlition of the deposits remuining on the filter 
reveal the presence or spermutozoa, isolated from mucus, 
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complete. and without tearing of the tails. He could thus 
recognize semen dried out two months, two years and nearly 
three years before. The nature and color of fabric stained by 
semen has no bearing on the microscopical analysis and the 
recognition of spermatozoa; one finds them as easily in fab
ric of thread or of cotton as in that of wool or of silk. One can 
easily confirm the presence of spermatozoa in vaginal mucus 
taken after coitus. 

Let us now permit ourselves a few reflections on the histor
ical account just presented. It is evident that legal medicine 
could already have drawn much use from the microscope in 
many questions. Thus, certainly every time it is a question of 
determining the presence of sperm either on linen, in the 
vagina, or in urine, etc., one's recourse is necessarily the 
microscope as the sole specific means of resolving the ques
tion. We would be most satisfied to see the use of the micro· 
scope sanctioned in medico-legal research, not only in 
theory, but also in practice, by the approbation of forensic 
physicians who have not made a special study of the micro
scope, and who have consequently vie,'Ved this question with 
all the necessary reserve and circumspection. This circum
stance prompted us to use the microscope in the resolution of 
a very important question, where all attempts up to the 
present have failed. 

Let us admit that chemical reactions have determined 
certain stains as coming from dried blood; in the case where 
one would like to know to what specics of vertebrate the 
blood belongs, one would not be able to decide at our present 
level of science. It is to this point that we have directed our 
attention; it is in this question that we have found a new 
opportunity for the use of the microscope, which, with the 
help of well-determined characteristics easy to grasp, can 
distinguish these different types of blood. We well know 
there will always be those who will rise against the use of the 
microscope, on the basis, in particular, of the varied illusions 
to which people unaccustomed to the use of this instrument 
are vulnerable; but the response to this question is quite 
simple; if physicians are not accustomed to this instrument, 
let them become so; their laziness or schedules cannot be an 
obstacle to the progress of science. 

Chapter II. The Differences Which Exist 
between the Varied Types of Blood 

Part I. Physical, chemical and microscopic properties of 
blood in the different classes of \'ertebrates 

Everyone knows that blood having left the vessels coagu
lates and separates into two parts, one solid, called the coag
IIlulII or c101, the other fluid, which makes up the serum. The 
clot and serum consequently compose coagulated blood, or 
as one usually puts it, dead blood. When a more or less 
considerable portion of couguluted blood is left to itself, it 
will completely dry out, and there will remain only a frugile, 
brittle, solid crust of dark red, provided however, the amount 
of serum wasn't too great. In this case, putrefaction will 
sellie in before dessication. This dry mass comprises all the 
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materials of blood, with the exception of water, which has 
evaporated; i.e., it is composed of the dried clot and the 
elements dissolved in serum, forming a dry residue when the 
water has evaporated. I t is easily understood, then, that its 
size, its extension, etc., depends mainly on that of the clot 
which forms the most considerable part of the coagulated 
blood. 

We say then that coagulated blood is composed of clot and 
serum. But circulating blood is quite far from presenting the 
same elements: examined under the microscope, in the trans
parent part of animals (tail of tadpole, tongue of frog, gills 
and fins of fish, intestines of young animals, etc.), it is seen 
to be composed, in the normal state, of corpuscles swimming 
in a reddish-yellow fluid. These corpuscles are usually called 
blood cells. What relationship then exists between the cells, 
the fluid suspending them (which we will call blood fluid), 
the clot and the serum? It has been known for a long time 
that the clot is composed in great parI of fibrin, the same 
substance obtained as filaments in beating blood with stir
rers. Microscopical observation, in addition, demonstrated 
that a clot contains whole blood cells, not sepurated from 
their envelope. Modern experiments, finally, which we have 
presented elswhere (Arch. Gen. Med., 1840, v. IX, p. 18S), 
demonstrate that the fluid in which these cells swim contains 
dissolved fibrin. As SOon as the blood has left the vessels, the 
fibrin dissolved in the blood coagulates, enclosing the cells in 
its mesh, and rorms the clot. The blood fluid, deprived of its 
fibrin and cells, becomes serUm. We can present this com
position by the following table: 

liquid 
blood {

Blood n,ld { ::::;:'} .......... yO~l:~'''1 
Clot ._. 

l3Iood cells ........•... 

Let us now examine the principal properties either of 
coagulated, dried blood or of that still in circulation. It is 
understood that attentiol'/ will be drawn only to those points 
relating to the research forming the substance or this paper. 

A blood clot is red and soft; it is saturated with serum, 
which causes the softness. The color is from contained blood 
cells; the cells are colored red by the coloring matler of blood 
(hcmutosine), which dissolves when the clot is placed in 
water. The blood clot, composed, as we earlier pointed out, 
of fibrin and blood cells, consequently discolors when made 
to soften in water. The fibrin stubbornly retains a portion of 
blood cells; which is why it is necessary to macerate the clot 
in water, which it is necessary to replenish, until the liquid 
no longer colors. The finished product represents the fibrin 
entirely, white and uncolored, in sofl, long masses, formed 
by intertwining filaments, similur to ribbons, whose volume 
is much less consideruble thun that of the clot which pro
vided them. In this state, the fibrin is heavier' than wllter, und 
sinks to the bottom. What we huve just explained finds its 
entire application in the case of chemical examination of 

blood stains (Part II). Without further comment on the 
chemical properties of fibrin, we will only say that, in this 
state of coagulation, the fibrin is insoluble, in both hot and 
cold water, and is dissolved by caustic potassium, even when 
this base is very diluted. According to Berzelius, when fibrin 
is immersed in a caustic solution dilute enough to contact 
one's tongue without objection, it graduully transforms into 
a gel, as it does in concentrated acid, and finishes by com
pletely occupying the solution. If one then encloses this in a 
closed vessel at a temperature of 50-60°, it dissolves bit by 
bit and thus produces a weakly yellow solution. 

Dissolution of the red coloring material in blood is 
achieved by leaving the clot in water for u few hours, it being 
of little consequence whether it is soft or already dried. This 
dissolution plays a major role in medico-legal research on 
bloods. The chemical and physical properties of blood by 
treatment with difl'erent reagents have also been carefully 
studied. This liquid we are discussing, easily obtained by 
macerating the clot in water, is not only an aqueous solution 
of coloring matter, but contuins, in addition, the elements of 
serum contained in the clot. The principal constituent of 
serum is albumin, to which it owes its most salient charac
teristics. In evaporating the serum, the albumin dries out, 
but is again soluble in cold water. When heating serum in a 
glass or porcelain container, at a temperature which gradu
ally rises, it begins to lose its clearness at 65°, und at 75° 
coagulates into a mass the color of pearl, opaque, with truns
lucent edges, insoluble in cold or boiling water. This appear
ance of cougulated albumin varies greatly according to the 
proportion of ulbumin and water. We saw earlier that albu
min forms a solid, opaque mass; when the Serum is diluted 
with a little water, the albumin will only form f1akes. Further' 
dilution of this liquid will cause coagulation to give it only a 
milky or opaline tint, becoming clearer as amount of water 
increases. 

It is clear, then, what should happen when a blood stain is 
macerated in water. It dissolves the coloring matter of blood, 
which sinks in the form of reddish streaks to the boltom of 
the container. In addition it dissolves the dried albumin of 
serum; when henting this reddish solution, albumin forms 
flakes, or produces only an opaline tint in proportion to the 
amount of water lIsed for the maceration. Finally, the in
soluble part is fibrin; we huve already pointed out its 
insolubility in hot und in cold water. These arc the principal 
phenomena which take place when leaving portions of dried 
blood in water and which are of the greatest importance in 
medico-lcgal resenrch of' blood (Purt II). 

We are going to examine now the principal microscopic 
chuructcristics of blood, apart from any theoretical dis
cussion, with the intention of rendering intelligible our stud
ies on this subject (ParI. I V). 

I f a blood droplet is placed on a glass slide, lind a very thin 
second slide is placed 011 the edge of the droplet, infiltration 
of the blood gives a transpurent layer ready for observation. 
If it is blood of II mammal, one enn see swimming in the Iluid 
round, nut corpuscles, the diameter of which never surpasses 
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one hundredth of a millimeter; they are of a very pale red, 
almost yellow; they are the blood cells. Also evident is a 
second type of corpuscle, white, mammilated, with a di
ameter or at leust a hundredth of a millimeter; we have 
called these elements whtle fibrinous cells, or simply while 
blood cells. 

The blood cells huve swollen borders on both sides, their 
center is depressed, which gives them the form of a very 
elongated "8" seen from in front, and when a considerable 
amount of water is added to the blood droplet, the blood 
cells, on examination after a certain time, are much more 
pale, almost entirely uncolored; their edges are scarcely vis
ible. On the contrary, there are no changes in the white blood 
cells. This loss of color in the blood c'~lIs is more pronounced 
with greater amounts of water und with longer action on the 
cells. At the end of hair an hour, there is no more trace of 
these corpuscles and one would think them entirely dis
solved. However, on adding a little tincture of iodine, the 
uncolored cells become yellow, and are once again percep
tible. The blood cells are not actually dissolved until after 
one or two days; but, we repeat, they are ulready so un
colored after a quarter or half an hour that they entirely 
disappear, because of their great transparency, and it re
quires long experience with a microscope to distinguish them 
in the midst of the serous fluid in which they swim. 

We have spoken up to the present of the blood of man and 
mammals; but we've known for a long time thut oviparous 
blood contains cells of an entirely different rorm; in addition, 
our observations have demonstrated that animals belonging 
to the camel family present blood cells similar to those en
countered in oviparous blood. These blood cells are elliptical, 
instead of round as in mammals, and their large diameter 
almost always surpasses a hundredth of a millimeter. They 
are also flat and yellowish; but instead of presenting a central 
depression, they present on the contrary a central elevation, 
such that, seen from the side, they are bUlging. This el
evation comes from a central, oblong, granulated nucleus, 
which becomes more manifest as the cells remain for u 
longer time between the two slides. On dessication of a very 
fine layer of oviparous blood, one can sec the centrulnucleus 
better in isolated cells. (For more detail, we refer the render 
to our Allalomie Microscopiqlle, 2nd series, 1 st edition Paris 
1839). In adding water to this type or blood, these cells also 
discolor, but their nuclei rel11uin very distinct lind do not at 
all disappear by the action of water. 

Cougulated fibrin presents an amorphous muss, i.e., de
prived of structure, white or gray, sort and clastic. 

We have already previously pointed out that a clot consists 
of coagulated fibrin, which encloses blood cells. What docs 
one sce, then, if' onc nHlccl'ulcs a portion of' dried clot. f'or 
example, a blood stain, during a half hour or an entire hour" 
It is easily understood thal when it's a case of mallllllal 
blood, one perceives only lin amorphous mass, containing 
some white cells; the blood cells cun no longer be dis
tinguished. 11\ on the contrary, it is oviparous blood, nil the 
nuclei rel11uin distinctly visible. (cr. PUrl IV). 
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Identification of Blood 

Part II. Chemical Procedures for distinguishing Blood 
from every other Substance 

Every chemist concerned with expert medico-legal exam
inatius now agrees that blood can be distinguished from 
every other substance, and they also agree on the: specific 
means for reaching the results, since M, Orfila published his 
research on the subject (cf. Jour. de Cltimie Medic., Paris, 
1827, vol. Ill, p. 367), The purpose of this paper is not to 
present those facts already known to science; we refer the 
reader who would like to acquaint himself with them to 
treatises on legal medicine. However, it would not be useless 
to say a few words to better understand our procedures 
which we are going to present later on (Part IV). 

To find out the nature of a stain, it is macerated in cold 
distilled water, taking care that there is a certain distance 
between the stain and the bottom of the container. If it is a 
blood stain, red streaks are seen in no time at all going from 
top to bottom, and bit by bit, deposit on the bottom part of 
the liquid, coloring it red. At the same time, the stained parts 
thus treated by water discolor, and there remains in place of 
the stain a small greyish layer of wr'" ih or reddish-white 
filaments. This layer, or the filaments, are formed by fibrin 
and the insoluble parts of blood cells; the reddish streaks, on 
the contrary, come from the red-coloring matter of blood, 
extracted from cells by maceration. 

We must then clearly distinguish two essentially different 
parts: the liquid of maceration and the filaments. As for the 
liquid, it acquires a rose or reddish color when shaken in a 
glass tube; gradually heated to a temperature near boiling, 
it becomes cloudy, immediately changes color, and deposits 
flakes of coagulated albumin, or becomes only opaline. I f the 
flakes are deposited, i.e., if a coagulum forms, it is greenish
gray without the least trace of rose or red, and the super
natant liquid is uncolored or lightly colored in yellow-green; 
if the liquid is filtered and treated with potassium, it takes on 
a green tint, with reflected light, and a red tint with refracted 
light. If, on the contrary, it is not filtered, and treated with 
potassium while the coagulated albumin is suspended or 
deposited as nakes, the result is according to M. Orfila, 
about the same: the liquid acquires a reddish color by refrac
tion, and greenish color when seen by reflection. There is not 
a coloring matter belonging to an animal substance which 
can produce this set of phenomena. As for the filaments, they 
are soft, a bit elastic, soluble in potassium; and the potas, 
sium solution, treated with chloride and a little hydrochloric 
acid, gives flakes of coagulated animal matter. 

The chemist can always, with the help of these character
istics and of certain others, which we do not need to present 
here, distinguish blood stains from every other type of stain, 
for example, iron stains formed from lemon juice (iron ci
trate), rust stains, stains ot' substances whi<.:h enjoy the prop
erty of coloring water a red or u rose (cochineul, Brasilwood, 
cartham, madder-wort, elc.). M. Ruspail, far from sharing 
the opinion just aired, says: "it suffices to lel a cloth sac filled 
with powdered madder-wort, slightly moistened with water, 
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sit for a few hours in chicken egg white; then to expose this 
mixture to a temperature of 25-30°C, finally to dry it, to 
give it the appeurance of a red stain similur to a blood stain". 
But M. Orfilu fully refuted this opinion (Jollr. de Chimie 
Medic. vol. IV): it would seem to us that the reaction with 
lime would be the only one to resolve the question. 

There is then no doubt thut legal medicine can distingllish 
blood stains from every other substance producing stains of 
analogous color. 
Part III. Examination of Methods Proposed for 
Distinguished different Types of Blood one from the otheJ' 

At the reading of u work of M. Orfila at the Royal Acad
emy of Medicine, which was reviewed by the Philomathic 
Society, at the meeting of July 14, 182"/, M. Dulong re
marked: "One of the most distinct characteristics of blood 
stains, even when they are quite old, is the form of cells seen 
under the microscope; it allows, in addition, distinguishing of 
the blood of different animal classes; dried mummalian 
blood cells present a white disc surrounded by u red circle, 
while in the blood of birds, the white disc is surrounded by 
un elliptic cell". (In this sume meeting, M. Adolphe Brong
niart said that beef blood had been able to be distin
guished from human blood by microscope by M. Dumas in 
a medico-iegal case; but M. Dumas hastened to point out 
the incorrectness of this assertion, It is certain M. Brong
niart had confused two different facts). M. Orfila hastened 
to verify the opinion proffered by M. Dulong; but the conclu
sions he derived from his reseurch, confirmed by Lebaillif, 
are not fuvorable toward the use of the microscope. 

Indeed, the experiments of M. Orfila show: "I) that, even 
though blood contains u multitude of cells able to charucter
ize it, it is sometimes impossible to realize the presence of 
these cells in dried blood on a slide, and even more on fabric, 
becaU'se the blood drop is too thick, contuins only coloring 
material, or some other reason; 2) that, if it is true, in gen
eral, that mammul blood cells ure circular, while those of the 
blood of birds and cold-blooded unimals arc elliptical, it is no 
less certain that in the study of blood detached from linen, 
elliptical and spherical cells in mammul blood, US well as 
triangular, squure, etc. corpuscles, in the blood of birds can 
be seen, which probably results from an atom of dust or from 
the muterial of the fubric which united with the blood. It is 
easy to imugine thut a cel! which is spherical seen alone, 
presents another form when united with a foreign body" 
(Jo II r. ell! C/limil! Medic., vol. II I. p. 413; Paris 1827). 

We see, then, thut M. Orfila, in contrast to the opinion of 
M. Dulong, could not distinguish human from pigeon blood 
when removed from fabric, and "even sometimes that it was 
blood". We can understand how M. Orfila could arrive at 
these results when we examine lhe munner in which he con
ducted his research. Soon after "a portion of linen contain
ing ull the material of blood (of pigeon) had been left in a 
smull amount of water until this was sulliciently colored, 
three drops of this liquid were deposited on II glass slide until 
dessication was complete". But what could this liquid con-
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tain? Assuredly hurdly any blood corpuscles, for the greater 
part remained attached to the linen (Part IV), and the water 
dissolved only the coloring mutter. At the ti.me thut M. Orfila 
was conducting his research, these properties of t~le cells had 
not yet been studied; we should not then be ,astol~ls~ed. to see 
this distinguished chemist looking for cells 10 thiS. liqUid ~1I1d 
finding only irregular, elliptical, square, sphencal, tnan
gular, etc., corpuscles. These corpuscles are either molecules 
foreign to the constituents of blood, or some ~Ioo~ cell~, 
detached from the fabric, not deformed by deSSication, ex
cept many of them stuck together, in such a wuy as to form 
irregulur corpuscles. This is the only \~U~ we can u~derstand 
how M. Orfila would have found elliptical cells 10 human 

dispel the primary utmosphere, in which some sulfuric a~id 
can be encountered. M. Barruel claims he can thus diS
tinguish by the odor alone, between the blood of man and of 
womun, 'and consequently the blood of the diverse species of 
animuls. After the publication of these results, one must look 

blood. , d' 
At other times. human blood dried on a s~eet.' dIPP: In 

water, and seen in the microscope before dessl~at\On, oner~d 
"a great number of small, trunsparent, sphencal and OVOid 
corpuscles; on the other hand, it .wu~ dimcult to find perfectl): 
spherical corpuscles". Here ugaln, It was scurcely blood ce!ls 
which presented themselves, since they are almost all diS-
solved by wuter. " 

The result of this research is that the microscope IS of ~o 
use in the examination of dried blood when onl~ th.e diS
solved portion of the stains is studied, on e~amlnat~on of 
either the dessicated or liquid state of the solutIOn. As !or the 
rest we must remember here the influence of a few ClrC~l1n
stu~ces not well knuwn at the time when the observations 
were made, and which would have hindered even the r~cog
nition of the presence of blood cells in the drop examined. 
For example, the drop exumined should have been .covered 
with a second glass slide to sec it extended as a thin luyer, 
and to sec in thi~ way all the guspended particles, whereus un 
uncovered blood drop pre~ents for observation only the par
ticles suspended on its surface. The alterations undergone by 
blood cells during a stay in water hud not y~t been w~lI 
studied' it was thought, according to Hewson, that ce~tl\1n 
animal~ present corpuscles sometimes ellipt.ical, somet.lmes 
circular. We presently know that every oViparous anllnal, 
corning out of its egg, always shows elliptical corpuscles, and 
that the circular form is due only to the elrect of water on the 

cells. d 
It is evident after all we have just 8aid that we ha not 

to verify them, and muny .:hemists repeated these attempts. 
Though several physicians have completely confirmed the 56(;1 

results of M. Barruel, all agree, however, that the sense of 
smell is too fallacious, too uncertain, and most often too little 
developed in different people to dure apply M:. B.arr~el's 
discovery tojudiciulussessment, however interesting It might 
be from the physiological point of view. On the other hand, 
to perform these experiments, u very consider?ble amount of 
blood is necessury, which is very rarely found In these assess
ments, It is true that M. Burruelusserts that even two weeks 
after the production of the stain, the species to w~ich th,e 
blood belongs can be uscertained; but no one has venfie~ thiS 
ussertion. M. Morin of Rouen believed that he had diSCOV-
ered a greut difference between the coloring matter of ma.n 
und thut of fish; but M. Lecanu showed the error of thiS 
opinion. M. Chevallier (Jollrf/. de Chimie Mec!) c?uld find 
no chemical means for distinguishing blood stains from 
stains of bed bugs who has sucked blood and been crushed on 
fabric; the only din'erence is that stains of be.d bugs, left .by 
themselves for several months, ended by tak\l1g on an olive 

tint. I d" The result of nil the preceding is then I.hat lega me /CIlle 
hCls ItO /IIethod, either microscopical or chemical. to dis' 
tinguish among these differell! kinds of blood. 

Part IV. Methods for distinguishing blood of man and 
mammals from oviparous blood 

In a medico-legal investigation, once the nature of the 
stains hus been determined and they nre confirmed as com
ing from dried blood, there sometimes remains anoth~r .ques
tion to be Ct!solved. The accused might contend, adnlltttng to 
the nature of the incriminating stains, that it is the blood of 
bird or fish found dried on his linen, knife, or hands. We h?ve 
seen (Part II) that the forensic physician. can, ~vithout hesl.ta, 
tion or leaving the slightest doubt on thiS subject, deternllne 
the nature of the stains; but, from the facts we ha;e pr~
viously presented (Part II 1), i.t i.s ev~de~lt that the toren~\C 
physician has no method for dlsttngulshtng th~ blood of dif
ferent species one from the other. We thought It necessl~ry to 
do some research on this subject; we succeeded, no~ tn re
solving the entire question, but at le:lst in distingui~htng the 
blood of man and mammals from OViparous blo~d, I.e" blood 
of birds, fish, and reptiles. Here is the manner tn which we 
proceed. . 

arrived at a point or being able to distinguish the difl'erent 
types of bloods, and since these experiments IH~ve not been 
undertuken since that time, the result is that SClen:e 11l:5 no 
microscopical method 1'01' distinguishing mamma!tan IrOl~l 
oviparous blood. But before presenting ?ur reseH.reh ~I~ t~l~S 
subject, we will tIrst say a word about a lew chemical expert
ments undertaken with this end in view. 

M. BUl'l'uel (Altltals d'H,I'l.fielt<', vol. I, P: ~67) pr.opose~ 
the following method for the distinction .01' dillerent kl~lds .01, 
blood. Blood is placed in a glllss; one third or one .hall of Its 
volume of sulfuric acid is added, and it is stirred Wltl.l,U gla.lis 
rod; immediately n volutile aromatic clement m~lntlests It
self, characteristic for etlch kind or blood. Immediately upon 
stirring, it is recommended to blow briskly into the glass, tv 

It is known thal a blood stain macerated for a Whl,l: tn 
water discolors tlnd that a small grayish luyer or whltlsh
grey filllments of Ii.brin remain att:IChe? to. the s,l:bst~ln~e 
which bore the shuns (PMt I). It IS thiS dlscololcd ~Ib\ln 
~vhich we examine; indeed, this alone can show the discol
ored cells, while the colored liquid corning from. the macer
tltion of the stain contains only the red colortng mutter, 
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dissolved albumin, and sometimes some detached blood 
cells. We are sure then that the microscopical examination 
of this liquid is of no use, and that it is necessary to submit 
ti}.c. ~i5;:0Iored fibrin to examination. 

Here is the way to proceed to obtain the discolored portion 
of the stain adapted to microscopical examination; tirst, pre
pare a glass slide as for any other microscopical examination; 
place a drop of distilled water on the slide; then detach with 
any type of point whatever, most conveniently a cataract 
needle, a few particles of the stain; it is best to choose the 
edges of the stain, for here dried blood forms the thinnest 
layer, and consequently presents the most favorable condi
tions (or microscopical examination. The particles detached 
in this way will have more or less the sizl'! of the eye of a 
needle; there will even be some which are smaller. It is al
ways good to have at least four or five. 

Once these particles of stain are procured, they must be 
transported into the drop of water placed on the slide. This 
is most easily done by slightly wetting the point serving to 
scratch the stain with some distilled Wflter. All the particles 
will adhere to the point, which is then dipped into the drop 
of water on tilt; slide, all the particles being made to drop by 
careful, light taps on the point. One must avoid rubbing the 
point against the slide, for this operation might alter the 
sharpness of the results. There will now be five or six par
ticles, very small and very thin, floating freely in the drop of 
water: these are, so to speak, many microscopic blood stains. 
Now leave them for a while in the water to discolor them; 
one can easily see much less time is necessary to produce this 
discoloration than would be the case for a large stain. I n
deed, aftei a quarter or half an hour, the particles are al
ready discolored. To accelerate the dissolving of the coloring 
matter a bit, incline the slide in different directions. This will 
produce movements of the drop of water, which accelerates 
the discoloration. 

When it is noted that the small particles have paled quite 
a bit, Le., the coloring matter is dissolved, the examination 
proceeds in the following way: first, the amount of' water in 
whicn the discolored particles are suspended is decreased by 
inclining the slide to pour off a part of the drop of water. A 
very thin second slide, one which usually serves as a cover for 
the object to be examined in microscopical observations, is 
placed with caution on the particles suspended in the water. 
Any considerable pressure must be carefully avoided. Those 
accustomed to microscopical observation will soon come to 
know the amount of water necessary to render the observa
tion clear and distinct. There must not remain too much of 
the drop serving to dissolve the coloring matter, because the 
water will easily cover the second slide; nor must there re
main too Iitt.le, because the presence of air bubbles will 
render the particles too opaque. These are the precautions to 
take, by which one masters the technique in repeating it a 
few times. 

We now have the discolored particles plaged in a drop of 
water between two slides. The whole is placed on the stage 
of the microscope, and the particles submilt<!d to exam-
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ination. There is hardly need to add that the general rules, 
as in any microscopical observation, must be heeded, for ex
ample, as concerns light, etc. (On this subject, refer to Ollr 
Traite du Microscope. Paris, 1839). In examining these par
ticles, attention should be directed especially to their trans
parent edges: it is here the elements soon to be questioned 
can be distinguished most clearly. The central part is most 
often not sufficiently discolored: the examination is thus 
more difficult. Now here is what is observed in these discol
ored particles, which, as we know, are formed by fibrin and 
blood cells deprived of their coloring matter. 

Particles of blood stains of mammals will present an amor
phous layer, i.e., without any organization, in which here and 
there can be seen a few white cells. Of those blood cells 
which are completely discolored, there will appear no trace. 
When, on the contrary, the discolored particles belong to 
stains produced by oviparous blood, a very great number of 
oblong nuclei, crowded together, will be perceived in a very 
fine layer of coagulated fibrin, whereas the external contour 
of the cells will be no longer visible. 

In this manner, one will have a very easy method for 
determining the species of blood producing the stain. But, 
the blood of man and that of mammals presenting cells of the 
same structure, it is easily understood that neither the blood 
of man and that of any other mammal, nor of one mammal 
from another can be differentiated by microscope. On the 
contrary, it will be very easy to establish if the stains in 
question belong to the blood of man or mammal, or to ovip
arous blood, i.e., fish, bird, or reptile. The blood of camels 
and all animals belonging to this family presents the same 
characteristics as oviparous blood; this is a result of obser
vations we made in 1839, and which have been confirmed in 
a report made to the Academy of Sciences by MM. Milne
Edwards and Isid. Geoffroy-St.-Hilaire. This circumstance 
merits note, due to our possessions in Africa. 

We reject the use of the microscope to distinguish the 
different species of blood of mammals: however, adherent 
fur can sometimes give very important information . .It will 
thus not be very difficult to recognize fur of a rabbit, a steer, 
etc. or to differentiate them from hair. (See our Anatomie 
Microscopique, I st series, 4th edition, Paris, 1840). The 
microscope might also determine, if necessary, whether the 
stain in question is actually composed of blood. In the case 
where chemical analysis has not decided this question, we 
reserve for another occasion the presentation of further de
tails on this subject; however, we do not find it useless to add 
the following facts. Any mineral substance which can imi
tate blood stains will not discolor, and will show under mi
croscopical examination a mixture of amorphous, red 01' 

opaque particles, without any trace of cells, which break 
under pressure. Fibrin, on the contrary, is white or grey, and 
elastic. Vegetable substances not presenting a grey layer like 
fibrin, the colored liquid obtained on their dissolution is 
amorphous, or presents a few vegetable parts which differ 
according to the plant examined. But we hasten to drop this 
subject, because chemistry has always previously deter-
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mined the nature of the stain in these cases. When it is a 
matter of stains of bed bugs, one can discover parts of 
crushed bed bug by microscope in macerating the stair. 

One might perhaps think it more advantageous to dip the 
entire stain in water, and then take a small portion of the 
greyish layer to submit to microscopical examination. But 
this opinion is erroneous: indeed, the entire stain macerated 
in waleI' swells considerably, and the thin, transparent edges 
or these stains are thus lost to microscopical examination. Let 
us not here another circumstance which can sometimes be 
useful but which we believe of no actual importance in the 
questi~n occupying us. If the stain is not entirely discolored, 
the contours of the imperfectly colored blood cells are per
ceived in the fibrin layer; one can easily render these con
tours visible again hy dipping the discolored layer in a weak 
tincture of iodine, or, even better, in a solution of sugar syrup 
(one in five parts distilled water) to which has been adde? a 
little tincture of iodine to color it slightly. The sugar solutIon 
does not alter the form of the cells; but we recommend these' 
last procedures only to those already accustomed to the mi
croscope because the thickness of the stain most often hin
ders distinct perception of the cell forms. Let us remark, 
finally, that the smallest stain can serve in a large number of 
microscopical examinations. 

We have previously said that one will have "in this way a 
very easy method to determine the species of blood produc-
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ing the stain". However, it would be useful to present a few 
explanations in regard to this subject. When it is a mat.ter of 
putting this research into practice, when one would hke to 
make use of the results we have obtained in a medico-legal 
case, it must not be thought that just anyone can make these 
observations. A man is not a microscopist just because he 
owns a microscope: he must also be accustomed to it. In 
every case, we recommend to the physician the greatest 
reserve in the expression of his opinion. When he has con
firmed the presence of nuclei, he can unhesitatingly pro
nounce the stain to have been produced by oviparous blood 
for two reasons: I) because mammalian blood never presents 
a similar appearance; 2) because this judgment can only b~ 
in favor of the accused. But when the presence of nuclei 
cannot be determined, we believe it much wiser to announce 
a negative result, i.e., the physician would do better to claim 
that he could not confirm that the blood was oviparous; at 
least his opinion will not overwhelm the accused. On the 
other hand, he will avoid the error of wanting to make a 
judgment by a negative result, by the absence of nuclei, 
although from the scientific point of dew the absence of 
nuclei is a characteris'ic as positive as their presence. We say 
in conclusion that, in practicl\ this research must only serve 
in favor of the accused, and that it appears to merit that 
much more attention from forensic physicians as it presents 
the sole scientific means for helping an innocent defendant. 
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Memoir on the Examination by Microscope of Blood Stains 
on a Blue Cotton Smock in a Homicide Case* 

Dr. Charles Robin 

Professor of the Faculty of Medicine, etc., 

and 

Dr. A. Salmon 
Surgeon of the Hotel-Dieu of Chartres 

• 1oS Examination of blood stains presents one of the most del-
icate problems in legal medicine. When limited to the use of 
chemical reagents in performing this examination, as hap
pens in the greater part of assessments which come to atten
tion in this context, the results a~e always incomplete or 
more or less approximate, which limits the operations to the 
use of only immediate principles, such as albumin andfibrill, 
and not the direct, constitutive elements of blood, i.e. white 
blood cells and red blood cells. 

The use of the microscope, combined with that of re
agents, offers then. in the research we are discussing, a secu
rity not found in any other procedure. 

The details which we will present, on the occasion of an 
assessment with which we had been charged, will furnish 
very clear proof, 

We will limit ourselves in this work to a description of the 
facts rela ting l\.l the ana tom ic clements characterizing blood. 
But it is useful to point out that the guarantees of certainty 
and precision offered in the study of stains of various nuids 
by the means we have employed can be seen even more 
clearly with regard to animal and vegetable tissues. Their 

.Wl anatomic elements, invisible to the naked eye, but easily 
recognizable by microscope and less alterable than those of 
liquids, permit the dilTerentiation of very small portions of 
these tissues at all ages of intm- and extra uterine life. Thus 
debris from envelopes of the embryo, the placenta, the decid
ual membmne, and blood clots from the matrix can easily be 
recognized; hair of man and fur from animals of varied ages, 
fatty tissue, nervous tissue, etc" can be clearly determined. 
It is known that it is precisely these cases where chemical 
methods are found to be inelTective. 1 

§ I. Preliminary Questions 

", .. Given that this soiled smock, seized eight days after 
the crime, had not been washed since the crime, and thal it 
preserved several blood stains hy the very admission of the 

• Tr;ln~lalion of "Mcll1(JirC ConCCrnlll1t 1'l:xull1cn, a I'Aidc du Microscope, 
de lu,!ie\ de Sang slJr UIlC Blouse de ('olon Blcu duns un Cas 
d'A~\a'\inul". In AllllU/I!,I' t/'/IYf{ii!1I1! Pllb/il/II£' 1'( dl' MMecilU' Uga/~ 8 
(2nd ~Crlcs); J6S 3!J7 (1857l. 
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suspect, who recognized them, 
Given that these blood stains are seen not only on the 

sleeves and on the front of the smock, but even on the back; 
that some of these stains, notably those on the sleeves and the 
lower part of the smock, appear to have been rubbed with 
either water or earth, 

Given that Doiteau [the suspect] attempted to explain the 
stains by saying they came from blood spurting from a duck 
killed in his presence ... 

Given that, even though this fact is inexact, and that the 
duck concerned had been killed out of the presence of the 
suspect, it is nonetheless important to determine if, firstly, 
the blood stains found on the smock are, or arc not, blood 
stains from a duck, and if in uny case the blood would have 
been able to spurt in quantity great enough to explain the 
numerous stains on the smock, on the sleeves, the Cront, and 
even the shoulders and back; if, secondly, this blood by 
its nature, color, adherence, form and the multiplicity of 
the droplets, is not rather the blood of a septuagenarian 
woman violently struck on the head with cutting and contu
sive instruments. 

Given that in comparable circumstances the microscope is 
used today by science as a means of verification with the 
greatest success, etc. 

Tn these circumstances, let us request, etc ... , 
Here are the questions concerning the smock the two doc

tors were asked to treat in their capacity as sworn experts: 
I) Are the stains on the smock, and particulu.rly the dark 

stains bordering on red and on yellow, of blood'? (Do not 
limit your testimony to saying that they contain albuminous 
elements of blood, but say in no unequivocal terms if it is 
actually of blood, what is called blood.) 

2) Apart from stains which appear to be blood stains to 
the naked eye by their color and form, are there not other 
stu ins on the smock of the same nature, but less colored as 
if someone had attempted to rub them 011' or to dilute them 
u lillie while af'ter their formation by any type of rubbing or 
washing'l 

3) Are the blood stains in an umountlurgeenough, lind in 
places so multiple and diverse on the smock, that they could 
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not be explained by splashes of blood of fowl sh:ughtered in 
the presence of a man clothed in this smock and seated 
facing the fowl '] 

4) Are the elements of blood, of which the microscope 
permits recognition, clements of blood coming from a living 
duck who would struggle at the moment of having his throat 
cut? 

5) Would not the elements of blood be, on the contrary, 
elements of blood belonging to the human species, belonging 
in particular (if science can go up to this point) to the septu
agenarian woman violently struck on the head '] 

6) Finally, if these stains arc of human blood, could not 
they have been produced, according to their placement on 
various parts of the smock, in the course of a homicide where 
a single man armed with a cleaver, a bill-hook, and notably 
a spade, had delivered fif'teen blows to the head of his victim . 

7) The appointed physician-experts will, in addition, 
present in their report the guarantee and certainty of the 
precision olTered by the method of examination used by them 
in the execution of their assessment." 

§ II. Examination of the blood stains by the naked eye and 
by magnifying glass. 

To reply to the questions posed to U;-l we proceeded as 
follows: 

After having counted and measureD thl~ blood sttlins, we 
verified they were from 1/4 of' a millimeter to 3"~ millimeters 
in width, all of them recognizable as such by their dull 
reddish-brown tint in daylight and shiny black by lamplight. 
They reflected this light with that peculillr glint, known to be 
one of the characteristics of blood observed under these 
conditions. But it is also known that this way of. reflecting the 
light of a candle, or of a lamp, is specific to stains of egg 
White, of gelatin, of gum and probably all stains of' liquids 
rich in albuminous principles. However, Ihe coloring in red
brown or blackish, together with the glint of light, present a 
specific characten ;ic for direction tis to the means of in
vestigation which might be used. 

All these stains, examined by magnifying glass, demon
strated 1I small crust prOjecting slightly above the material of 
'Ie rabric itself; etlch crust was brilliant under certain inci

lIences of light, of a dull brown, on the contrary, when in
clined otherwise. The thickness of the smllll crusts WllS so 
slight it was impossible to appreciate by the naked eye: about 
I to 2 tenths of a millimeter, 

The small dimensions of lhe stains, and the thinness of the 
crusts forming them, soon indicated to us the impossibility of 
resorting to procedures based on examination of the coloring 
substance of blood and its albumin for determination of their 
nature. 

But the existence of the smull crust elevtlted above the 
materinl of the smock became one of the principal conditions 
permitting us to arrive at the certain determination of the 
fundumentul parts of hlood on each of' the stains succes
sively, despite their very smull size. Stu ins of three and one 
half' millimeters could even be hnlved by clllling the material 
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in such a way as to submit each half to a comparable exam
ination by slightly dilTerent procedures. 

§ III. Examination by microscope of stains on which had 
been determined by naked eye some of the characteristics 
implicating the stains to be of blood, 

On a certain number of stains, of which we have just 
presented the external characteristics, after having halved 
the largest by culling the material bearing it, we pro
ceeded as follows to determine their nature, their intimate 3731 

composition. 
After division of the fabric supporting two of the pre

viously indicated stains into the form of strips, they were 
steeped for six hours in pure water. For this preliminary 
operation, only the lower extremity of the strip bearing the 
stain was immersed in the liquid, such that two or three 
millimeters were left outside the water and applied to the 
wall of the capsule containing the liquid by the upper ex
tremity or the strip, The fluid soon rose by capillarity up to 
the stain and gradually swelled the substance forming it. 2 

Once the swelling is complete. we removed the slightly 
swollen substance, by scraping the material a bit with a 
scalpel. We placed this substance in a drop of the same water 
placed first on the bottom slide of the microscope. After 
having dissociated the swollen substance in this drop of liq
uid with needh:s, it became a bit redder than in the dry state 
and we covered the preparation with one of the thill slides. 
or glass slides, used in every examination by microscope, 
This done, the preparation was placed under the objective of 
the microscope at a magnification of 514 actuul diameters 
which demonstrated the following: 

In the liquid of the preparation were seen more or less 
large fragments of the substance of the small crusts be
longing to the stains, They were swollen by the liquid. These 
fragments were irregular, some greyish and others u bit 374 

colored by the previous particles, In addition, around the 
fragments, the liquid in which they were immersed was 
colored a red tint, similar to that given by the coloring 
substtlnce of blood dissolved in liquid. The portion of the 
liquid thus colored formed a red zone, more or less wide, 
around each of the fragments of substance placed under the 
microscope. 

Finally, either in the liquid of the preparation, or in the 
thickness of the fragments of the substance of the stains, 
were seen thin, microscopic filaments, twisted around each 
other, oll'ering all the characteristics of filuments of colton: 
all were uniformly of u slightly dark blue indigo, which 
contrasted with the red tint of the liquid of clear blood, 

§ IV. Examination of the fibrin of blood in stllins formed 
by this IillUid 

In adding some water under the microscope to the previ
ously indicated fragments of the Illatter from the crusts, and 
even before thi~ addition, we could determine very clearly 
that these fragments, swollen on (:ontnct with the liquid 
used, were formed principally of fibrin and secondarily by 
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white blood cells. 
The facls we are going to discuss below were also clearly 

evident: 
I) Either in using pure watc:-r to swell the stains present on 

the last two strips of the four we had removed from the 
smock; 

2) Or in scraping the small crust visible by magnifying 
glass on each stain and dropping this in small fragments, or 
powder, onto a drop of pure water placed on the bottolll slide 
of the microscope. 

In proceeding thusly, water discolors the stains, or the 
3:5 ~atter r~mo~ed ~y scraping; it renders the substance grey

Ish, swelltng It a bIt; the water colors slightly red in accepting 
some of the coloring matter of red blood cells, whose un
col?red elements it also dissolves after sufficiently prolonged 
actIOn, without leaving any visible particle, such as nuclei or 
granulations. 

After dissociation of the discolored fragments of the 
matter of t he stains with needles, examination by microscope 
shows that they are formed principally by a transparent 
s.ubstance, scarcely greyish and finely granulated. In addi
tIOn. the fragments of' this matter placed under the micro
scope clearly demonstrated f\ fibrillary appearance of thin 
rectilinear or delicately curved, interwoven filaments som~ 
free ~nd floating on the periphery of the fragments' being 
examtned. 

After treatment with acetic acid. this fibrillary SUbstance 
~e~ame ~xtremely pale, gradually swelled, lost its character
IStIC fibnllary property and the fine granulations with which 
it l?ad been strewn. It was thus observed to pass from the 
strtated, finely granulated state specific to it, to the state of 
a homogeneous, transparent, gelatinous substance. 

I~ is known that these attributes belong specificully to the 
fibnn of blood, nnd that taken on the whole, they result in an 
aspect entirely characteristic and constantly found by unat
omists in this important principle of blood. 

Thus the web of the small crusts or stains submitted for 
our examination was formed entirely of fibrin just a~ the wt:b 
of a blood clot in blood-letting (which represents one of the 
~ru.sts o~ a large scale) is formed entirely of fibrin, retaining 
In Its thIckness the two other characteristic solid parts of 

nl blood. namely, the white blood cells and the red blood cells. 

§ V. Examination of the characteristics of white hlood 
cells retained in the fihrin of the cells. 

On each of the fragments of the substance of the crusts 
placed under the microscope, formed hy fibrin and cleared 
by ~aler of the red blood cells it had carried along in coag
ulallng, were recognized several white blood cells. 

I n the thickness of thc fibrinous web just described were 
fou~d transparent, greyish, round, finely granulated cells, of 
a WIdth of 8 to 10 thou~:{t1d'.hs of a mililineter, In the center 
of several of them were !llso noted one or two small nuclei 
greyish, irregu tarly spherical or oval, of a width of' 3 to 4 
thousandths of a millimeter. Such cells, in the middle of a 
web of fibrin, could COI11C only from blood. In adding ucetic 
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acid to these corpuscles, we demonstrated characteristics 
exclusive to such cells. 

This acid, as its action gradually exerted itself, rendered 
the b?dy of each cell transparent, slightly swelled it, and 
~ave ItS. contour a regular though paler aspect; al the same 
tlm~, thIS reagent cleared away the fine granulations of each 
cell and showed their nuclei more clearly. These were soon 
presented in numbcrs of two or three, or even four, toward 
the center of each cell. They were disposcd sometimes side 
by side, sO~letimes in triangle or horseshoe al ;lngel11ents, or 
were supenmposed. The reagent rendered the edges of these 
nuclei darker, easier to sec, as catl be noted on fresh blood 
comparably examined; it also rendered them a bit more 
irregular than the action of water alone. 

The white blood cells, whose fundamental charactcristics 
we identified, were somctimes isolated, scattered about in 
~he fibrinous web of the stain, sometimes contiguous, united 
111 groups of four or five or even in numbers two or three .l~~ 

times grea tel' side by side. 

§ VI. Special examination of red blood cells retuined in the 
fibrin of stu ins or udhering to filuments of the fabric of the 
smock. 

Knowing that solutions capable of preserving red blood 
cel!s intact are obtained by mixture or dissolution of various 
fluld~ and salts an~ that the cells reguin their natural supple
n~ss In these solutIons after having been dcssicated, we de
CIded to make usc of them, since experience had long since 
taught us their advantages. 

These Iiquid~ w~re furnished to us by Mr, Bourgogne. 
manufacturer of microscope preparations, Who, after many 
I?ng atte.mpts, manag,ed to fulfill all the necessary condi
tlOn~. ThiS capable artist keeps the secret or the composition 
to !1tmsel~, u secret we have not tried to uncover, each expert 
bell1g eas"y able to procure this reagent for himself', in ask
ing for it under the designation liquid 4". 
. Here is th~ pr?cedure by which, with the help of this 

lIqUId, we eaSIly lount! the red blood cells characteristic vI' 
blood in the stains submitted for our examination. 

. We worked with three st;lins, cach of which furnished us 
WIth two preparutions. One of the stains was a half
mi,llime~er, and the two others each II millimeter in width. 

rhe/~r.l'1 series o/preflaraliol1s was done by scraping the 
~uperflctUl crust of eHch stain and letting the scrapings full 
Into a drop of liquid. Covering this with a small slide, we let 
the small brownish fragments of the crust lie in the soltltion 
fo: twelve h~IJrS. There is no precaution to be tuken during 
tillS maceration othcr than to protect the prepllration from .PH 

d~st, for the liquid employcd, being slightly hygrometric. 
WIll not evuporute, 

At the em! of thi.s til11e, we saw that Ihe small fragments 
of the scrapIngs of the crust imll1ersed in the liquid were 
swollen, had become more transparent, and redder thun they 
had been at t~le. bcgi '.111 ing of the operation, They regained 
the ~h:lr:leterl.S!lcS 01 color. trunspurency, consistcney lind 
elastICity speeillc to the smull groups Which /'01'111 during the 
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accumulation under the microscope of red blood cells of 
fresh human blood. 

By the dclicate maneuver of sliding the glass slides back 
and forth over each other, a maneuver to which one becomes 
accustomed in using the microscope, we succeeded without 
too much ditliculty in detaching a rather large number of 
cells forming the group. We could then study the character
istics with as much case as on fresh blood. 

They were perceived as having become slightly polygonal 
by reciprocal contacl, but retaining their normal colors 
und dimensions, forming a layer on the surface of the cotton 
filaments. 

Each isolated blood cell had just about regained its circu
lar, Ilat, biconcave form. Some still preserved a bit of the 
polygonal form which the reciprocal pressure in the accumu
lation had given thcm; others were concave on one side, as ill 
the fresh statc, but convex on the opposite side, as can be 
seen in blood cells placed in sodium or potassiul11 sulfatc 
solution. All were of 6 to 7 thousandths of a millimeter in 
width, rarely any bigger; this being the normal diameter of 
blood cells. All had regained their yellowish red tint specific 
to this species of blood elcment. Finally, in adding onc or two 
drops of acetic acid to each preparation, the blood cclls puled 
and gradually dissolved as in samples of fresh blood. 

The blood cells presented themselves to the observer some-
timcs face on, sometimes sideways, at other times they were 
seen adhering to the cotton filament in half their length, 
while the other half being free, projected outward, showing 
its circular, Ilattened form. 

Thus, here again, no doubt rumained: it was evidently red 
blood cells before us, an clement found absolutely only in 
blood and it was the blood cells of mammalian blood and not 
of duck or any other species of bird. 

It wus possible in the previous examination to arrive more 
quickly at the swclling and dissociation of the red blood cells 

• Pt) of the fragments of crust of a stain by adding a bit of water 
to the liquid used. Indced, this liquid is prepared for pre
serving the clements of fresh blood; its action on those that 
have been dricd is thus slow and even incomplete. But the 
addition of 11 small amount of water, slipped betwecn the two 
glass slidcs of thc microscope preparution, renders its action 
more prompt without removing any of the characteristic 
attributes of thc isolatcd blood cells, 

The SL'COllti sL'ries of flreparalloll.\', made wilh the three 
preceding stains, was done as follows. After scraping of the 
smull crust on their surfacc, there remains bcneath a small 
sttlin, paler, without projecting abovc the surface of the fab
ric, reproducing the size and form of the crust. Then, after 
culling the surface of the fubric thus stained, with either 
scissors or a very shurp bistoury and dissociating the wholc 
in the liquid used in the tirst series of preparations, the 
dissociated Hluments were left immersed in it. In cxamining 
the colton threads dissociated in the liquid aftcr the sume 
lapse or timc. the chnructeristics of form und volumc dis
tinguishing the cotton lilaments already pointed out nbove 
were evident. Also present waS the blue indigo tint with 
which they were impregnatcd hy the dye. But, in addition, 
we dctermined that many of thcm, in part or ull of thcir 
length, were covered by a single layer of red blood cells or by 
s111ull reddish agglomerations formed by blood cells of this 
type, accllmuluted and adhering to each other. 

It was even easier here than in Ihc nrst scries of prcpllru
tions to isolate red blood cells, to detach them frotl1 the 
surl'ucc of cotton filaments with the same maneuvers of pres
sure und sliding the glnss slides. The churnctel'istics of 
Illlttened, biconeavc form, the volume, color tlnd reactiuns on 
contact with ncetic acid were all easily determined, 

.IHO On the greatcr part of the lilall1cnts, moreover, it WHS pos-
sible 10 identify red blood cells before they were detached. 

This conclusion was further verified by the reaction to the 
addition of excess water, or a snull quantity of acetic acid, to 
the preparation placed under tbe microscope. The red blood 
cells adhering to the cotton filal11et1!s disappeared under our 
eyes by the effect of these agents. Those which had been 
detached and the more or less irregular, voluminous accu
mulations formed by thcse blood cells existing herc and there 
between the IIlaments, could be seen, as in the normal statc, 
at lirst to swell, while paling at the same time, then gradually 
to fudc by dissolution and soon to disappear altogether . 

§ VII. EXllmination on the SIlRle blood stu in: I) of fibrin 
Ilnd white blood cells; 2) of red blood cells 

With two other blood stains, one circular, of a width of one 
millimeter, the other oval, of thc same width as thc pre
ceding. but two millimcters long, wc proceeded as follows: 

The small crust, fed brown, served to make the first of II .1SI 

series of two preparations. For this, it was placed for some 
time in pure water. after having been removed by scraping. 
It was left thcrc until almost completely discolored, and was 
then dissociated with thc needles designed for this purpose 
(see § I I I). Examincd by microscope under (\ magnification 
of 514 diameters, all the characteristics of fibrin on one 
hund, and thuse of white blood cells on the other, as we have 
described above (see § IV and § V). could be recognized in 
thc discolored fragments. 

Having proceeded with these fragments of red-brown 
crust as for those of other stains, it waS not astonishing to 
find the same blood cells retained between the thin librils or 
the web of librin. 

I-laving pluced some of the frugmel1ts of thc red-brown 
crusts in the preservative liquid used above, they preserved 
their color und became slightly swollen. But by addition of 
excess wuter in one of the prepuruliot1s tlnd of (\ small qUtln
tity of acetic ucid in the other (which wns slippcd between 
the two glnss slides of the preparation according to standard 
procedure), these frngments were seen (0 swell H bit 1l1ore, 
become pale, then c0111pletely dissolve bt:forc our eyes. Those 
treated with Wllter left only u thin web or fibrin surroundcd 
by tI halo of liquid, wenkly colored in yellowish red by lhe 
coloring mutter of blood, which the wuter held in solution. 

The smull russet stain remuining beneath the crust I'e
moved frol11 the surface of each of thc two stains, lind huving 

.1 I 
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the same form as them, provided another series of two prep
arations; but these preparations served specifically to see the 
red blood cells and in order not to destroy them to observe 

'382 the fibrin and white blood cells, we proceeded otherwise than 
in the first. We used here preserving liquid 4u mentioned in 
the preceding paragraph (see § VI). Having removed the 
surface of the stained fabric with a sharp bistoury, we dis
sociated it in this liquid and examined its filalnents under the 
microscope, after leaving them in this same liquid for a few 
hours, either pure or diluted with about a tenth of its volume 
of water. 

The red blood cells adhering to the surface of the cotton 
fllaments were thus rendered perceptible (sec § VI, the de
scription of the second series of preparations. p. 379). 

By the same procedure of sliding the glass slides, we could 
isolate the red blood cells from the filaments. so as to deter
mine their characteristics of form. again generally circular 
and flat, of biconcave disposition. of the volume. the color 
and reactions already indicated. It is important to note that 
the central spot of tht~ red blood cells of man, indicating the 
central depression of the two faces, in a word their biconcave 
disposition, is less pronounced in blood cells which have been 
dried and then softened than in fresh blood cells. I n a word, 
these anatomic elements, after softening and isolation in 
blood stains. do not regain a biconcave form as pronounced 
as they show in the fresh state. But this property does not 
hinder their easy recognition, when one has already observed 
human blood in its various conditions. 

It is thus evident that, with a single stain, the existence or 
absence of the three most characteristic constitutive cle
ments of blood can be determined by microscope. The 
superficial crust should serve to determine the character
istics of fibrin and white blood cells: whereas we maintain 
that the subjacent threads of' fabric, between which the 
blood serum has inflltrated, carrying with it red blood cells, 

JB3 should be reserved specifically for demonstrating the exis
tence of red blood cells. 

§ VIII. Examination of thc characteristics of blood cells 
in stains formed by the blood of II duck 

In response to the questions posed to us by the rogatory 
commission of the examining magistl'ate, we let the blood 
flowing from the carotid arteries of a duck we had decHpi
tuted fall in a shower of droplets onto u blue colton smock, 
Having left these stains in 11 dry place for two weeks at the 
normal temperature for this month of' January, 1857, we 
proceeded with our examination, adopting exactly tbe same 
methods as for the examinatioll of the blood stains on the 
smock of the suspect Doiteuu, 

After treatment of the smull detached crusts of the blood 
stains of duck with the preserving liquid (4Q, sec § VI), u 
certain number of oval .. Ont blood cells could be isolated, at 
least twice as large as those of man, und bearing in their 
center !l smull, ovul, elongated nucleus, not less clHlracter
istic of the blood cells of fO"/1 than tbe elonguted, oval form 
of the cells themselves, This smull nucleus soon became very 
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evident, with clear, well delineated edges, under the 
inOuence of excess w(lter and of acetic acid which consis
tently produces the elTect or dissolving the reddish body of 
the cell, and leaving the greyish nucleus intact without uny 
specific color. 

After treatment of the small crusts detached frorn the 
blood stains from a duck with pure water, they gradually 
discolored, becoming greyish. For a relatively long time, 
they remained surrounded by a layer or halo of liquid col
ored in pale blood-red by the coloring matter of the blood 
cells. extracted by the water rrol11 the I11USS of accumulations 
of blood cells submitted to experimentation. Ol1ce the discol
oration is practically complete, it wus determined that no .18~ 

evident fibrinous web remained in place of each fragment, us 
was the case in the blood stains susper.ted of having corne 
from the body of a woman. 

There remained only II considerable number of oval, grey
ish nuclei, without any coloring specific ror blood cells of 
duck. These nuclei were 5 to 6 thousandths of a millimeter 
long. haIr of this diameter wide and thick. They were all very 
close to each other, the greater part remaining agglutinated 
by a small amount of uncolored substance. in which the 
fibrillary aspect specific to fibrin could be confirmed only 
with difliculty. Acetic acid soon rendered tile nuclei darker. 
thdr edges blucker; at the same time tightening them and 
rendering them a bit less regular, the usual action of this 
reagent on fresh blood cells of birds. 

It was impossible to identify white blood cells in this mass 
of nuclei remaining after the action of water and of acetic 
acid on these fragments of crust removed from the blood 
stains of duck. 

Thus: I) the oval rorm and the doubled volume or tlv.! 
blood cells here exnmined compared to those encounterl'd on 
the stains of the smock of the indicted; 2) I he absence of 
nuclei in the latter, the usual case in man. and the presence 
of oval nuclei in the blood cells of all birds. docs not permit 
us to acknowledge that the blood lltains on the smock submit
ted for our examination arc formed from the blood of duck 
or any other fowl. These characteristics permit the easy 
identificntion of the nature of the blood of nHlIl in one caSe 
and of the blood of bird in the other, with 110 possible COli

fusion, since the Out, circular form with the ttbsence of nuclei 
is constant in blood cells of' mlll1 after birth. whereas the flat 
oval form with a central oval nucleus is constant for every .1H.5 

blood cell in birds. 
In addition. the differences derived from the almost CO/ll

plete absence of the fibrillary fibrinous web in the blood of' 
birds, as compared with that of l1H1n, in which this web is 
abundant: the small number or absence of white blood cells 
in the blood of the first as compared to their notable quantity 
in the fibrillary web derived from human blood stu ins: here 
are distinctive characters which. although of second order, 
have a vulue not to be neglected by the expert. 

It is useless insisting on un understunding that these obser
vutions should be considered as the most delicate of those 
which u legal physician might be called on to make, in thllt 
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all these charucteristics arc obvious only after repeat:~ ob
servations of blood of diverse animals in diverse condItions, 
und to persons accustomed to judging the value lind pre
cision of the nature 01' these facts. 

§ IX. EXllmination of other stains of the smock, Ic~s . 
colorcd, prcsumcd to hc of the same naturc of the first, I.C., 

prcsumcd formed by blood and attempted to be rubbed out 
or diluted n little while nl'lel' theil' formation by slime type of 

rubbing 01' wllshing. 
We exumined microscopically either the powder, or the 

liIul11ents of the fabric of the snHlck. detached from the large 
stains of the sleeves. the front and the back of the smock. 
stains of 1I reddish-brown. ulmost the color of rust, ~r nnal
ogous to those which might be r?rmed by blood which was 
wiped, half-washed or rubbed With earth. . 

IL was immediately recog,niltlble that the Isolated. free 
microscopic fragments, us well as those sti~1 udheri.ng, to t.he 
lilalllents of blue cotton. were composed 01 small, Irregul,lr. 

.1Hh polyhedric. angular grains of multiple facets. unst~t1ctured 
in their reciprocal disposition. Some of these gnllns. were 
without any srednc coloring. gre)ish or unc~~lored In the 
center, more or le~s brilliant. with thick, blackish contou~s. 

to 4 millimeters wide, of a brown-red. on the back of the 
smock, which were not used in our previous operations. and 
which were also evidently superimposed on the large: less
colored, russet-like stains of this part of the smock. \ve left 
the front of the smock intl\et. The matter thus removed. and 
submitted to examination by microscope and with the re
agents already emplcycd. showed successively tbe character
istics of fibrin und .vhile blood cells retained in its thickne.ss. 
and red blood cells. u constitution similar to that of stains 
that the sume examination indicuted as being formed from 
blood. The paler stain remaining after rel11ovu.l of th~ small. 
obviously red crusts previously indicated. whtle bavlng the 
form and dimensions of the others. no longer showed blood 
cells adhering to the blue colton threads. us hud b~en seen (1n 
the unalogous stains taken from the c1ea~er portIOns ~f the, 
smock. We ('ollnd here only fragments or I.regular grains 01 
powder, some greyish, without any ~peci~ic color. th~ other: 
of a deep red. such as those deSCribed In the parts of the 
lurge. less-colored, russet-like stains bearing none of the 
small stu ins of a dark red-brown. 

This done. the large. russl!l-like slaills ll!ss colc!recl t!1U11 

Their diu meter varied from 5 to 7() thousandths of II 1111!
limeter and more. Water was without cITed on them; acetic 
acid. added to the preparation. scarcely attacked them. re
leasing a few bubbles of gas from their sl1bsta~ce. Only 
hydrochloric add dissolved them rather rnpidly With release 
of u certain quantity of gas.. . . • 

Others 01' these irt'egular grains, a bit less In numb~r, 
presented the SHme irregularities 01' I'orm. but were ~I a 
rather brilliant red-brown tint, which can be noted by 111ICrO
scope in various oxides lind especiully iro.n carbonutes,. These 
irregular, red-brown rragments hud tl dlllll1eter vtlrYll1g be
tween 4 and 35 thousandths 01' a millimeter. Wa~er hud no 
efrect on them. ucetic acid. added to the preparation had an 
elrect, but very lillie, only at the end 01' severul ~lOurs. Suc,h 
thut, in this report, no more than in the preeedll1g, there IS. 
nothing r,omparable to lhe fragments from the crusts 01 
blood stains. These irregular grains were, on the contrary. 
quite rapidly ntlacked by hydrochloric acid in. the snrn~ way 
and in the same time as the uncolored gnllns mentIOned 
above with which they were mixed. . 

The characteristics just mentioned being those that the 
microscope exhibits with the majority of terrestrial powdcr.s. 
lind huving none of those which this instrument, with the !lid 
of chemical reagents. exhibits in blood, it was necessury to 
investigate their nllture \lnd thei~ cOl11positil!n wilh the help 
or the appropriate reagents furnished by SCience. 

To achieve this, we proceeded as follows: . 
First, thirteen stains of a red brown were removed With a 

.lH1 sharp bistoury. The irregulur l)nes were sp.reud out: .the O\~l
ers were s1111111. r(lund, ! to 3 millimeters Wide, super lin posed 
on the large. less-colnred. russet-like sttlins ~n the l()wer part 
or the right sleeve. We didn't touch the lelt sleeve, , 

The samc operation was performed on ('our smull stains. I 

the small one. as muny of them on the lowcr part 01 the right 
sleeve us on the buck of the smock. were carerull~' scraped 
with a scalpel. A lurge porcelain capsule received the powder 
fulling from them. This wus then collected in the capsule by 
washing the capsule with hot distilled water •. The 1~1Urky. 
clouded water thus obtained was left to cool until the (ol!tl\\- 1lit

ing day. As tI result it separated into three parts: . . . 
1) The.lirsl part. Ooating on the surface of the li~IUld. In 

the tube. was llocculent and blue. Submitted to CXUIl1I1H1tlllli, 
by microscope. it was shown in be composed of Iilal11el1~s 01 
colton tinted in blue. accompanied by irregular parll.cles 
presenting the lisped of the grains of the pO,wder ,.lescrtbed 
ut the beginning of this section and not being (I1~ected by 
water. Moverover, these particles were present I.n sU:h a 
small amount that it wus useless. in the presenee 01 the lucts 
which follow, to do a special analysis, We then. rid ol.lrsc\\'es 
of this tlocculent magma of colton lilaments tinted tr1 blue. 

2) Separated from the liquid, and deposited on the. bot
tom of the tube, wus a finely granulated powder rormll1~ ,n 
thick layer of 8 millimeters in our tube, which wus ,IS milli
meters wide. Decllntution isolated the powder t ron~ .the 
water from which it had sep<lrated by gradually .deposltlng. 
because of its more considernble specilic gr""lt)' .. bnm
ination by mieroseope slwwed it to be formed e~l!lrely of 
irregular corpllscle~. some grey, without uny speeilic color. 
others of n red brown of o.xide or iron carb()/lu\c. sueh us 
those discussed at the beginning 01' this section. A few. ad
hered \0 the microscopic Illuments of COtto~l. which. h.ad bee/l 
carried :liong to the bottol11 of the Wllter In deposlt.IIl~, 

This powdery deposit was placed llside rOt' submiSSIon to 
un una lysis. the details of which will be developed later on, 

3) Finally, the liquid interposed between the h~ue. 
flocculent magma of cottl)nlilal11ellts notlling on th~ SlIrlace 
and the powder deposit described curlier WllS cxal1l1lled sep". 
urately ufler decnntlltion. This liquid wus uneolored, but 01 
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n cloudy tint or 1I bluish grey. The microscope soon showed 
.lIN that this cloudiness WliS due to very short, broken, cotton 

filaments suspended in the wuter tlnd also tinted in blue. This 
liquid \\US submitted to boiling, which caused neither lIny 
new cloudiness, nor coagulation, nor clarification. The liq
uid, not having changed its aspects, was filtered and then 
became perfectly clear. Heated again, it remained as such. 
This liquid WliS also put aside, to undergo a special analy
sis, the result~ of which will be presented in the following 
section. 

F!"om this preliminary exal11irwtion, we hare al!"ead\' bcen 
led to several conclusions which it is important to poi'nt out 
at this moment ror they guided us in the Use of the methods 
of analysis remaining to be presented, and which served only 
tu confirm these conclusions. 

I) I ntroduction of the powder derived from the large, 
russet-like stains into water did not change the aspect of this 
powder nor color the distilled water in red or wine rose. The 
examination by microscope, which hadn't shown any ele
ments of blood in these Po\\ dered particles, was tliereby 
confirmed: for the po\\der derived iA infinitely less quantity 
from the scraping of blood stains was enough to noticeably 
color an equal amount of distilled water. 

:!) The absence of coagulation in the liquid submitted to 
I (JO° temperature, before und after filtration, showed that it 
held no albuminous !>ubstances in solution. 

Consequently, thi~ chemical examination already de
montruted, as had the microscope, that it was u matter of 
minerul powders only, of un origin outside the human body, 
and not of blood stains whit:h were half-washed or submitted 

.l<IO to rubbing or incomplete wiping. 
§ X. Concise expose on the chemical analysis of powder 
corning from the stains, which had been considered by their 
russet-like tint us possihly formed by blood which hud been 
washed or wiped. 

The clements which distilled water had removed from the 
powder of the stains \\ere lirst determined. 

For thb, it was divided into threc parts in us many 
din'erent tuhes. 

Silver nitrate gave in the first un appreciable white, 
Ilocculent predpitute which dissolved in ammonia indi
cating the prescnce of a smull amount of soluble chl~rides. 

Barium chloride produccd in the second tube u very abun
dant white precipitate, which did not dissolve after 
acidification of the liquid with a lillie sulfuric acid. This 
reuction showed there existed an upprecinble quuntity of 
soluble sulfates. 

I n the third portion of the liquid, II very light blue color 
Wa~ obtained by addition of potassiulll cyunide, indicating 
truces of iron peroxide suits. This tint became a bit durk only 
ufter evaporation by heat reduced by half the smull quantity 
of I iq u id tested, 

Water, acidified by hydrochloric acid, was poured on the 
powdered deposit already discussed, and set aside for u fu
lure umllysil>. The whole muss was seen to dissolve in the 
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space of about an hour, producing the release of small bub
bles of gas. The small umount of matter precluded its collec
tion; but everything pointed to the conclusion of carbonutes 
decomposed by hydrochloric acid, displacing carbonic acid. 

The resulting solution ofTered u very light bluish tint; the .191 

liquid thus obtained was still appreciably acidic for it obvi
ously reddened litmus paper. It was divided into three equal 
portions in separate tubes, 

I n the first, addition of a small amount of barium chloride 
gave no precipitate; but the addition of ummonia to the point 
of neutralization produced an abundant whitc precipitate of' 
barium phosphate. A white flocculent precipitate was also 
produced when excess lead acetate was added to another 
portion of this liquid. These characteristics indicuted a cer
tain amount of phosphoric acid, most of which had combined 
with lime, to form irregular microscopic grains of mineral 
powder observed by microscope and deposited in distilled 
water. The following reactions attempt to prove this: 

In the second portion of liquid, excess potassium o:<alatc 
was added, which immediately produced an abundant gran
ular precipitate, rapidly collecting at the bottom of the tube, 
and formed by oxalate of lime. 

Finally, in the third portion of the liqUid, addition of 
yellow potassium ferrocyanide developed a very pronounced 
Prussiun blue color. 

As in examination by microscopc, these reactions demorl
struted I) that the powdered matter derived from the russet
likc stains, less colored than those presenting red blood cells 
and fibrin, were not composed of elements of blood nor by 
other substance of animal origin. 

2) that this powder was composed of cotton filaments in 
smull quantity, but principally by minerul substances, 
such us arc generally found in the greater part of terrestrial 
powders. 

3) that these latter substances were irregular gruins, some 
greyish, with no spccifie color, formed mainly by phosphate .192 

and lime carbonate, with traces of soluble sulfates and chlo
rides, and probably also lime sulfate. 

4) that the remaining irregulur grains, less ubundant than 
the preceding, but giving the powder its tint of russet-like 
grey, were undoubtedly composed of iron oxide and curbon
ate, whose presence the reagents disclosed in 1I quuntity 
much more consideruble than thut contulIled in uny animal 
substances. 

5) that consequently, the less-colored stains. apparently 
rubbed or diluted by some kind or rubbing or washing, wcre 
not produced by spread-out blood, but b)t powder or mud 
soiling the smock of the nccused, before perpetrution of th~ 
crimc. 

In addition, this conclusion is confirmed by the fuct that 
on the sluinsidentified as being formed by mud, the exis
tence of superimposed blood stains could be derno/lstruted, 
presenting the sume characteristics as those round on sluins 
scattered on lhe surfuce or the unsoiled parts or Doitenu's 
smock. \ 

\ 
\ 
I 
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§ XI. Response to the questions posed by the examining 
magistmtet 

Firstly. recognition thut the grenter, russet-liI:.e stains, the 
lightest in color, arc not composed of blood, but by terrestrial 
matter mixed with particles of iron oxide and carbonate 
forming rust, permits the response: 

Yes, blood could have spurted 1'1'0111 the curotid arteries or 
a decllpitated duck in great enough quantity to form or 
explain the formation of the numerous but small stains actu
ally composed of blood on the sleeves, the front, and even the 
shoulder and back of the smock. 

Secondly. and afortiori, these multiple droplets, whatever 
their form, could come from the arteries of the soft tissue of 
the head of a sixty-eight-year old woman, when these arte
ries arc torn or cut by violent blows delivered to the head 
with cutting and contusing instruments: and this is strength
ened all the more since exuminlltion of the indicated blood 
stains peremptorily demonstrated that, by their constitutive 
elements, their nature waS that of drops or human blood, 
huving none of the characters found in the blood of ducks. 

The undersigned sworn expcrts can then resolve the ques
tions posed in regurd to this smock us follows: 

I) Yes, the dark stains of thc smock, bordering on red 
brown, are or blood. They lire formed by blood, without the 
water which renders itlluid, because this water was released 
by evaporution after the blood Icft the vessels. 

Indeed, only in blood arc found the red blood cclls we 
succeeded in isolating from these stains: only in blood arc 
fibrin and white blood cells, which were identified in the 
thickness of the web it formed, and the red blood cclls which 
were isolated grouped together, 

Only the microscope could have decided this qucstion, 
because these stains were too smull for it to be possible to 
demonstrate the existence of blood albumin. Besides, it is 
known that albumin or analogous albuminous principles 
with the charueteristics found on large blood stains can be 
encountered not only in a large number of animal but also in 
colored and uncolored plant Slip. On the contrary, only blood 
ofrers together, simultaneously, fibrin, flat, circular rcd 
blood cells without nuclei, und spherical white blood cells 
furnished with one to three nuclei after the action of walcr 
or of acetic acid, 

2) No, apart from the stains which appear to tile nuked 
eye to be blood stains by their form and color, there arc no 
other stains on the smock of the slime nalure, but less col
ored, which would have been incompletely clrllced or diluted 
It little while after their formation by SOllIe sort of' rubbing or 
washing. 

Indeed, e,'\\Irnination of t he substance of t hese larg~ stuins, 
less colored, russct·like or bord-.:ril1g tlll yellow, del1wn
struted the)' contuined none of the elements of blood, This 
same exumination by microscope, completed by chernictll 
antilysis of the substU/lee retrieved frol11 the indicated stains 
by scraping, delllonstruted they were formed by irrcgular 
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grains of a mineral nature. Some were composed of insoluble 
calcium salts, such as phosphates and primarily, carbonates, 
with traces of soluble chlorides and sulfates. The rest, a deep 
red brown under the microscope, were composed of iron 
oxide and carbonate, elements composing rust, often en
countered in mud or other soiling maller. But on these mud 
stains, or at least russet-like stains, were found superimposed 
blood stains, presenting all the characteristics to the naked 
eye und by microscope indicated above found in the stains of 
the aspect scattered on the unsoiled parts of the smock. 

3) The stains which were actually of blood, without its 
water, were not in great enough quuntity to be able to con
clude thut splashes of blood from a fowl could not have 
produced thc!11. Blood spurting from the carotid arteries of 
a decapitatcd fowl, could, if this fowl were not on the ground, 
rise high enough so that some one facing the person killing 
the fowl could receive blood in pluces as multiple and diverse 
as those on the smock submitted to us. 

4) But the clements of blood composing these stains .1')5 
arc not those or the blood of duck. These elements have, on 
the contrary, all the characteristics of elements composing 
the blood of man. They do not have the flat, oval form, nor 
the volume, nor the central, ovoid nucleus found in red blood 
cells characteristic or fresh or dried blood of ducks and other 
fowl. 

5) The clements of blood rorming the stains of thc smock 
tire clements of blood belonging to the human species, Fibrin 
is found, with its Iibl'illary lisped, its reactions on contact 
with Hcetie ucid, etc. Whitc blood cells arc found with the 
volume, form, granulations, nuclei and chemical reactions 
round in thc white blood cclls or the blood of man. Red blood 
cells arc found with the volume, the flat, circular, biconcave 
form, the rosy yellow color specific to those of mun viewed by 
their transparency in the microscope and dissolving like 
them in water and acetic acid without leaving a trace of 
nuclei. 

But it is impossible to say more with our present level or 
knowledge; it is impossible to determine with this blood thc 
sex or age of the individual from whom it originated. 

6) Yes, Finally, these blood stains, fllr they nre stuins or 
human blood deprived of its water after dessication, scat
tered and smull as they are, could manifestly huve been 
produced, there, where they are, present 011 various parts of 
thc smock, by the.: spattering of blood from veins opencd by 
n violent blow. Or, better, from the spurt which arteries give 
off before dcath during a murder where one man, armcd 
with u cleuver, a bill-hook or a spade, would huve delivered 
fifteen blows, or even less, to the hcad of his victim. 

7) The undersigned medical experts, in presenting their 
methods in t heir report, demonst rute, by the detail intll which 
they huve gone, thnt the metlns of verification employed by .1'lh 

them in the exccution ()/' thcir nssessment olfers safegunrds, 
n security und tl precision superior to means employed up tll 
the present. Indecd, the microscopc alonc permits seeing, not 
the ulbul11inous or ferruginous clements t)f blood, hut its vcr)' 
composing clements, which arc 1110st churncteristic. permit-
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ting the claim that a liquid is blood and not any other liquid. 
Only the microscope permits the determination with a single 
stain, be it only a millimeter or more in diameter, of the 
existence and all the attributes of the three solid parts, the 
most characteristic, of blood, namely: fibrin, red blood cells 
and white blood cells. 

Finally, the safeguards and security of precision of the 
procedures they employed are emphasized with the very 
strong evidence of the following fact. This fact is that only 
examination by microscope can determine if the. indicated 
stains are formed by blood of duck or of man, because, as we 
have just pointed out, it shows the very elements which Ooat 
in blood, giving it its color and its other characteristics. 
These elements, then, dilTer between man and birds, reptiles 
and fish by their form, volume and intimate structure, of 
which only the microscope permits the determination. And 
it shows them, wherever these elements might have been 
deposited, unless putrefaction has set in. 

Besides its application with an equal precision on small 
stains, even on one small stain, and on large stains, this 
method olTers still other advantages over those generally 
employed up to the present. Indeed, these latter are based 
only on examination of the coloring substance of blood, on 

.1() 

that of the iron it contains and on that of albuminous matters 
of blood soluble in water. These elements are identical, with 
no possible differentiation, with regard to color, reactions, 
etc., in the blood of man, birds and other red-blooded ani
mals; such that the questions posed to us, relative to the 
nature of the stains, concerning the determination as to 
whether they are formed by the blood of man or of duck, 
remained absolutely insoluble without the use of the method 
of verification we had adopted, either as a method in itself, 
or in using the older procedures as a simple adjuvant to the 
microscope. 
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Memoir on the Medico-legal Comparison of Stains of 
Menstrual Blood and Other Types of Blood Stains· 

Charles Robin 
Professor of the Faculty of Medicine of Paris, etc. 

§ J. Preliminary observations on thl! question to be re
solved in this work, In the preceding memoir, we made 
known under what circumstances we were committed by 
Mr. Edward Choppin, examining magistrate of the borough 
of Chartres (Eure-et-Loir), to compare stains of mentrual 
blood with other types of blood stains, 

It was a question here of making a positive determination 
of whethei blood stains indicated by the accused as coming 
from menstrual blood were actually of this origin: whether 
they were not formed rather by human blood coming from 
wounds produced by telling blows having death in mind; or 
finally, whether there were not stains of Loth types of blood 
simultaneously on the same sheets and shirts. 

It has been impossible up to now to resolve questions of 
this kind. Procedures available to legal medicine for the 
differentiation of blood stains of a menstrual period from 
other types of blood stains arc limited to but one, that of 
Barl'llCl. This procedure consists or pouring l'onccnlra!cd 
sulfuric acid on the blood, and its origin is recognized by the 
odor sui gellert's which is n.:leascd, an odor tlill'erent between 
one animal and another, diO'erent also between the blood or 
man and the blood of woman. But this procedure has been 
rightly considered, by its author and by forensic physicians, 
us liable to give only presumptions on the origin Qf blood 
stains and not proof leading to legitimate conclusions. We 
could not find any work mentioning its use in a legal assess
ment. We thus believe it has never served to resolve a ques
tion or the type for which we hud to lind the solution, 

As we had succeeded experinwntally in determining in a 
precise manner the clHlrtlcters distinguishing the types or 
stains we have been discussing from each other, we consid
ered it useful to publish the results of our research. Our 
experiments Were performed as a result or the questions 
which had been posed to us, As these are summarized in 1I 

way by the description of the procedures which we 
definitively adopted for the study of the evidence submitted 
for our eX(lmination by the eXllmining nwgistrate of' Char
tres, we will limit our presentation to the steps we followed 
und the results we obtained. We will. however, do 1\ pre
liminary presentatioll of peculiurities relative to menstrual 
blood under normal. conditions with which it is necessary to 

• Trllllshition ur: "Mellloirc sur I" Comparaisoll Mcdic\l,lcgah: dcs Tllches 
de Sling Mensfrucl ct des AUlres Espcces dc Tuches de S'lIlg." III AIII/(//!'.\' 

r/'I/.I'/iil'//I' Public/llf' 1'/ tit' MM!',';//(' U,~I1'" 10 (211<1 scrte.~); ·121 4.14 
(l!!5H ). 

be familiar to understand the value of our medico-legal ex- 42.1/ 

periments. As is known, this matter has already been the sub-
ject of very precise observations by microscope by Pouchel. l 

§ II, Examination of the anatomic constitution of men
strual blood. At the beginning of tI menstrual period, when 
the mucus which flows from the vulva or just moiste.ls the 
labia begins to stain the linen in reddish brown, it is found by 
microscope to be constituted as follows: In a more or less 
viscous, finely granulated liquid are seen some not very reg
ular, prismatic epithelial cells and some nuclei of nuclear 
epithelium resembling that of the uterus, undoubtedly com
ing from the mucus of the uterine body and cervix. But 
especially found here is cuboidal epithelium of the vagina, of 
finely, uniformly granulated cells, the greater part of which 
ure furnished with nuclei, sometimes nucleoli, and which we 
don't huve to describe here, as they should be known in all 
their conditions to anyone working in medico-legal research. 
Leukocytes (pIIS Or /IIUCIIS corpuscles) are also seen in 
greater or lesser quantity, according to the subject, es
peciully numerous in women in whom catamenial congestion 
determines the appcarance of leukorrhea or purulent mucus. 
Finully, a certain quantity of red blood cells are found, to 
which the r;;:ddish hue of the liquid is due. 

After twelve to twenty-four hours of this weak discharge, 
which mayor may not be followed by an interruption which 
can last an entire day, the uterine hemorrhage guins its full 
intensjty. 

The liquid flowing from the vulvu, collected from the vulva 
with u curette or spatula, is much more fluid than before, 
because of' the amount of' blood scru 111 , mixed in with the 424 

I11Ul'US. Howcvel', the s:lItle elements we havc been discussing 
are always /'ound hcre: the n'd blood cells nevertheless out
Ilumber the epithelial ('ells and leukocytes, The delicate 
fibrillal'>' web fOl'lIIed by cougulated fibl'in is not produl'ed in 
the blood, though it is obsel'\'ed in drops of' blood. a bit volu
minous, drawn rrom the finger for exumination by micro
scope, u fact resulting rrom the inl1uence or mucus on blood 
plasmu und particularly on fibrin. It is not uncommon, how
ever, to sec red blood cells united in stucks bet ween the 
epithelial cells or the bits of epithelial cells which accompany 
them, us they do in blood drawn rrom II flnger or in tt blood
letting, However, n certain number of molecular grunula
tions arc nlways found in the muco-serolls liquid in which 

I Puuchet: rilt'oric' /losi/II'c' dt' /'cJl'l(/tI/iol/ "'tHIIl/(//lt'c'. Paris, 1847, in-~, 
p. ~41 244 cl "thiS. pI. XII ct XIH. 
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these elements are floating, such as those encountered in 
most mucus, that of the uterus in particular, and which is 
lacking in blood serum. 

After a duration of two or three days this blood flow be· 
comes thicker, regains a mucus consistency, and at the same 
time loses the pure red color it presented. It takes on a 
reddish or reddish-brown hue. The nature, consistency and 
viscosity of the liquid holding the anatomic elements in sus
pension, becomes apparent. The molecular granulations are 
once again abundant, as well as mucus corpuscles and the 
different varieties of epithelium, as much nuclear and pris
matic as cuboidal; the latter, however, are always more nu
merous. These cuboidal cells, as those of the vagina in any 
other condition, are for the most part provided with nuclei; 
but a few of them are lacking in nuclei. Many are wrinkled, 
and sometimes others are grouped together in pieces or 
lamellae of overlapping cells, sometimes large enough to be 

425 perceptible to the naked eye. I n bloody mucus flowing at the 
end of menstruation, it is not uncommon to also find flakes 
or filaments or homogeneous or striated uterine mucus, in
cluding within their thickness ovoid nuclear epithelia similar 
to those described above. At this period, the red blood cells 
no longer gather in stacks and are small in number. In all 
stages of menstruation, moreover, the number of mucus cells 
varies widely from one subject to another and some show 
almost none at all. 

§ III. Examination by naked eye of the stains whose 
nature we were to determine. The shirt under examination is 
an old women's shirt, patched at the right shoulder, and 
mended in several places; it is marked in front on the bosom 
with the letter "M" in partly discolored blue thread. 

Numerous blood stains exist on this shirt which is reddish 
in front and in back, inside and outside, from the waistline 
to the lower border. However, in considering attentively the 
disposition of these stains, it soon appears that, despite their 
number, almost all of them have a common origin in the 
interior of the fabric of the ar.ticle of clothing, in that part of 
the shirt corresponding to the position of the genital organs 
of a woman. 

Whence, three types of stains: 
Stains of the first type. Thick stains starching the entire 

thickness of the shirt, with a possibility of coming as much 
from the outside of the garment as from the inside and of a 
very deep red color. These stains are found especially on the 
back of the shirt, where they occupy an extremely consid
erable space of about 18 centimeters. In this part, the stains 
are not isolated, and despite the vertical pleats of the shirt 
where the color is a bit less dark, they evidently form one 
bloody sheet, in the middle of which some dried clots are 
encountered towards the inside. Stains of this type, but a bit 

.,426 less extensive, can be noted also: I) in the front of the shirt 
toward the middle; 2) on the lower border in front; 3) on the 
lower border in back, but these last stains, instead of 
presenting a bloody sheet extending about the Same distance 
in all directions, are, on the contrary, very long with no 
width, as if they resulted from imbibition of a thin trickle of 
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blood. 
Stains of the second type. Thick stains, evidently produced 

by bloody imbibition from the inside to the outside, also 
starching the material of the garment, and of a deep red 
color. These stains exist only on the inside of the shirt. They 
are more numerous in back than in front. They occupy, on 
the limit of the preceding stains in back, a rather consid
erable space, but with a lesser surface, and present a large 
number of gaps. Many of those stains have an irregularly 
rounded form, and seem to have been produced by dried 
drops of blood. 

Stains of the third type. Stains not starching the material 
of the shirt, existing only on the inside of the shirt, without 
imbibition of blood, of a somewhat deep pale-rose color. Just 
about all these stains are very long from top to bottom, and 
measure scarcely 2 to 3 centimeters in width. They are indi
vidual, separated from one another by not very large vertical 
spaces in which the fabric of the shirt takes on a soiled yellow 
color. They occupy especially the inside back of the shirt. lJ 

part of the lower border on the back, and in front they merge 
with some yellowish stains apparently due partly to im
bibition by the material of urine or vaginal mucus. 

On the bed sheet were found not very numerous, rounded 
blood stains, successively placed one after the other similar 
to those described above under the designation of stains oj 427 

the firs I type. It is useless then to reproduce a detailed de
scription here as we have already written it. 

§ IV. Examination by microscope of blood stains claimed 
to ha~'e been formed by menstrual blood. To determine the 
nature of stains we had to study here, we proceeded in the 
same manner us if it had been a matter of pure blood stains. 
We won't review the methods employed for this, for they are 
absolutely the same as we had presented in a work previuus 
to this one. (Ch. Robin and Salmon, Meflloire cOllcernall1 
l'exG/IIell de taches de sallg a I'aide dll microscope. AliI/ales 
d'hygielll' el de lI/edict'l/C' legale. Paris, 1857, vol. VII, §§ III 
and VI; and in Briand, Chaude and Gaultier de Claubl'Y, 
Malluel complel de /IIederille legale, Puris, 1856, 6th edi
tion, pp. 705, 707, 805 and 807.) 

After the strips of rubric bearing the stains, which were 
softened by the procedure just mentioned, were scraped with 
u scalpel and placed under the microscope, numerous 
filaments of hemp were perceived. These were surrounded by 
small masses of red hue, on the edges of which red blood cells 
adhering to each other, a bit derormed, but still nat, could be 
recognizcd. Some were isolated and showed their biconcave 
form or were concave on one side and convex on the other. 
These blood cells had becomf! pale, had swollen on contact 
with water and dissolved after addition of ueetic acid. In 
similar strips softened in pure water, microscopic filaments 
of hemp were surrounded here and there by small red masses 
or magmae, finely granulated, in which the fibrillary disposi
tion of fibrin, which are shown by clots of stu ins or pure blood 
treated with pure water, could not be recognized. The pecu-
liar red hue of these maSses, however, permitted (he COnnf'- 428/ 

mation of the presence or red blood cells which had been 

softened, partially dissolved, and rendered individually un
recognizable by the water. 

Numerous irregular granulations of various hues, some of 
which were soluble in acetic acid and presented other char
acteristics specific to microscopic granulations of dust in 
general were seen between the filaments of hemp or even 
adhering to their surface. 

It is now important to point out that, here and there in the 
preparation or against the filaments of hemp, were round 
some cuboidal epithelial cells, some seen face on, polyhedric 
and regular; others, seen from the side, presented one of their 
edges. Many were wrinkled and shriveled as often happens; 
but it was possible to natten a rather large number of them 
by pressure of the glass slides. Many of these cuboidal epi
thelial cells were grouped in epithelial strips or plaques 
formed by cells overlapping each other. Certain of these 
plaques or lamellae were pleated or folded over, which ren
dered the determination of their nature by examination of 
the constitutive ceJls a bit more diflicult. They can, however, 
be nattened by suitable movements of the slides, and natu
rally, nattened cells, easy to study, are also found. Despite 
their former dessication, these cells can be determined as 
being finely and uniformly granulated as are those of the 
vaginal wall and uterine cervix. These greyish rounded gran
ulations, grouped together, are absent in cells of cutaneuus 
epidermis, as is known, or are much less numerous and less 
regular. 

Other than these cells, a few ovoid nuclei of nuclear epi
thelium are found, finely granulated, tl'bOUt 9 thousandths of 
a millimeter long, 6 to 7 thousandths wide, similar to those 
of the uterine mucus. 

~29 Addition of acetic acid rendered still easier the identifica-
tion of these characteristics of nuclei and epithelial cells. 
This reagent causes the disappeartlnce of blood cells or the 
masses they form, as well as a purl of the granules of dust 
which mask the cells somewhat. At the same time, it swells 
and pales the cell and brings the nuclei as well as the line 
granulations surrounding them into relief. 

It also renders the epithelial plaques, formed by over
lapping cells, easier to study, making the overlapping mOre 
easily recognizable, us well us the nuclei of the cells which 
cover these overlapping cells. It renders strikingly evident 
the annlogy of these epithelial strips with those obtuined 
by lightly scraping the mucosue, ns thut of the vagina, for 
example. 

After the action of ncetic acid, in addition to the linely 
granulated, nucleated cells of which we huve just spoken, a 
few cells without nuclei were noted, much less numerous, 
entirely, or almost entirely, lacking in granulations. They 
preserved on their surface the folds or projecting line3 corre
sponding to lines of juxtaposition of overlapping cells to 
which they were adherent, peCUliarities found particularly in 
desquamated cutaneous epidermal cells. These la~t cells 
were, at the same time, smaller thun those provided with 
nuclei and finely granulated as nrc those of' the vagina and 
other mucosae. 

IdC'lItiji'cClliulI of Blood 

If it is imagined that the stains ob~erved here were formed 
on a shirt in contact '.vith the trunk and thighs for a long 
time, it will be found qllite natural to see desquamated cuta
neous epidermal cells retained by mucusy bloody stains of 
the fabric, and mixed with cells of these stains formed of 
blood cells and vaginal epithelium, or at least similar to that 
of vaginal mucus. All these characteristics are easy to deter-
mine for anyone used to the comparison of epithelia. 430/ 

The stains whose constitution we have just studied were 
the least colored of all. They were the color almost of rust or 
of a reddish brown, staining the linen in the manner of a 
liquid penetrating by imbibition. 

We then studied in the slime way stains mixed with the 
preceding, or neighboring them, presenting an irregular con
tour, thicker, and truly red. 

Now, we found absolutely the same elements as in the less 
colored stains. The blood cells were much more numerous, 
but the f1brillary web specific to Ilbrin could not be discov
ered in either one or the other. Cuboidal epithelial cells were 
found in rather considerable quantity, and were especially 
easy to recognize after addition of acetic acid, as well as 
ovoid nucleated epithelia, but these were less abundant. 

On none of these stains, before or after addition of acetic 
acid, could be found IIIUCUS corpuscles or while blood cells 
presenting characteristics distinct enough for a description 
or a determination of their presence with certainty. These 
blood stains scarcely soaked through the thickness of the 
fabric, i.e. scarcely colored the outside surface of the shirt. 
An anatomic element was nonetheless sought, the presence 
of which might be useful to determine. A few epithelial cells 
without nuclei were found here and there with very nne lines 
projecting from their surface and presenting the other char
acteristics noted as specific to cutaneous epidermal cells 
fullen by natural exfoliation. TheGe cells were present in very 
lillie number; only about 2% were found on the other sur- 431 

face, on the same portion of the stain which was in contact 
with the external genitals. 

Some rare nucleated cells, similar to those of epidermis, 
were also found on the unstained parts of the shirt, in the 
intervals between the stains. But here none of the cells 
presented finely granulated nuclei analogous to those found 
in the vagina or the labia minora, whose characteristics were 
established above. 

From the facts observed above, from the presence of ele
ments ot' blood mixed with those of mucus of the genital 
tract, i.e., with clements of the mucosal epithelium, we cun 
conclUde thut these blood stuins just studied were actually 
formed by blood of a menstrual period; for similar character
istics are found in normal menstrual blood. The lutter, as is 
known, is un intimate mixture of blood proper, with mucus 
furnished by tht: genital tract and by the vagina in particu
lar. Now, this mucus, holding epithelial cells principally and 
leukocytes in a mOre 01' less large quantity in suspension, 
cuuses these elements to be added to those of blood which 
does not normully contain them in vessels. It is easy to iden
tify them, either in fresh blood or in dried stuins, and the 
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nature of these stains thus reveals their origin as well as the 
organs from which the blood has escaped. 

§ V. Examination of small, round, thick blood stains found 
on a bed sheet. After treatment and examination of these 
stains in the same manner as the preceding, the presence of 
red blood cells, white blood cells and fibrin specific to blood 
stains proper could be determined. These characteristics are 
so identical to those we have described in analogous stains in 
our previous memoir on this subj\!ct that it is useless to 

4J2 reproduce their description here. (Cr. Robin and Salmon, 
loco cil. §§ IV, V, VI, VII and Briand, Chaude, and 
Gaultier de Clallbry, loco cit., pages 806, 807 and 808). 

But it is important to note that these stains were com
pletely deprived of epitheliulll, and r.~spite intensive re
search, no cells whatever could be found, analogous or not to 
those found so easily in stains actually formed by menstrual 
blood. 

It could be that, in cases where the menstrual period flows 
abunciantly, exfoliated uterine and vaginal epit!,elium hav
ing been carried along, blood acc~mlliated in the vagina 
during sleep thus falls in thick drops containing only the 
anatomic elements of blood. Consequently, we cannot con
clude anything from the facts observed above in the case at 
hand, if not that the drops in question arc constituted by 
blood; but it is impossible to determine their origin from the 
elements constituting them. 

It is important to remark that stains thus constituted, 
found mixed with stains, some of which are deeply colored, 
others paler, such as those identified in the preceding para
graph as actually formed by menstrual blood, do not 
invalidate this determination by their presence. A mixture of 
bloody stains containing only elements of blood and of stains 
containing, in addition, those or the mucus or the genital 
tract, does not prove that these stains come rrom elsewhere 
than uterine capillaries. Indeed, although Qbservations done 
up to the present have always showed elements or mucus 
mixed with menstrual blood, even at the moment or their 
highest flow, it is understandable that this flow could be 
quite substantial ror a number or hours and produce stains 

43.1 or pure blo'Jd, preceded and rollowed by the formation of 
stains containing epithelia of mucus usually found during 
the total duration of menstruation. 
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It could also be that blood coming rrom a wound could 
form stains on a fabric already stained by mer.strual blood. 
The microscope and the preliminary methods of investiga
tion, which we have previously reviewed, give no less precise 
results and in each or them find no less the anatomic ele
ments which characterize them, suco as we have described. 
The case excepted where there would l)e a mixture or super
position or ordinary blood to menstrual blood, these tests can 
always clarify the investigation in a precise manner. 

Menstrual blood, always being somewhat mixed with 
mucus, it is not astonishing that the stains (as menstrual 
blood itself) can be distinguished rrom those formed by pure 
blood. It is by the continuously exroliated epithelia which it 
carries with it, that the mucus is recognizable in the micro
scope. The origin of any mucus can be determined by the 
characteristics of the variety of epithelium specific to the 
mucosa from which it originates. It is by the mixture of 
uterine and vaginal epithelial cells with blood cells that men
strual blood, and the stains it rorms, differ rrom blood or a 
wound, and it is by the presence or epithelia that the nature 
can be determined. Only the esophagus can yield to the 
blood originating from it an epithelium analogous to that or 
the vagina, for blood flowing into the stomach is rapidly 
altered and the charact.eristics or this alteration can be easily 
recognized. 

§ VI. Conclusions. The preceding research permits the 
following conclusions: 

I) On examination by microscope, menstrual blood dif
fers from blood drawn from vessels by the mixture of blood 
cells with epithelial cells and leukocytes (termed mucus cor
puscles). The former come from the epithelium of the utero
vaginal mucosae and the latter from the surface of these 
mucosae. 

2) The stains constituted by melistrual blood present ele
ments not found in those rormed by blood coming directly 
from vessels. These elements are those which the mucus of 
the genital tract, carried along with the blood, holds in sus
pension, i.e. principally the above-mentioned epithelial cells 
und mucus leukocytes. 

3) Stains formed by menstrual blood can be distinguished 
from those produced by blood flowing directly rrom blood 
vessels by comparison of the two types of stains in the micro
scope, which will demonstrate the preceding characteristics. 
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On the Certain Recognition of Blood and Bloodstains 
in Forensic Investigations * 

Professor Dr. Heinrich Rose 
Berlin 

Blood can occasionally sufrer a great alteration in its char
acteristics, when it has come into prolonged contact with 
certain substances, so that one is unable to recognize it by a 
chemical method when using the usual reagents. This is of 
importance in legal examinations as I have become con
vinced by my own experiments. 

When blood is in a dried state, unadulterated with other 
substances, and is submitted to testing, it causes no dim
cui ties, even if the amount of dried blood is extremely small. 
One treats the blood continuously and for a long time with 
cold, distilled water, pouring ofl' carefully from time to time 
the water from the undissolved fibrous substance, until that 
substance is relatively free from blood coloration tiS a result 
of the treatment with water. One cun clearly recognize the 
residual fibrous material as such when viewing it through the 
microscope, especially if one compares it to another sample 
which has been rreshly produced from a small amount of 
dried human blood by treating it with water with this pur
pose in mind. 

One tests the watery solution of bloud pigment with re
agents, llsing for these experiments oniy the first, relatively 
concentrated solution, since the following solutions, which 
served as wash water, contain too little of the loosened blood 
pigment. The reagents which one uses arc well known and 
are described in the textbooks of forensic medicine. One 
heuts a portion of the liquid to the boiling point, by which a 
greater or lesser degree of clotting takes place in the liquid, 
according to the quantity of dissolved blood pigment. If the 
solution is very diluted, often only an opalescence forms. The 
color of the clotting is a dirty red. It quickly dissolves in a 
heated solution of potassium hydroxide; the color of this 
solution is more or less green. It has the characteristic, how
ever, that, if the liquid is of a certain dilution which is not too 
strong, it appears green only in direct light; in reflected light 
it appears red. One can best make these observations in a 
reagent glass. 

I f one adds to another port ion of the blood solution plenty 
of chlorinated water so that the solution smells after being 
shaken, it will lose its coloration, and white flakes will sepa
rate out, flakes which normally float on the surface, If nitric 
acid is added to a third part of the blood-pigment solution, 

• I (Unslalion of: "Ueber die sicherc ErKcnnung I'on Blul lind I'on 
lllutilecken bei gCrlchtlichcn Untersuchungen". 
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a grey white precipitation forms, and tincture or gallnut 
produces a raintly violet colored precipitation in the fourth 
portion of the solution. 

All of these reactions cannot be set up if one has only a 
very small amount of dissolved blood pigment at his disposal; 
ir, for example, only an insignificant blood stain has been 
treated WiLh water. In this case it is advisable to boil the 
small quantity of concentrated or undiluted solution and to 
treat the boiled solution with potassium hydroxide. If one 
has obtained the results presented above, this alkaline liquid 
can be added to a large amount of concentrated chlorinated 
water whereby white flakes separate out. Or one can choose 
to use only a hair of Lhe alkaline solution for this test so thuL 
he can saturate the other half with nitric acid in order to 
obtain the precipitate mentioned above. 

The handbooks describe thoroughly how the solutions of 
blood pigment can be easily and positively distinguished 
from solutions of other dyes or organic origin by a chemicul 
method, and also how blood stains can be easily recognil.ed 
when they arc found on undyed linen or wooimaterilli. One 
can easily remove the blood pigment by treating it with cold 
water so that the fibrous material remains on the cloth: it 
can then be carefully scraped olr and observed with the 
microscope. 

If, however, blood stains are found on dyed cloth, or es
pecially on cloth that consists of an organic nitr~)genous 

substance such as wool or silk, these stains can be identified 
only with difliculty, if they are not present in a significant 
amount so that the dried blood can be carefully scraped frol11 
the cloth. This process goes very well, even in cases of small 
amounts, if one proceeds with caution. Sometime ago, I had 
the opportunity to prove this to myself when I had to submit 
bloodstains to testing, stains which were present only as very 
fine drops, which had been squirted onto a black cloth shirt. 
I was able to convince myself of their existencc only by 
examining the area where they were supposed to be located 
with a good magnifying glass; this pJ"Ocess was more success
ful in !<lIl1P light than in sunlight. These drops were scrnped 
ofl' with great caution. In doing this,lll11IIY of the cloth libers 
were naturully also scraped ofl'. The scrapings, which were 
present only in 1I very insignificant quuntity, were put into a 
small white poreeluin bowl, and cold water WtlS then poured 
over them. After a ruther long period of digestion in the cold 
water, the liquid took on tI reddish' hue. The solution was 
poured ofl· 1'1'0111 the undissolved cloth /illers. On tlCCllUllt of 
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the presence of the cloth fibers, one could not in fact examine 
microscopically the undissolved fibrin. In the reddish solu
tion. however. a clot was produced by heating-a clot which 
broke down when boiled in potassium hydroxide into a 
greenish solution, which clearly displayed the dichroism 
mentioned above, and which also produced by means of 
reagents the reactions described above. 

2")ll Of' very special significance, however, is the examination of' 
blood. when it is dried on metallic iron. In such an examina
tion, I encountered special difficulties which I find are not 
mentioned in early experiments of a similar type. It seems to 
me that describing these difficulties is of some importance. 
importance. 

Yauquelin l tirst mmh the observation that when iron rust 
formed on objects of metallic iron inside inhabited houses, it 
contained ammonia. Chevallier,2 who confirmed this obser
vation, also found ammonia in the iron oxide which is found 
in nature. Moreover, Boussingault' discovered this alkali 
even in an iron hyd roxide which had not come into contact 
with the air when it was located. Austin had earlier discov
ered that ammonia formed when iron oxidized by coming 
into ;;ontact with air and water. 

Therefore, if one suspects that traces of dried blood could 
be on a metal cutting instrument whose surface is coated 
with rust. one must not think he has found a confirmation of 
this suspicion when ammonia is found upon heating the 
scrapings of iron rust. 

If. after gentle heating in a dry test tube, the ammonia 
separates from the iron rust, which one has scraped from the 

. l()() iron instrument, then, even jf' only small amounts of blood 
are present, strong heating must produce the well known, 
strong smelling odor of burning charcoal which arises when 
albumin substances are carbonized. A brown, malodorous, 
empyreumatic oil will be revealed on the unheated purt of 
the test tube. The supposition can be confirmed with greater 
certainty, if one mixes a small quantity of gently heated iron 
rust with approximutely the slime amount of potassium, or 
better of sodium, in a very small glass tube, which has been 
closed at one end beforehand. After cooling, the mixture is 
treated with waler; the filtered solution is adulterated with a 
very small amount of iron solution which contains both oxide 
and protoxide. Then it is soaked with some hydrochloric 
acid. A gretHer or lesser quantity of' ferric ferrocyanide is left 
undissolved, if' blood was present there. The color of the 
ferric ferrocyanide is green only if the amount of iron solu
tion lidded was too much. 

Thest~ phenomena will surely appear when blood is prescnt 
in the iron rust, even when the blood is present in the very 
smallest quantities. These phenomena, however, do not nec
essarily arise from the presence of blood since they arc 
cauiled by any nitrogenous, organic substance. I r, on the 
other hand, the iron rust formed only because of oxidation of 
iron by damp air, these phenomena will certainly not occur. 

Mot'eovel', bl()o(l.~tain~. whieh have dl'ied on Sl11ooth, 
metallic iron, can be ellsily distinguished from rllst spots. 

WI The former arc d(lrk brown and arc only II bright red if the 
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blood has spread itself very thinly in the drying process. 
Blood spots distinguish themselves especially by the fact that 
they are easily loosened from the iron after the blood has 
dried, and they leave the metal relatively clean. Rust spots, 
on the other hand, arc solidly anchored to the iron and can 
be removed only with difl1culty. Thus, when a knife, spotted 
with blood stains, is stored for a long time as a corpus delicti, 
it is easily possible that. after a certain time, no blood traces 
can be found on it because tiw dried blood can easily be 
removed f'lOm the knife by the slightest rubbing and thus be 
lost. 

I have been able to convince myself of thesc facts through 
my own experiments in a forensic examination. A knifc, 
which had very probably been used to commit murder, was 
handed over to me for examination. This murder took place 
during the summer in a corn field. After the murder, the 
knife was left lying in the field tlnd was discovered only somc 
time later. 

The blade of the knife was heavily coated with rust since 
it had lain on the moist earth. As a result it was possible to 
observe the metal surface of the knife only in a few places. 

The 'rust spots looked exactly like rust as it forms on 
metallic iron under the influence of dampness and air. After 
the rust had bl.!en scraped otT and heat\:d in the test tube, it 
produced ammonia which caused a moistened. red litmus 
paper to turn a strong blue; but when strongly heate' "0 .102 

burnt odor was produccd, and no truces of empyreumatic oil 
were noticable. If the heated rust was fused with sodium, no 
ferric ferrocyanide could be obtained by the method men
tioned above . 

The knife in question was such that its blade could have 
been covered, but it was sent to me with an uncovered blude 
and was most likely found in this state. either embedded in 
the ground or lying on it, sO that blood adhl.!ring 10 its surface 
must have been washed awn)' by the rain; the i.'on rusl, 
forming on the blade. eould not contain tiny of that blood. 

The inside of the knife's surface was tilled with U dark, 
ulmost black substance which, immediately after having 
been scraped from the knife, was still somewhat soft but 
subsequently hardened to u fragile mass. When a very Sill a II 
portion of the material was heated in a small test tubc, it 
behaved just like dried blood: a strong burnt elwl'eoal odor 
developed, a strong smelling emryrellmatic oil formed, and 
from the heated residue, a significant quantity of ferric fer
rocyanide could be produced by treatment with sodium. 

When water was used to treat a larger quantity of the 
black IlHtlerial. it did not extrtlct from this material any 
blood pigment even uftel' prolonged contact. The digestion 
was continued for II very long time and was even supported 
by gentle heating; the temperature, however, could not be so 
high that the albumin-like sub~tances, which were somewhat 
dissolved. could he coagulated by the process. Despite this 
opent lion the water renHl ined COI1l pletely uncolored. A fterlo;l 
filtration the usc of reagents showcd lhat only a very small 
trace of albumin-like substances hud heen absorbed. 

I C, on the other hund, the hluck substance wus 1 renled with 

water und then cooked with some potassium hydroxide solu
tion, this immediately turned a greenish color; the IIltered 
solution displayed the dichroism l11entioneu above and reac
ted with the reagents just as a solution of blood pigment in 
potassium solution. When the substance was mixed with 
hydrochloric acid, after treatment with water and with po
tassium solution, this dissolved a significant amount of iron 
oxide, which. when the solution wus saturated with ammo
nia. gave a voluminous precipitate. 

The black mass from the sheath of t he knife thus consisted 
mainly of dried blood and iron o.-;ide, which had formed as 
rust on account of the moisture on the metallic iron with 
which the inner shell of the knif'e waS covered. 

Through the presence of a great amount of' ferric hydrox· 
ide, the dried blood had lost One of its essential character
istics, its solubility in cold water. In fact, according to the 
many comparative experiments which I set up in the last 
stages of my work, the wet ferric hydroxide precipitates 
completely the blood pigment from its solution and hinders 
the dissolution of the pigment in water. 

A furthcr investigation of the contents of the inner surface 
or the knife in question showed that this was the elise. Be
sides the black material, a very small piel:e of wood \\as 
found squee'led in approximately where the point of the 

.1()4 blade can strike in ordcr to prevent this blade from striking 
against the iron or the inner sheath. Dried blood had adhered 
to this piece of wood, especially on the one end of this piece, 
which rrobably hud not come into contact wilh thc metal 
rust. By viewing it with the magnifying glass, one could 
clearly recogni/e it as dried blood. 

This small piece of wood wus anchored to a linen thread 
at its end where the least blood was found. I t ,vas then placed 
in water in a thin test tube so that it could not noat on the 
top of the water but was submerged for the most part. Arter 
some time one could pcrceive very clearly that red stripes 
sank from the wood, and indeed from the placcs whcre the 
dried blood WliS located, toward the bottom \)1' the ~Iilss. 
while a /lakY, voluminous IlHlteriul remained fastencd to the 
wood. a material which took on a brighter color the long,er 
the water acted on it. After a time n l<trger portion of this 
material separated from the wood and fell tll thc bottom or 
the glass. After two days the wood slil'el' was reIl1l1\·l.!d I'rl1lll 
the glass, and the flaky ll1atel'ial which still remailled fas
tened to the w(lod \l'a~ submitted (0 ll1il-rosl'llpil'al il1~pl'ction. 
It rroved!o be identicnlwith the fibrin, which had recently 
been produced I'rom dl'icd human blood by u similarly treut
ing it with water rOI' a comparison with preserved blood. The 
reddish liquid from which the lihrin had separated "<IS 

poured otl'. Even though it was a dilute solut ion. and contain
ed onl) a little of the diss\llved hlood pigment. it displayed 

.lOS 1Il1alllbi~uo\lsly thc presence of lhe blood pigment when 
treated with the reagents. 

I n view or the charactel'istic ol'i'erric hydl'llxide to bind the 
blood pigmcnt, and in ,-iew 01' one of' blood's most important 
dlllraeteristics. il~ solubility in wutel', it deserves consideru
tion in fOI'ensic examinations. I have, therefore, het up a 
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series of tests concerning this aspect. the results of which I 
want to communicate here in summary. 

If freshly precipitated ferric hydroxide is dissolved in the 
cold, together with a diluted solution of blood pigment. and 
the mixture is shaken orten, after twenty-four hours the 
filtered solution contains no blood pigment, but cooking the 
iron hydroxide with potassium hydroxidc releases blood pig
ment which can easily be discovered in l.hc solution with 
reagents. 

If. inste!!d of wet iron hydroxide. red hot iron oxide is 
treated with a solution of blood pigment, it relllovcs a great 
deal less of the hemoglobin. After 24 hours the filtered fluid 
is still colored. but by cooking with potassium solution. a 
considerable quantity of blood pigment cun be extracted 
from the iron oxide residue. 

The sooner the iron hydroxide is used after its precip
itation, the quicker it removes the color from a solution or 
blood pigment; it is, howcver, ditlicult in these cases to filter 
the Iluid because at first the iron oxide pusses mechanically 
through the filter system. But if one has !iltercd the liquid 
until clear, he c!ln find no trace of blood pigment in it. 

A solution of blood rigment is adulterated with a sutllcient 
quantity of ferrous chloride, and then from this mixture iron 
oxide is precipitated by using amlllonia. Aftcr this liquid was JOh 

filtered. it was colorlcss and contained no blood pigment. It 
is understl)od that, in these experiments. the bllJod pigment 
is present in such small quuntities that the precipitation of' 
iron oxide by means of aml110nia is in no way hindered. 

II'. on the other hand, the solution of blood pigmcnt is 
mixed with a solution of sulfuric acid aml110niumllxidc 
ferrous oxide (iron aml1lonia nlum), and subsequently with 
ammonia, the filtered liquid is then not completely clear of 
coloration. even when the quantity of' iron salt is rather 
considerable. II' ~illll11oniull1 chloride is also added to the 
solution. and tllt.i; :Jllllllonia, the liltered fluid is then com
pletely frce or coloration and contains no blood pigment. 

If one lets blood pigment dry in an iron container, com
pletely coaled with rust. at the uSlial air temperaturc, and 
then nlOistcns the dried Illass with water, lind again lets this 
dry, one obtains, after a modemtc length of time spent in 
repeating this dr~'il1g operation sevcral limes, a dry mass 
which, when treated with cold IVat"r, docs not transfer to the 
watci' un~ red colorntion lH' nny of the blood pigment. II' the 
residue. nner being treated with cllid wuter. is cooked with 
potassiulll hydroxide, one obtains, nt'te!' filtration. a deeply 
cl)lr.lred solution in which the presence or blood pigment can 
ensilj be delllllnstrated by using. reagents. The undissllh'ed 
iron oxide ill the pot(lssiulll solution shows. after dissoll'ing 
in hydrochloric acid. that it contains iron protoxide whcn 
tested lIith potassiulll t'erricyunide. 

If one uses n t:ontuinel' with n slllooth surfncc instead of a .lO" 

rust>· iron one. and if OIlC lets hlood pig,nlent dry in this 
container tit. norllwl temperature, it takes much l\lIlger be-
fore the blood pigment looses its solubility ill water as a 
result or the build-up of iron hydroxidl'. One hus to repeal 
lhe moistening and drying process mun)' more times in order 
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to render the blood pigment insoluble in water. One finally 
obtains a brown, almost black mass which can be easily 
pulverized. The substance no longer gives olT any blood pig
ment in tbe water, and it reacts exactly as tbe material which 
was contained on the inside surface of the knife mentioned 
above. 

Aluminum hydroxide behaves with a solution of blood 
pigment in a similar fashion as does ferric hydroxide. In a 
freshly precipitated state, it absorbs the pigment, and the 
filtered solution is cdorless, containing no blood pigment. It 
appears that a greater quantity of aluminum hydroxide than 
of ferric hydroxide is required in order to remove the blood 
pigment from II solution of a certain amount of this pigment. 

Ferric hydroxide and aluminum hydroxide were not capa
ble of removing so completely hen egg albumin from a solu
tion of it in water, as they could do in the case of blood 
pigmen t. 

If a diluted solution of hlood pigment w~s mixed with 
pulveriLed clay in the cold and was frequently shaken, it to...,k 
a long time, even a month or longer. to render the n uid 
colorl~ss. In this process the bloQd pigment began to decay 
and develQped the well known odor of decaying cheese. The 

.101; filtered liquid then contained ammonium chloride in smull 
quantities but no blood pigment. The cluy, however, which 
had been a white color, changed its color into a somewhat 
dusky hue in a few places. When heated, it colored u potas
sium hydroxide solution u greenish color. With reagents it 
\\.\S easily possible to discover the presence of blood pigment 
in this solution. 

If. on the other hund, a very concentrated solution of blood 
pigment in a very small am'Junt of water, is left for a long 
time in c0ntact with pulverized clay, the pigment could not 
be absorbed by the clay. It began to decay, and after several 
months the red color of the pigment has been preserved. 
Only when the whole solution was diluted with a lot of water 
and thoroughly shaken, was it possible arter some time to 
remove the blood pigment from the nuid. 

Clay also displays the c1wracteristic that it removes blood 
pigment from \\uter, although to a fur lesser degree than 
does wet ferric hydroxide. In uny case the condition is to be 
conSIdered in forensic examinutions. 

These observations arc in apparel1t opp()sj(iol1 to those in 
un experiment conducted by Lassaigf1e. He used a blood 
stain caused by about '4 deciliter of' animal blood poured 
onto a surface of' tine sand (pm'e tel/fire ell gres, clay soil'?) 
in order to sec after how long a period it was still possible to 
identify the churacteristics of blood on such a surface. He 
allowed thi; piece of earth to be exposed to rain ilnd to light 
in the open air for one month. After this lapse of time the 
color was pule and greeni!lh, somewhat inclining toward red. 

.lOll The piece was pulverized and was thoroughly leached in 
cold wuter for twelve hours: it took on a red-brown color liS 

a result of this treatment, and it showed the. pr(',sence of' 
blood pigment when ucted on by reagents. 

The residue, which no longer gave 00' anything soluble in 
the water. also had a greenish color: after severnl experi-
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ments. it also showed the presence of blood pigment. It was 
mixed only with a diluted ammonia liquid, and Lassalgne 
did not heat it with a potassium hydroxide solution, by which 
procedure the presence of the blood pigment would have 
proven itself even more dearly. 

Lassaigne concluded from his experiments that, by using 
the normal reagents, one could still recognize blood stains 
absorbed by earth even after tl month. Obviously, the results 
would have been diO'erent if the blood had not been applied 
in such a concentrated state but in u greater dilution. and if 
it had been len spread onto it for u period of time longer than 
u month. Though he did not usc completely satisfactory 
reagents, Lassuigne himself was thus convinced that the 
earth still contains blood pigment after l'OI11plete leaching 
with coin wa~er. 

The discovery or blood pigment is more dillicult if the 
blood pigment solution has soaked into earth which consists 
of humus-rich garden soil. For a period of several months I 
dissolved a diluted solution of blood pigment with earth from 
a flower pot. After this period the Illtered liquid was colorless 
and, when evaporated on platinum, it left only II very little 
re5idue, which, however, contained no blood pigment. The 
soil, leached with water and then cooked with a potassium .lIO 

hydroxide solution, produced a deeply colored liquid which 
displayed, aner Illtration. u dark brown hue but did not 
display the dichroism which is characteristic of the blood
pigment solution in a potussium solution. In this solution, 
brown precipitates formed after supersaturation with ucids, 
precipitates which displayed the same peculiurities as did 
those produced by acids in the Illtercd liquid; these were also 
the same as those which the garden soil gave 00' when 
treated with potassium solution, even when such earth wus 
not treated with blood pigment. I n order to recognize the 
presence of blood pigment in such t\ potassium solution, 
which at the same time contains humus in a dis~olved statc, 
it is best to mi>: the potassium solution with a great quantity 
of chlorinated water, by which process \~hite nukes form in 
it, as they do in a sol u tion of pu re blood pigmen t (or of ot her 
protein-like bodies), while the hUl11us, dissolved in potas
sium, docs not produce these flakes under the innuellce or 
chlorinated wllter. 

If, on the other hand, n concentrated solution or blood 
pigment is mixed th garden soil at a cold tcmperature, the 
pigment will not so easily be absorbed by the soil. Thus, even 
after several 1110nths, water, when mixed with this COI11-

pound, still produccs n red solution which contains blood 
pigment so thut, aftcr completely washing the earth with 
cold wuter, it would still huve contained blood pigment 
which would have dissolved in a hot potassium solution along 
with the humus. 
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Concerning the Crystallization of Organic Components of Blood * 
L. Teichmann 

• 17:; "When water is added to one drop of blood, starting to 
dessicate slightly as a consequence of spontaneous evapo
ration, and when evaporation is again induced under a cover 
slip, crystals formed from the blood will be obtained." 

With these words, Funke specilled the conditions under 
which, in his opinion, crystals are obtainable from spleen 
vein blood (see this journal. N.C., Vol. I, page 185). He later 
used the above mcthod (ibide/ll. Vol. II, pagc 289) and 
succeeded in obtaining crystals from other blood types. The 
same preparation method was applied with some modifica
tions by Kunde, who believed that the presence of fibrous 
material constitutes a dellnite obstacle and that a certain 
amount of serum is needed (this journal N.F., Vol. 1/. 
p. 274). Apart from the disadvantage that the mechanism of 
the crystallization could not be clarilled, the aforementioned 
method has the additional shortcoming that it is never cer
tain whether crystals will be obtainable. At first, I used the 
technique for 1I prolonged period of time as well. I noticed 
initially that it is impossible to obtain crystals from fresh 
blood samples. I then attempted to add various volumes of 
water to the blood without previous blood evaporation: when 

.176 4 to 5 or more parts or water were added to one part of blood, 
then after letting the liquid stand for a sufliciently long 
period, and when slow evaporation became evident by the 
dark red to violet color of' the liquid, crystals could be obtuin
cd on euch occasion. With this method I verilled that the 
blood of all animals investigated by me in all types of' blood 
containers underwent crystallization. The rrog blood was the 
only exception: on the other hand. I detected crystals in 
humun blood as well us in the blood or dogs, steers, hogs, 
rabbits, pigeons and fish. 

I used a small cork prop to support the cover slip from one 
side, so as to retain larger quantities or the considerably 
diluted blood; regular crystals then always formed at the 
three non-supported sides. With this systeJll, I never obtained 
crystallization of the whole blood, nor WIIS it possible to 
prepare crystu!s without a cover slip: the first-mentioned 
phenomenon led to the supposition thut another substance is 
present, besides the crystallizing component, which docs net 
participnte in the crystallization process. The possible pres
ence of such a substance could !llso explnin why no crys
tallization occurred with free nccess to ail'. The a priori 
probubility existed that the t1brin- and albumin materinl or 
the blood plasma docs not undergo crystalliznt ion and docs 

• Trunslation of: "Uellcr dic I\rystllllislltio/\ dcr orgunischc/\ llcstllndllicile 
dcs BillIes". 
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not promote the crystallization of any other substance . 
Kunde, as mentioned earlier, stated that when crys
tallization is to be obtained, the blood should not contain any 
fibrin, nor should its serum content be too low. The crys
tallization is in fact accelerated when the fibrin lind part of 
the serum are eliminated from the blood. Due :0 its albumin 
content, serum, like all viscous substances, such as for exam
ple liquefied glue. gum :l1'1tbic, ctc., is quite an unsuitable 
medium for crystallization. Serum evaporation is too irregu
lar and results in a desiccated crust on the surface, which will 
later show irregular cracks when water evaporation from the 
interior of the mass continues. When the liquid contains a 
large amount of albumin, but not much water and common 
salt, for example, crystalline e/l1orescences or small lumps 
are obtained during evaporation at varying degrees of tem
perature. But tine. large und regular crystals, like those 
forming when pure wtlter is added tit the same temperatures, 
will never form. Kunde's contention (page 274) that water .177 

can be used as efficielltly tiS serum, should be corrected, in 
that water is much more suitable than serum. 

Since the blood corpuscles contain the crystallizable sub
stunce, the latter had to be isolated first, as f'ree as possible 
from pigment and serum. The currently used and simplest 
method consists in the filtration of' the blood with a sodium 
sulphute solution. This method could not be applied in our 
case, since the admixture of another likewise crystallizable 
substance in large volumes would have been unsuitable for 
this purpose. I therefore selected the following method: 
freshly drawn blood was left standing for 48 hours; the 
clotted blood wus then pluced on blotting paper, or was 
rinsed with water: Illtration through a linen cloth and later 
through paper followed. The filtrate. mixed with water, 
yielded crystals on euch occasion. Finer crystals formed pro
portionately to the successful elimination of Ilbrous material 
and serum from the blood corpuscles. Crystallization now 
took place without a cover slip us well, but the crystals were 
less perfeel in thut case. The admixture of water, as in all 
crystnllizatiolls, is useful merely because it reduces the vis
cosity of the solvent, and prolongs the duration of the time 
needed for the sepuration of the dissolved substt\nces from 
the liquid, The crystallization or the blood corpuscle content 
can be achieved without water us well; but the resulting 
crystals will be incomplete and numerous blood corpuscle$ 
desiccate jointly with their entire content. The added water 
evacuates the blood corpuscles und facilitntes crystullizutioll 
:n general. It also ol1'ers un opportunity for the formation of 
larger individual crystals. 

When we now survey the conditions under which Funkt' 
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and Kunde obtained crystals, it becomes evident that-
definitely without intending to do so~- they complied with 
the prt:conditions which we found to be essential. Initially, 
Funke prepared crystals from the spleen vein blood of the 
horse. The blood was forwarded to him from Dresden to 
Leipzig (Vol. I. p. 177), and at least several hours after the 
animal expired. While he believed that the blood was fresh, 
the above-mentioned period was nevertheless sufl1cient for 
partial b:'Jod coagulation. It is quite irrelevant whether or 

.n, not the blood originated from the spleen vein; he would have 
obtained crystals after the same length of time from the 
blood of other vessels as well. On another occasion (Vol. 1. 
p. 101), he prepared crystals from the blood of dead fish, 
after finding thick blood coagulations in their abdominal 
cavity. In that case he obtained more crystals with less dim
culty, which he ascribed to a specific crystallization capacity 
of fish blood, without taking the most significant factor into 
consideration, i.e. that the blood was already coagulated 
when collected. After detecting crystals in human blood, 
(Vol. II. p. 288 and following pages) he attributed this 
finding to the fact that the container in which he had stored 
the biood contained a few drops of water; however, he over
looked an important fact: he had investigated the blood only 
30 hours after the blood-jelling, i.e. after the separation of 
the fibrin. He examined cat blood 2 days after its collection, 
saying himself that it waS coagulated. He states regarding 
the hog blood invl~stigation that the phenomena occurred 
more readily when the blood was left standing for a day. 
Kunde was likewise able to obtain crystals after eliminating 
the fibrin, and a small quantity of the serum from the blood. 

When a few drops of the blood corpuscle-water mixture, 
prepared as indicated, are placed on a glass slide, letting 
them evaporate without a cover slip, crystals will form, in 
particular when plenty of water was added and the evapo
ration is slow, However, enough viscous serum components 
are still present to form a surface crust, in addition to the 
crystals, The crystals obtained with the above method are 
unsuitable for microchemical studies because reagents arc 
unable to lIct directly on the same. 

I used the two methods specified below to avoid this disad
vantage and to obtain uS perfect and best isolated crystals as 
possible: 

I) I placed supporting props under the cover slip on four 
sides: 

2) 1 allowed the liquid to evaporate under a watch glass 
after dampening the edges or it with blood which. when 
desiccated, forms an adequate seal, and releases the vapor 
slowly through the individual pores. 

. n f achieved my objective with the application of both meth
ods: the crystallization wus perfect, us shown by the large 
number and size of the crystals, and thl! crystals wen! 
isolated, 

As for tel11peruture: blood crystallizution requires the 
snme preconditions as the crystallization of cOl11mon salts. 
Crystallization improves proportionately to the slowness of 
rate of the evaporulion. und vice versa, When rapid crys-
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tallization is wanted, the temperature can be raised, but it 
should not be too high, so as to avoid the coagulation of the 
albumin. When blood, containing the full amount of serum 
and fibrin is to be crystallized, a considerable volume of 
water must bt! added and the temperature should be as low 
as possible. 

After determining the conditions needed for crys
tallization in the blood, I attempted to form crystals from 
frog blood. I was unable to obtain a quantity of frog blood 
sufl1cient for the elimination of fihrin and serum; but crystals 
nevertheless formed when r mixed the blood with large vol
umes of water and undertook evaporation at very low tem
peratures. These crystals differed from those found in other 
blood types; their number was relatively much lower, but 
increased when more water was added, followed by evapo
ration, Finally, the number of the crystals increased to such 
an extent that these could not be mistaken for crystals orig
inating from any of the salts contained in the blood. 

As tor the shape of the crystals: it varied significantly. 
Since I experimentt!d principally with t\og blood, I am un-
able to state how crystals formed from dog blood compared 
to those formed from the blood of other animals. Howevt!r, 
[crystal] form is cf!rtainly quite accidental and depends on 
secondary effects. Not even the crystals from the blood of the 
same vessd of the dog show identical shapes when they arc 
prepared with difl'erent methods. Crystals obtained under a 
cover glass form net!dles, rods und plates; those obtained 
under a watch glass show, in addition to the above shupes. 
rhomboid and tetragonal plates; the rhomboids even appear JHO 
at dissimilar angles. Prismatic crystals, pointed at both ends, 
constantly form from frog blood; I do not contend. however. 
that their shape will always be the same. Tetrahedrons were 
recently detected in the blood of guinea pigs. Lehmann. in 
his recent study of this type of blood, found that besides 
tetraht!drons, octahedrons und other forms occur as well 
(Chefl/. Pharmac. Centra/blatt. 1853, p. 98). 

Crystals obtained under the cover slip show various shades 
of red or violet; the color originates from hematin. When n 
drop of red blood (fresh) is evaportlted, red crystals result, 
On the other hand, when a drop of blood which has turned 
violet after prolonged storage is evaporated, violet crystals 
tire obtained as well. On one occasion, the liquid under the 
cover slip, supported by props on four sides. evaporated sud
denly; the residue consisted of entirely achromatic crystals, 
forming fine parallel threads. When crystals form under a 
watch glllss, they arc either achromatic or pale yellow. Only 
the largest crystals are red; these arc mostly composite 
forms, Crystals obtainl!d from frog blood, regardless of 
whether lurge or small, are always achromatic. Theil' behav
ior in this respect dif1'ers entirely from the properties of 
crystals prepared frol11 other types of blood; they appeur as 
light-colored solids in lhe red fluid. I now had to fuce the 
questions of whether colored and colorless crystals in various 
shades occur simultaneously and of whether the intensity of 
the color depends on the size of the stained sections, i.e" 
whether lhe crystals which seem achromatic are perhaps 

merely very fine plates of colored crystals, showing hardly 
any coloration due to their fint ness. These questions are 
ditl1cult to answer. 1 can only say that, when I compared the 
various shapes on a slide, the color grade of the crystals did 
not seem proportional at all locations to their profile dia
meter. Professor Henle, to whom I showed the preparations. 
likewise expressed the opinion that achromatic crystals do 
exist. This would lead to the conclusions that the crystalliz-

.1HI able material of the blood corpuscles, as such, is achromatic 
and includes hematin only accidentally when separating 
from the blood. 

My findings coincide with those of Funke, Kunde and 
Lehmann regarding the behavior of the crystallizable sub
stance, and of the crystals when exposed to open air and to 
certain reagents, as well as regarding their decomposability, 
weathering capacity, etc. The crystallizing mass (the blood 
corpuscles) can be stored for several months in fluid or dried 
conditions, refrigerated or at room temperature, without air
tight scaling. The fluid yieldS the aforementioned crystals 
when evaporated under the watch glass (as far as I was able 
to verify) after 4 months; putrefaction and the amount of the 
developing infusoria (ciliates) do not interfere with the crys
Uillization process in any way. The desiccated mass can he 
liquefied and crystallized at any time. Accordingly, the des
iccated mass docs not decompose at all, while the liquid 
substance docs not decompose readily, 

Admittedly, crystals prepared according to the method 
customary earlier seem to disappear gradually. insofar us 
they arc covered by the non-crystallized mass, which dries 
later, These crystals, however, arc merely concealed. When 
a little water is added and when the glass cover is touched, 
the crystals scem to noat underneath the cover: when a large 
volum: of w:lter is added the crystals dissol~'e. but reappear 
Inter followll1g slow wuter evaporation. Such errors arc 
avoidable when the crystals arc prepared according to the 
two methods described by l11e. In that. case, more rl!liahle 
observation becomes possible because, as stated, most or the 
cr~stals arc exposed. The usual temperature changes do not 
unect the prepared crystals, i.e., no weatheril1g occurs, liS 

mentioned by Funke (Vol. 11, p. 29(»). In L.ehmann's opinion 
(Chemi.l'ch-Pharlll(l('. ('('II/ra/h/al/, 1853, No.7, p. 99) lhe 
crystals do not decompose readily; this is confirmed hy the 
fuct that the crystals 01' the mass can be liquefied and rl!
el'ystullized, as l'epMtcd cat'\iel' hy Fllnke (Vol. '1" p. 191 
and Vol. 11, p, 290), 

When chemical retlgents arc used, it should be takcn into 
consideration that crystals. even those which seem to be 
pure, might nevertheless he covered with a more or less thick 

.lH2 luyer of an albumin-like substance which inbibits solvent 
access and tlHIf'S the results. 

The crystals arc water-soluhle. The degree of their solu
bility is not precisely determinable tit this tillle: depcnding on 
the serulll volume which WIIS udded during crystallilation. 
the added water cot1lttins lIlore or Ic:ss albumin, Therd'ore 
more water must ulwuys be added than the volume required 
fOJ' the dissolution of the crystals alone. 

Idelltificatioll (if' /J/ood 

When strong (approximately 89°) alcohol is added, the 
crystals shrink, their sharp outline and their plane surraces 
vanish; most crystals dissolve slowly in diluted alcohol. Ac
cording to Funke (Vol. I. p. 189), crystals prepared from 
watery alcohol are merely "crystallographic malforma
tions". Kunde (Vol. 11, p. 275) states that the crystals arc 
never quite regular, and according to Lehmann (Centra/
b/al/) the planes of crystals treated with alcohol (the alcohol 
concentration is not indicated) arc no longer quite level and 
the crystals retain their shape only to a more or less limited 
extent. 

The crystals arc not soluble in ether. and retain their 
shapt! in it. When water is subsequently added, the crystals 
remain insoluble; but their consistency changes: they be
come gelatinous, They dissolve readily in caustic ammonia. 
Concentrated potassium hydroxide docs not dissolve the 
crystals but they arc soluble in acetic, hydrochloric and ni
tric acids. 

According to reports So far. and based on Lehmann's 
recent investigation results, it can no longer be doubted that 
the cryst:llline substances. whose reactions arc described 
here, originate from the blood corpuscles and are organic 
components of them. It is still not quite certain which or thc 
blood corpuscle components is crystallizable, Our earlier 
statements on the preparation of achromatic crystals indi-
cate that it is, to say the least, highly questionable whether 
such crystals can be defined as III!l1wtin ('n'sta/s, It is in fact 
doubtful whether hematin is involved in bl~od crystalliltllion 
at all. Another substance, globulin, if' one wants to give it 
that name, constitutes the residue jn blood bubbles after the 
elimination of hematin. Both substances arc obtainable in ,1K,l 

pure condition by means of water extraction from the mem
branes. Ilowever, the medium used to separate them from 
one another in the watery solution could modify one and 
possibly both substances; in particular when coagulated 
glob,ulin forms. crystallization investigations arc no longer 
feaSIble. I. therefore. used the freshly desiccated blood cor
puscle muss. Concentrated hydrochloric acid dissolves the 
mllss (diluted hydrochloric acid has no elrect on it): the 
dissolution occurs more readily at higher temperatures, 
while gas (carbonic acid) is released. The resulting liquid is 
clear, purplish-red and precipitates when water is added, At 
1'00111 temperature the admixture of water to the liquid mass 
will merely calise clouding. When treated with nitric acid. 
fine gas bubhles will cover the mass, which dissolves slight I)' 
at low temperatures and will dissolve completel\' when the 
tempel'ature is raiscd, In the latter case, the 1i~llIid stains 
yellowish.red; when water is added. a dirty yellow precip-
itate will form . 

When sulphuric ocid is uscd. the mass inllates at low 
temperat ures and Illost of it will dissolve aftcl' tI prolonged 
period of time: however, when the temperature is increased, 
the mass dissolves quitc easily lind completel)'. fOl'ming a 
dark brown, cleal' Illlid. while g,IS is releascd, Added watel' 
callses minor clouding. 

When these acid solutions :Ire l1eutrnli/etl with potassiulll 
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or ammonia, a yellowish-brown precipitate forms which is 
once more dissolved into a clear red fluid in excess precip
itation medium. 

In a concentrated potassium solution the mass is loosened 
and floats on the surface. Light red drops of various size are 
visible under the microscope. The process, however, occurs 
at higher temperatures only; no modification whatsoever is 
determinable at lower temperatures. The mass dissolves in a 
diluted potassium solution and a clear red fluid is obtained. 

Ammonia dissolves most of the mass slowly at higher as 
well as at lower temperatures. 

The residues of these solutions, regardless whether the 
evaporation took place at room temperature 01' at higher 
temperatures, show nothing worthy of note under the 
microscope. 

.1114 In acetic acid the mass dissolves at moderate temperatures 
into a clear, red fluid; however, it will cloud when the tem
perature is raised and the color changes to a dirty brown. 
The same phenomena are evident when the mass is treated 
with oxalic acid, tartaric acid, citric or lactic acid and proba
bly also when treated with other organic acids. 

A drop of the above-mentioned fluid, or a minimal amount 
of the desiccated blood corpuscle mass, yields crystals when 
dried at 20 to 50° R under a cover slip with any of the 
aforementioned acids, in particular with acetic acid, The 
resulting crystals show the following characteristics: 

Their color is always yellow, brick-red, brown or black. 
They form rhomboid columns, either regular or with slightly 
blunted angles; twin crystals or stars occur frequently, but 
these arc very nne, resembling the needles, rods or grains of 
the black pigment. 

These crystals arc not sensitive to the em.Jct of air; they arc 
insoluble in water, ether, alcohol, acetic acid, hydrochloric 
acid and nitric acid when these substances are ,ldded di
rectly; the crystals dissolve entirely when boiled with nitric 
acid. They will also dissolve in a diluted potassium solution; 
when the solution is concentrated, the crystals turn black, 
infltlte and their sharp outlines disappear. Concentrated sul
phuric acid dissolves them and they arc even mOre readily 
soluble in ammonia. 

Berore dissolving the crystals, they should be subjected to 
careful. isolated examination, since those coated with albu
min arc diflicult to dissolve or do not dissolve at all. Care 
should ,liso be taken to avoid mistnking the impression 
(mold) left by dissolved crystals for decolorized crystals. 

A yellow ring always forms around these crystals during 
their dissolution: in particular after treatment with sulfuric 
acid, color changes will occur. 

The crystals describcd dill'er slglllficanUy from Virchow's 
/tC'/lIl1lfdtlill cl'ystnls (Al'chil',t: Plllli. Allfll .. Vol. I., p. 3H3-
445), but &om(: similarities do exist. The main dill'erenee is 
that the crystals described here dissolve completely in the 
reagents mentioned, without leaving any residual structure 
of insoluble substance behind. I propose the namc /tell/ill 
(lltilllill) for the substance obtained in crystalline form by 

.lK~ me, to distinguish it from the water-soluble hematin of fresh 

4H 
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blood and Virchow's hematoidin. 
I obtained hemin crystals from all blood types which 

examined, including human blood, and the blood of the dog. 
rabbit, steer, hog, pigeon and frog; no dissimilarities what
soever were determinable and I do not doubt that the crys
tals can be prepared from any red blood type. 

They can also be obtained on a large scale with the follow
ing method: blood"--regardless whether or not fibrin tlnd 
serum were eliminatcd"- ·is evaporated until dessicated; ex
cess concentrated acetic acid is added and the liquid is left 
standing at the approximate temperature of 30°. After some 
time, complete dissolution takes place and the crystals re
main at the bottom (of the container). 

The preparation according to the specified method seems 
easy; but it involves a certain difliculty, since microscopic 
crystals can seldom be separated from the liquid by 
filtration. The crystals could, of course, be allowed to precip
itate and could be suspended in water after distillution of the 
liquid. But this procedure is deficient, in particular when the 
quantitative determination of crystals in the blood is in
tended. I obtained the largest and best-shaped crystals when 
mixing dried, finely pulverized blood with a I:!"rge volume of 
acetic acid under constant agitation, so as to avoid the for
mation of clots; the liquid was then left standing nt a tem
perature of approximately 30 0 R. The difliculties increased 
when the desiccated blood is processed with other organic 
acids, such as oxalic, tartaric, citric or lactic acid. I under
took only occasional tests with these acids and always ob
tained very nne rods and grains, but the cry),tals were never 
as large and perfect as those obtained after treatment with 
acetic acid. 

Regrr:ltably, I have had no opportunity so far to undertake 
a thorough investigation or crystals present in old e.xtravasa
tions and melanotic tumors. The presence of crystallized 
hemin in the organism is. in my opinion, highly probable, ror 
the following reasons: water is eliminated by resorption from 
coagulating blood; the needed heat prevails, and provided 
that any organic acid is present as well. the preconditions for .1HIl 

the formation of crystals do exist. 
I searched unsuccessfully for the crystals in lymph and 

serum first described by Funke but could detect no truce of 
them with any method. [ found hemin crystals in the lymph 
and serum, but always in smull amounts only. I therefore 
suspect thtlt they might originate from a few blood Cor
puscles which were accidentully introduced into both liquids. 
Provided that color is not cssential, thc first crystals could 
consist of globulin ('n or this substance could at Icast con
tribute primarily to their formation. sinee no other substance 
occurs in the blood corpuscles in suflicient quantity for the 
formation of numerous crystals. The hemin crystals scem to 
originale from hemin ulone, since the albumin-type sub· 
stances remain dissolvcd ufter treatment of the desiccutcd 
blood corpuscles with acetic acid. But it would not he 
justined to speculate here on thc nature of the lust· 
mentioned cryswls, since they CUll be prepared on a largc 
scale and can be subjected to accurate chemical unalysis . 
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As mentioned above, hemin crystals appear in the shupe of 
fine black rods and grains. very similar to melanin; large 
quantities of these crystals develop, in particular, when a 
small umount of acid is added to a large amount of desic
cated blood. This Icads to the question or whether a cor
relation between these crystals and melanin exists. The 
aforementioned rcagents, however, aO"ect small and large 
crystals alike while melanin referring to its characteristic 
reactions only is decomposed during boiling by concen
trated nitric acid and dissolves incompletely in diluted Jlkali 
after prolonged digestion. According to these diiTering prop
erties, the nne crystals should dl·nnitely not be identilied 
with melanin. despite the fact that they are cvidently similar 
to the laller. Therefore the qucstion arises whether crystals 
formed under difrerent conditions could behave as docs mel
anin, or whether Lhey adopt the characteristics or melanin 
after a specit1c treatment. 

I can answer the first question only insofar as [ have found 
that the application of thc above-mentioned organic acids to 
desiccated blood always resulted in the formatIOn or more or 
less perrcct crystals which showed identical behavior when 
treated with chemical reagents. [ determined the following 
concerning thc second question: these crystals. when pre
pared in adequate quantities, appear black with a hlue tint 
to the nuked eye. But when lhey arc placed on a glass slide 
heated with a red-hot iron. the blue stain suddenly disap
pears. the crystals turn black as a consequence or carboniza
tion; when boiled with concentrated nitric acid. the black 
color turns ycllow; the crystals thcn dissolve into a yellow 
fluid in which sporadic yellow grains and drops of v<lrious 
sizes still Iloat. Digestion with aqueous potash did not dis
solve the crystals. 

The dcgree of solubility or the crystals in these reagents is 
reversed proportionately to the degrec of the carbonization. 

The presence of black cry~tals in the organism was 
confirmed by numcrous lindings; the possibility of slow car
bonization cannot be excluded. 

The ash of the crystals is pink; thc ash of melanin is 
whitish-yellow, occasionally red (~ee references in Virchow. 
A/'('lth'j: Pallt. AIII/IO/ll .. Vol. 1., p. -1.14). Lintier the micro
scope, the lirst-mentioncd ash shows large, but rudiJ1lentary 
crystals, whilc the last-mentioncd ash forms non-measurable 
dots. Could the cllmpuratil'ely signilicant dill'erence between 
volumes he ('esponsible for color dHrerences in this casc'! 

When the black crystal~ I'erilied by MacKen/.ie. Guillot, 
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Virchow and others in melanotic tumors are present in addi-
tion to black pigment, it is reasonable to assume that the 
crystals developed simultaneously with the black pigment. 
The reduced solidity of the tumors might offer an oppor
tunity for the coagulation of molecules into voluminous 
masses. When grains or various size. fine rods, incgular und 
finally, regular crystals are preparcd in a retort under thc 
same chemical conditions. all show the same behavior. Thcse ,1HH 

crystals undoubtedly formed while inhibited by mechanical 
eO"ects; their development stopped while they were still in
complete. Nor can a discrimination be made between the 
black grains and rods round in melanotic tumors, lungs, etc" 
and sporadically forming crystals, since all these formations 
behave identically under the etl'ect of chemical rcagents. 

According to the experiments performed by Virchow and 
others, the pigment in the mass, as its color darkens. dis
solves less easily in potassium hydroxide. Black pigment and 
black crystals are completely insoluble. When their solubil
ity is compared with the solUbility of the hemin crystals 
obtained by me regardless whether the crystals form 
rhomboid columns, rods or grains it bccomes el'idcnt that 
the behavior of both is entirely identical when treated with 
potassium hydroxide. Non-carbonil.ed crystals dissolve read
ily, whilc the carbonized crystals are quite insoluble. Various 
degrces ol'solubility can occur between these two extremes. 

The last-mentioned difference, found between carbonized 
crystals and ocular melanin. cannot be deli ned as significant; 
since the black color of the crystals is slate-like, while the 
color of melanin is brown, the difl'erence is explained by the 
presence of various intermediate pigmentation stages, not 
found in crystals. The color or the ocular pigmcnt docs 
in fact approximate the color of synthetically prepared 
pig men t. 

[ therefore reel justilied in re,lching the conclusion that 
the black pigment represents underdeveloped crystals, ox
idi/ed to various degrees. 

I must leave the further study of the subject's chemical 
aspect to professionals. I wish, however, to rcfer to the prac
tical usefulness of the knowledge of hemin crystals, numely 
that they serve in Icgal cases for the reliable and easy 
\'crificution of minimal blood volumes, for cXllmple in sus
pectcd (blood) swins. 

Finally, it is my welcome duty to thank Professor Henle 
for his advice ill the course of this study, and for mnking thc 
faeilities of the Anatomy Institute available. 
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Preparation of Hemochromogen Crystals* 
Dr. Zacharias Donogany 

Physiological Institute at the University of Budapest 
(Received by the Editorial Office 24 December 1892) 

629 Hemochromogen or reduced hematin is prepared by 
means of different processes which are, however, quite dim
cult. Hoppe-Seylert prepared hemochromogen by heating to 
850-100° the hemoglobin solution and excluding oxygen 
with strong alkalis; he also used carbon monoxide hemo
globin for this purpose. Recently, Trasaburochraki§ pre-

630 pared hemochromogen from sulphur-methemoglobin by 
means of sodium hydroxide and ammonium sulfide. 

In my process I first mix a drop of defibrinated blood with 
a drop of pyridine on the microscopic slide; I then cover the 
mixture with a cover slip and examine it by means of a 
spectroscope and a microscope. The blood corpuscles di~ap
pear and the drop becomes a lively brownish-red. [n the 
spectrum, two very beautiful absorption bands appear; one 
sharply outlined band between Fraunhofer lines D and E, 
and a brighter, but less well-defined, band between lines E 
and b. In a thicker layer these two bands merge together into 
one; in a diluted solution, only the first of the two lines is 
perceptib Ie. 

When I reduced the blood with ammonium sulfide, or even 
without it, there very soon appeared small, light or dark 
brownish-red, star-shaped or sheaf-shaped hemochromogen 
crystals which formed groups. [ waS unable to examine these 

• Tr;IO,lution of' "[)Jr~tellung von I,IUOlochroOlogenkryslUllcn". 
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crystals spectroscopically because of their small size. There 
can, however, be no doubt that these arc hemochromogen 
crystals, since they always occur in the helllochromogen 
which forms the basic substance, and also because the crys
tals disappear if the ht~mochromogen changes into hematin. 
The preparation of hemochromogen crystals is also success
ful with old, dried blood if one pretreats the blood with 
sodium hydroxide. 

These doubly refractive crystals arc not stable bccause, 
when air penetrates, the red hcmochromogen changes into 
brown hematin, at first around the edges, and then disap
pears completely after several days; the spectrum then corre
sponds to that of alkali hematin. [I', however, one seals the 
edges of the cover slip with Canada balsam, then the hemo
chromogen crystals can be preserved for a longer period. 

One can also demonstrate the changing of hemo
chromogen into hematin by the following method; One can 
prepare hemochromogen by means of pyridine from 
defibrinated blood, diluted with water in 11 test tube. [I' one 
transfers a half of the solution into a second test tube and 
shakes this up with the air, one can see how the red hemo
chromogen solution loses its rcd color in a fcw minutcs, Hnd 
how the hemochromogen changes into brown hematin. The 
spectroscopic diagnosis also changes in a corrcsponding 
fashion. 

My method, consequently, permits one to prepare hemo
chromogen in an easier and faster way than was formerly 
possible; it is at the same time suited to establish more easily, 
and perhaps with greater certainty, the presence of blood in 
dry powder than is possible by means of hemin crystals. 

fell'll/(ji'CClI/fill fJf' Il/oocl 

A Method for Identifying Blood by Hemochromogen Crystallization* 
Masao Takayama, M.D. 

'IS Clinically and medico-legally blood is identified by the 
demonstration of: 

A. Blood corpuscles, especially erythrocytes, and 
B. B[ood pigment and its derivatives. 

Blood pigment and its derivatives are in turn identified by 
the following three methods: 

I. testing catalase and oxygen-combining activities, 
2. examining crystals, and 
3. studying spectra. 
Among these three methods, the first one thut tests cata

lase and oxygen-combining uctivities is applied mainly in 
clinical cases for identifying blood because of its simple 

10 procedures and extreme sensitivity. Every yeur its im
provements or modifications are published by clinicians. Un
fortunately, however, the reactions demonstrutt~d by this 
method arc not specific to blood pigment and its derivatives: 
as you are well aware, various organic and inorganic sub
stances give the same reactions. Therefore, we regard this 
test method as preliminary or auxiliary to the identification 
of blood: a positive result docs not necessarily indicate the 
presence of blood pigment, but a negative result does prove 
its absence. 

The second and the third methods, the examination of 
crystals and spectra, are indispensable to forensic medicine 
for the identificaiton of' blood. The positive results absolutely 
prove blood pigment and its derivatives. 

The blood pigment and its derivatives that form crystals 
are: hemoglobin, oxyhemoglobin, methemoglobin, carboxy
hemoglobin, cyanohemoglobin, sulfhemoglobin, hemochro
mogen, carboxyhemochro/l1ogen, cyanohel11ochromogen, 
henhltin halide, hematin combined with organic and inor
gunic acids, und helllutoporphyrin hydrochloride. Two of 
these crystals, hematin IHilide, namely hemin, and hemo
chromogen, are used for identifying blood, and today [ am 
going to talk ubOllt the hemochromogen crystals. 

Ever since Teichmann discovered hemin crystals (hence 
also called Teichmunn's crystals) in 1853, the hemin test 
method has occupied tin important place among methods for 
identifying blood. Hemochromogen WaS crystallized for the 
first time in 1889 by Hoppe-Seyler. He crystallized it by 
dissolving hemoglobin in an aqueous solution of sodium hy
droxide and heating it to 100°C in the total ubsence of 
oxygen. [n 1893 in a physiulogy laboratory in Budnpest, 

• 'I'runslnt iOIl or: Origillnl Article r JapIIIlCSe Tille Not TrulIslitcrutcd J. 
ill Kokka Igllkklli /as.I'hi, No. 306. (lages 4(,3 .jill (cuillulative) Pages 15 

33 (issue) ( 1912). 

Reprinted with the ~ind permission or Tokyo Ignku Puhlishers through 
Pror. Dr. II iroshi II irose. 

Donogany accidentally synthesized hemochromogen crys-
tals by adding pyridine alone, Or pyridine together with am
monium sulfide, to defibrinated or dried blood. These 
findings remained largely unnoticed by scholars, although 
R. Kobert's nephew, H. U. Kobert, and Angelo de Dominicis 
duplicated Donogany's experiments in 1901 and 1902, and 
later Ccvidalli, de Dominicis, and Lecha-Marzo published 
works on this subject. However, the method tlnally drew J~ 

general attention after BUrker reported in 1909 that it was 
possible to identify hemoglobin and its derivatives by hemo
chromogen crystallization. Thanks to the experiments by 
such workers as Puppe and Kurbitz, Kalmus, Mita, Lochte, 
Methling, Dilling, Hummel, and Heine, this method has 
been recognized as the most important among the methods 
of blood identification. 

The reasons that the methods of blood identification by 
hemochromogen crystallization has come to occupy such an 
important position are: 

I. The crystallizing ability of hemochromogen is equal or 
superior to that of hemin. 

2. Because hemochromogen crystals arc large and their 
color varies from copper red to deep ruby red, and detecting 
them is easier than detecting small, brown hemin crystals. 
For example, combined with a No. 2 or 4 ocular (3 X or 
6 X), tI No.7 objective (60 X) is needed for detecting hemin 
crystals, while No.3 ( lOX) is adequate for hemochromogen 
crystals. 

3. Regardless of the SllcceSS or failure of hemochromogen 
crystallization, the hemochromogen produced can easily be 
identified by the spectrum using a microspectroscope or a 
hand spectroscope (remove the ocular of' a microscope and 
insert u hand spectroscope to examine). According to de 
Dominicis the hemochromogen spectrum shows the first and 
the second absorption bands Ht the dilution of 1 :5,000, while 
I CI11 thickness of' oxyhemoglobin solution gives the first and 
the second ubsorption bands at I :5,000 dilution, und the tirst 
bund only at I: I 0,000 dilution. Thus the light absorbing 
sensitivity of hemochromogen is almost identical to that of 
oxyhemoglobin. 

The disadvantage of this method is that the slide prepara
tion of hemochromogen crystals cannot be preser\'ed long. If 
the edge of the cover glass is sellied with Canada balsam or 
IllHsking Inc, however, the slides keep comparatively well. 
Besides, since the purpose of forming the crystals is to iden- III 

tify blood, [ do not think it mullers much if the slides keep 
well or not. 

I. How are hemochromogen crystuls mude'? Generally 
speaking the reugents used ill this method are: 
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lelC'I1t(licllIio/l oj' Blood 

(a) as dissolving agent of dry blood-distilled water, con
centrated aqueous solutions of sodium and potassium 
hydroxide, 10% ammonia water, concentrated potassium 
chloride solution, 2% alcoholic or aqueous solution of iodine, 
bromine water, or chlorine water, 

(b) pyridine, piperidine, or their derivatives (a- and 
tJ-picoline, collidine, parvuline, coniine, nicotine, methyl
piperidine, ethylpiperidine, etc.) 

(c) as reducing agent-ammonium sulfide (Donogany), 
saturated aqueous solution of hydrazine sulfate (de Domini
cis). saturated solution of sodium antimony sulfate (de Do
minicis), 10% hydrazine hydrate solution (Mita), or sodium 
sulfate. 

Among these reagents pyridine is indispensable. My guess 
is that the dissolving and the reducing agents transform 
blood pigment into hematin and then reduce the latter to 
hemochromogen, which crystallizes in the presence of pyri
dine. Since pyridine obviously does not have a reducing ac
tion, it has been disputed whether pyridine is the one that 
produces hemochromogen: von Zeineck, Kalmus, and Kur
bitz maintain that hemochromogen.cannot be produced with 
pyridine alone, while Donogany, Kobert and Dilling claim 
that it is possible to make hemochromogen and its crystals 
from fresh blood using only pyridine if oxygen is completely 
excluded. The slides exhibited will convince you that hemo
chromogen crystals are certainly produced using pyridine 
alone. In any case, it is an indisputable fact that pyridine 
plays a major role among the reagents used in this method. 

2. While the procedures of this method vary somewhat 
according to researchers, the representative four are: 

(a) Donogany's procedure _ .. blood + a drop of pyridine + 
a drop of ammonium sulfide (or pyridine alone; or concen
trated sodium hydroxide solution + pyridine; or concen
trated sodium hydroxide solution + pyridine + ammonium 
sulfide). 

--- - ----~~-----

Though with all these procedures hemochromgen crystals 
are produced without heating, the researchers are agreed 
that carefu: gentle heating increases the eft1ciency of 
crystallization. 

Such is the summary of the present state of the method for 
identifying blood, namely blood pigment, by means of hemo
chromogen crystallization. Today at this meeting I should 
like to present a new reagent that I have added to these test 
procedures based on hemochromogen crystallization. My 
reagent differs from those of others in that I used glucose as 
the reducing agent. Why did I use glucose? It happened 
fortuitously. As you know there is a method called Heller's 
for testing blood in urine. In this method urine is made 20' 

strongly alkaline by adding sodium hydroxide solution and 
then it is boiled to precipitate blood together with phos
phates, The blood pigment in this brownish red precipitate is 
called hemoglobin or hematin by din'erent workers, or even 
hemochromogen by Arnold. One day in order to determine 
which was the case, I added blood to a urine sample which 
happened to be on my desk and proceeded with this method. 
Unexpectedly the blood pigment turned deep ruby red and 
remained dissolved without precipitating. The pigment had 
the spectrum of hemochromogen. Puzzled, I tested the urine 
and found that it was diabetic. From this experience I 
learned that, in the presence of sodium hydroxide, glucose 
reduces blood pigment and changes it into hemochromogen. 
Therefore, I deduced that if blood is first mixed with a 
solution containing glucose and sodium hydroxide and then 
with pyridine, and the mixture is heated, the blood pigment 
would even more -easily be changed into hemochromogen, 
and on a slide its crystals would be formed. I carried out this 
experiment, which turned out to be successful as I expected. 

I repeat.ed lhe experiment in order to find out what propor
tion of glucose to sodium hydroxide solution to pyridine 
would make a favorable reagent for crystallizing hemo
chromogen. The favorable reagent was found to contain 
0.5% glucose, I % sodium hydroxide, and 10 20% pyridine. 

Namely: 

glucose 
sodium hydroxide 
distilled water 
pyridine 

0.5 
1.0 

90.0 80.0 
10.0 20.0 

(b) Angelo de Dominicis's procedure blood + a drop of 
pyridine + a drop of saturated hydrazine sulfate solution or 
a drop of solution containing 5% sodium hydroxide and hy
drazine sulfate (Puppe and Kurbitz mixed blood with pyri
dine and a saturated aqueous solution of hydrazine sulfate, 
then heated the mixture to gradually evaporate, and made a 
permanent slide by sealing it with Canada balsam; Heine 
recommended a mixed solution containing 2 parts of pyri-

or 
dine and 3 parts of concentrated aqueous solution of hy-

10% glucose solution 5.0 
10.0 

75.065,0 
10.0 20.0 

drazine sulfate.) 
(c) Lecha-Marzo's procedure blood + 2% alcoholic or 

aqueous solution of iodine, chlorine water, or bromine water, 
heat the mixture and then add pyridine + ammonium 
sulfide (although Lecha-Marzo called the crystals thus 
produced hematin iodide, hematin chloride, and hematin 
bromide, KUrbitz's research made it clear that they were 
hemochromogen crystals). 

(d) Mita's procedure blood + a drop of 10% ammonia 
water + a drop of pyridine + a drop of 10% hydrazine 
hydrate solution or saturated aqueous solution of hydrazine 
sulfate. 
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I 0% ~odium hydroxide solution 
distilled water 
pyridine 

When the amount of pyridine in the reagent is small, 21/ 

hemochromogen forms small but regular, long, diamond
shaped crystals, which arc similar to hemin crystals; when 
the amount is large, the crystals are very large but irregular, 
most of them being needle-shaped. The needles cluster in the 
form of a cross, a tussel, or a chrysanthemum flower, There
fore, taking the value halfway between 10 and 20%, I regard 
the one containing 15% pyridine as the most favorable. (Let 

us call this the first glucose reagent.) 
The procedure for crystallizing hemochromogen with this 

reagent is extremely simple: a test object is placed on a slide 
glass, broken into fine pieces with a glass rod, mixed with a 
drop of the reagent, covered with a cover glass, and heated 
carefully until gas bubbles appear in the liquid. For heating, 
an alcohol lamp or the small flame of a gas lamp that is 
obtained after turning on' the valve may be used at a consid
erable distance. If the object is, or contains, blood, the blood 
pigment which is brown at first gradually becomes red and, 
under the microscope, begins to crystallize two or three 
minutes after the slide is cooled. After 10 to 20 minutes 
almost all the blood pigment in the preparation has turned 
into crystals. r just said that the object is broken to fine 
pieces, but this is a matter of degree: either too large or too 
small pieces are undesirable. Accorulng to my experience 
hemochromogen crystals start to grow from the periphery of 
comparatively large granules and reach the centers to form 
aggregates; if the granules are too small, blood pigmcnt is 
leached and sometimes fails to crystallize though it may 
remain in solution. Thus the favorable size of fragments 
must be determined by trial and error. I should say a mistake 
of leaving them too large is preferable to that of making 
them too small. The same can be said in using ammonium 
sulfide or hydrazine reagents. When a piece of cloth or paper 
stained with biood must be tested as it is for reasons such as 
the quantity of blood being too small or the separation of 
blood being impossible, if the material is thin like thin silk, 
Japanese Mino paper, and newspaper, a small piece should 
be cut out, placed on a slide glass, treated with a drop of the 
reagent, covered with a cover glass carefully so as not to 

22 introduce air bubbles, and heated. If a thick material such as 
cotton cloth, Chinese silk crepe, or flannel is to be tested, the 
tissue should be teased with needle tips following the addi
tion of the reagent, covered with a cover glass, heated, and 
examined under the microscope after the slide has cooled. 
The iris diaphragm opening of the microscope should be 
fairly large. Even when the object has a blue, yellow, or red 
color, hemochromogen crystals are easily detected; only in 
cases of indigo-dyed fabrics the test fails if the quantity of 
adhered blood is small. 

According to test-tube experiments in which blood was 
converted into hemochromogen with glucose, sodium hy
droxide solution, and pyridine, the heating needed for this 
method is 80°C. There is no need to heat the slides very 
much; when over-heated, the preparation may boil, and the 
dissolved blood pigmtmt could be lost by boiling over. Al
though ,great care is needed not to over-hellt, reduction will 
be incomplete and crystals not formed if under-heated. As in 
using any other methods, some preliminary practice is neces
sary in this case to learn how to hellt the slides, 

Since considerable care is thus necessary in heating, I 
thought that un increased amount of glucose in the reagent 
might muke heating unner.:essllry for crystallization becuusc 
of an increased reducing action. I prepared 30% glucose 
solution, added sodium hydroxide solution lind pyridine to it, 

Ide/lliji'catio/l 0/ IJ/ooel 

and made some experiments with this reagent. As I had 
conjectured, hemochromogen crystals were produced just by 
adding this reagent, without heating. Then in what propor
tion should the ingredients be mixed to give the best result'? 
I tried various proportions and confirmed that the following 
mixture always gives good results. (Let us call this the sec
ond glucose reagent.) 

30% aqueous solution of glucose (glucose 3.0, 
distilled water 7.0) 10.0 
10% sodium hydroxide solution 3.0 
Pyridine 3.0 
Strangely, this reagent works better when aged one or two 

days to take up an orange-yellow or light brown color than 
when freshly made. With a fresh reagent, the crystallization 
of hemochromogen takes from 20 or 30 minutes to several 
hours after the addition of the reagent, depending on the 
room temperature. With a one day old, orange-yellow re
agent, however, blood becomes red and crystallization be
gins as soon as the reagent is added and a cover glass placed. 
Within lO minutes to one hour almost all blood pigment 
changes into crystals. The efrective period of the reagent 
with high glucose content is short, huw;;:ver, being about two 
weeks after preparation. As its color becomes dark brown, 
the action becomes weaker; after one month the crystal
lization of hemochromogen takes two or three hours, and 
fewer crystals are formed. I f a slide prepared with a fresh 
reagent is heated, crystallization is of course aided, but nu
merous colorless fine granules are also produced to obscure 
the field of view. Thus although this reagent produces 
hemochromogen crystals well without heat treatment, it is 
inconvenient in that it must be prepared at least one day in 
advance because otherwi~e crystallization takes a long time 
to begin. To remedy this inconvenience, I heated slightly a 
freshly prepared reagent in a test tube until it turned very 
light yellow, let it cool, and left it until it became light 
orange-yellow. Such tI reagent reacts with blood stains as 
quickly as the aged reagent docs: blood stains become imme
diately red and numerous crystals appear. The only 
difference is that the crystals are smaller than those pro
duced with either a fresh reagent or a one- or two-day old 
reagent. For artincial aging it is better to heal the reagent 
moderately. because over-hellting gives it a strong color and 
reduces its en'ectiveness. 

As I mentioned earlier, I hypothesized that my glucose 
reagents produced hemochromogen crystals from blood pig
ment by the following process: by the action of' sodium hy
droxide solution, blood pigmcnt b\:comes alkaline hematin, 
which is reduced by glucose and lit the same time is crys
tallized by pyridine, To test this hypothesis I prepared the 241 
following reagents: 

No, I No, :! No .. l No . .j No.5 
I 0"" gIUC~I~~ solution 0.5 05 
10", NaOJl solulion 1,0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
disl illcd water 7.5 llj 7.0 9.0 ILl) 

PY"jdinc ~.O :!O 2.n 

S:l 



Identification o/Blood 

. Of these reagents No.2 and No.5 changed blood pigment 
Into hemo.chromogen but failed to crystallize it; ;n contrast 
~o. 3, which contained sodium hydroxide solution and pyri
dIne, produced hemochromogen crystals without heating al
most a~ well as No. I, which was made of glucose sodium 
hydro~lde s~lution, and pyridine. Thus, contrary t~ my ex
pectatlO~,.wlthout added glucose, sodium hydroxide solution 
and pyndIne used together produce hemochromogen crys
tals perfectly.well, as Donogany had claimed. Is glucose then 
unnecessary In my reagents? To answer this question 1 pre
par~d the reagents listed below and proceeded with the ex
penment on the following day. 

bloo?-stained materials. Therefore, in spite of the trouble of 
heatIng and the danger of losing dissolved blood pigment 
fro~ the covered. area when carelessly heated-this can be 
aVOided by exercise of care, 1 recommend the first glucose 
reagent which contains a small amount of glucose. In con
trast to the second glucose reagent that is effective for only 
about two weeks, the first glucose reagent can produce tbe 
crystals for more than a year, as long as the bottle is tightly 
stopp~red. From this point, too, the first glucose reagent is 
su~enor to the second one. The periphery of the slide prepa
ratIOns .made with an old first glucose reagent looks green, 
suggesting that the glucose has changed and lost its reducing 

No.1 No.2 No.3 
30% glucose sol. 10 10 
10"'r NuOH sol. 3 3 3 pyridine 3 
distilled water 3 

10', h)drazine 
3 10 

hydrate sol. 
saturated hydrazine 

sulfate sol. 
Simple syrup 

The results of the experiment were as follows: two or three 
hours after N~. 3 and No. 6 reagents were added to dry 
blo~d, :h.e ~enph<;ry of the preparation looked brownish 
grel;n \\hrle In the lI1ner part the centers of blood aggregates 
became red and gradually produced hemochromogen crys
tals. On thl! ?ther han.d, the reactions with No. I, 4, and 5 
re~g~n~s, which contained glucose, hydrazine hydrate, and 
hydrazlne sulfate, were almost instantaneous--"as soon as 
the reagents were added, dry blood turned deep ruby red and 
crystals w~re ~orm~d .. From this it is clear that the efficiency 
of crystallizatIOn IS lI1creased with the addition of even a 
~mall amount.of re?ucing agent, glucose in my case. Thus 

25 a~though heatll1g WIth sodium hydroxide solution and pyri
dll1e produces hemochromogen crystals, the presence of glu
cose no doubt fa~ilit~tes the reaction, as I had expected. 

The next questron IS: which is to be recommended as the 
re.ugent for hemochromogen crystallization, the first one 
~Ith a s~lall amount of glucose 0r the second one with a large 
amount. Bo~h reagents produce hemochromogen crystals 
~vell, and their crystallizing action is strong. The dilTen!nce 
~s tha~ on~ I~eeds heating while the other does not. In cases 
In whIch tl IS ,Possible to separate dry blood from cloth or 
;aper for testIng, the second glucose reagent with a large 
amount of glucose works belter. However, if it is impossible 
to separa.te. blood, and bloodstained cloth or paper must be 
tested as It IS for the identification of blood pigment the first 
glucose reagent with a small amount of glucose'is more 
favorable. :Vhen used as I explained in the part on the 
pr~cedure, It produces hemochromogen crystal& very well. 
With the second glucose reagent, although hemochromogen 
crystals are produced if the test objects of' such kind arc 
about one year old, (he results arc generally not very good. 
As I have already mentioned, the first glucose reagent pro
d uces the crystals well also from dried blood separllted rrom 
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No.4 No. :; No.6 No.7 No.8 

3 3 3 3 
3 3 3 3 

13 13 

10 

10 
10 

p~wer because of its small amount. Therefore, in pr.uctice a 
faIrly fresh reagent should be used. 
. Py:i~ine in my glucose reagents may be substituted with 

plpefld~ne (.20 30%); the reagents still produce the crystals 
as ~evldalll and Dilling claimed. According to my obser
vatIOns, however, the crystals thus produced arc small 'Ind 
snmewhat difllcult to detect. So I believe that pyridine s~its 
our purpose belf.er than piperidine. I also tried substituting 
glucose with other sugars. Lactose, fructose, galactose, and 
honey ?" fUnction well in the place of gl ucose. Potassium 26· 

hydroXide can substitute for sodium hydroxide, butthe latter 
s~em.s somewhat better. However, if sodium hydroxide solu-
tlO~ IS replaceJ by ammonia water, my reagents lose their 
action. According to my experience, even among hydrazine 
hyd.rate and h~drazine sulfate reagents, those containing 
s~dtum ~lydroxlde solution give better results than those 
Without It. 

Last ye~H (1911) Leers reported that when 50% solution 
~f hydrazl!le hydrate was added [0 hemin crystal prepara
tIons, hemIn crystals were reduced to become deep ruby red. 
:{e called the product reduced hemin crystals. Heine wrote 
III the rccc.ntly arrived Vier/e(; . ./: ue/,. M. (1'01. 43, p. 268) 
that the nllxture of two parts pyridine and three parts con
centrate~ aqueous solution of hydrazine sulfate had the 
same actIOn as 50% hydrazine hydrate did. [ treated hemin 
cry:t~1 ;repanl~iol,lS with the following reagents according to 
.Leers ,~nd Heine s proce~ures: my glucose reagents, 10% 
dmm.onw + 10% hydrazlne hydrate, and a similar mixed 
solutIOn. containing saturated aqueous solution of hydruzine 
sulfate ~n the place of hydrazinc hydrate (Mita), I part of 
a~1tl~ontum ~ul(jde + I. part of pyridine (Dot1ogany), 10 
parts of (sodIum hydrOXIde 5.0 + hydrazine sulfate 5.0 + 
wate~ ,100.0) + 5 parts of' pyridine + 10 parts of water 
(modlfred de Dominicis), and pyridine + sodium hydroxide 

solution (control reagent). The results showed that the re
agents containing hydrazine hydrate or hydrazine sulfate, or 
both ammonium sulfide and pyridine, produced what Leers 
called reduced Teichmann's crystals. However, the hydra
zine reagents had the regrettable characteristic of producing 
in the slide numerous minute gas bubbles that obscured the 
field of view. Leers' crystals did not keep very long: under 
continuous observation the pigment was leached from the 
red crystals leaving colorless residue. My second glucose 
reagent also reduced the crystals and blood pigment hematin 
in the preparations, but the red crystals that resulted decom
posed immediately, and simultaneously numerous hemo
chromogen crystals appeared. In this experiment two slide 
preparations particularly drew my attention: the one that 
was treated with my first glucose reagent containing a small 
amount of glucose, and the other that was treated with the 
control reagent containing one part of 10% sodium hydrox
ide solution, two parts of pyridine, and seven parts of 

'27 distilled water. Left at room temperature without heat treat
ment, the former showed gradual reduction and was red all 
over after one or two hours. It revealed numerous hemo
chromogen crystals under tile microscope. In contrast the 
latter looked brownish green and showed no hemo
chromogen crystals; in the center of the lumps of blood 
pigment that had failed to become hemin crystals, however, 
a red color and a few hemochromogen crystals sometimes 
developed. The contrast between these two slides was quite 
pronounced, and it proves what I stated earlier, namely, that 
glucose in my reagents plays a considerable role in the for
mation of hemochromogen crystals. Also noteworthy i3 the 
fact thaI, in cases in which blood pigment has changed into 
hematin, my first glucose reagent produces hemochromogen 
crystals without heating in spite of its slllall glucose content, 
though it takes somewhat long. 

I should mention here Florence's work in which he used 
honey to remove indigo that obsured the spectrum of blood 
pigment. He reported tblt, if blood stains in an indigo-dyed 
fabric were treated with 1I small amount of honey and then 
soaked in 33% potassium hydroxide solution and blood was 
reduced by honey to becoll'e h,~.nochromogen, which could 
be detected by the microscope or the spectroscope. Although 
hemochromogen \H1S produced by this method, its crys
tallization did not take place. Florence used honey, and I 
used glucose, to reduce blood pigment; the purposes were 
dill'erent but the ideas were quite similar. This work by 
Florence was found in Leers' lecture called the present trend 
in medico-legal blood testing given at the meeting of Prus
sian Medical Doctors Associution on April 27, last year. 
Since it gave no reference we cannot read the original. As I 
mentioned earlier, my reason for using glucose was quite 
unrelated to Florence's work. Although I report on these 
glucose reagents for the lirst time today, I already applied 
this method to idenlif'y blood pigment in JlInuary of last year 
when I was ordered by the Kurume Distri(:t Court to test 
blood stains related to 1I murder cuse. I described the method 
in the written expert opinion that I submitted on March 6. 

Thus I learned about Florence's use of honey for hemo
chromogen production long after I had used glucose for 
hemochromogen crystallization. This is beside the point but 28' 

I mention it. 
In the method of identifying blood pigment by producing 

hemochromogen crystals, how do my glucose reagents com
pare with other published reagents'! Other reagents have 
some advantages and disadvantages, as I found out in the 
comparative study that I made using the reagents published 
by Donogany, de Dominicis, and Mita. In one part of the 
study I used the chemicals exactly as the authors described; 
in the other part I mixed the chemicals to make solutions, 
and when they failed to mix sufllciently I added some dis
tilled water. The reagents used are given in the table below. 
Except for ammonium sulfide and 10% ammonia water, all 
the chemicals I used for this experiment were made by 
Merck, Darmstadt. I should also mention that, in this com
parative study, I heated the slides with great care after 
adding reagents because careful heating always gives better 
results. 

1. M ita described in detail the disadvantages of the rea- 29 

gent that consists of one drop of pyridine and one drop of 
ammonium sulfide, which were used by Donogany and oth
ers: (I) the yellow color of ammonium sulfide makes the 
detection of hemochromogen crystals difllcult by obs·;uring 
their cherry red color; (2) sulfur crystallizes out around the 
cover glass; (3) an unpleasant odor is given 011'; (4) if bloud 
stains are on metals, espccially iron, the detection of the test 
crystals becomes dillicult or impossible because of numer
ous, strongly colored crystals of sulfide that are produced. 
Hummel stated that sulfur crystallized during the heating 
process to obscure the field of view and that the crys
tallization of :>ulfur might obstruct that of hemochromogen. 
Methling also wrote that sulfur from ammonium sulfide 
formed crystals and made the slide yellow and difllcult to 
examine. 

2. In de Dominics' and Mila's reagents, hydrazine hy
drate has a very strong action in reducing blood pigment into 
hemochromogen. When treated according to Mita's 
procedure or with the mixed solution, dried blood turns 
instantaneously red and the blood pigment becomes hemo
chromogen. But it docs not produce hemochromogen crys
tals as well as hydruzine slllfate docs. Therefore. among the 
mixed reagents listed above, No.7 and No. II are the best 
and No.9, No.6, and those containing ammonium sulfide 
are the next best. The disadvantage of hydruzine hydrate 
and hydrazine sulfate is thattbey calise minute gas bubbles 
to appear on the slide, especially in and around the test 
objects. This tendency is somewhat stronger with hydra1.ine 
hydrate. Hummel reported that using hydrazine hydrate he 
succeeded only once in producing hemochromogen crystals 
from dried powdered blood, but from liquid blood they were 
easily produced. He speculated that this might be due to gas 
bubbles. 

3. The most serious disadvnntage common to amt110nium .10 

sullide and hydrazine reagents is thut they either fuil to 
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ldrntijicafioll of Blood 

Table 

1 (Donogany) 
2 (Lochlc) 
3 
4 
.5 <Mita) 
6 (Mila) 
7 (de Dominicis) 
8 
9 

10 
II 
12 
13 
14 (Heine) 

lor; I'.OH 10'< ammunia ~u()l1 ;. 
solution "atet dIStilled water 

2.0 
2.0 

2.0 
2.0 
3.0 
3.0 

5.0 
5.0 

1 00 hydraZJ"c 
.. ulfate 5; 

10.0 

5.0 
5.0 
2.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
3.0 
3.0 
5.0 
5.0 
4.0 

crystallize hemochromogen or crystallize them with diffi
culty when blood has permeated the tissue to paper or cloth 
and cannot be separated. Mita stated that when blood had 
not dried on the surface but had penetrated such materials 
as linen and filter paper, his hydrazine reagents sometimes 
failed to produce crystals. In such cases, he recommended, 
blood should be extracted with glacial acetic acid, and the 
extract be dried at room temperature to obtain a residue, 
with which hemochromogen might be crystallized. Lochte 
also reported that repeated testing with one drop each of 
absolute alcohol, pyridine, and ammonium sulfide failed to 
produce the crystals in blood adhered to wool, cotton. or 
linen fabrics, when intact or teased tissue was treated. He 
said that blood should be extracted on such occasions with 
water, ammonia water, 10% soda water, or 10% sodium 
hydroxide solution, and the residue be used for the crys
tallization of hemochromogen. H ummel used pyridine and 
ammonium sulfide and confirmed Lochte's results, but ex
traction with water as Lochte suggested frequently gave him 
negative results. 

4. My glucose reagents, both the first and the second, are 
as etTective as the best of other reagents in pro(~ucing the 
crystals from dried powuered blood. With the glucose re
agents the detection of the crystals is casy because the field 
of view is cleaf'unlike hydrazine or ammonium sulfide re
agents, they do not produce gas bubbles or sulfur crystals. 

Although my glucose reagents cannot be proved far sup~
rior to other reagents us far as powdered blood is concerned, 
it becomes clear that they surpass all the others when tests 
are made on blood that has permeated fabrics or paper and 
cannot be detached. As Mita, Lochte, and Hummel admit
ted themselves, their reagents frequently fail to produce the 
crystals with such test objects, while my glucose reagents 
casily crystallite hemochromogen. Although the reagents of 
the following compositions produce hemochromogen crys
tals fairly well from blood thut has permeuted rubrics when 
used in the sume way us my glucose reagents, the results are 
far inferior: 
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,lmmOnlUn1 IO!, h~dratine 

'JI(,dc hyd",'e 

5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 

5.0 

5.0 

10.0 

sJtur.tlcd 
h)Ur;\llne 

'Ulr.IC 

5.0 

5.0 

10.0 

5.0 
6.0 

.1bllulutl! 
"kohol 

5.0 

,h'\tlled 
wu\tr 

5.0 

10.0 
10.0 
5.0 

10.0 

1. 10% sodium hydroxide solution 3.0 + pyridine 3.0 + 
saturated aqueous solution of hydrazine sulfate 10.0. 

2. (sodium hydroxide 5.0 + distilled water 100.0 + hy
drazine sulfate 5.0) 10.0 + pyridine 5.0 + distilled 
water 10.0. 

It is medico-legally very important that blood can be easily 31· 

identified from a minute amount of sample without loss of 
material, and the superiority of my glucose reagents over the 
others resides in this point. Actual slides are exhibited in the 
other room; I hope you will look at the proof firsthand. 

I must point out. however. that there are some cases in 
which even my glucose reilgents fail to produce hemo
chromogen crystals. In some cases the spe'~trum is demon
strated even though crystallization does not take rJlace; in 
some others, both give negative results. In su\'h cases not 
only other reagents 1'01' hemochromogen crystallization but 
also reagents for hemin crystallization fail. For example, in 
1907 I could demonstrate hemochromogen crystals in the 
tissues of blue Chinese silk crepe, red colton cloth, thin red 
silk. newspaper, and thick Japanese paper that had blood 
from a human corpse adhering to them; I could also produce 
the crystals in the part of indigo-dyed cotton cloth that had 
comparatively abundant amounts of blood, but not at all in 
parts with a little blood. On July 7, 1907, I demonstrated the 
spectrum in slides prepared from the plaster and the floor 
wood of a lecture hall that had been stained with blood or II 
domesticated rabbit, although I could not produce the crys
tals of hemochromogen. On the other hand in May, 1908, I 
failed to produce either the crystals or the spectrum in slides 
containing blood and powdered iron (1:4) or blood and ash 
(2: 10). Also to be noted is the fact that, when treated with 
the glucose, hydrazine, or ammonium sulfide reagents, red 
fabrics sometimes produce red, needle-shaped crystnls that 
resemble hemochromogen crystuls; one red dye gives 1I thick 
absorption band that corresponds to the first of the two 
ubsorption b~lI1ds of hemochromogen. When test objects arc 
colored fabrics, therefore, control tests using the parts with
out blood stlli:n must not be neglected. I expect t" report on 

----------- -------------------- ----------
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this subject on another occasion. 
Thus far J have talked about dry blood. The method or 

identifying blood in liquids depends on the nature of the 
li~uids: residue may be tested after evaporation; blood preci
p~tate may be collected according to a certain method; blood 
plg~ent may ~e chan~ed into hemochromogen by adding 
s.odlUm hydroxIde solutIon to make the liquid strongly alb
h~e, ~h~n dissolvin~ a suitable amount of glucose and pyri
dIne In It, and heatIng the mixture. In this last method the 
spectrum is examined, and if precipitate is formed it is 
colle~ted usi~g 11 Spitz glass or a centrifuge at a slow 'speed 
and I~ examIned under the microscope, since precipitate 
sometimes contains hemochromogen crystals. 

Lastly, a few words will be add,!d for the clinicians' inter
est. As early as 1897, Donogany reported that hemochro
m~gen and its crystals could be used for identifying blood in 
UrIne, stool, and sputum. Neuberg also mentioned in hjs 
recel~tly !)~Iblished De/' Hal'll (The Urine) (Vol. I, p. 936) the 
applIcabIlIty of thl~ hemochromogen crystallization method 
to the test of blood in urine. I speculate that blood in urine 
may be precipitated with tannin, zinc acetate, or glacial 
ethylacetate as O. SchUmm has done, collected on a filter 
paper" and tested, together with the paper if the quantity of 
bloo.d IS small. In case?,f stool, blood may be extracted with 
glacIal cthylacctate as Ubel' has dOlle, and the residue may 
be use~ for hemochromogen crystallization. Blood may then 
be easIly and certainly identified by the presence of the 
crystals, ?r the spectrum if the crystals fail to form. How 
about trYing these tests sometime? Our laboratory will sup
ply the reagents. 

c • Lecture given at a meeting at Kyushu Medical College 
on May 16, 1912. 
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On the 8ehavior of the Coloring Substance of 
Blood in the spectrum of sunlight· 

Professor FeliX Hoppe 

TOblngen 
should be p\uced in a thin container of gluss with parallel 
wa1\s, One muy noW observe this spectrum either directly 

As a result of the experiments of D, Brewster, Herschcl, 
and Muller,t the behavior of different dye stuffs with respect 
to different segments of the spectrum has been determined, 

with the telescope, or with the unaided eye after intercepting 
it with a white-paper screen, He\l1atino\l1eters serve very 
wetl as containers for the dye solutions, containers which the 
optician Schmidt in Berlin has prepared following 111)' dirc

c
- ·W 

lions, In these contuiners one can test u layer of {\uid exactly 
In these experiments, it WlIS shown among other things that 
Ught of specifiC refrangibility is so completely absorbed by a 
lurg

e 
percentage of dyes that, if one lets the rayS of the 

spectrum pass through very diluted solutions of these dyes, 
dark, rather sharply outlined bands appear in definite places, 
One can observe t1)e spectrum after the rays have passed 
through the solution either dire~t\y, or by capturing the 
spectrum on a white surface, At lhe same time, the el<peri
Ulents showed that from the color of the solutions one ulay 
conclude only that these solutions absorb the colors least 
which they then1se\ves display in white \ight. On the other 
hand, one may not conclude from the colors of the dyes in 

one centimeter in thickness, 1f one no"'" observes (I very diluted solution of blood in 
water in such a container, ph\ced in the spectrum, one will 
see that. after it has passed through the solution. the spec
trU\11 wilt display two definite dark bands in the yellOW and 
in the green. Both bands arc locllted between the Fraun
hofer Hnes D und £.' 'fhe buno corresponding to the more 
weakly refracted light is father close to the double line D; the 
second band is not so close to E., When the solution is dilute 
enough, both bands have a width somewhat lesS than the 
spectral segment between E und b, If one incrcases the con
centration of thc blood solution, or if one lets thc spectrum 
pass through a thicker layer of the solution, the width of both 
absorption bands increases, but almost exclusive\y t\t. t.he 
cost of the yellow-green light which separates the two lines 
from one another. When the concentration of the :;o\utio

n 
15 

still further increased, the bands finally merge together to 
form a durk, relatively shurply outlined fJeld, At the same 
time, more and more of the violet und blue light groWS 
gradually fainter without producing any definite bands, Fi
nan)" of the whole spectrum only the segments between E 

white light which \ight is absoroed the most. 
The absorption bands which appear in the spectrum when 

it passes through a solution of dye. are apparently character
istics of the dyes, characteristics which often make possible 
recognition of the dyes whe.n their solutions are very concen
trated, 'fhey deserve all the more consideration since there is 
a lack of exnct chemical methods for distinguishing dyes und 

their variable forms, Pigment such as blood contains displayS the same charac-
teristiC as do indigo and chlorophyll, dyes which have been 
previously examined, the characteristic that it can absorb, in 
L\ very pronounced fashion. light of a particular re
frangibility, and thus produce dark bands in the spectrurn 
which passes through a solution of the pigmenl. No other red 
pigment, includ\ng chemically altered hematin, displayS 
such bands, This well known combination of apparatuS 
serves the best to test dyed solutions with the spectrum, A 
heliostat prolect~ the light through a slit into a darkened 
space the darkening clln be very slight lind onto an (loh
rOI1Hltic \ens,'fhe slit should be t\t the. focal point of the lens, 
FrO\l1 there, the light is projected into u prism of glass or of 
carbon disu\\lde, One noW lets the spectrum, produced in this 
manner, pasS through the solution to be tested~ this solution 

and b, and the red and orange re\lUlin, In the case of even 
stronger concentrations, the green also groWS fuint and dis
appears SO that onl), the red with its beulIti\'ul Fraunholcl' 
lines remains, 1 have not pursued the question of the re
fmngibility of the least red light. While, according to these 
observations, the blood pigment absorbs with unusual 
strength the light in the t~reus indictMd between 0 and ti, it 
leaves inHICl the sections between A t\IlU 0 as well as be
tween to unci b with the same clarit)' as it absorbs the other 
seclions. The shurpness of the contours of the absorption 
bands described here results from the fuct that the 11105t 
strongly absorbed sections lire closely outlined by the sec-

'lr,lo~hl\hll1 \l!' "\l\:ocr u"~ VcrlHlllcl1 UCh mu\rllrh~\ot1\:~ im Spcklr
u

l11 

uc., Sonnco\t.;htc,." 
1r1 IlrdU\ /llr l'a/lwlogi1c/i(! Illw/(Int/(, 1//1(/ I'lrys/II/ogu' Imel K/illiH'/I<' 

tions most weakly absorbed, 
Undissolved blood cells also absorb the parts of the lipcC-

truIl1 described here, In order to observe this. it is sumcient 
to project t\ spectrUl'\l, shining from tl prisrn, by me~lns of the 
concave mirror of l\ micrOScope, (The concave mirror must 

Mdi:1II (VITC\10W\ Archlv) 23: 446 449 {1862}. 
t Ptlggl!lldort. ,,1/1/1. eI. {'III'S. II ("!WIII, Vol, 71., 76 \\011 ('OIlIllet, Millle,'l 

',1,11,/1 Ii JlIII'I/J. 

5H 

be placed so close to th ' 

t

refiecls is parallel or 0~f;I:~r~11hahl,the light which the mirror 
rum must b" ew at converg ) m' e projected upwards th ent , The spec-

belcroscope stage onlo a thin la e rough the opening of the 
ert fixed here between the srI r of blood, This layer h-ls 

r:mov" (hotube of (he . • c and com ,Hp. If now"· 
dlcularly at the blood l:l~~roscOP~. and looks down per ~~e th~WO absorption banJ. .• one 1'.11 "cogni" most cI:'rl; 

atery solutions of the bl ~~m hthe Tes/Udo mm"eI'm~~d :~om the silver·sealed fish 
x, s ~ep. and pig, ull beh'IVe i as well as from dove do t' 

regarding the absorption b':nd ,n exactly lhe same 111:lnn:; 
are thus to b < Sin lhe spect I ' fr e generally regarded" h rum; t lese bands 

om ve~tebrates, as c aracteristic of blood 

b 
Artenal blood as \"ell a' a d L' s venous bl d b n. s. . engthy treatment of t h' bl

oo 
shows but h of these 

OntC UCld does not alter 'In th' e ood solutions with c'lr 

448 :h~:n~ntion is equnlly u~uJcc:~J' ~hh."ve ulso observed tha; 
VI ,cdrbon monoxide h dro \\ en the blood is tre'lted 
hydflde nitrous 0 "d ,Y gen, hydrogen sull1d ' c t" XI e, ether c'lrb d' e, arsenic 
.~us ,,:.mm?nia, or .""Ie .:cid Bon "u!fide, ehlocofor'" 
I .~o .. a, st.l1 showed the tw . i. lood, d.ssolved in etlusti; 
~~vlOg duy with undiminisl ~ ,I ,sor

p
l1on bands on the fol

~\~~\~lYdrogen sulfide, u thir~e~,I~~re(~lgl~l. Afler treutment 
: I Ion to these two bands (' In tllC reo) nplJeared 'Irl 
In u Jiq 'd u green' I ' ob~ain UI ,con,taining ammonium SUlf~o ,uI~on of iron sullldc 

, by ,lddlOg a very dil I'd ' dc, such as one would 
montum sulfide docs n l u e Iron sulfatl' solution to' 
D' I ' ,0 produce thi' r' ,\lll-

rylOg t 1e blood 'II norn ' I s me 111 the red) 
state of the spectru;", hl tern perutu re docs nOIl\lt~r the 

On the other h'lnd tl b r'l 'dl 'r "Ie a sorpt' I' ';Ir:r y t' ono "dds oither aceti~ "ci~o;. 't~e~ di':'pp"" very 
, IS 0 the blood solution T ,.tr ,trlC aCid, or stron 1 ~~uHs in producing' this en';eth~rild~ wo~k fuster th~n th~ 

Ittlch no longer produ ' Ie lellJalin solution of' \' 
cen.!rat.lon it displays ot~:: .t\.: (1'0. band" in "meiem eo~~ 
which IS found between C .;1 )~o6t,on IlI1es, Ihe stronger of 
two bands, The von Wittt III •• c~ose to the last of Ihese 
blood with regard to the r~ ~,sol,UllOn corresponds \0 tile 
absorbed the lensL .)S 01 the spectrum which are 

Bl.o~d, treated wilh an er.c'" ' 
p:eclpllate which, when diss~l~?f ~old nlcohol, produces '\ 
d!ISpIUIYS those absorption b';11"ls'ledt/

lll 
amlllonia, no long' c'r 

01 'j so C'll I ' ,. n Ie spectr I " , , Ises I leal to 0', ,1 Ill, urpenlin' '~Iution, ~vhich i, ob"'ine~n~p":", L:kewise, the hOmttti~ 
with eooktng nlcoholt nd '1 Y :xlr,\(.::tlll1:\ lhe drkd bl I 
bttnds in the 'pcetru..... 'u phune "cid, docs not ,how tl~~e 

Blood, predpitated wilh :7~~~x~~el: retains for days l~ob~~~~ai\l~ln:bon:l~cd potassium 
le,l 109 takes phee' if ) nrterml color'llion 

stance, lhe red color';tio' , one pours alcohol OVer lh~ SUi' 

a."d only then doe, ':'Ol:t~~n ~hnn~o~ into u dirty b";W.~' 
(1011 no longer IriS tl b 01 hCl11al1ll lIppe'lr Thi' I' hand ' , Ie tl sorption l I " s so u
, ' one dissolves the moist . ,}Hnl s, I f, Oil thc othel' 
I~ alcohol, one obtains n sol~t' prC~I(~II1\tt!, in Willer instcad or 
(IOn bands just like rrc~h bl~~~. \~~~I~~l ~~s,pl(\y:; both ubsol'p' . \keWISe, n hlood slliutiull 

ldellllji'ctllio/l ot lllll I 

wi th s d' , . {j( 
o !Um c.trbonate will 

resrect to the condition of ;h~t be changed weeks later with 
nnoneofthefiu'd ' spectrum, 

bands could his whICh failed to dis la lies etc t ese be reconstituted by t P, Y the absorption I' . reatment with alka· 

f one precipitates the bl 
lead ,a:etale, filters it, and t ood solut~on with an excess of 

~~~i~I;ltate~ the lead from t~:~'I~~t~SI~g SO~iU~l1 carbonate, 
'p"etru~o uces most ,harply the Ub.;e ~ ('''nsa solution 

If 0 ~. p >on band, in the 

ne Induces hell1'11 ' tl' ' urta by" , b~e " •. ns of dogs, tbe urine d':Jcctm
, g"llie "dd ,,,Its into 

n~~~~ t the spectr~l11, although ~~~ ~~s~~aIY the absorption 
rom such unne' this' I ,I e to produce he 

contact with oxyg' t' unne nlso does not tur d-F en. n re on 

rom the behavior of ~n'llt 
of blood treated with V'lri~usered blood. as well as frol11lhut 
c~~tont~ of ~he blood e~lIs (th:,~g'nlS' i( turn, out that lhe 
a sorptIOn In the yellow '\ Serum dIsplays no noticeable 
serum is ~ot .thicker than';~ ~ee,n, when the layer of the 
sorb the Indicated ,t ' eClmeler) very stron 1" b 
albu ' PM S 01 the sP' t g ) a -

11110 substances of tl' \' , ec rum, us long as tl 
been tr' f liS lqUld h'lV' le ~.jq , ,Ins armed into alk' r " enol coagulated 0 
substance whicl1 SI10\' a I or aCid Hlbumin No\"" r vs such d'l' ' ,Y, slO~e 'I 

pearleolodo" us do the we11 kn
c .~.t' nbsorption cunnot a~. 

\~ou d thus have to assume tI 0\\ n ,albumin substances one 
g>v~ to the eontents"of the ~~t I~" "'y snbstauce lI:hieh 
pro !leeS this absorption r 00 cells its red col~r '11 
pacity appears 10 be ' d' 'urther, since this nbsorpl'o' , s<,) 
'IIt' t' ' III ependent of (1 • I n ca· 
, era Ions which the blood d' le most varied color 
oxygen, carbonic acid curb un ergoes when treated witl 

d
etc

" and, on thl!' other i1'lnd ~n 1l10n.oxidc, tlrsenic hyddd ,I 
eSlroved b I' ' , slOce tIllS nbsor .' l!, • 11' J Y re allvcly we'l'" . pdon capacity is 

,\ ecl cO'lgul t' ,l\ ptocesses \\1' 1 I tl . ' U Ion or the 'Iller' f" ' llC 1, 10WC\'er cl~~~o~I~Wjn I? .,"umptio; sc,~::~ ~o '~I,"lbu.~ •• iu sub",,",cs: 
ges, W lIch produce th' c.: Justlhed. All Ihose 

l1lent, do not deSlrO'! th' ,e gnses described in blood " 
hope 10 f i J e pIgment Mor' pig
fo d Inc a means by which 'Ilt d cover, one may now 

r~n.' ugilln into norm,,1 blo d' ere blood enn be tran'· 

s a result of the re'lct' 0, 
petlrs r.ertain thaI tiler', !ons mentioned nbove it 'lIs·' wI . 'I e IS a com d ' " . v tiP-
s ne., produce, the pigment of bll..,~m on the hlood ce\l' 
•. o~~on b"ud,. It is not proci Ii . ":' ,und e"u," these nb·. 
solves much more ''''~I'I\' II I tdled by lend nccltlt·" \'l'!" b' ' I ... ,," J mn'llbu ' "" , \s-

) (lCI( li, Cllllstic alkalis et' :t l nlln; und, when acted lIp~n 
:~~" :u"e. "nd he",ut in: w~i~;, i~:~~kS .d?wn into \tn "Ibn", I II 

1 solution, Without a doub .. n,t,lIned 111 the von Wit-
f ~~m~ the fu nk cry""I,. II' t \' . l1us. k< the vcr)' bod)' II Itieh 
: l~? ,II ,1~II.ows thut the ;lltelll ~~s repres~ntulion is correct, 
~?'t"I' " on voin, :tlthough it I .(~ "~t:tm uncolored hl"oo 
,Ie COl'pu:>cle breaks down n~l~ 11 lC possible Ihnt, when 
cqu:I!ly ~t\pable of cr)'stlllli;!sl\~bst,ll~ces Clln form which tll'e 
PUI~.~~c:\tl~ftl tlnd ,ch~micnlle~II~~:; ~fl~lll ,I~l~~\' cllnying Qui the 
-:--__ lc~orCnstc ldcntific'ltl') <;< ,'t lis blood red" , () , (II 0 lkKld in I ' ' 

Ill! C,1ll \!lHlI.:l\ltic frull I s \l\n~ on cloth· 
pigment is 1 I I I liS thilt, III the k' I • . I fa lahl> dCC(lIll\lo~~d h\ .\ Il nc~~, the lr;ln~udcd bll \ I ~ , \ccn:tt;\! aCid. \ \ \ 
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Identification of Blood 

ing, etc., one already possesses a rather large number of test transparent paper, must be somewhat moistened and then 
methods which are in part exact. One can naturally also reveal, in a sunlight spectrum, the bands described, when 
make use of the testing method presented above. Blood- they are placed so as to intercept the rays of the spectrum 
stains, which are not extracted, and are on white linen or between the prism and the eye. 

Idel/I{ji'calirlll (!f' IJ/ood 

Tincture of Guaiacum (Guaiacum Offlcinale L.) 
and an Oxone Vehicle as Reagent tor Very Small Amounts of Blood, 

Specifically in Cases In Forensic Medicine* 

.J. van Deen 

228 The smallest blood volume of any age, even with a sub-
stantial admixture of other substances, stains blue when 
tincture of guaiacum and an ozone vehicle (for example: oil 
of turpentine) are added. 

The following experiments are intended to confirm the 
above: 

I. A minimum amount of aged, fetid blood, which had 
been stored for approximately 8 to 9 months, was diluted 
with distilled water until the fluid became nearly achro
matic. When a few drops of this mixture were added to oil 
of turpentine, which has a high ozone content, intensive blue 
staining soon became evident. 

The blue staining was al50 definitely determinable when 
the blood was initially left standing for 24 hours with oil of 
turpentine lind tincture of guaiacum was subsequently 
added. When the blood, mixed with oil of turpentine, is fil
tered, the tincture of guaiacum had no efrect on the filtrate, 

·229 probably because the turpentine did not pass through the 
filter, and its ozone content was not absorbed by the blood, 
prior to the admixture of the tincture of gUliiacum. 

2. Blood was left standing for two years with glacial ace
tic acid and was diluted in minimal parts with water until the 
fluid appeared nearly achromatic; then a few drops of oil of 
turpentine and tincture of guaiacum Were added. The blue 
staining developed immeJiately. 

3. When more glacial acetic acid was added to the blood 
mentioned under 2, followed by filtration, a minimum of the 
filtrate still stained blue with oil of turpentine and tincture of 
guaiacum. However, in some cases the staining soon van
ished. Boiling did not inhibit the blood reliction. 

4. Minimal quantities of blood which had been stored in 
alcohol for two years and which contained numerous coagu
lated particles were treated with oil of turpentine and tinc
ture of' guaiucum; bille staining developed immediately. The 
blue staining could not originate from the alcohol; it could, 
however, originate from the solid particles in (he same, de
spite their microscopically small size. 

S. A three-year old desiccated calf blood clot was finely 
pulverized; 0.1 g of the same was mixed with 400 g wllter and 
repeutedly agitated. A few drops of the above mixture soon 

• TrUllsluliol1 of: "TinClura GUIIJIICI und cin O/olllr1\gcr, Ills Rcngcns lIuf 
schr gcringc IIlull1Icngcll, IHIIl1Cllllich ill Il1cdicll·furcllsischcll Fllllcll", 

in Archil' jllf rill' Iwl/iil/discl"·,, IMlrilgr' :/lr NIIIII,., I/Ild 1M/kill/dr' 3: 
228 23 I (I H(2). 

stained blue with oil of turpentine and tincture of guaiacum. 
6. A drop of the mixture mentioned under S, mixed with 

five drops of water still reacted, even when 1/6th of thc 
mixture was subjected to the procedure. 

7. When the last-mentioned dilution was doubled, so that 
I drop contained not more than I :40,000, the reaction still 
took place. 
When very small considerably diluted blood volumes are 
used, the start of the reaction will take place after a few 
moments' delay only, 
Since Schoenbcin demonstrated that the iron in the blood 2JO 

probably transfers the ozone from the ozone vehicle to the 
tincture of guaiacum, control tests with iron preparations 
had to be performed. 
Ferric oxide, ferric hydroxide, caput mortuum and ferrous 
carbonate were tested with negative results. 
Moreover, it was found that iron filings, ferrous oxide, 
hydroferrocyanic acid, calcium ferrocyanide and ferric 
phosphate do not act as ozone transmitters. However, the 
following act as such: 

a) to a moderate extent: ferrous sulfate, ferric lactate, 
ferrous iodide and ferrous sulfide; 

b) to a significant extent: ferrous acetate, ferrous citrate 
and ferric chloride, in particular the last-mentioned salt, 
which is no less efl'ective in this respect than old, fetid blood. 

CUS04 and cuprous acetate Were recognized as ozone 
transmiHers as well, but not to u very great extent. 

VariOlls preparations, in particular the red lead and anti
mony preparations, yielded negative results. The same applies 
to red dyes such as logwood, brazil wood, sandalwood and 
carmine. None of the iron preparations which act as ozone 
vehicles has a color similar to the color of blood; mistakes 
therefore do not occur readily. Ferric acetate is red, but its 
color is of a much brighter slwde than the color of blood, 
Furthermore, it is easy to determine with ammonia wllter 
whether the investigated substance is an iron preparation or 
blood. When tested with the ubove-mentioned substance, 
iron preparations show significant clouding which soon de
posits in the form of !I red precipitate. Blood, on the other 
hand, will sh()w a greeniSh-yellow discoloration. A minimum 
of iron content results in 1I ydlow solution, but the substance 
remains clear, while l1uids containing blood arc never trans
parent. Not too much ammonia water should be used for the 
test. 
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The difference, as compared with the blood reaction, 
1231 specifically the fresh blood reaction, was less evident only in 

case of ferrous sulfate. But the difference nevertheless be
came determinable a few hours later, and especially after a 
few days. Potassium ferrocyanide prevents mistakes, i.e., 
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mistaking a blood reaction for a copper reaction. 
Aged blood which has become fetid, especially when 

stored in fluid condition, has a stronger capacity as ozone 
vehicle than fresh blood. 

Idl'lIl(ficlIlirlll 0/ Blood 

The Reaction of Certain Organic Compounds with Blood, 
With Particular Reference to Blood Identification * 

Oscar Adler and Rudolf Adler 
(Received by the Editoriul Onices 011 January 7, 1904). 

I. 
sC) Among methods used for blood identification, the prepara-

tion of hemin crystals is to be considered primary; under 
certain circumstances, albumin and iron determination can 
be significant as well for blood verification. Clinically, the 
guaiacllm tcst is widely used for blood determination in 
urine, in gastric juice and in feces. Reccnlty VitalP spoke 
warmly in favor of the test. As known, thc guaiacum test is 
based on the fact that hcmoglobin can transfer oxygen 
originating from turpentine oil or from hydrogen peroxide 
into the active ingredient of guaiac resin, named guaiaconic 
acid by lladelich; a neutral substance, or a substance which 
stains blue in acid solution will result, and is named a guai
aconic acid ozonide. 

We used guaiacin successfully for blood identification in
stead of guaiacum tincture, The substance, prepared by 
Schmitt l from guaiacum wood, proved to be more sensitive. 
We mixed the fluid to be analyzed with a small volume of 
hydrogen peroxide and covered the mixture with a layer of 
an alcoholic guaiacin solution. 

M ore recently Rossel 3 recommended Barbados-aloin for 
blood determination in urine. According to Utz\ the test is 
less sensitive than the guaiacum test. 

60 The purpose of present study is the systematic investiga-
tion of numerous chemical compounds which show chro
matic reaction as a result of oxidation, in the presence of 
blood (when hydrogen peroxide is added). Some of these 
substances were formerly used for the verification of ozones 

and oxidizing ferments (oxidases)b, We considered the sensi
tivity of the reactions, as well as the behavior of control 
reactions; our resulls could, therefore, perhaps be of interest 
for the study of oxidizing ferments as well. 

II. 
We report the result of our systematic investigations 

below, A large number of substances is to be considered in 
this context; we limited ourselves to the aromatic amido-

• Trunslu!illll of: "Oher dns Vcrhllltcn gcwisscr orgnnischer Verbindungen 
gcgenllilcr Blu! mil bcsondcrcr IIcrllcksichtingung des Nllchwciscs von 
Blu,". 

in l/oPI'{',SI'yl<'r',\' Z!'II.Ic'/,rljl jlir I'h.l'sio/IlKisdll' ('''I'IIIIL' 41: 59 67 
( 19(4). 

Reprinled with the kind permission at' Wnller de Gruy!cr & Co., Vcrillg, 
Berlin. 

substances, phenols, aromatic acids and to the diphenyl- and 
naphthalene groups? We studied the behavior of the reduc
tion products of certain tar dyes (leucobases) in conjunction 
with the above. 

The blood used for the experiments was collected from the 
carotid of the animal (rabbit), immediately defibrinated, 
and a specific concentration was obtained for investigation 
purposes by diluting the blood with distilled water. The reac
tion took place as follows: at the start, the desired blood 
conc'!ntration of 0.001% (i.e. a 100,000-fold dilution of the 
blood) was obtained; then hydrogen peroxide was added and 
the test continued until a definite chromatic reaction occur
red, or until a chromatic difrerence as compared with the 
control became evident. As the following table shows, we 
define this point of the test as the sensitivity limit of the 
reaction. 

The following is added for the clarification of the Table: 
all reactions Were performed with the aid of controls (identi
cal testing conditions, but without the presence of blood). 
When the control showed no chrol11atic modification, the 
result was defined as negative. But whenever the control 
reagent showed a chromatic change due to atmospheric oxy
gen, only the color difrerence could, of course, be taken into 
consideration. 

III. 
As the Table above indicates, the reactions of the individ- h.1 

ual representlltives of the listed groups (amido-substances, 
phenols, acids) vary during the described procedure, i.e., lhe 
higher members of the series generally proved to be more 
sensitive. 

In conjunction with these experiments, we investigated 
some readily oxidizuble Jeuco-bases of the triphenylmethane 
series. We found that the malachite green group (malachite 
green, brilliant green, (ICid-green) and the pink aniline deriv
atives (dahlia, methyl violet, crystal violet) lire preferable 
for the above-mentioned purpose. The rest of the triphenyl
methane dye~ (alkali blue, ketone blue, patent blue, cyanin, 
Turkey blue) und the eosins and rhodamines do not yield 
sutisfuctory results. 

We wish to convey thanks here to the Dye Works (formerly 
Meister, Lucius and BrUnning) for making Illuny of their 
products IIvaliable, 

In view of the fact thut all IIbove mentioned reactions 
occur because the blood pigment transfers oxygen origin at-
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A. Amido-subslances 
Conlrol 

it J mon.}mines 
aniline 
monomclhy luniline 
dimethylaniJine 
diphenylaniline 
p-loluidinc 
xylidinc 

b) diamines 
I)-ph en) Icncdiuminc 
m-phcnylcncdiamine 
p-phcnylenedi'll11ine 
dirnclh,'j'p'phcnylcli:llllinc 
lctralllclhyl-p-phenylcnc-

diul11ine 

B, Phenols 
a) monohydric phenols 

phenol' 

p-arnidophcnol 

o·cresol" 

rn-crc~ol* 

p-crcsol* 

th~rnol 

h) dihydric phenols 
pyrocutcchin 

guaiacol t 
resorcinol 
hydroquinone 
orcin (mclh} I 
re~orcin()1 ) 

~J trlhjdric phenol\ 
p>rogallol 
phloroglucinol 

C. Aromalic aeids 
hen/oic aCid 
suliey-Jic acid 

P) rocatcchuie ueid 

gallic :ldd 
Diphen>1 Group 

bell/idine' 
tolidinc' 

Napthalcnc Group 
II-naphthol 
Ji-naphthol 
"'naphlhyluillinet 

t uh,'uhohc. .solutllJo 

acid (Hel. HlSO,) 
acid (He!) 
acid (Hel) 
acid (acetic) 
acid (He!) 
acid (Hel) 

neutral 
neutral 
neutral 
neutral 

neutral 

neutral or alkaline 
(NoOH) 

alkuline (NaOH Or 
Nu/CO I ) 

neutral or alkaline 
(NaOH) 

neutral or alkaline 
(NuOH) 

neutral or alkaline 
(NuOH) 

alklaline (NuOH or 
NulCO,) 

ulkuline (NnOH) 

alknlinc (NaOH) . 

neid (ucetic) 
" 

alkaline (NuOIl) 

ueid (IIel) 

• heh."1Ir or .rCO'ld'l! front lIu~hhulll'" IS. of cnur ... 'JlI1II.r 
'11.tn~ blue •• rlc, pmlongcd pcnoo of lint. 
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bluck-gn:cn 
dirty violet 
light yellow 
green 
red 
brown-red 

brown 
violet 
brown 
red 

violet 

red brown 

viole! 

red brown 

red brown 

brown red 

brown red 

green 

yellow brown 
greenish 
brown yellow 
red 

brown 
violel 

brown 

pink (vullishes 
gradually 

brown 

green' 

} 
red 
green 

brown 
brown yellow 
dirty blue 

0.1 
0.1 
0.1 

0.01 
lillie sensitil'ity 

0.007 } 
0.007 
0.007 

0.009 } 

0.009 

lillIe sensitivity 

0.0('8 

little sensitivity 

0.005 

0.05 
0.01 } 0.005 
0.002 

0.005 
0.005 

very lillIe 
sensitivity 

0.001 

0.005 

0.001 

} 0.05 
0.25 

} nol 
tested 
liltle 

sensitivity 

negalive . 

discolorntion after 
standing for some 
tillle. 

enrl)' color 
balance 

negative 

early color balance 

ncguti\'e 

color bulunce develop, 
after some standing 

negative 
color bulunce deYelops 

after some standing 
color balance develops 

ufler prolonged standing 

curly color balance 
• 

negative 

negative (yelloWish) 

color balance 

ncglltivc 
• 

negative 

I 
~ 
II 
II 

)" 

\' 
f' 

ing from hydrogen peroxide to the respective oxidizable sub
stances, the logical conclusion is reached that other sub
stances can trigger analogous reactions as well. 

Am'lftg the substances to be considered we mention the 
following here: iron-oxide salts (Vitali H), the thiocyanate 
salts (Tarugi 9), certain oxidizing ferments (indirect 
oxidases 10); all these substances are able to act as indired 
oxidizing agents in the presence of hydrogen peroxide. In 
animal fluids containing leukocytes (urine, saliva, pus) ox
idizing ferments which are destroyed by boiling arc pre-

164 sumably present. As a matter of course, pus containing 
blood, as usually found in medical practice, reacts after 
boiling as well. No conclusive experimental studies are avail
able as of now concerning the behavior of pus without any 
even minimal trace of blood. 

In contrast to the substances mentioned earlier, other re
ducing substances can have a disruptive efTect. Uric acid, for 
example, can inhibit the sensitivity of the leuco-malachite 
test (sec below); but such an elrect can be eliminated by 
proceeding according to Weber's guaiacum test (sec below), 
Finally, it should be pointed out that substances which trig
ger a secondary reaction (iron salts: yellow staining of mal
achite green; nitric acid: formation of diazo-substances) 
should be taken into due consideration. 

Summarizing test results obtained as of now, we feel 
justified in saying that even minimal blood traces (dilution: 
IOO,OOO-fold) arc determinable with some of the above
mentioned reactions. Therefore, whenever test results arc 
negative (see below), it is reasonable to assume that no blood 
i~ present. 

A few suggestions for the practical utilization of the blood 
tests described arc listed below. 

IV. 
Blood Identification 

The chemical identification of blood is of foremost ill1-
porlllnce, chemically as well as forensically. Accordingly, 
efTorts were made for a long period of time to dllvise methods 
for blood verification even when the umount of blood is 
minimal. However, besides the importance of positive blood 
identification, delinite proof that no blood, not even minimal 
quantities of it, is present, cun under certain circlllll
stances~- be of great significance us well. 

It is known that the negutive outcome of OIH.l of our nnest 
methods: the preparation of hemin crystals, docs, under cer
tain circumslanc:es. not represent delinite proof of the ab

IbS sence of blood. Cases are known when the presence of blood 
wus verined despite the negative outcome of' the Teichmann 
test. 

We list a few tests below, intended for the identincu!ion of 
blood stains, the identification of blood in water, urine und 
ill feces. 

Iden,lficatlon oj blood Slalfls. We used lelicollluinchite 
green (leuco-base of malachite green) for this purpose, The 
test was performed as follows: the stain to be investiguted is 

Identification of IJ/ood 

thoroughly soaked with the reagent (see below); then a 3% 
solution of hydrogen peroxide is poured over the stain. If it 
is a blood stain, the stain will immediately turn green. The 
reaction is also well-defined when minimal, hardly percep
tible, blood traces are present. The reaction will also occur 
with boiled blood stains. 

We prererred to prepare the reagent as rollows: a concen
trated solution of completely achromatic, chemically pure, 
leuco-base of malachite green (tetramethyldiamidotri
phenyl-methane) 11 is prepared in glacial acetic acid. A min
imal green color will develop in most cases even when a 
completely achromatic preparation is used; the green color is 
eliminated by adding an equal volume of chloroform. Water 
is then added drop by drop while the mixture is carefully 
agitated until the chloroform precipitates entirely. The 
green chloroform is then separated from the supernatant 
reagent. The eventual clouding of the reagent, which can be 
caused by the precipitation of the leuco-base, is eliminated 
by adding glacial acetic acid. If traces of green color are still 
evident in the reagent, these are removed by shaking the 
reagent with a small quantity of chloroform. The reagent, 
prepared as indicated, should be entirely achromatic. 

We pointed out earlier that substances other than blood 
can cause a positive result of the test. The possible presence 
of such substances should therefore be taken into consid
eration. I refer in this context to statements made in Part 
III, page 63 and following pageS. 

As for the negative outcome of the test: we found that the 
presence of iron salts in ample quantities can prevent green 
staining, even when blood is present; yellow staining will hh 

develop instead. I rons salts should thererore be excluded 
(i ron tests). 

When ull precautions arc taken into consideration, the 
negative outcome of our test leads to the conclusion that not 
even minimal traces of blood arc present. 

Identification of blood in water 

Due to their high sensitivity and due to the completely 
negmive outcome of the control tests, the following sub
stances are suggested for blood identilication in water: leuco
malachite green (sec reagent prepafUtion), crystal violet 
leucobase and benzidine. 

For the benzidine test we used alcoholic benzidine solu
tion, concentrated while heatl~d and filtered after cooling. 

For the implementation of the tesl, we mixed the water to 
be investigated with a small volume of hydrogen peroxide 
tlnti a few drops of acetic acid; then tI few cubic centimeters 
of the benzidine solution were added. A spendid green stain
ing develops when blood is present. 

The test succeeds also when performed after boiling the 
water containing blood. 

Regarding the precautions, we refer to Part III, page 63 
and following pages. 

The high sensitivity of the lelleo-malachite green test tlnd 
of the benzidine best is signilicuot. as COmpared with tbe 
spectroscopic method and the Teichmann tes!. The Teich-
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mann crystals can be obtained when the dilution is at least 
20,OOO-fold. 12 Moreover, blue staining develops in the gui
aiacum test in a 500-fold dilution.1J On the other hand, the 
leuco-malachite green test and the benzidine test show 
definite color reactions even in a IOO,OOO-fold blood dilution. 

Blood identification in urine and feces 

67 Urine: the aforementioned tests with leuco-malachite 
green and benzidine are suitable for blood identification in 
urine as well, when proceeding according to Weber's 
modification of the guaiacum test. 

10 to 15 cc urine is mixed with half that volume of glacial 
acetic acid, whereby hemoglobin is converted into hematin. 
Agitation with ether follows, and the hematin mixes with the 
ether. If the ether in the above mixture forms an emulsion, 
the liquid can be separated by adding a few drops of alcohol. 
The ether is removed; then the leucCl-malachite green and a 
small vulume of hydrogen peroxide is added. Should some of 
the leucobase precipitate during this process, the precipitate 
can be dissolved by adding a small amount of glacial acetic 
acid. 

Instead of the leuco-malachite green reagent, the follow
ing can be added to the ether: an alcoholic benzidine solu
tion, some hydrogen peroxide and a few drops of acetic acid. 

When the urine contains blood, the color reactions men
tioned earlier will develop. 
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Feces: A small quantity of the feces to be investigated is 
slightly diluted with water. Then 3 cc of the diluted and 
unfiltered feces is mixed with 2 cc of the aforementioned 
benzidine solution and with 2 cc hydrogen peroxide (3%); a 
few drops of acetic acid are added. Intensive green staining 
develops when blood is present. 

Notes 
I. Vitali: Gilll'll. eli FarmaC'. eliTril's/,·. 1902, vol. 7. p. 193 
2. SchmiJt: Lc Bois de Gajac, Thesis UI Nancy. 1875. and Ml'rcks 

Il,·ric/II. 1902, p. 75. 
3. Rossel: Schll'ei:er Jl'ochellschr. Chem. Parm., 1901, No. 39, p. 557fT. 
4. L1tl, Ol's/I'rreich. Che/ll. 2//: .. 1902. \'01. 5. p. 558. 
5. See C. Arnold & C. Mentzel: Ber. Drsch. Chem. Gl's .. 1902, 35: 1324 

and 2902; Chlopin: Zrschr. f Ulllersuch. 1'. Nahrrlllgs- I/Ild Ge
III/ssm .. 1902, 5: 504 

6. Sec Neumann- Wender: Chem, Zrg .. 1902, 26: 1217 ilnd 1221 
7, Thallium hydroxide also indicates the presence of blood under similar 

conditionE. We huve not considered the other inorganic compounds, 
8. Vitali: Giom. eli Far/llac. di Tri,·s/I'. 1902. \'01. 7, p, 193, 
9. Tarllgi: Ga::. Chi/ll. 1/1t1 •• 1902. ,12. I 1'01.505. 

10. Sec Bourquelot: COllgr. Pharm,. Paris 1899, Repert. Phurm. and 
Neumann- Wender: Cltem, ZIg .. 1902, 26: 1217 and 12211r 

II. A leucobase especially prepared for this purpose cun be obtained rrom 
the Chemistry Laboratory of the whoil~sale phurmacy Wilhelm Adler 
at Karlsbad, where the prepared reugent is also available. 

12. H:lgcr: lIallclllllclt dl'" 1'11111'111. Prelxis. \'01. II. p. 879. 
13. Hilger: as cited above. p. Sill 
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The Chemiluminescence of Hemin: 
An Aid for Finding and Recognizing Blood Stains Important 

for Forensic Purposes * 1 

Dr. W. Specht 
Chemist 

University Institute for Legal Medicine and Scientific Criminalistics 
Jena 

(Director: Prof. Dr. G. Buhtz) 

I n the unraveling of capital crimes, the discovery and 
proper evaluation of a blood stain, the identification of blood 
as such, as well as the determination of the blood type often 
play an important role, indeed frequently a deciding one. 
Blood stains are very different, depending on the type of 
injury involved, and on the kind of material to which the 
stains adhere. For the expert who thinks and works compre
hensively, in accordance with the principles of criminalistics, 
the proper evaluation of the blood stains present will always 
be of the greatest importance. From the general type and the 
direction of the blood spatters, and from the place where the 
stains were discovered, it is often possible to reconstruct 
essential details of the crime. 

The presence of even the smallest blood spatters at the 
scene of the crime, on the clothing of the assailant, or on the 
criminal himself can be of decisive importance. It is, how
ever, not always easy to identify blood traces at the scene of 
the crime, or on the weapon, ~'.specially in those cases which 
involve an old weapon or old blood stains. 

Temperature, substratum, sun rays, moisture, as well as 
artificial washing, and chemical changes of the hemoglobin 
can fundamentallY alter the external state and color of blood 
stains. Frequently, blood stains arc covered over with dirt 
smudges which makes it difficult to recognize them. On the 
other hand, sometimes the dried remains of red fruit juices, 
for example, or of tobacco saliva, fungus, and mildew, are 
not unlike blood stains. 

While/res" blood traces cnn naturally be identified with 
case, usually by the microscopic identification of blood cor
puscles, to ident ify older blood staills always requires special 
aids. 

The hematin, which hus been formed in old, dried blood 
delll()nstl'ates the well-known diehroislll which simplifies 
the recognition of blood stains. Especially in the sunlight, un 

• Trllllsialiull Ilr: "Die Chemillllllillcscelli des IliIlllins, ein IlilrslIlitlcl/llr 
Aullindung lind Erkcllllllng rllfellsi~ch lI'ichliger IIlut~purcn." 

in Iklllsc'l", Ll'il,vdlr(fl jiir clic' UNCII/llt· (i"richffiche MC'IIi:I" 211: 225 234 
( 1937). 

Reprinted wilh the kind permissiull ur Springcr·Verlilg. IIcluelherg and 
Nell' ''Ilrk, 

older blood stain glimmers with a green hue in reflected 
light, but with a reddish color in direct and indirect light. 
Blood stains, however, do not always lie exposed to the light 
of day. There are, accordingly, limits set in recognizing a 
blood spot by means of the optical appearance of dichroism. 
For example, the blood could have been removed from the 
substratum by cleaning, while it might still be present in the 
smallest portions in the dust in floorboard cracks, in the 
seams of shoes or in the seams or hems of a suit, or washed 
through to the suit lining; it could also be lodged in the 
smallest openings or notches of a tool or some similar instru
ment. Not infrequently, one must carry out a test for blood 
traces in wash water or the remains of liquids caught in 
goose-neck pipes in the relevant drains or wash basins. 

Blood traces outside can become unrecognizable to the 
naked eye within a short span of time as a n!sult of mete
orological or mechanical conditions, or, among other causes, 
as a result of frequent downpours. One must resort to pre
liminary chemical tesb to discover such hidden blood traces, 227 

These tests are all based on the catalytic effect of blood, the 
effect of transferring oxygen. One thinks of' the hydrogen 
pcroxide, tincture of guaiacum, and benzidine tests. A 
positive result of these test'i is, however, not conclusive I 

pmof of the presence of blood. Moreover, cal'f'ying out these 
tests has the disadvantage that some of the material is lost. 

The hydrogen peroxide reaction must be characterized as 
very dangerous, especially since steel rust, which un
practiced observers can confuse with blood traces, produces 
a catalytic decomposition of hydrogen peroxide. 

On the other hand, the positive results of microchemical 
reactions, by means of which the characteristic crystals of 
hemoglobin and its derivatives (Teichmalln hemin and he
mochromogen crystals) arc produced, arc proof of the pres
ence of blood. The TeichmanN crystal test, however, is bound 
up with tI number or difllculties, in so far us! he crystulization 
docs not take place when iflsignificant mistakes have 
occurred in carrying out the reaction, or when ditl'erent 
chemicals arc present. Moreover, this test gives a negative 
result when the solubility of the hemoglobin is reduced. 

The identification of blood can only be considered as cer-
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tain if one of the characteristic blood absorption spectra is 
obtained from a suspected stain. For a long time it was only 
possible to link the hemochromogen test directly to the spec
troscopic test. After carrying out the other preliminary 
chemical tests, the use of spectroscopy is no longer possible. 
According to K. Gleu and K. Pfannstiel 2

, when 
3-aminophthalhydrazide in alkaline soda solution and hy
drogen peroxide or diluted sodium peroxide solution is added 
to hemin, an intensive chemiluminescence takes place. In 
pursuing a suggestion made by these authors, we tested to 
what extent and with what results this light reaction was 
useful in discovering and chaiUcterizing blood traces of fo
rensic significance. 

Proceeding from the model test with crystalized hemin 
(Figure 1)3 [figures not reproduced in the translation], we 
thoroughly tested fresh and old blood traces for their behav
ior with the test solution. As part of the wide ranging experi
ment, such stains were included which could have simulated 
the presence of a blood trace. Two reaction solutions were 
used to carry out the experiments. The composition of the 
solutions is as follows. 

1. About 1/ 109 luminous substance, S g calcium carbon
ate, IS cc 30% hydrogen peroxide in 100 cc of distilled water. 

2. 0.1 g luminous substance in 100 cc O.S% aqueous so
dium peroxide solution. 

Both solutions are usable for the experiments :lnd are, in 
themselves, free of any luminescence in accordance with the 
requirements-the distilled water must be free of oxidizing 
agents such as hypochlorite. 

In the course of the experiments, we found that it was 
expedient to alter solution No. I-should this one glow lightly 
contrary to our expectations-with a trace of "indazolon-4-
carbonsilure" in order to obtain a completely problem free, 
non-glowing reaction solution. 

Both te£t solutions have shown no differences in their 
reactive capability, so that in practice one can work a:.: well 
with one as with the other. 

Fresh blood at times induces only a weak glow. Dried 
blood traces, however, call forth a bright, blue, long-lasting 
chemiluminescence when they come into contact ",ith the 
test solution. The older the blood trace was, the more clearly 
the light effect showed up. This was caused by the hematin 
in the blood which had separated from the globin in the 
course of aging, 

The objects to be tested for the presence of blood were 
sprayed with the solution, which at first did not glow. It is an 
advantage if one uses for this a glass sprayer. The many 
tests 4 which have been carried out demonstrated that even 
the smallest blood traces produce a strong luminosity. The 
identification of blood traces by means of chemilumines
cence can be characterized as specific, since sperm, saliva, 
urine, excrement, pus, and other body fluids do not react in 
this fashion. Milk and coffee stains as well as starch, red
dyed jellies, inorganic and organic dyes (such as eosin, 
Sudan red, scarlet red, and olherc), carpets, tissues, leather, 
skin, fungus cultures of the most varied types, mOld'y bread, 
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oils (oil paints, varnish, mineral oil), and colored waxes do 
not induce a glowing reaction when blood is not present. 
Samples of earth (humus, clay, sand), stone, wood, and metal 
samples (copper, steel, brass, lead, zinc, and others), grass, 
and foliage, fail by themselves to demonstrate luminosity. In 
particular, rust and other metal oxides, which occur fre
quently in practice, and which are not infrequently en
countered together with bloodstains, and have a strong 
dissociating effect on hydrogen peroxide, could not stimulate 
the luminous substance to give a blue luminosity. 

In accordance with these findings, it was to be expected 
that blood traces on the greatest variety of substrata would 
reveal themselves through the luminescence. 

The experiments carried out along these lines completely 230 i 

confirmed this supposition. A few photographs show most 
clearly the findings of the test. 

One can see in figures 2 to S [not reproduced in the trans
lation] that, at any given time, only the portions of the 
substratum which were moistened with blood are illu
minated. In the comparison pictures, which were taken of 
the test objects by daylight, the places moistened with blood 
are from time to time outlined. 

Even traces, which have been washed thoroughly by long 23 I / 

rain (see Figure 3), and other similar traces on foliage, grass, 
earth, and stone, which are not visible to the naked eye, 
glowed with undiminished intensity after being sprayed with 
the test solution. Other, even longer-lasting effects were ob
served. After a successful reaction, the glowing phenomenon 
could be induced again by repeated spraying with the test 
solution. 

Likewise, it was possible using chemiluminescence to 
identify small blood traces in large quantities of water, in 
soapy water, and in other waste water. 

Thus, the presence of blood in liquids can certainly be 2321 

identified, namely in: 
(a) 2 drops blood in IQ water pipe water 
(b) 4 drops blood in 2Q soapy water 
(c) 6 drops blood in 6Q soapy water 
(d) 6 drops blood in SQ dirty water. 

I n the case of very dirty water, the luminescence appears 
more clearly only after the suspended particles have settled. 
One ought to notice that, naturally, the strength of the glow
ing effect in liquids of very slight blood content is lessened. 
By adding a trace of caustic lye, however, the glowing capa
bility of the solutions is raised, though the duration of the 
effect is lessened. A glowing reaction of a minute's duration 
is the standard for judging the experiment. One must, at this 
point, also take into consideration that the hypochlorite of 
tap water or of soap can induce a very weak, but perceivable, 
luminescence even though it lasts only a second and very 
rapidly dies away. Figure 6 reproduces the photograph of' the 
test. 

Finally, we should mention Hwt blood (races on the 
hands can !ikewise be mude visible by spraying with the test 
solution, liS Figul'e 7 demonstrates. 

This new blood idcntificatioll is all the morc useful 1'01' the 
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forensic chemist since spectroscopic as well as serological 
2.13 testing and identification of the blood type are still possible 

after this testing of the materials. After a successful glowing 
reaction, the extractions prepared from the test objects with 
physiological saline solution produced clear absorption spec
tra in every case. 

After the duration of action of the test solution on the 
blood stain, the spectrum of the alkaline or neutral meth(~
moglobin was established. Further, it was possible to obtain 
the hemochromogen spectrum by adding pyridine and so
dium hydrosulfite to the blood solution. Even those blood 
traces which were no longer perceptible to the naked eye, but 
were discovered by means of chemiluminescence, were suc
cessfully submitted to spectroscopic analysis. Likewise, the 
UII/ellhu/II precipitation reaction could be carried out with 
the traces of blood. From blood mixtures, the individual 
blood types could be recognized in the usual way. Blood 
traces whose type was unknown could be positively analysed 
in the same fashion. Difficulties in the serological 
differentiation of blood mixtures were not noticed. The pre
cipitations were successful even when the test solution had 
dried on the blo(\d trace. 

Summary. Chemiluminescence of 3-aminophthalhy
drazide in soda alkali solution is released with exceptional 
strength in the presence of small amounts of hydrogen per
oxide by means of hemin, but also gives considerable lumi
nosity with dried blood. 

The luminosity reaction can thus be applied to forensic 
practice with success. Even blood traces which are a year 
old, or even older, excited the test substance to luminosity. 

Strong oxidizing agents, such as hypochlorite, ferricya
nide manganese dioxide, colloidal platinum, osmium tetro
xide, and gold chloride, are also capable of producing a weak 
luminosity in the 3-aminophthalhydrazide by means of a 
catalytic dissolution of hydrogen peroxide. The luminous 
effect, however, is far stronger in the case of the action of 
dried blood, which as a catalyzer, is able most strongly to 
activ(lte the peroxide of the test solution. In addition, in 
forensic practice when dealing with samples used for con
viction one need scarcely reckon with the presence of the 
catalyzers of an inorganic nature, mentioned above. The 
materials of everyday life, which might simulate a blood 
trace, demonstrated no luminous reactions under the test 
conditions given. Far exceeding the significance of the lumi
nous reaction as a preliminary test for the presence of blood 
is the fact that one can··, and here especially lies the worth 
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of the new blood reaction-carryover the blood trace, un
altered by its discovery through luminescence, to the pre
treatment processes necessary for characterization, i.e., the 
spectroscopic and serological examinations. 

A further advantage of the experimental method de- 2.14 

scribed here, as opposed to those presently employed, is that, 
even an extended area where the crime occurred, or a larger 
piece of evidence, can rapidly be tested thoroughly for the 
possible presence of blood stains without wasting supplies. 

Finally, we should mention that the luminescence of blood 
traces appears with special clarity in the dark. The intense, 
uniform, blue light permits fixing the position of blood spots 
photographically without any further equipment. 

For the accompanying photographs of lumin(!scence in the 
open air, the exposure time amounted to five minutes; for the 
example experiment (Figure I) a five to six-hour exposur~ 
was sutllcient. 

We will report at some time in the future to what extent 
blood traces are still suited for determination of blood 
groups and factors, aftcr having undergone the lumi
nescence reaction. 

Notes 
I. Lecture gil'en at the meeting of the Deutsche Gesellsdwft fUr Gericht

liche und SOliale Medizin. Sertember, 1936. in Dresden. 
2. I refer to lhe fundament:ll works of Gleu and Pfannstiel. "Benti

.~()xal()n·4·rarbonsaurc lind Indazolon·4·l·al'bomaurc" and "Obcr 
3-AminophthalsUurehydrazid" in J. prakl. (,helll. NF 146,129.137 
(1936). These works givc the rarticulars on pure prrparatiol1 of 
3-uminophthalhydmlide, the so-c:llled white hydrazide. as it luminous 
substance. the proportions of isomers of the hydra7idc. und the rro
cedure for the luminosity reaction. 

3. This print wus kindly pluccd at Ill)' disposal b) Mr. I'fannstiel. 
4. 1 th:lnk my coworkers in the institute. Mr. Koch and Mr. Ahlcndorf. for 

their helpful nssistancc in carrying out the experimellls. 
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Section 2. Identification of Body Fluids 

Orfila's paper on examination of seminal stains is one of 
the oldest papers on this subject in the literature. A number 
of chemical tests were proposed, and microscopical exam
ination for the identification of spermatozoa was rejected 
because of the poor results. As is made clear in Bayard's 
paper, Orfila's results were unstatisfactory in part because of 
the technique used to isolate the cells, and perhaps in part, 
too, because the microscopes were not that advanced. Bay
ard's paper, a classic, placed the priority of microscopical 
examination of seminal stains on a firm footing. Various 
chemical reactions continued to be used for a long time, 
though, as is clear from Lassaigne's paper. Lassaigne (1880-" 
1859) was quite well known. Paul Brouardel's paper tends to 
stress microscopy. Brouardel (1837 -1906) held the Chair of 
Legal Medicine at Paris, and was Dean of the Faculty of 
Medicine there as well. Cauvet's paper details how a sexual 
assault case was analyzed at the time in terms of both blood 

and semen. Brouardel and Boutmy's report was an assess
ment of nonmorphological dyeing technique for the identi
fication of seminal stains. Charles Robin (introduced in Sec
tion 1) and his colleague Ambroise Tardieu (1818-1879) 
discussed a number of less frequently encountered body flu
ids in their paper. 

Florence's papers discuss in great detail the history of 
medico-legal examinations ir, sexual assault cases. He gave 
a good deal of information about the detection and identi
fication of spermatozoa as well. In the papers, he introduced 
the now well known Florence crystal test for seminal stains. 
Florence (1851-1927) spent most of his professional career 
at Lyon. Barberio introduced another crystal test for seminal 
stains which enjoyed some popularity as well. 

Lundquist's paper in 1945 introduced the acid phospha
tase test for medico-legal detection of seminal stains. This 
test is in very wide use today. 
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Semen Considered from a Medico-legal Viewpoint* 

M. J. B. Orfila 

I have often been consulted by magistrates, to find out if 
stains present on linen were formed by semen, fal or mailer 
from discharge of venereal disease, from leukorrhea, etc. 
Other physicians have been required by courts to give their 
opinion on similar question~; science, however, possesses no 
specific ways of facilitating the solution to thh problem. This 
consideration \,'ould have been suflicient to Involve me in 
publishing a few experiments I had attempted on this sub
ject, if I had not been provoked into it by reading a report 
prepared a few months ago by Dr. X ... in an affair of child 
molesting. Called upon to confh m the condition or the sexual 
parts of a young girl of thirteen years and nine months, who 
vias believed to have been violated nine days beforehand, this 
physician concluded that the act of copulation had been 
consummated, supported, among other faets, by his with
drawal of a certain q//al/fify o/semen /rolll the I'agill{/. I n a 
consultat;.m asked of me, I waS asked: is it possible to allow 
that semen was found in the vagina of the girl R ... whose 
examination only took place nine days after the alleged con
summation of the act'? It is all the mOre implausible as, this 
girl having a mucus discharge, the semen would have been 
carried out by the maller of the discharge. Besidcs, how can 
one be sure that liquid drawn from the ,'agina was se III e!', 
ruther than mucus'? What attt~mpts were made to solve this 
question'? Why not resort to chemical experiments, to exam
ination by microscope'? It is necessary to reniark in the inter
est of truth, I added, the author of the assertion concerned 
did not sufliciently appraise its value before nnnonncing it; 
he would have seen he could be compromising his reputation 
in deciding a question of this importance with such levity. 
The accused WIIS acquitted. 

Here now is the procedure f followed in this reseurch: I 
examined comparatively linen stained by semen coming 
from several individuuls who had h,ld noet IIfnal ell1issinl1~. 
and others who had been hanged, ill wholl1 there hud been 
ejaculation. I then studied with severnl repetitions, on several 
subjects. the characteristics of stains mude on linen by the 
substance of vaginal discharge in acute and ehronic leUkor
rhea in young girls and adults; ano in venereal disease in 
women in(~onte:itably presenting SYil'.ptOIl1S of ,:philis. ( also 
submitted to my examination substance from u dischargl! of 
the urethral cunal in a ease of an internal one-eyed fistula, 
the sequel of l)evernl external fistulue frol1l gonorrhea. five 
days after cauterization, Finally, to complete thhi work, I 

'I mnshilion or. "1)\1 SJl~'nllc, ~nn'ltlcrci Ml\IS Ie PUIIU tic vile 1111:111,01-:11;\1 " 
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wanted to find out the behavior of linen stained by the matter 
of whitish lochia, incorrectly called milky, a" well as by fat, 
by saliva and by nasal mucus. It seemed to me that. in 
establishing the diiTerences between the various liquid& and 
semen, I can consider the problem with which I am occupied 
as resolved. 

Characteristics of semen stllins on linen. These stains, 
which we will suppose arc already perfectly dried, are in 
general thin, famtly yellowish or greyish, little apparent to 
the point that to see them well, the linen must often be placed 
between one's eye and the light. Pressed between one's .J~I 

fingers, they are slightly coarse and resist as if starched. 
whereas parts of the linen not stained conserve their softness: 
they have no odor. unless moistened, whereupon they quickly 
emit an odor of semen. I f the lincn thus stained is brought 
ncar tI name, at the end of one or two minutes all the portions 
sullied by semen becollle a lali'lI)' yellow, \\hereus the other 
parts do not discolor unless the linen has been placed close 
enough to the nume to be singed: this characteristic, which 
did not belong t~) the substance of any of the morbid dis
charges I examined, permits the distinction on thc fabric of 
several small whitish stuins, impossible to perceive before 
heating. I n this experiment. the semen could only have un
dergone a great dcssicatiun, for in leaving the linen thu~ 
yellowed in distilled water for a few hou rs, it loses its color 
Hnd the linen acquires all the properties of solution or semen 
in water. 

When imlllerscd for a few hOllrs in cold distilled water, the 
stained strips moisten completely, which docs not happen to 
the stained parts if soiled by fat. In laking care to press the 
strip); by l\ glass tube rrlllll timc to time, the) don't delay in 
discoloring <Inti unstill'ening, But Lhey becomc I'isco//\' and 
ew' all odor (~l.l'ell/e/l, as one ean a~sure oneself in com
pressing thelll between one's fillt.crl!. The liquid, a milky 
white, troubled by a multitude or nakes and by fibrils which 
detach frol11 the linen, delays a lot in clearing: if liltered and 
evuporuted by a very liOft heat in n small \Hltch glass, phe- ·n 
nomelHl oeclir whieh might be useful in the identification of 
semen 

I) It is alkuline: it sometimes. however, docs IWL reestab
lish he color of litmlls puper reddened by acid uner having 
been concentrated by heHt. 2) If evuporated by l\ low nallle. 
it presents during evaponl!ion the viscou~ nspect ora gUlllmy 
solution: it doesn't coagulate, although it deposits a few 
glutinolls flakes, lind its consistency is st) particular it is 
dillicu/( 11llt to accllrd impm'tance w this churaeleritili<:. 
.1) When evaporllicu to dryness, it lenves U liemi.tl'unspnrcnl 
residue, slmila,' III dried, shining mllCllh, of a tllwny or 
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scarcely tawny color. degradable. as all nitrogenous matter 
at a more elevated temperature. And after being shaken for 
two or three minutes in cold distilled water. it divides into 
two parts: one glutinous. of a yellowish grey. adhering to 
fingers like glue. insoluble in water and soluble in potassium; 
the other, soluble in water. 4) The aqueous. filtered solution 
is uncolored. lightly yellowish or yellow. and transparent; it 
gives a \~hite. flocculent precipitate with chloride, alcohol, 
acetate. lead subacetate and the corrosive mercuric chloride. 
Pure alld cOl/cefllmted nitric acid brings it a light yellowish 
tint if it is uncolored, but doesn't render it cloudy, whereas 
it precipitated or clouded the substance from the various 
morbid disdmrges designated above. Alcoholic tincture or 
gallnut gives ri~1! to an abundant greyish white deposit; the 
aqueous solution reacted in the same way whenever used not 
long after being made. 

Put in alcohol at 38 degrees for twenty four hours, the 
linen stained with semen does not unstifl'en and the solution 
does not precipitate with water; howe\'er alcohol dissolves a 

rJ small quantity of matter, for. on evaporating to dryness, a 
light residue b obtained, 

It is easily imagined that no use can be made of obser
vations by n;icros;ope in identifying the stains of ..... hich we 
speak: the spermatozoa discovered in human semen by Lee
wenhol~k, frequently ubserved since by Gleichen, Bufron and 
Spallanzani. and the presence of which Prevost and Dumas 
have cont:rmed in all male animals past puberty, arc no 
longer appreciable when, after des~ication of the 1>emen on 
linen. it is diluted in water ror examination by microscope. 
Indeed, no mutter what manipulation w(\s perrormed in this 
operation. the spermatollJa arc ~o separated in several points 
on their body. it is no lunger possible to perceive them. It is 
different in distingubhing semen deposited and dried 0'1 !' 

glass slide: the spermatolOa, not having been crumpled or 
~eparated. in thi~ ~ase ~ouldn't IHlve been more visible, al
though \\ithout movement: I undeniably identified them in 
semen dried eightl.'en years before. But it is especially true 
immediatelv or a little time after ejaculation, for example, a 
half-hour. l;ne hour or even two hours after, that the pres
ence or spennat%a cun be most ea~;ily confirmed; for, inde
pendent oj' their form, which resembles that of a tadpole, 
the_ exe~ute very marked mllvements and in the extremc, 
lll1; Can pron\lun~e, solely after the existence of animalculi of 
this fllrm, that the ~l)lution submitted to this examination is 
semen, for thev arc not observed with the same character
istic~ in an:- lither liquid, Iltlwever, to leave nothing to be 
de.,il'ed. the physical and ~hemical properties, of' which I 
have alreadv made mention, mu~t be sought in this solution. 
The numerl;us globules • .,et:n in the humor Ill' the prostates or 

1"1 many animal~. manifest no locomotor ahililj, arc always 
deprived of a tall. and cannot he compared to spermatOi'oa. 

:\-1l1Ucr rrolll till.' discharge of chronic urelhritis in se,'erul 
wornen e,idcntly affected ",itlt syphili~, Lint:n soiled by this 
matter pre,>enh ~e\'eral green, greenish yellow or yellowish 
"tain~: among the latter. a few were Sll lillie c·)lored, thai 
the} ~()uld ea~lly he confused with certain seminal stuin1>; 

" , 

that much more, as they emitted no odor and were coarse to 
the touch. Brought to a burner filled with hot coal, tlzese 
stailled parts do lIot become yellow. Left in cold distilled 
water for several hours, they discolor; the linen unstiITens 
and emits an odor particularly dijJerelll from the odor of 
semen; the liquid was clouded with whitish flakes. and by 
fibrils detached from the linen, Filtered, this liquid was un
colored, transparent, and reestablished rather energetically 
the color of litmus paper reddened by acid. Evaporated b) 
low heat in a small watch glass, it furnished a very abundant 
albuminous coaguilim. and the solution did not ofl'er the 
gummy aspect or which we have spoken concerning semen. 
The product of evaporation to the point of dryness was yel
lowish white, opaque, clumpy and degradable by tire like all 
other nitrogenous matter. Treated with cold distilled water 
and shaken for one or t\H) minutes, it is barely dis~olved: the 
filtered solution gives a white precipitate with chltlride. alco-
hol. lead subacetate and corro~ive mercuric chloride, and a 
yellowish grey one with gall nut, a little like an aqueou~ 
solution of semen; but lIitric acid. whiclz does lIot clolld tlze 
latter, precipitates i( ill \l'hite. The part undissolved by cold 
distilled water was flaky, non glutinous, tInd insoluble in 4"; 

potassium at room temperature, 
Matter from ntginal discharge in girls and women affected 

by acute and chronic leukorrheu, All that has just bet:n said 
concerning the dischnrge or' venereal disease can be applied 
to stains which this matter forms on linen, except that they 
are les& colored and furnish, when treated with water, a 
solution in "::1ich the reagents alr<!ady noted provoke much 
less apparent precipitates. 

Matter from a discharge of the lIrethr:l! cunal, in a case of 
an inf.!!rnal one-eyed fiSlulll, Ihe sequel of scveml cxternal 
fistulil~, The linen is swined in greenish Yf;lIow; the matter 
was depusited forty days hefore. I t is starched, coarse to the 
touch, and has no odor in the stained parts; it i/oe,I' 110' yellow 
like semen when heated. Put in water, it discolors, unstitl'ens, 
ucquires a particular odor l'fry dUlc'r£'lIt frol11 the odor of 
semen. At the end of a few hours, the liquid, slightly troll
bled, is filtered. to be \~varorated at a low heat. l3efore Its 
reduction to dryness, it reestablishes the color of (litmus) 
paper reddened -by ,ICid; it dot:s not coagulate, and ill 110 1\'(1.1' 

preset/IS thl! 1';.\,('011.1' aspc'ct of gummy solutions when heated. 
In treating the very light-yellowish residue coming fr0111 
eVapoflltion to the point of dryness with cold distilled water, 
a part is dissolved; the filtered solulion gives a white precip
itate with chloridt:, alcohol, lead subacetate, the ('orrosive 
mercuric chloride and IIltric acid, and a yellow one with gall 
nUl. 

Maller frolll a discharge of the urethra in venereal disellsc, 
five days after clluteril,lItioJ\, The stains this matter forms on 
linen quite resemble those of semen; the sullied purts were .1"" 
coarse to touch, starchy, without odor; but (hey dld!i'( yellol\' 
011 heatillg. (\lld distilled water, had discolored and sol'tened 
the [;tained portions af'ter t\ few hours; it had developed an 
odor different from that of se\l1en. The liquid. clouded by 
Ilakef> and by fibrils g(tI'e a yellowish, nlkuline residue, simi-

lar to dried egg white, upon being evaporated to dryness, The 
residue did not appreciably dissolve rollowing two minutes 
agitation in cold distilled water; in addition, the filtered solu
tion remained transparent when added to chlorine, nitric 
acid, mercuric chloride, alcohol and gall nut. Now, it is well 
known that aqueous solutions of semen give precipitates with 
all these reagents, except ror r,;ltic acid. 

Whitish lochilll mlllcl'illl, cllllcd "Illitellses," This material 
forms stains or a dirty yellowish-grey on the linen, having 
some resemblance to seminal stains; nevertheless, Ihel' do 
1I0t yellow upon heating. Treated with cold distillcd ,~'ater 
for a few hours, they detach and the linen discolors and 
sortens; the scarcely clouded liquid, flltered and evaporated, 
docs not coagulate or deposit Ilakes, and presents rather the 
aspect of a gummy solution, a bit like semen treated with 
water and heated. It is alkaline and recolors litmus paper 
reddened by acid: however, it becomes colored, and yellows 
proportionately to the collcelllration offill' sollllion and the 
dried product is a deep yellow similar to "colle ,\ bouche 
fondue," which doesn't happen with the dissolution of 
semen. In shaking the dried product for two minutes in cold 
distilled water, it dissolves in part; the undissolved portion is 
flocculent, of a deep yellow, and soluble in potassium; the 
dissolved portion. after nitration, is yellowish and gh'es an 

~"~ abllndanl precipitate with nitric add and gall nut; chloride, 
alcohol and lead subacetate give a precipitate and render the 
solution opaline. I 

Charactcristics of fat stains. They present a fatty aspect, 
are neither coarse to tOllch nor stnrched, and when heated 
they expand without yellowing. Moreover, they emit their 
well known odor. Placed in cold water. the linun soiled by tht: 
fut doesn't moistI'll in the stained parts; fhe rat is it; no 1\'(/1' 

dissolved. If left for a few hours in cold nl~ohol 1lK':lsuring 
38 degrees Baull1c, the fat is removed. th'~ ulcohollwlding it 
in solution. Water gives n white precipitate and When evap
orated to the point of dryness it furnishes a futty rt'sidue. 
Finally, if the linen concerned is immersed for a wille in a 
solutiun of potassium, soaplike droplets arc seen on the sur
face of the solution, lind the solution furnishes a fattv white 
precipitate if' a few dfllPS of acetic '\cid arc Hdded, ' ' 

·t7M Linen stained with nasal mucus. The stains arc del:p yel-

Jc/elll(//calillll oj' .fjrlt(I' Fluids 

When fairly concentrated, it recolors litmus paper reddened 
by acid. It presented no trace of coagUlum during evapo
ration, and furnished a very small quantity of a whitish, 
transparent, granulous-like matter. Shaken ror one or two 
minutes in cold water, this matter scarcely dissolves and 
leaves numerous whitish flakes. The filtered solution is lim
pid and gives a rather abundant precipitate with chloride, 
nitric acid or alcohol; aqueous solution of gall nut or lead 
acetate do not cloud it. 

Lincn stained with salim. Several linens stained with sa
liva, coming from six adult individuals. were examined with 
Care: the stains were the result of the reiterated application 
of saliva on the Iincn. The characteristics presented not al
ways being the same, we feel it necessary to describe the 
details observed. • 

A. Some of the dried stains were starched, coarse to touch 
and yellowish, although the saliva was white corning from 
the mouth: during dessication, it manifested a particular, 
dis:lgreeable odor, I n exposing the stained parts to heat, 
those, for example, hardly presenting a yellow tint, acquired 
a more intense color, and resemble seminal stains treated in 
the same way, Left in cold distilled water for a few hours, 
they unstifl'ened and the linen emitted an odor of semen, 
especially when pressed between one's fingers. After having ~~l) 
been filtered and SUbjected to a low he'lt. the very alkalint: 
liquid, troubled by a multitude of flakes, did not coagulate, 
and furnished a rather abundant yellow residue. This sepa
rates into two parts after shaking in cold distilled water for 
a minute or two: one part insoluble, in the form of thin, 
yellowish pellicles similar to mucus; the other soluble, which 
becomes opaline with chloride, nitric acid. or alcllhol and 
'\-ith which lead subacetate gives an abundant precipitate, 
whereas aquCl)US solution of gall nut doesn't cloud it. 

(3, Here the linen was white, starched and almost without 
odor; heated, it didn', yellol\', Treated with distilled water as 
was the preceding, it presented a light udor which \vas 
lIothing like sc'fl/ell; the liquid was troubled, flocculent and 
alkaline. Heatel' aner filtration, it didn't coagulate, and 
evuporated in the manner of gummy solutions; the product 
ofe\'(\poration was yellowish, semi-transparent and salt-likt:. 
Shaken in distilled water for two minutes it separutes from 
the mucus flakes, or rather, the pellicles. The filtcred solu
tion did not b('('ollll' of/Illillt' again with chloride, nitric acid, 
nll.:ohol or aqueous solution of gall nut. 

low, though the mucus wus White when deposited on the 
linen. Left in cold distilled water for a few hours, it discolors: 
the fabric is cleaned. the liquid becomes troubled, whitish 
und flocculent. It is filtered and evaporatl'd by low heat. 

, In c\'a!lllr,llIng 10 the 11111111 Ill' dr) IlCS' Ihe lanow, aqucllu, MllulllIm rur
nishcd h) Ihe matter Ill' diwhilrgc~, or II hleh ! hal'e ~p\lkcll up III l\\lII, It 
b eu~)' to ~ec that thc gl'ciller parI uJ' thell1 rurni~h illI ilhundanl alhu
minous cUOIl:\ulull1, ~uch thilt Ihe dned Jlmducll~ formed illnHl~1 elllirel.1 \I) 
IIlhumin. Thcn, il~ 111I~ prmluci dl~,ol\'c~ in nutahle qllanli1~ In cold dl~' 
IiIIcd Willer, ~incc chloride, alcohol, gall mil. cle, gllc iI precillitiltc, I 
wilnled 1,1 find 0111 10 what pllint illbunlln coagulollclJ h> heill CUlild dISM11',c 
III Willer. In a Ilatch gla~h, J CI'ilp0n\lcd tUlhe pOlnlOr dryness egg white. 
dlluled III Ilaler and hltcrcd; after cllilgulilllnn, Ihe SO!uthlil i'urnished it 

~llltd product, which h.ld heen dned ilnd shaken I'ur Iwo Illlllulc~ III cold 
distilled Ililler It Iii" \l1l\:~' again hllcred ilnd Ihe Mllulion gave a preclp
itale wilh ilkl!lllll. chlurJdc and gall IIUI; nilW: al,!l!I IIbn cliluded it. 

C. This type resembkd the pre~edil1g eXI..'~pt tlHll heat 
yellowed the linen and the solution became troubled b, 
evaporation, as if' it had been albuminous. • 

It is evident from the preceding: I) that it is hardly possi. 
ble to confuse semen stains on linen with those of rllt, nllsal 
llIUCUS or the matter of various discharges coming from the 
vaginll or urethral ()anul; 2) that it is a Inatter of cmlfirll1ing 
only the II'ho/(' or the characteristics we hilve pl'csenled in .Hill 
speaking of semen: 3) Ihat iI is somelimes not Sl) easy to 
dill'erentinte a semitwl stain from a stain fQrmed hy saliva; 
but that it is. however, possible to slIcceed, the latter liquid 
not presenting, under all)' circ\llllstam:es. a/I the churllt!tel'. 
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is tics of semen. Besides, it is hardly probable that shirts, titions are necessary to form an appreciable stain with this 
which one is most often called upon to investigate, have been liquid, and since it is necessary to wait until the flrst parts 
stained with saliva, especially since deposits or several repe- applied have dried, which requires a lot or time. 
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Micr~scopical Examination of Dried Semen on Linen or on Material of 
Varied Nature and Color* 

Dr. H. Bayard 

Newton was asked how he had made all his discoveries; he replied: In always searching, and in searching with 
patience. I have followed this counsel. ... Si parva licet componere magnis. 

Preface 
1.1~ When addressing this memoir to the sodcty or the AII-

nales d' hygielle el de medecille legale, I deposited it berore 
January I, 1839 in conforming to the conditions of the 
gathering; but I pursued my research, however, in order to 
modify my analytical procedures to conflrm the presence of 
sp;!rmato~oa without breaking their taUs. By means of 
filtration, I obtained the results I was seeking. Last March, 
I was called berore the society or the Annales to repeat a few 
microscopical experiments, and I verbally communicated the 
new method of' microscopical examination, whose details I 
present in this memoir. 

For a long time, the inadequacy of chemical analysis to 
1.1!' determine with certainty the nature of semen stains has been 

recognized. Now, microscopical analysis can fUl'I1ish certain 
results which chemistry doesn't ofl'er in legal assessments 
dealing with crimes of rape, indecent assault and in certain 
cases of violent death. 
Paris, May IS, 1839 

Microscopical examination of dried 
sperm on linen or on material of varied 
nature and color 

Use of the microscope in medico-legal aSSt~ssment was first 
recommended by Ornla I, to determine the rHiture of sperm 
in caSes of rape and indecent assault; his r~search did not 
furnish him with satisfactory results, for he says: I/O use can 
bl' /IIae/t' 'If' ",icroscopical O/J.lwl'afiofl ifl Ihl' ie/l'III{ji('lIliofl qf' 
sl'l/Iil/al Slllills. 

Since that time, this invcstigutive method appears to have 
been neglected in its upplications to legul medicine, and it is 
only lately that muny forensic physicians have noted the 
importance and utility of rnicl'Ol;copica! observations. 

Ollivicl' (0(' Angers) is the lil'st to huve made a conclusive 
application of the microscope in n medico-legal a~sessment. 

In J unc, 1837, he wus charged with determining illhere 
dIdn't e.'(isl hair adherillg 10 the Iroll o/all axe seized atlhe 

. 1.1(, home 0/ (III individual iI/dieted/or f1Iurdl!r and, ill the case 
0/ affirm at lofl, to illdicate 'he color 0/ these haIrs. 

• Trnllslutiol1 of: "Hlllploi tlu Microscopll Illl Mcdccillc Legale, Exull1clI 
M icroscoplljul.! till Sperme Dmcchc sur Ie Linge, sur Ics Tissus de Nnlure 
cl dc Colorution [)jvcrscs". 

in ~11/I/(1/('s c/'/J\'gii'//(I/'tlbliqll/' c'l d~ MMc'c'i/1I' Ugah' 221 I J4·17() (IR.Wl. 

He recognized by microscope that thejilamen/s submitted 
ror examination were fur, differing completely from hair; 
whereas they perfectly resembled the fur of horse, beef or 
cow comp:uatively examined; a judicial inquiry confirmed 
the correctness of his observation. 

Ollivier (of Angers) reports in a note added to the article 
I have just cited that in June, 1838, in a legal assessment, 
with which he was charged along with Labarraque and 
Gaultier de Claubry, having t\S the object of examination a 
large amount or uenatured, adulterated opium, Gaultier de 
Claubry confirmed by microscopical examination not only 
the adulteration, but he also discovered by this means the 
dW'erent method of extraction of opium in Smyrna and of 
opium in Egypt.2 

In a meeting of the Academy of Medicine on Novem
ber 20, 1838, A. Divergie read a note on the characteristics 
of hanging a living man, and added two new characteristics: 
the nrst consisting of the presence of spermatozoa in the 
urethral canal; the second, the state of congestion or the 
genitalia. 

It is this small number of fucts to which use of the micro
scope is limited in legal medicine up to the present. 

Now that one is not content with studying in visible tex
ture of organized bodies, but more with discovering un· 
awares, so to speak, their mode of' primitive f'ormation, and 1.17 

knowing their intimate composition, the microscope, due to 
the modern perfections in itf> construction, will serve to ex
tend the limits of science. 

Doctor Donne, in two memoirs appearing in 1837, 
prcsentcd impCll'tllnt microscopical I'CSCardl Oil flte 1I(lt/II'C' (!t' 
mucus and 'he subs/aliI'£' of discharges /rom male and fe
male gel/llal orgal/.\' (llltl 011 sperlllt'lIOzoa. 

In his last work, Donne wus purticulurly interested in the 
fluids of "economy", which arc uppropriate for maintaining 
the life of spermutozoa for a more or less long time, and from 
considerations of some of them, he deduced causes of steril
ity in women. This research is not especially applicuble to 
legal medicine, but I must has~en to point out it is fruitful in 
application, and will yield priceless inf'orlllntion. 

Among the ancient Hnd modern authors occupied with the 
study of' human spermatozoa, none, Ornla excepted, ob
served them with 1I\(~ Slime objective liS myself.' 

7'1 
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Gleichen, Spallanzani, Lewenhoeck, Peltier, Prevost and 
Dumas, Donne, etc" have observed living spermatozoa, and 
most of these authors were studying them in a physiological 
context seeking to determine their influence on generation, 

I c~n~idered ~permatozoa from an entirely differ~nt point 
of vie\'; I observed them dead when they were desslcated as 
was the liquid in which they were suspended, 

The importance of this type of research is nO\: understo~d, 
in cases of rape or indecent assault, where staIned matenal 
or fabric is submitted to examination by experts, to deter
mine the nature of the observed stains, 

Up to today, reliance has been placed only on results of 
chemical analysis; these analytical methods, recommen,ded 
with wisdom by science, are, however, coarse and lIttle 
conclusive, 

It is truc that some microscopical experiments IH1\'e been 
attempted, eleven years ago, but with no Success, due to the 
imperfection of instruments and procedures. I devoted ,my
self to new experiments and the CERTAI N results I obtaIned 
bv microscopical nnalysis permit me to communicate them, 
I~ addition, I am assured tha't a certain number of obscure 
questions in legal medicine can be cleared up by this mode 
of investigation, , ' 

It will be very important to determine If spermatozoa eXIst 
in all ages in men; I intend to study this question which is of 
interest at the same lime to physiology and to legal 
medicine,4 

First Section 

First Series of Exreriments 

A. Examination of linen stained by simple dried vaginal 
mucus. 

B. Examination of linen stained by semen, 
C. Examination of linen stained by vaginal mucus after 

the act of coitus, 
D. Examination of linen stained by vaginal mucus, col-

lected eight hours after coitus, 

Second Series of Experiments 

E, Examination of linen stained by simple vaginal mucus, 
F. Vaginal mucus collected between glass slides, 
G. Examination of linen stained by semen. 
G I • Semen collected between glass slides. 
H. Examination of linen stained by vaginal muCUs after 

coitus. 
H I, Vaginal mucus, after coitus, collected between glass 

slides, 
I. Examination of linen stained by vaginal mucus nine 

hours after coitus. 
II. Vaginal mucus, collected between glass slides, nine 

hours after coitus, 
Third Series of Experimentf 

J. Examination of linen stained by semen two months 
before. 

K. Examination of linen stained by semen one, two and 
three years before. 

Third Section 

140 

1.14 This memoir is composed of three sections: in the first, 
after explnining the facts which led me to look into new 
procedures, I successively study the action exerted in cold 
and heat on dry semen by: 

The third section is composed of a large number of micro
scopical expel'iments on stains of semen, of vaginal mucus 
with semen, dried on material of 

distilled water, 
common water, 
saliva, 
urine, 
blood, 
milk, 
alcohol. 
solutions of soda, 
sodium subcarbonate, 
sodium subphosphate, 
potassium, 
potassium subcarbonate, 
ammonia. 

I end wilh the enumeration of characteristics presented by 
dried semen on linen, 

S9cond Section 
The se~ond section comprises three series of experiments; 

but before detailing them, I recommend various procedures 
I successively employed before resorting to filtration; finally, 
I set forth this mode Qf anulysis which appeurs to me the 
most complete and most certain. 

/ 

cloth, 
cotton, 
wool, 
silk, 

which vary in color. 

My research at this moment concerns whether the charac- 141 

teristics Doctor Donne assigned to mucus and to the 
substance of various discharges of male and female genito
urinary organs can be recognized on linen an? fab~ic. 

The experiments I have already done on thIS subject per
mit me to expect success and confIrm in part the important 
discoveries of this able observer. 

Paris, December 25, 1838 

First Section 
During u legal investigation against Sir Bengnet, in· 

dicted for the murder of his mistress, he claimed thut the 
night or morning preceding the murder, the girl, Leclus7, 
had had sexual intercourse with a stranger, and the despair 
at being thus wronged by the woman he wus to marry in a 
few days brought him to kill her. , 

I was charged, with Ollivier (of Angers), to submit any 

liquid in the genital parts of this girl to special examination 
in order to ser. if theie wasn't any trace of semen. 

To proceed with this investigation. we had carefully re
moved the uterus tlnd vagina from the cadaver, in such a way 
as not to perturb the walls of this canal; it was incised 
lengthwise with caution, and we wiped the whole inside Sllr
face, those parIs touching the cervix included, with a very 
white linen cloth The linen, moistened by these mucus sub
stances, which were rather abundant, wus dried, in order to 
be submitted 1.0 various methods of investigation luter. 

142 To facilitate this examination, I devoted myself to several 
series of experiments with the objective or seeing if the pres
ence 01' SPC1'l1H1tOl.(lH call bc confirmcd tty microscopical ex
amination 011 Iinell ~tal!lcd by human ltelllen or raginal li
quid mixed with semen tInd dried. 111 :til article entitled 
Sperm cOllsiderl'd/i'()/II Iiii' 1IIC'C/i('o-/C'RtI/I'iCII'l'oillt', Orlila 
noted chclllicol alld physical chnrncteristics by menns of 
which the pt'esence ofsemilHlI stains on linen. ()(' stains frol11 
ltubstances of' \'al'ious dischllrgcs. ClIll bc conlil'llled. 

This author expresses himself thusly, page 473, ", .. It is 
ells), to realize t/Jat I/O /($1' ('(/11 be /l1CIt/eli'o/ll III;C/'()SCO/,icul 
()bsef'\'micJlls ill tli,' r('('()Rllitioll 01 SI'II/illa/ slaills.· spcr
matozoa discv\'ercd by LeII't!lIlwek. frequently obsen'ed 
since by Gleichen, BulTon and Spallanzuni and whose pres
ence Prevost und Dumas confirmed in all male animals past 
the stage of puberty, are 110 lIIore tlppreciClble whell, ajier 
havillg dried the semen Oil lillen. it is diluted ill \I'{1fC!/' jbr 
II/icro,\'co/lical ('.\'11/1/ ilia I iOIl. In deed. 110 1//C1t t c>r II'lru t 
I/IlI/uilll/llli(l/I is II.H'" ill lhi,l ofJ/'rmioll, the slw1'/IICIto:ouu/'(' 
so sl'/lIIrtlted ill /IIUII.I' I'urls of'their hoC/.)·. it is 110 /OIlRl'I' 

passiM' to 1'<'/'(,l'iI'" th('/II. II hi difTel'en! ill distinguishing 
,'('men deposited and dded on a glas\ slide: the lInill1alculi, 
being neilhcl' crumpled IlOI' seplIrnted, in thb ~'ase couldn't 
be more vi!.ible. Although without 11100'ell1elll. I I'el·ogni/.ecl 
(hem perfectly in sClllen dried 1'01' eighteei) yelll's. But il is 
especially ill1llledintely. 01' n little time, aftcr ejaculation, fOl' 

101,1 example,:l half hOIlI', one hour and ercn two hours nner
wards. that the pl'e1>cllcc of' the aninHlleuli is ca.~y to con
til'l1l. For other Ihan their 1'01'111. resembling a ladpolc, they 
cxet'Ule VCI'Y marked 1l1()\'emellt~, undo ill tllc' (,,\'/1'1'11/('. the' 
so/utio/l s/(/JIIliltl'c/ to (',\'(flll/lllltiwi CIIII h(' (,()lIsidC'f'('cI.H'/l/c'l/ 
{r()/II the> ,I'll;! e.\'I'SI"IICI' of IIl1illlUlculi thlls lill'll/c'cI. fiJI' /!/(:I' 
,/1'(' I/ot o/Js('I'I'/'cI \l'Ilh Ille' sall/c' C'//(//'U('/I'!'is/ics ill u/I,I' (,,1//'1' 
/ i:fllicl. . .... 

The opinion expres~ed by Orma ill I ~27 did /lot stop 111)' 

rest'arch Hlld, profiting from pcrf'ectklns in microscope COf1-

stru\!lion sincc thut time, I obtained, as can bc seen in this 
I11c/llllir. mOl'e succes~ful results, 

TIJ(' procedure recolllmended b) Orfilu is thc same us I 
huve secn lttilll'cry reccntly employed, and it is casily under
stood thut it Ctlrllllll confirm the presence of spcrnHlto/uU. If 
the lilaincd line" is plt/ced ill Wllfer. in fraying "nu ,I'''Il([
"afin}: tllC Hlnteriul, the Spel'l1Hlllllll<l ilfe broken and the 
debril> is hardly dis(.'ernible, no matter the Ilwgnificatillll or 
the rnicroscllpe, 

Lx(\millatiort ()/ ~I}(:rlll collected lletwecl1 glass slides righl 

Icll'lltif'i('CltirJII or JJ(J(~\' Hutc/s 

after ejaculution and of sperm gathered in a sizable quantity 
in a capsule to preserve it as liquid for about six hours, 
brought me ~o the use of procedures I will detail below, 

r observed that zoosperms between glass slides conserve 
their life and movements as long as the mucus in which they 
are swimming stays fluid, and as It became cold and dry, 
they lost their mobility and exerted only vibratory oscil
lations, which stopped right after complete agglutination of 
the mucus, which took place at the end of two or three hours, 

I've no need to remark that spermatozoa are always visible I.J.J 
belween glas!> slides, for at the moment they are interposed, 
the mucus is dispersed in an excessively thin layer, the agglu
tination of which is not harmful to observation, In a capsule 
where the sperm solution was abundant enough to conserve 
its fluidity for about ten hours, I could confirm th·~ life and 
movements of spermatozoa up to the last instant. 

Startilig with these observations, I devoted myself partic
ularly to recognizing the action of several preservation 
liquids and u certain number of chemical agents on dried 
sperm, to distinguish those which disengage the zoosperms 
most promptly and completely from the llluco-giutinous 
matter without altering them from those which, on the con
trary, alter the form of. or destroy, the spermatozoa, 

For these uttempts, I used semen in which [ had identified 
movements of Ihe animuleuli for ten hours: the semen had 
been exposed to the atmosphere and had dried in the capsule, 

In the central part of the capsule the semen is u yellowish 
color whereas in the other parts, the tint is greyish; it is very 
dry and detaches in the form of' powder, 

I was interested in submitting this seminal powder to mi
croscopical exu III it Hit iOIl. tlsing a nwgnifkatioll of about 
three hundred Iiny. A few animakuli, vcry rccognil'able by 
theil' lilrln, were free and entil'ely discngngeci frol11 the mtlcus 
malter; but thc grcnter' part wcrc surl'ollnded by a ratller 
substantiul thickncss. stich that thc bodies were ,\'('/11;-

0llClqlll'. and the content wus distingui:.l1ed only wilh grcal 
dil'lieulty, 

§I. Action of distilled Wlltct·. A dm!, of'distilled watcl' is I.J:' 
placed on this seminal powder: after 1I few minutes of' IlHlCt:r
ation, thc scmen swells. di~seminates in the liquid. and tInder 
the microscope. a I~\rge nl1mber of free mosperms in the 
middlc of' irregular. /reJlIs!,are/ll hodi"s are secn. Lightly 
heated, tllest' bodicl> di~s(ll\'c n bit, lind pcrmil perceptioll of' 
the impl'isollcd ZOOSpel'l11, 

j eouldn'l beller compare the fragmcllts of glutinolls 
mucus thnn to icicles formed by the cold envelopll1g all the 
substances suspended in the wuler. As previously. they lire 
dissolved by heUI and release the foreign bodies il1lprislll1ed 
there. 

This dissolution is not. however. cUillpletc enough slich 
that there arc nl) remaining fragrl1ent~ of' mucus; hut Ihey 
nrc transparenl and it is in their midst thai lhc :lnlllwkuli 
arc perceivl.!d; prostatil.: Illonads can also hc Identified. IHI\,·' 

Illg a globulous form without iI tnil. 'I heil' volume is infinild) 
morc considcrnble than thai l)f' loospcrm from whkh the) 
nrc easily distinguishcd. 



Idclllifi'ctlliOIl o( Bo({1' fluid.\ 

§Il. Action of common water. Common water, hot and 
cold, acts like distilled water. Experiments I've done on river 
and well water permit me to confirm some rather appre
ciable ditTerences when the qualities or the water vary; ror 
example. the :Jlkalinity or water activates dissolution of 
mucus. 

A general remark, O:1e which promotes the preference ror 
distilled water, is that common water holds a great number 

I~h or substances in suspension which deposit between the slides 
and hinder microscopical examination. 

§ III. Action of salim. As soon as drieci semen comes in 
contact with stJli\'a. it swells and dis5eminates more rapidly 
than in distilled water. Under the microscope, the mucus is 
divided inlt) transparent fragments, which partially dissolve 
if light 1) heated; the zoos penn are apparent, but there are 
ver) re\\ of them free and they are surrounded by mucus. 

I haven't noticed that saliva exerts a singular action on 
dead lOllsperm, an action noted by Doctor Donne on living 
animaJculi; their body doesl/'t become cOl/torted, so that the 
tail.limlls a type (~r kl/ot or eyelet, In all my experiments, 
the tail maintained the direction it had at the moment of 
cont, .t \\ ith the saliva. 

§IV. Action of lIt·ine. Sperm disseminates more rapidly in 
urine than in saliva, the mucus fragments divide more and 
are more tramrarent; prostatic monads are rree and visible 
in great number, heat increases the dissolving action a bit, 
the spermatoloa are very visible and almost totally disen
gaged fwm the mucoglutinous maller. If the glass slides are 
left tll cool, at the end of J few minutes crystallizations or 
dilferent urinar) salt~ form, which does not hinder the iden
tification 01 spermatozoa. 

I repeated a great number of times these experiments of 
the action llr saliva ard urine on semen, because I was aston-

I,r ished that urine, whkh is ordinarily acid, more easily dis
solved the mucus, or, to put it more precisely, rendered the 
spermatolOa visible more rapidly than saliva. which is an 
alkaline liljuid I al\~ays noted the same results, however, 
even though I u~ed the urine of many people of diO'ering age 
and ~ex. The explanatilln of this difference can be found, it 
~ee!lls to ml~, in the presence of the abundant mucus existing 
in saliva and \\hh:h i~ added, as it were, to the glutinous 
mucu~ lJr ~perll1. \~hereas there is not an uppreciable quan
tit) in urine 

§\'. Action of bl()od. It b known that blood, far from 
exerting a deleterious action on the !,oosperm. appears to 
pre~ef\'e their life; I have no other purpose in this research 
thall to ~'()JlIiI'lJ) if' the pre~enl'e or blood hindel's miel'llscopical 
eXall1in,ltilll). I noted thut /.(){)sperm were perfectly distinct 
in the mitht III hlood cell .. ; it suillces to add a drop of distilled 
\'yater lind til .. hake the :-.Iides a bit, so that in the movements, 
\\ hole /llo~perJ1l can he identilied. 

1 \\111 return later to the importance of examination by 
microscope In detertlllning the nature of stains presumed 
rnixcd w itlt hlood, 

9VI. Acti()JI of milk. I uwd mother's milk, and J observed 
thal dned "Clllen put In contact \~ilh milk swelled very little 
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and didn't disseminate. which is explained quite well by the 
multiplicity or milk globules; but as soon as a drop or dis
tilled water is added. the glutinous mucus or semen quite 
promptly divides, prostatic monads appear, then the zoo- 148 

sperms differentiate themselves by their elongated tail. 
§Vll. Action of alcohol, Pure alcohol contracts the glu

tinous mucus of semen, and no trace or zoosperm is seen; ir 
alcohol is added to a solution or semen in distilled water, this 
phenomenon does not occur. And as soon as it is gently 
heated, the mucus rragments divide, becoming transparent, 
and zoosperm disengage themselves. I made numerous at
tempts at determining the action or alcohol and r confirmed 
that one drop 0/ alcohol to ten drops o/water is the propor
tion which most activated the division and transp.ll'ency of 
muco-glutinous rragments. This dissolving action or alcohol 
should not be astonishing; it had been noted by Orfila who 
said in his memoir (page 472) . , . "Placed in alcohol at 38 
degrees ror twenty-rour hours, the semen-stained linen 
doesn't unstiffen, and the solution doesn't precipitate with 
water; however, alcohol dissolves a small amollnt o/matter, 
for in evaporating to the point 0/ dryness a light residlle is 
obtained," 

Orfila's observations are noted when linen stained with 
semen is left to itselr after being saturated with alcohol. But 
ir lightly heated after the addition of distilled water, the 
stained linen loses its stiffness and recaptures it to a lesser 
extent after the complete evaporation or distilled water, If 
the liquid or the solution is submitted to examination by 
microscope, and particularly that gathered in the bottom
most part of the capsule, spermatic animalclili (Ire /ollnd. It 
is understood that chemical procedures alone cannot con
tradict such results. 

It is with alcohol that 1 began a multitude of experiments 141) 

which, by their successful results, confirmed the certainty of 
the procedure, and since I've been able to compare the action 
or several other reagents to this chemical agent, I don't 
consider it to be of any less genuine value, for the proportions 
are easily measured and its use/ul (Iclion endur for a much 
longer time. I will have occasion to return to thIS subject in 
the third part of this memoir, when I present my research on 
semen swins of cloth of various nature und color, 

§VlIl. Action of :sodium and a few of its salts. Reflecting 
(hat sodium exists as 11 salt, dis~(ll\'ed in the bodily ht"llOl'~, 
and that their alkaline state is undoubtedly due to its pres
ence, I repeated many experiments with this substance, ci
ther pure or as subcarbonnte and subphosphate. 

In the pure stale, sodium solution provokes contraction, 
shriveling of glutinous mucus, and zoosperms arc not percep
tible; but, remarkubly, prostatic monads arc free and appcur 
more voluminous than in solutions of distilled watl!r or urine, 

If us sodium. sodium subphosphatc, or sodium sub
carbonate is udded to a lightly heated solution of sperm in 
distilled water, the mucus rapidly dissolves. spermatoloa 
and prostatic monads appeur; but if the nppropriilte propor
lion of reagents hasn't been used, the spermatozoa are no 
longer round at the end of a few hours, while the prostatic 

monads are visible. 
'150 Arter much trial and error, the ploportion which appeared 

to produce the best effeci is 1 :20 or the concentrated solu
tion, i.e. one drop or sodium (subcarbonate) solution ror 
twenty drops or distilled water. 

Despite the difficulties encountered in use or this reagent, 
I don't think it should be rejected, for its action is rapid and 
very advantageous ir the proportion is rollo\~ ~d closely. 

§IX. Action of potassium. I used a solut·'.t of potassium 
subcarbonate in the same proportion as sodium and obtained 
the same eO"ect; I will limit myself to mentioning this, with
out giving all the details which will only recall what I have 
previously said. 

§X. Action of ammollia. Pure ammonia has the same ac
tion on semen as pure alcohol or pure sodium; but ir added 
to a solution or distilled water and gently heated, the results 
obtained are conclusive. 

On contact with ammonia, the mucu~ rapidly dissolves; 
the 'loosperm are not altered and are discernible ror a rather 
long time; but at the end of twenty-four to thirty-six hours, 
on examination of the slides between which the dissolution 
was performed, zoosperm are no longer round. In evapo
rating, the amn~onia promptly dried the slide, or else this 
alkali destroyed the animalculi. In any case, they are no 
longer seen. 

The proportion in which this reagent can be used required 
many attempts, I used one sixteenth or the concentrated 

151 solution, olle drop or ammonia to si;aeell drops of solution; 
and, I repeat, even in conserving this proportion, I found no 
trace or zoosperm after rorty-eight hours, 

Due to its rapidity, the action of ammonia must be pre
ferred to the reagents already studied when the research to 
be perrormed must be done in a rew hours, This chemical 
agent completely dissolved blood. Its use should not be for
gotten when a semen solution submitted for examination is 
to bc separated from blood, 

In summing up all the preceding observations, it is seen: 
I) that distilled water or common water dissolves a part of 
the seminal substance and that, in gently heating the macer
ated material, the division of mucus rragments and thc:r 
transparency is increased and zoos perm are thus rendered 
more visible; 2) that spermatic animulculi become visible in 
salh'l\ and in urine, and that these liquids do not alter them, 
likewise for blood and for milk; 3) that concentrated alcohol, 
sodium, potassium, ammonia, rur from dissolving mucus lind 
disengaging zoosperm, cause u very marked contraction and 
dl~stroy them; that these reagents, emploYl~d in appropriate 
q/lamilY and added to the macerated seminal muterial have 
H very remurkable dissolving Hction, by which the animHlculi 
ure rendered apparent. 

To avoid confusion in the presentation of m)' research. I 
previously spoke only of! he action or various liquids on dried 
;,el//('I/: but the objective I set fol' myselr is to confirm that 
identification q( dried st'll/inal swil/s 01/ linC'n ('(III b('I/(~/it 
/roll/ o!J,\'el'l'atiOIl liy microscope, 

If linen stained by Semen and dried is examined, chnrac-

Id(,lIlili'CCllilJlI 01 !JIJ({I' foI/lids 

teristics noted by all researchers can be easily recognized; 152 

they are the following: 
The stains arc thin, of a greyish or yellow-red-brown color, 

sometimes not very apparent, and, in certain circumstan.:es. 
or a shiny, gummy appearance. The stains are stifi' to touch, 
the linen rigid as if starched. A remark very important to 

make is that these charac;teristics are most usually observed 
on the surface which h3d been moistencd by I he semen and, 
if the linen is thi<:k, the surface opposite to the stain presents 
no change in color. 

When the strips (also stained) are macerated for a few 
hours in cold distilled wllter. they are compieteiy moistened, 
which does not take place in fat stains: the linen loscs its 
color and unstilrens. The liquid becomes slightly troubled, if 
the semen is in appreciable quantity; fibrils arc detached 
rrom the linen and deposit with smalll1akes at the bottom of 
the capSUle. A spermatic odor is exuded if longer strips are 
used; if not. it is dinicult to appreciate. 

During this maceration, it is necessary to take care nOI to 
press the stained linen lI'ilh a glass tu/Je or ml.l· otiler body 
lIor to dilute it in water, for what had been noted by Orlila 
will inevitably happen; tile .\·permalo=o(J will he so separated 
ill mallY floiM,\' 011 their bodies, thaI they will /lot be 
idelltijiable. If, on the contrary. precaution was taken not to 
crumple the linen, it suflices to aspirate a few dror,.; of the 
maceration mixture with a pipette, choosing preferentially 
the lowermost part of the capsule, and to intapose the ltljuid 
bctween two glass slides for microscopical examinatiol1. A 
few free /Oosperm will be idcntitied and a greater number :lrl' 
imprisoned in fragments of glutinous mucus, At this point. 
using a low heat and one of the reagents, such as alcohol. 1:'.1 

sodium phosphate. potassium, or ammonia. l'aUM'\ a mlll'h 

morc completc dissolution of the n\llcu~ to he brought about 
and II grclltcr number or zoosperm liberatcd, 

These zoosperm can always be recogniled by their partic
ular form, just about thaI of a tadpolc. The nUl11erous glob
ules perceived in the liquid of the solution arc prostatic 
monads which arc always deprived of a tail and are of a 
111 uch mOre considcra ble volu I11C, 

Second Section 
Before presenting the experiments which ,Ire the objector 

this section, I think it would be useful, to amid continual 
repetition, to detail the procedures 1 found thc Illost ad\'an
tllgeous in my rescnrch with the microscope. In thc first part 
of this memoir, I presented sOl11e considerations which 
touched on a few of these details; I \\ ill, thcreforc, hc as 
concise as possible, 
First IlrIICedllrc for rcc()~nizinj,\ the prescnce of spermutic 
animalcllii on lincn or fabric staincd by Sl'lIIcn and dried, 1 t is 
neccssary to place the strips of staincd linen or rabri~ in a 
glass capsule,r' Hiking care, as ['vc already rel'llll1mended, 
not to press or crumple, and stilllcss, tll ~cpari\te the fabric. I~'I 

They must be moistened with wuter and lcJ't tIl ma~'erate 
during se\'eral hours, then gt'I/I/)' It"all'r! on thc namc Ill' ,I 

spirit lump, tuking eure 110t to bring the liqUid III a blli!. 
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Second procedure. The analytical method previously pre
sented seemed defective to me in many respects, and forced 
as I was, by requirements of the meeting, to deposit my 
manuscript before January I, 1839, I had to limit myself to 
presenting the first procedure. r did not stop, however, doing 
new research and I will stop !1nally at the method of exam
ination that follows, which I presented to the Society of the 
Annales d'hygiene et de medecine legale, when I was called 
last March to repeat before it some of the experiments cited 
in my memoir. 

In doing chemical analysis of Ji'len stained by semen, I 
remarked that the maceration liq-lid became, by filtration 
limpid and transparent, as cloudy and opaline as it was 
beforehand and that this change was due, as can be easily 
imagined, to deposit on the filter of all the animal and for
eign matter undissolved in water. I at once applied this ob
servation or microscopical research, and I examined the 
matter thus deposited on the niter, I distinguished a multi
tude of spermatic animalculi entire and complete for the 
most part, but enveloped in mucus or foreign bodies. With 
the help of heat and some of the reagents already cited, I 
could disengage the zoosperm which r had thus obtained 
complete and isolated. 

It is known that spermatozoa, due to their specific gravity, 
IS:' gather together at :he bottom of vessels containing the liquid 

holding them in suspension; it is natural then that they de
posit on the filter. I ascertained that the spermatozoa were 
stopped by a simple sheet of filter paper, a fact already 
recognized. I believe, by Prevost and Dumas. 

Mode of analysis I) Detach with scissors and carefully 
remove a portion of the presumed seminal stains; do not 
crumple the fabric, and place it in a test tube. 

2) Bathe the stained fabric in distilled waler, and let it 
macerate for twenty-four hours. 

3) At the end of this time, filter this first liquid. Place the 
stained fabric, already macerated. in a porcelain capsule. 
moisten with distilled water, and heat by the flame of a spirit 
lamp until the liquid acquires a temperature of +60 to +70 
degrees centigrade. Filter this liquid. Finally, treat the 
stained fabric with alcoholic water or ammonia in water and 
hiler the diluted solution. 

4) When the filtration is finished, cut the filter paper a 
distance of one thumb from its edge and turn t over on a 
watch glass, or preferably on a flat glass dish; moisten the 
filter thus turned over with dilute alcohol Or dilute ammonia, 
which dissolves the mucus and entirely delachc: J the deposit. 
If some falty matter is found mixed in, a cour Ie of drops of 
dilute ether is used. 

Examinution by microscope of the capsule or flat glass 
dish identifies whole spermatic animalculi. tVilhout break
age of the tail, and isolated from the mucus. 

I have already perrormed numerous apillications of this 
method of examination, particularly in eleve/l legul assess
ments with which I had been charged since February, con

IS/) jointly with Drs. Ollivier5 <of Angers), Moreau (tnd ('hevlIl
licl'. Micl'O~c()pical examination uti 1'(' ('('r(c/i" rew/Is each 

H2 

time, which chemical analysis, comparatively performcd, 
did not always give. 

The solution obtained is divided into several p:uts and to 
each is added I; I 0 alcohol, I :20 sodium or potassium, I: 16 
ammonia: after a few minutes a dcposit forms on the bottom 
of each capSUle. A few drops must be aspirated with a pi
pette, and placed between two slides which are placed on the 
stage of the microscope, and a magnification of 350 -600X is 
used. 

Stains or a falty type are observed between the two slides; 
these are the stains which must be carefully observed. and 
here are found loosperm, which does not hinder, however, 
the seeing of a multitude of suspended corpuscles in the 
liquid, and even perhap$ some free zoosperm at other points 
on the slides. A few drops of the liquid thus prepared can be 
placed on a slide and left to e .... aporate; if the deposit thus 
formed is submitted to microscopical examination nftel' com
plete dessication. the 1.0()spt'l'm arc ea~ily identified. 111 Ihm 
working with only one slide. the objects at which one is look
ing are lighted much more "hidly. which is vcry acl\an
tageol1s when a lit room is being used 1'01' sketching. 

First Series of Experiments 

It was not sufllcient for me to confirm the presence of 
spermatic animulculi in dried seminal stains on linen: r wanted 
~o examine stains dried on linen and mixed \vith vaginal 
mucus which Ilowed during and after the act of coitus. 

I succeeded in acquiring such linen collected with care, 1:-7 

hod devoted myself to the resear .... i1 which is the objective or 
this second part. 

A. EXHminHtion of linen stHined by simple dried mginnl 
mucus. These linens were used to wipe the g.enitals of a 
healthy woman, who had no discharge, and who hud not 
experienced coitus for over fifteen days. 

Rose and light yellowish stains are observed on the linen. 
more colored on one of the surfaces than on the opposite: the 
fabric was not starched, but it felt a bit still'to the touch and 
seemed swollen. The strips are maceratd in distilled water: 
blue litmus paper is dipped into the maceration mixture, and 
it reddens a bil, but very weakly; the acidity, however, can 
be confirmed. 

Examined by microscope between two slides. this liquid 
appears to be composed of a large number of irregular bod
ies, of which I could not exactly identify the oval form de
scribed by Donne (p. 17, Recherches Sllr la nature till 

mucus), but I determined without doubt that they looked 
like small scales. In addition, ( observed a good number of 
rose-colored corpuscles, which did not show a regular flJrlll. 
There was nothing resembling anirnalculi. or which I mucic 
certain in submitling this liquid to the action of the various 
chemical agents nlrendy cited, which dissolved Ihe Il1UCU~, 
altering the roml of the scales, but there appeared no bodies 
anulogous to sperm or prostatic monads. 

H. EXlI/lIinlltioll of linen stllincd hJ M~/IICn. These linens l:-H 

wiped the genitals and penis of a man right ufter coilllh. 
Greyish, starched, limited stains were noted; the!>e stains. 
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cut out and placed in a capsule, we·re treated accor~ing to the 
recommended procedure and submitted to ~he a~tlon of var
ied reagents. Examination by microscope Idenll~ed a large 
number of zoosperm and a multitude of p;ostatlc monads. 

C. Examination of linen stained by va?mal mucuS a.fter 
coitus. These linens were saturated by vaglOal m~cus a lIttle 
after the act of coitus; in these experiments as In all those 
reported in this memoir, these linens were dry when 

examined. . 

animalculi adhere to vaginal walls, even when wash.ing h~s 
been done with simple water. I have identified some to vagi
nal liquid sixty-two hOllrs after coitus; but they were nO 

longer perceptible fo;" hOllrs afterward if t~e woman 
bathed with aromatic water of eau de cologne, It IS p~obable 
in the last case that tht; glutinous matter s~rroundtOg t~e 
zoos perm and holding them fixed to the vagmal wall at I~S 
entrance, was dissolved by the alcohol, and that these al1l
malculi were washed out by the liquid used to carry out the 

The linen presented a light yeUowish tint at the .st~lOed 
points; it is firm, starched, \iresrllting the charnctensllcs of 
semen-stained linen. . 

The solutions suspend the zoosperm and the prostatic mo-
nads; but the papulae and the scales identified in simple 
vaginal mucus are observed here and are, for the most part, 
adherent to the spermatic glutinous mucus. 

D. Examination of linen stained by vHginal mucus collec~ed 
eight hours after coitus. It was of inter~st to. me to ~et~n11l~e 
how many hours after coitus spermatic al1lmalcuh can stili 
be found in vaginal mucus; 1 obtain~d mucUS colle~ted from 
a woman eight hours after coitus without any bath 109 of the 

genita~. . _ 
The linen was stained greenish yellow and wal> flfln, but 

not rough to touch. . 
On examination by microscope, I observ, .. a large number 

of colored corpuscles suspended in vagir.·.,i :,1UCUS character
ized by the scales, and there r found entire zoosperm an,d 
prostatic monads more or less ensnared by the plastiC 

matter. 

Second Series of Experiments 
To verify experiments done in the prec~ding series, I ob

tained the same liquids which stained the hn.en, but ~ollected 
samples at the same time, between glass sh~es. It IS know,n 
that spermatozoa interposed between glass slJdes can be pre
served for a number of years; the examination. of wh.at was 
enclosed between the slides furnished me With pomts, of 
comparison, and I confirmed the accuracy of my hrst 

experiments. . 
I will not report here the details of these expenmellts, for 

that would be a repeat of what I have alre:\dy 'pre.s\~.n!l~d at 
length. I successively and comparatively examlne{j: 

F. Linen stnined by simple vaginal mucUs. . 
Fl. V llginal mucuS collected bet ween glass shdes. 

bathing. 

Third Series of Experiments 
In all the oreceding, I worked on linen stained a few days 

before. I ow~ to the kindness of A. Che~allier, mem?er of the 
Academy of Medicine, the opportunIty t? ~xpenn~ent on 
linen stained a much longer time before. 1 hiS chemist pro
cured for me linen stained by semen tll'O mOllths, Olle year 
and nearly three years before. 

J. Examination of linen stained by semen two .months be
fore. This linen is a fabric of very fine, very white flax; the 
stains are greyish, starched, the fabric folded, the folds very 

stiff to touch. . . 
After maceration of a strip of this linen in dlstI~led water 

and its submission to various methods of analYSIS, a. large 
number of prostatic monads and zoosrJ~rrn are perceptible; a 
few of the animalculi were broken, but a few can be seen Ihl 
which are not entirely dissociated. 

K. Examination of linen stained by semen a ye~r and two 
years before. I did experiments on jive of these hnens, two 
were of flax, the three others were of cotton, all of them very 
starched, deeply colored in yellow, one of tl~em rough to the 
touch and giving the sensation vI' granulatIOns: . 

The liquid of maceration has a lightly opal~ne tint. The 
whitish flakes, held in suspension for a little while, as well as 
a type of fine, granulated powder, deposited at the bottom of 

the capsule. . 
Under the microscope, the colored corpuscles of megular 

form, the glutinous matter or little transparency and pros
tatic monads are perceptible. 

The use of alcohol, of sodium phosphate, ... accelerate 
the dissolution, nnd a rather large number of whole a~d 
broken spermatown arc pcrceptible, and some wbose tails 
arc circularly distorted; the prostatic monads arc vcry ap-

parcnt. , . d . t d 
The glass slide moistened with the solutlO.n IS cS~lca e 

G, Linen stained by semen. . 
G I Semen collected between glass slides. H: Vaginal mucus collected on linen after 

coitus. 

by exposure to thc atmosphere, al~d I am qUite surpnsed to 
the act of identify under the microscope sodium phosphate and ammo

nia crystals in pyramids of four faces and truncated pea~; I 

HI. Th is m ucus between slides. . 
I. Linen stained by vaginal mUClIS, nino I\Oll\'S alter 

coitus. 
1. 1• This slime mucus between slides. ., . 
In till these experiments, I identified SperIl1~lllC anllnalcuh 

1M) in the liquid of the solution, and at the sume tll11e I saw them 
preserved between the slides. . 

repeated the experiment by \caving a simple maceration 
liquid of one of these linens open to the atmosph.cre, and ~he 
crystals are reproduced; I am convinced that. thiS s(~lt eXists 
in u state of solution at Ihe time of semen eJaculatIOn. 

Third Section 
it is not only on linen but on fabric very dilrcrent l~y the~r Ih2 

nature and color where semen stains witl have to be IIWCStl-
I wanted to be sure as to the number of hours spernultlc 
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guted; it thus appeared important to me to study them when 
they an: dried on material of cloth, COttOll, 11'00/, silk. 

I have previously pointed out the physical characteristics 
of seminal stains dried on material of cloth and of cotton, 
either unbleached or white; I will not return to the details 
already reported, but r beiieve it useful to present a few of 
my remarks which I made on material tinted of different 
colors. 

Examination of blue twill duck stained with semen. This 
material of blue color is shiny, glossy, and supple, although 
firm almost in its entirety. 

There are some parts dulled by a dried, whitish coat; at 
these points the material is starched and does not show the 
suppleness observed in neighboring points. 

Maceration removed the dull color of the stained points on 
the duck; some tlbrils as well as other corpuscles deposit at 
the bottom of the capsule. The liquid has a bluish tint; 
treated with alcohol, it doesn't change color and spermatic 
animalculi can be identitled. 

If ammonia is used, this reagent alters the strands 
of threads, without, !1oWe\'cl', hindering microscopical in
vcstigation. 

Strands of thread, or their fibrils, are easily differentiated 
from spermatic animalculi, for the volume of the latter is 
infinitely less: the strands of thread are straight, transparent, 

} 11.1 colored like the material, with an external aspect like a tree 
trunk with its bark. 

Examination of colored cloth stained with semen. This 
fabric, of a rose background, with small points and flowers 
of all colors, ~hows no appreciable stains, but in certain parts 
it is t1rm, almost starched, whereas there is a lot of supple
ness in neighboring parts. 

Several strips arc cut out of the firmest portions of the 
fabric. Maceration and moderate rise in temperature of the 
liquid do not alter the color of the fabric, but it loses its 
stiffness, becomes less rubbery, so to speak, and an opaline 
deposit forms at the bOllom of the capsule; a drop of ulcohol 
makes the liquid quiver and it recaptures its trunsparency. 

On e.l(lImination by microscope, coml'lete spermatic ani
nHllculi ure clearly distinguished; the strands of diversely 
colored thread tire identified by their volume and their par
ticulur uppearance. 

Examination of fabric of cotton stained by semen, One of 
these fabrics, a t will of blue cotton, shows u more intense hue 
in the stained purts; the stains ure whitish, shiny, rubbery, 
stilT to the touch. 

The addition of alcohol to the mucerution mixture is 
enough to cuuse the distinct uppeurance or zoos perm and 
prostatic monads. 

The other reagents have the sUllle action here as in ulllhe 
experiments we have already reported. 

This twilled fabric hus the particular churacteristic, thaI 
lid it is composed of a few strands of thread for the weuving and 

of cotton ror the rest of the material. 
On exarninnlion by microscope, the different nature of 

these substunces llre clenrly distinguished. The lhread has 

k4 

the charucteristics I have already described: it is straight, 
stiff, broken almost in splinters at the extremities, with the 
appearance of a tree trunk. The cotton is wound around on 
itself, twisted, so to spenk, gathered into itself, its extremities 
clearly broken. Moreover, there is a multitude of small fi ,rils 
in the liquid, which are not seen in the maceration mixlUre 
of thread material. 

Whatever the color of the strnnds of cotton, this distorted 
form, undoubtedly from the mode or spinning, is always 
seen. 

T will not report all the experiments I have done on fabrics 
of cotton of varied colors; these nuances do Ilot hinder the 
identification of spermatic animalculi. 

Examination of materials of wool stained with semen.
Examination of 11 piece of white flannel stained with semen. 
There is no perceptible change of color on this fabric, and the 
stains are not appreciable to touch; instead of it feeling 
velvety, the fingers feel a sensation of rough dryness. In 
addition, the flannel is stilT at these points. 

These stains l treated according to recommended proce
dures, furnish zoos perm on examination by microscope, as 
weI! as prostatic monads and a multitude of colored 
corpuscles. 

The strands of wool are recognizable by their canalicular 
form: some of them do not have exactly the same diameter 
throughout, their surface is sort of wrinkled. In all, the 
strands of wool have a lot in common with hair, except that 
their volume is two to three times less considerable. 

I also obtained satisfying results in examining sheets of IIJ$ 

various colors Hnd fabncs of mixed wool and silk. 

Examination of dried seminal stains on materiul of silk. I 
was able to get silk fabric stained with selllen or vaginal 
mucus after coitus. I Hill going to report a few of the experi
ments I have done on this subject, 

Examination of u fubrlc of silk culled foulurd, of It violet 
und red color. There arc, on one of the faces of this fabric, 
stains of u greyish appearance, very shiny, of which there is 
no trace on the oppositc SII rface: the material is sOfT and 
starched in the stained parts. 

These stains were Illt\cerated in distilled water which hud 
been very gently heated; the solution turns violet. SOllie 
strands of silk detached and reached the bottom of the cap
sule, us well as flakes remaining suspended for u certain 
time. 

Ammoniu, sodium phosphate and alcohol equally Cause 
the dissolution of seminal mucus and zoosperm then appear. 

Filaments of silk cannot be confused with cotton or 
thread, for they resemble transparent tubes, huving the same 
diameter throughout, but with no CHIlUls, and they have u 
volume seven to eight times less than hair, 

I successively examined satill and lie/vet. which hud been 
stained by semen or by vnginal muclis nfter coitus; I til· 
ways succeeded in confirming the presence of sperl1wtic 
animulculi. 

I must remark that examination of velvet thus stained 11ll! 

requires a very long maceration time and avoidance of its 
folding on itself, for more dit1lculty will be encountered in 
dissolving seminal substances. The use of sodium phosphate, 
as well as of alcohol always succeeded quite well for me. 

Summary of "he Principal 
Facts of This Memoir 

I) Spermatozoa conserve life and mobility as long as the 
mucus in which they swim remains fluid and warm. I have 
observed them living for ten hours: they die and rest im
prisoned as soon as the mucus agglutinates. 

2) The dried semen swells, disseminates, and divides in 
distilled water and in cold common wate}. It dissolves u little 
upon gently heating the maceration liquid and spermatic 
animalculi, characterized by their long tail, arc seen with the 
microscope. 

3) Dried semen dissolves in saliva as well as in urine and 
the animalculi arc not altered. 

4) Dried semen docs not dissolve in blood or milk, unless 
diluted by a few drops of distilled water. 

5) Alcohol or concentrated sodium, potassium, and am
monia solutions do not dissolve seminal mucus: they provoke 
its contraction and destroy the animalculi. On the other 
hand, these reagents havc a very remarkable dissolving ac
tion if diluted with distilled water, in proportions variable ror 
each of them as we have recommended. 

6) To identify dried seminal stains on linen, and benefit 
'167 from observutioll by microscope, care must be takell lIot to 

crumple or separute the macerating strips. In filtering the 
liquid of maceration, and r'xamining the deposits left on the 
filter, the presence of complete spermutic animalculi, with
out tail breakage and isolated from mucus, is confirmed, 

7) The presence of zoosperm in vaginal mucus, collected 
aftel' the act of coitus between two slides, 01' dl'ied 011 linen, 
is easily COli firmed, 

1t/('III{jiCllIi01/ ql' /J(UZI' FII/ids 

8) I n women not aITected with morbid discharge of the 
sexual parts I have nlways been able to tlnd spermatic ani
malculi on linen or slides used to wipe the vaginal walls 
eight, ten, and even seventy-two hours after coitus. 

9) On linen stained with semen and dried two months, 
one year and nearly three years before, I identified whole, 
complete zoosperm by their long tails. 

10) The nature and color of the material stained by sperm 
docs 1I0t hinder microscopical analysis and the cOllfirma
tion of allimalculi; they arc idcntified as well on fabrie of' 
thread or cotton as Oil wool or silk. 

II) Microscopical cxaminatic'll permits the distinction of 
the very different characteristics presented by filaments of 
flax or hemp, cotton, wool or silk. 

References 
I. Du spcrmc, considerc sous Ie point de vue medico legal. Journal clt~ 

d,imit'lIIi'dit'o/t', t. III. p. 4119. 1827. 
2. Arthil't's ell' /IIi!elt'd,W, Dccembcr 1838. Nouvelle application dll mkrll· 

scope dans les expcrliscs medico-lcg~llcs. 
3. Wilhout speaking of the work of [)cvcrgic. in II·hidl tl(s author an

nounccd his discovery of spCrll1ato/oU in thc ll1iddl~ Jf maceration 
liquid of otd semcn stains, a work Bayard could not hay ~ knOll n. since 
,t W~IS only published in our issue of January I ~J9, evcn t~ough remil
led 10 the cOl1lmiltcc in Seplember, I !!3S, II note is found on Ihe same 
subjecl, inserted by Ralier in thc March, 1&37 issuc of JOllrll1l1 d,' 
('/,illl;t' lIIi't1icllIc'. In macerating linen stuilled with semen in ,I watdl 
gla~,. and suhmitling Ihl' liquid lomicro\l'opicOiI insp~ctjon, Ihh phy,jo 
cian succecdcd in finding spermalolO<I; he pointed out in lhis regard 
Ihc advanlages leg:tI medicine eun deril'\! frollllhis Illode of invesliga
tlon. (I:·t!ilOr·,I' MIl'). 

4. I IUlve begun illY rese<lrch on this curious suhject (April 10, 11139). 
$. JO/lrlllll rI,' chimit'IIIMlm/,' ,'1 eI,' /ulI,·,,/oJli,·. I. III. po .Jhl); October 

1827. 
6. A lIatch glass IS preferable to ever)' lllher carsule of a din'cren! sub· 

stance, because the transJlarenc)' of the glass pcrmits CX~II11iIHitilln It) 
microscope Ill' the dcposil which forllls Hfter dessic~lIion; furthermore. 
wUlch glasses hC:1I vcr)' rilpidly. A gltlss dish IlllUld he slillmore u~cful. 
for Ihc plane surface rendcrs the exall1i,mlion cnsier. 
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Observations on Some Reactions Shown by Semen Stains, 
Albuminous Stains and other Analogous Stains 'It 

J.-L. Lassalgne 

40S The similarity of appearance. which certain albuminous first in bll/ish grey and the second in pale violet,' 2) ferric 
stains dried on white cloth. show with seminal stains equally sulfate which communicates a pale yellow tint of rust to the 
dried. can often confuse, on inspection. the first with the semen stain and a reddish yellow tint to the albuminous 
second, It is the same for white material stained by paste, stain; 3) gold chloride reacts more intensely on the albu-

40h starch, gelatine, gum or dextrin, The parts stained by these minous stain and imparts to it a darker ochre yellow,' 
various substances present. in regard to certain physical con- 4) silver nitrate blackens the albuminous stain in diO'use 
siderations. the appearance of false seminal stains whose light in less than a few minutes while the seminal stain, 
analysis and examination by microscope permit establish- under the same circumstances, presents a weak grey hue,' 
ment of 1I clear distinction, 5) mercurous nitrate behaves as the preceding nitrate. but 

Called upon in several instances to determine the nature much less energetically; 6) mercuric nitrate, under the same 
of various stains deposited on sheets and shirts after indecent conditions of light and temperature as mercurous nitrate, 
assaults, we found that certain chemical reactions, produced exerts no action on seminal stains and causes the albuminous 
on the stained fabric. can orient the examination and add stain to pass to a pale eltril/e yellow; 7) cupric sulfate causes 
new elements of proof to those invoked in this type of a pale bll/ish grey tim in the semen stain and a deep sky blue 
medico-legal assessment. color in the albuminous stain; 8) finally. nitric acid at 40° 

The tests undertaken by us showed that a drop or two of causes the fabric stained with seminal Ouid to become straw
a potassium plumbate solution applied on an albumil/ous yellow, whereas the same acid develops on the albuminous 
stain pl'clI'okcd 11 jill/O\\' ,vel/oil' color bordering on bt'O\I'n stain a yelloll' color bordering on oral/ge, All the colors 
cafe au Jail after a contact of eight to ten minutes at a indicated above persist for a long enough time under diffuse 
temperature of + 20°, T":' elrcct was not at all produced light so that the comparative points between them can be 
either on seminal stains nor on an)' otlter staill devoid of established, 
a/bl/lllill, such as dried stains of gelatin. paste. starch, gUlli, The gelatinous stains. those of paste. sturch. gum or dex-
or dextrin trin arc in no way modified by potassium plumbate. As for 

The color displayed on albuminous stains on white linen is the other reagents we tested on them. the ell'ects arc not 
due to the formation of lead sulfide at the expense of sulfur. appreciable enough that they can be characterized. and ,lOll 

a comtituti~'e part of albumin, as has been known for a long the results arc not that clear-cut that a conclusion can be 
time, If a seminal stain. or a stain of another nature. has· reBched (I priori, 
been deposited on white woolen material. tilt: reagent con- We will add to the above-mentioned results another deter
cerned can de\'elop a color, but only at the expense of sulfur mination we have made in applying heal to the albuminolls 
contained in the wool. Thus. this reaction should not be slUins. as Professor Devergie first did on ,I'c'millalsUlills, The 
attempted on white material made from this last substance, caloric rays of incandescent coni. incnpnble from It distance 

In pursuing this work with other chemical reactions aI'- of scorching the linen on which is found the stain. causes in 
plied directl)' on the parts of the material stained by the these stuins a dark /Ian/a'ell-yellow color. whereas albu
aho)'e-dted sub,\'/(lIIces. we determined dilrerent effects be- minous stu ins do not appreciably exhibit this color or do so 
tween nlbuminous and seminal sWins, These results alone, very weakly, 

,10~ however. cannot be called upon to estublish positively the This action of hell! on seminal stains cun be applied to 
nature of the stu ins being examined. but they serve us useful white linen. on which the soluble part of the semen stain has 
accessories to the scientist when it is feusible to do multiple dried, Here we should point out thaI we have already applied 
tests on lhe stains, this lype of test in an ufrair of an indecent assuult which hud 

Among the chemical reagents .... ,hich we used in our re- been placed in the hands or L.esuellr and myself. (The 
search. we will mention: I) potassium copper subtnrtrate L.candri Afrair). 
which, applied on semen and albuminous stuins. color the 13y transferring the substance. soluble in cold water. e,x" 

'Tr,ln,latwII ,lr' "()hwr~ullOn~ ~ur quclques RCi1Cli()ll~ que Prc~cnlcnl les 
Tache., SpcrmatiqllC\ fe, Tachc~ Alh\ll1ljncusl'~ cl AIJlrc~ 'Iuchc, Anu-
1"I\Uc.:," 10 .·II/I/IIIt'1 d'lIl'gli'l/v !'lIhI/qlll' ('I (/(1 Ml'dc'l'illc' !.i'gClh' 10 (2nd 
,eric,) ~().~ 40H (I H5Xj, 
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tructed from an extensive seminul stain on H colored silk 
petticoat to n piece of white cloth. we c()uld determine the 
sll.Oitefs of Ihe material (lml its coloring 11/ pal£' J','lIow 
1I/1t/£'r Ihl' 11!/llIefh"e 0/ a slIlt(lbl,l' //IOdeml(' helll, 
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The facts presented in this report find their application in a service to all those occupied in analogous work. and de
various circumstances: thus. in publishing them today in siring to control such work with experiments, 
AlI/lllles d'hygi/me et de medecine legale, we intended to do 
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f.':-minal Stains and Blood Stains· 

D. Cauvet 

Professor of the Ecole 
Superleure de Pharmacle at Nancy 

II" On June 8, 1874, we were charged with "cxtlmining the 
shirt of a person named Zohra ben Ahmed and the "gan
doura" [a long sleeveless shirt] of a person named Brahim 

118 bel Belkassem, to investigate by all possible means whether 
these articles of clothing bore seminal stains, and to say, 
further, whether the gandoura of Brahim ben Belkassem 
bore bloodstains as wei!." We received two packages, la
belled as follows: 
Shirt of Zohra ben Ahmed (\'ictimJ 
Gnndourn of Brehim ben Belknssem (nccused of rape) 

1. Examination of the shirt of Zohra ben Ahmed. This 
shirt is made from two pieces of cotton cloth sewn crosswise; 
it has no longitudinal seam; the two upper pieces arc at
tached to a third near a border, such that there are two 
unequal openings: a smaller one, for the left arm, a much 
larger one for the head and the right arm. Made in this way, 
the piece of clothing was meant to be suspended from the left 
shoulder, leaving open the left arm on one side, and the head, 
right shoulder and arm on the other. 

The absence of longitudinal seam allows the body to be 
partly uncovered in certain kinds of movement. 

We described the shirt of Zohra assuming that the open
ing was in front: it is probable, however, that til\;; shirt Was 
worn front-to-back, that is, that the longitudinal opening 
was in back. This fact might be one of the reasons for the 
rape. The verbal statement of the doctor stated that Zohra 
was bent forward, and that she had been seized from the 
blick. If, in this ben~-over position, Zohra was only little
clothed, as the facts seem to indicate, if the shirt was simply 
tied at the waist with a sash, then the greater part of her 
body was uncovered, especially on the left side: the view of 

119 Zohra's form, which the doctor's report said was large and 
well formed, excited the desires of the one who committed 
the violation. 

The shirt is 1.2 meters long; the mHterial which makes it 
up measured 2.7 meters along its lower edge. This shirt is 
extremely filthy, covered by nil sorts of stains, mainly stuins 
tinged with blood, generally still' and starchy, here and there 
brown with light clots, here nnd there greyish-red. 

The sluins occupy the entire width of the material, from 
its lower edge to the level of the genital orgnns. On vurious 

*Trunslu!ion or: "Tuehes de Sperllle c( Tuehes de Sung," ill A/II/(lh's 
d'/Iygic/lf PubllqlU' t" de Met/re/ltll Ugale 44 (2nd series): 117 126 
(ll!7S), 

parts of the shirt, particularly the side which would be worn 
in front, were noted a large number of green stains, appur
ently of cow dung. 

The widespread stains on the garment are in such quantity 
tlwt it was impossible to go into a detailed description. In the 
examination which we conducted, we divided them arbi
trarily into groups, according to our best judgment, not every 
group containing the same number of stains. 

Stain No. I. Located at the uppermost right corner; com
posed of three masses of brown material. enclosing some 
fibers of white wool, and apparently formed by a htrge, dried 
clot (No. I). 

Stains No.2. 15 cm from the lower edge and 30 cm from 
the right edge, a group of stains, pule red, elongate, generally 
directed from bottom to top and from left to right; one of 
these, sufTIciently dark, to show at its apex a rounded, grey
ish, starched stain (No.2). 

Stains No.3. Above group No.2, reddish-grey stains, 
some of which arc paler than tht.' others. 

Stains Nos. 4 and 5 Very large irregular, quadrilateral 
stain, directed obliqlJely from left to right and from bottom 
to top, with a width of 20 cm. length of 28 cm, and diagonals 
of 35 and 33 cm, extremely pleated, stilT, crinkled, with some J 20 
clots at the left upper corner, and especially the right lower 
corner; paler and greyish red on lhe upper, red brown on the 
lower, where it appeared formed by blOOd and vaginal 
mucus. 

This stain is extremely starched toward the middle of the 
left edge and the middle of the right edge, where it seems to 
be constituted by a mixture of blood and semen (No.3). 

Thre.! strips of fabric were removed: I) from the low','r 
part (no. 4); 2) from the left (no. 5); 3) from the right 
(no. 6). 

Stains No.6. To the left und below stain (t 5 numerous 
stains, reddish grey or pale red, sometimes a bit tinted in 
green, of variable size; some comprising simple drops; others, 
somewhat large, showing thut Zohra wiped herself after 
coitus (no. 7). 

Stains no. 7. To the left of sLUins no. 6, u group of stu ins 
of the sume form, larger, Illore numerous, a somewhut deep 
red, extending from lop to bottom up to 60 centimeters from 
the lower hem (no. 8). 

SlUins 110.8. Groups or sWins: two superior, juxtaposed, on 
the whole, 34 centimeters long, 18 centimeters wide, es
peciully colored on the lower purl, when~ they presented the 
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appearance of trails of blood, and red brown encircled in 
grey. Below, various stains, 10 centimeters from the hem and 
appearing, for the most part, due to spatterings. Between 
these two groups of stains appeared stains formed especi
ally by drops of blood, the greater part stilT and extremely 
starched. 

Stains no. 9. Group of disseminated stains, somewhat deep 
red brown. 

Stains no. 10. Twenty centimeters from group 9, a not 
very apparent stain, brownish grey, starched, 25 millimeters 
long, I centimeter wide (no. 9). 

Stains no. II. A large stain situated on the lower hem, 30 
centimeters from the left hem, irregularly triangular, 20 

121 centimeters wide, 12 to 15 centimeters high, crinkled, deep 
red brown, with small, disseminated clots, apparently 
formed by bl.ood and vaginal mucus. 

Stains no .. 12. Above the stain no. II, a group of red stu ins, 
one of which is central, larger, red at its periphery, from 
which escaped bloodied trails, greyish yellow, with a sort of 
grey crust in the middle (no. 10). 

This grey matter treated with preserving liquid released 
carbonic acid. It appeurs constituted by lime carbonate 
(chalk), either alone, or mixed with strlrch. 

Stains no. 13. Above stains 12, and about 25 centimeters 
from the left hem, a group of stains seeming to form but one, 
18 centimeters wide, 12 centimeters high, pale red in its 
centrtll parts, greyish toward the outside. The median cov
ered in places by greyish crusts (no. II). 

Stu ins no. 14. A large triangular stain with the left helm 
as its base, 22 centimeters wide, 20 centimeters high, crin
kled, stilT, a reddish grey brown (no. 12). 

Attentive exumination of the stains existing on Z011":,'S 
shirt showed that these stains are extremely numerous lind 
widespread over the whole area of the fabric at the level of 
the genital organs. 

They can be nrranged in three categories ar.cording to 
form und nature. 

With rt~gard to form, they are: I) very large plaques corn
ing from blood now elTected after coitlls; 2) tlllHlller stu ins 
resulting from application of the fabriC to the vulva; 3) drops 
of blood. 

With "egard to their origin, or better, their nature, they 
uppear due I) to almost pure blood; 2) t'J blood mixed ~vith 
vaginal mUCus; 3) to blood mixed with semen. 

122 It seems then that the aspect and position of these stains 
should permit the aflirmution thut Zohra ben Ahmed was 
the victim of rape, lind that this rape was consummuted not 
100 long ago for the blood stains still showed sl11all clots in 
severnl locations. These stains cannot be attributed to uny 
other cause, the medical report confirming that lhe victim 
has not yet menstruated, and that her body presented no 
truce of violence, with the exception of the external portions 
of the sexual organs. 

The preceding considernlions, however, can nllow only 
presumptions about the nature of the slains. Only exam· 
ination by llliCrOllcope or those of the stuins which seem the 

~----------~--~~ ~- ~--
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best characterized can furnish precise information in this 
regard. 

Examination by Microscope. In stains resulting from rape, 
the elements to be sought on the shirt of the victim originate 
from two sources: 

I) the perpetrntor of the rape; 2) the genital organs of the 
victim. 

I f the rape was committed with violence and especially 
when the sexual organs of the woman arc not yet sufficiently 
developed, a somewhat large amount of blood will be added 
to material of purely sexual origin. 

The elements originating from the perpetrator of the 
crime are corpuscles normally found in semen which de
tached them and carried them along during its passage. 
These are: spermatozoa, spermatic cells, epithelial cells of 
the urethra, or the epididymis, etc. 

The clements originating from the sexual organs of the 
young girl, other thrln blood resulting from the tearing of 
certain parts of the vulva are corpuscles of the vaginal mucus 
and epithelial cells of the vaginal wall. 

To arrive at a determination of these elements of such 123 

diverse nature we chose those stains appearing most charac
teristic to us, as we have noted above. 

A strip of material was removed from each of these parts 
with scissors and placed in u watch glass, then u few drops 
of preserving liquid of Roussin were added. 

At the end of one or two hours, according to the condition 
of the sttlin, the strip of material was dissociated and some 
of the liquid it had soaked in was removed by expression with 
u gitlss pipette. Finally, one of the threads was placed on a 
slide and carefully unravelled, so as to isolate the filaments. 
Some of the liquid separuted with a pipette was then added, 
and everything brought to the microscope. 

After meticulous observation of the preparution thus ob
tained, a drop of iodine solution was added, and the exam
inntion was once again performed. 

The first observation hud as its purpose the determination 
of epithelial clements, mucus cells and blood corpuscles, i.e. 
histologicul elements, whose color and special form permit 
an easy determination. 

The second observation WaS to furnish II metlns of easy 
recognition of spermuto;l,.Oa, whose transparency und lack of 
color render them diflicult to distinguish. On contact with a 
solution of iodine, on the contrary, these organelles take on 
an evident relief and stnnd out c1enrly. 

Each preparation, then, was the object of two successive 
examinations. 

Before the presentation of the results obtained, it should 
be pointed out thut, umong the microscopic elements ob
served, we noted only those whose presence ofl'ered some 12~, 
interellt. 

Here arc the results: 
I) Stain no. I.· Malter of a mucus nuture, without well

defined blood corpuscles, wit h numerous groups 01' 
nll!rfs/I/O{ledf aI!, 

The origin of this mutter remuins unknown, nothing in the 
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constitutive elements being able to furnish information in 
this regard. 
. ~) Stai~s ?o. 2 .. -.Blood corpuscles; leukocytes; epithe

hum (uterine 1); epididymal cells ('??); no spermatozoa. 
3) Stains no. 3. - Several spermatozoa. 
4) Stains no. 4:-- poorly defined blood corpuscles; no 

spermatozoa; cuboidal epithelium: cylindric epithelium of 
the uterus (?) or the epididymis ('n; 

5) Stains no. 5. -- Blood corpuscles; questionable sper
matozoa. 

6) Stains no. 5.- Blood corpuscles; spermatozoa. 
7) Stains no. 6.-- Blood corpuscles; no distinct sper-

matozoa. 
8) Stains no. 7. -- Blood corpuscles; no spermatozoa. 
9) Stains no. 10. ,,·One single spermatozoan seen. 
10) Stains no. II. Blood corpuscles; a spermatozoan. 
II) ~tai~s no. 13. Spermatozoa; blood corpuscles; vagi-

na! ep~thehum; urethral (?) epithelium; epididymal ('n 
eplthehum. 

l~) Stain~ no .. 14. Blood corpuscles: cylindric epi
thehum; vagtnal epithelium: spermatozoon. 

The results just cited permit the presentation of the fol
lowing conclusions: 

I) The shirt of Zohra ben Ahmed is stained with blood 
and vaginal mucus: 

2) Stains nos. 3, 5, 10, II, 13, 14 are formed by blood 
mixed with semen: 

3) Zohra ben Ahmed was probably the victim of a rape. 
2) Examination of the gandoura of Brahim ben Bel

kassem. A white woolen shirt, having one single seam. situ-
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ated toward the middle of the shirt and directed from top to 
bollom. This shirt is 88 centimeters long, 30 centimeters 
wide; used, filled with holes and tears; a part of the front left 
shirttail is missing. It presents only one group of stains lo
cated a bit below the waistline, 6 centimeters from the seam 
and 23 centimeters from the lower hem. 

. These stains, 5-6 in number, are brown, rather small, a bit 
stiff. They do not pass through the fabric. The two largest 
are: one, to the left, 2 centimeters long, 15 millimeters wide; 
the ?ther, to .the right, triangular, 3 centimeters high, 3 
centimeters Wide at the base. 

These stains \o'ere submitted to the treatment indicated for 
those of Zohra's shirt, and the preparations thus obtained 
were carefully examined by microscope. 

This research having brought no results, the presence of 
b.lood was sought for by chemical means, but it WaS impos
Sible to obtain any of the characteristic reactions or to obtain 
production of hemin crystals. 

These negative results permit us the presentation of the 
following conclusions: 

I) The stains observed on the gondoura of Brahirn ben 
Belkassem are not blood stains and contain no semen. 

. 2) The position of the stains, moreover, causes ditllculty 
In the conclusion that they were produced by blood coming 
from the sexual organs of the victim. 

.3) r f B;ahim ben Belkassem is the perpetrator of the 
Crt me aSCribed to him, it is not on his gondoura, w~ich is too 
short, that traces can be found, but on the garment he un
doubtedly WOre Over this gondoura. 
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On Seminal Stains· 
Professor Brouardel 

Faculty of Medicine 
From a Course in Legal Medicine 

An important question, and one which is often submitted 
for evaluation by an expert physician, is that of the existence 
of seminal stains. We will not be paying particular attention 
to the description of the procedures or chemical research 
formerly employed, their utility and value having disap
peared with the discovery of the existence of the sper
matozoon, which is the essential, characteristic element of 
semen. They [the stains] can be of highly divergent dimen
sions, their tint is a yellowish grey, their form irregular of 
sinuous contour like a geography map, their edges pre
senting a deeper shade than t1w central parts. To examine 
them well, it is necessary to look at them not only directly, 
but also by transmitted light. It is necessary to do this as 
much as possible, not with sunlight, but with din'use light, 
filtered by clouds. I fit is a matter of experimenting on linen, 
the impregnated places are much more transparent and per
mit a beller view of the weft of the fabric. 

They are most often to be identified on shirts, linen and 
fabric. In young girls who have been raped, Devergie 
thought they could be found especially in front. This opinion 
is too absolute, and it is recommended that they be looked 
for everywhere; they can even be found on the sleeves neur 
the armpit. If it is a matter of n young boy, it is necessary to 
note whether they arc found on the ai1terior or posterior part 
of the shirt. When found on the back part, it is important to 
see if they are mixed ir. with fecal matter, indicating the 
practice of pederasty. Their dissemination has been consid
ered a proof that the young girl had struggled, but it could 
also be a matter, on the contrary, of repeated venereal acts. 

In the Cr .... affair, for example, u case of this elderly 
woman murdered by young people, to whom she frequently 
surrendered herself, there were three beds, one of which 
served as the seat of activity. It WaS the only one which was 
ordinarily used. On its surface were no less thun seventy 
seminal stains, some of which were not less thun 10 to 15 
centimeters long. The preliminary examination required de
termination of whether it was II matter of habitual inter
course, or if the numerous stains could result frolH repeated 
acts, recently consummated, during the last 24 to 36 hours. 
It is easy to understand thai (\ categoricul response wns 
impossible. 

When there is an assessment to be done on stains and the 
stained parts of the rubric ure Cllt oul, it is good practice to 

°Trunsllllion of: "Des rllches Spcrlllllliqucs." in 1,1' I'flle/il'it'lI 2 (2~): 
332 336 (!Hm. 

number each strip, such that, if necessary, they can be re
turned to their place, reconstituting the sheet or linen in its 
entirety, which permits saying: there is a seminal stain, here, 
one of mucus, etc. I n general, linens su bmitted to experts are :1.14 

soiled with stains of every type, from which the useless ele
ments must be eliminated. In uddition, an important point to 
know, from the personal point of view for the physician, the 
shirts and sheets remitted to him frequently contain numer-
ous vurieties of parasit;c insects, seeking the opportunity to 
multiply. It is thus prudent not to let these pieces get into his 
home to avoid this invasion. 

It can be necessary to look for seminal stains on sub
stances other than linen, for example, on colored fabric, on 
~arious objccts and, finally, on the body of the victim. Thus, 
this verJ morning, I had to look for seminal stains on the skin 
of the corpse of a little girl. There were some above the pubis 
and on the uppt:r part of the thigh. In these cases, a shiny 
stain is discovt:!rcd, especially if regarded with certain inci
dences of light. It is generally ruther easily separated from 
the superficial layer of epidermis for examination. Semen 
must also be sought in the vagina, the uterine cavity, and the 
fallopian tubes. Sperm enjoys the property of' remaining 
alive for a rather long time in natural cavities. But when the 
vaginal mucus is acid, or when it becomes so by alteration, 
it provokes the destruction of spermatozoa. 

On the contrary, in the interior or the uterus, where 
the secretion is alkaline, sperm is much better preserved. 
Dumas, the first to describe spermatozoa, found some, living, 
in the ovaries of dogs seven days after mating. In an autopsy 
it is then necessary to go further than a superficial exam
ination and to purslle intently the search in the uterus, fallo
pian tubes and ovnries. 

If the assessment is done soon afterwards, the movements 
specific to spermatozoa can be made to reappear in moist
ening linen soiled with sperm, und characteristics analogous 
to those presented by fresh sperm can thus be found. What 
then ure these last-mentioned characteristics'! According to 
Robin and the latest research of micrographel's, 1\ spermllto
I.oon is a simple cell furnished with a very long prolongation 
which is nothing other thun (\ strong vibratile cilium. What
ever it might be, this vibratile cilium communicates very 
clear movements to the rest of the cell, which seems to direct 
itself and have an instinct like a true animul. The totullength 
or u spermutoloon is 45 thousandths of' a millimeter or JI. Of .1.1:' 

this figure, the head is only about SJl in length. 3 in width, 
and 2 in thickness, In udditiol1, leukocytes, round fatty 
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bodies, other small bodies called "sympexiof/s," and tribasic 
phosphate crystals are found in semen. It is quite rare that 
whole spermatozoa can be observed. Most often, linen 
brought to the expert has undergone changes and crumpling 
which have most often separated the heads and tails such 
that only debris are found. 

Along with spermatozoa, elements derived from the envi
ronment from which the sperm comes can be seen. Thus, in 
the alTair of Mme. Cr ... , a handkerchief was found on 
which were numerous stains perfectly analogous to those of 
semen. Examination by microscope permitted discovery of 
round, elongated cells, epithelial cells of the mouth, other 
globular cells of mucus and, finally, cylindro-conical cells of 
the respirntory tract. I t was probable then that at a given 
moment the semen found itself in the mouth. This hypothesis 
was strongly confirmed with the discovery of a grain of 
tobacco mixed in, which left no doubt as to what had hap
pened, the murder victim being the only one who indulged. 
If there had not been tobacco grains, there could have been 
a hesitation in distinguishing between cells of the respiratory 
tract and certain other cells with vibratile cilia found in the 
epididymis and mixing with semen. 

In the frequent cases where there is a mixture of vaginal 
mucus, large, unequal, rolled-up epithelial cells, mixed in 
with a certain number of pus corpuscles, are found. Leuko
cytes become predominant only if there is vaginitis. Fecal 
matter is recognizable due to the presence of twisted fibers 
coming from poorly digested muscle tissues, numerous 
grains of starch and vegetable cells. 

Finally. epithelial cells coming from urethral mucosa and 
epidermal cells with very elongated vibratile cilia arc also 
found mixed in with the sperm. These latter cells arc gener
ally abundant in semen of the first few penetrations; thus, for 
example, they appear only after a continence of about ten 
days and disappear with repeated coitus on the second or 
third time. 

What is the best procedure to be followed for systemutic 
examination of seminal stains? On dried linen, which had 
been folded severn I times besides, and carelessly treated, it is 
common to see the seminal stain partially peeling ofT in 
scales. It is necessary then to collect these separated parts 
carefully und moisten them slightly with water. But ordi
narily, none of the stain can be separated dry, and it is 
necessary to use one of the following procedures: after strips 
of contaminated linen havl! been cut out, they arc left to 
macerate in two or three drops of distilled water, placed in 
a watch glass. The al110unt of' water must be as small itS 

possible, in order to examine all the parts easily. Anoth\:r 
method, attributed to Robin, is to su~pend the strips above 
water in glass test tube such that the strips touch the surface 
of the liquid, which will imbibe it by capillarity. These pro
cedures for renovHtion of the seminal stains arc equally good, 
with the condition that one has the time, for 12 to 15 days 
are sometimes necessary to permit inbibition to go to com
pletion. Once obtained, the surface of the linen is scraped 
with a scalper, the threads of materiul are detached one by 
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one and enumined by microscope. 
These procedures are applicable when strips or thongs of 

fabric can be detached with scissors. But this is not always 
possible, it being either u matter of priceless furniture, or of 
the stains br.ing located on the skin, for example. These 
stains are softened by moistening, and scraped however pos
sible. Sometimes the search for spermatozoa is rendered 
more difficult by the considerable number of epithelia, 
grains of starch, etc., which clutter the preparation. 

It is essential to examine each stain in its entirety When 
spermatozoa are not found after examination of the greater 
part of the stain, one must not give up on their discovery, for 
they are often found collected in one single point. It is also 
necessary to develop the habit of always using the same 
magnification, that of 500 diameters, for example; it is easier .1.\6 

then to recognize the presence of spermatozoa. With the 
same goal in mind, Kasper recommends leaving the liquid 
presumed to be seminal to dry between the two slides of the 
prepa~::don, then to remoisten it a little while afterwards. In 
proceeding thusly, it seems that air fixes to the walls of the 
spermatozoa and increases the clarity of their contours. 
Roussin also recommends coloring the preparation with a 
drop of tincture of iodine. 

Even when spermatozoa arc not found in a stain having all 
the macroscopic characteristics of a seminal stain, the con
clusion that it is not actually seminal cannot be reached. 
Indeed, there is a certain number of individuals who arc 
infertile, during a certain time at least, due to an absence of 
spermatozoa after a double orchitis, for example (as demon
strated by Professor Gosselin). They nevertheless ejhculate a 
Ouid showing every appearance of normal semen. It has also 
been proposed that spermatozoa disappear in the elderly. 
This is often not t he case, and Dr. Duplay, Jr., has deter
mined their presence in eldel'ly men, 85 years old. Dr. Dieu, 
a physician of the disabled, has found in autopsies that, after 
the age of 70, only a quarter of the subjects examined no 
longer possessed spermatozoa, whereas the remaining three 
quarters had them. Finally, if coitus has been repeated u 
number of times, the later penetrations furnish a semen 
lacking in fecunduting properties. Nor will spermatozoa be 
found if the fabric, on which the investigation is being per
formed, has been energetically crumpled; it is, therefore, 
necessary to wrap and fold it carefully. 

There arc a certain number of Cases where distinction 
must be made between seminal stains and those of gonor
rhea. This latter gives greenish stains at its outset, then 
yellowish and finally uncolored. Their surface area is much 
smaller than that of seminal stains, their form round and 
more regular; they arc sometimes colored by the coloring 
matter of blood and contain a lurge number of leukocytes. 
The interest in this distinction CUll be imagined if it is [I 

matter, for example, of 1\ young girl pretending to have bcen 
violated, and whose shirt presents stains or gonorrheal 
mucus. 

Thanks to examination by microscope it is almost impos
sible to confuse spermatozoa with an)lhing else or semen 
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with any other liquid. However, Holfmann has pointed out and this error will be avoided if the recommenda.tion given 
the possible confusion of the spermatozoon with certain bac- above, that of always using the same magnification, is 
iIIary bacteria, also formed by a head and a vibratory cilium, followed. 
but this latter is ten times smaller than the spermatozoon, 
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Report on the Pete. and Labiche Procedure 
for the Detection of Seminal Stains· 

Boutmy and P. Brouardel 1 

:224 Dr. Brouardel and myself were charged by the Society of 
legal medicine with examining a work resulting from the 
collaboration of Petel, an M.D., ana Labiche, a pharmacist, 
a work relating to the use of carmine in the medico-legal 
examination of seminal stains. 

I wiil communicate to you the conclusions to which the 
study of this work has led us. 

When it is a matter of anima! secietions, the experiments 
it is important to perform to enlighten just:::e are of two dif
ferent types, namely: 

Chemical t!xperime,I';s; 
Anatomic experiments. 

'225 When both of these types of experiments can be per, 
formed, it is possible to arrive at an unequivocal answer to 
the question; but when, by fortuitous circumstance, one of 
the two types of experiments cannot be performed, the ex
pert hesitates to assert his opinion absolutely. 

This hesitation is understandable, especially when it is the 
anatomic study which is lacking. 

In fact, the chemical reactions which can serve to charac
terize the liquids of the organism are v'O!ry restricted in num
ber a.1d limit themselves generally either to coagulations by 
heating or by a few reagents such as nitric acid, mercuric 
chloride, phenol and wine alcohol, or to various colorations 
which certain substances cause to appear in the material 
being examined. 

As a result, the chemical reactions we have just presented, 
applied to the study of the organism, indicate the class of 
material rather than the particular identity. 

In ,contrast, in the presence of the anatomic element 
(which is always unique), confusion is impossible, and the 
expert can give an opinion with every assurance. 

Because of blood cells, for example, blood will not be 
confused with any other liquid of the organism; and, in 
addition, every anatomist can distinguish mammalian blood 
from that of bird or fish. 

Further, as with blood, spermatic liquid contains this par
ticular organism, the spermatozoon, imprinting it with a 
very special trademark, and permitting its absolute diO'cren
tiation from every other liquid of animal origin. 

As a result, whcn one or several spermatozoa can be ex-

·Translation of: "Rapport sur Ie I'roccue Pctcl ct Lubiche Destine (I Fuire 
Dccouvrir Ics Taches de Spcrmc". in tll1nales c/·II.1'giell(' Pllbliqll(! el dl! 
Medecinl! l.i'gale 4 (3rd serics): 224227 (1880). 

, Meeting of May 12, 1879. 
1 It is also known thut the scminul nuid of certain indiViduuls is deVOid of 
spermatozoa. 
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tracted from an, stain whatever, this stain contains semen. 
A spermatozoon can always be recognized by its very dis
tinct form; and it is precisely this which gives this ana
tomic element its extreme importance in research in legal 
medicine. 

But, as many authors will note, it can happen that, after 226 

crumpling or the material to bc examined, the spermatozoa 
break into fragments, diilkult to recognize, and that, as a 
result, the anatomic examination by microscope will not lead 
to any precise conclusions. 2 

It is this kind or regrettable circumstance, continue Petel 
and Labiche, that we would like to avoid by pointing out that 
carmine can impregnatl' seminal slains with a special rose 
color, resistant to washing of the rabric, and to the action or 
certain reagents. 

This method of investigation, proposed by Petel and 
Labiche, is bound, we believe, to be very userul, and the 
authors must be congratulated for the care with which they 
carried out the studies, and ror the skill with which they 
removed causes or error which can arise from the presence 
in the stained material of elements produced by saliva, nasal 
mucus, albumin, etc. 

But in our eyes, it would be exceeding the limits of dis
cretion to agree with Petel and Labiche that, in absence or 
spermatozoa, the persistent red coloration, communicated to 
stains by carmine and remaining on the material, is suOicient 
to decide on the presence of semen, especially since this fact 
can engender such serious conscquences. 

I ndeed, in imagining the terrible sentence which a man 
might receive for the crime or rape, what expert would dare 
assert that a stain round on material is a seminal stain be
cause this stain colors in rose by the action ammoniacal 
carmine and then takes 12 hours to discolor in a sodium
carbonate bath, whereas another stain, produced ror exam
ple by albumin, will discolor in six hours. 

Could not a particular circumstance, yet unknown to the 
authors of this memoir, Occur where this stain or albumin 
disappears only after II hours, for example'? 

Is it absolutely certain that among nil the stains which can 2271 

be formed on fabric, no type will be found which shares with 
seminal stains the double property of coloring in red with 
carmine and also resisting alkaline solution for 12 hours'? 

This 12 hour limit for sperm stains appears to us very 
arbitrary, and ir it diminishes, what will become of the in
vestigative procedure using carmine. In these circumstances, 
the anatomic element remains the only absolutely certain 
sign of the presence of semen; and if it is sometimes found 

that spermatozoa are absent, these cases are so rare that the 
public conscience cannot be noteceably stirred over it. 

It will be agreed that, in a comparable circumstance, it is 
necessary to be very circumspect, and that it is better to 
acquit the guilty than to condemn the innocent. 

Does this mean that the method of investigation proposed 
by Petel and Labiche must be rejected'? As we have men
tioned, we think the contrary, for it brings an additional 
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proof to that already obtained by microscope. This accumu
lation of proof is always desirable in research as delicate as 
that with which we are occupied. We thus propose that the 
society express its gratitude to Petel and Labiche ror this 
presentation of a new reagent, confirming the histological 
results obtained in the medico-legal investigation of seminal 
stains. 
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Memoir on a Few New Applications of Microscopical Examination 
to the Study of Different Types of Stains * 

Ch. Robin and A. Tardieu 
Members of the Imperial Academy of Medicine 

Called upon of late to give our opinion on many cases of 
legal medicine of great interest, we have had the opportunity 
to do some new applications very important in the exam
ination of different lypes of stains. We are eager to include 
here the principal results which can be useful to other ex
perts and which add to what we already know about the 
correct procedures for identification of the nature of the 
substances of which we will be speaking. Additional proof of 
the superiority of the microscope over ancient methods in the 
medico-legal evaluation of all types of stains will be found in 
this study. 

Blood stains 
Is the stain submitted to an examination by experts from the 
blood of a man or of a woman? It is not uncommon to see 
experts called upon to answer a question posed in the same 
form as that which serves as title of this section. Just such a 
question was posed in a rogatory commission, in the exe
cution of which we had been committed to examine different 
articles of clothing, stained with blood from the murder of an 
elderly man and his domestic, an elderly woman. 

There have been only a small number of research publica
tions on this question; the treatises of legal medicine lack 
documentation which might serve to answer it; which is why 
we thought it might be useful to publish the studies we have 
done in the circumstances we have just briefly mentioned. 

Although by the manner in which the question is posed: 
"What are the blood stains present on the smock, etc.7", 
there is no doubt cast on the fact that stains are formed t rom 
blood, the experts ought to have assured themselves before
hand as to their exact nature. After having noted that they 
have the physical characteristics of blood stains, we con
firmed with the aid of appropriate microscopical and 
c/-.cmical procedul'cs, that many of thc spots actually contain 
red blood cells, white blood cclls and fibrin, the esscntial 
characteristics of' blood. 

Our observations and analyses ought to have been directed 
principally toward the particular question as to whether the 
stains present on the smock were formed from the blood of 
man or the blood of woman. 

Knowing that experience has shown that the character-

+Trunslmion of: "Mcmoirc sur Quelqucs Applications Nouvclles de 
L'Exumen Mjcr()s~opjque d(\ Diverses Espcces de Tllches". in AIIII(lle.l' 
d'1Jygi'eIlC I'libliql/e (./ de Mi!dec{IW Leg(lle 13 (2nd series): 416 442 
( 1860). 
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istics which enable a distinction of male blood from female 
blood must, to be confirmed, even when the quantity of 
material is sufficient, be investigated as soon as possible after 
the blood leaves the vessels, and that the objects alleged to 
be stained with blood and furnished for our examination, 
were remitted to us twenty-one days after the crime, we 
immediately conducted a special study of the stains present 
on the smock in the following manner. 

After having removed the portions of material bearing the 
more important stains, we meticulously cut these to separate 
the portions of clothing stained and imbib~d with blood from 
those which were not. The bloodied portions were reunited at 
the bottom of a short, wide test tube; we then moistened 
them with a little distilled water; the moistening finished, we 
added a quantity of sulfuric acid, concentrated, pure and 
uncolored, equal to about half the substance to be tested; 
having mixed und compressed everything together in order 
to render the action of the acid on the stained material even 
and complete, we tried recognizing the odor emitted from 
this substance. We noted a light odor of human sweat. De
spite repeated attempts under the preceding conditions with 
gradual increases of the amount of acid, it was impossible to 
obtain an odor pronounced enough for the comparison of the 
odor presented by the blood of an elderly man with the blood 
of an elderly woman, treated in the same way, to give us 
conclusive results in either direction. 

It is known, moreover, that, if a sufficient amount of blood 
or stains big enough and recent enough, treated as pre
viously, give a particular odor for each animal species which 
experiment permits a distinction, this characteristic is not 
suffiuiently pronounced for permitting verification thut the 
blood comes from one animal rather than another. Only in 
the case where the examination has been conducted within 
an appropriate period of time, and this characteristic is lack
ing, is it necessary to suppose that the blood does not come 
from the presumed animal. 

It is also known 1) that, if blood from man and blood from 
woman in sufficient amount or forming stains big enough 
and recent enough, treated as previously, give an odor com
parable to human sweat; 2) that, if this odor is less strong or 
a bit more bitter in bloodied materiul coming from a woman 
than from a man, these characteristics become more and 
more analogous, then similar, with time. They arc not even 
pronounced enough at any time, that, provided with such a 
small amount of material as had been submitted for our 
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1419 examination, it would be possible to affirm with certainty 
that a human blood stain comes from one sex rather than the 
other. 

In summary: the age of the stains, dating twenty-one days, 
submitted for our examination; the small amount, relative to 
the question to be resolved, of the bloodied nliltter which 
formed the stains; the natural and constant similarity be
tween blood of man and of woman, which dilfer only tempo
rarily and by weak degrees of a given odor, comparable to 
that of sweat, nmke it impossible for us to decide by the light 
odor of sweat emitted by these stains if it is the blood of man 
or the blood of woman which forms them; but nothing autho
rizes a denial that the blood comes from 11 person of feminine 
sex. 

A note on the distinctive characteristics, from a medico-legal 
viewpoint, of blood stains and stains from fly droppings. In a 
medico-legal investigation, a smock bearing stains, allegedly 
blood, was submitted for our examination, for the purpose of 
determining if they actually contain elements characteristic 
of blood, to which they presented a superficial resemblance. 

Near the lower border of this smock were three circular 
stains, of width from I -2 mm, forming a thin glaze on the 
material which they did not saturate for the full thickness' 
they were of a reddish brown, fairly shiny on their surfac~ 
and a bit stilT, almost starched. Studied according to stand
ard procedure in search of elements of blood, we found no 
instance of them. They indisputably presented, on the con
trary, the microscopic characteristics and the parts consti
tutin? fly droppings in all their aspects. Like these droppinl!S 
and Itke the substance of stains which they fOfm on furniture 

1420 and material, they are composed of a material homogeneous, 
amorphous, transparent, uncolored, swollen, dissociated by, 
or dissolved in, water, holding tog::ther the coloring granules 
of these droppings. These granules formed, as always, the 
greatest mass of the material of the stain, in which they were 
almost contiguous. They were of a yellow brown, some with 
a greenish reflection. the others with a reddish rellection, 
faintly pronounced. They all strongly refracted light, clear at 
the center, dark on the periphery, as fatty bodies; also like fat 
granules, they were insoluble in water and in acetic acid and 
almost all dissolved in hot alcohol lind ill ether. Some smull 
crystals in the form of short needles of undetermined chem
ical composition accompanied them. 

These characteristics can be found, as one can easily be 
as~ured, on almost every Ily dropping examined. This per
nllts us to conclude that it is u mutter. not of blood stains, but 
of stains formed by Ily droppings. 

A medico-Ieglll note on the stltins of varnish which show ull 
the physical or super'icinl chnrllctedstics of blood stuins. We 
were entrusted, on 16 December, 1859, to proceed with the 
analysis or stains present on the smock conli~cated from the 
home of Mr, B, .. " accused or homicide. and with deter
mining: I) if the stains arc or blood, oj' smoke or other 
substance, 2) if they are of humun blood or cow blood, )) if 
they are rccent, with regard to their existencc, of lirteen 
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months, as the aceused a!Jserts, and that since then, the 
smock must have undergone two or three complete washings. 
And, before proceeding with the analysis, to examine the 
material of the stains, and determine: I) if they had not been 
superficially washed, with the goal of making them disap
pear; 2) if they do not conserve a gummy nature inside the 421 

smock, indicating that they have not undergone any washing 
on the inside. 

This smock was on the whole of blue cloth, a bit whitened 
from decay and use; especially on its exterior surface, the 
back as well as the front, on the sides or its slit. It was 
patched near the neck and on the sleeves. 

Stains offering the superficial aspect of blood slains. On 
the right side of the smock, in front, on the chest, shoulder, 
the upper part of the sleeve on thi~ side, and a little under
neath the seam of the armpit, could be seen very small stains 
too numerous to be counted. There were also some, exactly 
the same, on the sleeve on the left side. They were of a width 
of 1-18 mm; the greater part were separated from each 
other; some were joined together at their ends. Almost all 
were round or oval; the others were polygonal, with rounded 
angles. All ended in a distinct border as dark as the rest of 
the stain. All traversed the entire thickness of the fabric and 
were as discernible on the side of the smock turned toward 
the body as on the outside. Most of the ones on the side of 
t~e smOCk. ~urned toward the body presented un aspect 
sltghtly bnlltant, gummy. that were found only on a small 
number on the outside surface. All gave to the fabric a 
stiffness, comparable to that which starch givcs to shirts. and 
to that which blood stains and other sorts of mucus and 
albuminous liquids of the human body give to dill'erent sorts 
of linen. None formed a crust on any face of the smock 
whatever. All these stuins presented a reddish-brown taint, 
slightly shiny or gummy on one side, as was just pointed out; 
an aspect similar to that which blood stains present. This 
reddish-brown color lost its reddish iint in all the stains lo
cated in the portions of fabric colored in dark blue; but the 
gummy aspect and the still'ness pcculiar to starched cloth .122 
was still clearly evident. 

These stains were evidently duller on the outside surface 
than on the side turned toward the body; the appearance 
which they presented in this eontext could be compared on 
~he outside surface only to that which an incomplete wash
tOg, or even better, a scraping after dessication, gives to 
blood stains. On the side turned toward the body, these 
stains showed all the superficial characteristics shown bv 
stains formed by blood, and, on the outside surface, th~ 
superl1cial charactl'ristics of the same stains when they have 
been incompletely washed or rubbed and scraped without 
having been spread out. 

Om; single physical particularity was laeking in thetll it 
being that, in the obseurity of night, the light of' a lamp a'nd 
of a candle did not render the stains ;Ippreciubly more shit1\·, 
no~ more visible, while this occurs, on the contrary. 1'01' blo;d 
starns. 

Nonetheless, their similarity to stains actually formed by 
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blood was such that we had to proceed with their analysis as 
one does in the case of stains strongly considered to be 
formed by blood. 

Microscopical alld c!lell/ical Cllfa(l'sis (!( stains preselftilfg 
superfidal characteristics oj blood stains. We cut out the 
stains and, according to the procedures known to science, 
plunged them alternatively either in a sodium phosphate 
solution, or in a sodium sulfate solution. These liquids, wllich 
should slowly swell and soften the substance of the blood 
stains, with the purpose of then isolating the constitutive 
elements under the microscope, had absolutely no effect on 
the stains. Water itself in no way modified them. 

We then submitted the stains to prolonged immersion, 
then to repeated washings in cold water and in hot water, 

421 both pure and soapy. These washings changed nothing in the 
taint nor the starched state of the stains. 

These facts sufTiced at this point to show us the stains we 
wcre analyzing were in no way formed by blood. 

The immersion and then the washing of many of the 
stains, done separately in liquid ammonia, in carbon 
disulfide, in alcohol and in ether removed the gummy aspect 
from the stains on the inside of the fabric; they caused the 
starched state to dis.'lppear, but not completely. and the 
mark of faded stains distinctly persisted on the two surfaces 
of the fabric, The evaporation of the alcohol, the ether and 
the ammonia in which many of the cut-out stains were im
mersed for eighteen hours, left a residue of only small 
amount, which presented no crystals. This residue dissolved 
in sulfuric acid, but not acetic acid. The small amount pro
hibited us from submitting it to the action of other chemical 
agents. 

This resistance to the action of pure water. of soapy water, 
of ammonia, of alcohol. of ether, and of carbon disulfide, 
tends to make one admit that the stains could not be recent, 
could have an existence of fifteen months, and that they 
could have resisted two or three complete washings that the 
smock would have undergone since the time of their for
mation. but \\ ithout it being possible to assign a date to their 
formation. 

The ab~cnce of the gummy aspect of the stains on the 
outside !>urface of the smock with con~ervation of this aspect 
on the inside surface could be due to repealed rubbing of the 
~tuins and the \~earing out of the smock. which had already 
modified the general color; but the resistance of the two sides 
of the stains to the action of water and of the chemical 
solutions we employed b. in opposition to the theory thut it 
mip..ht be duc to a washing done beforehand. 

·12·1 The :l1110unt of substance coloring the fabric and giving it 
the ~turched condition was ~() small, that it was impossible 
for us to retrie'le bv chemiculmcans an amount sufTicient for 
precise delerminai ion of the tYPll of resin. or of varnish, 
forming the stains. hom this point. our onl>' recourse wus 
the lise 01 tile 1llh:1'()~cope to ~Cl' \\'hut type of l11atcl'ial \l'a~ pl'e
~CI1I. 

We pl'()~'eedcd 10 the 111h:I'{)~l'(Jpieal examination of' the ma· 
terial of' the ~mock, und of the substance forming the stains, 

lIH 

examining it between the filaments of fabric, because it did 
not form a crust on the surface. We discovered the presence 
of a transparent, homogeneous, reddish substunce, such us is 
shown by particles of dried-out, bloody crusts seen by micro
scope. This substance wu~ in no way crystalline. it filled the 
interstices of the threads of the smock and formed a varnish 
around the microscopic filaments of hemp composing the 
threads of the fabric. a fuct which explains the very evidel1L 
starched condition of the fabric in the area of the stains. This 
substance was a bit sticky and the thin. angular fragments 
conserved on their surface the impression of the microscopic 
filaments from which they were separated. 

But in contrast to that which happens: I) for residues of 
brown water of dried-out dung; 2) for fragments of bloody 
crust taken from stains actuully formed by blood. the sub
stance ;)f the stains submittcd for our examination did not 
soften at all in water nor in solutions of sodium sulfate or 
sodium phosphate. Hot and cold acetic and hydrochloric 
acid equally len them completely intact. Ammonia and solu-
tion of potassium blunched and softened the fragments of the 
substance of the stains, but without dissolving them. It \\ as 
the same for ether and carbon disultlde, the action of which, 
however, was less pronounced, Hot concentrated sulfurk 
acid dissolved all the fragments of the substance of the stains 
quite rapidly. as it does for most varnishes and resins. at lhe ~2.'i 
same time swelling and softening the microscopic filaments 
of hemp without dissolving them. 

In SlIl1IlI/ar\': this resistance to the action of wuter. acetk 
acid, hydrochloric acid, with complete solubility in hot sul
furic acid. and incomplete or insolubility in alcohol. ammo
nia, potassium and ether. proves t hat the substance of which 
the stains are composed is not blood. even though it formed 
on the fabric of the smock stains possessing all the physical 
and superficial characteristics of blood stains. 'fhese charac
tecistics, the only ones whieh the sl1lull amount of substance 
permitted us to confirm. were, on the contrary, those which 
belong to material of resins, of dried-out lacquer and other 
analogous substances, of an origin different from substances 
of the human body. 

The stains were not. then. blood stuins. Nor had they uny 
of the characteristics of' solubility and composition of resi
dues of water from dung. 

They were formed by 1I substance analogous to that of' 
resins and of lacquer which had congealed lind would have 
dried out after having saturnted the fabric of (he smock. 

By reason of their chemical nature und their resistance to 
external and chemical agents, they could uot have been re· 
cent and could huvc resisted two or three complete wlIshings 
of the smock. 

In another case submitted for our forensic examination, 
the stains present on an iron lIxe. an alll~ged instrument of 
crime. hud been considered in the investigiltion as probably 
formed by blood, They were numerous. reddish, without all 

oere taint, and of width of' about I 6 111111. Some were circu
lar, with II very flneiy jagged periphery; most were irregular. 
Also were found some of the same taint. of' a puorly deter-

mined periphery. All were very thin. not projecting above the 
surface of tht! iron. The jagged border of those presenting 

.J2h this characteristic were the only parts projecting slightly. All 
were not very shiny or of a dull tone. except the very fine 
tracing slightly projecting at the periphery of some, which 
was shiny. and of a crystalline appearance. 

This dull appearance of the stains became even more evi
dent when they were examined at night by the light of a 
lamp. Here. instead of reflecting the light, showing a taint or 
shiny, brown-red, they stayed a duller (one than that of the 
polished iron bearing them. Their surface by magnifying 
glass and by the naked eye was delicutely rough. Subjected 
to the action of water, they did not change their appearance; 
hydrochloric acid dissolved them, returning tt) the iron its 
brilliance. The powder obtained in scraping them, and sub
mitted to micrnscopkal cxamination nncl' the appropriate 
procedures. showed no trace of red or white blood cells, nor 
of Ilbrin. But it allowed us Lo see smull, irregular, angular 
fragments. similar to those described by M. Lesueur l and by 
one of us. which showed the reactions specific for iron rust. 

Note Oil blood stains mixed with epidermis lIlId lanugo of I~ 
lIew born. The microscope shows in the blood stains the very 
(\ natOl11 ic clemen Ls wh ich t hemsc1ves consUt ute blood. and 
thus pel'lnits determillnlioll or theit' nature with mot'c pre
cision than methods based on the simple phenomena of cong
uIution and coloration: but it permits in addition recognition 
of the nuture of foreign bodies, other than blood. which can 
be mixed in with the material of the stains and can some .. 
times furnish previous medico-legal indications, in the cir
cumstance where the nature of these bodies oppose the 
Ilndings unl:overed by chemical reagents, 

.12~ The following case, where we IHld been called upon with 
M. Lesueur to determine whether a newborn had been en
veloped in 1I skirt, is II striking example. supporting the pre
ceding remarks. which apply to c(lses whose number is more 
thart likely to incrense greatly. 

On the skirt sel1tLO us, we noted thaL, of the stains it bore. 
some are reddish, ItHln! or less pale, like stains formed by 
mucus or bloodied ~crous liquid; thes~ are of the greater 
nlill1ber. M(lst ofthcm starehed the material (I bit. The other 
stains. smatler. arc of a deep brownish red, like stains a bit 
olJ and formed from pure bloud. Many of them arc super· 
imposed on the preceding sWins and stand out by their 
deeper color. hesides, SOl\1e of them strongly starched the 
eloth and sOl11e of them even form a crust. It is not difliclllt 
(0 rec()gnile. particularly for people accustomed to practic
ing childbirth, that IlHlny or these stains lie all largel' slUins. 
very pale, or II din'use periphery. slightly yellowish. like 
stains. formed frulll ul'ine or water from the nmllion. They 
emit, besides. an I' ''')r of urine. n certain nat odor, like tI 

mixture or urine nnd the waters or childbirth. tI very pro
nounced udor. which is accentuated on lellving the skirt 
\'Oiled lip rot' twenty-foil I' to Illl'ty-eight /\(1111'\ III n lilightly 
h II III id plnce. ~oll1e of t he blood ied sta ins. superi111 posed Oil 

the odoriferous mine-like stains. hud their' edges blended 
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into these stains as if the blood had touched the cloth while 
it was wet and had immediately mixed with the moisture of 
the latter . 

The back part of the skirt bears bloody and urinary stains 
of the same appearance as the preceding; but they are larger 
and their edges arc more blended together. These stains arc 
situated toward the middle of the upper part of the skirt, on 
either side of the vertical seum which runs down it. and ·12K 
reminding one by their situation and genernl disposition of' 
those which the buttocks, wetted by a bloodied liquid. would 
produce if a person were seated or lying down. Still on this 
side. but lower, nearer the hem of the skirt are four large 
irregular stains. of a width of 4-12 cm; one to the left of the 
seam, three remaining to the right. They are reddish, like 
stains formed by blood running on a wet cloth. and their 
edges appenr as if washed, blended into the large. slightly 
yellow stains with a strongly urinary odor, by which almost 
all of this part of the skirt is impregnated. They also strik
ingly starch the cloth. All these stains traverse the fabric, but 
arc more marked on the side of the skirt turned toward the 
body than on the opposing side. 

The outside of the skirt is soiled by tracks and stains of 
grey mUd. evidently coming from rubbing against mud or 
earth or dust while still wet. 

After having cut out appropriate strips. taken from the 
principal stains, we dipped them into tiS many watch glasses 
containing sodiull1 sulfate with the addition of a rew drops of 
glycerin. The substance or the stains, once softened und 
gradually !lwollen by saturation without being dissolved, 
were removed with Care by scraping. and submitted to exam
ination by microscope. 

The material of the deepest. thickest stains rorming a 
crust showed ret! l1Iood cells, sOl11e inttlct, biconcave, circu
lar, others a bit swollen. becoming almost spherical and a bit 
jugged, as they become in blood exposed to air; but t,hey were 
still immediately recogniluble. 

These stains showed in addition a rather considerable 
tlmount of fibrin. which the action of pure water permitted ,t29 
us to isolate (Ind discolor by washing out the red blood cells 
in such a way as to render their fibrillary aspect clearly 
evident. In the fibrin were some white blood cells, smull in 
number. clearly recogniltlble. Now. it is known that fibrin 
does not rorm fibrillary clots in menstrual blood, which flows 
normally (lnd mixes with mucus orthe matrix, and that fibrin 
is not found in stains produced by menstruul blood on cloth. 
Besides. we did not find in the material of any of the pule or 
dark stains which we examined, white corpuscles called 
mucus corpuscles which accompany menstrual blood in 
grellt number, lind which are easily fO\lnd in the stains in a 
proportionately greater amount as the stains are paler, huve 
more mucus and nre less bloody. 

The reddish stuins, paler than the preceding. not forming 
a crust 011 the cloth, which however they starched a bit, 
showed red blood cells like the preceding sluins; but they 
enclosed neither fibrin nor white blood cells. 

The t1luteriulllt' the stains additionally demonstrated ele-
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ments which, even though coming from the surface of the 
human body and its membranes, are foreign to blood. These 
are epithelial cells, polygonal, finely granulated, with an 
oval nucleus, isolated for the most part, some, however, 
united in sheaths as a result of their imbrication. These cells 
are similar to those of the vagina and external genitals of 
women. They could have been carried out during childbirth, 
and deposited on the skirt either by the blood which flows in 
such a case, or during the passage of the infant. They are, it 
is true, similar to those one finds in menstrual blood; but they 
were not accompanied, on the stains of the skirt, by the 

430 mucus corpuscles which always accompany menstrual blood 
in great numbers. 

In the material of these stains, were found other epithelial 
cells, cuboidal, thin, transparent, of pale edges, non
granulated, some folded, others marked by fine, irregular 
lines. The greater part were united in epidermal strips or 
laminae of a width of 0.1-0.5 mm. These strips or laminae 
were larger and more numerous than those which naturally 
detach from the human body and adhere to the parts of 
clothing immediately contiguous to the body. In the thickest 
of these strips, formed by many rows of superimposed cells, 
the most pronounced were smaller than the others and pro
vided with a nucleus. These are characteristics belonging to 
the still thin epidermis ofthefoetus when removed by fairly 
rough scrubbing or scraping, and which one docs not find on 
epidermal sheaths naturally detached from the surface of 
the human body; these latter, indeed, never show nucleated 
cells. 

Along \'Jith these small, epidermal sheaths, whose struc
ture leads one to consider as coming from the surface of the 
body of a foetus, were found a few free lanugo hairs. de
tached from their follicles, small in number, but easily recog
nizable. These hairs had the characteristics of those found on 
the surface of the foetal body during childbirth. They were 
pale, uncolored, faintly striated lengthwise, without coloring 
materiai'in their thickness, a width of only three-hundredths 
of a millimeter, without a medullary canal, of pointed end, 
a bit il'regular, with a small tapered root. These character
istics, as one knows, are in no way those of pappus of the 
adult human body, the diameter of which varies from 6 to 8 
hundredths of a millimeter, the free end of which is a bit flat, 

4.11 the substance provided with coloring matter, and the center 
hollowed out by a medullary canal, interrupted or con
tinuous, and filled with a granulous marrow more or less 
opaque. 

I n addition, we have found in the material of these stains, 
as in all the others of which we'll be speaking, a few grains 
of starch and some irregular grains, of variable volume, 
which the appropriate rt)lf~tants have shown us to be of a 
mineral nature. Of these diverse corpuscles, found in almost 
all dust originating outside the human body, Wf: limit our
selves to pointing out their existence, without pursuing the 
maU:;( further; for no conclusion whatever can be based on 
their presence, any more than on their absence. 

We had to study an oval, irregular stain, 12 mm wide, 
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found on the large hem on the bottom of the skirt. I twas 
greenish brown, becoming greener when scraped. These ex
ternal characteristics being those found on stains formed by 
meconium, we studied it according to tried procedures for 
the examination0f the latter. We found there polyhedric 
cell~ fllled with a greenish-brown, granular material. These 
cellS had all the characteristics of those of plant paren
chyma; some isolated, others still united in variable number; 
bundles of punctured vessels and trachea of herbaceous 
plants, such as one finds in sorrel, spinach, or the paren
chyma of various crushed and ground or cooked leavc~. This 
stain enclosed no elements of meconium at all, and its color 
derived from grains of chlorophyll or green coloring maHer 
of plants, noted in the cells of which we just spoke, and 
having, by dessication, lost in part the vivacity of their green 
color. 

/n summary: from the preceding examination it results 
that: I) the stains of this skirt contain, besides blood, f!le
ments which could have been mixed in only by immediate 
contact with the sexual parts of woman; 2) the disposition of 
these stains in back, in the area of the bUllocks, the presence 4.12 

of large stains also in the back part, much lower than the 
genital organs, demonstrate that all, or almost all, these 
stains come from blood which flowed from the genital parts 
of a person giving birth when they were formed; 3) the pres-
ence in large blots of these pale stains, of a very pronounced 
flat odol', similar to that of a mixture of urine and amniotic 
liquid, together with the presence in the material of these 
stains of sheaths of epidermis similar to that of a foetus, and 
especially of lanugo hairs of a foetus, show that these stains 
come from the blood of childbirth, and that the foetus must 
have been in contact for tl more or less long time with, or 
even enveloped in, the skirt which bears them. 

Mucus Stains 
Examination of a stain allegedly of the nature of meconium 
and formed by the material of bronchilll and phllryngelll ex
pectorations. In the assessment mentioned in the preceding 
section, with which we had been charged, along with 
M. Lesueur, a bed sheet, on which the childbirth allegedly 
took place, showed a stain which its appearance and various 
circumstances mentioned in the investigation led us to con
sider as being formed by meconium. After having observed 
the external characteristics of this stain, we conducted our 
examination of it following the procedure we outlined in a 
preceding work.2 

Twelve centimeters from the edge of the sheet was un 
irregularly circular stain 2 centimeters wide, a pale greenish 
yellow. The portion of fabric beuring it was cut out, tlnd one 4.1.1, 
end of the cloth, upon being plunged in water, notably soft
ened and swe.llcd when the liquid reuched the stuin by inbibi-
tion. Examination by microscope showed it was composed: 
I) of u transparent, homogeneous mucUs, striated like thul 
of viscous expectoration, produced in the case of' chronic 
laryngitis and in expectorations culled "hell/",' it held in 
suspension only a small number of molecular granulutions: 

2) in addition this mucus held in suspension cuboidal epi
thelial cells, similar to those of the pharynx and mouth, but; 
small in number; 3) other spherical epithelial cells, 2-3 hut.
dredths of a millimeter wide, of which some were very gran
ulated and showed their central nucleus only after the action 
of acetic acid which blanched or dissolved the granulations. 
These cells are always found more or less abundantly in 
expectorution coming from the bronchi, larynx and the back 
of the throat; 4) this mucus contained especially a large 
number of leukocytes called mucus corpuscles, irregularly 
spherical, one hundredth of a millemeter wide. They were 
accumuillted either in irregular masses, or in lines more or 
less long, parallel to the mucus stri&tions. Their character
istic nuclei, at first invisible, showed up most evidently on 
contact with acetic acid. This acid rendered the mucus more 
clearly striated, and gave it a fibroid appearance more pro
nounced than that which it had beforehand. This reagent has 
the property of modifying mucus, permitting u distinction 
between semi-solid and solid mucus and coagulated fibrin; 
for it swells fibrin, making it lose its striated aspect and its 
fibrillary disposition. 

These charucteristics being those one finds in rroducts of 
pharyngo-bronchial expectoration, and not in meconium and 
other mucus materials, we concluded that this stain was 

4.1~ produced by expectoration which had accidentally fallen on 
the edge of the sheet. 

Seminal Stains 
Note on the distinctive characteristics of seminnl stllins lind 
stllins of fecal matter. Stains of a seminal nature were found 
on the shirt of a young girl, less than eleven years old; which 
were accompanied by stains of another appearance, which, 
at first look, had been considered as I/al/lral ami phys
iological eXIie/atiolls of fell/ale genital organs. Starting with 
this idea, the first expert concluded that these stains were all 
located on the tail of the front of the shirt. 

We were judicially committed, by request of the /irst ex
pert, to verify the nature of these stains. On one of the tails 
of the shirt, near the edge, we found two greyish, pale, 
irregular spots, slightly starched, penetrating the fabric by 
absorption, but more marked on the side turned toward the 
body than on the outside. One was 5 millimeters wide, the 
other nurrow, with jagged edges, of the sume width nnd 32 
millimeters long. On the opposite tail of the shirt was a large, 
irregularly semicirculur stain, with the edge of the shirt as 
base, 13 centimeters wide, and t I centimeters long. All 
around it for a distance of ubollt 10 centimeters, but muinly 
abovc., were many smull stains varying in width from II few 
millimeters to 2 centimeters. Their form wus not very regu
lur nnd their periphery sinuous, or jugged, in places. Those 
nearest to the large stain merged with it in plnces, rendering 
the periphery irregular. These stains were pa!t. greyish, 
slightly darker at the edge thun toward the center without n 
yellowish lnint. They were more ellsily perceived ut night by 

".1S lumplight thun by day, because they compared more 
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strongly with the tone of the fabric, without shining, how
ever. This characteristic is found in diverse stains produced 
by mucus liquids of the human system. They traversed the 
fabric, being, however, a bit more marked on the side turned 
toward the body than on the outside of the shirt, even though 
these were whiter and less dirty than the other. The disposi
tion of the hem, in addition to the manner in which the shirt 
was stained, enhanced the distinction between the inside and 
outside of the shirf.. 

All thtse stains slightly starched the fabric, the smaller 
more so than the larger; even though the starching was 
evident, the folds of the cloth, once formed, were conserved 
more in the area of the stains than in non-stained areas. The 
large stain had in addition to its greyish tint a sullied shade, 
which the small ones did not have, and whkh rendered the 
larger one darker. 

On the large stain, a bit to the side, on the side of the tail 
of the shirt turned toward the body, were irregular stains or 
mackles, brown or greenish-gray, dull, like mackles of excre
ment; they were thin, without forming, or almost without 
forming, a crust. There were, principally, three of them, 8, 
15 and 23 millimeters long, of a lesser width, and variable in 
their different points of extension; they were united by irreg
ular streaks of the same appearance, seemingly formed by 
rubbing the substance of the principal stains while they were 
still fresh. Their edges were jagged, like those of impressions 
left on folded cloth by a colored substance. 

After having noted the various external dispositions of the 
stains, we cut out a certain number which we then sepamted 
into two halves, with the purpose of submitting one to micro
scopic examination, and the other to the action of chemical 
reagents. 

Examination by microscope of the substnnce of the pille 
stains, presumed to be of seminal nllture. We cut out in thin 43Cl 
thongs the portions of cloth bearing eacl. of the stu ins whose 
nature we wanted to determine by microscope. We then 
dipped them by on'~ of their ends into as many watch glasses 
containing u little distilled water. At the end of an hour or 
two, the water having slowly wet the cloth by absorption and 
capillarity, the stains were swollen and projected a bit from 
the surfuce of the fabric, a fact which required much atten-
tion to be seen. 

At the same time, they became shinier than they had bl.'en, 
and the pule, gray stains, suspected to be of seminal nature, 
took on a bit of a mucousy or gelatinous appenrance. 

We then scn~ped each stain with a clean bistoury to 
remove the substance covering the fabric, and that which 
penetrated between the threads by absorption. We then sub
mitted the maller thus removed, separntely for each stain, to 
microscopical exal11inution. Thc microscope showcd LIS in thc 
substunce obtained, as it was just pointed out, u certuin 
number of filaments presenting all the characteristics of 
those which compose threads of hemp. Between them we 
easily perceived II great quantity of homogeneous, scarcely 
grey, trunspurent substance, such liS one finds in semen and 
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other mucous substances of animal origin. They showed up 
either in flakes of sinuous contour, such as we have repre
sented in the design attached at the end of this report, or in 
more extended layers interposed between intertwining 
filaments. We saw at the same ti:ne a large number of very 
small, threadlike, pale, greyish bodies, 5 hundredths of a 
millimeter long, one thousandth of a millimeter wide, ending 
in a swelling or head of darker contour, ovoid in the form of 
a flattened pear, 5 thousandths of a millimeter long. These 
characteristics are those of spermatozoa, elements charac-

-IT teristic of semen, and one finds them in no other substance 
coming from the human body. 

They were as numerous and as concentrated as in seminal 
fluid, such as it is when just ejected by ejaculation. They 
were whole, flexible, and there was only a very small number 
broken by the maneuvers of preparation. Having added to 
this a drop of dilute acetic acid, we saw the mucusy sub
stances in which were suspended the elements characteristic 
of semen, dissolve and these spermatozoa stayed intact and 
were more clearly perceptible than before. 

We found, ill addition, in the material of these stains 
placed under the microscope, some rare, prismatic, elon
gated crystals terminating in a point, reminiscent of mag
nesium phosphate crystals. As is known, these crystals are 
often deposited in semen during its cooling after having been 
ejected by ejaculation. We also noticed some mucus cor
puscles and some polygonal, flat cells, provided with nuclei, 
as are c::pitheJial cells of the urethral canal, (!Iements often 
carried out in small number during ejacu((HnJO. 

All these elements being round in semen, und accom
panying here microscopic fiJuments called spermalO:oa 
which essentiully characterize sp~\m: these existing in as 
great a number as on the fertilizing liquid, und furnished 
exclusively by the genital system of a mun having reached 
the age of puberty, we concluded that: 

The gray, pale stains submitted for OUr examination as 
possibly being or u seminal nature, are indeed composed of 
eiements characteristic of semen, such us one finds in semen 
cooled or dried out ufter ejuculution. 

..j,11S We also found mixed with these clements: I) some micro-
scopic grains, irregular, dark, such us one tinds in most dusts 
originating outside of the human body; 2} some rare st!lrch 
granules, such as one finds on the surfuce of muny whitencd 
fubrics and in many dusts; 3) polygonul, thin, folded, trans
parent cells without nuclei, almost without granulation, sim
ilur to those which incessuntly detach from the epidermal 
surface of the human body, and most of which remain adher
ent to clothing <lpplied directly to the skin. 

EXllminlltion by microscope of irregular brownish stllins ac
compllnying the preceding, but which offered the superficial 
characteristics of stnins of fecal malter. Under the micro
scope the muterial of' these sWins showed the elements found 
in the pale stains described previously us clements of semen. 
But we encountered a considerably greater amount of the 
following microscopic particles: 
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I) Greenish granules, irregulur with blunted angles or 
sinuous contour, such as are contained in bile and fecal 
matter with which biliary liquid is mixed. 

2) Cells and tracheue of vegetable matter, such as most 
vegetable substances contain which serve as food ror man, 
and which stay in the fecal mutter in whose constitution they 
participate. 

3) Yellowish globu les and droplets, strongly refracting 
light, ether-soluble and offering ullthe charucteristics or fat 
globules, and drops which one finds in a certain amount in 
fecal maller. 

4) Finally, we found a certain number of microscopic 
bodies, ovoid, about 7 hundredths of a millimeter long. pro-
vided with a transparent homogeneous wall, rather thick, the 
externul contour a bit embossed and a regular cavity filled olJI)· 

with a granular, greyish substance. These bodies offered ull 
the essential characteristics of eggs of the intestinal worm 
ascarides lumbrlcoides. which one finds in fecal mutter of 
individuals affected by the presence of these intestinal 
worms. 

By this examination, we were led to conclude that these 
irregular, grayish stuins, considered in the report of the pre
ceding expert as coming from a natural exudate or the gen
ital system of woman, do not contain elements characteristic 
of these materials, all recognizuble by microscope; that they 
contain the principal elements specific to stains rormed by 
fecal matter; that the stu ins were actually formed by fecal 
mutter, coming from the anus, cleuned by the shirt after 
defecation; that the elements of these stuins were mixed with 
those of semen, either because the seminal fluid was ejected 
onto them, or, on the contrury, that that purt of the shirt 
stained by the semen wus stained by the fecal matter. 

In uddition! I) the less wear on the util of the shirt bearing 
the stains of excrement, compared to the opposite tail, which 
bore no similar stains; 2) the nature of these stuins, actually 
formed by elements or fecal matter, und not by mucus mate
rial coming from the genital system of woman, has led us to 
conclude that! 

The lUil of the shirt QI.·aring these stuins, us well us the 
stains of a semil1ul nature, is 1\'01 at ull the tail of the front 
of the shirt. but the posterior tuil, contrury to indications of 
the report, following the allegation that these durk gray 
stains were of u mucus nuture. 

Study of the chemiclIl rellctions presented by the stllins sub· 
mitled to eX!lmilllliioll by experts. Even though the churac
teristics previously described left no doubt us to the nature ,'.'0 
or the stu ins we had been studying, since we hud found the 
very clements which compose seminal fluid in the hUl11un 
body, we submitted them to the chelllicni reactions indicutcd 
as serving to distinguish dilTerent sorts of the suspected 
stains one from the other; for this we used the portions of' 
stained rabrie which We hud put aside for this purpose. (Sec 
Lnssaigne. o/J.I'('rl'(fllol/s Sill' qlll'lqlll'of reactions que present-
ellf les ((Icllf!,I' spC!rlllafiqlles (II'ec les /(/ches a/bllmlllellSI.!S et 
mitres taches (ll/a/oglles. AnI/ales d'/tygielle et de medicine I! 
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legale, Paris, 1858, in - 8°, t. X, p. 405). 
The heat of incandescent charcoul acting far enough away 

so as not to redden the fabric instead or producing a dark 
nankeen yellow on the stains, as happens when one operate:; 
on a white cloth stained with semen, pr .,~uced a hardly
visible nankeen yellow tinl. This might be attributable to the 
dull tint or the whole tail of the shirt worn for a long time, 
which showed the stains submitted for our examination. 

Cupro-potassitllll sub-tartrate which, applied to seminal 
stains on white linen, colors them a greyish-blue. colored 
what we Were studying a violet a bit pale and highly visible, 
as it colors stains of albumin; this might be attributable to 
the ract that, these stuins being placed near the stains of 
fecal matter, the fecal liquid portion, which is mucus und 
albuminous, inevitably infiltrated the fabric; in mixing with 
the seminal liquid, it modified and masked the chemical 
reactions without, however, changing in any way the charac
teristic clements we have described. 

Nitric acid ut 40" changed the seminal stains, located 
furthest from the fecal matter, to a pale yellow; this color, at 
first not very visible because of the pale tint of the fabric, 
became more pronounced under the influence of heat. On the 

441 contrary, this acid changed to a yellow veering toward or
ange, stains of the same appearance as the preceding, which 
the microscope demonstrated to us as being of a seminul 
nature, but which locuted ncar the stuins of fecal mat
ter, must have imbibed their mucus and albuminous liquid 
portion. 

In summary, the use of chemical reagents furnished us 
with no new proof concerning the nat u re of the stains of 
which the microscope had directly shown us the constitutive 
anatomic elements. 

This is due to the mixture coming from the infiltration into 
the rubric of the liquid purt or neighboring stains, or which 
the microscope demonstrated the superimposition in places. 
showing the clements of semen mixed with those of fecul 
mutter in certain places of the stttined fabric. 

This mixture, which is not rure in cases of un assessment 
or this tYPl~, takes uwuy much of the value of characteristics 
derived from coloration which the stains show on contact 
with certuin reagents, These characteristics, to which a few 
authors still attnch II certtlin importance, hnve, however, flO 

importance in the presence of ,\'!Je'rmafo:'O(l, Their presence 
is so exclusively characteristic of seminal fluid, thut one can 
cluim nny Stl;;!1 contuining them us being of seminul origin. 

!cI('IIIi/iCIIlilll/ 0/ /JrJ(~\' FllIlcls 

and ant: Celnnot aflirm their scminal nature until the exis
tence of spernHitoloa has been confirmed. 

Moreover, characteristics derived from coloration can 
only be confirmed if the stains nrc found on white linen; one 
canl1\)t produce this coloration when the stuins Ure found on 
colored fabric; this is what happened recently to one 01 us 
(M. Robin) during an assessment in which the only stain to 
be examined was found on grey wool punts; then, in pro
ceeding as mentioned nbove, the spermatozoa and other ele
'nents of semen were discovered liS c1carly us in fresh seminal 
fluid. 

Conclusions. The resu Its of our exuJ1lination have led us to 442 
conclude: 

That the pale, gray stains, by which the shirt is covered in 
several places, are of a seminal nature and ofl'er all the 
characteristics and disposition of stains coming from semi
nal fluid ejaculation. 

That the dark brownish stains, smaller and less numerous 
than the preceding, Hnd mixed with them, especially with the 
largest, are constituted by fecalmlltter, such as would volun
turily or involuntarily escape from the anus of a child. 

That the nature of these stains, their situation on the 
inside of the tail of the shirt which is the dirtier and the less 
used, show that they are found on the tail of the back or the 
shirt. 

It follows that the seminul stains mixed with them are also 
on the side turned toward the body of the tail, or the back of 
the shirt and not on the tail of the front of this shirt. 

That these stains, which arc of n seminal nuture, could 
have been produced on the tail of the buck of the shirt by nn 
ejaculation brought on by the rubbing of the creel penis 
between the two thighs of a child clothed in this shirt, of 
which only the tail in front would be lifted. 

That the three smull seminal stains, which the tail of the 
front of the shirt showed, could huve been produced by 
semen which remained on the thighs of the child, or by 
contact with the ttlil of the back. which was the part prin
cipally stained. 
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On Semen and Seminal Stains in Legal Medicine* 
Dr. A. Florence 
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41 -; Determination of the nature of stains has taken on a more certain excepliJns reserved, of course, and I have always 
considerable importance at the Paiace these last years, per- reckoned, for m)' part, that with the precepts decreed on this 
fectly justified by the progress realized in this process by matter by Roussin, Robin, Lacassugne, Renaut, Brouardel, 
chemistry and histology, as well as by the unexpected light Pouchet, Gerard and many others (I), in arming oneself, in 
it has thrown on famous trials. There is no great risk of being addition, with a lot of patience and an appropriate micro
contradicted in amrming that every time a preliminary in- scope, one could alwaYi> do a creditable job in these aO'airs. 
quiry must grapple with an intelligent criminal, who lIppears I have in any case considered uny addition to these precepts 
to have left no trace of his passage, it concentrates its fore- as perfectly superfluous. 
most efrorts on the investigation of stains lind imprint evi- I have sometimes had, it is true, considerable difliculties in 
dence. And this efl'ort is quite often crowned with brilliant characterizing certain stains. About ten yesrs ago, Coutagne 
SUCcess. and myself spent three weeks in isolating a few complete 

By such study, the innocencr. of the accused can be re- spermatozoa in a case of rape of a four-year-old child. More 
remptoril)' demonstrated; in other cases. the culpability has recently, Lacassagm! had a few equally extremely ditlicult 
been rendered evident, circumstances of the crime estab- assessments. Notably, one concerned stains dating from a 
Iished or the scene of the murder reconstructed in a more month before, which had been washed by the mother of the 
precise and clear fashion than with a witness, often an un- little victim herself. It is easy to see that it wa~ impossible to 
knowing child or an unreliable individual. Analysis of stains succeed, even though the place occupied by the stain was still 
today is also among the standard procedures, and not the visible; the able expert succeeded quite well in isolating some 
least important, of forensic physicians. filaments which could have been tails, corpuscles which 

At Lyon, Professor Lacassagne waS to annex a perfectly could have perhaps been heads more or less altered by the 
equipped laboratory to his amphitheater, devoted exclu.. washing, but a professional opinion cannot be expressed 
sively to this type of rest!arch; elsewhere, in lab courses in based on such observations. If, instead of semen, Lacassag,ne 
legal mt!dicine, the students practice special manipulations. ' had been working with blood, he would have needed an hour 

At Paris, Brouardel, Vibcrt and Pouchet gave great impe- at most to amrm. by the preparation of hemin crystals, that ·119 
tus to this research and left us studies of the highest interest the stain was really made of blood, in spite of the washing, 
on these questions. even if it had been more efTective. With the n~action of 

.jIll Blood stains were studied especially, and reasonably so, guaiacum, only a few seconds would have been sutlicient, if 
for ir the crude material proor of their nature has today it were negative, to be certain that it contained no truce of 
become a sort of game. it is not the same ror their ifl1er~ blood! After having passed long hours and sometimes weeks 
pretalio/l. which demands a great prudence and very speciul in examination of' a seminal stain thread by thread, one often 
wisdom on the part of the exrert. so great is the danger in arrives lit that semi-certainty, as emburassing for the expert 
huving them say more than they can. Blood abounds, it runs liS it is useless to the judge. 
in the streets, a scratch makes it !low and a number of These re!lections caused Lucassugne to wonder if' it 
professions cannot be rructiced without its blemillh. It is not weren't possible to find u simrle and rapid reliction ror sperm 
the same for seminal slains, whose presence in frequent cases stains, equivalent to lhut of guuiacum, and secondly, to dc
has un absolutely precise signitictlnce tlnd constitutes an irre- termine exactly if, from new notions recently acquired about 
rutable accusing witness. Their interpretation is extremely the unulomy of' spermatozoa, sullieient certainty for express
easy, for, rather oftnn, the role of the expert consists in ing an opinion could not be uttained by examination of' n tail 
saying yes or no us to the presence of srermutozoa. Their or u head us well as of u who/e spermatozo(ln, which up to 
identification has been generully considered as very simple, now IHIS everywhere, withmll exception, been considered in-

disrensuble. The results of the reseurch I undertook in re-
• Tr.lo,I,lIlun Ilf "[)u Spermc cl tic'> Taches de Sllcrmc cn McdccUl1l gard to this qucstion will now be prcs(:ntcd. 

Legille," in ,.,,,1111(',1 d' '1IIIhml'%gH' ('r/llIllH·It,· dc' ('rilll/I/o/Ilg/(' t'/ (/1.' 
PII'l'/IIJ/Clglt' ,\orllltlic' {'f f'IIIJm/o!:u/11If III: 417 4.14 (JH9~). continued lit The Siudy of Semen 
the ne,l ~()Iunlc Semen (tT'/f'{flPCVi seed) is a thick, viscous liquid, a bit 

Ikpl'inkd \\ill! Ila' kU1I1 11\'11111\\1(111 III 1 .... ,01\\1111. !'t,;\ •• (dill'III, Pam, !lowing, of' an odor sui gelleris culled "spernHltic", and which 
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has been compared to flowers of a chestnut tree, shredded 
hoof, sawn ivory, flour dough, gluten, etc. Its consistency is 
variable: thick, almost a gelatin, in a vigorous man after a 
long abstinence, it b\!comes very fluid, scarcely milky, in 
those who abuse venereal pleasures. In the first case, it is an 
opaque white, bordering on yellow or grey, almost pearly, 
clotted, nonhomogeneous, because striations in an uncol
ored, transparent liquid, appearing dark by a phenomenon of 
refraction, engulf the masses of gelatin. In the second case, 
it is rather homogeneous, more or less milky, a little translu
cent. In a degree of even mOre considerable impoverishment 
again, after several repl!ated acts Qf coitus in i\ short period 

420 of time, it is transparent and shows only a few small whitish 
points or striations; at the same time the spermatic odor 
becomes weaker and weaker and e\'en null. Without know
ing the reason, semen Can be a pure pearly white, or border
ing a bit on yellow which is the most usual hue, or a dull 
greyish tint, or even, but more rarely, frankly roseate, in the 
same individual. This last hue is, it is true. sometimes due to 
blood, but is the exception outside of old age; according to 
Robin, this coloring substance is formed by vesicles observed 
by him. Coutagne and myself have had to examine stains of 
rose-colored semen. and the accused assured me that his 
semen was always of this color: his interest, however, lay in 
maintaining the contrary. 

Semen is heavier than watel': its density can attain 1.037 
all'J osciliutes between this number and 1.027 in a healthy 
man; it is mucilagineous rather than viscous, weakly alka
line. Exposed to air. the thickest semen gradually loses its 
gelatin-like consistency, becomes Iluid and separates illto 
two layers, one upper, transparent and uncolored, the other 
creamy and white. It is thus that [ have seen it in samples I 
have received from \'urious origins, but certain uuthors insist 
that, on the conlrury, il becomes thicker. Acetic acid and 
heal do not coagulate the clear supernatant liquid, but if hot 
Hcetic ucid is added, till' liquid becomes intensely cloudy; 
likewisc. irp(ltns~illll1 f'cl'I'oL'yanicie is added. I \l'illl'clul'l1 to 
this. 

Alcohol immediately gives u white precipitate, milky at 
first, then curdled. The precipitate, eXllmined by microscope, 
is very finely granulated, engulfs spermatololl and Some
times lurge crystals. 

In drying, on glass for example, senwn Icaves a translucid 
muss of a fatty. granulated, yellowish nppearunce; if water is 
added, Ihe primitive semen is not chunged, as has been 
claimed, due to 1110st of colloidal substanccs having becol11e 
Insoluble. There remains un abundant, clotted, dull grcy, 
unOowing residuc, not more thun the supernatant liquid 
which is scarcely cloudy after being len alone. It is also said 
thaI the odor or semen returns under these conditions; I have 
never confirmed it, even with the help of low heat. Moreover, 

·121 there is a lot to say about this odor, which [ huve never round 
ill tiny or the various animal semens which I could appropri
nte. IL is said that addition of blood to dry semen regene~ates 
the primitive odor, and it iH ullirll1ed that il is due to sperm
ine itself, us will be explained further On. Semen of spermu-

IcI('l1lijiCCllitJ/l of' }JOC{I' Hut'cls 

torrhea and of sudden death has no odor. 
According to certain authors, its Oavor is peculiar, very 

bitter; according to others, simply a bit salty or Oat. It is the 
last which appear to be true, but it is possible there are 
variations. Semen, in efrect, is a very complex liquid, formed 
from products of secretions of several glands, each secretion 
having its very distinct characteristics wh ich the limits as
signed to this work do not permit me to present in detail. 
They arc: 

I) Testicular secretion. formed almost exclusively by 
spermatozoa, thick in bulk, or pasty, and semi-liquid, some
times creamy, dull white, opaque, or bordering a little on 
yellow, non viscous, withoul odor. According to Robin many 
spermatoblasts arc found. 

2) Liquid of the sinus of Ihe vas de/erells. brownish or 
yellowish grey, with various granulations and numerous epi
thelial. prismatic cells. 

3) The liquid of semina/ I'esicles. dense, lI'ilhoUI odor. 
a/kaline. clotted or creamy, unflowing, sometimes gela
tinous, yellowiSh grey, semi-transparent, not opaline. In the 
elderly it is reddish brown, and sometimes contains red blood 
cells. It appears that this is the f1rst liquid ejaculated in 
infancy and the last in old age. After repeated coitus it forms 
almost the totality of semen. I t contains polyhedric epithelial 
cells, leukocytes, drops 0/ (11/ oily app('arance. coloring 
strongly with reagents and especially with erocein which 
permits recognition of the bizarre forms which the drops 
under the top slide take on, stretching out in every direction. 
Finally. curious round or cylindrical concretions of a di
ameter varying from 1/ I 00 of a millimeter to one or even 
two millimeters, according to Robin who has described them 
at length, lind called ·'s),mpexiolls". They arc uncolored 
except in the elderly where they lire sometimes roseate, 422 
rather often branehy or areoillte. 

These granulations, noted in all the treatises of legulmed
icim: and which can perhaps be confused with the amyloid 
granulations of certain German uuthors, have n(!ver been 
uscd, that I know of, in the diagnosis of stains, and I will not 
discliss thclll I'mthcl·. Ho\\,e\·el'. I will recall that the most 
rolllillinolls ol'tl'n cngulf SPCl'IlHtto/oa. which can be cnsily 
isolatcd wit h aect ie acid. 

4) ProslMic hllmor, or "prostatine of Blainville", is a 
fluid liquid, neither viscous nor flowing, milky, opaline, 
cloudy giving a weakly alkaline reaction. According to 
Robin, it has no odor, but FUrbringer, who recently per
formed tI good study on fifty-one cadavers and t wenty.one 
living adults, constnntly found the specilic odor of ejaculated 
scmen. [t is composed or un uncolored, clear liquid holding 
very fine granulations in suspension, umyloid according to 
FUrbringer, fatty droplets, Ilat und cylindrical epithelial 
cells, grouped in strips, hyuline bulls due perhaps 10 colloidal 
degeneration of (IpitheliulII.· tinally according to Flirbringer, 
SOllle constant und characteristic elelllents, uncolored, re
fringent, round or oval, rarely angUlar, to which is due the 
cloudy IIppcarance of the solution; the largest have the di
ameter of a red blood cell, whereas there arc some exces-
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sively small endowed with Brownian movement. According 
to Robin. it is to the product of the prostate that semen owes 
its appearance. and though he asserts, in contrast to 
FUrbringer, that it has no odor, he admits that it is, by its 
mixture with other humors also without odor, that spermatic 
odor develops. This is why it is lacking after repeated coitus 
and the sperm becomes greyish, not very opaline and clear. 

5) Humor of the prostatic utricle ("male uterus" of some 
others) is insignificant in relation to what interests us and 
contributes only very little quantity to the formation of 
semen. 

6) That of the glands of Mery (Cowper's gland) i~ more 
interesting, for it is often so abundant that, during erection, 
it wells up in a liquid, limpid-like crystal, viscous, stretched 

423 out in threads, salty, alkaline, without odor. This humor 
often forms starched stain, in drops, but ditlicult to deter
mine, for up to now, the specific principle has not been found, 
and besides it contains absolutely no morphologic element. I 
except from this however a few uncharacteristic epithelial 
cells. 

Histological elements of sperm 

1) Spermatozoa (Cl7rfPJ.W: and tWOII) 
(Animalcllii e semille. vermiclIli minlltissimi (Leeuwen

hoek, 1677) Filamellti spermatici~· !lers spermatiques 
(Spallanzani); Spermatic Animals (Procope, 1755; Need
ham, 1750 and Spallanzani); Mil/litae bestiolae (Halter, 
1765); SpermalOwa (Duvernoy, 1841); Spermatic Fila
ments. Seminal Filaments (Henle, Koelliker); Zoosperm 
(various authors); Spermozoaires (Bory de Saint Vincent); 
Zooblastes. nemalospermes, nf!ll/Ospermes (Bory de Saint 
Vincent); sperma/ozo(lires, en/ozoa!re of sperm or sperflla
lobies (Ba'er); Trelliac/osa pseudopolygastrica (Ehrenberg); 
Macrocerus, of the Cercozoa famify (tIilt); Caphaloides 
(Czermack): Microscopic cercaria or cercaria of semen 
(Cloquet, 1827). 

Samellkorperchen (seminal corpuscles) (Schweiger
Seidel); Salllellthierchen (Koelliker, 1841) ,s'penllato
zoid. Sperma/ozoon. Spermatozoa, Spermatic particles 
( English). 

Without wanting to repeat here the well-known history of 
this question, I will recall however, that it is in a letter dated 
November, 1677 and entitled Observations on the small 
animals of humall semen that Leeuwenhoek first made 
known the spermatozoa. Ham2, supposed to have been one of 
his students, had observed them living in the semen of the 
nocturnal pollution or u patient with gonorrhea, ancl has
tened to share his discovery with the illustrious professor. He 
told him that hI! hud ulready seen them, but dead, after 

1424 injection of turpentine into the patient. Ler:uwenhock looked 
for them again and found them in the semen of a great 
number of vertebrate or invertebrate animals. He compared 
them to tadpoles of frog, and believed that in man and dog 
there are two types, perhaps of dilTerent sex3, 

He confirmed that they come exclusively from testicles, 
and an important point, tllal the)' dOI/" come from pl/tre-
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faction, as many other small animals, infusoria. for exumple, 
a point of greut interest then. Nonetheless, for many years 
they were only considered us foreign unimalculi and this is, 
I suppose, the reason why it is only in recent years that the 
presence of spermatozoa was considered as the essential 
characteristic of seminal stains, and acquired a legal value. 
Procope, in a little book, which moreover, he did not sign 
(The Art of Making LillIe Bo),s), pleads the question rather 
spiritually, and believed that he had proven that sperma
tozoa are only the accessories, the accidents, so to speak, in 
semen. He says that Hartsoeker ( 1678 'n a contemporary of 
Leeuwenhoek, had remarked that semen obtained after 
several ejaculations contained no more spermatozoa; the 
semen was, however, not less fertile; as proof, the numerous 
disappointments incurred by those who speculated on Hart
soeker's discovery .... For BulTon, too, spermatozoa and 
infusoria were of the same origin, or almost, for he often 
seems to confuse them. Despite the works of Spullanzani, it 
was in reality Prevost and Dumas (1824) who definitively 
demonstrated that it is not the odor of semen . the aura 
semina/is-which is the fecllndating principle but the ~pel'
matozoan. A simple reading of names given to spermatozoa 
by din"erent authors names which we reproduced abol'e 
is as convincing as a long history as to the ideas they had. 

Spermatozoa ure filamentous anatomic elements found 42!' 
exclusively in semen; they are uncolored, hyaline. inllated in 
man and most higher animals in one of their extremities, 
commonly called the head, tapering into a long, extremely 
tenuous cilium, endowed with its own movements, called lail 
or flagellum. They are quite rightly compared in form, and 
also in movement, to tadpoles of the frog, but their tail is 
proportionately much longer and finer than that of tadpoles. 

The relative and absolute proportions of spermatozoa of 
man are very fixed, more fixed, in any case, thun those of any 
other anatomic element, blood cells or pus, for example. 
Also, contrary to what has been professed up to now, the 
fragment of spermatozoa most easily found in old stains, the 
head, can by itself, in my opinion, if studied well, and rig
orously measured, give absolute certainty as to the presence 
of sperm. 

In relation to the technique of assessment, I will note the 
influence certain coloring reagents have on these dimensions 
and I will specify mon' rigorously the dilTerent dimensions 
obtained. The total length of the spermntozoon of man, more 
diflicult to rigorously measure due to the e~;trcme len
uousness of the end of its tail, seems the only part to vary 
appreciably: it is between 0.048 111m and 0.058 111m. Du
jardin notes that the caudal filument represents quite exactly 
9/10 of the total length, say 0.050 mm, wheretls that or the 
head is 0.005 mm. As an average of numerous series of 
measurements, designed exclusively to find out the rulio of' 
head to tail, I found the head huving four divisions of the 
micrometer, the length or the lUi! vt:rying between 37 and 
45, with the great majority being bel ween 40 and 41. The 
length of the head is of extruordinary fixity, when it has not 
been deformed by accident, and I do not believe there arc 

variations greater than 0.0003 mm, more or less, which is 
within the limits of precision of our instruments, for the 
markings of ocular micrometers are too rough. The width of 

426 the head, seen fiat, is 0.0035 mm; its thickness cannot be 
determined; face on, it is pyriform, and towards the point 
about 0.00 IS mm, toward the base about half the width. 

The tail measures, toward the head, i.e. the middle seg
ment, 0.00 I mm thick, then it regularly thins to end in a 
point so tenuous that is difllcult to perceive the end with the 
best instruments if some type of article is no.!. tIle.d. 

Spermatozoa arc always uncolored, ever. in colored sperm, 
strongly, but unequally, refringent, hyaline. They appear 
perfectly homogeneous in the whole length of their tail, a bit 
granulated in the head, which is· transparent when flat, and 
permits seeing the granulations which it can screen. At first 
sight, it appears formed by a single gelatinous substance, but 
it will be seen that difl"erent parts absorb coloring reagents 
differently which proves they do~'t have the same chemical 
constitution. [ have tried, useltmly up to now, to employ 
polarized light in the study of their structure, for the iden
tification of fragments in the analysis of stains, 

The head or disc of the spermatozoon prese:'ts itself in 
varied aspects, which it is of consequence to know well. 1 t is 
represented in treatises and articles of legal medicine, almost 
without exception, in the form of a pear, the smull extremity 
directed toward the fronl. This is wrong, for when extracting 
spermatozoa from a stain at least as many which present 
their head face Oil, i.e. with the aspect of regular oval. are 
found. I have often seen beginners fail to recognize them 
thus, such was the c1assicall1gure fixed in their minds. Some
thing to note, when very rare spermatozoa are extracted 
from 1I stllin, when only one or two are found, I don't know 
why, but they always present themselves precisely face on. I 
made this observation a long time ago. The head seen face on 
is quite regu!arly oval, and often shows towards the union of 
the posterior one-third with the anterior two-thirds a swell
ing corresponding to the transverse line of separation about 
which [ will speak. 

When semen, even fro 111 a Slain, is treated with a solution 
427 of crocein\ which of all the numerous reagents which I have 

tried has given me the most satisfaction, the head of' sper
matozoa is seen cut just about in the middle, or closer to the 
base, by a transverse Iinc, separating a little-colored, trans
parent part frol11 a posterior part strongly impregnated. This 
line is sometimes distinct, as cut with a knife, but in stuins 
it is sometimes Shadowy, blurred, as photographers would 
say. It is not always straight; I huve seen it curved in certain 
cases concUVe to the rear, such thut the anterior c1enr pari 
covered the rounded posterior purtlike tI sort of skull cup or 
I~rescent. At other til11es it is oblique 01' irregular, which must 
be an accident of alteration or deformation. This sepltre'" '1 

is variable uccording to species, and can serve to difl'ercntiate 
sperm of various origins. In man, in seminal stains, the ap
pearance resembles exactly thut of an acorn of oak enclosed 
in its cupula (see Fig. I) [Note: Figure is not reproduced in 
this translation). The contents of the dark part is grunuluted 
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and with the use of double staining, it is confirmed that the 
head is formed by an envelope which eosin colors poorly, and 
a nucleus it colors well, whereas the iodated solution of 
Roussin and crocein perfectly color this vr:.ry thin envelope. 

The head of the spermatozoon stained with crocein 
presents a small, brilliant, refringent point, always situated 
in the clear anterior part (Fig. I). In moving the tube of the 
m!croscope very slowly, one is convinced it IS a small vacu
ole, the diameter of which is essentially that of the tail of the 
spermatozoon; it is sometimes oval, the large axis directed 
transversely; more rarely there are two, smaller and unequal. 
This small vacuole was not acknowledged by Ballowitz in the 
work (Centralbl. f physiol., 1891) which he recently de
voted to the anatomy of the head of the spermatozoon, and 
I found only one author who said anything about it: Rollin, 
a fastidious observer. 

After having noted that the head can be placed in such a 428 

way that the depression in the form of the hollow of a spoon 
in one of its faces can wrongly be taken for a nucleus, he 
says, "this so-called nucleus must not be confused with one 
or several clean, yellowish vacuoles which form more or iess 
early after the cadaveric death of' the spermatozoan in the 
thickness of the disc". This is ell'ectively what I believed, 
before making the acquaintance of these lines of Rollin, and 
my friend Vialleton supported me in this idea; but I should 
have returned to it since I had positively seen this vacuole on 
living spermatozoa. Little of the rest is of consequence to me; 
what is of the greatest interest to me is that this vacuole is 
ulmost constant in spermatozoa retrieved from stains and 
stained by crocein. 

All these charucteristics, combined with the rigorous 
measurement of the head in length and width, are such in my 
eyes that I will aflil'm in all tranquility the presence of 
semen in a stain by inspection of aile single head -whereas, 
I have the conviction that there is the possibility for any 
number of errors in the idea, accepted as dogma, that a 
professionul opinion can be expressed if one single sper
matozoon is complete (thut is, a head with [1 tail), seen as it 
is recommended to study them, with magnifications that arc 
too weak, where the head is a point and the tail a striation! 

There exists no anatomic element which has any resem
blance whatever to the head, appropriately examined. 

Valentin, Jensen, Furst, Brunn and Ballowitz described a 
hat covering the head of the spermatozoa, I have only been 
able to observe it once, and this at a time when I didn't yet 
know it was a constant organ in the spermatozoon before 
maturity. I will then say nothing about it. At the point of the 
head of the spermatozoon of man, there is positively a small, 
brilliant point and there exists a similar one toward the tail; 
but they arc not very visible, even with crocein. II is other
wise with animal sperm. 

What causes the separation of the head into two parts is 
that the anterior part of one of the faces is hollowed out like 
u spoon, as can be confirmed when it is presented in a three 
quarter view. Thus seen, this excavation which can give the 
illusion of n nucleus by refrucliol1, as already pointed out by 
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Robin, is readily evident; the other side, on the contrary, is 
a bit bUlging. Seen in profile, the head is pyriform, the large 
extremity directed toward the tail, the point toward the 
front, thin and rounded, sometimes inclined to the side in a 
sort of beak, or even hook. It is the classical figure, which has 
interest, not only because it is thus the spermatozoon is seen 
in life, but especially because those of animals do not have 
the pyriform aspect in this position. They are seen as a small 
rod, lightly attenuated at the two ends. This is an excellent 
distinctive characteristic to which I will return. 

Insertion of the flagellum is not in the axis of the head, but 
encroaches on one face, like the handle of a spoon; I have 
said a word about the brilliant point seen there. The insertion 
seems almost articulated; in reality, there is no cavity, as in 
the dog, but most often (I am discussing sperm from stains) 
a slight protuberance ending in a facet, which is not always 
as pronounced, however, as appears on one of the isolated 
heads. 

The tail or flagellum of the human spermatozoon has been 
described for a long time as a simple thread. This is effec
tively how it presents itself in eja,:ulated semen, if examined 
with the strongest magnification, and even after the action of 
coloring agents. But the fact that this flagellum is capable of 
movement already demonstrates that it cannot be homoge
neous, and that its structure is complicated. It is to the works 
of Dujardin, Henle, Grohe, Koelliker, Ankermann and 
Schweiger-Seidel for an initial period going up to 1865 that 
is owed the first notions of the histology of the tail of the 
spermatozoon. The last of these authors had already at this 
time distinguished a head (and in certain cases a hat 
(Koppfkaffe), a middle segment (Mittelstuck) and a tail 
(Schwanz). The middle segment had as its essential charac
teristic that it was cylindrical, i.e., the same thickness in its 
whole length, to have a particular luster and a constant 
length in each animal species. Schweiger-Seidel gives the 
following table which reports the respective lengths of vari
ous animals. 

mouse 
hedgehog 
"maulwuyc" t 
guinea pig 
rubhit 
rum 
pig 
"inuus" t 
man 
"~_"'~~"_4_~ __ ._._. 

Average length in millimeters 

head 

0.008 
0.006 
0.008 
0.012 
0.007 
0,008 
0.009 
0.006 
0.005 

... ~~-~_,_. ,-·.~'~e <c_-+ ... -~ •• 

IIlIddl. 
5cgmcnt 

0.023 
0.009 
0.020 
0.010 
0.008 
0.015 
0.011 
0.011 
0.006 

''''' ,"." 'c_ ~ ",.",_ 

1.01 

0.085 
0.065 
0,055 
0.080 
0.041 
(1.055 
0.040 
0.043 
0.040 

'Imtamng, CQuid nol b. decid.d. nor could Ih. Clrigin.l.rlicies r",m which Ih.l.bl. IS "lid 10 have 
hl,'\'11 lilkt:n, b,,' rnc,1lcdl 

Dujardin (On the zoosperms of mammals. Ann. nat. 
vol. VIII, 1837) was the first, I believe, to have studied the 
accessories of this middle segment; a little later, this study 
was resumed in Germany, where nodules (Knot chen of 
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Schweiger-Seidel) and strips (/aeppchen) were described. 
Grohe at first, then Schweiger-Seidel, thought they saw two 
small cavities (Lucken, Vacuolen, Hohlungen of varied au
thors) serving as a sort of hyphen between the middle seg
ment, the head and the tail. The last author gave a design 
which clearly represents these two cavities, and on the same 
plate are spermatozoa whose middle segment presents curi
ous transverse striations, which the author considered as 
phenomena of alteration. He remarked, in addition, that 
during the movements of progression of spermatozoa, move
ments which from that time were the object of much re
search, the middle segment, as well as the head itself, 
remained absolutely passive. 

The second period was marked by Eisner in 1874 (Unter
such. iiber den Bau der Samen/aedell. Verhandl. der phys. 
med. geo. Zu Wllrzburg (vol. 6. 1874). This author discov
ered what he called the Central/aeden, a name which Brunn 
replaced with Axenfaeden. axial filament. This filament 
traverses the flagellum of the spermatozoon in its entire 
length, in a state of extreme tenuousness, Eisner remarked, 
without being too certain of it. He presumed that the end of 
the tail (or tail proper) must be formed exclusively by this 
filament, whereas the middle segment was made from small 
cubes strung on the filament like little pearls. In 1879, Hen
eage Gribbes (Quart. jOllrnal 0/ micro. sci, .'Ice, vol. XIX, 
1879 and XX, 1880) discovered a spiral thread which made 
six or seven turns around the middle segment in mammals, 
as had been seen long before in the salamander. Jensen 
confirmed this discovery (Die Strllcture der Samenfaeden, 
Bergen, 1879) and asserted that this spiral thread is specific 
not only to the middle segment, but is found also on the third 
segment, the tail, and pointed out that the filament has a 
different chemical constitution from that of the spiral thread 
in the middle segment, but not in the tail, where the two 
filaments behave the same in the presence of reagents. 

Retzius (ZlIr Kenntniss der Sperm. Bioi. Untersllch. 
1881) finally discovered that the third segment, the tail 
proper, is itself formed by two distinct parts, one he calls 
Hauptstuck, the principal piece, the other, Endstllck, termi
nal piece or terminal filament. He called the middle segment 
of Schweiger-Seidel, Verbindllngstuck, joining piece, and 
believed that what was described as a spiral thread was only 
a sort of spiral hem around the flagellum. Since then, this 
question has impassioned anatomists. Brunn (Archiv. f. 
mikr. Anat. B. XXIII, 1884) carefully described the fine, 
regular transverse striations of the middle segment in the 
mouse that Leydig (Unters. ZlIr Anat. und Hist. der Tiere, 
1883) had already acknowledged as a spiral thread, but 
Brunn could not determine if he was dealing with It spiral 
thread or simply transverse striations. Kraun (Der Spiral
saumseder Samenfaeden. Infernat. Monatsch. f. Allat. Hist. 
Vol. II, 1885) was more assertive, and Plattner (Uber d. 
Spermatoz. bei den PUlmonaten. Archiv f. Mikr. Allat. 
Vol. XXV, 1885) observed, in his turn, that the middle seg
ment in bulls is spiraled, thus verifying the views of Jensen 
and Brown (On spermat, ill the rat. Quarterly Journal 0/ 
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Microsc. Science, Vol. XXV, 1885). In treating spermatozoa 
with gold chloride, he observed a dark, spiral thread which 
surrounds a little-colored internal substance. Furthermore, 
Plattner seems to have seen two threads; in any case, one of 
his designs (PI. XXIII, Fig. 18) indicates two. 

Up to then, no one had seen the unrolled spiral thread. 
Jensen, at first, Ballovitz, Prenant of Nancys and others after 
them, proved its existence without doubt. According to Jen
sen, it sufllces to collect spermatozoa from rat testicle and 
simply add to them 0.6% saline solution-and even wi;hout 
this addition-to clearly see a regular striation, where each 
stripe is separated from its neighbors. Toward the end of the 
median segment, these stripes separate more and more such 
that they become more and more oblique in relation to the 
axis of a segment. If the tube of the microscope is lowered, 
to focus the deeper parts, it is seen that below, the stripes 
have an inverse obliquity, which proves that it is a spiral 
thread, and not rings, forming these striations. Putting the 
spermatozoa in aqueous glycerine (at ~'6) the spira! thread 
separates. Acetic acid at I % also isolates it, but this reagent 
has a destructive action and soon fragments the thread; in 
certain animals the destruction is slower, and the curious 
action of this reagent can easily be observed. 

Whereas the spiral filament is homogeneous, of fine, clear 
contour, very slightly refringent, the axial thread (or "axe 
file") is thicker, very refringent, terminating toward the 
head in a small button even more refringent again, the spiral 
filament beginning just after the button. Ballowitz, who has 
performed lengthy studies on this question, established that 
the axial filament is formed by two fibrils, each ending in a 
small button, and he could sometimes observe three or even 
four, on sperm taken from the epididymis. In the rat, this 
axial fiJament shows itself as a packet of twisted wicker and 
h .' e could count up to seven well-isolated fibrils in the middle 
segment. He concludes from his research that this axial 
filament is formed by two bundles of fibrils joined by a 
cemell/, traversing the whole spermatozoon and appearing in 
the free state only at the neck and tail. 

In summary or all these works, the spet'llIatowoll is 
formed by a head and a Ilagellum; its complete length is 
traversed by a complex axiallllament, which is uncovered at 
its union with the head where it forms the fleck, and at the 
extremity of the tail (Endstuck). This total length is divided 
first into a middle .I'egmell1 (to which is suited the name 
"body", it seems), cylindrical, formed by a spiral thread 
r~ll.ed in. a certain number of turns; then into a tail proper, 
diVided Illto two pieces, the first, principal piece (llaupt
stl!ck) w.hich tapers, is also constituted by the rolling of a 
spiral thread around the axial filament, then this, existing 
uncovered from the principal piece, forms the terminal 
filament (Endstuck). A curious appendix is inserted in the 
middle segment; it is tht~ coat, the protoplasmic coat, in the 
form of a thin, granular, transparent membrane, inconstant 
in the mature spermatozoa. This membrane is sometimes in 
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an irregular strip, sometimes in the form of a trumpet di
rected toward the head and encroaching on it. 

Up to now, alas, all these interesting notions have not been 
able to be used in legal medicine, because these delicate 
s~ruct~res are only visible in sperm from testicle, the epi
dldym!s, or vas deferens. As soon as the sperm is ejaculated, 
the spiral filament is welded so strongly to the axis that all 
is perfectly homogeneous; this is the opinion of Brunn, and 
Jensen is not far from agreeing. However this point of view 
cannot be accepted, for the spermatozoon, having reached 
maturity, is e.ldowed in its Ilagellum with rapid movements, 
which necessarily implies a persistent fibrillary state; a per
fectly homogeneous mass could not be endowed with move
ments in its parts. I do not despair in finding a reagent, not 
to see all the details of structure which I have just presented, 
but strong enough to permit at least recognition of segments, ~.1~ 
for these are not of the same chemical nature. In heating dry 
semen, kept on a glass slide, to 40° for a few hours in a 
humid room, and then in treating it with saturated solution 
of crocein, I have seen the middle segment of separated tails 
enlarge considerably, curve itself and clearly present the 
axial filament, having the appearance more of a fine cavity 
~han of a thread. Then the incurvation gradually continues, 
In proportion to the thickening of the segment, and its two 
ends finally join and weld together. This strange phenom
enon takes more than an hour to finish; the segment then 
presents the appearance of a disc with a central depression 
and a very fine circular streak, representing the axial 
filament, in the middle of the radius. 

Moreover, the protoplasmic coat is often found whose 
resistance to chemical agents is considerable; nex't, what 
Schweiger-Seidel described under the name of nodules, and 
which are only forms of alteration of the middle segment, or 
all the clements of the spiral filament which are visible. 
Frequently in sperm extracted from stains and treated by 
crocein, these small swellings of vague contour, four, five and 
more in number, generally of unequal size, are found on the 
segment. These small successive swellings, which give a 
winding appearance to the spermatozoon, have been de
scribed by Robin. /rI II(' C'Ol/lilll/c'd 

References lind Noles 
I. See the gencntl bibliogruphy III Ihe end. 
2. I lind this namc writtcn in various wllys. 
J. This hypothesis is nol ubsolutcly implausible. It was upheld in t836 with 

bri~liancc by Sielold. then by Fraisse, and rccenlly in a IlHisterly 
arllcle, Brunn del11(lnstratcd thllt Paludina I'ivipllra hilS two sorts of 
spernHllozoa. (Archil'. f. Illicrosc. Analomic, 223, p. 41.1) My fricnd 
R. Koehler also describcd the two forms of spermlltozoa of'Mllr£'.\ 
bralltlit'lI.\' and IflII/CU/IiS (COlllf/Ic!S r(,/ltiu. 1 SSS). 

4. Therc e.xist many dill'ercn\ ligen Is which, in the trade of stains cnllcd 
"aniline," hCM this nllmc; the crocein I lise is furnished to mc by the 
mllisoft Stephan Girard, of FOlltainc·sur.Saone. 

S. NOlc Oft the Slntl'I/ife' des spc'rll/(/lozoide'.I' dlC': ,.ho//II//(I, I SS8, and 
Rcm. on the SfrI/t'lI/rt' tic's Sf/e"'". (Rcl'uc du Nord de la France). 
Lille, I HHS,H9. 
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Semen and Seminal Stains in Legal Medicine * 
(Sequel) 

Dr. A. Florence 
Second Part 

Technique of examination of stains 

History. It seems to me quite difficult to admit that past 
expertf, didn't make any use of confirmation of sperm in 
cases of rape or of impotence, yet I found practically no 
proof of it, for various reasons: the library at the law faculty 
in Lyons, recently founded, is relatively poor in old docu
ments of this type; that of the medical faculty, on the con
trary, has quite a large number of old treatises on legal 
medicine, all of which I perused with great care, but without 
finding one single fact where a seminal stain played any role; 
most often, the word was not even pronounced. The reason 
is that up until recent times intervention by respectable ma
trons was considered much more appropriate in affairs of 
this type than by physicians, and, besides, much experience 
was readily attributed to them in this kind of thing. A decree 
ofInnocent III I-this same pope who was the first to recom
mend the examination of the corpse by a physician in murder 
cases, and introduced this custom into canon law-confided 
to these matrons the examinations concerning impotence. It 
was they who sovereignly judged in the proof of sexual 
union, and it is known that they had to determine if there 
had been intromission, et an /uisset emissio, ubi, quid el 
q/lale emissum. 2 

Unfortunately they have left us no report on the pro
cedures they followed. It's a shame, for it must certainly 
have been quite interesting. 

During the first period of the Middle Ages, the violated 
woman presented herself at the court with her torn clothing, 
and showed the very traces of the awful treatment to which 
she had been submitted (Pardessus, CommellIaires de la loi 
salique, p. 567). 

The ancient Fueros of Spain admitted the intervention of 
matrons: "In regard to this woman who complained of hav
ing been forced, if the act took place in the fields, she had to 
throw down her cloak in the first city encountered, and lie on 
the ground saying: Such and such a man forced me, if she 
knew him; if she did not, she gave some information about 
him. I f she was a virgin, she must show proof of rape to the 
most reliable woman she could find ... if she has not thusly 

• Translation or: "Du Spcrme et dcs Taches de Sperrne in Mcdccine 
Legalc". In Archiw's d'Alllhropolog{e (',{lI/llIelll' de ('rfll/{/lolog{e 1'1 de 
PS,l'cilOlog{C' Normal" ('I PalllOlr)giqlle II; 37 46 and 146 165 and 249 
265 (1896). {ConWins the second,third und rourth parts ol'the article, the 
first part or which uppeurcd in the sam!! journal, \'01. 1(\, pp. 417 434). 

Rcprinted with the kind permission or Musson, SA, Editeur, Puris. 
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acted, her complaint is not whole, and the accused can de
fend himself." She could also prove the crime by inter
vention of two men, or by one man and two women of honor. 
(A. du Boys, Histoire du droit criminel en Espagne. p. 136). 
This dramatic procedure, where the violated woman pre
sented herself with her tears, her torn and bloodied clothing, 
endured for a long time, and it was not until Alphonse X, 
that she could bring her complaints to the steward of the 
king (Idem, p. Z99). 

In France, in response to the ridicule thrown at the con
gress in the famous suit by the marquis of Langeais (in 
1659), who, even though declared impotent, had seven chil
dren by Diane of Navailles, the Grand Chambre definitively 
abolished this singular procedure. But the role of the ma
trons was not stopped by that: on the 25th of June, 1707, a 
decision 0; the sovereign council of Alsace enjoined persons 
declaring themselves to have been/orced or raped to appear 
before the matrons. 

Much closer to us, Jousse, an authority on these matters 
for a long time, indicated, in 1771, admissible proof of vio
lence done to a woman or girl. 

These proofs, he said, derive from: 
I) The testimony of witnesses who saw the violence. 
2) Circumstances of' the I'act, c.g., il' the woman's cl'ies 

were heard, in relation to the violence being done her, or if 
she was heard to cry for help in a remote place, wh(!re the 
voice made itself heard with difficulty, especially if the per- 3lJ! 

son claiming to have been violated is of good reputation 
(Julius Clarus). 

3) But the sole declaration of the girl who asserts that one 
has done violence to her is not sufllcient proof (Julius Clar
ius). All the more reason is she not credible if it is proven 
that. since the rape, she voluntarily abandoned herself to him 
or that she leads an ill life. 

4) Boerius holds that a young girl is not presumed vio
lated if pregnant(!)3 (Jousse. vol. III, p. 751; 1771). It is 
quite necessary to admit that the jurisconsults of that tin~e 
had profited very little from the words of Voltaire.4 

It is evident that no one imagined making usc of the 
confirmation of sperm, for even the signs of deflowering did 
not intervene, even though perfectly known; but it was just 
as well known that a woman could have been deflowcred 
without appearancc of these signs, and also "that she could 
have her virginity with the supposed marks of deflowering". 

medicine had drawn so much mistrust in assessments that it 
was preferred to forego it. Stains were, likewise, totally ne
glected for many years, and even though Sue, professor of 
legal medicine at the Faculty of Paris since the year VI I had 
done an ingenious inve..3tigation on blood stains, Orfila did 
not say a word about it in his celebrated Traite des poisons, 
2nd edition in I g 18. 

In his Lecons de medecifle legale, published in 1823, he 
treats procedures which must be used to determine if the 
confirmed deflowering is the result of btroduction of the 
male mcmber or another body; he does not indicate the con
firmation of semen in the vagina of the victim; nor does he 
speak of it when he considers death attributed to rape. He is 
forced most often to leave the question unresolved as he does 
in assessments I, 2, 3 and 4 which he reports, assessments 

40 where the most elementary examination by microscope 
would have peremptorily resolved the question. Finally, in 
the case of impotence in a man, he did not have recourse to 
the microscope. Of thl! re5t, Poilroux, in his Medecifle legale 
published in 1837, docs not behave otherwise, and it is only 
in his 1848 edition of his Medecifle legale that Orfila finally 
indicates the confirmation of spermatozoa in cases or this 
type. 

In 1826, Ol\ivicr d'Angers and Barruel had to cxaminc 
stains in an affair of rape (Journal de Chimie Medicale, 
1826, p. 565). These experts heated the stains, which were 
rose, and determined that they emitted no odor of fat. They 
moistened it with water, and rcndered it milky by shaking; 
alcohol, added to the ll1aceratull1. clouded it even more. The 
experts then concentrated the liquid, and noted that it turned 
litmus paper blue; after total evaporation, the liquid left a 
yellowish residue, and gave a strong animal odor on calci
nation. The authors concluded that the stains could have 
been the result of the applicaiton of semen to the surface of 
material duc to thrce charactcristics of the spermatic liquid: 

I) bcing partially soluble; 
2) leaving a residue which made the material sticky; 
3) being alkaline. 
At this time, numerous experiments were attempted to try 

to find spermatozoa in the stains, notably by Or/ila, but 
without success; this wal> undertaken without mllch hope, for 
the spermatozoon was generally considered as ubiquitous, us 
some type of infusoriu. The main experiment of Spallanzuni 
who hud demonstrnted that filtered frog sperm (and con
sequently supposed free of spcrmatozoa), and much older of 
Hartsoecker, who, a little while after the discovery of the 
animalculi. found that semen obtained after numerous ejac
ulations, in which he had not observcd spermatozoa, would 
produce fecundation, were still the authorities in the science, 
despite the beautiful work of Dumas and PrevOst. (1824). 

41 Animalcules whose imperfection hardly permitted thcm 
to be distinguished from spermatozoa, were also observed; 
their origin, however, had nothing in common with sperm. 

Thus. in the dictionary of Medical Sciences of Panckouke, 
in the article Sperm/!, nppearing in 1821, the animalcules tire 
claimed to huve been fOllnd in liquids other than human 
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semen, and it is claimed that Spallanzani fecundated frogs 
with semen without spermatozoa, and this sufllced to destroy 
the system of Leeuwenhoeck. Likewise, the article 
Generation, appearing in 1817, points out that cercaria 
found in semen appear extraneous to fecundation, contrary 
to the opinion of Leeuwenhoeck, of Hartsoecker, of Va
lesnieri. 

The belief in aura seminalis endured for a long time, even 
with forensic physicians. And it is not astonishing that De
vergie in 1839 wrote the following observation concerning 
the examination of the semen of two brothers, both without 
children, and of which the spermatozoa (?) were of a pecu
liar form. ovoid corpuscles presenting movement:s "If anal
ogous facts in sutlicient number were observed, one would 
perhaps be able to enlighten the question of the cause of 
fecundation: to determine whether it is accomplished by 
means of spermatozoa or if, on the contrary, the hypothesis 
of an aura seminalis has some basis." 

Orfila presented his research on seminal stains to the 
Royal Academy of Medicine, at its meeting of Aug. 25, 
1827, and concluded it is not possible to find cercaria or 
animalcules in these stains, by microscope. The slime year 
(Journal de Chimie Medicale. vol. III, 1827) his important 
article appeared: Semen considered from the medico-legal 
viewpoint. The illustrious scientist was called to give his 
opinion on the report of a physician who, on examination of 
the sexual organs of a young girl of 13 years, 9 months, who 
had allegedly been raped nine days beforehand, concluded 
that the rape had been consummated and claimed to have 
retrieved a certain quantity of semen from the vagina. Orfila, 
observing that science possessed no adequate means for fa
cilitating the solution to the problem, at11rmed that it was 
unlikely that semen had remained ninc days in the vagina of 
this girl who was atllicted with a mucus discharge, and the ,12 

accused \Vas acquitted. This assessment convinced Orma 
that he should concern himself with the methodical in
vestigation of the diagnosis of seminal stains. Being aware of 
the physical characteristics, he indicated the following pro
cedures as a technique of examination: 

I) Sperm stains brought close to a name become n tawny 
yellow and this tint disappears if the stain is immersed in 
distilled water for several hours. This was, for OrHia, the 
most important sign. 

2) The stains moisten fully, which does not happen to fat 
stains; 

3) The stains macerated and pressed by a stirring-rod 
bccome viscous and emit a spermatic odor when compressed 
between one's fingers: 

4) The liquid, filtered and evaporated at a very low heat, 
becomes alkaline; it shows during evaporation th~ viscous 
appearance of a solution of rubber, does not coagulate, but 
deposits a few glutinous flakes, and its consistency becomes 
so particular that it is diOicult not to accord an importance 
to this characteristic; 

Wlwn dried, it leaves a semi-transparent residue, shiny, of 
n tawny color. Put in water again, this residue separates into 
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two parts; one glutinous, yellowish grey, adhering to fingers 
like glue, insoluble in water. soluble in potassium; the 
other, soluble in water. 

5) The soluti('l~\ gives a white, flaky precipitate with chlo
rine. alcohol, lead acetate, lead subacetate, and mercurous 
chloride; pure, concentrated nit ric acid gives it ? light yel
lowish tint, if it is uncolored, but does not cloud it, whereas 
all the other morbid vaginal discharges become cloudy. Alco
holic tincture of gall-nut gives an abundant greyish deposit. 

Orfila, speaking of microscopical examination, adds: ''It is 
easily understood that no benefit can be derived from micro
scopical observations for the recognition of stains. The 
animalcuIi are not more appreciable if after drying the semcn 
on material, it is diluted in water for examination by 

43 microscope." But he remarks that spermatozoa coming /i'om 
stains on glass are more visible and he claims to have "recog
nized them perfectly in semen dried for eighteen years", 
Orfila does not seem to accord a great confidence to the 
verification of spermatozoa, for he says that "the existence 
by itself of animalcules of this form (and executing very 
marked movements) in the extreme case permits the attesta
tion that the solulion submitted to examination is semen, 
since no other liquid is observed with these characteristics, 
However the physical and chemical properties which I have 
already mentioned must be looked for in this solutiol/, " 

This page, in which Orfila showed justified prudence, was 
strongly reproached in 1839 by Devergie in the violent dis
cussions they had on the subject I,)f priority of the use of a 
microscope in examination of these stains. 

In 1834, Chevallier had to examine suspected stains. He 
did not use the microscope, but operated, in following Or
fila's procedures a little, by comparison with seminal stains; 
he was not pleased with these procedures, especially the 
action of heat, of which was made great account, ha~ ij,g 
found nothing clear and he was prudently forced not to reu..:h 
any conclusion. 

Devergie did an assessment in 1834 (Medecine Legale. 
2nd ed .• 1840, p, 387) and relied on the yell 0 I\' color and 
absence of the smell of burning which the heated stain pre
sented; on thc spcrmatic odor which developcd only the fol
lowing day; on the starched state of the stains after washing 
with water, dessication, and finally nitric acid. These are the 
only procedures indicated in the 1837 edition, vol. II, p. 18 I, 
of his Medicine legale, and they scarcely differ from those of 
Orfila, 

These investigative procedures were a great success, and 
were practiced for a long time, especially in foreign coun
tries; thus, in the Praxis of Fredreich (1855), the author at 
first presents the procedures of Orfila, then for just as long, 
those of Devergie, but, something curious, in this very im
portant bDok, which had several editIons, he did not say a 
word about microscopical research of'spcrnHltozoa in (he edi
tion (2nd) of 1855, where Friedreich devoted numerous 
pages to the study of stains, 

In 1838, Devergie read a very important memoir entitled: 
144 New signs of death by hanging. at the Academy of Medi-
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cine, in which he used a microscope to contirm the existence 
of spermatozoa in the urethral canal of those hanged. Before 
this, he had established, in the affair of the murder of Tes
sier, in collaboration with Turpin, that no act of' pederasty 
had taken place, for there were no spermatozoa in the urine 
emitted by the victim before death. t Finally, Devergie an
nounced in this memoir that he had been able to confirm 
spermatozoa in semen stains existing for ten /IIonths on 
cloth, a fact that much more important, since the means 
provided by chemistry for recognizil/g stains dOll't have all 
the certainty one has the right to expect il/ a medico-legal 
analysis, It is, then, Devergil!, and not Bayard, as one often 
writes, who deserves the merit for this discovery, But De
vergie had been preceded by almost twelve years: in 1827, 
Lassaignc, having rccountcd to Che\'allier that he had been 
the tirst to rctrieve spcl'matozoH li'om a stain, Chc\'ullicr 
informed him that Lebaillif, in the afl'air of the rape of 
Contrafatto, had determined the nature of seminal stains in 
this way, Lebaillif did not publish his report, but there was 
no doubt as to the priority of his discovery: he had a great 
reputation as a micrographer and all studies of this type were 
addressed to him, It was thus that Orfila committed himself 
to find a method for determinatIOn of blood stains by micro
scope (Journal de chimie medica Ie, 1827), 

In March, 1837 (Journal de clzimie medicale), Ratier, in 
macerating materials stained with semen in watch glasses, 
and in submitting the liquid to microscopical examination, 
succeeded in retrieving the spermatozoa and pointed out on 
this subject the advantages which legal medicine might de
rive from this mode of investigation, 

In 1838, without acquaintance of Ratier's note and even 
less of the appraisal by Lebaillif, which, not having been 
published, remains a dead issue, and before the memoir of 
Devergie had appcared, Bayard deposed at the meeting of 
the Society of Hygiene and Legal Medicine his beautiful 
work entitled: On the Use of the Microscope in Legal Med
icine, (AnI/ales d'Hygiel/e. p, 134, 1839), It is not an at- 45 

tempt, a simple afiirmation, like that of' Ratier, who had 
never made an appraisal of stains, who undoubtedly suc
ceeded one time in isolating spermatozoa, but who would 
have perhaps not succeeded a second time, and who certainly 
did not isolate blood cells from a stain with the impossible 
procedure which he indicates in the same note, It is a con
scientious methodical study, devoted as much to demonstra
tions done in the presence of members of the Society of Legal 
Medicine, as to devel/ assessments done with brilliance. 
And, there is some merit, if not courage, in disputing the 
validity of the categorical assertions of Orfila. And the fnct 
that successful attempts were done before his, undoubtedly 
unknown to him, is no reason to refuse to Bayard the merit 
of his important discovery, I f there were workers of the first 
hour, it is he, and only he, who was architect of the edifice. 
It would be, however, un injustice to forget 1\ few scientists 

, I victil11 was II wrlll1un), 

who, on the whole, inspired all this research and brought it 
into focus by their works: I speak of Dumas and Prevost, and 
especially of Donne, whose names ml1st be indissolublv tied 
to the history of determination of stains, • 

Following the work of Bayard, and due to the polemic 
waged bet ween Orfila and Devergie, there appear in Paris, 
from 1837 to 1839, ten theses on the determination of stains: 
unfortunately I could not procure them in order to compiete 
this story, 

The Bayard procedure. In the beginning, Bayard simply 
macerated in distilled W:lter the strips of stains, which he 
took great pains not to rumple, and whose fibers he did not 
dissociate. After several hours of immersion he lightly 
heated without boiling them, then examined the liquid. Not 
very satisfied with the results, he indicated his second 
procedure: 

I) Cut out with scissors and remove with care a portion of 
the stains presumed seminal; do not rumple the material, 
and place in a test tube; 

2) Bathe the stained material in distilled water, and mac
erate for twenty four hours; 

<Ill 3) At the end of this time, filter the first liquid, Place the 
stained material, already macerated, in a porcelain capsule, 
moisten it with distilled water and heat by the flame of an 
alcohol lamp until the liquid attains a temperature over 60° 
to 70°. Filter this liquid, Finally treat the stained material 
with alcohol or by ammonia solutions and filter the diluted 
solution; 

4) When the nItration is finished, cut the filter paper at a 
distance of one thumb from the ecige and turn it over on u 
watch glass, or, preferably, on a dish or flat glass; moisten 
the inverted f1lter with alcohol or ammonia solution, which 
dissolves mucus and entirely detaches the deposit. .11' fatty 
matter is found mixed in, a few drops of ether water is 
employed, Microscopical examinntioll of the capsule 01' the 
dish of flat glass permits recognition of elltire spermatozoa, 
without breakage of the tail, isolated from mucus, 

Alcohol in water was I: I 0, sodium and potassium 1:20, 
ammonia I: 16, and Bayurd made observations at a magnifi
cation of 350 to 600 diameters. 

What comes out of the beuutiful work of Bayard, is thul 
these lire things seen which he describes, and he has per
formed a great ma11Y times his conscientiously presented 
experiments. I will point out us proof of the sincerity of his 
observations only two facts: p, 156, he remarks that if the 
preparations are dried, the spermatozoa are more visible, an 
obsel'vutioll latel' made by Schweigcr-Seidel, ancl, more re
cently, by Pinr;us, who mude of it a procedure he believed 
new; then, p, 161, he described the crystuls of semen, which 
he takes to be sodium and ammonium phosphate, crYlltnls 
known today under the name of Charcot crystals. It is then, 
he who deserves the merit of the discovery of these crystnls 
nncl not Robin, nor Charcot. 

1146 The Hllyurd proccdure, thnl I will cnll the filtl'ulion P1'()-
cedure, seems to hu\'c beell fbllowed fOI' a long lillle despite 
its dif'ticullics; the lI11tho" I'ep"oc\ucec\ it wilhollt changing 
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anything in his MllI/I/I!! ell! //Iee/('ein£' 1('/;((/(' of' 1844, Yet in 
the six-year intcrnal nUlllerous works had appcared on this 
question, particularly in the lorm of' theses at the Facult\' of' 
Medicine in Paris, as I have already noted. . 

In 1848, C, Schmidt indicated his squeezing out pro
cedure, which has as its principal advantage to leave the 
clothes intact, which can be of importance in discreet exam
inations. The material is examined with care to assure which 
side holds the Slain, In holding it obliquely, it is easy to see 
one of the faces more marked than the other and it might 
even show a projection; then, taking the stain as center, the 
material is folded in a point or cone, with the stain forming 
the outside peak, This point is then suspended vertically over 
a watch glass half-filled with water, into which it scarcely 
dips. It is left in this position for three or four hours, re
placing the water as needed: then this is slowly heated by 
means of a small spirit lamp. A few drops of ammonia 
solution are added, and the material is picked up, pressed 
from the top toward the bottom between the thumb and 
illdex finger, the stain is thus expressed, it disappears, and 
the water flowing out is cloudy and a bit mucousy. It is ex
amined by microscope, This procedure, on the whole, quite 
simple, perfectly succeeds when the stain is rich, but in dim-
cult cases, in which it is hardly visible, nothing is obtained, 
or at best, a few fragments, (C, Schmidt, Die Diagl/ostlc I'er
daechliger Flecke iI/ crimil/alfoel/ell, Leipzig, 1848, page 42). 14~ 
This procedure is most often followed by experts of the 
Russian Ministry (Allieitlll/g zur UI/tersuchllllg I'erdaect
liger Flecke, etc, Saint Petersburg, 1871). 

Koblank 6 in 1853 (Casper's Vierteljahrschriji, III, p, 140) 
gives another squeezing out procedure which enjoys a cer
tain favor undoubtedly due to the support of Casper. Tho 
stain, cut out, is put in a saucer con'.aining a little cold Wl)lCl', 
the material is dipped in the liquid with a stirring rod until 
it is completely saturuted, After a quurter hour, a drop of 
this water is observed under the microscope; the presence of 
spermatozoa is easily determined, The material must hu 
pressed with the stirring rod, 

If the swin is complex (blood, fecal matter, etc,) and the 
liquid too cloudy, Koblanck recommends adding a few drops 
of acetic acid which clears the prcparations, without 
ufl'ecting the spermatozoa, This procedure, less brutal than 
the preceding, perhaps better safeguards the intcgrity of 
spermatozoa, but it gives absolutely no result with I'el:)' mea
ger stains. 

SCrI~pil\g procedure of Ch. Robin and A, Tardieu (Memoir 
on a few n~w applications of microscopic examination to the 
study of various types of stains, Annale's d'h,l'gielle et de 
miuted"e legale, 1860, p, 434), 

The uuthors cut out the stains, mucerated them to satur
ulion in a watch glass, then scrape them with a bistoury. 
They lind spermutozoa "us numerous und concentrated as in 
sper1l1utic liquid, us it is found when it hus just been ejacu
luted: they lire whole nnd flexible, und there was (\ very smull 
number which Were broken," They ndd II little acetic acid to 
dissolve lllUCllS substance. The two experts, though having a 
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peremptory proof of the seminal nature of these stains, did 
not think themselves dispensed from submitting them to 
chemical reactions, such as Lassegne had indicated, i.e., the 
action of heat, of cupro-potassium subtartrate, and nitric 

I-Ill acid. It is true that, little satisfied with the results obtained, 
they add: "These characteristics, to which a few authors still 
attach a certain importance, have none, however, beside 
those derived from the presence of spermatozoa". This scrap
ing procedure is assuredly the simplest, the most rapid, and 
the easiest of all; we do not hesitate to employ it when the 
stains are thick. Professor Renaut had formerly supported it 
with his authority. 

But if the stains are meager, it is an absolut.e disastF'r, with 
a high risk of losing it aI!, while with a less brutal proc.edure, 
one would have succeeded perfectly. 

Up to this time, the exclusive preoccupation was the ex
traction of spermatozoa, without in diLating a procedure to 
see them better, either by staining, or otherwise. Pincus, 
having had to do an expert investigation, found nothing in 
his preparations, but, in looking at them the following day, 
when they had dried, he saw a great number of them in a 
perfect state (Vierte(ja/Irsc/trijt /IiI' Gerichtfiche Medic' .. 
1866, N.F .. Vol. V. p. 347). This caused quite a commotion, 
even though it was nothing new, for Bayard had indicated it 
in France in 1839, as I have already noted, and besides, 
Schweiger-Seidel in Germany had also brought attention to 
the advantages of letting spermatozoa preparntions dry 
before observing them. 

This skill was greatly reproached, for it is only a skill and 
particularly by Ungar. It is, however, certain that if a sper
matozoan is not dried out, but if the liquid surrounding the 
preparation has disappeared, it is in the best possible condi
tions for being observed, whether stained or not; it is 
bordered by a little meniscus due to capillarity, a strongly 
refringent meniscus which gives an extraordinary relief. 

Thus when a spermatozoon accidentally finds itself lodged 
in an air bubble, or if the liquid is aspirated with precaution 
by blotting paper, the end of the tail is perceived with perfect 
clarity, something very difficult to delineate exactly without 
this method, at least without a special utensil. Unfor-

149 tunately, it is of little convenience to wait until the following 
day to observe the preparation5, since all the particles 
floating in the liquid, spermatozoa as well as the rest, are 
dragged in a heap during dessication by the meniscus which 
is pulling back, and everything reaches the border of the thin 
slide. Here is the danger, for in the accumulation of the 
amassed material in one place, it is very diflicult, if not 
impossible, to find the rare spermatozoa. 

On aspiration with blotting paper, one runs the same risks 
which can be partially avoided, in strongly compressing with 
the paper ollly the edges of the upper with the lower slide in 
such a way that water is always able to pass, and the solid 
particles disperse according to size in the sinus formed be
tween the two slides. But all this becomes obsolete due to 
coloring. 

Roussin in 1867 was, I believe, the first to have the idea of 
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staining spermatozoa to facilitate their visualization; he was 
also the first to substitute methods employed up to the 
present with his unraveling procedure. the only one permit
ting success in every case. I cannot praise too much the 
remarkable memoir of this able and conscientious expert, 
who made an immense step forward in this delicate research. 
We quite often follow his procedure at the laboratory of 
legal medicine at the faculty of Lyon in the way he described 
it. I will present it further on. As for his staining solution, it 
has stood the test of time and has emerged victorious from 
all attacks. The solution contains: 

Iodine " ................ 1 
Potassium Iodide ........ .4 
distilled water ........ , ... 100 

"This reactant", said Roussin, "alters neither the volume, 
nor the form, nor the external texture of the spermatozoa, 
which suddenly take on a remarkable relief on contact, and 
are separated in the tleld of the microscope with the greatest 
clarity. The clearly visible portion of the tail increases 
considerably' and the whole preparation takes on a precision 
difficult to defineS ". All of which is quite exact. It is only 
with difficulty that I can account for Hoffman9 finding no 150 
advantage to this coloring, under the pretext that the whole 
preparation was uniformly colored; Ungar lO contends that 
phenomena of coagulation produced by the liquid, in 
engulfing all the mass, most often hinder tlnding sper
matozoa, and consequently go precisely against the end to be 
attained. 

We often have recourse (M. Lacassagnc, M. Contugne, 
and myself) to the liquid of Roussin, and we have had to 
make a similar reproach; it is true that we always employ it 
at the dilution indicated by Roussin, and as we put only a 
small drop on the preparntion, the dilution is thereby re
duced to 1/200, while in Germany it is employed, due to 
misprint no doubt, sometimes one tenth (Maschka, vol. II I, 
p. 126). As to the rest, when the spermatozoon is isolated 
and perfectly colored by the reagent of Roussin, it is less of 
a hindrance thun one would think that other foreign bodies 
of the preparation might be equally colored; the eye knows 
it, is attracted by it, if I might thus express myself, and seizes 
it in passing when the preparntion slides before it. 

This reagent admirably fulfills the principal goal, to leave 
absolutely no doubt in the mind Df the expert once the sper
matozoon is found, which always comes with patience; it is 
of little bearing that one looked u bit more or 1I bit less, the 
essential thing is that no error can be committed with regard 
to the nature of the object found and I strongly uflirm thut 
in this context, the liquid of Roussin is perfect. It stains the 
external envelop of the head of the spermatozoon, which is 
udmirably distinct from the background, with vivid and 
clear-cut contours, und if un objective of higher power is 
then substituted, there is no possible doubt. 

Longuet proposed in 1876 to substitute ammoniacal cur
mine for the liquid of Roussin which he also reproached for 
staining everything. 

He absolutely rejects the unraveling method used by 1511 

C. Robin and Tardieu which he accuses, among other mis
deeds, of artificially creating the spermatozoa. 

As strange as it appears, this accusation certainly has 
some basis; by the brutal unraveling are freed fibrils of ma
terial and also granulations which Longuet claims peculiar 
to hempll which can be perfectly confused with the heads of 
spermatozoa. 

It is common that these so numerous fibrils juxtapose 
themselves on a granulation to closely simulate a sper
matozoon, especially if observations are done with the weak 
magnifications generally used. All those who have had to 
examine stains are able to make this observation. 

Longuet indicates that this error can be avoided in noting 
that in false spermatozoa, the tail has a diameter equal 
everywhere whereas the real tapers toward the extremity. 
One wil! see further on other procedures which leave less 
room for error. 

Longuet estimates that maceration must be prolonged 
forty-eight hours, which, he said, is without inconvenience, 
due to the extraordinary resistance of spermatozoa, which 
even ammonia steeping does not destroy. It is only after this 
time that the spermatozoa have regained all their suppleness 
and t.hat the unraveling of fibers does not break them. As to 
the rest, a long maceration is certainly necessary, if one 
wishes to follow the indications of Longuet, because ammo
niated carmine tints spermatozoa rather poorly and slowly, 
even after forty eight hours; in contrust, says the author, it 
leaves intact all vegetuble elements, fibrils or granulations, 
"one sees so well at first glance that all which is white is 
vegetable and all which is become red is of animal nature". 
The reagent of Longuet is formed from five to six drops of 
ammoniacal carmine solution, such as is used in ILlborato
ries, in five grams of distilled water. 

In the following year Pete I and Labiche gave a procedure 
also based on the use of ammoniated carmine, but with the 

1152 considerable difference that the determination of the nature 
of the seminal stains passes the microscope by completely, 
and can then be applied to cuses where spermatozoa have 
completely disappeared as a result of breakage. Suspected 
stains treated with ummoniacal carmine strongly color in 
red, and afterwards energetically resist washing with pu re 
water or even more than tweh'e hours in a solution of sodium 
carbonate. All the other stains by contrast were discolored in 
less than six hours according to the authors. 

I did Ilot find the formula for the solution of carmine 
employed by Petel and Labiche anywhere, which is, more
over, immaterial, but what is not at all immaterial is the 
concentration of sodium solution, which plays here II major 
role. The Society of Legul Medicine charged two of its most 
distinguished members, M.M. Broullrdel and 13outmy, to 
report on this procedure (Meeting of Mny 12,1879). One 
reads with great interest in the Annals (1880 p. 225) the 
remarkable account rendered by these two able practitioners 
who, though acknowledging the benefits uble to be drawn in 
certain cas(!s by this coloring of stains, quite wisely pointed 
out how imprudent it would be to buse the condemnation of 
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a man solely on such a frivolous sign, a sign still uncertain; 
where, in short, the basis is but a matter of more or less about 
six hours to twelve hours. 

It is then absolutely wrong when Vogel says that 
MM. Brouardel et Boutmy confirmed the assertions of 
Petel and Labiche (Viertel. f. ger. Med. 1882, p. 160, 
Boutmy and Brouardel, bestaetigen dieses Verhalten). The 
contrary would be more exact, it seems to me. Vogel crit
icized the procedure, and said he could establish that varied 
stains, of vaginal mucus, or white flowers, discolored like 
those of semen, as much in a concentrated solution of so
dium carbonate as in u dilute solution. He ends by saying 
that the procedure can at best serve as negative proof and 
demonstrate that a stain which refuses to color itself with 
carmine is not formed by semen. But, he adds, a long time 
ago Hager (Untersuchungen. 1871, p. 461) indicated picric 
acid for this same end; on the other hand Hager very 
prudently remarked that muny other stains behave like 15.1 
semen, for example those of vaginal mucus, eggs, flour, nasal 
mucus, an important fact, he said "because it is a very 
common habit of the women of the population to blow their 
noses in their shirts(!)" 

Destruction Procedure. Vogel (loco citato) found fault 
with the procedure of Petel and Labiche and also that of 
Longuet, which he reproaches for staining especially the 
other elements of semen, precisely for leaving intact and 
uncolored, even after fifty-four hours of maceration, the 
spermatozoa themselves. These scarcely have a little bluish 
tint due to u phenomenon of refraction. I n the face of the 
insutliciency of these procedures, Vogel indicates one which 
is certainly unexpected. Discontent with all stains: picric 
acid, aniline blue, Methyl violet, picroaniline, fuchsin, eosin, 
Bismarck brown, etc., he simply destroyed the support of the 
stain, or its debris, in respect to the spermatozoa. The stains, 
he said, are moistened with water, then scraped by knife, 
taking care to remove only the least possible material, but a 
few threads arc no problem, for they will be destroyed. On 
the bottom slide, he adds concentrated sulfuric acid to the 
product of the scraping, then after two minutes, one or two 
drops of tincture of ollicial iodine. He stirs softly with u 
stirring rod and puts on the top slide. All is destroyed except 
the spermatozoa, which arc vividly colored in brown by the 
tincture of iodine. Unfortunately, the preparlltions, as one 
might suppose, keeps hardly two days at best, even ufter 
washing. It is assuredly abusing the resistnnce of sper
matozoa to attuck them with the most violent of our corro
sives, uniquely to destroy n few fibrils which can hinder the 
research, but to which with a little pructice, one pays ulmost 
no lItlention. Moreover, the considerable heating produced 
by the mixture of the wuter of the preparation with concen
trated IIcid ctln compromise everything in certain cuseli, 

Stllining with Eosin. Ammonillcal curl11inl~ wus generally 
llnsatisfuctory, swining inconsistently, sometimes rath\!r 
weill other times very budly, lind eosin WtlS ui;cepted with 15·1 
greut I'llvor in ull the luboralories, liS its ll1unipulnlion is 
pllrticulurly convenient. It ulwuys instantun..:ouHly stuins 
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spermatozoa in a splendid, vivid rose; the head especially is 
remarkably discernible, and takes on a lively refringence 
under the influence of the reagent. It is generally accepted 
that Schnitter was the first to propose the use of eosin in legal 
medicine, in a memoir written in Polish in 1883. But a long 
time before that this reagent had been indicated by Professor 
Renaut in our laboratories at Lyon and in 1819 M. Clement 
made it the subject of his conferences in legal medicine 
(conferences published in 1880. J. B. Bailliere and son, 1880, 
page 192). 

I textually reproduce the procedure of M. Renaut. who 
distinguishes himself from others as welI by the use of 1:3 
alcohol instead of water. 

The stain will be cut in fragments of one square centi
meter, each fragment placed in a watch glass and moistened 
with 1:3 alcohol which has no action on the spermatozoa, 
whereas watei swells them, blanches them, and even dis
solves them. 

The fragments are left under a bell-jar until well satur
ated; one hour sufHces to attain this goal. 

Thl! two faces of material are scraped with a scalpel and 
the scrapings placed on a glass slide, then the scraped mate
rial is dissociated on another glass slide, and the granular 
liquid thus liberated is mixed with that of the scraping. It is 
good to do the two operations just described separately and 
successively for all the fragments: then to individually exam
ine the series of numbered preparations obtained. 

The liquid coming from the scraping or the dissociation is 
finally mixed with glycerine saturated with eosin lit 1 part in 
200. The top slide is placed, sealed with paramn and the 
prepamtion examinr.d. 

It is rare under these conditions to find completely iso
lated, non-fractured spermatozoa. But numerous fragments 

I~~ of dried sperm are encountered in the pr'~paration; the action 
of the 1:3 alcohol has not sumciently softened them to render 
them diffusable. These fragments are colored an intense rose 
by the reagent; they present breaks of conchoid appearance 
almost characteristic; it is these in the end which most often 
contain the most characteristic spermntic filaments in the 
state of the most complete integrity. The spermatozoa are 
entirely or partially engulfed in the coagulum and can eusily 
be seen with a wide-nngle objective. The head is ulways 
characteristic. An oval point of mugnificent carmine red, to 
which is attached a liIament tinted in rose, like the whole of 
the dried sperm, but differentiating itself by its refringence. 
I insist on the point that it is indispensible in prcparations 
made as just described, to find utleust one whosc hcad is not 
separated from the caudal filumcnt. Observation of isolnted 
hcads might Clluse confusion, und remove from the medico
legal verification all its precision. 

The use of eosin is quite simply und incontestubly II grellt 
progrcss in legulmedicine liS well us in general histology. Its 
intervention renders un enormous service in evcry stain, for 
it gives an incredihle charllcler of clarity to thousands of 
doubtful particles: to convince olleself, it sullices to color !lny 
type of stain with it, !lny mucus stain whatcver, und one 
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will be struck by the relief tuken up by epithelial cells for 
example. 

M. Renaut, in a fear a bit-,,:ggerated, it seems to me, of 
destroying spermatozoa, counsels llicohol at 1 :3, if this liquid 
is taken at a degree higher than indicated by the wise pro
fessor of Lyon, there is great risk of totally losing the stains; 
thus even those on glass do not give spermatozoa with strong 
alcohol which reduces them into fine granulations. 

It is not hard to imagine that the techniques used in thc 
laboratories of histology and cspecially bacteriology have 
been tried just about everywhere in legal medicine and at 
about the samc time; quite particularly the double staining, 156 

so fertile in the research on microorganisms, has been tried 
with varied success. 

I will cite especially in this context the idea of the work of 
a team of Ungar, in collaboration with Steilberg. These 
authors maceratcd stains for about five hours in water 
acidified by hydrochlork acid, one drop pcr cc, liquid which, 
according to them, conserves the spermatozoa, renders them 
more resistant, not without shriveling them a little. The stain 
is then taken with tweezers, and softly rubbed on the upper 
slides, which are then exposed to air until complete dcssica
tion, and finally heated three times. Ungar stains the prep
arations by letting them bathe in solutions covered by a 
bcll-jar to avoid evaporation. 

The stains used were: 1) cosin in saturated solution and 
hematoxylin (formulae of' Friedlander or, better, of 
Boehmer). But it is necessary to leave the preparations in 
hematoxylin at least six duys, II redhibitory defect; 2) eosin 
and carmine stcepcd in alum water (formula of Grenacher); 
3) vcsuvin and eosin. The solution of vesuvin contains two 
grams of this coloring substance, sixty-six grams of water 
and thirty-four grams of alcohol. 

I do not insist on the inconveniences (if double colorings, 
impractical when one finds a spermatozoon only with great 
dimculty, and useless when, on the contrury, there arc many 
of them. Besides, Ungar, moreover, seems to have under
stood, f'or he proposes to simply stain the preparations with 
methyl green to which is added hydrochloric acid (methyl 
green, 0.15 to 0.30; hydrochloric acid, fivc to six drops; 
water, lOa cc.). The prcparations are very beautiful if left to 
dry according to the procedure of PinclIs. 

Methods of the Laboratory of Legal Medicine of Lyon. 
If I believed it neccssary to report all the procedures which 

I have just presented, it stems from the conviction thut in one 
case or another knowledge of them can render great service 
to un expert. Not every material lends itself equally well to 1~7 
the proced ure of choicc; "I/ravel/ing of velvet, for example. 
Bcsides, it is not always on material that one might have to 
look for spermutozon: stains on leather, on felt, on II solid 
body arc not trented the Same as those of muteriul. The 
expcrt, then, needs to know all the procedures, nnd knowing 
which to choose as the most convenient is to his great merit. 
Orfilu nnd even Donne, who in the first hnlf of this century 
hud the well-deserved reputation us thc most uble histologist 

of his time, and who made himself known precisely through 
his studies with spermatozoa, contended thut finding them in 
a stain was imllossible. If these authors could have been 
acquainted with this group of procedures, which I huve just 
briefly presented, they would certainly have changed their 
opinions, for they would have succeeded with one or the 
other of them. 

When a stain is thick, all the procedures are successful: in 
this case we followed for a long time, and we still sometimcs 
follow the simplest of all, that of Professor Renaut, such as 
we described it on page 154, but with slight modifications. 

The stain, largely cut, is placed in a watch glass with some 
drops of water to which is added a little aqueous eosin solu
tion. It colors intensely in carmine rose and after a little 
while small glaring masses, swollen by tbe liquid, can bc 
perceived, more colored than the rest of the stain. These are 
delicately removed with a scalpcl, or a cataract needle, and 
examined under the microscope. If necessary, the mucus is 
dissolved in a drop of 1/20 ammon in solution, and the action 
of the reagent is favored by light movements of the upper 
lilide. The spermatozoa are very visible, and it becomes easy 
to preserve the preparation as material evidence. For this, 
the top slide is raised and the water evaporates in great part, 
then a very small drop of glycerinated gelatin, dissolved in a 
waterbath, is added, the top slide replaced and lightly 
pressed for more exact application against the bottom slide. 12 

'158 But if spermntozoa are only rarely found, it is better to 
seal the preparation immediately with bitumen, without the 
risk of losing them in the manipulation which can happcn in 
the use of gelatin. 

The stain itself is then submitted to scraping with a 
scalpel. 

But when, to the contrary, the stains are meager, imper
ceptible, or even difficult to find, we still use eosin to find 
them the most quickly, as Professor Lacassagne presented in 
his article Stains in the dictionary of Dechambre; but certain 
that the scraping will not give us good results, we proceed to 
unraveling. 

Miscalculation on one hand and, on the other, the inter
minable hours which we ure often obliged to devote to sus
pected stains, which we sometimes leuve without positively 
having acquired the ccrtitude that they could not have been 
formed by semen, prompted me to look for a chemicul pro
cedure, capable of eliminating suspected stuins. The well
known reactions of spermine gllve me no result: the most 
importllnt c the spermatic odor it gives with gold chloride 
and magnesium, is too vague to be uscd in legul Im~dicinc, 
nnd besides, I once obtained it with egg white; flour paste 
gives it better thun semen itself. One knows, moreover, thut 
spermine hus been fOllnd ulmost cverywhere, nnd that this 
makes it lose 1111 significance in the case in point. But it secms 
to me thllt Illiquid whose physiological goal is so exalted, and 
which in SO little volume mllst fulfill the highest or all func
tions, musl bc infinitely more complex thun the poor analyses 
which have been made indicl\Le. 

It WIIS impossible for me to believe thnt semen did not 
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contain one or many bodies, alkaloid or other, perfectly 
specific. Even more, it seemed natural to me to allow 
different principles in the semen for each species of animal, 159, 

exactly as in the liver, the stomach and the humors of ani-
mals in general; chemical principles very similar, but how-
ever distinct for each species. IJ This admitted, my path was 
traced: examine under the microscope the action of all the 
known reagents on semen, varying the experiments in every 
way, such as concentration of solutions, etc. I had the satis
faction of thus finding a certain number of reactions which 
I will later present, only being able to present one here, 
which appeared to me particularly adapted to achieving the 
purpose I was pursuing, due to its extreme simplicity and 
clnrity. 

I had tried the reagent of Bouchardat (iodated potassium 
Iodide) with no result, when I had the idea to try potassium 
triiodide, the reactions of which on the alkaloids I had 
formerly studied. I obtained absolutely nothing on my first 
attempts; I don't know why. On the recommendation of 
M. Bouvault, with whom I was discussing it, I prepared the 
reagent in a sealed tube, with the idea of assuring a more 
intimate union of iodine and potassium. I was not lIny hap
pier, undOUbtedly because, to·:> impatient, I used the liquid 
While still hot. 

I rationally proceeded in the opposite dircction, i.e., in 
lenving the reagent in icewater during twenty-four hours and 
I obtained this time, with the semen, crystals which on first 
sight appeared so identical to those of hemin, that I first 
askcd myself' if', by distraction, I had not used slides used for 
bluod resenrch and poorly washed them! 

Preparation of the reagent. It is most simple and I can 
only explain my first failures because I must have tried it by 
error on non-seminal stains. 

Ordinary iodatcd potussium iodide docs not give crystals 
with semen; quite on the contrary, it instantaneously dis
solves those produced by my reagent; but as soon as the 
richness in iodide increases, so thut the liquid contuins potas-
sium triiodide, the reaction is produced. This is not the place IhO 
to discuss the state of the bodies in the solution thus 
obtained; I will be content to say that that which appeared 
the most convcnient is f'ol'll1cd simply of': 

pure potassium iodide ........•.. 1.65 g 
iodine (washed beforehand) . , .... 2.54 g 
distilled water .. , . . . • . . . . . . . • . .. 30 g 

This richness in iodine, which correspflnds to K 1,\, is not 
indispensible, f'or perfect crystals can be obhdned with II 

solution containing 1.65 g potassiulll iodide, only i 27 g io
dine, u formula corresponding to K1 2• The reagent is pre
pared cold, very rupidly, is stuble for II Vt:.'iY long time, and 
is absolut.!ly exempt froJ1l cnpricc. It is ncceSStlry to put it in 
slllull emery bottles whose stoppers terminate in a stem serv
ing to obtain the drop necessllry to each operation. 

Use of the r(,age"t. A very smull I'ragmelil of stain one 
thread sumces ill tI strict sense is put in COlltnct with a dmp 
01' pure wtlter Oil the bottom slide; ufter an instant it is 
removed, then with lh~\ stem of thc stopper or a stirring rod, 
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a drop of reagent is left beside the droplet left on the bottom 
slide. 

In placing the cover slip, the two liquids are mixed, in 
which cloudy, ochreous striations form. The crystals appear 
almost instantaneously; if the stain is very meager, they take 
a bit longer to be produced, and one can assist their appear
ance. When it is very hot, it is necessary to chill the reagent 
in ice water. 

Appearance o/the crystals. Because or the extreme sensi
tivity or the reaction, there is always an infinity of sizes and 
varied forms, but clearly characterized by a brown tint more 
or less dark, according to the thickness or the crystal. Ad
dressing myself to experts, if I simply say that these crystals 
appear at first sight so like hemin that one can be mistaken, 

101 I would be describing them better than by the longest, most 
minute, scholarly description. Curious tiling, the rorm and 
color of hemin crystals were regarded as absolutely specific 
up to now; no one knew of a histochemical reaction able to 
cause confusion with them. And here, semen shares with 
blood the privilege or giving crystals so similar that descrip .. 
tion of one can serve to describe the other, without any error 
being able to be produced, due to the very ditTerent methods 
followed to attain them. 

r believe then, that the fundamental type or semen crystal 
is identical to those or hemin: a brown on yellowish brown 
lamina, five or six times longer than wide, terminating at its 
two extremities by a hook, forming an angle variable with 
the direction of the crystal, a figure recalling a plank of oak 
flooring, called/ern leaf. 

ft is the classic figure of hematin crystals, known by all: 
these are known to often have at their extremity a second 
facet, of ditTerent obliquity, making a sharp angle with the 
first: these r called notched crystals, 14 crist ales COil escota
duras of Carlos DemariasY This form is also found in semen 
crystals, exactly as in those or hemin. 

Again as hemin crystals, they fuse rather orten in crosses 
or stars, as can be seen in photographs, and the resemblance 
is perfect. 

But the typical form is not here the most common. Very 
often the crystals are acicular at least on one side, whereas 
the other terminates in two points, which gives them the 
aspect or a lance-head, instead of a very elongated paral
lelogram or primitive type, 

Sometimes the crystals are united in parallel, in groups or 
a few, recalling bifurcated crystals or hemin, When the prep
arations are very rich, or when the crystals are nourished, 

Ib2 they become great enough to be visible to the naked eye; or, 
more often, thin, yellow plaques stick against them, repre
senting parallel macles. 

It was a preparation of this type that Professor OtTret 
wished to examine; he, in our University, makes with a rare 
devotion his exceptional competence available to everyone, 
thus giving priceless services to our laboratories. Hel'e is the 
note which my knowledgeable colleague wrote .me: 

"The substance to be examined presents itself by 
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microscope in natural light in the form of fibers of 
rather variable size, or a yellow brown color. The ex
tremities form an angle of about 60° with the length of 
the fiber, giving an aspect of a very elongated paral
lelogram. The internal contour of the fibers completely 
disappears in this fusion and the extremities have a 
jagged aspect. 

EXo/llill(/lioll ill parallel pularized h'Rht. These tibers 
and the laminae coming from them polarize intensely in 
their thin parts, giving a yellow color rather like the 
color of the crystal in natural light. This yellow color is 
from a mixture of the color of the crystal itself and the 
tint provided by polarized light. In the thick part of'the 
fibers, the absorption of light resulting from the intense 
color of the substance hinders any examination. 

These fibers are rigorously extinguished following the 
direction of their length during their rotation between 
the prisms. 

EX(/l/IillCl{iulI of cOIII'('r~iIlN polar/:edliNht. This ex
amination is very dilTIcult to do because of the opacity 
of the substance in its thick parts. In using the device of 
Lasaulx, special for very small crystals (i.e. in removing 
the ocular of the microscope) the formation of two 
black branches of an hyperbole is noted, fusing in the 
center to form a cross equally ditTuse, in the position 
corresponding to extinction in parnllel polarized light. 
During rotation of the plate, the two branches of the 
hyperbole rapidly leave the field. 

The phenomena accessible to observation are then 
unfortunately insuOicient to determine the crystalline 
system. However, it was good to note the preceding 
results, which were indeed clear." 

M. OtTret will later do new research on the crystals to 
determine their crystalline form which seems to belong to 
the clinorhombic system, even though not terminated by u 
facet proper. 

Their size varies considerably: the largest attain a quarter 
of a millimeter in the preparations. 

These crystt\)s are soluble in a great quantity of cold 
water, very soluble in hot water. It su!lices to heat the 
preparations to make them disnppenr; but they renppear on 
relowering the temperature. If, without sealing the prepara
tions, one leaves them exposed to air; or, even if scaled, on 
leaving the reagent present, the crystals disappear bit by bit 
beginning at the extremities; but if u neW drop of reagent is 
udded, they reappenr the following duy. Ether or alcohol 
dissolve them instuntnneously; it is the same for acids, alkali 
and potassium iodide. Ammoniu in very weak dose leaves 
them intact, 

I I' the extract of the stuin on the bottom slide is completely 
dried and reugent udded to the residue, the crystals form 
poorly and stay very small. 

I will present elsewhere the chnructeristics of the principle 
which gives birth to the cryslnls, which I propose to call 
"virispermine", us it appenrs ditTerent to me from spermins 
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described up to the present derived from animal testicles. Its 
extraction from human semen is most easy; I prepared vari
ous salts and 1 hope to soon be able to combine them 
sut11ciently to establish the formula, 

Up to the present, due to lack of raw materials, always 
starting with stains brought to me, I could only isolate very 
small qunntities. This principle exists in rather great amount 
in ejaculated semen, ror a large stain gave me at least ten 

I hoi centigrams of crystals. I n treating them with magnesium, I 
isolated the principle itself by alcohol, unfortunately tainted 
by magnesiulll iodide. '6 It is soluble, acrid, and did not give 
me the reaction of Poehl's spermin. I will present its proper
ties elsewhere: from the medico-legal viewpoint, it is inter
esting to know that it is very soluble in stains, and it resists 
ammoniacal putrefaction. Stains left in water in a humid 
place, covered In moss and emilting a fetid odor, give crys
tals just as well as fresh stains. 

If one treats the maceration of un entire stain in a test tube 
with the reagent, a brick red or chocolate precipitate is 
produced which immediately deposits on the bottom and 
edges of the tube in the form of small crystnls visible to the 
naked eye and quite remarkable: they are irridcscent, russet, 
glistening, especially if examined in fulllighl or by the sun. 

I could not better compare them than with those old Mar
tin polishcs luden with spangled gold. I n any case, a semcn 
stain can be easily recognized without recourse to a micro
scope, it is so particular. 

Sensitil·it.l' oj'tlte reactioll. It is prodigious: if a small 
ribbon or simple thread is removed from the stain and im
pregnated with a small drop of water on the bottom slide, the 
addition of a drop of reagent gives a quantity of crystals so 
considerable, it is impossible to study one of them exuctly, 
they are so numerous and cntangled. Most of them, often 
disposed in the form of a cross, cover the field of the micro
scope, but on lowering the objective, onl! finds very small 
crystals in infinite number, like sand on a beach. Photograph 
no. st was obtained by treatment of a single fibril extracted 
from u stain: due to the diO'usibility or the substance und 
eddies produced by application of the top slide, the crystals 
wel'e dispersed thl'Oughollt the prcparation, but the libril 
itself waS till shaggy and totully obscurcd. 

It is dillicult to fix by number the limit of the sensitivity of 
16S a microchemical reaction, for this limit has to correspond 

exactly to the quantity necessary to obtain u charactcristic 
I~rystal: thus understood, the limit of the sensitivity would be 
fantastic here. It is a considerable number of prepurutions 
which can be obtuined with one single strip taken from u 
stnin: if moistened, it sumces to apply it on the bottom slide 
und just us soon remove it: the little wutel" left behind gives 
mngnificant crystals, nnd the sume strip cun serve llIlother 
time. 

SlglI(fic(lIIce qj',h" reactioll. To my thinking, this reaction 
CUll serve only to separate suspected stains into seminul and 
nonseminul: all I ask of it at the moment is to permit me to 
reject the lutter in 11 few seconds and to then apply nil my 
ell'orts to retrieving spermatozoa from the former. It will 
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certainly render service in the investigation of stains, and 
considerably simplify the operations of experts. But it is 
understandable that I cannot stop myself as of this moment 
from going n bit further: up In noll'. 1'1'1'/bllllclIlO !",OtiIlC( or 
secretioll, no liquid, nusal or vaginal mucus, urine, sweat, 
saliva, tears, milk, cerebral substance, hydrocele liquid, leu
corrheal discharge, pus, etc., etc., which gave me this reac
tion which is so characteristic. I tried almost all the usual 
alkaloids, flour dough, foods, a great number of non-seminal 
stains, and I have never found anything comparable; the 
white, flowing liquid secreted by urethral glands during erec
tion did not give me anything either. Something more curi
ous, animal semen did not give me any cry&tals. I was uble 
to try soft roe of "arious fish, dog semen, horse (ejuculnted), 
rabbit (testicles), guinea pig, hare, and he-gout with no re
sult. I do not, however, hold these results as definitive, not 
huving repented my attempts, 

The spermin of Poehl (extract of l.JII testicle), that of 
Jacquet (guinea pig testicle) produced nothing, I believe I 
am then authorized to expand, until there is proof' to the 
contrary, the significance of my reaction within the limits I 
will establish further on. 

Research on Spermatozoa by UIJrlI\'eIIing Technique. 

As I huve already pointed out, this procedure is incon- 249 

testably the procedure 0/ choice, to which it is necessary to 
have reCOurse in all difllcult cases. It is assu\'edly the most 
rational and least brutal conseqllently, the most certain. 
To have abandoned it in the laboratories (I have no idea 
why) was a serious mistake, ror its failures are ascribable not 
to the procedure but to the clumsiness of the techniciun. 
Scraping was thought to huve presented a shorter, but es
pecially less bothersome, method to attain this end. As a 
matter of fact I am quite convinced thal this procedure 
requires much more time than any other in isolating an 
intact spermatozoon whieh has escaped, as if by a miracle, 
the crushing to which the slain is submitted by repeated 
action of the scalpel. I f it is necessary to intentionally frag
ment the spermatoloa of II stuin, would it not be possible to 
find tI more nppropriate means thun this violent scraping'? I 
ulways have to muke numerous preparutionsall things 
considered, requiring u very long time to find a complete 
spermatozoon, and this without uny other benefit thun the 
meager consolation of discerning numerous rrngments which 
I suspect to have been the heads and tnils of spermntozoa. 

All this debris encourages beginners II bit, and even others, 2:;0 
but it is agreed thut they ure worth nothing when it comes to 
conclusions, leaving the expert in annoying perplexity, if 
definite sliccess does not come to crown so much work. The 
worst is that this scraping require!: II considerable flllr1 of the 
stnin, perhaps the entire slUin, and all is irl'cpurubly lost if it 
hus been unsuccessful! A square millimeter, u simple thread 
which docs not alter the fubric, is lurgely sullicient in almost 
ull cases, if one proceeds by unravelling. 

, I Note, Phuillgrnph nol reproduced in the ll'nnsla!ion J, 
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Some preliminary considerations would not be superfluous 
before presenting the procedure itself. 

Instrumellts. It requires the usual instruments of all oper
ations in micrography: very fine dissociation needles, a fine 
forceps (like used to remove a splinter) to handle the frag
ments, a scalpel, small pointed scissors, watch glasses of two 
and a half centimeters in diameter, slides and cover slips, a 
good microscope, a coloring reagent, etc. I macerat.e the 
stains in smal! watch glasses, very rounded, thoroughly 
ground, all of the same size in such a way that they fit exactly 
on top of each other during the macerations. A certain num
ber of these glasses, carefully labelled, are placed under an 
equally rounded bell-jar during the operations, where they 
are protected against external accidents and evaporation. 
Many authors have indicated the magnifications to be cho
sen for the observations. It is assuredly a very important, 
even major, point. But magnifications much too weak have 
almost always been recommended. Every extraction pro
cedure isolates extremely thin fibrils, always terminating in 
a sort of small head, perfectly simulating spermatozoa even 
to the eye of a pradced technician, if observed with objec
tives that are too weak. The photograph t (Plate I) represents 
a false spermatozoon of this type which would certainly have 
fooled a beginner. Numerous corpuscles are always swim
ming in the preparations and often adhere to the extremity 
of a fibril. Afraid of losing this spermatozoon, sought for so 
long, the beginner takes great care to impart no movement 
to the preparation; it is enough, however, to touch the cover 

251 slip with a needle to immediately separate the fibril from 
what is simulating a head, and to convince him of his error. 
In any case, it is not the magnifications generally recommen
ded which will help him out of this danger and even less the 
classic figure of spermatozoa found in all the treatises such 
as I have reproduced (Fig, 2) [not reproduced in the trans
lation]. I have seen in numerous assessments stains which 
have nothing in common with sperm and so many pseudo 
spermatozoa of this type that I wonder if they have not often 
actually caused errors, It is strongly agreed that one Can 
reach a conclusion in the presence of a whole spermatozoa, 
Le., a head furnished with its tail. All t hat is possible in this 
oversimplified recommendation is confusion. This head ab
solutely necessitates verification of its structure and, if need
ed, its exact dimensions. This is possible only with high 
magnification. 

First of all, I can think of noth ing as dangerous in research 
of this type as continual changing of objectives and oculars; 
the operator's eye must absolutely familiarize itself not only 
with the form of the body to be looked for, but especially 
wi.th the size under which the optical system shows it to him. 
If the objectives are often chunged, this notion of size is 
totally ignored, whereus the r.abit of always keeping the 
slime investigming objective gives the object to be found an 
idell of real, fixed, unchangcuble size which renders con
fusion almost impossible. In this particular case, I usc as un 

, INnl reproduced in the Il'nn~llIli()I1.J 
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investigating optical system a Verick objective no. 7 and an 
ocular no. 3; in addition, r always pull the tube of the micro
scope to a reference line, marked on the length of the tube, 
such that with this elongation each division of a micrometric 
ocular corresponds to two J.L. I can adequately perceive the 
details of the structure of the head with this magnification 
due to the particular penetration of this objective, but I do 
not neglect in difficult cases to examine the material with an 
oil immersion objective. However, with Illost of the strong 
objectives of our better manufacturers, one can bypass an oil 
immersion system, and still be rigorous. 

Today all confusion is avoided using staining reagents, 
useful in all procedures, but absolutely indispensible in un- 252 

ravelling, which often produces an infinity of fibrils similar 
to a caudal filament of a spermatozoon. I have already indi
cated (page 154 of no. 62) [this journal, vol. II; see in these 
translations) the most often used. Methyl green to which is 
added a trace of hydrochloric acid and crocein appeared 
superior to all the others, but it is up to each of us to make 
his own choice. As for myself, I find a very great superiority 
in crocein which gives the details of the structure of the head 
so clearly without diminishing it as does methyl green in 
acid solution. 

Choice of strips. All those who have done numerous as
sessments can remark that in the same stain certain nmall 
strips do not give spermatozoa, while others. on the contrary, 
give them in great numbers. Explanation of this very fre
quent peculiarity is eusily given: when the thick and coagu
lated sperm of a vigorous man falls on u fubric, the fabric 
acts on the sperm by capillarity, drawing ofT the aqueous 
part which extends ull uround in a zone more or less wide; it 
is on the edges of this zone that concentrate the soluble 
principles fOfming the translucid border in form of a geog
raphy map. The spermatozoa, despite their mobility, don't 
appear to follow the liquid in great number; they remain 
fixed to the middle of the stain, It is necessary, consequently, 
to always cut small strips from the center of the stain, and 
as only a very small quantity is necessary in proper proce
dure-'lI simple thread, for example . the stains can be left 
with all their physiognomy intact, which is not without im
portunee. If not, the border, saturated in the diffusible prin
ciples of sperm, is perfectly suitable for obtuining crystals by 
potassiUm triiodide. 

Procedure. I feel obliged to give ill eSfellSO the procedure 
as first described by Roussin (loc. dt., pagc IS8), whcn it 
actually became possible, due to his iodated iodine solution. 

"With very fine, very cleun scissors, u smull square, of a 
hulf-centimeter on a side, is cut from the center or the edge 25J 
of each stain, tllking the preclIution not to impnrt uny tug-
ging to the fabric nor to cause appreciable crumpling. Two 
drops of distilled waler are deposited on the bottom of u 
watch gluss und tuking the slllull suspicious frugment with 
the tweezers, it is gently placed on the surface of the liquid, 
which impregnates it bit by bit by cllpiilurity, und completely 
moisten!! it. Experience has tauglH us that mucerution must 
be prolonged for ubout two hours. During this time, the 
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watch glass is covered by only a small glass plate, to inhibit 
evaporution and prevent contamination by foreign bodies. 
Care must be taken not to engender any movement in the 
fabric; after an hour, it is tUfiled over and completely im
mersed in the water droplets. The moistening accol11pl:shed, 
a magnifying glass and two fine needles jointed together are 
used to perform a complete unravelling in the watch glass 
itself, very slowly and meticulously of each of the threads 
forming the warp lind web of' the material. A very clean glass 
slide (bottom) is then chosen, on which is deposited a little 
of the liquid of the preceding preparation: more simply, we 
take all the unravelled threads with the point of the tweezers 
and softly touch the surface of the glass with the small 
humid packet. The droplet thus deposited is swiftly covered 
with a thin glass slide (cover slip), avoiding the capture of air 
bubbles as much as possible, and the finished preparation is 
brought to the stage of the microscope, set at an appropriate 
magnification. 

Here are the few modifications to which we subj".ct the 
Roussin procedure at the laboratory of legal medicine: 

I n the middle of '1 stain, moistened beforeh[lnd with a drop 
of water and placl:d on the bottom slide and which gave 
crystals by usc of a potassium triiodide solution, a small strip 
is cut out which must not be more than three millimeters on 
a side, only two if a very fine cloth (cambric) or, not wanting 
to alter fabric, a simple thread of three millimeters long is 
extracted, a i'ather simple operation, if after having sec
tioned the thread with the point of a scalpel, a thin forcep 

The observation must be slow and, especiallY, patient: the 
movements engendered to the preparation to bring all of its 
points successively into the field of the microscope, must be 
methodical and extremely slow; each visible corpuscle 
should be studied for a long time, alternatively placed at the 
center and on the edge of the field; the incidence of light is 
frequently changed by the greater or lesser obliquity of the 
mirror, and the focus of each object corrected and varied by 
almost continual movements of lowering and raising the tube 
of the instrument, which is moved by a very finely threaded 
screw. 

If a certain number of cylindroconictll corpuscles are dis-
covered, and a fortiori. a few small isolated piriform bodies, 
it is almost certain, admitting that the examined stain is 
actually produced by semen, that an attentive and prolonged 
observation will bring about the discovery of u few intact 
zoos perms. 

It happens, however', that ObSel'\'ation of the liquid coming 
from the maceration gives only doubtful results: in this case, 
it is necessary to turn to observation of (\ few of the un
ravelled thrends, and here is the best method to follow: one 
of the unravelled threads accompanied by a drop of liquid is 
deposited directly on the bottom slide, then, with a mag
nifying glass and two needles jointed together, unravelling is 
done very gently, by a movement of slow truction, tll COm

pletely separute and spread out over a surface of about one 
square centimeter ull tht: fibrils of' hemp or cotton composing 
it; the preparation is covered und examined by microscope. 
Diiect observation most often results in discovering zoo
sperm, if there ure any; the grelltest number of them are 
ulwuys broken; only a few can be observed inwct or almost 
intact. The l11unipulation and observation i:; begun again on 
a second and u third thread, if the first is negative or 
insuflicient. I t is especially in the case of these doubtrul 
results that the iodine solution whose formul!1 is given nbovc 
is llseful. It $ufliees to deposit a very fine droplet on the 
bottom slide at the time of covering th~ preparation und to 
observe it immediately afterwards." 

(like that for removing a splinter) is used. The strip is intro- 25:' 

duced into a very small water droplet to be moistened, and 
left there for about two hours. But, in general, after a much 
shorter time, the first attempts can begin, in delicately de
taching a thread with tweezers or a needle. It is placed in a 
droplet of aqueous, concentrated crocein solution, where it is 
left for a few minutes. This solution is simply placed on a 
bottom slide and can be examined itself, if need be. The 
thread is then dissociated on a slide in a drop of pure water 
with two very fine needles. On II thread of this length, in 
presence of a sunicient quantity of water, the thread unruvels 
by itself; in two or three small pulls, the filament should be 
resolved into elementary, well-separated t1brils, uniformly 
dispersed in the droplet, I should say disappeared, for one 
clln scarcely sec them. If the strip was too big, unravelling is 
accomplished only at the expense of considernble pulling: the 
fibrils mix, intertwine, cover one another, unit~ in groups 
impossible to examine, the least incol1vel1ience of which is 
too big a separation bet ween the slide and cover slip, The top 
does not lie fiat against the bottom, and observation with an 
immersion objective is just about impossible. It is quite oth
erwise when the thread is short: the fibrils disperse them
selves, separuting so well they can be examined one after the 
other in following their widths, even under the strongest 
magnification. Under these conditions, it is not possible thut 
a single spermutozoon can escape being observed, and it is 
astonishing to find so many in such 11 small fragment, when 
a strip of one centimeter docs not give them by scraping. 

I n following these conditions to the letter, a thread of only 
one millimeter will suflice to obtain first crystals, then sper
nHltozoa, without altering the stain itself in lIny appreciable 
manner. 

The examination. The preparations Illust be carefully, 
methodically studied; the liquid imprisoned between the 
fibrils is exumined first; in general, it contains very few sper- 2~h 
muto/,oa, it' one was too hasty in proceeding with the un-
ravelling, but once the I11tlcerntion is sull1cient, they detuch 
more and more Hnd Ilont Into the liquid. I f the procedure was 
performed delicately, they nrc ordinurily entire and intnd, 
or if fragmentcu, the rupture hus tuken place in the length of 
the caudul f1lul11ent almost as often as ut the infiertion into 
the head. But it is especially the fibrils which must be 1'01-
lowed; liS they arc not colored, or only insignificantly. The 
heud is very easily seell, even when adherellt tt) their surface, 
and the tail appelll's liS easily as if the :;perlllato/onn were 
free. Once the maceration is sutneient, most of them, still 
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held to the fibril by most of the caudal filament, present the 
head as entirely disengaged, but suspended by a fraction of 
the tail like a fruit by its stem. A whole packet of filaments 
e. .1erging in bouquet from the same point is often thus found, 
where they are retained by a mucus mass colored in crocein. 
Even when the staining has not been very intense, and the 
spermatozoa are very weakly colored, they are easily found 
to the right and to the left of the fibrils, generally well spaced 
between each other, and in any case, easy to observe. 

It is usually said they envelop the thread in great numbers 
like a sort of sleeve; this is an exception which must be quite 
rare on vegetable fibrils, because, for my part, I have never 
observed them, but this good fortulle often happens with 
wool. I have seen some covering the fibril with an extraor
dinary regularity without causing any diI1lculty with the 
intimate observation of their structure, despite their number. 

If a great number of spermatozoa are found, it is not any 
less necessary to verify them by an immersion objective, and 
all the more reason if only a few or only one a re found. For 
this, the preparation fixed, the objective is changed and, in 
appropriate light, all the details ·01' structure I previously 
presented are sought. If the head is disposed in profile, it is 
piriform, and the vesicle is not seen; but its aspect in this po
sition appeared so charactersitic that almost all authors have 
thus exclusively described and represented it, and rightly so. 

2S~ It is then necessary to delicately touch the bottom slide with 
a needle, a slight maneuver, which most often places the 
head full face. If this was not fixed to the fibril by a part of 
the tail, and if there was fear of losing it, it would be prudent 
to attempt this only at a low magnification, which, giving a 
wider field, permits keeping the spermatozoon in sight dur
ing its flight. But a few heads conveniently positioned are 
almost always found, if sought with patience; the head is 
then of an oval configuration, the anterior part round and 
thin, very pale, transparent, furnished with a little vesicle 
sometimes with two, small and unequal then the transverse 
line, generally very clear, sometimes obscure, separating the 
posterior segment from the more colored, thicker head, less 
transparent, and containing, ncar to the insertion of the tail, 
a luminous, refringent point; this point is often not so visible 
in spermatozoa of old stains on collon or plant material in 
general; finally, the small appendix, which, like an apo
physis, bears the articulation with the tail. This appendix is 
sometimes very short in which case the racet is not less 
visible, or the appendix can even be nonexistent. When it 
extends rather fur, it flares u bit to receive the urticulation 
with the tuil, whose origin is clearly indicated by the almost 
complete ubsence of color. Sometimes the head is connected 
to the tail, not by the juxtuposiiton of two racets, but by a 
wry thin thl'cncl, the nxinllilul11cnL. The tail, when adherent 
to the head, ussuredly presents the best of characteristics, 
and at the very 1110st, for more security, the dimensions cun 
be taken (plute II). But when isolated, detached, can usc be 
made or .it in legal medicine? Yes. but simply as un indi
cation of probability, if its dimensions correspond to those or 
hUman spermlltozoa, if it tapers in n regular fashion. Up to 
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the present, means have not been round to discern, in the 
case or stains, the spirals of tails, or even their division into 
segments. By crocein in concentrated solution, by iodide, by 
glacial acetic acid, the first segment can sometimes be seen, 
but in a rashion too inconstant for the hope of making any 
use or it in a difficult case. 

It is necessary, for greater precision, to take particularly 258 

the diameter or the head; this operation is neither long nor 
difficult and gives an additional security that it would be a 
serious mistake to neglect; it would seem to me as necessary 
to indicate these measures as those of bioI.): I cells in an assess
ment of blood stains. If the preparations are left to dry 
without any other care, they become quite splendid and 
conserve indefinitely if sealed; the spermatozoa appear with 
great clarity; the vesicle does not disappear with dessication, 
and the transverse line seems more accentuated; the lumi- • 
nous point near the tail is often visible only after dessication. 
When a very little glycerine, about 5%, is added to the mac
eration water, even more splendid preparutions are obtained. 

Observations in a Few Particular Cases. 

Stains on white satin. They are fatty, grey, translucid, and 
bordered by a clearer zone but not by the border or the form 
or a geography map. They are not very starchy, and the 
spermatozoa disengage with great rapidity, ure splendid and 
very distinct. Silk fiber is not colored by crocein, so that the 
spermatozoa are perfectly visible on the fibril; the tails them
selves stand out admirably, and arc as visible us isolated 
ones. 

Staill On white sicilian. The stain had penetrated through 
the thick fabric, appeared greyish, more milky than oily, its 
tint weakly yellowish, but the very fine border is luminous; 
a stain very starchy, stilT. rather like ribs. Under the micro
scope, it cun be seen thut. this rabric is woven in cotton, and 
the search ror spermatozoa does not present the leust 
difficulty; a square millimeter or stain sullices. 

Stain on blue shot silk; with black tralll. The stain was 
very difficult to perceive; nothing in particular could be seen 
by transparency; a bit or st ilTness marked its pluce; the sper
matozoa stood out well on the blue fibers, but on the black 
fibers, it was necessary to wait till they were purtl)' detached. 

Stai1l all blUe c/o/h stippled wilh while tl/f('ad~ (Afl'air or 2$9 

C. de Charolles). The stain was a bit whitish, und resembled 
that which one would have obtuined by powdered rice. The 
fabric was very stifr. It sutl1ces in cases of this type to dry
scrape the stllin with H scalpel to loosen an llbundant white 
dust, collected directly on a slide. A drop ofwllter, and, UnCi' 

a little while, a drop of crocein, are added. The spermll(ozOll 
were quite numerous, set in a sort of viscous, layered matrix. 
which presented no obstacle to observation, even though 
colored yellow. The details of the head llppear extremelv 
clear. The stuin, then treated by unravelling, give numerou's 
spermatozoa udhering to the length of the fibrils, und which 
grudualJy detach. 

Staills 011 solid bodIes. These un: the easiest to examine. 
[ have ulrendy described them. Those on iron, however, 
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merit particular mention, because they can sometimes be
come very black and fail to be recognized. 

In all cases of this type, it is enough to moisten the stains 
with a little water, and the research can proceed a rew 
minutes later; it is sufficient to remove the shiny matter with 
the point or a scalpel or with a cataract needle. It is the same 
ror stains on skin or hair agglutinated together by the semen. 
They are cut and macerated like those or rabric. 

Semen in the vagilla. uterus. etc. Ir in an autopsy, it 
suffices to take a little mucus from the organs, to "tain it with 
crocein and to examine it. Ir the laborutory is far, the mucus 
must be collected on slides, or even rragments of porcelain, 
on which it is left to dry. But care must be taken to collect 
the mucus us recommended, as done in muny assessments, 
on a cloth used to wipe the cavities! The dilliculties are 
uselessly complicated and besides the risk of fuilure is high, 
for, in general, there arc only very rew spermatozoa in 
mucus, and it is known how little can be round in cloth stains 
made with very rich semen. If the operation is on someone 
living, a small curetage is very convenient, but it sutnces, in 
general to wipe one's fingers on the slides after a vaginal. 

Animal semen. The crime or bestiality, quite common in 
antiquity, which primitive religions even adopted in their 
temples, undoubtedly to limit its spread by endowing it with 
a sacred character, was still widespread enough in the M id
die Ages to huve occasioned numerous trials. These invari
ably ended in burning at the stake, not only or the accused 
but also or his victim. This horrible depravation seems to 
have become very rare with civilized peoples, despite what is 
said,l1 if the trials which they occusion can be a busis ror 
judgment. They are extremely small in number, and in none 
of those [ have reviewed have the experts used as proor the 
direct confirmation of the presence or spermatozoa. in the 
case of PfafT, an unimal hair served as proof; in that of 
Maschka, it was claw scratches streuking the stomach and 
thighs or the accused. 

Apart from this crime, the expert might encounter animal 
semen stains made uccidentalJy, among peasants, ror exam
ple, grooms Df a stud farm, etc. Soft roc of' fish, which 
escapes so abundantly and orten with force, when the I1sh is 
touched at the moment of spawning, should also be noted. 
Description of these spermatozoa certainly ensu{~s from the 
framework I set for myself but would carry me too rar from 
the point considering that they are very distinct from each 
other, even among animals which seem closely reluted. To 
cite only one eXllmple, there are among the diverse varieties 
of frogs absolutely dissimilar spermatozoa. 

I have been able to examine quite a Illrge number of them, 
but none of those I have seen can be confused with man's. 
Dog sperm, however, comes close, for it also has u transverse 
line, but no vesicle is seen in its anterior pait. None of the 
semen I examined gave me the reaction or triiodide except 
man's.IN 

In a case of this type, it would be necessary to work by 
comparison, in tuking sperm from the seminal vesica Is of the 
incriminated animal. 

Iclt'III(I'icalirm (!r 1l()(~1' Fluids 

Confusion with other morphologic elemelils. Ir obser
vations are done at sutncient magnification, after staining, 
and the results corroborated by measurement, it is not possi
ble to confuse roreign elements with human spermatozoa. 
Vaginal trichomonas, cercaria, flagellated inrusoria, have 
been described; Franld and Preiffer 19 have also indicated 
ciliated bacteria (7hml/l/C!lsclt laRel bac/eriel/). But once 
again, there is nothing in these elements which would hinder 
a diagnosis. 

The Conclusions. At this moment I confront a very 
delicate question. In the present state of science, it is by 
universal consensus that all authors and experts, without 
exc..eption, require ror the conclusion or the presence of 
semen that one entire, intact spermatozoon be isolated. I 
have said that even this minimum standurd has always ap
peared dangerous to me in the hands or a young expert, 
rollowing classical specifications to the letter, since I, for my 
part, have found things resembling spermatozoa under these 
conditions. Observations with magnifications that are too 
low, without preliminury staining, permit encountering ele
ments perrectly resembling those described, especially that 
represented in the classical photo which is reproduced every
where (Fig. 3). But should this reasonable specification, the 
prudence or which cannot be praised enough, be maintained 
according to the strict rormula I have just written'? I would 
like very much to say "yes," but I do not hesitate to say "no," 
because ir I found this head so characteristic, so specific in 
its structure, thut no possible confusion can take pluce; if I 262 

saw it with the exact size, form, vesicle, transverse cut, artic
ulary facet, in honor and conscience I could not declare that 
I have not seen the head or a human spermatozoon. There 
does not exist, there could not exist, a morphologic element 
resembling this head in all its complexity. Has there ever 
been any hesitation in drawing a conclusion when u blood 
cell has been isolated'? Has there been an author who hus 
imagined not giving a conclusion in this case'? And yet, a 
blood cell is a simple disc with no characteristics other than 
its circular form, the simplest figure of all, that or spores and 
a multitude or other infinitely small bodies. I know well that 
my atl1rmations cun be dangerous, but ut this moment, I am 
aware only of the concern of scientific truth, and I cannot 
concern myself with inexperienced experts. I n all questions 
in legal medicine, even those which seem the simplest, pul
monary docimasia, ror example, the assessment is only as 
good us the expert himself, not the procedure. I could not 
truly be held responsible for the fuults committed, if com
mitted by the greatest degree or freedom I dare to give to 
research; for example, M ittscherlich could be accused ir 
chemists could take the rel1f!ctions or a poorly covered gas
burner for a phosphorescent glow. 

But such a case will never occur. I am sure that in working 
correctly, whole spermutozoa will always be found, or at 
least even in the most complicated or cases, a number of 
heads such that there can be no place for doubt. Moreover, 
tails will be found, which, it is true, have no major character
istic, but their weak staining, their diameter regularly taper-
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ing into an extremely fine point, and especially, their total 
length, exactly measured, are certainly not to be neglected 
and will corroborate the convictions of the expert. 

And if this extraordinary case occurs, the reaction of tri
iodide fortunately provides additional means to eradicate all 
doubt. 

I have to examine the case where only the crystals would 
be produced, for unknown reat;ons. Since the works of Ra
tier, Bayard and Devergie, it is unanimous to refuse to give 

1263 any value whatever to chemical reactions in the investigation 
of seminal stains. Tardieu, Casper, Von Hoffman, Taylor, 
Tourdes, Brouardel, Vibert, G. Pouchet, Lacassagne, Cou
tagne, Boutmy, Maschka, briefly, all the authoritative mas
ters on the question, are in absolute agreement. 20 At the very 
most, there was found, formerly an observer who noted the 
presence of an albumin coagulable by heat-it does not exist 
in semen-permitting differentiation of this from other 
mucus; but this has be~n forgotten a long time. Outside of 
this, everything has been rejected, and with good reason, 

·264 since only vague reactions, in no way justifying the pre
tentions of their authors, were proposed. But it is no longer 
a matter of an albumin or a mucus that one must try to 
distinguish by feeble nuance, but a new characteristic, spe
cific principle, secreted exclusively by the testicle, a principle 
I encountered nowhere else, not even in animal semen, 
[which I discovered]; and, until there is proof to the con
trary, its significance cannot be refused. No substance is 
more clearly characterized by its chemical properties, and 
such a delicate reaction, and none is easier to find. I hope, 
then, that the excommunication, legitimately levelled against 
chemical reactions applied to the investigation of semen, is 
not addressed to mine. 

However, I know that a sort of sanction, of consecration, 
if you will, that only Hme, and the examination of numerous 
humors, can give, is necessary to a reaction of this im
portance. In awaiting it, l1ere is the way I would conclude in 
difficult cases: 

I) If I obtain crystals without any spermatozoan heads, I 
would say I am probably dealing with semen, and I would 
emphasize in my conclusions: "considering that no known 
humor other than human semen has up to the present given 
these crystals." 

2) If I obtain crystals and, at the same time, only the 
heads of spermatozoa perfectly characterized, I would 
clearly conclude in the affirmative. 

3) If I obtain only debris of spermatozoa, even with per
fectly characterized heads, but without my reaction, I would 
still remain doubtful, considering that there can be found in 
animal semen spermatozoa resembling that of man, giving 
rise to an error, although I don't beUeve it for my part. 

If I have not resolved in this work all the questions I 
proposed, I have no less the conviction of having rendered 
real service to experts in bringing them, by my triiddide 
reaction, a method as simple as it is easy for differentiating 
suspected stains in a few seconds; by the modus faclendi 
which I indi?ated for unraveling, I gave them the means for 
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looking at large numbers of preparations, and finally, with 
crocein, I gave them the possibility of confidently cOl1cluding 
the presence of semen, even when an entire spermatozoa has 
not been isolated. 

I am certain they can finish in less than two hours assess
ments which, before would have required perhaps many 
weeks, and that they can attain an absolute certainty in 
numerous cases where incontestably firm conclusions had 
been impossible. 

Additional note: On April 6, the centenarian P. V .... died 
at the home for the aged at Guillotiere, at Lyon. Born 
July 20, 1794, he was, consequently, 102 years old. A police 
record mentioning the curious tatoos of P. V .... leaves no 
doubt as to the exact age of the old fellow, nor to his identity, 
a rather rare circumstance, considering it is believed that, 
most often, centenarians simply use the papers of their fa
ther. The autopsy was done at the laboratory of legal medi
cine by Professor Tripier, Doctor Pavot and myself. The 
seminal vesicles contained a reddish, rather thick liquid, 
containing spermatozoa, giving with crocein all the charac
teristics I have stated in this memoir. In addition, we found 
fatty globules and a large number of rose, blal!kberry-like, 
spiny corpuscles of various sizes in this liquid. After des
sication, this liquid was revived with a few drops of water 11) 
separate the fat, and it then gave crystals with triiodide. 

It remains definitive, then, a fact surrounded with all de
sirable guarantees and duly confirmed, that man's semen 
contains perfect spermatozoa up to extreme old age. 
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A. F. 
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4. "Jurisconsults have judged virginity during fourteen hundred years, as 
they judged sorcery, and so many other cases, without understanding 
anything." 

5. These globules, sometimes seen immobile and sometimes endowed with 
molion, are pointcd \Jut in almosl alllhc lirst microscopical investiga· 
tions of' stains. 

6. I find this nume written Koblauch, just as often as Koblank 
7. With our modern microscopes, it can be seen in lts entirety 
8. Allllllh's d'ltygil.'l/l' 1'1 de medl'cilll' le/:llle. 1'01. 27, 1867, p. 155 
9. Leltrbuch des Gerichtl. Medicille- Vierleljahrschr. f. gerichtl. Medi

cille 1887, p. 318 
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II. These granulations exist in almost all stains; they arc spores 
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gelatin in six parts of distilled water is allowed to soften for about two 
hours. Seven parts of chemically pure glycerin is Ihen added and one 
gram of concentrated phenol is added to 100 grnms of mixture. This 
is heated for JO~ 15 minutes with continual shaking, until the nukes 
formt~d by the addition of acetic acid have disappeared. This is fil
tered while hot on a very fine glass wool, still humid from washing by 
diGtilled water. 

13. The biliary acids of man arc diffe>'tnt from those of pig, which are not 
identical to those of goose. 

14. Florence. Des taches de sallg £'11 med, jlllJicaire, p. 79, 1885 
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17. Martineau. Tardieu, Schauenstein 
18 Spontaneous crystallization observed in dricd semen on glass slides is 

din·erent, and diverse varieties of crystals can be found even in a 
single semen: that of horse contains at least two. if not three, which 
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19. Cited by \'on Hon'mann 
20. Bayard: chemical analysis is insullicient to resolve it ... but micro

scopical examination permits better specilicntion or the observed 
facts (II-il'ci. II'!: .. p. 274). 

Roussin (i.oc. cit. p. 148): There are so many chemical reactions ap
plied to the detcrmination of semen; none of them characterize this 
secretion. The impotence of chemical means today has been demon
strated so well. and is so universally recognized, that it appears 
useless for us to insist on It. 

Gorup Bezancs (Trail" d'allalyse zoocltimiqlle. 1875, trad. de L. Gau
tier, p. 422). But all these reactions are not sensitive enough to pcr
mit drawing a certain conclusion, lind stains produced by diiTerenl 
mucus give rise to similar Icactions. Only contirmatiCl:) of the pr~lo
encc of spcrmatozoa by microscopical examination can furnish 
positivc indications. 

Bouisin Briand and Chaudc: As for chemical reactions indicated by 
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many authors, they have no value next 10 the preceding. and experi
ence proves that ahnost all stains formed by mucus also show them. 

Brouardcl and Boutmy (Annales, 1880. p. 225): I n effect. the chemical 
reactions which can serve to characterize lhc liquids of the organism 
are very restricted in number, and are g.!nerally limited to either 
coagulation hy heat. or by a few reagcnts such as nitric acid. mercuric 
chloride. phenol or wine alcohol, or to various colorations which 
certain substances cause to appear in the material being examincd. 

As a result, the chemical reactions we have just presented. applied 
to thl! sludy of the organism, indicate the class of the material rather 
than its particular idenlity. 

The presence of the unatomic clement, which is always unique, by 
contrllst. makes confusion impossible, and the expert is always able 
to give an opinion with every assurance, etc. 

Vogel (VierleljahrsclmJt, N.F. XXXVI, p. 160, 1882): Under these 
conditions, it is cl!rtain since there are no characteristic reactions -
lhat microscopical iIl\'c,tigalion of the morphological clcmcnts of 
scmen stands alonc. and Ihal spcrmatozoa ulways remains lhc only 
certain sign. 

Taylor (Med /{'g •• IraJ. de H. Coutllgne, 823): There are no chemical 
reactions on which one can count with ccrtainty for discovering 
seminal stains 

Real E/lcyc!upcdie. \', IX. p. 31: Only the finding of spermatozoa by the 
micrOSCOpe is a certain sign that one is dealing with a scminal stain. 
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A New Microchemical Reaction of the Sperma 
and its Application in Medico -legal Investagations* 

Dr. Micheae Barberio 
Istituto di Chmlca generale della R. Universita Napoli 

Naples, Italy 

The search after a sure method to recognize stains caused 
by semen has been on account of its medico-legal impor
tance, one of the most interesting and the most debated 
questions to which during the last years men interested in 
medico-legal questions have given their attention. 

The surest and easiest method, which deals with the recog
nition of the spermatozoa, very often meets in practice with 
insurmountable difficulties, without even mentioning those 
rare, but not impossible cases, in which there is azoospermia 
(sperma without spermatozoa) and ·in which this method 
naturally loses all value. 

Among the methods which have been proposed for the 
purpose of demonstrating in the best way possible the sper
matozoa, it will be sufficient to mention those of Bayard, 1 of 
Schmidt,2 of Koblank/ modifier1 and perfected by Pincus,4 
by Hofmann/ by Longuet,6 and the method of Unger' and 
Steilberger,8 and these methods are surely the most simple 
and the most rapid, and are superior to all the other methods 
by the safety of the results. 

But the spermatozoon, like other cellular structures, may 
through different agents, some chemical and others physical, 
undergo such changes, that it becomes hardly or not at all rec
ognizable, thus making it impossible for the expert to make 
a decision with the certainty which the law demands. Given 
this insufficiency of histological methods, the idea naturally 
occurs to one to find means which are more appropriate and 
which have a larger field of application. Therefore, we have 
turned to chemblry and worked on the proposition that the 
sperma must contain certain special substances which must 
be capable of giving constant and characteristic reactions. 

The first Ilttempt in this direction was made by Orfila, q to 
whom it seemed that dilute nitric acid, although it caused a 
yellow color in organic liquid~ which contained albumin, did 
not change the color of the sperma, which contained none. 
The reaction of Orfila was not confirmed, and the opinion, 
that the sperma contained no albuminoid substances was 
proven to be errOneous by Posner,lo who has given to the 

• Trumlution of: .. Nuova Rca/ioon M icrochimica delln Spermn c sun Ap· 
plic~/ionc nelle Ricerchc Medic" legali." 

in Rl'lIdicollli del/'Ac('ad/!lIIia Sr:lt'II:" PMche Malh/!/I/(/lir/w (Napoli). 
\,44 tlrd \cdc\ I. II). pp. 156·168 (1905). TI'nnslll(cc11W 1)1'. A. W. HCI'7og 
ror the Medicolegal Society or New York, nnd contributed by the original 
author. 

Reprinted Irom (he Ml'c/im/r'RIiI JOIII'I/ili (Nell' York). vol. 23, No .• 1, 
pp. 383 393 (1905), 
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study of the sperm a various valuable contributions, and 
more recently by Slowtzoff. 1I 

To this is to be added that nitric acid, as proven by the 
research or Filomusi·Guelti,ll destroys the spermatozoa, 
thus interrering with histological tests. After the failure of 
this test, many years passed before this research was 
taken up again, and it was only in the year 1895 that 
Florence,!.1 in a pUblication which made a great deal or 
commotion in the camp of legal medicine, showed a new 
micro-chemical method for the recognition of seminal stains, 
strengthening this with numerous comparative tests, none or 
which showed the same reaction. 

The reagent which he mentioned is a concentrated solu
tion of iodine in iodide of potash, in a proportion which 
makes a highly concentrated iodine salt; the triiodurate of 
this reagent, on contact with the sperma, causes a formation 
of strong yellow crystals. The reaction was constant, simple 
and very sensitive and could be applied with equal ease to 
dryas to liquid sperma, to rresh sperm a as well as to stale 
sperma, whether in good or in bad state of preservation. 

Horence considered the reaction as the product or the 
action of the trijodure on an alkaloidal substance contained 
in the sperma, the virispermine, a substance not only specific 
to the sperma but characteristic or human spcrl11a. 

The problem seemed solved in a most brilliant and deci
sive way, and those interested in legal medicine hurried to 
repeat the tests made by Florence for the purpose of enlarg
ing and deepening the tests and experiments with sperma. 

In a short time the rollowing works saw the light of day: 
The one of Lecco,I4 of Richter, 15 of Gumprecht,l6 of Struve, 17 

of Tamassia,I8 of Mallei,19 of Tolsky,~O of Davidoff,21 of 
Cuneva,n of Witalinsky and Horszkiewiecz,23 of Bocarius,24 
of Perrando,2~ of Ponzio,26 of Dwornitschenko,21 of Centner 
and Ramsaizeff,28 of Mary29 of KorslIl1sky,lO of De Crec
chio,)1 of Johnston and Witncy,ll of Cruz,l' of' Grigoricff,J4 
of Gutowsky,H of Okamoto,36 of Goldschmidt,)7 of Beu
mcr,3K and of Kippenberger,l9 a mass of studies su!liciently 
vast, which in short time has dissected this grave and delicate 
argument. 

The evidence of many of the works just cited points to the 
resui't that the claim of Florence i.s not sufllciently backed up 
by fact, and thut not only the spcrrna of muny animals, but 
also many different organic liquids, both physiological nnd 
puthologicul, show the same reaction vcry plainly. 

And in consequence of this general opinion, not con- .
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tradicted by anybody but Johnston and Witney, 
Strassmann 40 states that the reaction of Florence is not only 
not specific or the human sperma, but even that it can be 
absent in the presence of' human spenna, when this is mixed 
with blood. 

Other cases in which the reaction gives negative results 
are those in which the liquid sperma is in a state or advanced 
putrefaction. 

These results have taken from the reaction or Florence the 
value claimed for it by its author and have limited the same 
to that or a preliminary test. 

A negat.ive result, according to Strassmann, docs not au
thorize one to claim that seminal stains arc absent, while 
Goldschmidt &,,<1 Htlger-Mez,41 claim that the absence of 
this reaction is a sure proor of the absence of sperma. 

In conclusion, the reaction of Florence, which according 
to the idea of the discoverer, was decisive proof of the indi
cation or seminal stains, has nn importance much inferior to 
that of the histological proof, and cannot alone solve the 
question. 

Having thus shown the present state or the question, I will 
without further introduction show the result of my studies, 
which are the rruit of many lests and experiments, made in 
the course or several years. I IHlve made use or a great deal 
of human spermu, taken in ni: rllses, except two, from 
healthy and not from sterile individua;~. I have made the 
tests with sperma not over a few minutes old, a,l weil as with 
such as had dried on cloth, also with spermu kept in glass 
vessels which were sealed and with other in u state of putrc~ 
faction. The result has ulways been the same, and causes me 
to claim that this rcact.ion is safe and belongs partic\llurly to 
seminal liquid. 

The reaction is Illude in the following way: Put a drop of 
the sperma on a covered glass. Add to this a slllull quantity 
of a watery saturated solution of picric acid, u quantity not 
more than one-half or the liquid to be examined. After a few 
seconds the spermatic liquid will become turbid, through the 
formation of t\ precipitate, which, limited at first to the point 
of contact of the two liquids, lillie by little mixes itself with 
the two, spreads over the whole dfl)p, which acquires 1I yel. 
low color and a turbid appearance. 

After It few minutes, between two lind live generally, the 
reaction can be said to be complete, lind lifter huving placed 
on top of the liquid a cover gluss, 0ne proceeds with the 
microscopical examination. 

If instend of liquid sperma one has dried spcnnu, nil one 
has to do is to soften it with a little wllter, the same us one 
would do, if the sperma were dried on cloth. Then one adds 
to the water liquid, which should not be diluted with the 
picric Heid solution. 

If the liquid wus very diluted, the formation of the precip
itate would be slower; also, if' there wus an excess of picric 
acid, or the picric acid solution Was to~) weuk, the reaction 
would nol be so clear, and the precipitate might aSsume tl 

granular form, cUlIsing it to lose partly ()(' entirely its demon
strative vnltle. 

Jelellliti'cllli(}11 I!f' /l()I~\' FI/lids 

The picric acid, besides being used in aqueous solutiOll, 
can also be used in a saturated solution of absolute alcohol; 
in fact, in certain cases, as for example in cases in which one 
has to deal with putrefied sperma. the latter gives better 
results. 

But in the case in which one takes the alcoholic solution, 
one must, to avoid the mixing, which would rollow the con
tact or the two liquids, and which would cause a too rapid 
evaporation of this hydro-alcoholic mixture, reduce the 
quantity or liquid to be examined very much, in fact use less 
than a pin's head, and also reduce very much the quantity of 
the picric acid to be used. 

Thus I would advise to begin the tests with a very small 
quantity of picric acid, which is to be added to the solution 
to be tested by means of a platinum needle and then after a 
few minutes one can add a little more, for the purpose of 
obtaining a diiTused and noticeable turbidity, 

Further. it is sufTicient to make two or three prepara
tions with liquid sperma or with an aqueous extract of a 
seminal stain. for the purpose of ascertaining the proper 
proportions or the two liquids. so as to be sure to obtain 
perfect preparations. 

One thing more in regard to the cover glass. This should 
be neither too small, so that the liquid does not run over the 
sides, nor too large. Thus, by placing the cover glnss care
fully on the drop, which has first been deposited on the slide. 
the crystals will remain together and are not squeezed out of 
shape, 

The microscopical examination, which is made under an 
enlargement of from 400 to 600 diameters, shows that the 
precipitate resulting from the reaction consists or small crys
tals, yellow und strongly refractive. One look at the attached 
plate, which reproduces faithfully these forms, designed by 
means of the CHmera lucidu, will teach as much as the 1I10st 
minute and accurate description. 

Without entering for the moment into the question of the .18S 

shupe und or the crystullographic points or these crystals, 
which would be a ruther complex and dinicult question, I will 
only say, that these crystals, which are four or five times 
longer than they arc wide, arc very thin, appear like needles 
with rhombic circumference, and traversed 10ngitudinul1), by 
a rifrungent line, which has the appearance of an edge. The 
obtuse angles seem alwuys to be worn on' und rounded, und 
in not well shaped crystals even the other angles have often 
the same appearance. In the last cnse the crystal appears to 
huvc the shupe of un ovoid body, sometimes more, sometimes 
less elongated, which in extreme cases assumes the shupe or 
a round disk. From this shape to the perfect ri10mbical shape 
we find II whole line of intermediule forms, which represent 
din'erent stages of development. and which ure very numer-
OllS und ChUntcleristic . 

13ei>ides isolated r,!rystals, which prevail in number, one 
finds also twin crystals, otherll hunging together in the shape 
or u cross and oth~rs again in clusters. The tllble shows 
various forms ill' collections, tiS well pllre US imperfect I'or
mlltions, in which only polnrized light cun reveal un entirely 
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crystalline structure. 
I have already mentioned that these crystals are very rif

rangent. Now I will state that they are also very much bi
rifrangent. The examination with polarized light gives the 
proof of this, as also it permits various vivid colors of inter
ference to be observed with an enlargement of 60 diameters. 

The exact measurement of the angles was not possible to 
me, in view of the smallness of the crystals and their imper
fect formation, and the values vary from eight to ten degrees. 
The size of the crystals varies from 5 microns to 20 and more 
microns, although I do not claim that there cannot be 
smaller or in good conditions larger ones. The medium size, 
however, which responds to the majority of forms seen, and 
which are produced under ordinary conditions, varies from 
ten to fifteen microns. 

The reaction can be noticed as well in acid as in alkaline 
media, as long as neither acidity nor alkalinity surpass cer
tain limits. So, instead of the picric acid solution the picro 
citric acid solution of Esbach can be used or a solution of 
picrate of ammonia. 

But I prefer the picric acid solution to all others. 
The reaction is very sensitive and suflicient to detect the 

very smallest quantity of sperma. It can be prod uced as well 
in fresh sperm a as in dried sperma or in sperma wh ich is in 
a state of putrefaction. And, in respect to putrefied sperma, 
the reaction is much more sensitive than that of Florence, so 
much so in fact, that I have received positive results in cases 
in which the reaction of Florence has failed. The presence of 
blood, as long as it is not in excessive quantities, does not 
disturb the reaction. Neither does the action of heat, within 
certain limits, make any dilTerence. 

At 10 degrees thp.liquid sperm a as well as the dessicated 
sperm a give a positive reaction, even after several hours. 

At a high temperature the elTect \I ith the two kinds of 
sperm a (liquid or dried) is dilTerent. Liqutd ~r\>rma, which is 
kept at a temperature of 110 degrees for an hour does no 
more give the reaction. At 132 degrees ten minutes is 
suflicient to give 11 negative result; at 143 to 146 degrees five 
minutes. Sperma, however, which is dried in the clothing, is 
capable to stand a heat of 150 degrees for an hour, without 
interfering with the reaction. But carried to higher tem
perature the reaction shows less well, and carried to 200 
degrees a few minutes suflice to cause the reaction to fail. I 
have stated that a heating to one hundred degrees does not 
harm, but I could even say that it helps the reaction, in the 
sense thut the crystals which are formed are more beautiful 
and better formed. 

The hest preparations I have obtained from stains on 
linen, which had bec.11 exposed for an hour to a temperature 
of 130 in a dry oven. 

In regards to the age I will submit the following duw: 
Putrefied sperma, kept in well stoppered bottle gives a posi
tive result after eight months. Dried sperma OIl linen even 
ufter three years, This I have verified on sperm:! kindly 
furnished to me through the courtesy of' the celebrated 
Prof. Corrado, director of the Medico-Legal Institute of this 
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University, to whom lowe for this, as well as other assis
tance, the most heartfelt gratitude. 

To make a durable preparation the preparation must be 390; 
dried, then quickly washed in water, dried in blotting paper, 
again washed with alcohol, bathed in xilolund lastly moun-
ted in Balsam. 

The question now arises, whether these crystals represent 
a definite combination between some organic principle of the 
sperma and picric acid, or result from a union of the picric 
acid with the inorganic bases of the sperma, if not only with 
substances due to the decomposition of the sperma'1 Which 
means to say, that either this reaction has a useful vulue in 
practice, or owing to a substunce which does not belong 
exclusively to the sperma, has no value whatsoever. 

Yet the question must be answered, what is this substance, 
and whence does it come? 

I might mUltiply these questions, but for the moment I will 
limit myself to those which form t he kernel of the question 
and which are the most obvious. So let us commence with the 
most simple hypothesis, that we have to deal simply with 
picric ucid crystals. However, we must observe that the for
mation of picric acid crystals in consequence of the mixing 
of a solution of this acid with an aqueous solution which is 
rich in bases with which it could easily enter into combina
tion is not a fact which can be brought in hurmony with the 
laws of chemistry. And even if the acid hud been added in 
excess, even if only a part remain frec, this would remain in 
solution, and could not become deposited except in con
sequence of the concentration of the liquid beyond the limit 
of saturation. 

In our case, however, the reaction appears at once und the 
crystals form before such an evaporation could take pluce. 
Besides there exists a noticeable din'erence between picric 
ucid crystals and those which form through the action of the 
acid on the sperma. 

The acid crystals are formed of rhombic prisms, which 
show un entirely diO'erent formation under the microscope. 
Besides the different shape of the crystals, the difference in 
color must be noticed. 

Picric acid crystals show under the microscope a very 
slight yellow color, hurdly visible with strong enlargement, 
while our specific crystals, even when observed with an en
largement of 600 diameters and more, show always u de- .11)1 

cided yellow, 
Lastly, I wish to observe that the best solvents of picric 

acid arc Benzel, which at ordinary temperature dissolves 
from 8 to 10 percent (Fritzsche), lind in Xilol, which dis
solves even 14 percent.42 Both Xiiol and Benl-el, however, arc 
the worst solvents of' the specific crystals. 

A secolld objection might be that we have to deal with an 
alkaline picrate nnd more especially with picillte of' pollls
sium, which among all is the least soluble, One need not 
think of' either the picrate of sodiul11 or of calciulll, because 
they nrc very soluble in water, the first in 1'1'0111 10 to 14 parts, 
at 15 degrees, the second in a like measure ilt II temperature 
of 20 degrees. One may also exclude the possibility that one 
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has to deal with picrate of ammonia, as ammonia, us is 
proven by all the analyses, both of Liebermann,41 as well as 
of SlowtzoO', is not a usual part of sperma, und is not formed 
in the same except as a res.,lit of decomposition. And the 
sperma reacts to the picric acid within a few seconds after 
ejaculation, and besides, the rtlugent of Nessler, which is, as 
everyone knows, very sensitive to ammonium salts, does not 
show the slightest trace of the same. 

The picrate of potassium again is a salt which is nearly 
insoluble in cold wuter. one part, according to Post and 
Mehrtens solUble in 228.17 parts at 15 degrees. My crystals 
however are easily soluble in water. 

It is not easy to determine what the substance may be 
which causes the sperma to react, as it docs, to the picric 
acid. The fact that the reaction fails, after the SperllHI has 
been subjected to 200 degrees,justifll!s the suspicion that one 
has to deal with an ol'ganic substance. 1\ fact, which mllst be 
kept ill mind. is that the I'cHction can be obtained as lI'ell ill 
acid as in alkaline or neutral solution, analogous to the one 
which popolr46 has found in the alkaloids. 

In regards to the speciflc character of the reaction I wish 
to state, that no mutter how many substunces I have exam
ined, including vaginal mucus, nasal mucus, sputum and so 
forth, none has given the same result, none have formed the 
same crystals as the seminal liquid. 

The only substance, which when treated with picric acid 
gives similar, however not like res'Jits, is Pochl's spermin. 
This latter, however, heated for hull' an hour to one hundred 
degrees loses the power of' forming a cry!\talltne precipitate 
with the picric acid, forming insteud tI precipitute consisting 
of granules which appear oily and which possess not the 
slightest birefringence. 

Lastly, I wish to stute, that the seminal vesicles after death 
fail to show the reaction. Thus without stating what causes 
the reaction, I will only say thut it is due to an organic 
substance, which has nothing (0 do with the one which pro
duces the reuction of Florence, and which is contained also 
in the sperm a of sterile individuals. 

This reaction has, besides the advantage, thllt it can give 
durable preparations, also that advantage over the reliction 
of Florence, that it is absent in the presence or other sub
stances thun sperl11u, and which renct under Florence's re
agent like sperl11:t. 
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Among legal medicine's elTective investigations, the iden
tification of semen stains occupies a quantitatively dominant 
role, particularly on clothing. The methods that have been 
used until now are either chemical or physical reactions Or 
histologic proof of spermatozoa. 

The chemical reactions that are most often used, stem 
from the time around the turn of the century, when knowl
edge of the characteristic components and complete chem
ical content of semen was scanty. 

The classic Florence test is carried out by having a well
soaked extract of stains brought into contact with a strong 
iodine-potassium iodide soiution on a microscope slide. In 
this way brown rhombic crystals can appear that presumably 
consist of iodine. The reaction is caused by the presence of 
choline, that can be thought to arise as a degradation prod
uct of lecithin that is found in semen in considerable 
amounts. Before the Florence test yields positive results, 
some decomposition of semen occurs, and thus the test orten 
fails where it concerns itself with fresh semen stains. Since 
lecithin also can occur in other biologic material the reaction 
is not specific. in this connection it is especially unfortunate 
that vaginal secretions now and then yield positive reactions. 

Another chemical test that has been put to use is the 
formation of calcium sulfate crystals by addition of sulfuric 
acid to a stain extract. Now the calcium content in the semen 
is about double the quantity that is in blood; thus, one may 
alr~ady, reject the test for this lessens its diagnostic worth. 

Semen's characteristic smell thal by itself can be a valu
able guide in the search for stains, is due to a base, spermin, 
that has occurred in considerably large amounts only in 
other secretions and excretions. 

In 'many tissues, the livt~r and pancreas, for c)'.ample, spcr
min is found in a concentration approximateJyone eighth the 
conccntration of normal semen. In such tissues spermin is 
hardly extracted by means of simple trcatmcnt with salt 
water. 

Many mcthods for identification of semen stuins consist of 
the development of saturuted solution binding to spermin 
with dill'crent acids. In this manner Barberio (J 91 J) used 

• Trunshllion of; "Om forensisk panvisning of sperm" og sperll1l1plcllCr," 
in Nordlsk Mt'I/ic/!l2/l (42): 2131 2132 (1945). 

RC[lrintcd with the kind [lcrmissioll of Nordfsk Ah·dic·lllc: Stockholm. 
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picric acid as the crystallizing agent, but experience has 
provcn that thc rcaction is most doubtful. In (\ compal'atil'c 
investigation of Ziemke. the Florence reaction was found 
positive in 70~(" and Barberio's reaction positive in 26%, of 
the cases investigated, 

Great interest is attached to Purallell's crystallizing 
method (1936). He uscd naphthol yellow S (sodium-2, 
4-dinitro-I-naphtholsulfonate; sodium flavianate) as the 
reagent. I n the presence of sp~~rmin, characteristic crooked 
cross shapes arc formed with short cross beams providing 
crystals of spermine Ilavianate. This test is undoubtedly the 
best of the existing chemical methods, but also it sufTers 
from serious deficiencies. Many commonly occurring tex
tiles, certain colors of artificial silk, leather or natural silk 
materials, for example. cause the rea.:tjon to be lacking, 
presumably because of strong absorption. Often one can get 
a positive reaction by itself on these textiles by using the 
suOicienlly smtlll extraction volume. B. JOIISSOII has observed 
spermatozoa in a good number of instances, where Puranen 's 
reaction appeared negative. 

The possibility of getting a positive reaction although the 
semen is not present is certninly possible, as the aforemen
tioned spermin content in other tissues and secretions and in 
di/Terent biologic materials elln by no means be ignored. 

A simple physicnlmethod for identification of stains that 
involves a great deal of' extensive di/Tusion is the investiga
tion in ultraviolet light. Semen can contuin substances that 
fluoresce strongly under light with wave lengths from 4200 
to 4900 A. However, the reaction is by no meam, spl:e;fic 
because firstly, semen does not always contuin the fluores
cent substance; secondly, fluorescence is seen in practically 
all the secretions or excretions that can be counted among 
some interfering sources (vaginnl secretions, nasul secre
tions. urine, feces, ctc.); and, thirdly, the flUorescence disap
pears wi!h the mixture of, for example, blood. However the 
investigution with ultraviolet light hilS meaning in thut it is 
u valuablc means for the discovery of the suspected stnins. 

The purpose of the histologic methods is of course to iden
tify spermutozou. One can either identify these cells 011 the 
isolated stained libers of the fubric, or nfter a thorough ex
traction one clln centrifuge the extruct and attempt to ob
serve the sperm in the deposit. Unstained prepurutions nre 
used at some institutions; at others, preparations nrc stained 

ItI(,II/{/iC'({/iOIl (if'ilody Fluitls 

according to mOre or less specifiC methods. Among the stain- Ascorbic acid is certain to occur in semen in concen-
21.12 ing methods, Baecclli's is reputed to be the most widespread. trations about 10 times as high as in blood plasma; but this 

The stain consists of acid fuchsin and methylene blue in I % material is, of course, so unstable and generally also so 
hydrochloric acid, and reacts with the successful result that widely distributed that it cannot be considered either. 
the main body of the sperm is colored red, while the tail In 1936 Sellerslell proved that semen contains a large 
remains blue. The methods have proven themselves satisfac- quantity of citric acid, about 0.5%. When one has sensitive, 
tory through investigations over many years. Here at home, even if somewhat dilllcult, methods for determination of 
the E/Iermallll staining method is also used sometimes. citric acid, there should be a possibility here for working out 

Microscopical identification of spcrmatozoa docs not cause a procedure for specific evidence of semen, yet certainly only 
any ditliculty in general. When one takes into consideration' on the assumption that other stain-forming materials do not 
that a normal ejaculation consists of about 100-200 million contain citric acid in quantities that can be compared with 
spcrm pCI' mQone can understand that it is usually no problem quantitics in semen. Investigations on thc proportion of cit
to detect the outermost charnctertstic cells in the micro- ric acids are in process at the Institute. 
scope, Nevertheless, the method is not ideal for the following A possibility that finally appears more promising is using 
reasons: I) the composition of the ejaculate is not constant the phosphatase content for the diagnosis of semen and 
during the ejaculation; the first part contains almost exclu- semen stains. In the prostate secretion, there is a phospha
sively of prostate secretion, while the spermatozoa first ap- tase with an acid pH optimum in colossal quantities. The Cll

pear only in the later phases of the ejaculation. Because the zyme was lirst found by Kutscher & Wo/lJl'l'R in 1935 and 
forensically most important stains are often not formed of has been later investigated biochemically by KUlscher and 
homogeneous semen, one can get stains for the investigation collaborators, and from a clinical point of view in particular 
that do not contain spermatozoa, although they are made up by American writers. Glllmall & Glllmall find 2,000 3,000 
of parts of a standard ejaculation. 2) Oligospermia and total phosphatase units per mQ semen; of that, the lowest value 
aspermia are not unusual conditions and can yield semen among 43 ejaculates is 540 units per mQ. 24 aspermic indi
stains that cannot be visualized; 3) Sterilization by va sec- viduals, with the exception of one, had values inside the 
tomy is now undertaken so frequently that especially among normal range. 
sex oll'enders one can expect to find such instances in forensic Even though the enzyme in semen is found in a large 
prnctice. concentration in some other biologic material, and enzymes 

For this reason it would be valuablc to have a specific genemlly endure drying out well, tllere wcre reaSOns to expect 
method for the identification of semen that is independent of that this method could lead to vcry specilit, evidence of semen 
the presence of sperm. I f one pays ;lttention to the recent stains independent of the presence of sperm cells, possibly 
chemical and biochemical investigations on the composition even to a practical, valuable forensic method. When, thcre
of semen, one will find that mOSt substances in semen are fore. it was time for the present director of the Institute in 
found in an increasingly greater concentration than in the 1943 to propose the university'S prize task in theoretical 
body's remaining tissues and secretions. Acid-soluble phos- medicine, the author suggested to Prof. Kllud Salld that the 
phate is found in 1I quantity of over 100 m% (m% = task be un experimental investigation on the lise of phos-
1/1,000% = mg(1'o), while the concentration in, for example, phatase determinntion for identification of semen stuins. The 
blood is around 30 m'P'". Now the phosphate is such u diffuse current exnmination papers, of which three have been re
material that it will hardly be worthwhile to try to use it for warded with the University's gold medal, have shown that 
evi.!ence of semen, particularly considering thut urine can our expectations were justified. The three authors intend to 
contain significallt quantities of phosphate itself. publish the results of their investigations in the ncar future. 
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Dr. Paul Uhlenhuth 1870 1957 .. 
Courtesy National Library of MediCine 

Delernll;IIII/0/l ry' Species ry' Origin 

Section 3. Determination of Species of Origin 

The oldest systematic species test is that of J.-P. Barruel. 
He said that concentrated sulfuric acid evoked an odiferous 
principle from blood and bloodstains, which could identify 
the source of the blood. The method was taken seriously for 
quite a number of years, although it seems absurd by pre
sent day standards. Casanti's proposal was not much more 
enlightened. 

After the microscope gained popularity, there was consid
erable interest in, and controversy over, the micrometric 
method of determining spt~cies of origin. Even the illustrious 
Rudolf Virchow wrote a paper on the subject. The papers of 
Roussin, Masson and Vibert all deal with micrometry, and 
Masson gives an historical review as well. 

The modern period began in 190 I with the first paper by 
Paul Uhlenhuth. There is no question that other funda
mental immunological findings of the \890's provided the 
groundwork for the immunological species tests, but Uhlen
huth's paper was the first to apply the immunological test to 
medico-legal species determination. Uhlenhuth (1870· 1957) 
was an immunologist all his life. His obituary appeared in 

the ZeitsclzriJt jiir ImmllllitatsJorschllllg IIl1d Experimell
telle Therapie Jl5 (4) for 1958, along with a list of his 
numerous publications. The 1900 paper on ovalbumin has 
been included, since the serum work so clearly evolved from 
it. A representative set of the) 90 I papers has been included, 
as has an interesting account of his personal recollections of 
the early years which he was persuaded to write, and which 
appeared in 1949. 

Wassermann and SchUtze published the precipitin method 
almost simultaneously-·about a week after Uhlenhuth's 
paper-and they arc clearly to be regarded as joint origina
tors of the technique. Neisser and Sachs introduced the 
complement fixation procedure for detecting the species 
antigen-antibody reo.clion in the medico-legal test. 

Marx and Ehrnroolh's method was based on the aggluti
nation of human cells by animal sera. It was actually a 
method for demonstrating the absence of human blood. Lat
tes in 1913 (sec in Section 4) de\'otecl a section of his papel' 
~o this procedure, which is closely related to isoagglutina
tion, and hence, to blood grouping. 
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Determinatioll oj'Species oj' Origill 

Memoir on the Existence of a Principle Peculiar to Blood 
to Characterize the Blood of Man and of Various Animal Species· 

J. P. Barruel 

Blood hus been the object of the meditations of the most 
ancient philosophers; the imporant functions it fulfills, und 
the changes it undergoes in nutrition, have not ceased to 
occupy physiologists; finally, chemists make it the daily sub
ject of their research. If it were left to me to express an 
opinion On the whole of these works, I would say that, nu
merous and important as they might be, they aren't sufl1cient 
for establishing satisfactory theories on "sanguification" or 
hematosis, the nutrition or organic composition, the warmth 
of or the secretions in blood. But it is not my object here to 
discuss, or even to recall the different theories, which try to 
explain the role blood plays in the phenomena of life. I find 
it sullicient to recall that chemists have already found a large 
number of principles in this liquid which participate not only 
in the composition of organs but also of the secreted prod
ucts. Thus, it has long been known that the purified fibrin of 
blood is similar to muscle fiber, which differs only in its 
organization: that ser/1II1 is of the same nature as certain 
secn!tions destined for the mechanism und activity of various 
organs. We arc all aware of the results of the research of the 
celebrated Vuuquelin, who reported the exister.ce of fat in 
blood, and of the experiment9 01' Chevreul, who found in 
fibrin a fatty matter analogous to that found in cerebral 
malter. Finally, we have lately seen that, when the kidneys 
of an animal are removed, the blood contains urea a short 
time afterward, Nor are we ignorant of the existence in 
blood of phosphate and sodium carbonate, the bases of all 
bones, 

Chyme, the immediate product of digestion, contains the 
clements of all known animal matter. Couldn't it be possible 
that, by the single act of "sanguification," the clements of air 
absorbed by respiration, in the cOllrse or circulation und 
under the influence of life, determine the reaction of these 
clements, their combinations in difrerent proportions, from 
which would result the formution, in necessary quuntity, of 
all the materials specific for constituting and renewing or
gans and furnishing the secreted fluids'? I leave to the phys
iologists the dillicult task of clarifying this scientific point. I 
should tlnd will limit myself to what is reluted to the single 
fact, which is the subject or this memoir, and to the con
sequences derived from it. 

Blood is divided into red or arterial blood and black or 
venous blood. The former blackens in a few hours when 

• Trnllslillion or: "M~moir~ sur "existence U'UIl print'ipc propre n 
cnrnctcriser Ie sunl-\ de l'hol11l11c ci celui des divcrscs cspcccs d'lIl1iI1111l1X." 

ill ~IIII/(tlt's d'l/ygli'lIt' "/I/1/rqllt' I't ril.· MCtll!rilu' 1.i:J/a/t· I: 2(,7·277 (1821». 

Preceding page b\ank 

completely deprived of atmosphe.ric air; the second reddens 
in a few seconds on immediate contact with oxygenated gas 
or atmospheric air. Hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide gas 
do not give venous blood a ruby color, as has been supposed. 
The action of oxygen gas on black blood demonstrated to me 269/ 

a phenomenon worthy of note, and which strongly merits, r 
believe, the attention of physiologists; it happened that this 
liquid, preserved for several weeks, still possessed the prop-
erty of becoming ruby colored even though some of its ele
ments, especially fibrin and albumin, had already submitted 
to the immutable law attracting all things of which decom
position is only the result. It would appear that the coloring 
matter of blood, on which oxygen is preferentially carried, is 
endowed with a great assimilating or vital force, which is 
extinguished only a long time after the complete death of all 
the other immediate principles of the same liquid. 

Moreover, whatever opinion can be expressed on the func
tions and nature of the coloring matter of blood, whether it 
comes from arterial blood, or whether it comes from venous 
blood a few minutes after extraction from the vessels where 
it circulates, I maintain that this substance has the same 
physical characteristics and that it is the only principle 
which distinguishes blood from all the other animal fluids. 
For the property of coagulating at rest and of dividing into 
a solid mass, or clot, lind a liquid, or serum, is not exclusive 
to blood, but belongs also to chyme; likewise the property of 
hardening by the action of hellt, acid or alcohol is not exclu
sive to it either, for all types of ulburnin possess it. 

Brande, in England, and Vouquelill, in France, huve al
ready tried obtuining this coloring principle of blood sepa-
rute from nil other substances of this fluid. But with the 
procedures indicated by these chemists, it is never obtained 27() 

pure; it is always accompanied by II rather considerable 
proportion of albumin. Filtration docs not give any better 
results because the coloring matter of blood is so fine it sifts 
through the tightest lilters. It is also accompanied by serum 
of blood, from whieh it results thut albumin cannot be en
tirely sepuruted from it for the study of its chemical charac
teristics, but thut is of little import. 

It is sutlicient to acknowledge thut, either this coloring 
substance still enjoys the faculty of becoming ruby-colored 
on contact with ail', or, deprived of this property, the mUnner 
in which it behaves under the inlluence of hout is the sume, 
difl'ering in one or the other of these conditions only in the 
following properly: I) in the first cuse, when blood is diluted 
with water, the solution lukes on u ruby-red color and in the 
second it has a red-winc color; 2) blood dried in uir takes on 
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a red-wine color when treated with water, because the very 
act of dessication suftlces to extinguish in blood the faculty 
of the coloring substance in changing to ruby red on contact 
with air. 

It is in the very action of heat on the coloring substance of 
blood that re5id~s the truly distinctive characteristic of this 
principle, which, as I have pointed out, is always accom
panied by albumin. 

I do not believe it necessary to recall here the details 
relative to this action because they have been faultlessly 
presented in the memoir published by Professor Orfila, in 
response to a work by a distinguished 3cientist, who alleged 

27\ it impossible, with our present level of knowledge, to decide 
in medico-legal cases if stains on linen were stains of' blood 
or some other coloring substa:1ce. In this work, the scientist 
claimed to have composed a fluid which, even though con
taining no blood, possessed, however, all its properties. Orfila 
demonstrated beyond doubt that, up to the present, a liquid 
could not be composed, whose coloring matter exhibited the 
same chemical chara::teristics as those of the coloring matter 
of blood. It is important to acknowledge also that these 
characteristics are preserved in their integrity in blood dried 
in air, even after several years. fortunately permitting after 
a long lapse of time the immediate confirmation that stains 
are due to blood or another substance altogether. I will add 
that these characteristics are the same in the coloring prin
ciple of blood of all animal species. 

Though chemists have been able for a long time now to 
pronounce and aftlrm before the magistrates in all tranquil
ity of conscience that stains, provided they are extensive 
enough or at least numerous enough, are due to blood or 
some other coloring matter (three or four drops are sufilcient 
to obtain this result), it is quite different when the authorities 
ask them if they ean likewise say if these slUins arc formed 
by human blood, or the hlood of another animal. I well know 
that already, in a few cases of this nature, fortunately very 
rare, some authorities have confirmed that the blood stains, 
which they were charged with examining, were produced by 
human blood, but they gave none of the grounds on which 
their opinion was based. It seems to me that when the life of 

2"2' an innocent or the punishment of a guilty person might 
depend on the opinion of an expert, one cannot be too conser
vative, and that nothing should ever be afilrmed in cuses 01' 
this type without the support of positive proof, not hypothet
ical proof, One must never lose sight of the wise old aduge: 
When in doubl, refrain, 

As for myself, in 1I great number or instances, I have been 
charged by magistrates with determining if stains, perceived 
on clothing of people suspected of having committed homi
cide, were blood stains or stuins of another nature. I never 
hesitated to pronounce the affirmative when I could Ond the 
principal characteristic of the coloring matter of blood in 
these stains, because I know of' no other material possessing 
it: but when I was asked if these swins were of hUlllan blood, 
I never hesitated to reply it was impossible for me to express 
an opinion in this regard, becuu!>e I knew of no trait in the 
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blood of each animal species serving to characterize it. 
Actualiy, the brilliant research with the microscope by 

Prevost and Dumas have demonstrated that blood is com
posed of serum in which float globules of form and dlll1ension 
different in man and in animals. But besides the fact that 
these differences are only slightly marked, if not entirely 
non-existent, between individuals belonging to neighboring 
species, not everyone is familiar with observations with a 
microscope, an instrument not very widespread, and con
sequently at the disposal of a small number of people. Be
sides, the form of various globules can only be recognized 
inasmuch as the blood has not lost its liquid form. For as 
soon as it has been dried on any object whatever, if this blood 27.1 

is diluted in water, the resulting solution presents nothing 
distinctive, and it is almost always dried blood stains that 
chemists arc called upon to fest. Thus, the discovery or Pre-
,'ost and Dumas can be only very rarely applied to cases or 
homicide and legal medicine. 

For many years, in seeking to obtain the coloring matter 
of blood by the procedure given to us by Vauquelin, which 
consists of boiling the blood clot for a while in fairly concen
trated sulfuric acid, and having employed in this context a 
clot of beef blood, I WtlS struck by the strong odor of a cattle 
barn which emanated from it. This fact remained engraved 
in my memory, without my looking to derive any con
sequences from it until, lately, a very peculiar circumstance 
permitted me to observe an analogous fact: an individual 
decided to commit suicide after a considerable gambling loss 
and swallowed for this purpose a considerable quantity of 
opium. This deadly design was known about almost as soon 
as executed, Orfila was called on, arriving just in time to save 
the patient: and because among the means employed in 
fighting the efTect of the poison was a profuse bleeding, 
OrOln profited from this circumstance to look into whether 
blood from persons under the influence of a large quantity of 
opium didn't contain traces of morphine. With this intention 
in mind, he brought me this blood and invited me to do the 
necessary research. 

I began by coagUlating the blood in a water-bath, to be 274 

able to more easily divide it by crushing, which I did without 
perceiving any odor, I then heated the divided blood to the 
boiling point with an ample quantity of sulfuric acid diluted 
with water, and there immediately escaped from the round
bottom Ilask which I was using an odor of human sweat so 
intense that it permeated the laboratory to the point where 
I was forced to abandon it for a few moments. This reminded 
me of the odor which manifested itself when I was extracting 
the coloring principle of blood by the procedure of Vau
quelin, and from that moment I imagined the possibility of 
arriving lit distinguishing the blood of various animals from 
that of man. It was with this in mind that I took up numerous 
experiments, of which the principal results arc: 

I) That blood of each animal species contains a principle 
peculiar to each of them, 

2) That this principle, which is very volatile, has un odor 
similar to that or sweat, or cutaneous and pulmonary ex-
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halation, of the animal from which the blood comes. 
3) That this volatile principle is bound in the blood and, 

inasmuch as this combination exists, it is not discernible. 
4) That when this combination is ruptured, the principle 

of blood which gives off the odor volatilizes and, from then 
on, it is not only possible but even rather easy to recognize 
the animal to whom it belongs. 

5) That in each animal species the principle of odor of 
blood is much more pronounced, or, in other terms, has more 
of an intensity in the blood of the male than that of the 
female, and that in man hair color brings nuances to the odor 
of this principle. 

6) That the binding of this principle of odor is in a state 
of solution in the blood, which permits its development, ei
ther in whole blood, or in blood deprived of Obrin, or in blood 
serum. 

7) Lastly, that of' all the means I employed to liberate the 
principle of odor of blood, concentrated sulfuric acid gave 
best resu Its. 

It sutllces, to obtain these results, to pour a few drops of 
blood or blood serum in a glass; then to pour a slight excess 
of concentrated sulfuric acid into it, about a third or a half 
of the volume of blood, and to stir with a glass rod: the 
aromatic principle immediately manifests itself. It is by 
these means that I easily distinguish all the bloods which I 
am going to name in designating the odor peculiar to each of 
them. 

I) That of man releases a strong odor of the (tweat of man, 
which is impossible to confuse with any other. 

2) That of woman, an analogous odor, but much less 
strong, in short, that of the sweat of woman. 

3) That of beef, a strong odor of cattle barn or of beef 
manure, 

4) That of horse, a strong odor of horse sweat or of horse 
droppings. 

5) That of sheep, a vivid odor of wool impregnated with 
its sweat. 

6) That of ewe, an odor analogous to that of sheep mixed 
with a strong odor of billy goat. 

7) That of dog, the odor of perspiration of dog. 
S) That of hog, a disagreeable odor of a pig sty. 
9) That of rat din"uses a disagreeable odor of rat. 
A~alogous results are obtained with the blood of various 

birds: thus the blood of hen, of turkey, of duck and of pigeon 
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release a particular odor peculiar to each of them. Finally, I 
just recently experimented on frog blood. It released a 
strongly pronounced odor of marsh reeds, and the blood of 
carp furnished an odor principle similar to that of mucus 
covering the body of fresh-water fish. 

It was important to experiment to see if it were still possi
ble to distinguish the aromatic principle of each blood with 
blood stains applied to linen and dried. I assured myself by 
direct experiments that, provided the stain was of a certain 
size, it was easy to recognize with what blood it had been 
produced, even after more tnan two weeks. For this, it 
suffices to cut out a portion of the stained linen, to put it in 
a watch glass, to pOlJr a small amount of water on it and to 
leave it to rest for a while. When the stain is well-moistened, 
concentrated sulfuric acid is poured on it, it is stirred with a 
rod and sniffed. I don't know if after a more considerable 
lapse of time the species of blood on the linen might still be 
characterized. When in doubt, I believe it necessary to rcc
ommend to the examining magistrates, when they are 
charged with investigating a person accused af homicide, to 
delay as little as possible the experiments which the experts 
must do to determine not only if the stains observed on the 
clothing are due to blood, but particularly to designate their 
species. 

I believe it necessary to urge the physicians and pharma
cists who, by their status, are ordinarily requested by the 
magistrates in these instances, to repeat my experiments to 
educate their sense of smell, so to speak. For, if the odor of 
the aromatic principle of certain blood is so strong that it 
sufilces to have smelled it once never to forget it; if it is, so 
to speak, impossible to confuse human blood with that of 
other animals, it is only after having experimented a certain 
number of times with human blood that the blood of man 
can be differentiated from that of woman, and important 
services might then be rendered to the magistracy in the case 
of a suspicion of homicide, in ct~rtain cases of actual lind 
alleged rape, and especially cases of pretended defloration. 

I will stop myself here, What r have said here suffices, I 
believe, for everything in relation to legal medicine. But I 
have not yet satisfied science, for she will ask me of what 
nature is the aromatic principle of blood. I reply that this will 
be the subject of the continuation of lI1y research; but that, 
at this moment, I have strong reasons to think it a very 
peculiar acid sub:;tance and that it exists in blood as a salt. 
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A New Way of Distinguishing Human Blood 
from that of Other Mammals* 

C~lsanti 

b"TJ The attempts by means of sulfuric acid with this purpose 
in mind are known. Casanti employed phosphoric acid of a 
density of 1.18, but following principles and with the in
tention of what actually constituted a new method. 

A first necessity was that of finding means of dis
tinguishing blood of a mammal from that of another verte
brate, of Gallinaceae. for example. For this, after collection 
of the blood and its reduction by evaporation into a dry 
substance, it is treated with excess phosphoric acid. It is 
noted that mammalian blood enjoys the property of aggluti
nating in a brilliant, homogeneous, coherent, somewhat stiff 
mass, whereas that of the Gallinaceae is entirely lacking in 
this characteristic. This state of agglutination is distinct 
fiOm coagulation in that in the lirst case the accumulated 
blood not only does not soften and no longer liqucfiE:s when 
left under the same conditions. but on the contrary. con
tracts. hardens and becomes almost tough. docs not adherc 
at all to solid bodies. and does not change its characteristics 
even when heated up to 100 0

• 

This having been determined, the author sought a more 
specific differentiation for the blood of man. Six grains of 
this blood, reduced to a fine powder, then 9 grains of phos
phoric acid were placed in a glass. On stirring with a glass 
rod, the blood was observed to swell and soften; its particles 
attracted each other and adhered together, then united in a 
very brilliant mass of the color of liver, of the consistency of 
a very dense, non-glutinous extract, very coherent and hav
ing a lot of plasticity. Compression with the glass rod causes 
it to yield to the pressure without dividing, becoming, on the 

()74 contrary, more homogeneous, more coherent as it is pressed 
for a longer time. Left to itself, it becomes harder, more 
difficult to break, without losing its brilliance. 

• Translation of: "Nouvelle Manicrc de Distinguer Ie Sung Hunwin de 
Celui des Autres Mammireres." 

in Journal de Chilllie Medicale de PharmGch' el dL' To.vic%gie 4 (3rd 
series); 673·675 (1848). 
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Performing the same experiment with horse blood, the 
phenomena were entirely different. Blood molecules pene
trated by the acid at first swelled and softened. But, instead 
of uniting to form a single homogeneous mass, they formed 
diverse lumps the color of liver, very han:! Hnd brilliant, 
obstinately refusing to adhere to each other. Pressed by the 
glass rod, they did not appear very coherent or very hard and 
were almost entirely lacking in plasticity, explaining their 
division into several parts, and of these into successively 
smaller parts; the more one tries to unite them, the more 
they separate into fine particles which lose their sheen quite 
rapidly. 

Casanti experimented on blood of ox, calf, mule, mare, 
pig, roebuck and waterhog, and the results were always the 
same as those of horse. The blood of cat presents a few 
differences. It becomes a single homogeneous mass at first, 
like that of man; but it shows a lesser density, coherence and 
toughness, and it suffices to compress or fold it to see it 
instantly divide into several parts. 

The author repeated these experiments numerous times, 
always with identical results. He also remarked that human 
blood presents the same properties despite differences in age, 
sex, health or various diseases. 

The applications of this discovery in legal medicine, and 
I;'specially in those cases where the purpose is to shed light on 
t.he investigations of criminal justice, are self-evident. How
ever, human blood presents a different aspect. in a particular 
case: that of menstruation. The author has twice seen the 
reaction of menstrual blood. Addition or phosphoric acid 
provoked a homogeneous mass, yielding to pressure; but it 
was so lacking in coherence that it sufllced to compress it for 
an instant or to fold it, to reduce it to a mass of dry, swollen 
particles no longer able to be united into a whole. These 
characteristics will surely differentiate menstrual blood from 
that coming from any other part of the vacular system. 

Editors note. We are contemplating, along with Las
saigne, doing the experiments to discover the value or the 
procedure reported by Casanti. 

DelerllliJlCllio/l (1l'Species oj'Ongill 

On the Forensic Investigation of Dried Bloodstains* 
Rll,gdolt Vlrchow 

,334 The various methods of testing dried blood stains were 
recently submitted to earnest criticism by Brucke (Wiener 
medic. WochenschriJt, 1857, no. 23), and they were, at the 
same time, substantially expanded by this perceptive ob
server. By chance I was recently in a position to conduct 
several such examinations for forensic purposes. In these two 
cases, following closely upon one another, a large wooden 
pole and two very dirty coats were handed over to me to 
determine whether there were stains of human blood on 
these objects. I took this opportunity to make a few different 
examinations to test the usefulness of th~se various methods. 

As has been recognized, the first question which the re
searcher must solve is always whether blood is even involved; 
then come the more specific questions whether mammal, and 
finally, whether human blood is present. For the first ques
tion, we can find an approximately certain solution by means 
of a strictly chemical method; for an answer to both of the 
other questions, I believe, as do all the more sober research-

'335 ers, that we can rely only on the microscope. Even for deter
mining whether blood is present at all, the microscope can 
provide a much more dependable decision than the purely 
chemical examination. 

Here I believe I must point out from the outset that we 
have totally neglected one morphological component of the 
blood, namely, the colorless blood corpuscles. 1t was not 
really the case that I came to this idea after first having 
busied myself with these elements, but rather I carne to it 
through simple experience. As I treated dried blood drops 
with the media usually suggested (water, salt water, iodine 
water, sulphuric acid and acetic acid-containing water), it 
turned out that I obtained every time very clear bodies which 
resembled completely the colorless corpuscles in form, size, 
content, and nucleus, and which, more than any other part 
of the blood, f'csisted the variolls effects of being dried and 
then dissolved again in solution. I was able to measure very 
easily not just the whole corpuscles but also the nuclei, and 
was able to compare them with other known, colorless cor
puscles. The value of this experience is obvious. The colorless 
blood corpuscles do not have any characteristics specific 
enough that their discovery would be 5uflicient, in itself, to 
prove that any organic substance whatsoever is blood or 
contains blood, but their discovery, along with the other de
termining signs, strengthens substantially the probahility of 
the diagnosis; indeed, one could say that t.heir absence very 

• Translution of: "Ueber die forensisuhe Untcrsuchung von trockenen 
Blutllccken. " 

in Archil' JUr II(Jllw/ogi.l'dre Aflil/omie /J//(/ I'hysiologie .//Id Iilr Klillischt' 
Mediz(/I [Virchow's Archlv I 12: 334·338 (1857). 

much lowers the probability that one is dealing with blood. 
Although stains from pus could contain the same corpuscles, 
this objection has not much validity, since pus often is mixed 
with enough blood that the usual blood tests will also not be 
correct in this case. Here, however, is a fact of very great 
importance, namely, the determination of the number of 
colorless corpuscles in comparision to the size of the stain 
under examination. If a great many such corpuscles are pres
ent. then it is likely that one is dealing with pus, a purulent 
mucus, or some similar, pathological product. rf relatively 
few are present, then it is probable that these are colorless 
blood corpuscles. The possibility of leukemia should be kept 
in mind, but in view of the rarity of the disease, this problem 
recedes into the background. rn one forensic case [ counted 
in a particle of dried blood of ~ inch (Par.) t 7, in one of 
!bo inch (Par.)t 5 of such corpuscles which on the average 
measured 0.004 to 0.006 lines across. Not all of these, how
ever, were located in the same place; some were found in 
different layers of the drop. 

It would be incomparably more important if one could 
find red corpuscles in a suspicious stain and could also meas
ure these corpuscles. rf these proved not to h~ve nuclei, one 
could declare these the corpuscles of mammals or humans, 
and measuring would finally determine whether one was 
dealing with one or the other species. The latter is now in fact 
recommended and maintained by C. Schmidt. I know, how
ever, of only one single case-and that from an uncertain 
description (Med. Times alld Gaz. 1857, April, No. 354, 
p. 365)-in which such an assertion, based on measurement, 
was involved in a judicial decision; namely a case at Taunton 
in which Hernpath had lIsed the microscopical extll11inatiotl. 
In evaluating this method, ! can only agree with the damning 
judgment of Brlike, and I do not believe that any micro
scopist would consider himself justified in placing a man's 
lif{::in question as the result of the uncertain estimation of 
(he drying coef1icient of a blood corpuscle. Blood, of course, 
at times dries so that one can still clearly recognize the 
individual corpuscles, if one moistens the dried blood with 
oil. In some cases turpentine oil is still better suited for this 
task, while glycerine has almost always failed in my tests. 
The drying process, alone, is subject to so many conditions, 
and, after drying, the blood can be exposed to so many 
unfavorable influences, that a judgment concerning the size 
of individual components can make no claim to be reliable. 

t INote: The tCl'm in the original 1\I·tide wus "Zoll Pur,," nnd may be n 
refercnce to un old microlllctric mcusurc culled n Puris Line, which wus 
equul to 0.0888 inch. In present day German, "Zoll" would be translatcd 
ns "inch" in thi~ ~·tlnlcxl.1 
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In the cases which I examined, apparently moisture had had 
an effect; mold had formed, and neither fatty nor volatile oil 
enabled me to perceive anything of the blood corpuscles. 
Nevertheless, it is certainly justified in every case to submit 
the substances to testing. 

Among the substances for moistening the blood and sepa
rating the individual blood corpuscles, most researchers use 
only a very limited number in those cases where the blood 
has been preserved under unfavorable circumstances. I, 
however, have found one substance to be very valuable, a 
substance which D",'1ders mentioned casually some time ago, 
namely, concentrated potassium hydroxide. Kolliker also 
mentions this special characteristic, that the blood cor
puscles preserve well in potassium hydroxide, if that chem
ical is concentrated, while they break up when it is diluted. 
If, to the dried blood which has been divided into smaller 
fragments, one adds directly the concentrated reagent, one 
can see after a short time tile individual red-colored little 
globules outlined clearly on the surface of the fragment; not 
infrequently, one sees individual corpuscles separate them
selves from the main body, bodies which reveal their nature 
as red blood corpuscles by their mobility, their more 
flatly-rounded shape, and their gold-green hue. Thus, the 
dichroism of the hemoglobin. emphasized by Brllcke, is val
idated in this fashion. At times, it is also possible to carry out 
specific measurements. 

There now remains a third morphological component of 
the blood, namely, fibrin, the identification of which com
pletes thc microscopical diagnosis. Onc rccognizes it c1carly as 
the binding agent of blood fragmcnts if one treats these 
fragments for some time with water. Its character, now 
fibrous and now more pleated and homogeneous, rnakf;3 it 
stand out. The most likely source of errpr in identifying 
fibrin is mucus, but mucus has a much greater swelling 
capacity. It also has thc charactcristic that it coagulatcs with 
acetic acid, while fibrin contracts greatly at first but then 
swells up and becomes transparent. These differences make 
distinguishing the two casy. Moreover, while examining the 
above-mentioned pole which had blood-red, gleaming spots 
on it, marks very similar to blood stains, I happened to meet 
with a colorless substance which very much resembled fibrin. 
This, however, produced with iodine very beautiful blue col-

.1.17 orations, and it seemed that a pasty substance, apparently of 
plant amylases, formed all of the emorescence, whose appar
ent coloration was caused only by the underlying brown bark 
of the wood. 

Although it was possible to identify successfully the three 
morphological components of the blu,d (red and colorless 
corpuscles along with fibrin) both with the microscope (and 
with microchemistry). it is still obvious that the chemical 
identification is not very successful with albumin, salt. and 
extractive substances, especially when one has only very 
smull and impure particles to test. The chief task is the 
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identification of hematin. The older methods ure well
known, although one also knows that they were not very 
dependable, and that many iron substances produced a pos
itive reaction, which were, however, not hematin. Even the 
Brllcke method, which tests the behavior of solutions of the 
pigment with alkali, proved unreliable as far as I was con
cerned in the two cases in which I had to examine coats made 
of dyed fabric. On the other hand, I was perfectly successful 
in carrying out the method, first recommended by Teich
mann (Zeitschr. fur rat. Med. N. F. Bd. Ill, p. 375) and in 
producing the hemin crystals which he discovered. In this 
work, I adhered closely to the proct'Ss he described, while I 
was not satisfied with the modification suggested by Brucke. 
I would like to recommend the tirst method all the more, 
because very small drops of blood (for example, drops from 
\t) to V2 lines across were sufHcient) were capable of produc
ing a more certain result. I collected carefully the quantity 
of dried blood on a slide; in this process it is of no concern 
whether individual foreign particles (e.g., vegetable tiber) 
are mixed in. Then, I added dry, finely pulverized salt, 
amounting to about half of the mass of blood, and covered 
the whole with a cover slide in such a way that this rested 
loosely on the lower slide. Then I put as much acet;:' ~cid on 
the slide as it takes to fill the entire space under the cover 
slide, and then evaporated this over an alcohol lump by 
slowly heating it. After cooling, one adds to the dried mass 
some distilled water; now one looks through a microscope at 
the place where the blood fragments were before. and he sees 
everything completely filled with hemin crystallizations, 
easily recognized by their black-brown or gold-brown 
color, their rhombic crystal form, and their indifl'erence to 
reagents. 

During one experiment, it happened that I obtained 
through this treatment blue crystals frol11 a fiber. apparently 
dyed with indigo, crystalS which displayed a distant simi
laril.y to hemin crystals. Besides the facts that the color was 
very difTer'~nt and thal the crystal form also showed a recog
nizably dW'erent structure, I obtuined these blue crystals by 
treating the fiber simply with acetic acid, without needing to 
add the salt, an ingredient which was absolutely indispen
sabli.: rot· thc pl'oductioll or hcmin cl'j'stals. 

[n this way, I believe the forensic blood test has been made 
significantly mOre certain than waS previously the case. To 
determine whether human blood is present seemS to me to be 
a demand that can scarcely be met. On the other hand, if the 
presence of blood has been established, one cun statc with 
certainty that either mammlll Or hUmun blood must be 
present if in the librin mass, extracted with water and acetic .l.lll 

acid, no other nuclei can be seen besides those of the col
orless corpuscles. [f one hail enough material, he may try also 
the oldcr methods of' testing, but he should alwuys bcgin with 
the ones presented here. 

--~~---

Detel'lIIil/llir'o/l oj'SpC'cles oj' O/'l~i/l 

Medico-legal Examination of Blood Stains· 
Z. Roussin 

Pharmacist-Medical Officer, first class, Professor at the Imperial School of Military Medicine and Pharmacy 

I.1lJ The law discovers that a murder has just been committed 
and eagerly gathers information about it. Following infor
mation of every kind procured for itself or spontaneously 
furnished by public opinion, a man is arrested. A meticulous 
house search, performed as much on the accused himself as 
on his home, uncovers some clothing or various objects soiled 

140 with reddish stains suspected of being blood. The accused 
denies this or claims that these stains come from some other 
source and particularly from the blood of various domestic 
animals. Duc to the impossiblilhy of discovering the truth by 
invcstigation by ol'dinary intcrrogation, thc examining 
magist.t'utcs commit onc or scvcral cxpcrts to the examination 
of thc abO\'c-mcn!ioncd stains. 

Apart from secondary questions which arc variables ac
cording to the details of the ufTuir itself, the magistrate 
generally asks the experts to express clearly their opinion on 
the two following points. 

I) Arc the observed stains produced by blood? 
2) In the case of the aflirmative, is the blood human 

blood,! 
Such is, in a I\:w words, the summary of' the usual course 

in this typc of' inquiry. For the past several yeurs, since the 
Public Prosecut()r's Oflice on the Seine has becn confiding 
these asscssmcnts to us, w~' have nevcr seen another course 
of procedure. 

Is it always possible for the experts to express an opinion 
as explicitly as the casc demands,! This rcport has precisely 
as its purposc to find out if' our present level of knowlcdge 
permits a respOrlse to these two questions in every cuse, and 
what degree of certainty the va~ious mcans recommended 
lind used up to the present entail. These means arc of two 
kinds: I) Examinat ion of stains exclusively by chemical pro
cedures; 2) exurnination by microscope. 
§I. Chcmiclli relict ions. To appreciate the value of these 
reactions, bearing on the various elcments of blood, it is 
fitting to r<!call in a few words the composition of this liquid. 

HUman blood can be considered as a solution of albumin 
and fibrin, in which nOllt two types of blood cells. The !irst 

I,ll cells. rcd and very smull, compose a considerable proportion: 
they arc cullcd rcd blood cells. They nrc formed essentiully 
of a spccial albuminous maller; iron is contained lImong 
their elements. The other blood cells tire much larger, not 
very nUl11erous, uncolored and of a singular trunsparel1ce; 

• Tnlllsialioll or "j\,\IIIllCII Medico,legal des Tllches de Sjlllg", 

in A/lllait's d'I/I'gii'llt' ,'"hlil/lIl' 1'/ r/(' MMcf'illl' Ulia/(' 2;' (2nd scries): 
1 JI) IS7 (IX(15), 

they are called white blood cells. Let us add that blood also 
contains sea salt, sodium phosphate, etc. etc., and un
doubtedly special diverse elements stilllitlie known, for they 
are present only in small quantity and they vary in com
position according to the part of the body from which they 
arc drawn, 

None of the organic substances enumerated above possess 
well-defined chemical characteristics such that they might at 
least permit the certain identification of traces. 

Blood albumin resembles albumin of egg or any other 
origin, It presents the property of coagulation upon heating 
or the addition of nitric acid when in solution. Other 1han the 
oft-encountered ditl1culty, when confrontcd with only one 
droplet of blood dried on the surface of a knireblade or 
buried in the thickness of a fabric, of determining coagula-
tion by heut or nitric acid, it is certainly impossible for the 
expert to aflirm if the coagulum belongs to albumin of blood 
or some other animal or vegetuble matter containing this last 
substance. Besides, a solution of albumin too diluted with 
water no longer prccipitates either by heat or nitriC' a(;id, and 
the very nature of the stains to be examined does not often 
pct'mit tcsting under the bcst conditions I'ot· thc cxpel·!. Let 
us eVen allow thut with great care and ability, all the soluble 
portions of a suspicious rcd stain can be concentrated in f:)ur 
or five ('!;ops ()f clear liquid. Introduced into u. small tube 
closed ut 01.: end and heated to boiling, the reddish liquid 
precipitates a small coagulum. How to prove that this co- 1·1] 
agulum is due to albumin and, a fortiori, comes from a 
bloodstain'? 

The search for fibrin is also illusory. Deposited on the 
surface of cloth, as is the case in general, u drop of blood 
dries by evaporation and very I'lIpidly coagulates. The fibrin, 
rendered insoluble, becomes entangled in the thousands of' 
fibrils of wool, colton, or hemp, strongly adheres to euch 
anfractuosity, and is detached only with the grcutest 
difliculty. In this last case, the proportion of' fibrin is 
inlinitely small. often hardly visible, completely amorphous. 
sometimes mixed with debris or the fabric which it im
prisons, and docs not lend itself to chemical determination. 
Morcover, insoluble fibrin presents none of the spccial prop
erties suflicient to churucterize a substance whcn present in 
only smull umount: it exhibits only the properties common to 
all the nitrogenous mullers culled proteinuceous matters. 

We will :luy n()thing of the many special chemical re
actions devised to rcvcnl blood stains. They huve all been 
successively n\lundoncd by tl1l)se seriously intcl'ested in 
to.xkology. 

t4t 
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We will not exclude from this rtghtful proscription those 
crystals called blood crystals, whose formation some chem
ists and physiologists have observed in several instances and 
with certain blood samples. Other than that the composition 
of these microscopic crystalline corpuscles is still prob
lematic, and that their form is neither precise nor consistent, 
it is admitted today that they cannot be produced in every 
case, especially with human blood, that the appearance of 
these crystals is, instead, an accident, an almost fortuitous 
case of a delicate reaction, and a fortunate evaporation, 
rather than a consistent fact, easy to observe and to j'e
produce on every occasion.This method of investigation 

143 lacks, then, the two qualities indispensable to every scientific 
procedure, rigor and consistency. Although it can un
doubtedly provide useful information in certain instances, it 
would be more than imprudent, in our opinion, to apply it 
exclusively to the legal investigation of blood stains. 

The successive elimination of each of the preceding prop
erties, which are specifically chemical, naturally leads us to 
the examination of the value of observation by microscope in 
medico-legal investigation of blood stains. 

§ II. Observation by microscope. A fresh dropiet of human 
blood, deposited bet ween two glass slides, and examined 
with a good microscope, offering a magnification of at least 
350 diameters, presents in the field of the instrument the 
following objects which we will describe with care. 

In the middle of a uniformly lighted circular space a con-
5iderable number of small red discs, of a perfectly circular 
form and a uniform diameter, are seen noating in an un
colored or scarcely rose liquid. Their form was not actually 
known until a few years ago. It was, on the one hand, by very 
prolonged observation by microscope, and notably by the 
differences in focusing according to the different parts of the 
surface of the blood ceils, and on the other, by observation 
by the binocular microscope, producing the usual stereo
scopic eO'ect, permitting the appreciation of the reliefs and 
depressions there where they exist, that the exact form of red 
blood cells was definitively determined. 

From these observations, these last-mentioned discs ure 
none other than small wuter-skins closed on ull sides, ex
tremely Oat, formed by a very thin, clastic, transparent 

I·I~ membrane, containing a red liquid in its interior. Their exact 
form is a circular disc concave on both sides. To give a better 
idea, imagine a checker piece, slightly hollow on each of its 
large surfaces in such a way as to determine two large con
cavities, but rounded at the angles. It results that red blood 
cells are thicker toward the circumference than at the center, 
and are quite similar to small biconcave lenses with rounded 
edges. When one of these blood cells being exumined by 
microscope presents itself by chance in a three-quarter view, 
lhe concavities arc splendidly appan~nt. This biconcave len
ticular form permits explunution or the two following fucls: 
I) if, after focusing on u red blood cell lying Oat on one or 
its surfaces, the body of the microscope is slightly raised. a 
shadow imperceptibly forms tit the center of the blood cell, 
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increases, and soon takes on the form of a concentric, round 
spot; 2) if, on the contrary, the same blood cell is in focus 
and one lowers the body of the microscope, the periphery 
gradually dims, whereas the center appears more luminous. 
These two phenomena, easy to observe and reproduce on 
human blood cells, if not deformed, in every type of circum
stance, constitute, along with the form itselr, the color and 
especially the invariable diameter of the blood cells, the best 
criterion for identification of blood cells today. 

The diameter of blood cells of man and womun is rk of a 
millimeter. Though the determination of this diameter 
presents no diniculties, we feel it useful to discuss a few 
practical details in this regard. 

There exist several methods for measuring microscopic 
objects. We will mention only the following for it is the 
simplest and most rigorous. 

Good microscopes, those of Nachet in particular, arc fur- 145' 

nished with two types of micrometers, i.e. two glass slides 
divided into equal parts by lines engraved with diamonds. 
The flrst is the ocular micrometer (thus called because it is 
introduced into the oculal' itself), in which the millimeter is 
divided into ten parts; the second is the objective micrometer 
(placed below the objective and on the stage itself of the 
microscope) in which the millimeter is generally divided into 
a hundred parts. 

I f the objective micrometer is used as the truc microscopic 
object, the divisions engraved on the glass slide can be ex
actly focused and, after introduction of the ocular microme
ter into the ocular, a little trial and error will bring any two 
of the divisions of these two micrometers to coincide exactly. 
This done, another similar coincidence, either to the right or 
to the left can easily be found. From here, it is easy to count 
with precision how muny divisions of the ocular micrometer 
between the two coincidences arc needed to cover the subja
cent divisions of the objective micrometer. 

Let us suppose that for these observations we are using 
objective no. 3 and ocular no. 2, a combination which gives 
an average magnification of 390 diameters (we are inten
tionally choosing these numbers considering that they are 
perfectly suitable for medico-legal research of blood stains). 
After focusing of the divisions of the objective micrometer 
(the millimeter divided into a hundred parts), the ocular mi
crometer (millimeter divided into ten parts) is introduced 
into the bodY of the ocular. After the two superimposed 
divisions coi~cide, it is determined by scrupulous counting 
that I wenty divisions of the objective micrometer are exactly 14/! 

covered by sixty-six divisions of the oculur micrometer. 
The divisions of the objective micrometer equaling rAo of a 

millimeter, it results that rtlfi of II millimeter equal sixty-six 
divisions of the ocular micrometer, or what comes to the 
sume thing, rbn of a millimeter corresponds tu three und 
three-tenths divisions of tile ocular micrometer. Any object 
of rOn of u millimet(:r in diameter, seen with II microscope 
furnished with an objective no. 3 and ocuulr no. 2, will nec
essarily occupy three and three-tenths divisions or the ocular 
micrometer; reciprocally, uny object of' unknown diameter, 

seen in the same microscope, occupying three and three
tenths of a division of the ocular micrometer will necessarily 
have a diameter of rim of a millimeter. 

Since three and three-tenths divisions of the ocular micro
meter represent rk of a millimeter, one of the divisions of this 
micrometer represents !k of a millimeter. For the measure
ment of microscopic objects, only this last figure is suitable 
for retention. Let us measure the diameter of a red blood cell 
with its help. 

After arrangement of the preparation intended tor micro
scopical examination in a suitable manner (\\le will indicatc 
the procedure further on), the various blood cells observed 
are meticulously focused. The above-mentioned ocular mi
crometer is then introduced into ocular no. 2, and the num
ber of divisions and fractions of divisions occupied by a blood 
cell lying nat is determined. I n measuring various blood 
cells in dil1'erent sites, it is found that n blood cell occur;es 
on the average two and six-tenths divisions of the ocular 
micrometer. 

'147 Each division of the ocu!:lr micrometer representing :rto of 
a millimeter, two and six-tenths divisions represent :tn\milli
meters. This value is simplified in dividing 330 into 2.6 and 
nil of a millimeter is obtained us the exact measurement of 
the blood cell of man. 

The natural conclusion of these observations is self~ 
evident: "To measure the diameter of any microscopic object 
whatever, it suflices to furnish the microscope with objective 
no. 3 and ocular no. 2. to focus it exactly, to see how many 
divisions of the ocular micrometer the diameter of the object 
being exnmined occupies. The number of these divisions 
ilubstituted for the numerator of the fmction ~1n will give in 
fractions of a millimeter the exnct diameter of the object in 
question". 

The diameter of the normal blood cell is almost invariable. 
The maximum it varies is between Th and ris of a millimeter. 
It is undertandable from this of what importance is the 
exactness with which this measurement is performed, from 
u medico:legal viewpoint. 

It is fitting here to present some explanution concerning 
endosmosis in blood corpuscles and the difliculty orten en
countered in observing them intact. Each of these little 
water-skins, called blood cells or blood corpusdes, is ftlled 
with [\' reddish liquid denser than pure water, As soon as 
wuter is added to a droplet of blood a rapid endosmosis is 
established between the contents of the blood cell lind the 
external liquid. The biconcave disc gradually deforms under 
the continual inllux of liquid into its interior: it swells, takes 
the form of n small sphere, pules considerubly, breaks up and 
disappears. There rCl11ains only SOlm~ formless, scarcely vis
ible debris of the externnltrunsluscenl memberllnc. It' the 
blood cells arc plaeed in contllcl with a liquid denser than the 

/1·18 contents of the blood cell, the inverse phenomenon is pro
duced; each blood cell gradually empties itself of liquid it 
contains, its surfllce wrinkles und shortens. After 11 little 
while, if the ditl'erence in density is ruther considerable, the 
blood cell finds itself reduced to a slllall corpuscle, externally 
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crenated, and greatly diminished in volume. 
The biconcuve form and the diameter of rk of a millimeter 

can only be found, then, in blood cells which have not been 
subjected to either of these two phenomena, and conse
quently have not undergone any deformation. 

If the blood is fresh, nothing is simpler than to determine 
the presence, form and diameter of blood cells. It is other
wise for blood dried on the surface of a fabric or of any other 
object. This cuse must be recognized as the most frequent 
and most difncult for the expert. In the small red stain 
submitted for examination, blood cells exist; they can regain 
their form and their diameter. The only difliculty lies in 
dilution of solid blood such that there is no appreciable 
endosmosis or exosmosis for the blood cells, and conse
quently, no deformation to be feared. 

The best liquid which could be used would be the serum 
itself of a blood-letting, used after filtration, if it were not 
often a bit dinicult to procure and conserve it, and if the 
origin of this liquid itself didn't tend, regardless of what is 
done, to cast uoubt on medico-legal experiments. It is prefer-
able toempluy artificial liquids whose density is intentionally 
brought to approximate that of serum, so as to avoid all 
cndosmosis of liquids; for cxample, 11 solution of sodium sul-
fate, gum or sugar made in proportions such that the density 
is about 1.028. These liquids have only one inconvenience, 
which is often serious; they spontaneously concentrate by 
evaporation, and taking on a higher density, deforming and I-Il) 

shrinking the blood cells they are supposed to conserve. 
As well as many microgruphs, we have hud in our pos

session LI liquid remarkable for the facility with which it 
conserves blood cells l. It concentrutes very little by 
spontaneous evaporation at the surface of the boltom slide, 
and keeps indefinitely, with no clouding or any alteration 
whatever. 

The following mixture, which we have been using for the 
past five years, and whose formula we present, on'ers the 
same advantages: 

LiqUid specijic for the preservation of blood cells 
Ordinury glycerin of pharmacies ... 3 parts by weight 
Concentrated, pure sulfuric acid ... I part 
Distilled water in sumcient quantity to obtain a 

solution which gives a density of 1.028 at a temperature 
of + 15°. 

The presence of sulfuric acid does not alter the form or 
color of the red corpuscles in any way, The mixture of this 
acid and glyccrin with \\'lIter \tll'gely dclays the e"lIporntion 
und concentration of the liquid. It is necessary to avoid 
touching it with a l11etullic instrument and to restrict draw
ing from the l1usk to glass tubes, 

Operating procedure. After a long and meticulous exam
ination in bt'(lad duylight. II single stain is chosen, clcal'iy 
limited and \'cry distinct lind having eSl'lIpcd, as much tiS is 
possiblc, any serious tl'action 01' rubbing, A fl'agmcn! of stain
ed matel'ial, with II surface urea the si/.c of n 20'ccntimc piece 

, This liquid b snld hy 1\ nUlllllrnctlllw of mlcroscopicn! OhjCl·t\. 
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is removed with sharp scissors. or the point or a scalpel. and 
deposited on the bottom slide. 1\ few drops or preserving liquid 
are drawn thlm the tlask by means or a tapered tube und 
dropped on the material. and imbibition is allowed to occur 
for about three hours. At the end of this time, the fragment 
of material is rubbed, turned over several times, and finally 
unravelled on the surface of the glass slide by means of two 
small solid tubes tapered at their extremities so thaI the 
insoluble substances are detached and placed in suspension. 
After removal of the fabric, there remains on the slide a 
droplet of liquid somewhat clear, somewhat colored, which 
is immediately covered by a very thin glass slide and placed 
on the stage of the microscope. As we pointed out previously, 
the magnification which appears most favorable to these 
observations is obtained by the combination of objective 
no. 3 and ocular no. 2 (Nachet microscope). Apart from the 
red blood cells which can be discovered in this examination, 
a certain number of foreign bodies are generally Seen whose 
origin is self-explanatory: I) debris of cotton, hemp or wool 
fibers immediately recognizable by their considerable size 
and length: 2) cells and debris of epithelial cells if the fabric 
being examined comes from u shirt, trousers, handkerchief 
or any other article of' clothing in contact with skin or mucus; 
3) amorphous bodies of very diverse origin, which are in
stinctively ignored, because there are never two of the same 
form and they are extraneous to the purpose of lhl! research. 
I f, on the contrary, the preparation contains red blood cells, 
they are immdiately perceived in considerable number, 
sometimes several hundred at once, presenting a uniformity 
of diameter and color. It is then that the exact measurement 
of a few of the least deformed of these blood cells is taken, 
The average of these various observations approximating the 

I:; I true d iumeter of these blood cells (m. of a millimeter) sufiices 
to settle the medico-legal question. It often happens that 
endosmosis or exosmosis r:annot be completely avoided, and 
the bloodcells do not pre~ent a diameter of exactly r!(; of a 
millimeter. The divergence in this case is not very consid
erable, and the general form, the color, as well us the large 
number of blood cells observed, sumce to demonstrate thut 
the stains are of blood. 

It is unnecessary to add thut despite all imaginable pre
cautions, blood cells of this kind never present the sharpness 
of unultered blood cells. Experience in observation by micro
scope and in this sort of examination are indispensable ror an 
expert charged with these determinations. 

It is good in these nssessments to hnve constantly on hand 
und to observe from lime to lime l\ glass slide covered with 
some blood. This slide is easily prepared in the following 
manner: a fine droplet of blood is placed on a very clean glass 
slide, and immediately spread over a large area by u small 
tube or the feather of a plume. This blood dries in a few 
moments and constitutes u very convenient, unalterable 
preparation in which blood cells preserve their form, their 
color, and their true diameter. 

I n the observtltion of white blood cells many micrograph
ers have looked ror u methotl surer than the preceding to de-
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termine the presence of blood stains. We can not agree with 
this opinion and here are Our reasons: it is without doubt that 
white blood cells resist washings and various deformations 
accompanying the action of aqueous liquid on dried blood 
more than red blood cells. We readily add that this latter 
character should tend to render them preferable to red blood 
cells themselves in many caSes in medico-legal research, ex- IS2 

cept for the following fact which just about equals an abso
lute rejection. I n the opinion of every micrographer. white 
blood cells completely resemble mucus and pus corpuscles in 
their form, color and diameter. It would sutl1ce to have some 
nasal, urethral, or other mucus, Some pus from a pimple, boil 
or superficial abcess present to lead an expert into error. 
Simple enunciation of this fuct condemns this method of 
investigation. It is suitable to add here that white blood cells, 
in relation to red blood cells, are present in an extremely 
small proportion, and that they easily escupe observation, 
due to their singular transparency. Although the determina-
tion by itself of these white blood cells does not prove very 
much, we are obliged to £dd t hat the simultaneous presence 
in the same stain of red Illood cells and white blood cells, 
however, constitutes an additional proof in favor of the exis
tence of blood. The expert will not be neglecting anything in 
observing it and pointing it out when the occasion presents 
itself. 

To sum up, there exists today in science only one sure 
means of expressing an opinion on the presence of a blood 
stain on the surface of a fabric or any object whatever. This 
means is observation by microscope of the form, color and 
diametcr of' red blood cells. fn all the cuses whel'c this 
observation docs not reveal unything positive, we conclude in 
the negative, no matter what the external appearance of the 
stains submitted to our examinution. 

I f it is of importance in the preliminary examination to 
determinc the prcsencc of' a blood stain; it is sometimcs just 
as imporant to know if the blood is human blood. This second 
part of the expert's task is always the trickier. 

The solution of this problem is still to be found: no one 
today takes seriously the indications furnished by 11 Parisian 
chemist, who formerly cluimed that by only the odor devd- IS.1 

oped by contact of such nnd such a stain with sulfuric Hcid, 
or the series of bizarre chemical reactions devised by an 
Iwlian chcmist I it could be dctel'll1incd il' blood comcs I'l'Om 
such und sueh an animal. 

At our present level of knowledge, !tuman blood differs 
from other mammalian blood only in the diameter of its red 
blood cells. It is only micrometry, then, which would be able 
to furnish the solution of this desideratulll, if the diameter of 
red blood cells of IIHl principal mammals did not, un
fortunately, closely approximate the diameter of blood cells 
of man. The following tuble presents the results: 

Allimais 
MUll 
Dug 
/Inre 
Pig 

[)fell/w/vr (~r rlld b/ooc/ ct·lls 
d6 
dQ 
III 
ll& 

Ox ,h 
Horse th 
Sheep livl 

If the red blood cells of man are compared to those of' the 
other animals presented in the preceding table, it is evident 
that the diameter of the former are larger. A priori, it would 
seem easy, then, to express an opinion on the origin of blood 
sluins submitted to assessment by an exact measurement. 
This is not entirely so. Other than the fact that it is often 
dimcult in micrometric measurements performed by micro
scope to be answerable for an error of 3lIo or abo of a millime
ter, the changes of dryness and humidity, to which the blood 
could have been exposed, the more or less rapid endosmosis 
produced during moistening, and the deformation which call 
result, are so many incentives for hesitation on the part or the 

IS~ expert. Such a circumstance is possible giving in the obser
vation, and the micrometric measurement, a diameter a bit 
larger or smaller than human blood cells and consequently, 
cause them to resemble blood cells of unother animal. The 
inverse would be more serious. When the difl'erence in di
ameter with the blood cells observed is considerable, if, for 
example, a series of executed measurements gives an average 
of rho of a millimeter, if the blood cells do not present uny 
appreciable deformations, tears, folding or crenation, so that 
it appears evident that their external volume has not been 
appreciably modified by dessication or moistening, the ex
pert can claim that the examined stain docs not appear to 
come rrom human blood. 

The most delicate case is the following·, given that the 
expert has determined in the most evident manner the pres
ence of red blood cells in considerable number, und thl\t the 
averuge of all the measurements is precisely ~o of a milli
meter, should he conclude in the atllrmative us to the pres
ence of human blood'? Enlightened today by the experience 
of several years, especially dominated by the fear of a chance 
coincidence and the awesome responsibility of a conclusion 
which sometimes draws capital punishment, We do not hesi
tate to reply: Even ill this case, the expert sholiid remain 
dOl/blfll1 and be wary of ajJinm'ng that blood is hllman 
blood. 

Not all red-blooded animuls huvc circular blood cells. 
Without citing the few exceptions in the m!lmmals. it hus 
been demonstruted tlHlt all fish, birds, batrnchians, ophid
inns, etc. have elliptical blood cclls and nn interior nucleus, 
It is superfluous to udd that the single determinntion of this 
type or blood cell suflices for rejection of the possibility or 
hUnlnn blood. This is the most favorable Case for the ac
cused, given thut, as n result, there cun be no Goubt in the 
mind of the jury of the exact nature and origin of the blood 
stains, if the expert correctly exposes these fuets. 

. 155 Observation I. In the 1110nth of October, 1860, u man wus 
found murdered in the neighborhood of 13 •• , , stubbed 
twice with a knife, which must have caused a rapid death. 
There were truces of n struggle around the corpse, Legul 
mnchinations ill1mediately intervened und directed the chusc 
in severn 1 directions. Two days nfter the crime was discov-

f)NermiIlCltiw/ (y' !:.j,('c/es ql' Orilfill 

ered, a man was arrested and his premises metiCUlously 
searched. Among other objects were seized a blue smock, as 
well as a cotton handkerchief, both covered with blood 
stains. The defendant denied this, but could not find an 
explanation for the above-mentioned stains, which he attrib
uted sometimes to '\ nosebleed, sometimes to an old wound 
incurred on his hane ~lOd of which there remained a slight 
scar. He is, moreover, ~f a very limited intelligence and does 
not Seem to understand the importance of the questions very 
well. On the execution of a rogatory commission of the Pub
lic Prosecutor's Oflice of B .... , these two stained objects 
arc submitted for our examination. We have to answer the 
following questions: 

I) Have the red stains soiling the smock (Ind the IImld
kerchief of Mr. X. , . been produced by blood? 

2) /n the case of tile affirmative, is this blood human? 
A careful inspection of these two objects reveals ut first the 

following facts: 1) the smock was stained at the opening and 
in the interior of or.e of the two pockets; 2) the hartdkerchief 
was stained in two places, the stains being large and very 
stitT. 

Examination by microscope shows us we are deuling with 
elliptical blood cell~, The largest diameter was I~" and the 
smallest rrfi of a minimeter. We were quite happy, in addi
tion, to discover, buried in the middle of one of the large 
stains or the handkerchief, three shiny scales, whose form 
and sparkling color, as well as the presence of sinuous pur
ellel striations suf11cently characterized them as scales of 
fish. As a result of our research, which we present here only 
in summary, we adopted the following conclusions: 

"\} The red stains soiling the smock tlnd handkerchief of 
Mr. X ... huve certainly been produced by blood. 

2) The red blood cells observed in the preceding stains, 
being of elliptical form, can only belong to blood of fish, bird 
or reptile. Due to the presence of three fish scules found by 
us in the middle of one of these stains, it is highly probable 
that the blood soiling the smock and handkerchief of Mr. 
X ... is blood of fish. It is certain, in any case, that these 
stains were not produced by human blood." 

As a result of our report, there was n dismissal of the 
charge. 

Forty days after these events, the reul murderer was dis
covered and convicted as a result of thorough confessions (0 ISh 
this I,lst crime and severnl others. 

It wns hurdly n couple of days ago (November 1864) thllt 
Ambroise Tardieu and myself received the following roga
tory commission: 

Observation II. "We, Louis-August Pnrmenticr, exam
ining I11ngistrate or the district of Suncerre, 

"Owing to Ihe proccedings conducted :It thc rcqucst of'the 
Public ProseclItor nguinst Murie D ... , wife of Louis F .. " 
proprietor lind farmer, residing at Gudgn)" accused of the 
double cl'illlc 01' cnstl'lItion lind poisoning: 

disclose the following facts: 
§I. Marie n ... , thirty-nve yenrs old, murried to the 

:;nid F, •. , well-to-do farmer, but of limited intelligence. 
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Given to profligacy these past several years, this woman was 
most recently the lover of the man named Simon J ... , who 
customarily worked at her home as a thresher in the barn; 
this liaison, however, was terminated last June as a result of 
the marriage of Simon J .... The woman F ... , seeing her
self abandoned by her lover, gave rein to an intense resent
ment and resolved to exact from him a terrible vengeunce. 
She entices him to her home on the evening of October 23 
last, under the pretext of remitting to him u sum of money 
she owed him, and mukes toward him the most provocative 
advunces und overwhelms him with caresse~ which were 
received with utmost indifference. She went so fur us to 
unbutton his trousers and tuke his sexual purts in her hands. 
Finally, at the moment when J ... made a movement to 
escape her grip, she severed his member with a razor. De
spite the damning testimony of the injured, who survived this 
hideous mutilation, despite other charges useless to mention 
here, the accused persists in denying the charges. A petticoat 
spotted with red stains was seized ut her home. Those stains, 
presumed to be the blood of her victim, were, according to 
her, the blood of a goose which had fullen on her petticoat 
while she was bleeding a fowl. It would be useful, then, to 
submit these stains to a serious exumination and to verify if 
they were produced by human blood or the blood of a fowl." 

§ I I. This second chaptt!r of the rogutory commission deals 
with a poisoning executed by the woman F, , . on the person 
of her child of ten months. It is useless to relate it here, 

Following this rogatory commission. Tardieu and myself 
157 were designated by Chopin, examining magistrate attached 

to the court of first instance of the Seine, to proceed with the 
various experiments indicated above. 

Jt is understandable of what importance it is in this serious 
affair to determine preciseiy if the petticoat starns are 
formed by the blood of a mammal or the blood of a bird. 
Now, at this very moment when we were writing these lines, 
this determination has just been accomplished. Here is how 
we have proceeded. 
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We cut out a strip of material from the petticoat with 
scissors, in a part completely free of all stains, and we 
dropped several droplets of goose blood which we have ex
pressly pricked in the neck. Four duys later. when the stains 
were completely dried and brittle, we proceedcd to examine 
them by microscope comparatively with the stains under 
suspicion on the petticoat itself. The two types of stains were 
simultaneously treated according to the procedure indicated 
above, submitted to the same time of imbibition. examined 
under the same conditions of time and temperuture, and fi
nally. submitted to the same magnification. The two results 
are as dissimilar as possible. The stains produced by the 
blood of goose yield to the preserving liquid, and permit the 
observation in the field of the instrument of a considerable 
number of elliptical red blood cells, with an evident central 
nucleus and with the following average for microscopic 
measurements: largest diameter, l~o I)f a millimeter; smallest 
diameter, r.Io of a millimeter. The observation by microscope 
of the stains under suspicion present nothing comparable; as 
a matter of fact, a considerable number of reddish corpuscles 
are indeed disco\'ered, but all of them are perfectly circular, 
and despite the most sustained attention. we could not dis
cover any elliptical forms. The average of twelve mcasure
ments executed on these circular red blood cells, chosen, of 
course, from the most intact and the least deformed. gave rh 
of a millimeter in diameter. 

The conclusion of these facts is self-evident: 
I) I t is incontestable that the stains observed on the pet

ticoat of the woman F ..• are stains of blood. 
2) Allhough the red blood cells observed and measured 

by microscope approximate by their dimensions human 
blood cells more than the blood or any other domestic ani
mal, it is impossible for liS /0 affirm that the stains of the 
petticoat are produced by human blood. 

3) It is quite certain. in any case, that the stains of the 
petticoat do not and could not have as their origin the blood 
or a goose or any other bird. 

De/ermi/la/io/l oj Species oj Ori#/'/I 

The Source of Blood in Legal Medicine* 

Dr. Charles Masson 

Pharmacist-Medical Officer of the Army 

J85 During our stay in Algeria, we were called upon many 
times to give an opinion on this serious question of the source 
of blood. 

Our research, with imperfect equipment and a very lim
ited library, had no other result than to inspire in us a great 
uncertainty and a judicious reserve: sentiments which agreed 
poorly with the aflirmative character of certain model re
ports, and instilled an intense desire in us to better enlighten 
ourselves on this important question. 

At Lyon, where the scientific resources are so generously 
put at the disposal of everyone, the opportunity presented 
itself and we eagerly seized upon it. 

Historical Re"iew 
The history of the methods used to characterize blood 

stains is divided into two periods. During the first, recapitu
lated by the works of Orfila around 1848, the chemical 

,186 characteristics of certain immediate principles formed the 
basis of every assessment whose purpose was the identifica
tion of blood. Albumin, fibrin, a particular coloring substance, 
nitrogen and iron were sought: isolated, these characteristics 
were without value; together, they were diagnostic. 

Until 1829, no one was occupied with finding if it were 
possible to distinguish human blood from that of other ani
mals. At that time, Barruel published an interesting memoir 
on this question whose conclusions. very coldly received by 
chemists, in particular, Raspail and Orlila, are uncondition
ally rejected today. Barruel wanted to identify the source of 
blood by appreciation of the odor of a particular principle 
liberated by sulfuric acid. Every nose cannot serve as a re
agent, said Raspail; a comparable proof, we will say, does 
not have sutlicient scientific character for legitimately win
ning II conviction. 

The discovery of Prevost lind Dumas, of blood cells of' 
difrerc;nt form and dimension, und the work of Mandl ' who 
demonstrated the possibility of distinguishing oviparous 
from mammalian blood, made little impression on Orfila, 
who preferred chemical experiments to the microscope, and 
wrote on this subject: "After huving repeatedly examined by 
means or excellent microscopes human blood and pigeon 
blood, detached from fabric, not only was it impossible to 
distinguish them, but sometimes even to recognize that it 
wus blood". 
• Trlln~llItiun ur: "Dc l'Origin!: tlu Sung ell Mc\tccinc I.egale." 
in 11111111/1'.\' d'/I,'gfi'//(' 1'lIhliq/ll' rt tit' AlMI'c.·illc· Ugllh' 13 (Jrd series' 
385 402 and 53{) 549 (1885). 

In 1857 the second period abruptly arrived; from the most 
complete obscurity came a most intense enlightenment, 
without transition. eh. Robin, the eminent histologist, on the 
occasion of a medico-legal assessment, published a remark-
able memoir2 in which he presented his research, his oper- .lIP 

ating procedures and his results. The chemical experiments 
of Orflla were, from this moment, relegated to second place. 
The microscope reigned as master: only the morphologic 
elements of blood were invoked to decide the nature and 
source of the stain. 

Let us quote from this work, the passages most relevant to 
our investigations: 

After maceration of small superficial crusts for 
twelve hours in liquid of Bourgogne. 

Each blood cell [says Robin] had just about recap
tured its Ilut, biconcave, circular form. All were 6 to 7 
Il. rarely a bit bigger. 

After twelve hours of immersion in the same liquid, 
the dissociuted filaments of fubric impregnated with 
blood .... 

It was easier yet, he claims, here than in the first 
series of' operations, to isolate the blood cells, to sepa
rate them from the cotton filaments .... 

Conclusions: 5) the elements of blood forming the 
stains 011 the smock are elements of blood belonging to 
the human species. The red blood cells found here have 
the volume, etc .... but at the present stage of science 
it is impossible ..• to determine either the sex or age of 
the individual from whom it comes. 
This was indeed a big step forward! Such a brilliant begin

ning inspired the greatest hopes for the next solution of 
desiderata, which the master seemed grudgingly to confess. 
This, however, was not to be the case: this intense light would 
soon be dimmed. 

This slime year, Virchow wrote.l: 

I don't believe that a micrograph can ever be uutho
rized to determine that the life of u man depend on the 
yet sO uncertain appreciation of the coel1icient of des
sication of blood cells. Blood undoubtedly di!ssicatcs 
sometimes in such a way that isolated globules can 
cleurly be identified; but the dessication is under the 
control of so many varied conditions, And blood, once 
dried, can be exposed to such unfavoruble circum
stances, that a judgment on the importance of its con
stituent parts cannol be formulated with certainty. 
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In 1865 Roussin, a military pharmacist, and one of the 
JbH greatest authorities, ended one of the most knowledgeable 

and wise communications done on this subject: 

In addition to the difficulty of being responsible for an 
error of -sbo to ~ of a millimeter in micrometric meas
urements at the microscope, the alternations bet ween 
dryness and humidity to which blood cells have been 
exposed and the more or less rapid endosmosis produced 
during moistening are just as much incentives fol' hesi
tation on the part of the expert: even in the case where 
the average of all the measurements give rk, the expert 
must be in doubt and keep himself from afHrming that 
the blood is human blood4

• 

For B1ondlot, then professor at Nancy: 

If the blood has been dried, the corpuscles change, 
deform, and according to the density of the liquid used 
to dilute them, diminish or swell in such a way as to be 
most often unrecognizable even for the most practiced 
eye.s 

In 1873 a report of the Society of Legal Medicille, drawn 
up by u committee composed of Mayet, Mialhe, Cornil and 
Lefort~, returned us to affirmative ground: 

When the dessication is not carried too far and the 
stain not washed in water, especially hot water, red 
blood cells in a sufficient state of preservation are al
ways found after after careful, lengthy search. 

Conclusion: the expert measures the blood cells and 
can thereby determine if it consists of human blood or 
not. 

The following year, Rabuteau repJied7
: 

I n Our opinion the authors of the report of the Society 
of Legal Medicine go beyond pt'esent-day science, saying 
that measurement or blood cells permits determination 
of' whether blood is human or from another mammal. 
The diameter of human blood cells is 0.0075, that of the 
dog 0.0073; moreover, blood cells arc always more ot'less 
dblol·tecl; the conclusion that blood can be diagnosed as 
being human or not is inadmissible. 

.1"'1 In 1876, Malinin, of Tinis, in a remarkable work where 
measurement of blood cells was the object of a profound 
study, does not find it possible tit this present stage of sci
ence, to distinguish blood of man from blood of dog, rabbit, 
or pig.8 

In 1877, Professor Cauvet said in a report on blood stains: Q 

Research on blood cells is easy. [t consists of cutting 
out from one of the points of the stain a piece of mate
rial, which is impregnated with a few drops of Roussin 
preserving liquid. 

Conclusions: the stains tire due to blood. The size of 
the corfluscles observed determines whether the blood 
cun be regarded as hUman blood. 

In 1879 Mahlssel. published a very interesting report frolll 
two points of view. He hud been able to find characteristic 
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blood cells where it was impossible to obtain hemin crystals; 
in addition, the blood cells being altered, he tried to evaluate 
what Virchow calls the coetlicient of dessication, without, 
however, arriving at any afllrmative conclusion, 

The circular form or the blood cells, [he points out] 
the absence of nuclei, show they are mammalian blood 
cells. Their dimensions give less certain results. These 
blood cells have all become spherical and lost their 
diameter. [n addition, they have dried and their volume 
diminished. Taking these facts into consideration, it is 
seen that in their primitive state they should have had 
dimensions very near those of human blood cells, and of 
those of several or our domestic animals. Conclusions: it 
is mammalian blood. It is impossible to identify the 
blood as human or of one of our domestic animals. 

In 1880, Proressor Morache, principal physician, in a 
most instructive medico-legal report 10 presents meticulous 
research, to which he must have devoted himself, to assert 
that blood submitted for his examination was blood from a 
bird. Some very interesting plates accompnny this work, .190 

which is stamped with the most sensible reserve. 
Finally, in 1882 Vibert published a study of the possibility 

of distinguishing blood of man from that of flHlmmals". The 
study was essentially practical, of great originality, where 
certain points arc brought out and elaborated on, they being 
the most delicate points of this ditncult question. Here arc 
his conclusions: 

It is always impossible to assert that a stain is formed 
by human blood. It can only be said, in certain cases, 
that it could have come from human blood. 
Such arc the most noteworthy original works published on 

this question in the last sixty years: the classical works arc 
the most often more or less faithful reOections of this. [n 
Briand and Chaude, the memoir of Robin is reviewed more 
or less favorably. The ideas arising from particular facts ure 
sometimes generalized without experimental control. The 
author, for example, formulates the erroneous proposition 
that blood stains on nax, hem p and cotton fabrics ure most 
favorable for the investigation of blood cells. Furthermore, 
no conclusions can be drawn unless certain restrictive notes 
arc considered, which singularly diminish the ullirmative 
character of the exemplary report which follows them, 

[n DragendorlT, there is a summary of the work of 
Roussin. 

Taylor 12 docs not concede that it is possible to distinguish 
the blood of mun from that of dog, hare or rubbit. 

HolTman II concludes: "It is dillicult to decide if blood 
cells, contructed by dessication and later rendered visible by 
usc of liquids, come from the blood of mun or other 
mummuls." 

For Clemen (14, the dat a I'u I'll ishccl by l1leasu t'CIllCllt of' 
clements of blood can be considercd only indicative, except .11)\, 

in the case where it's a question of' distinguishing blood of 
man from that of unimuls with ellipticnl blood cells. 

On the subject of the specics of' blood. Tourdes snysl~: 
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The diagnostic signs are furnished by the form and 
dimensions of blood cells. The measurements have great 
value with fresh blood; but with blood cells altered by 
dessication and by the liquid used for extraction, the 
diagnosis is difficult. 

Vibert 16 ends an excellent article, entirely his own work, 
an article we have frequently consulted, and whose essen
tial data have been most often confirmed by our personal 
experiments: 

To conform with scientific data, the expert must con
clude thusly: Such and such a stain is not constituted by 
blood from such and such an animal (beef, mutton, 
goat, according to the accused), it comes from man or 
a mammal of blood cells of similar dimensions (dog, 
rabbit). 

In bringing to light opinions of the most authoritative 
experts, so contradictory, this review proves how uncertain 
the question of the source of blood, with regard to species, 
s.till is. Studies being conducted most often during a case 
assessment, each experimenter conceptualized from the 
point of view of the particular casr. submitted to him, sup
porting his conclusions on experiments similarly perf'ormed, 
under conditions as identical as possible, much more than 
from scientific principles. 

The composition of liquids used varies with each expert: 
sometimes neutral, sometimes acidic, they are sometimes of 
an alkalinity making it at first difficult to understand how 
blood cells resist their destructive action. Some of these 
liquids seem to have no action on the blood cell itself, others 
dilating or contracting it. 

This variability in reagents as in the methods, besides, 
explains a bit the comparable variability in the results. Some 
attribute to certain liquids the property of rendering to blood 
cells their natural softness, with their circular, Oat, bicon" 
cave form: others recognize only the property of dissociating, 
isolating the blood cells as they are, Some regenerate blood 
cells in'great number; others find two or three in one prepa
ration, und this, with difficulty. For some, the blood cells 
regain their previous form, presenting for some a prepara
tion like that of' fresh blood; for others, they remuin irregu
lar, ,deformed, unrecognizable. To recognize human blood 
and to atlirm its presence is un easy thing for some authors, 
impossible for the greuter number of authors. 

Most often, the nature of' the stuin substratum, wood, 
vurious fabrics, paper, iron, etc., seem without importance: 
if their inOuence is appreciated, it is diO'erent for different 
authors. lillIe ill known of the causes of' ulteration of blood 
cells, what Virchow called the coellicient of dessication; 
there is no definition of the consequences, As for meusure
ments, the difliculty of which Roussin had alreudy shown in 
1865, not everyone seemed to concede thut the diumeter of 
blood cells, variable even in the same animal, liS well as the 
imperfection of our apparatus and senses, ne'cessllrily limit 
the scope of our evaluations, 

How much this uncertainty must weigh on the expert, 
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called on to give an opinion on a question so serious, who 
seeks in vain for a guide to provide him with limits in which 
he can and must enlighten justice! 

What previous work could not provide, we looked for in 
experimentation. Completely immersed in the reading of 
these works, but operating, however, without preconceived 
ideas, confirming the brutal facts and reporting, as they 
gradually passed under our eyes, the diO"erent methods of 
operation whiclt we will summarize further on, we were led 
to formulate certain conclusions. Without resolving a prob-
lem out of reach of our resources, it should at least result in 
rendering the task of the expert easier and, especially more .19.1 

certain, in defining better the principle elements of' this very 
complex question. 

Our research essentially tends to clear up the three follow
ing points, which seem to us to sum up the desiderata of the 
question; 

I) To determine under the conditions which present 
themselves to the expert, the liquid which gives the best 
preparations with human blood, the most favorable to a good 
measurement; 

2) To study the causes of the alterations of blood cells and 
to define the consequences, as much as possible; 

3) To conduct experiments on the blood of animals in the 
same way as on that of man and to find out within what 
limits the expert can give an opinion as to the source of 
blood. 

FIRST PART 

A. Action of the Principal Liquids on 
Fresh Human Blood 

Liquid of Virchow: Composition. Solution of potassium 
hydroxide of 30 parts per 100; potassium hydroxide 30, dis
tilled water 70. 

Microscopical Examination [hcreinafter: "M.E. H]: Blood 
cells quite regular, but immediately contracted to about T~(j 
of a millimeter; variable destruction after twenty-four to 
thrity-six hours. 

Liquid of Bourgogllc: Composition. Unknown. 
M.E. The discoid form of blood cells is exaggerated. The 

very thick circular brim often shows traces of teurs on its 
internal border at the limit of the center which appears more 
depressed, The blood cell, thickened and dilated on the whole, 
has, however, a lesser diameter, about rh millimeter, 

Liquid of Roussin: Composition. Glycerine, 3; Sulfuric 
acid, I; watl~r, quantity suflicient for obtuining a liqUid of 
1.028 at +15°, 

M.E. Blood cells are discolored, spherical and dilated to 197 

of a millimeter. 
Iodatcd Scrum of Rllllvlcr: CO/llpositioll. Potassium 

iodide, 2 grams; iodine, sufficient quantity 1'01' saturation; 
watet', 100 ce. 

A-I,E. Blood cells very colored and strongly contracted. 
Liquid of Vlbcl·t: COli/position. Mercury bichloridc, 0.5: .1Il~ 

Sodium chloride, 2.0; water, 100. 
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M.E. Many blood cells or normal form and dimensions; 
average, after sixty measurements, arter two and rour days, 
rk millimeter; some blood cells crumpled. 

Liquid of Bourgogne: a.p. Place a drop or liquid on the 
stain, leave for five minutes, then brush with a fine paint
brush and transport the drop to the microscope. 

Liquid of Paccini: Composition. Water 300, glycerine M.E. Characteristic blood cells, more or less regular; the 
100, Sodium chloride 2, Mercury bichloride I. 

M.E. Results comparable to preceding, but not as good. 
Solution of Sodium Sulfate at 5 01' 6%. 
M.E. From the bt:,ginning, mixturt' or blood cells dilated to 

rim millimeter and contracted in the rorm or blackberries; 
then some regular, spherical globules appear, contracted to 
about $; these latter become more and more numerous and 
all the blood cells look this way after forty-eight hours. 

Artificial Serum of MlIllIssez and Potllin: Composition. 
Solution or gum at 1.020, I volume; solution of sodium sul
fate and sodium chloride, equal parts, at 1.020, two volumes. 

M.E. Same action as the solution of sodium sulfate, 
or all or them the liquid or Vibert alters the blood cells of 

fresh blood the least, the greater part of them conserving 
their characteristic rorm. with a normal diameter. The ex
pert mllst use this in preference to all the others when he has 
to examine blood not yet dried, liquid. clotted or saturating 
a fabric. 

But. whenever practical. the procedure of Welcker, which 
seemed to us to have been quite successfully used in this 
circumstance, must be preferred to the liquid or Vibe~t, 
despite this liquid's qualities. This procedure, to be treated tn 

the second part of this work, surpasses all the others: simple 
and rapid, it delivers to the expert all the diagnostic ele
ments, definitively reunited and fixed, and at the same time 
material evidence or considerable importance. 

Ir the blood is liquid, the operation is one or the simplest; 
if it is clotted. it sunices to take a fragment from the most 
fluid part, bring it to the bottom slide, and push it berore the 
needle held horizontally, This leaves a smear of blood cells 
which are immediately fixed by dessication, and can later be 
measured. 

With this procedure we have obtained excellent results 
with clots of beer, mutton and chicken blood. 

B. Action of Liquids 
on Dried Human Blood on Varied, 
More or Less Permeable Substances 

Liquid of Virchow: a.p. t With a scraper, small scales are 
separated and macerated in liquid, protected from all e~ap~
ration, for a time varying from I \12 to 4 hours, A portIOn tS 

then placed on th(~ bottom slide with a very small drop of 
liquid; the slide is covered, and subjected to light slijing 
movements. If the maceration is sufficient, the dissociation 
is easy, If too prolonged, the small CI'Ust can take Oil nn 
elastic consistency, the dissociation becomes diflicult, and 
the blood cells undergo a light contraction, 

M.E. Numerous characteristic blood cells, well isolated, 
more or less regularly circular, Oat, biconcave. Average or 
100 measurements, rh or a millimeter, 

discoid rorm is slightly accentuated and the thickened blood 
cell has a diameter reduced to about m. 

Liquid of Roussin: a. P. More or less prolonged macer
ation. Dissociation dinkult. 

M.E. Irregular plaques, formed by a mass or discolored 
blood cells. in the middle of which very clear, very colored 
white blood cells are distinguished; a few rare, isolated, ir
regular, transparent, dilated blood cells; abundant granular 
debris. 

Liquid of Ram'ier: a.p. More or less prolonged macer
ation. Dissociation diflicult, hard, breaking masses. 

M.E. Blood cells with very clear contour, very colored and 
very contracted. 

Solution of Sodium Sulfate: O. P. Maceration; 
hemoglobin dissolves, the liquid colors. . 

M.E. Irregular plaques, unirormly pale yellow, on whIch .1'16, 

very apparent white blood cells stand out; attempts to dis
sociate the blood cells result only in irregular debris, not very 
colored and granular. 

Artificial Serum: Result similar to the preceding. 
Liquid of Vibert: a.p. Maceration ror about an hour. 
M.E. Characteristic globules, but with no flexibility and 

not very clear contours; the preparation is congested with 
debris. 

Liquid of Paccini: Results about the same as the preceding. 
From these experiments it is evident that the liquid or 

Virchow certainly gives the best preparations under these 
conditions, most favorable to the diagnosis of the source of 
blood. Blood cells, which resist its action so poorly while in 
fresh blood, seem to have acquired sufllcient resistance rrom 
dessication to undergo its action without alteration during 
all the time necessary ror their dissociation and after. With 
a thin blood stain, dried on a knife b1r.lde two and a half 
months before, we obtained a splendid preparation, which 
we edged in paramn, arter three hours or maceration in 
liquid of Virchow. Fifty measurements done immediately 
gave us an average of rh of a millimeter; after forty-eight 
hours rh, and after eight days Th. 

This liquid liberates blood cells by dissolving the matrix 
uniting them. The preparation is splendid, with no debris 
which can alter the clarity: all is dissolved but the blood cell! 
In the middle of the blood cells, isolated in infinite number, 
characteristic, but most often more or less deformed by 
reciprocal compression, are always found those that es
caped any deformation, and can serve as a basis ror serious 
measu remen 1. 

After the liquid or Virchow comes the liquid or Bour
gogne, which, by the procedure recommended to us by the 
inventor, a procedure which marvelously sui.ts the properties 
or this liquid, also gives very good preparatIOns, but 111 gen-
eral inferior to the preceding. tF~r'~~~hliql~id, lIe indicale the opcratlng pl'oL'cdurc (0.1'.) which gil'c~ Besides, the liquid of' Bourgogne, in the presence of dried 

the most rUlOrnblc I·c\ult. 
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.197 blood cells, has, although to a lesser degree, this property of 
dilating fresh blood cclls, in exagge1'ating the discoid form, 
and diminishing, however, the diamcter. This action ap
peared appreciable to us in blood from beer and pig, whose 
globules seemed contracted to m and rk millimeters. Let us 
now add that, in contrast to the liquid or Virchow, the liquid 
or Bourgogn.: gives poor preparations with dried blood rrom 
animals with elliptic blood cells. 

tion by the force or capillarity, without intervention from 
plasma, which goes beyond, and penetrates the filament it
self. Does not the drop of blood which falls on linen instanta
neously ma ke an oil stain? 

.198 

To sum up, when called upon to examine dried blood 
stains forming a crust, thin though it might be, on wood, iron 
or any not very permeable substance on a weapon, flooring, 
woodwork, paving-stone, on straw and on certain papers, as 
well as on pieces or bone or fiber of clothing, the expert must 
not hesitate to use the liquid of Virchow, rollowing the pro
cedure which has worked so well for us. It is under these 
circumstances that he will obta,.l, with dried blood, the 1110st 
convincing results and the most afilrmative conclusions. 

It is not neccssary that the stain be thick or extensive. 
Would that every examining magistrate were well aware of 
thls principle. It is truc, if not probable, that a very small 
stain. as hig as the eye of a ne~dle, under the conditions we 
have just studied, is more amenable to yielding useful inror
mation to the expert than a shirt of cloth or calico stained all 
over with blood. 

C. The Action of Liquids on 
Human Blood Dried on Fabrics 

Whether the fabric is wool, rur, flax, cotton or hcmp, the 
precise distinction as to its influence on the medico-legal in
vestigation of blood has not been established until now. This 
is a gap which can explain, in a certain measure, the contra
dictions as well as the skepticism of certain experimenters. 

The following experiments permit a grouping of the 
different fabrics into t\\'o essentially differcnt classes: I) ma
terial whose natural elemcnt is not dampened by blood; 2) 
material whose element is dampcned by this liquid. 

I) Fabrics not dampened by blood. With the exc!!ption of 
liquid or Bourgogne, with which it is suitable to rollow the 
procedure already indicated, the procedure which gives the 
best results consists in scraping the surface or the stain, when 
it rorms a crust or light coating on closely-woven linen or 
relt; or, if the fabric is loose and aerated like certain linens, 
like the fabric of Arab burnoose or of a knit, in cutting out 
the stain, and unravelling the subjacent material with nee
dles on a watch glass. In both cases, a more or less coarse 
powder is obtained, which is subjected to the action or the 
liquids. 

I n proceeding as we have done previously, the results are 
perhaps less ravorable, but substantially the same as those 
obtained from blood rorming a crust on impermeable bodies: 
the liquid of Virchow again gives the most splendid prepara
tions and the most ravorable to a good measurement. 

We will not summarize the results or our experiments in 
order not to be redundant. Thest: results show nothing which 
should be surprising! Are not the blood cells here in condi
tions analogous to those in which they find themselves in 
dried blood on an impermeable body? Are they not inde
pendent or support and united by plasma which rorms, on 
drying, a matrix which dissolves so easily in the liquid of 
Virchow, which thus liberates them without altering them? 

2) Fabric dllmpeaed by blood-Liquid of Virchow: a.p.
The imperceptible powder obtained in unraveling the dry 
material again J3ives better results than direct maceration or 
the stain. 

M. E. Very irregular blood cells, contracted rrom m to r.In 
of a millimeter, rarely isolated; more or less complete enve
lopes, fragmented, formed from distorted blood cells, con
tracted and intimately united. 

Liquid of Bourgogne: a.p. More or less prolonged macer
ation. M. E. Results similar to preceding. 

Liquid of Roussin: a. P. More or less prolonged macer
ation or absorption. 

M. E. Identical results, but clearer. The limits or each 
blood cell are more eusily appreciable. Not many blood cells 
isolated, and all are contracted and irregular. 

Solution of Sodium Sulfide: same results, less clear. 
Artifleinl Serum: similar to preceding. 
Liquid of RllII~'ier: docs not seem to contract the blood cells 

more than they ulready nrc. 
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The laws of capillarity justify this difTerentiation. When a 
drop or blood falls on a fabric, the capillary phenomenu vary 
with the nature of the material. Ir this fabric is formed by 
clements which dampen with blood with dimculty, likc wool 
and fur of certain animals, the liquid is almost as if pressed 
down at the points of contact; the blood dries in a mass morc 
or less indepr.ndent of' its support. If a drop of blood is 
projected onto cloth or felt, the mutual attraction of the 
liquid molecules prevailing over that excrted between thcse 
molecules and the material, the drop tends to conserve its 
spherical form and to dry on the surrace of' the material 
without penetrating it. Liquid of Vibert: a.p. More or less prolonged maceration. 

M. E. contracted, granulous blood cells, quite clear mosaic 
casings, but formed by granulous elements. 

400·· 

If, in contrast, the material is susceptible to dampening by 
blood, the capillary phenomena arc altogether difTerent: they 
draw and indefinitely disperse the blood cells, which pene
~rate far into the central part of the material and deposit 
around the filament, (a barrier they cannot overcome, tI 

veritable filter) a more or less regUlar sheath, constituted by 
blood cells strongly united, applied and drawn in every direc-

Liquid of Puccini: analogous to the preceding, 
What is amazing here is the consistent uniformity of' re

sults and their imperfection. Whether the stain is few days 
or months old, whether the powder obtained in unraveling 
the dry mutel'ial stained with blood is used, or whether the 
material is moistened by absorption or more or less pro-
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longed maceration, the liquids, no matter whether they are 
dilators or not, are impotent in regenerating distorted and 
contracted blood cells. In every case, microscopical examina
tion reveals the same phenomena of which these are the 
essential ones: filaments of cotton, flax or hemp appear cov
ered in a yellowish varnish, forming a casing more or less 
complete, which the maneuvers were able to remove and 
sometimes to separate completely and fragment into irregu
lar plaques. This casing, like its debris, under careful exam
ination with the liquid of Roussin rather than any other, 
appears very clearly constituted by the immediate juxtaposi
tion of irregular blood cells, contracted and intimately ce
mented together: a veritable mosaic at the surface of which 
a few independent blood cells, more or less regular, but 
contracted, are sometimes distinguished on a higher plane. 
Between the filaments, in the spaces which they circum
scribe, debris of variable form is seen and in the middle of it 
some rare, isolated blood cells, but always distorted and 
contracted. An isolated blood cell is exceptionally found 
which has escaped the common fate by who knows what 
luck, and has conserved its form and perhaps its normal 
dimensions. But, not counting that this good fortune is very 
rare, what expert would dare establish a diagnosis on such a 
narrow basis'? 

Furthermore, the dissociation of blood cells in the present 
case is not an easy thing to do. The blood cells being in
timately cemented together, the mosaic quite often frag
ments outside the lines separating the various elements, due 
to the sliding movements, and if the observer is not careful, 

401 he runs a strong risk of mistaking fragments, constituted by 
debris from neighboring blood cells, for isolated blood cells. 

In the realm of the ideas we are pursuing, the most im
portant phenomenon, along with deformation, is the con
traction of the blood cells, an enormous contraction which 
resists the action of all liquids. 

Why are the blood cells contracted whose dessication was 
very rapid, more rapid than in any other circumstance, since 
capillarity has dispersed them on a greater surface? Does the 
filament, swollen by plasma and returning to a lesser volume 
by evaporation of water, form its casing, drawing together 
the elements composing it, in this reaction? This is an hy
pothesis to which the following experiment seems to lend 
some weight. If blood drops are deposited on a strip of cloth 
or calico which is immediately placed under a bell-jar, in an 
atmosphere saturated with humidity, the blood does not dry, 
and, if dissociated in the liquid of Vibert, after one, two, 
three and even six hours, blood cells more or less distorted, 
but not contracted, can be noted. 

In summary, as for blood stains on fabric, the expert, 
called upon to give an opinion on their origin, cannot ignore 
the fact that the results which he reports will be most conclu
sive if the fabric is wool or fur, but very limited, by contrast, 
if it is flax, cotton, or hemp. In the last case, he would search 
in vain for blood cells of characteristic form and dimension: 
he might be able to confirm that it is blood and distinguish 
mammal from oviparious blood, but that is all! And again, it 
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is the presence of nuclei, more than the dimensions and the 
form of the blood cells, which permits him to express an 
opinion. However, a restriction must be made in favor of 
certain new, very compact material, whose finish might in
hibit the destructive action of capillary phenomena; it must 
be also made for the case where the blood is in such abun- 402 1 

dance that it dries in clots. 

SECOND PART 
Causes of the Alteration of Blood Cells 

As causes of the alteration of blood cells, without deter- 530 

mining the role of each one of them, it is generally admitted: 
the nature of the subst.ratum of the stain, the thickness of the 
stain and its age, water, dessication, temperature and the 
humidity of the environment. 

From the experiments summarized in the first part of this 
work, the influence of the supporting substratum can be 
deduced. 

The age of the stain, within limits of one day to ten 
months, did not appear to us to have appreciable influence. 
Once fixed by dessication, the blood cell no longer tends to 
change, if no calise of alteration intervenes. 

The experiments which follow will permit judgment of the 
importance of the thickness of the stain, the rapidity of des- 531 

sication being inversely proportional to this thickness. 
Under the influence of water, the blood cells swell, become 

spherical, and diminish in diameter. Hemoglobin is dis
solved, but the cellular stroma is not completely dissolved. 
This last phenomenon explains how, in certain cases, blood 
cells could be found without having obtained the reaction of 
Teichmann. When water aets on fresh blood, not yet dried, 
only contracted, distorted blood cells, unfit for the diagnosis 
of the origin of blood, are obtained after dessication. I f, by 
contrast, water .lcts on dried blood, on a stain forming a 
more or less thick crust, the deepest parts can escape all 
alteration. 

As for dessication, its influence is poorly interpreted, in 
attributing to it a destructive action not belonging to it. 
When dessication is rapid, it suddenly fixes the blood cells in 
their primeval form; comparative examination has demon
strated that, under these conditions, their dimensions have 
not been modified. Supporting this principle, Velcker has 
done measurements, whose evaluations have been recog
nized as perfectly exact by all hematOlogists. [{enaut 17 re(;
ommends for the measun; of blood cells the procedure of 
Velcker, which consists in depositing a droplet of blood on 
the bottom slide, heated to 60°, and spreading it out imme
diately in a thin layer with a needle held horizontally. 

If the dessication does not occur rapidly, by contrast, 
within limits which the experiments which follow will permit 
one to npprecinte, the blood cell remains a very fragile ele
ment, and soon alters in form and dimension. 

It is evidently not the dessil:!ltion, but rather the causes 
tending to delay it, which wreak destruction on the blood 
cells: the most powerful, which seemS to slim lip all of them, S.12 
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is the degree of humidity of the environment. Here, the 
element of temperature int.ervenes, for with a low tem
perature, there can be a lot of humidity with little water 
vapor; with a high temperature, little humidity with a lot of 
water vapor. No matter what other variable conditions com
bine to prevent the dessication (such as an article of clothing, 
folded up, imprisoning still humid stains and let this article 
of clothing be concealed, hidden in a basement, or left to the 
night air for nights during which the air chills below the 
saturation point), it is always the humidity of the environ
ment, confined or not, which opposes the evaporation or the 
water of plasma during a time more or less prolonged, in a 
continual or intermittent fashion, and thus favors alteration 
of the blood cell. 

To study this influence, and to define its consequences as 
much as possible, we deposited drops of blood on different 
objects (a plate of glass, a knife blade, wooden planks, peb
bles, and cloth), which we immediately placed under a glass 
bell-jar, over a saucer filled with water. After a specific time, 
this blood was examined, on its removal from the humid 
chamber before dessication, and later, after dessication. 
When the blood drop was still fluid, sometimes separated as 
a small clot bathed in serum, we made a preparation accord
ing to the procedure of Velcker, with a droplet of this serum 
in which we had diluted a piece of clot. If the blood were 
thick, we would dissociate blood cells from it in liquid of 
Vibert; after dessication, in liquid of Virchow. 

In order not to repeat ourselves, let us now say that, with 
a similar stain, after a stay of the same duration, we observed 
essentially the same phenomena on removal from the bell
jar, or after dessication. This is a consequence of and a new 
proof of the influence attributed to des~ication, which sus
pends all alteration, and fixes the blood cells in the form they 
have at the moment it begins to afl'ect them. 

Summary of Results Obtained 
I) Influence of humidity Oil fresh human blood: 
Ajter one hOllr ill the humid chamber; no appreciable 

alteration. 
Aiier two hOl/rs; blood cells generally healthy; some rare 

blood cells with wavy contours. 
After three hOl/rs: Twenty measurements done on a prep

aratIOn (Vekker piOcedure) give an average of do millime
ters; the blood cells are, in general, regular. 

After jOllr hOllrs: regular blood cells; one in ten show 
huddings. Some rare contracted blood cells ht\ve become 
spherical. 

Ajter e~'ght hOllrs: healthy blood ceHs mixed with wavy, 
angular, Jagged, mon: or less contracted blood cells and 
spherical blood cells. 

Ailer lII'elve hours: still some regular blood cells; altered 
blood cells predominate. 

Ajter twellty-jollr hOI/I's: rare regular blood cells, the oth
ers more or less !\ !tered. 

Aftel'jo/'l,l'-£'ight hVI/I's: in certain cases, as a consequence 
of more or less great changes in humidity, due to variations 
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in temperature, there are no more blood cells, but granulous 
debris; in others, morphologic alteration continues, thorny, 
berry-like blood cells, more or less contracted, and spherical 
blood cells. 

After jour days: all the blood cells are regular, spherical, 
contracted to io millimeters, not changing form in passing 
under the microscope and more colored. 

Ajter eight days: same state; the blood of this preparation, 
left to dessicate, gives with the liquid of Virchow,after a 
month, blood cells absolutely simulating those of sheep 
blood, less the discoid form. 

2) Influence of humidity on fresh rabbit blood: 
Ajter all hour and a half' numerous regular blood cells 

(average of thirty measurements, rh millimeters); some wavy, 
thorny blood cells, more or less contracted and sometimes 
spherical. 

Ajtel' three hours: three in four blood cells were altered. 
Ajter six hours: nine in ten were altered. 
Ajter lII'ellty-jol/I' hOllrs: all the blood cells are con-

tracted, more or less spherical, thorny or regular. 
Ajter jOllr days: all are spherical, contracted to about!la. 534 
After eight days: same. 
3) Influence of humidity on fresh quail blood: 
Ajter olle hOllr: healthy blood cells, a few circular glob

ules, tending toward the spherical form. 
Ajter six hOl/rs: some circular blood cells cracked around 

their edges. 
A/tel' Mell'e hOl/rs; healthy blood cells in a ratio of I to 3, 

the others circular, more or less spherical. 
Aiier twenty-jol/r hOl/r,\': sometimes granulous debris or 

alteration, continuing to take on the spherical form, with an 
avarage diameter of Ttn millimeters. Elliptic blood cells do 
not take the berry-like, notched appearance of discoid blood 
cells; they pass directly to the circular form, then become 
spherical IS. 

The difl'crent phases of alteration of blood cells in fresh 
blood, sheltered from dessication, can easily be followed step 53:; 

by step, by making a preparation of fresh blood which is 
immediately bordered with paramn. 

4) Influence of humidity on human blood dried beforehand: 
Blood stains twenty days old are placed in a humic cham

ber for twenty-four hours, then left to the atmosphere for 
forty-eight hours. Under the microscope, after dissociation 
in the liquid of Virchow, the blood cells appear paler, 
smoother, their contours less well defined, but do not seem 
contracted; there is a lot of blood cell dcbris. 

Thc same stains arc placed once again into the humid 
chamber and left for four days. The blood cells sccm almost 
dissolved, effaced in part. They are more transparent, the 
contours more blurred; but a ccrtain number still have their 
normal form and dimensions. 

Though it varies slightly, ,\ccording to the sourCe of the 
blood and the diVerse conditions of temperature and hu
midity, succes~ive alterations of mammal blood cells can be 
sunllnaril'cd thus: liS curly as the {irst, second or third hour, 
slight alterntion or contours, which, wavy in the beginning, 
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soon become angular, sometimes giving a very clearly hexag
onal or octagonal form to the blood cell; later, the sides of 
these geometric figures depress, the angles become more 
protruding, and their area is sprinkled with small 
projections, a kind of budding; finally, the blood cells, con
tracting more and more, become berry-like, thorny and 
reach their ultimate state from the first hour to the fourth 
day, the spherical fo!"m, which they can conserve a long time, 
and which dessication does not modify. 

No liquid can regenerate altered blood cells. All that can 
5.10 be expected from the best of liquids is that it isolate the blood 

cells as they are, altered or not, without acting on the blood 
cells themselves. Causes of error are thus diminished, in that 
those which might result from alterations produced by the 
liquid itself are not added. Besides, would it not be mere 
fancy to expect a dilator liquid to exert this action with a 
variable intensity, proportional to the degree of alteration of 
the blood cell? 

The contraction of the blood cell is the essential character
istic of its alteration under the influence of humidity: a con
traction accompanied by diverse distortions before getting to 
the regularly spherical form. This ultimate stale, to which 
hardly any attention has been drawn, is, however, the most 
durable. Always consistent in the same animal, it is repre
sented by a spherical blood cell, having ~ millimeter in man, 
rtn in the rabbit, rJ;r; in the quail. These figures adequately 
indicate that the diameters of blood cells, having become 
spherical, are appreciably proportional to the diameters of 
healthy blood cells. 

The essential data resulting from the preceding experi
ments can be summarized thllsly: 

I) If the support substratum of the stain is not one whkh 
would alter them, most of the blood cells conserve their 
characteristic form and their normal diameter if dessication 
of the blood occurs within the first two hours. 

2) If any caUse whatever delays dessication beyond this 
period, the hlood cells are altered; the alteration becomes 
more profound <IS the dessic<ltion is delayed more, and as the 
blood, as a function of its source, is more rapidly alterable. 
Human blood seems to he the one whose blood cells present 
the greatest resistance to various destructive influences. 

3) Dessication holds spontaneous alteration of blood cells 
in abeyance, and fixes them in the form they have at the 
moment the)' start to dry. 

q~ 4) I n dried bltlod, the blood cell resists the causes of alter-
ation for a much longer time. 

5) N~) liquid is capable of rendering the primeval form 
and dimen~ions to an altered blood cell. 

e, ) No clement permits evaluation of the coeflicient of' 
dessication or Virchow. which should be more correctly 
c,lIled the cllellkient of non-dessication; once distorted and 
contructed, all mammalhln blood cells c(tn resemble each 
other at a cl!rtuin moment in their destructive evolution. In 
the Ill!>l phase. howl!ver. the diameter of the spherical blood 
cells seems proportional to the diameter of normal blood 
cells. 

~-~- ~ -----~ 

7) The contraction of blood cells accompanies character
istic distortions, which are very easy to distinguish from 
those resulting from reciprocal compression; from the mo
ment a blood cell conserves its fiat, biconcave form with clear 
contours, it can be considered as healthy, and serve as a basis 
of serious measurement. In the opposite case, the expert 
must abstain: where the blood cell is altered, all diagnosis, 
already very uncertain, soon becomes impossible with the 
beginning of the alteration. 19 

THIRD PART 
Measurement of Blood Cells
Source of Blood 

The diameter of blood cells constituting the essential dis
tinctive characteristic. its exact evaluation would necessarily 53!! 
lead to the diagnosis of the source of mammalian blood. 
Unfortunately, the measurement of a blood cell is a delicate 
operation in itself, which, furthermore, occurs here under 
conditions and on a basis which render the data that can 
result from it imprecise. 

Vibert, in his work20
, studied the diverse causes which 

oppose an exact measurement und limit the scope of our 
evaluations. Let us sum them up in a few lines: 

The diameter of blood cells, even in the absence of 
every pathological state, varies in relatively consid
erable limits, not only for a given unimal species, but 
even for a given individual 

The most competent uuthors are far from alloting the 
same average diameter, or the same extreme limits, to 
blood cells of an animal. 

Using this table (Table I), to what species would the 5.N 
expert attribute the blood cells nwasuring between 
0.006 and O,OOS'I 

I n admitting that blood cells have absolutely fixed 
dimensions. it is r.ot possible to distinguish with certi
tude a blood cell of 0.0075 (man) from another having 
0,0073 (dog) or even 0.0069 (rabbit), 

Even on perfectly immobile blood cells, a meas
urement cannot be ·made within ~1Il /1. 

With the ocular micrometer, likewise even with the Cam
era lucida, it is impossible, as says Vibert, to arrive. at a 
rigorously exact evaluution of blood cells: according to our 
experience un approximation or I to ;10 of 1I thousandth of u 
millimeter can be attained. 

But, if one considers that these ~II) /1 intervals sometimes 
diminish. and sometimes increllse the actuul diameter, it 
seems to us it can be admitted that thl! average or the metis
UI'Cl11cnts will nol bc tlppl'eciably I'tll' 1'1'0111 rcality, in uny 
case. within ;10/1. 

As for attributing to such lind such an n~imlll u blood cell 
or a determined diumeter, no prudent expert shold consider 
it. It's not the diameter of a blood cell, but the average 
diameter of 50, or or 100 blood cells. which must serve as the 
basis of a serious diagnosis. Do not the large blood cells of 
pig and even of beef have a diumeter near the average di
ameter of blood cells of mun'1 
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TABLE I 

DESIGNA TlON 

Man 
Dog 
Rabbit 
Cat 
Horse 
Ox 
Sheep 
Pig 
Goal 

FREY 

0.0046 to 0.0069 
" 

0.00713 
" 

0.00575 
" 
" 
/I 

\\'ELCKER 

0.0045 (0 0.0097 
0.0073 
0.0069 
0.0065 

" 
0.005 

" 
0.0041 

The most obvious cause of error results from a variable 
diameter of blood cells in the same individual. Indeed, from 
this variability stems a very great dimculty. that of obtaining 
averages representing different blood cells in a normal pro
portion. Hayel11 admits that, of 100 blood cells of human 
blood, 75 are of average size. 12 are big and 12 are small. As 
a consequence, if the average obtained does not represent 
them exactly in these proportions, it will be too high or too 
low, according to whether the large or the small blood cells 
will have been measured in greater number. Such is the 
cause of divergence which is inevitably produced between 
averages of measurement done on the same preparation 
under identical conditions. The expert would not know how 
to correct for this effect; he can only attenuate the effect by 
multiplying the measurements. 

To this cause of permanent error is added another, excep
tional it is true, but which must be taken into consideration, 
however, to inspire in the ·expert the sentiments of reserve 
which must always preside over the establishment of his 
conclusions. It results from the possible alteration of the 
diameter of blood cells under various pathological influ
ences. Kelsch determined an increase in the volume of red 
blood cells under the influence of maluria, and Malassez 
demonstrated that healthy blood cells of H man which are 
7.6, are 8.29 in chlorosis and 6.64 in cancer. In the presence 
of such considerable difl'erences, is it not permissible to con-

GUIDELINES 
OF TIlE SOCI· 

TOURD[~<; DRAGENDORFI' 
ETY OF LEGAL 

MEDICINE 

0.0075 0.0074 (0 0.0080 0.0077 
0.0073 0.0066 to 0.0074 0.0070 
0.0069 0.0060 to 0.0070 0.0064 
0.0065 0.0053 to 0.0060 0.0056 
0.0056 0.0055 0.0057 
0.0056 0.0056 (0 0.006 0.0058 
0.005 0.0047 100.0050 0.0045 
0.006 0.0060 to 0.0065 0.0062 
0.0046 0.0040 10 0.0046 0.0062 

cede that, in animals, certain aft1ictions CHn likewise modify 
the diameter of blood cells in such a way as to impose them 
on the expert? 

Such are the principal causes of error which oppose an 
exact evaluation of the diameter of blood cells, and remove 
from the results obtained all characteristics of absolute ver
ity. Let us now look at the data of the experiments. 

We performed our experiments with an ocular microme
ter, adapted for a Nachet microscope, giving a magnification 
of SOO diameters. 

The blood cells were immobilized by bordering the prepa
ration with paraffin; currents resulting from evaporation of 
the liquid at the limit of the top slide are avoided. 

I) Measurement of fresh blood cells by the procedure of 
Welcker. This operation permitted us to appreciate the de
gree of precision that can be attained under these eminently 
favorable conditions, quite exceptional in legal medicine. it 
is true! It gave us at the same time, an evaluation of S41 
differences resulting, all other things being equal, from the 
variability of the diameter of globules, a basis for com
parison, permitting us to better judge the results obtained 
with dried blood by the same obs\,:ver and with the same 
apparatus. 

The following table (Table II) represents the averages or 
measurements carried out on preparations of known and 
unknown origin: 

Table II 

Origin ,\vcrl1ge or AV.,IIKC of Av~rJlg~ or 
of 2$ IllClilurclilCllIS 12~ 100 

Blood I'rcl'lIf11li(tn~ of IIICII!u«",cnu measurements 

400'·" origin Prel'ilrlltiuflS or 
IlIIkf/oH:n Origin 

MUll 1/129 l/t25 1/130 1/127 t/127 1/127.8 0.0078 t/127 
Guineu pig 1/129 1/130 t/129 1/126 1/128 1/128.4 0.0077 1/126 
Dog 1/138 I/IN' 1/135 1/141 1/141 1/139 0.0071 1/140 
Rubbit 1/145 1/139 1/140 1/142 1/144 l/t42 0.0070 1/144 
Pig 1/159 1/160 1/164 1/161 1/165 1/16t 0.0062 1/144 
Beef 1/162 1/167 l/t62 1/163 1/166 1/164 0.0060 1/144 
Cut 1/174 1/176 1/172 1/173 1/175 1/174 0.0057 1/144 
Chicken 1/86 1/176 1/140 1/173 1/175 l/t74 0.0057 1/144 
Curp 1/79 l/t76 1/106 l/t73 1/175 1/174 !l.00S7 1/144 

From the aflalY.I'ls olflgtlrt'.l', it restllts that: sidered by dilrerent authors as approaching closest to those 
I) To the blood cells of dog und rabbit, which were con- of man, must be added those of the guinea pig, whose aver-
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age diameter, more considerable, is so close to those of the 
blood cells of man, it cannot be determined if they are larger 
or smaller. 

2) Divergences existing between the different averages of 
25 measurements done on the same preparation of known 
origin, divergences which could likely be attributed to the 
variability of the diameter of blood cells in the same individ
ual, are 3 to ~ho Ii. Then, even under conditions as favorable 
as this, if the difference of the average diameter of the blood 
ceJls of two animals is not over 3 or flO Ii, it will be impossible 
to distinguish them with certainty. It will be impossible to 
distinguish the blood of man from that of guinea pig, the 
blood of dog from that of rabbit, the blood of pig from that 
of ox; but one can distinguish with certainty blood of man 
and guinea pig from that of dog and rabbit and blood of the 
latter from that of pig, ox and cat. 

If the figures given in the Guidelines of the Society of 
Legal Medicine are tuken, if human blood cells are admitted 
to be 0.0075 and those of dog 0.0073, it will be deemed that 
distinction of the blood of these two animals is impossible; 
if, on the contrary, figures are accepted from Roussin, 
Tourdes and Dragendorll', 0.0077 and 0.0070, figures which 
closely approximate our own, it is permissible to consider 
that a distinction can be established. I n fact, working with 
preparations of unknown origin, we have always obtained 
figures such that we could give an opinion with certainty. 

3) The difference existing between the large diameters of 
the elliptic blood cells of chicken and carp is such that the 
distinction of blood from these two ovipari is an easy thing. 

2) Measurement of dried blood cells, isolated with liquid 
of Virchow. To measure blood cells of known origin is an 
operation of little value, from which serious information 

:'4.1 cannot be drawn. Indeed, no matter what one docs to main
tain objectivity, one is involuntarily dominated and led too 
easily to preconceived results. So, neglecting the results of 
numerous measurements we had done under these condi
tions, we entrusted to our colleague and friend, regimental 
adjutant pharmacist Perc, fifty varied objects stained with 
blood asking him to remove small crusts, and to return them 
to us furnished with a seiial numbcr that we might deter
mine the unknown origin. 

These stains, from different sources, were one to six 
months old. Their support waS of variable nature: wood of 
ash, walnut and oak (used in the manufacture of axe han-

dIes, rifle butts and floor boards), paper, knife-blade, plates 
of glass, straw, material of wool or fur. 

We had absolutely excluded from this study material of 
flax, cotton or hemp, after having acquired the conviction 
that blood cells of difl'erent animals undergo the same de
structive influences on contact with them as blood cells of 
man; and that the principles propounded on this subject in 
the first part of this work are fully confirmed by these new 
experiments. These principles seemed to invalidate the con
clusions of the memoir of Professor Ch. Robin 21 , who was 
able not only to find numerous intact blood cells on a smock 
of blue cotton, but could affirm their origin. This contradic
tion is only apparent, for it must be considered, as Robin 
wrote himself in his memoir, that he was able to remove 
small superficial crusts from each stain. Contrary to the 
opinion of Briand and Chaud6, one is led to believe that the 
eminent histologist found himself confronted with one of the 
exceptional cases noted above. In ordinary conditions, when 
blood drops fall on material of cotton, they do not form a 
crust at the surface, but are absorbed by the material so as 544: 
to give a stain the same appearance and equal diameter on 
both sides. 

To finish with these materials, it remains for us to sum up 
their influence on nucleated elliptic blood cells. Under the 
conditions recommended in the first part of this work, exam
ination of oviparious blood, dried and absorbed onto mate
rial of cotton, flax or hemp, treated with liquid of Virchow 
or Roussin, shows the following: 

The filaments are covered in a yellowish coat seeded with 
more or less brilliant nuclei, of a pale rose, that much more 
apparent when the thickness of the coat, separated from the 
filament, is leS$" The edges of different blood cells are dis
cerned only wUh ditliculty: it is a smooth varnish. The ellip
tical form is gone. The isolated blood cells are contracted 
and their very irregular form recalls very lillIe of their pri
meval form. 

The nuclei arc then the essential, the only durable charac
teristic, that which permits easy, certain distinction, even in 
these unfavorable circumstances, of oviparous from mum
mal blood. 

Let us return to blood stains forming crust, to the meas
urement of their blood cells und the diagnosis of their origin. 
In the following table (Table III) the results of twenty as
sessments done on blood of absolutely unknown origin are 
summarized: 

Table III 
lIlATI m AGE 01' 

SIR/AL ilL 0(1) NliMBIR 01 AVbllAm ATTIUlIlIT/l) N,\TLlIU' 01' STAIN 
NIMAIR CUIS MI:ASlfRIMI'NTS D/AMlcTUl TO ACHIAI OIlIGIN SUBSTRATlIM (MONTIIS) 

rmhcr well conserved 120 1/142 dog or rabbit dog wood I 
2 well conserved 120 1/128 man or guineu pig IllUIl glass I 
3 all.ercd in generul 7S 1/172 ox or ent ox gh/!;s I 
4 7S 1/162 "ig, ox or cut pig clo/h I 
S 75 1/166 " cut wood I 
6 \lell conserved tSO 1/129 /THill or guinea pig Illun strllW 5 
7 altered in gener,t1 75 1/172 ox or cut o.~ knife- 2 

hlnde 
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Table III-Continued 
STAn 01· 

SI:RIAL BLOOD NUMBUR OF AV!!RAGE 
NUMBER CELLS MEASUREMENTS DIAM!!T!!R 

8 distorted at nuciclis 75 1/172 
9 rather Ilcll conserved 120 1/143 

10 100 1/130 
II 150 1/136 
12 passablc 100 1/157 
13 75 1/169 
14 rathcr IIcll conscn'cd 120 1/129 

15 150 1/138 
16 2~' 1/233 
17 elliptic. clear 25 1/135 
18 passable 200 1/137 
19 75 1/165 

20 Ilell conscncd 75 1/129 

From these figures, and from the numerous observations 
we have performed, the following information can be drawn: 

Blood cells of man pre8erve the best of all. After them, 
come, in order of resistance, those .of dog, goat, rabbit, cut, 
guinea pig, ox and pig; the blood cells of these last are always 
more or less profoundly altered, even in the most favorable 
circumstances. 

The blood cells of man and dog arc most colored; the 
others, those of the rabbit in particular, are paler, more 
transparent and more dit1!cult to measure Here is un ele
ment which, in certain cases, can be taken into account; but 
it must not be forgotten that man's blood cells discolor and 
become paler under certain influences. 

The blood cells of chicken and carp give excellent prepara
tions with liquid of Virchow. The blood cells, a bit dilated it 
is true, conserve their elliptic form with clear contours and 
a very apparent nucleus. Under these conditions, it is easy to 
distinguish not only oviparous blood from that of mummals, 
but again, in tlleasuring the large diameter of the blood cells, 
the bloocl of' chit-ken f't'Otll that or carp. 

As ror the diagnosis of mammalian blood, the preceding 
table (Table III) shows that, in short, the results we have 
obtained obviollsly approximate, in nppenrance at least, 
those given us by the procedure of Velcker. We have been 
able to distinguish the blood of Ullln und guinea pig rrom that 
ot' dog tlnd rabbit, and blood of the latter from thut of pig, 
ox and cut. But, it must be admitted, this diagnosis, ellsy and 
sure in certain cases, was quite dillicult und unsure in others. 
Ir, after nfty measurments, we could give an opinion with 
certainty when it wus II question or blood from pig, ox or cnt; 
if the dingnosis of blood of dog appeared to us, though very 
delicute, to huve, however, n fair degree of certuinty, it was 
only in performing one hundred liny to two hundred meas
urements that we could nrrive at a simple probability in 
favor of blood of rabbit. 

The difl'erent IIverages of thirty measurcments, done on 
rubbit blood from the same source, pt'esented considernblc 
diJl'erences so as to mislead the expert: n~ a/ld r'l.l flllII. for 

AO/: OF 
ArrRIUUTI!l.l NATURE OF STAIN 

TO ACTUAl. ORIGIN SUBSTRATUM (MONT/1S) 

ol'ipariolis carp cloth 4 
dog or rabbit dog wood 2 
lIlun or guinea pig lIlan " S 
dog or rabbit rabbit 5 
pig or ox pig cloth 2 
pig, ox, cut cal wood 2 
guinea pig or lIlan guinea cloth 2 

pig 
rabbit or dog rabbit wood 5 
gOllt goat 3 
(large diallleter) chicken chicken 4 
rabbit, dog rnbbit paper 4 
pig, ox, cut cal knife- 2 

blude 
lIlan, guinea pig oHln wood 6 

example. Moreover, these averages have always been greater 
than those we obtained by the procedure of Velcker, whereas, S4~ 
for other animals, the cut excepted, they have been, in gen
end, essentially equal or less. To what can these difl'erences 
be attributed'! The measurement of blood cel1s of rabbit, 
paler and more transparent, is certainly more ditlicult; but 
that does not explain a constant increase in the average 
diameter of these blood cells. 

If the dimensions of the largest blood cells of rnbbit blood 
prepared by the procedure of Velcker nre compared to that 
of these sume blood cells isolated by liquid of Virchow, it is 
noted thut these have a diameter appreciably greater thun 
that of the former. These blood cells, whose diameter is 
exaggerated, have a peculiar aspect: they seem spread out, 
larger and flatter. Thi:; is not a dilation; the liquid of Vir
chow, after twenty-four hours, contracts them frolll rh to 
tk Bun! This is II collapse of the less resistant globular stro
ma, which has the consequence of flattening the blood cell 
and slightly increasing its diameter, to the detriment of its 
biconcave form, 

This phenomenon, especially evident in large blood cells, 
proves that the bes! of liquids is nol perfect! None of them 
can udapt equully to the vuriable qualities or blood cells 
coming from difl'erent species and even to those of diO'erent 
blood cells frol11 the sume animal. However that might be, 
experienc~~ shows us thut, relative to human blood, the diag
nosis of blood of pig, ox and cat ure easy, thnt of blood of 
dog, delicute, thnt of blood of rabbit, uncertain, thut of blood 
of guinea pig, impossible, 

In light of these facts, instilling in us controlling senti
ments of reserve nnd the grnvity of the subject and the vuricd 
cuuses of uncertuinty tlnd error which we hnve pinted out, as 
well liS the "espollsibilities of' (he expert who owes to jus> 
tice us much enlightenment ns possible: for the future, 
when called upon to give our opinion on the origin of blood 
stu ins, we will proceed and form conelusions in the following 
manner. 

The expert is only very exceptionlllly culled upon to give ~ilH 
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his opinion on the source of fresh blood, this particular case 
having been sutllciently studied in the course of this study; 
moreover, blood absorbed by material of cotton, flax or 

'hemp, limits the diagnosis to the identification of oviparous 
or mammalian blood; the conclusions which follow apply 
exclusively to blood stains forming a crust, thin as it might 
be, on any object whatever, more or less impermeable. 

These conclusions aside, as for interpretation of averages 
which, in an assessment, do not exactly fit into one of the 
models we have formulated, or, for example, more or less 
clearly approximate the first or the third, while belonging to 
the second, these conclusions cannot be considered as abso
lute. They express a direction, which remains subordinate to 
the ensemble of cha racteristics peculiar to each assessment. 

General Conclusions. 
To isolate blood cells we use liquid of Virchow, 
We do a minimum of five series of thirty measurements, 

at five different times and on five different preparations. 
We indicate in our report the number of measurements 

done; we confirm that the blood cells, serving as basis for 
thes(! measurements, are healthy. 

All the measurements completed, the averages of each 
series are established and included in the report. 

If these averages are found to be between r.h and m 1/111/ 

we conclude thusly: 
The average diameter of blood corpuscles being greater 

than m mm. the blood can belong to man or one of tht! 
animals (guinea pig, dog, rabbit) who, in our environment, 

549 possess with him the largest circular blood cells: these di
mensions are closer, however, to those of blood cells of man 
and guinea pig. 

Between no Gnd m /lim: The avt!rage diameter of blood 
corpuscles, It!ss thun no and greater than rh mm, the blood 
can belong to man or one of the animals (guinea pig, dog, 
rabbit) which possess with him the large'st blood cells. 

Betweell th and ~iJ mill: the uveragt! diameter of blood 
corpuscles being less than rh, the blood probably does not 
belong to man, but to one of tht! animals who, after him und 
the guint!a pig, possess the largest blood cells. 

Over ~Ill/lll/: the blood (foes not belong to man, but to one 
of the animals whose blood cells have a diameter which evid
ently approaches the average diameter of the obst!rvt!d blood 
cells. 

IS8 
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On the Possibility of Distinguishing Human Blood 
from that of Mammals. (Medico-legal Study) * 

Ch. VI bert 

,48 When med ical experts have determined that stains found 
on clothing, weapons or other objects are composed of blood, 
it is not uncommon that they are asked if the blood comes 
from man or u domestic animal. When the species of the 
animal has been specified in the question and the animal 
does not belong to the mammalian class, the problem is 
relatively simple, The form and dimensions of the red blood 
cells, tht! presence or absence of internal nuclei, form very 
distinct characteristics, clearly differential, and which gen
erally permit a certain reply after a well-conducted exam
ination by microscope, But when it is a matter of 
differentiating the blood of man from that of another mam
mal, the problem becomes more difiicult, for the only dis
tinctive discernible characteristic consists of the differences 
in dimensions which are most often minimal. Moreover, the 
difficulty of an assessment such as this has long sinct! been 
noted. Already in 1857, Virchow remarked: ". , , I do not 
believe a micrographer should ever be allowed to let the life 
of a man depend on the yet so uncertain evaluation of the 
coetlicit!nt of dessication of blood cells, Blood undoubtedlY 
dries sometimes in a way so as to clearly recognize individuul 
blood cells, , , but dessication occurs under so many vari
able conditions, and blood, onct! dried, can be exposed to 
such unfavorablt! circumstunces, thut a judgment on the size 

49 of its constituent parts cannot be exercised with certainty," I 
Most histologists share this vit!wpoint. However, treatises 

of legal medicine admit or seem to admit the possibility of 
recognizing from which mUlllmal blood stains derivt!, and 
they limit themsdvt!s to recomlllt!nding reservt!, without t!X
plaining the numerous motivt!s of such wise counst!1. It is 
regreUablt! that tht! guidelines for blood stains druwn up by 
the Society of Lt!gul Medicine, guidelint!s which merit bt!ing 
the ollicial guide of t!xpt!rts in eVt!ry other regard, limits itself 
to simply giving the dimensions of red blood ct!lIs of variolls 
domestic unil11uls und tht!n to comll1t!nt laconically in its 
conclusions: "He (the e,xpert) will measure tht! blood cells 
and can thus allirm if it is U Illutter of human blood or not." 2 

As II result of the incomplete manner of presenting the 
question in classicul works, oxpt!rts havo, st!verul timos, not 
hesitated to uflirm in court thut stuins submitted for their 
eXtlmination wt!re produced by hUman blood. Now, in 
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general, und without taking into uccount the circumstunces 
specific to each assessment, such an absolute affirmation 
would never appear to us to be permissible. This is what we 
are going to try to demonstrate at the same time as we make 
un effort to specify the dit11culties of the question, 

II 
At our present level of knowledge, the only characteristic 

which cun be invoked for the differentiation of blood of 
various mammals consists in the difference of the diumeter 
of the blood cells. An important remark must now be made; 
it is that this diameter, even outside of any pathologicul 
state, varies in relatively consideruble limits, not only for the 
same animal species, but also for the same individual. It is 
thus that in blood preparations, Mulassez observed about 
150 blood cells in tht! same microscopic fidd with the follow
ing dimensions: 3 

Max, \/(llil/l, AI't'rag(' 

Mun 0.009 0,007 0,0074 
60g 0,0087 0,0062 0,0074 
Dog 0.0095 0,0065 0,0074 
Rabbit 0.0085 0,006 0,0072 

For man, Weleker assigns as limits 0,0045 to 0,0097, and 
Frey, 0.0046 to 0,0069. 

It might be claimed that these extreme figures rt!present 
t!xceptions which should not be taken into consideration, It 
is possible, though not Iikdy, that an expert, who often ex
periences ditliculties in isolating one or two blood cells, 
might come tlcross precisely these dwarf or giant blood cells, 
BlIt, in any Case, the intermediatt! blood cells vary enough 
between tht!mselves so that it is impossible to uttribute a 
blood cell with 1I diUlllett!r of 0,007, for exulllple, to mun 
ruther thun to dog or rabbit. 

These difrerences in dimensions art! so tlcct!ntunted thut 
very competent authors nre nowhere nt!ur ussigning the sUllle 
averr~e diumeter or the slime limits to blood cells of the 
same il.,imul. Consultation 01' tht! tablt! bdow is convincing: 
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Dragcndorlr' 

~hln " 0.0073 0.0073 0.0066 to 0.0074 
Dog 0.0069 0.0069 0.0060 to 0.0070 

0.5077 
0.8070 
0.0064 
0.0056 
0.0057 
0.0058 
0.00-15 
0.0062 

Rabbit 0.00713 0.0065 0.0065 0.0053 to 0.0060 
Cat 0.0056 0.0055 
Horse 0.00575 0.0056 0.0056 to 0.006 

Ox 0.005 0.005 0.0047 to 0.005 
Sheep 0.006 0.0060 to 0.0065 
Pig 0.0041 0.00-16 0.0040 to 0.00-16 Goat 

51 With this table at hand, what will the expert choose as the 
standard figure serving as the reference point for his ~e
search: to return to the preceding example, to what specIes 
would be attributed blood cells included between O.OO~ and 
0.008'1 Such blood cells might belong to a dog or rabb~t,. as 
much as to man, and it appears evident to us that a dlner
ential diagnosis of this kind is absolutely impossible, :~pe
dally with the absolutc certninty rcquircd in Icgal.mcdlc11l7, But let us disregard this din1culty, however considerable It 
might be. Let us allow that for each animal the red blood 
cells have an absolutely fixed diameter, and let us take the 
Hgures given by the Guideline of the So~iety of Legal Med
icine. Even working with fresh blood Just drawn from a 
vessel, is it possible to din'erentiate with certainty a blood cell 
of 0.0075 (man) from another of 0.0073 (dog), or even 
00069 (rabbit)? All who have performed measurements on 
biood elements know that such precision ~s almost imp?s
sible. Other than the fact that the evaluation of ~u~h 1111~
imal differences is always e.xtremely delicate, the dltllculty IS 
singularly increased in the particular case where the bl~)()d 
cells arc always subject to variations on whatever vehIcle 
they might find themselves. In taking care to let the prepara
tion lie still, to avoid even the slightest movement on t1~e 
table on which the work is being performed, and to refra!n 
from breathing near the slide or bringing your hand near It, 
it is sometilllef>. though quill: rarely. possible to make out a 
blood cell immobile enough so that its contour can be exactly 
delineated with a camera lucida. But even with a perf~ct!y 
immobile blood cell, we wonder how a measurement WIthin 
'111 of a Il can be done, if an oGular micrometer is used, as 
recommended by the Guidelines of the Society of Legal 
Medicine. . ., 

The preceding considerations tlppear to us to Justlly C011-

siderably our earlier assertion: that it is unthinkable for an 
expert to assert thaI these stnins originate from .h.uman 
blood. I I' a very capable histologist is not in a POSItion to 

"2 determine whether fresh blood, just drawn from (I vessel, and 
prepared with all suitable rrecautions, belongs to IlHln ~ather 
than to t! dog or a rabbit, then all the more reason Will l.he 
question be ununswerable for an expert almos~ ~Iwa~s In-, 
vestigating dried blood. Indeed, here appear dlfllcul.tles 01 
another order which most often render the problem Impos
sible to resolve, even if the blood to be exumined comes from 
an animal whose blood cells are appreciably smaller than 
tJlOse of man. 

IhO 

III 

It is known that in drying, blood cells lose their character
istic form to become characteristically spherical or poly
hedric, to form spikes, etc. At the same time, their dian~e~er 
appreciably diminishes. The conditions of heat and humIdIty 
in which the dessication took place, lhe nature or the sub
stance on which the blood had bl!en deposited, the size and 
thickness of the stain, and the time which has passed, playa 
considerable role in the degree of these deformations. Bu.t it 
would be nothing but day-dreaming to hope that, by tak1l1g 
all these factors into consideration, an estimation can be 
made of what Virchow calls the "coellicient of dessication" 
or that calculation can be made of the primeval dimensions 
I)r blood cdls isolated from the preparation. On the other 
hand, these changes arc definitive, and no reagent can re
store the primeval form or dimensions to dried blood cells. 
All that can be asked or the various liquids used for the 
examination of blood stains is that they promote the dis
sociation and isolation of blood cells. The imperrection of 
this dissociation constitutes a very frequent cause of error 
against which it is important to be on guard. Indeed, the 
blood cells most often break at the same time as they sepa
rate. Either a blood cell missing a part or, on the .contra.ry, 
an entire blood cell to which n fragment of a neIghbOring 
blood cell remains fixed. without any clear limit of sepa
ration are seen under the microscope. The naturally ir
regula'r form and jagged contour then render diflic~lt the 5,1 

determination of whether it is actually a matter of an Intact, 
perfectly isolated, globule. Finally, the difl'erent ~lill1~leters of 
the same blood cells are most often unequal, leaVIng It doubt-
ful as to which it is convenient to adopt. 

The reality or nil these dilliculties is put into perspective 
by a perusal of the figu res bel~w. t They are \epro? uced from 
an observation by camera IUCldu, at II Jllagnlficutlo~ of 1000 
dill111etcrs, of blood cells from blood stu ins of vuned dates 
and origins. These stains were made by us under well-defined 
conditions or were of ubsolutely certuin origin. The exam
ination concerned either the smull bloody crusts often found 
on the surface of these stains or solely on the il11pregnuted 
material. I n this I(lller case, the stained linen or fabric wns 
divided into small pieces: each piece wus wetted with n few 
drops of 011l' of the following solutions: 

t [The ligures have nol been reproduced in lhe Irnnslnlioll.] 

A. Mercury bichloride 
Sodium chloride 
Water 

B. Solution of sodium sulfate of a density 
of 1.020 

C. Solution of sodium sulfale of 

0.50 
2 
100 

1.020 .......................... 100 g 
Mercury bichloride ............... 0.50 g 

Arter a prolonged maceration for !f2 hour or an hOUI, the 
material was unravelled by fine glass needles, then the red or 
reddish liquid thus obtained was covered with a slide and 
brought into the field of the microscope. The blood cells 
appearing the least isolated and the most clearly delimited 
were then outlined. The figures do not represent a single 
unique Held but a collection or blood cells chosen from within 
the preparation. Besides, it is less din1cult to immobilize 
blood cells under these conditions than in a preparation of 
fresh blood, for here, they are often stopped and maintained 
by undissociated threads or fragments of the stain which lIrc 
found in the preparation. For the design, we placed the paper 

154 on the plate invented by Malassez,8 a plate which can be 
inclined exactly along the same angle as that of the prism of 
the camera lucida, so as to eliminate .111 deformation of the 
image. Use of this procedure racilitates the assurance these 
deformations actually do not exist. It sumces to delineate the 
divisions of an objective micrometer, being sure they arc of 
rigorously equal distance from each other. 

Figure 1 represents a preparation obtained from small 
crusts of dried blood found on the shirt of a murdered infant. 
Examination Was performed one month after the murder. 
Liquid A was used. 

Figure 2 was obtained from a non-scaly stain found on the 
same garment and examined with liquid B after 45 days. 

Figures 3 and 4 represent preparations made from the 
blood of a rubbit, deposited on iinen, and placed under con
ditions as identical as possible with those to which the pre
cedin~ shirl had been SUbjected. In figure 3 the examined 
blood wus in smull crusts: it was treated with liquid A lifter 
a month. [n figure 4, the blood impregnated the linen with
out rormation of crusts. After 43 days the stuin wus treated 
with liquid B. 

,55 Comparison of these four figures clearly demonstrates 
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liquid C. It can be seen that many of the blood cells have 
dimensions that are equal to and even greater thun those of 
figures 1 and 2. In a. :j: a blood cell is seen to which a 
portion of another blood ccll is adhering; there lI'as nol 
found. however, the line of demarcation 01' traces of fusion 
pl'Oving it is actually so. It might be objected that the stain 
is recent, that the liquid employed was not the same as that 
used 1'01' the child's blood. etc. hut these objections support 
precisely the hypothesis we are putting forth. 

We don't maintain, however, that searching for blood cells 5h 

in blood stains always gives results as incomplete and dan
gerous with regard to interpretation. Recently, we had the 
opportunity of examining blood deposited two months before 
on a woolen garment. and we could find blood cells, the 
greater part of which were perfectly isolated and had pre
served their normal form almost intact. This observation 
depends on a particulnr combination of numerous factors 
enumerated above and whose mode of action, We repeat, is 
yet unknown. It can be said only that, when blood is pro
tected from evaporation, the blood cells preserve their mor-
phological characteristics very clearly for a long time. This 
circumstance is not as rare in legal medicine as might be 
believed. It is enl.agh that a linen or fabric be folded several 
times immediately nfter being stained for the blood to re
main liquid between the folds for severn I days. We dipped 
linen into blood of a kid. After having let the linen drip n bit. 
it was folded in half several times, then wrapped in paper und 
carried to the laboratory. Only after five days was the pack
age o!)ened. The blood was still in the liquid state in the 
center of the piece of linen. A small piece was removed with 5~ 
a scalpel and placed on a slide without the addition of uny 
reagent. Figure 6 represents blood cells, delineated rather 
haphazardly, without choosing those which were clearest as 
in the preceding investigation. [t is evident that, in this case. 
it could be conclUded that the blood did not come from a 
human being and it is the same in every cllse where the 
assessment can be done under favorable conditions. and thut 
the blood belongs to a species whose blood cells are relatively 
very small. We can easily believe that Richardson 9 was able 
to ditl'erentiate successively the blood of call' and of sheep, 
which he had someone else deposit on white paper from 
human blood. But, even while operating under such excep
tionally good conditions, the diagnosis would not have been 
made if the sheep or the calf were animals whose blood cells 
normally ofi'cred dimensions more closely approximating 
those of human blood cells. 

that it is impossible to ditl'erentiate blood cells corning from 
man from those coming from rabbit. [t is evident how 
dillicult it is, with such irregular forms und such unequal 
diameters ror the sume blood cell, to compare these clements 
either among themselves, or with typical blood cells whose 
exnct dimensions tire known. 

Figure 5 is more instructive in thaI it demonstrates that 
even blood coming from an unimal whose blood cells arc 
relatively very smllll, sueh as the sheep, cannot easily be 
distinguished rrom human blood when dessicnted. This 
figure is n reproduction of n preparation obtained from sheep 
blood, deposited 011 linen 10 days before, lind tl'ented with 

[t is here that it Cllnnot be repellted enough to warn ex
perts ngainst rash assertions, profoundly regrettable from 
every point of view. The limits within which an nllirmation 
is permitted can be indicllted in the following conclusions: 

I) It is always impossible to assert (hilt a stain is formed SH 

by human blood. One CHn only say, in certain cnses, t hat it 
could have come {'rom human blood. 

* r~rers III II lahel on \)ne \)1' Ihe cells in Fillure S, which is nlll reproduced 
in Ihe Irlll1slulioll. 
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2) It can sometimes be asserted that a stain comes from 
a mammal other than man. But for this, it is necessary that 
the animal whose blood produced the stain belong to a spe
cies whose blood celIs are much smalIer than those of man, 
and that the investigation be able to be executed under very 
favorable r.onditions. 
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A Simple Method for the Forensic Differentiation 
of Human and Mammal Blood'" 

Dr. Hugo Marx and Ernst Ehrnrooth 

Associate Professors in Helsingfors 
The Educational Institute for State Medicine at Berlin 

(Director: Professor F. Strassmann) 

First Communication 
/293 In the biological process of Wassermann-SchUtze and Uh-

lenhuth, we possess such an excelIent method for the forensic 
identification of human blood that it could appear almost 
supel'lluous to publicize a new method in addition to it. If 
we dare to do this, however, we do it because our method is 
easy and because it can be a useful preliminary or auxiliary 
test along with the other process. 

The preparatory studies were begun by one of us (Marx) 
in February 1903; they wiII be published in the April issue of 
this year's volume of the Vierteljahrsclm/t jiir gerichr/iche 
Medizin. The principle of the method relies on dis
tinguishing, with the aid of a microscope, the dilTerence 
between the elTects of homologous and heterologous sera on 
fresh human blood. The human blood corpuscles are quickly 
agglutinated by a foreign serum in such a way that, under 
the right conditions, the erythrocytes Outten out immedi
ately after the addition of serum and stick together in smull 
piles. If the foreign serum is less concentrated and older, the 
agglutination takes place less dramatically; in all cuses, 
though, the dilTerences, when compared to the eO'ects of u 
homologous serum on fresh blood, are unusuully clear. 
Figures 1 and 2 [not reproduced in t(:e translation I show a 
reaction of medium strength. In Figure I, human serum IHIS 
acted upon human serum; in Figure I, pig serum has acted 
on humun blood. The human blood serum came from twelve
month old dried humun blood, the pig blood serum from u 
ten-month old dried samp!e. The photomicrographs were 
taken with a Leitz objective no. 5 and ocular no. 3, which 
corresponds to a magnification of 1:250. 

In Figure I (humlln blood with hUman serum), the blood 
corpuscles lie next to each other, though clearly separate and 
not gathered together into piles; in Figure 2 (human blood 
with pig serum), there is II most complete agglutination, in 
some pluces agglutination of the erythrocytes so that individ
ual blood cells become unrecognizable. The difTerence, 

*Trnnslntion of: "Cine clnfnche Methode lUr I'orcnsischcn Unterschcidung 
von Mcnschen· lind SlIugclicrbhll." I und II Milleilling. 

in Mlu'lIcheller M~(II:;lIisl!/l(' Wocftell.w:hrijt 51 (7): 293 und 51 (16): 
696 697 (1904). 

Reprinted with thc kind pcrmission of Vcrlugsgcscllschufl Otto Spalz, 
MUnchcl1. 

therefore, is that the erythrocytes of fresh human blood are 
inOuenced by homologous serum only in that they reach a 
state where they lie close to one another, arranging them
selves next to each other, an eO'ect which one can scarce.ly 
call agglutination compared to the reaction of heterologous 
ser;!1 Here, the individual erythrocytes remain recog
nizabic, _ •• eh une clearly isolated from the other. On the 
other hand, the human blood corpuscles are quickly aggluti
nated by heterologous serum, are tightly bound together in 
little piles, und are finally no longer recognizable as individ
ual cells (hemolysis). 

It interested us greatly to find out that ape blood serum 
produced an elTect similar to homologous serum; we were 
able to recognize a difTerence, in that the human erythro
cytes usually took on the shape of thorn apples when acted 
on by human blood; when ape blood was added, on the other 
hand, they shrank, became polygonal, and did not show the 
thorn apple shape. We had at our disposal ten-month old, 
dried blood from an Indian ape. 

The technique used in our process is the fol/owing. From 
dried blood in some substratum, or on linen, wood, sand, 
blotting paper, or similar objects, a brown to black-brown
red solution, as concentrated as possible, is produced on a 
slide by adding one or more drops of 0.6% saline solution. 
One then extracts tI small drop of blood from one's fingertip 
with a glowing hot needle and mixes it for five to six seconds 
into the blood solution on the slide with a glass rod. This is 
covered with a cover slip lind observed under higher and 
lower magnification for the next fifteen minutes. The fresher 
the heterologous blood and the stronger the concentration. 
the quicker the reaction is finished. With blood only II few 
months old, it Lukes place for the 1110st part in a few seconds 
but becomes still more pronounced from minute to minute; 
with blood only a few weeks old it takes place quite dras
tically, [tlmost immediately ufter the initial mixing, Instead 
of covering the preparation immediately with the cover slip, 
one can smooth it out on the slide and let it dry for two or 
three minutes. One thus obtains neat, long-lasting demon
strative preparations. 

We huve exumined the following types of blood with 
definite success: 
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Jluid blood 
human 
dog 
hors~ 

c<lllie 

pig 
mutton 
rabbit 

II hile mouse 

horse } 
dog 
calf 
human 

dried blood 

3 years old, dried on a piece 
of linen 

dried on linen, blotting paper, 
wood, and in substrata two weeks 
(0 two y~ars old 

~~:bit } dried for u period of two weeks 
to one y~ar on linen, sand, 

cattle blotting paper, wood, and on 
substrata 

sh~ep 

If one wishes to proceed to a follow-up test of these experi
ments, we recommend that one begin by studying the action 
of fresh, defibrinated animal blood, diluted to half strength 
with saline solution, on human blood, while observing our 
technical prescriptions. In order to determine with certainty 
the variations, a certain amount of practice is necessary, 
practice which can be quj~kly acquired. Our colleagues in 
the institute were very soon in a position to recognize from 
among the preparations which we put before them whether 
we had allowed homologous or heterologous blood to act 
upon the human blood. For practical reasons, one might 
want to allow the term "serum" for blood solution, though it 
is not completely correct. 

We hope that we will soon be able to report on further 
successful experiments with our method. We have expressly 
refrained from reporting whether it was possible to dis
tinguish animal tissue sections from those of humans by our 
process. 

In our second communication we wish to examine more 
closely the works of Lanstei!ler, Ascoli, von Oecastello and 
Sturli, and Landsteiner and Richter concerning iso
agglutinins. We wish to point out once again with special 
emphasis that the agglutination, caused by heterologous se
rum, is always accompanied by hemolysis (by a progressive 
decay and dissolution of the cells)t, while in the case of 
occasional clumping formation caused by homologous serUm 
the erythrocytes remain visible to the last as individual, well 
preserved and colored cells. 

We ne~d scarcely affirm that this communication does not 
concern the publication of new facts but rather represents 
an attempt to render well-known facts useful for forensic 
purposes. 

Second Communication 1 

Sinc/~ Landois2
, we have known that blood serum has the 

characteristk that it agglutinates and dissolves the blood 
corpuscles of other animal types. Our procedure is based on 
this phenomenon. We would have to spell out here an outline 
of all of our knowledge .tbout transfusion if we wanted to 
indicate the foundation of our work in all its aspects. It is 
self-evident that we must be satisfied here with this reference 
to the fundamen1u1 experiments of Landois. 

, Modifh.:alion In stroma fibrin (Lundois) 
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We are obligated, on the other hand, to deal with a series 
of more recent works since they are very closely related to 
our theme. Indeed, Landsteiner3 Was the first to point out 
that under certain circumstances the blood corpuscles of one 
species are agglutinated by the serum of another individual 
of the same species. An attempt was then made to determine 
the causal connection between the appearance of these so
called isoagglutinins and the pathological conditions of the 
individuals from whom the agglutinating serum originated.4 

. Further experiments by Landsteiner5 himself, by Ascolic., by 
von Oecastello and Sturli,7 by LangerS

, and others, however, 
have shown that any normal human serum can possess the 
characteristic that it agglutinates the blood corpuscles of 
another human being. I n any case this characteristic is not 
constant; it varies in each individual. Landsteiner and 
Richterq attempted to devise a method based on such in
dividual blood differences that would cnablc them to assert 
with certainty that a gi\'en blood stain did or did not come 
from a specific person. 80th authors, howc\'er, camc to the 
conclusion that, when agglutination fails to take place, onc 
cannot exclude the possibility that the blood stain undcr ex
amination could have come just as well from somc (lthcr in
dividual as from the one who provided the blood corpusclcs 
for the test, precisely because the isoagglutinins are not pre
sent in every serum. On the other hand. there arc human 
blood corpuscles which appnrently arc inlluenced by no 
other human serum (compare the tables of Lands(einer and 
Richter, I. c.). In any case the existence of isoagglutinins is 
of decisive importance for our process. We will have to 
come to terms with thcm in what follows. 

First. we were in the fortunate situation for our purposes 
that the blood corpuscles of one of us (Marx) belonged to the 
insensitive group which were influenced by none of the l11uny 
fresh and old human blood types which we tested,IU while 
Ehrnrooth's blood corpuscles belonged to the group whose 
blood corpuscles were eaSIly influenced, i.e., easily aggluti
nated. Our blood corpuscles thus represented two opposite 
~ypes of erythrocytes with regard to isougglutination. BI!

sides our own blood corpuscles. wc testcd, in dcfibrinated 
blood, the relative susceptibility of the blood corpuscles from 
other persons by means of homologous and heterologous 
sem. H.tving estnblished this in advance, wc achie\'ed thc 
following l·CSUItS. 

Agglutination by rneuns of homologous II serum never ap
pears so markedly as does that produced by a heterologous 
serum of the same age. In the cuse of isoagglutination the 
erythrocytes arrange themselves next to etlch other or in 
rouleaux forms (pseudo-agglutination: compare the article, 
cited above, by Oecastello and Sturli); the individual blood 
corpuscles as such remain clearly recognizable; their pig
ment does not dissipate or disintegrute; there is no formation 
of "stroma fibrin' (Landois). Dried, homologous blood 
looses its isoagglutinins relulively quickly so thut, af'ter II few 
weeks (two to four), there are left only traces of recognizable 
isoagglutinating action. Dried blood froll1 mUll1l11uls shows 
the liveliest agglutination and hemocytolj tic action to all 
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human blood corpuscles even years later (more than three 
years later according to our experience to date). If, accord
ingly, the isoagglutinins are only to be seriously considered 
in the case of relatively fresh blood (up to one month old), 
then in every case a reaction with a trace of animal blood, 
known to be of the same age, must be carried out by way of 
comparison in order to clear up for the practici.ll observer 
whether he is observing the forces just mentioned. To aid us 
in cases which still remain doubtful, we use in every case the 
following reactions which we re\:ommend be carried out in a 
specific order. 

The experiments of MaikoIT 12 have demonstrated that a 
serum of type A, which will agglutinate the blood corpuscles 
of type B, looses this characteristic when treated with 
serum B. On the other hand, we have noticed in repeated 
experiments that human serum C, which will agglutinate 
human blood corpuscles 0, undergoes a strengthening of its 
agglutinating action against blood corpuscles D, when it is 
treated with any other non-agglutinating human serum or 
with serum 0 itself. Accordingly, we observe the following. 
In a two cc. test tube, we produce a 20-25% blood solution 
from our own blood, taken from the fingertip, in 0.6% saline 
solution; after 24 hours a layer of clear, diluted serum had 
formed at room temperature. We introduce a drop of our 
serum into the blood solution to be tested, a solution which 
is produced according to the technique presented in our first 
comrnunication. 13 The drop of our serum is at least the same 
si7e as that of the solution to be tested; the sera are thor
oughly mixed. If the agglutinating serum is heterologous, 
then the agglutination efrect is weakened, or it is completely 
halted. I f the agglutinating serum is homologous, then the 
agglutination elTect is considerably strengthened. One can 
also carry out the experiment in the following simple fash
ion. One sets up our experiment according to the method 
indicated in COII/lllllllicatioll I, once with animal blood and 
once with human blood. If one now adds to each prepuration 
just one drop of the particular serum, the erythrocyte 
clumps, formed by the heterologous blood, brenk up again 
into individual blood corpuscles, which then only gl'l1dually 
arrange themselves anew into loose associations. In a ~iCj;a
ration, made with homologous blood, on the other hand, 
clear piles or rouleaux formations appear, or the riles and 
rouleaux formations grow stronger, if they were already pre
sent. We are fully aware that the introduction of this experi
ment in doubtful cases, where the blood truces are very fresh, 
means a complication of the process; we can, however, asscrt 
that we have put our method on u ~urer foundation by it. 

The indications for using our process follow. In u case 
where there is a relatively large quuntity of dried blood 
available, one will, of course, set up firs! the Wassernlann
Uhlenhuth reaction, as one docs in all othcr cases. From the 
material which is left over, one produces with a very small 
amount of physiological suline solution a highly concen
trated blood solution of a somewhat reddish, brown-black 
hue; then he sets up our reaction in the munner described. In 
the case of blood truces which arc over II month old, one cun 
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make a diagnosis without any further hesitation. If aggluti
nation does not occur throughout the concentrated solution, 
then one is surely dealing with human blood (or ape 
blood? 14). If very strong agglutination appears immediately 
Ul~~ is followed by cytolysis and flnally by the formation of 
stI'v1l1a-fibrin, the blood definitely comes from an animal. If, 
in the case of a blood trace less than a month old, no agglu
tination follows, then we clearly have before us human or ape 
blood. If, a short time after the beginning of the reaction, 
agglutination appears without clear cytolysis, it could be 
human blood; in this case, our auxiliary re3ction, mentioned 
above, will soon clarify the situation for us. It goes without 
saying that one sets up, in every case, comparative reactions 
with dried human and animal blood of known provenance 
and age, if possible of the same age as that of the blood trace 
under scrutiny. Last but not least, the a/pha and omega of 
our reaction will always be the comparison with the result of 
the Wassermann-Uhlenhuth reaction. We believe, however, 
that under certain conditions the conclusion of our test can 
be a valuab.lc support to the results of the biological process. 

To close, a few technical observations. Our reaction takes 
place 1110St clearly at room temperature. Its results must be 
evaluated fifteen minutes after the blood has been intro
duced. One tests the elTect of fresh sera best in a dilution 
with physiological saline solution in the ratio of one part 
serum to two of Nae!. Serum, preserved over chloroform, 
soon looses its potency. Moreover, the action of sera, in a 
forensic context, is naturally not of the same significance 
which attaches to the action of old, dried blood. It cun be 
observed, furthermore, that fresh, homologous sera can call 
forth an intensive rouleaux formation which has nothing to 
do with agglutination. 
Footnote made dl/ring the correctioll: In cases of older and 
less concentrated blood solutions. the following modil1cl\
tions of technique Me recoml11ended. A drop of blood solu
tion is placed on the microscope slide; a small drop of blood 
from the finger is placed on the cover-slide. The two slides 
arc put together. The changes, then, make their appearance 
most clearly 011 the edges of the preparation. At the same 
time, such preparations make it very easy to recognize hemo
lysis caused by the heterologoUS sera by means of numerolls 
blood-corpuscle shadows. 

The blood of a dill'erent spedes of monkey (Meerkatze), 
wllieh we werc able to test in the mcantimc, bcha\'cd as a 
hornologou$ blood. On the other hund, we did not see the 
polygonal form o/' erythrocytes whieh we noticed in our first 
communication. 

Notes lind l{cferClll'CS 
I. I Mitteilung in No.7, Ihis journal, 19001, 
2. Lundl)is: /)it' 'trtlll.I:/i/s{rll/ des I1ll1tt's. Lciplig 1875. 11I'ilri)g,· :lIr 

'l'rall,l:!kv{1l1l tlt's 11/11/1'.1'. Lcip/.ig I tl7S. Article "Trunsfusion" in 1:/1-
h'"llIIrgs R/·(/h·II:.I'/i/0l'fll!it· 1890. 

3. /'/'lIlrlllbl / IJ(/~" loon XXVII. page 357. 
II. COlllpnrc Ihc lIork, Ill' Ln Monllco ,lml l!\\\\ichi. IW. MI·d .. 11l()2; re

ferred to in this ,iournnl, 1902, No. 25. 
5. This jllurnnt 19(}.l, lind WI/'/lI'r A·!ill. Woehl·IIs,'hr. 11)0 I 
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6. This journal. 190 I. 31 
7. This journal. 1902. 26 
8. Zeilsehr. f. Heilk. XXIV. 1903 
9. Zeilschr. f. Med.-Beamle 1903, No.3 

10. Compare the blood of HUbler, Mealy, Mechauk, Eiff. in the Tables of 
Landsteiner and Richter in Zeilsehr. flir Med.-Beamle. I.e. 

II. Since we allow the different sera to work only on corpuscles of human 
blood, then homologous serum is always to be understood to mean 
human blood serum. 
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12. Dellisehe Aled. Woe},ellsehr. 1900. No. 14 

13. One must extract older blood spots by processing them for about two 
to three hours in order to obtain very concentrated solutions. In the 
case of fiber materials, we recommend that they be moistened in 
some saline solution and then be pressed vigorously bctween thc 
pincers of a twcezers. 

14. We hope soon to be able to continue our experiments concerning ape 
blood. 

------
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A New Contribution to the Specific Identification 
of Egg Protein Using the Biological Method* 

Paul U hlenhuth 
Staff Doctor 

Hygienic Institute of the lIniversity of Greifswald 
(Director: Medical Officer Professor Loeffler) 

Our experiments concerning immunity have placed before 
our eyes in a striking fashion how the serum of animals 
which are pretreated with increasing doses with various poi
sonous substrates, whether of an organic or inorganic nature, 
is able to react in a very specific way. Thus the animal body 
reacts to the injection of toxins of diphtheria, tetanus, or of 
snake or eel poison, etc., by forming antitoxins which neu
tralize the poison. When the animal body is inoculated with 
cholera, typhus, or plague bacteria, it answers by producing 
substances which agglutinate these bacteria in the test-tube, 
and which break up the bacteria in the stomach cavity of the 
guinea pig. 

These facts, estabHshed in the field of immunity against 
bacteria and their metabolites, have their analogues in a 
similar area, as the latest researc.h has demonstrated. Thus 
Bordet could detect in the serum of animals pretreated with 
repeated injections of blood corpuscles, agglutinating and 
hemolytic qualities developed against these blood corpuscles. 

Ehrlich and Morgenroth then provided an explanation for 
these specific, hemolytic qualities of sera when, by following 
exactly the explanation of R. Pfeiffer for the serum which 
destroys typhus and cholera bacteria, they attributed the 
effect to two substances which form in the body of the im
mune animal, the so-called immune body and the activating 
enzymes, the so-called addiment. Through the agency of the 
immune body, the addiment is bound to the substance of the 
red-blood' corpuscles, through which process their dissolu
tion is achieved. 

The immune body is very stable and can bear a one-hour 
heating to 60°, whereas the addiment, which is also present 
in nom1al serum,. is extremely unstable. Similar specific sub
stances as these also appear in the serum of animals pre
treated with injections of other animal cells. 

Von Dungern was able to produce an antibody, by re
peated injections with ciliated epithelium, which destroyed 
these cells in the stomach cavity of the guinea pig. Met
schnikoff experimented with rat spleen and lymph glands 
from rabbits and produced, with repeated injections of these 

-Trunslation of: "Neuer Bcitrag zum spezitischcn Nuchwcis I'on Eicrci
wciss uuf' biologischclll Wcge." 

in Delll.rehc Mcdt'zt'/lt',fche /vochc/lschri/I 26 (46): 734-735 (1900). 

Reprintcd with the kind pcrmission of Gcorg Thiemc Vcriag, Stuttgart. 

substances, a substance which agglutir,ated and destroyed 
leukocytes. In an analogous manner were found immune 
sera against spermatozoa (Metschnikoff, Moxter, Land
steiner), liver epithelia, etc. (Lindemann). The next step was 
to examine the products of animal cells with reference to 
their capacity to produce antibodies. Such experiments were 
then carried out with rennin (Briot) and trypsin (v. Dun
gern). Further, Bordet confirmed that substances formed in 
tLe serum of animals pretreated with repeated injections of 
cow's milk, substances which precipitated protein bodies 
when added to milk. According to Wassermann's experi
ments these substances of the lactosera are specific, in that 
the serum of animals pretreated with cow's milk precipitated 
only the protein bodies of cow's milk, and that of animals 
pretreated with goat or human milk similarly reacted only to 
the protein substances of these types of milk. 

I was interested now in determining whether specific anti
bodies developed in the serum of animals pretreated with egg 
protein and whether the protein substances of various birds' 
eggs could be distinguished from one another in this fashion. 
For my experiment I chose first hen's egg protein. I I let this 
protein flow out (If a cleaned and carefully cracked egg into 
a sterile beaker of sterile physiological saline solution. By 
beating this solution with a sterile glass rod I made it thin 
enough that it was suitable for injection. In this way I in
jected each time the whites of two to three hens, eggs into 
the stomach cavity of u rabbit at intervals of several days. 
Despite the rather high quantity of liquid, which at times 
reached \ 00 cc, the animals withstood the injections very 
weli and appeared to be in good health with this animal 
nutriment. When one has administered u certain amount of 
albumin-the albumin from five or six eggs is enough--a 
few drops of the serum from these animals demonstrates 
definite turbidity when added (0 a solution of 5··\ 0% hen egg 
albumin made up with physiological Nael solution. This 
occurs at the bottom of the test tube because the serum, 
which has a greater specific gravity, sinks downward and 
then spreacis gradually throughout the rest of the liquid. If 
one observes these tubes further, one can observe how the 
turbidity settles and a flocculated sediment forms. 

This reaction becomes nil the more striking the more egg 
albumin the animal receives intra peritoneally. 

One can thus confirm that no chemical reaction can com-
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pete with the exactness of these biological reactions. 
In a comparable \\a) I tested the most common protein 

reagents regarding their efTectiveness vis-a-vis the biological 
reaction. I was able to obtain a clear reaction with a few 
drops of my serum even in a protein solution diluted to 
1: 1 00.000. while the chemical agents, concentrateJ potas
sium nitrate, acetic acid, potassium ferrocyanide, a mixture 
or magnesium sulfttl~' and potassium nitrate. are no longer 
capable of calling forth a reaction in a dilution of over 
I; 1 000. I am confident that the titer of my serum can be 
raised even higher. 

Obviously. a great number 01 control experiments were 
also set up. Normal rabbit serum of a great number of 
rabbits never produced this reaction. At the beginning of 
each treatment of the rabbits their serum was also checked. 
It never showed the reaction described 

At the next step this serum was added to a great many 
different solutions of protein preparations. I selected nut
rose. somatose. Deyche's alkalialbuminate. Heyden nutri
ents. peptone. Riedel. casein. and horse. catth:, mutton. and 
donkey serum, Not once was the reaction positive. More
over. no reaction took place with a serum albumin prepara
tions obtained from \'arinu~ ';(lllI'CCS. 

Now. to test the reaction with egg albumin from other 
birds' eggs, r set up the same experiment using pigeon egg 
albumin. Here, too. the results were clearly positive, al .. 
though they were decidedly w ~aker than in the hen's egg 
albumin solution. From this it follows that this reaction is 
not specific fo:: hen egg albumin. 

Moreover, the serum of a rabbit repeatedly injected intra
peritoneally with pigeon egg aIL umin produces, when added 
to a solution of hen egg albumin. a definite turbidity. which 
is, however, not as strong as in the solution or pigeon egg 
albumin. From this observation it seems sare to conclude 
that the same albumin substances are contained in hens' and 
pigeons' eggs. 

Unfortunately, it has not yet been possible for me to ex
pand my experiments to other birds' eggs, since in this sea
son those are impossible to obtain. I remain determined to 
continue as soon as possible these very interesting experi
ments with other eggs, and I will report on them later. 
Likewise, I will busy myself further with the very difficult 
chemica! aspect of these reactions in order to clarify the 

7JS process of this reaction. The important question arises here 
as to whether the precipitation takes place in the protein 
solution or in the serum added. So far I am able to report 
only that the serum still causes as clear a reaction as before 
after being heated to 60° C for an hour. 

It was of further interest to discover whether, after re
pented intrn&Lomach doses of hen egg protein, these bodies 
formed in the serum of such rubbits. In order to determine 
this, I ndministered with u probung for several weeks a daily 
dose of hen egg protein, beaten, (Int! diluted with t\ phys
lologicnl sullnc solution. The serum (If these IInimuls was 
lcsll.1ti every eight dllYs: the reuction remllined (II first negn
live. Afwr 24 duys II posiLlvc reliction louk pillce. /n order to 
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multiply the antibodies as rast as possible in the serum of the 
animal. I gave it a hen's egg white both morning and evening 
for twenty-four days. It turned out that the rear.-dol1 prO
duced by the serum was essentially not more definite en'l1 
though the animal had up to that day received forty-three 
egg whites per os (orally). 

The observation seems to me t~ be of special sigl!ilicance 
because it proves that, despite the efTects or stomach acids in 
the case or intrastomach application over a long period of 
time, spedne antibodies can rorm in the animal's body, a 
ract that is also to be considered in immunization experi
ments per os. 

As we see, the results, brieOy sketched here, encouraged 
us to approach the question or the biological din'erentiation 
of protein substances; all the more so since we ha\'e not come 
very far with the purely chemical approach to this problem 
in the last rew years. The biological method is so much more 
full or promise because the reaction far exceeds all the chem
ical methods in exactness. 

Following this line of thought, I set up, among other 
things, an important problem for myself: to prOVI! whether it 
would be possible to distinguish by means of the biological 
method a great variety of blood types. One obsernltion. 
which I had made with the serum of a rabbit pretreated with 
hen's blood, especially inspired me to go on. Such serum 
produces a definite. rapidly developing turbidity when added 
to a laked hen's blood solution, which was extremely diluted 
(a weak red color). The t.urbidity gradually settled as a 
flocculated sediment. This same serum produces no turbidity 
in similarly prepared solutions of horse, donkey, cattle, mut
ton. and pigeon blood. I wish also to mention that this serum 
has not as yet called forth any turbidity in a solution of hen's 
egg albumin. Rabbit serum also does not prod"ce turbidity 
in any of these blood solutions, 

If we summarize brieOy the chier results of our experi
ments, we obtain the rollowing: 

I. When rabbits arc repeatedly injected intra peritoneally, 
as well as in the stomach, with a solution of hen's egg ulbu
min, substances form in the serum of these animals which 
produce a turbidity, i.e. a precipitation, when added to a 
solution of hen's egg albumin. This reaction occurred ulso in 
a solution of pigeon's egg albumin. 

2. The serum of a rabbit pretreated intraperitoneally with 
pigeon's egg albumin contains substances which produce 
turbidity, i.e. precipitation, both in a soiution of hen's egg 
albumin and in one of pigeon's egg albumin. 

3. The reaction, cuused by the serum of rubbits pretreated 
in this way, occurs only in egg albumin, not in the many 
other sorts of protein which I tested. 

4. This biological method of protein identification sur· 
passes in accuracy the chembal reactions und is suited, most 
likely to a high degree, for differentiating the difi'erent vari· 
eties of protein substllnces. 

5. The serum cun stand a one-hour heating to 60 0 without 
losing itseuc:,,\ve capnclly. 

To close, ul!ow me to express my most humble thanks to 

Profe~sor Dr. Loemcr ror the kind interest he took in my 
expenments. 
References 

I. After I determined the racts mentioned here a preliminary COillmu-
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nication of Myers concerning immunity against proteins appeared in 
th.t: Celllrtl/b~all jiir Bllcleri%gil! (\'01. 28. no. 819). HI! experimented 
with crystalhnc egg albumin. serum globulin. and Witte's peptone 
and he came to similar results as minco • 
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A Method for the Differentiation of Various Specific Blood Types, 
in Particular for the Differential Diagnosis of Human B~ood* 

Dr. Paul Uhlenhuth 
Staff Physician 

Hygienics Institute of the University of Greifswald 
(Director: Privy Councillor Prof. Dr. Loeffler) 

82 In my study entitled "A New Contribution to the Specific 
Identification of Egg Protein Using the Biological Method" 
(this Journal, 1900, No, 46), I reported an observation in the 
serum of a rabbit which had been intra peritoneally pre
treated whith chicken blood. When a chicken blood ~olution, 
laked b) adding water. was mixed with the serum of this 
animal, definite clouding developed rapidly. The clouding 
gradually formed a flaky precipitate at the bottom of the 
container. On the other hand, horse, callie, ram and pigeon 
bloud serum solutions sh0\\ed no clouding when treated in 
the identical manner. The above flnding induced me to un
dertake further investigations, so as to determine whether it 
would be possible to discriminate between the blo~)d of vari
ous animal species with the aid of this biological method. I 
considered these studies important, the more so since the 
problem could not be solved so far with any procedure. My 
principal aim was to answer the forensically signilicant que~
tion: how to discriminate between human blood and other 
specific blood types. 

Before dealing "ith this interesting problem, however, I 
conducted a few orientation experimeRts with callie blood. 

At intervals of 6 to S days, I injected 10 cc defibrinated 
cattle blood into the abdominal cavity of rabbits. 

After five of these injections the animals already yielded 
an active serum, as shown by the experiment described 
below. 

I first prepared solutions of' the various specific blood types 
HJ with ordinary tap water; I added enough water to these 

solutions to obtain a pale red color (dilution 1:100). I elimi
nated interfering stroma residue either by lelling them de
posit in the test tube, or by means of filtration. I removed 
approximately 2 ec from the resulting clear solution and 
placed i~ into a small test tube with a diameter of 6 mm, 
mixing an identical volullv; of II double concentrated physio
logical salt solution ( 1.60/r) with it. It is extremely important 
to put the blood solution in a physiological suit solution for 
these experiments. since normul rabbit serum will cloud 

·Translatlon or "Hnc Methode lur Unlcr~c11\:ldung dcr verschlcdcncn 
Blutartcn. IIll bc~ondcrcn lurn dllrcrcnti;Jl·diagno~lisc\lcn Nnch\\cisc des 
Menschcnblutc', .. 

In Dl!lIw'hc' M,'r!iZllIl,IC}W WOC/t"l/It'hrt/l 27 «(1) H2 10 ( I'I{) I) 

Reprinted with the kind pcrllli\siun of (jl~l)rg Thlcm~ Vcri:lg, SIUtigilrl, 
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when water is added, and could interfere with the determina
tion of a specific clouding. No clouding occurs in the normal 
rabbit serum when physiological salt solutio:1 is used. 

The absolutely clear, reddish blood solutions, prepared as 
indicated, originated from the following animals: cattle, 
horse, donkey, hog, ram, dog, cat. stag, fallow deer, hare. 
guinea pig, rat, mouse, rabbit, chicken, goose, turkey, pi
geon. Human blood was included in the experiment liS welL 

When I then udded to each of my small test tubes 6 to B 
drops of the rabbit serum, pretreated with cattle blood. using 
a capillury tube with elongated point, clouding developed 
quite soon in the cattle blood solution only; it was especially 
conspicuous in penetrating sunlight. The rest of' the test 
tuhes showed completely clear COl1lenlS. Prolonged I)bser
vathm SUbsequently revealed that the douding intensifies 
and tin:J\ly drops to the bottom as a definite, Oaky precip
itate. Normal rabbit serum CHu!.es no clouding in cattle 
blood solutions. 

Privy Councillor LoelTIer asked me to select the test tube 
containing the cattle blood among the above-mentioned 19 
test tubes containing blood, which were unmarked and arbi
trarily aligned. 

After adding a few drops of my serum, I was immediately 
able to determine which test tube contained cattle blood. 

Encouraged by the specificity or the above reaction. I used 
the identical method when injecting hUlllan blood intra
peritoneally into rabbits. When added to each of the afore
mentioned series of 19 blood solutions, the serum of' these 
animuls developcd clouding and precipitated only in the 
human blood solution. All other solutions remained abso
lutely clear. I wish to stress once more that normal rabbit 
serum causes no clouding in human blood solutions. Accord
ingly, I wns able with this rettction, to diO'crentillte reliably 
bet ween human blood and the I'est of the specific blood types 
listed. 

It seems re(\sonable to assume that the specificity of said 
reaction applies, nrpropl'iute chunges haVing been made, to 
other specific blood types as well. I (lill lit this time engaged 
in studies concerning this problem; J wish to det' .. rmine in par
ticular whether the specilicity exists also in closely relnted 
animal specics such as the horse lind donkey. for example, or 
whether the relationship between thse animals becol11es evi
dent in the rCllction as well. It should be investigated in this 

context, for example, whether the serum of rabbits pre
tre~ted with human blood causes clouding in monkey blood, 
which I was regrettably unable to obtain so far. 

The reactiun is extremely sensitive and, therefore, traces 
of blood are suflicient to determine from which species the 
blood originates. Accordingly, the verification of each 
specific blood type requires rJretreatment of' the unimals with 
the various blood samples, so as to obtain a serum usable for 
diagnostic purposes in suitable cases. The pretreatment of 
the animals should be continued until the serum shows rapid 
clouding and produces a precipitate. 

It is of particular interest that I was also able to determine 
with the aid of my serum the human blood among samples 
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of, human, horse and cattle blood; these blood Sum pies had 
dned for four weeks on a plank and were then dissolved in a 
physiological NuCI solution. This is certainly a fact of spe
cial significance. 

As for the nature of the reaction in question: the process 
presumably involves the formation of "coagulinen" in the 
animal organism, as defined by Ehrlich, similar to those 
reSUlting from the injection of various milk caseins, as per
formed by Bordet and Wassermann, and as observed by me 
with egg albumin: Myers observed the same phenomenon 
simultaneously and independently from my own lindings. 

In conclusion, I wish to thank Privy Councillor Prof, 
Dr. Locftlci' 1'01' his interest ;n Illy investigations. 
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Additional Reports on my Method 
for the Identification of Human Blood* 

Dr. Paul Uhlenhuth 
Staff Physician 

Hygienics Institute, Greifswald University 
(Director: Privy Councillor Prof. Dr. Loeffler) 

My investigations on the differentiation of human blood 
from other specific blood types with the t1id of a certain 
serum' \\ere futty confirmed by the detailed work of Was
sermann and S::hUtzeZ published shortly after my own re·· 
port. as well as by the rcports of Stern~ and Mertens.4 My 
metlllld b based on the rqC~ that the blood serum of rabbits, 
and of snme other animal species. which were pretreated 
intruperitoneally with defibrinated human blood or with the 
det1brinated hlood of certain other animal species, produces 
a precipitate in the laked solution of the blood in question. 

I determined thc above fact in the course of my work on 
the biological difl'crenliation of various egg albumins/ while 
investigating whether the albumins of chicken eggs and 
those of chicken blood arc identical. For this purpose, I had 
injected larger quantities of defibrinated chicken blood into 
a rabbit. 1 found thatthc serum of the pretreated animal, as 
indicated by the standard serum titer at that timc. formed a 
precipitate -in a chicken egg albumin solution, while no such 
precipitate resulted in a laked chicken blood solution. 

I wish to refer in particular to the course of my investiga
tions here beclHlse as r subsequently detcrmined Bordet 
and Tschistovitschb described, with refl~rence to another 
matter. a similar precipitating f!O'ect in the serum of a rubbit 
pretreated with blood; the scrum reacted with the corre
sponding blood despite the fact that this blood was not laked. 

I continued to elaborate the aforementioned experiments, 
related to my studies on egg albumin; the experiment is 
fundamental for my subsequent investigations aimed ut the 
discrimination between various specific blood types, as will 
be shown below. It becilmc evident that. the serum of a rabbit 
pretreated with a chicken egg albumin solution cun be in
duced to show definite clouding and to form u precipitate 
subsequently, in u considerable diluted laked chicken blood 
!\olulion. A less intensive clouding occurs in a goose blood 
~oluli()n. The serom wus so effective that it produced tI pre
CIpitate within seconds when a 2.5% chicken egg albumin 
lIolulion W(l~ added. The cO'ect wus almost as powerful when 
the serum was mixed with goose, d\ICk or guinea fowl egg 

·rran,lall'm oj "Welterc Mlllhc,lungcn Uller IIlcinc Methode 111m Nuch· 
wel\e ~on Mcn,~hcnhItJl .. 

m "l'lIlltht' MI'd/~/I/llth,' WlJdlL'lIIrhn/f 27 (17): 2M) 2M (II)()I J. 

P.I.'prinled \\-llh Ihe kind perml",,,n or Georg Tlucllle Verlag. SltHlgilrl. 

albumin solutions; the reaction was weaker with pigeon egg 
albumin. Moreover, u rabbit pretreated with goosc egg ulbu
min solution yielded a serum which caused significunt cloud
ing in a laked goose blood solution, while the clouding was 
less pronounced in a chicken blood solution. When the same 
serum was added to goose or duck egg albumin solutions, a 
substantial Oaky precipitate formed within seconds, while 
only clouding was observable in guinea fowl, chicken and 
pigeon egg albumin solutions. I will not elaborate on these 
interesting studies here; instead, I intend to report on them 
1,Ir.:r in connection with my planned studies which should 
include as many various bird eggs as possible. 

The investigations performed so far nevertheless indicate 
that chicken, goose, duck, guinea fowl and pigeon eggs coo
tain albumins, some of which are found in the blood of the 
above-mentiont:d birds as well. However, the albumins of the 
various bird eggs cannot be as reliably differcntiated with 
the reaction as the albumins in blood. 

The fact that the serum of rabbits pretreated with human 
bloud has a precipitating eO'eet on laked blood solutions 
indicates the forensic usefulness of the phenomenon. How
ever, the following finding was decisive for application in 
practice: even old blood, desiccated for a prolonged period, 
retains its reactivity, since material of this type is presum
ably under examination in most cases by forensic experts. 
My blood samples, dried for three months, still react em
ciently. I therefore feel entitled to assume that this blood 
could tolerate even much longer periods of desiccation. But 
the human blood to be examined by the expert is not always 
desiccated; for example, blood which putrefied some time 
ago could be involved. 

Accordingly, the important q~leslion must be asked liS to 
whether such mllterial is still suitable for the reaction. To 
solvc the problem, I let the various blood samples decompose 
at room temperature in the laboratory; some of the blood 
samples werc obtained from cadavers in an udvunced stage 
of decomposition and from anatomical preparations. 

The following putrefied blood samples were used for the 
experiment performed on March 19: 

I. Blood from a cadaver dissected on January 22 of the 
current year (phthisis pulrnonurn). 

2. Blood from a cadaver dissected on JUIJuury 22 (uremill). 
3. Blood from an infant stillborn on Junuary 20. 
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4. Blood from the anatomy mortuary; the blood was al
ready significantly putrefied when the sample was collected 
on March I. 

5. Blood from a subjcct whose death was caused by mil
itary tuberculosis. 

6. Blood samples from healthy persons, which were 
subjected to putrefaction a) since February 20, b) sfn~e 
March 4, and c) since March 10. 

The following served as controls: blood samples from the 
ram, hog, horse, donkcy, cattle, cat, dog, goose, chicken, 
hare, rabbit and stag, which underwent putrefaction for the 
samc length of time. 

All thes<:- samples were discolorcd, reddish to blackish
brown, with a penetrating odor, partially indicating the pres
ence of H2S. When a glass rod immersed into HCI was held 
over the samples, ample volumes of ammonium chloride 
vapors were released by t.hc putrefied Ouid. The reaction was 
weakly alkaline. 

These putrefied blood fluids were then diluted consid
crably with a physiological salt solution, according to the 
method dcscribed by mc. Filtration through a sterilizcd 
Berkefeld's filler, which retains all bactcria and other cor
puscles, followed. A filtration of this type can be rapidly 
performed with the aid of a watcr jet suction devicc fitted to 
any watcr sy:;tem. The filtration is definitely necessary b~
cause an absolutely clear blood solution for the reuction is 
obtainable only with this method. The filtration also ster
ilizes the blood solution, which can then be storcd for a 
prolonged (leriod of time. Subsequently, npproximately 4 cc 
of the resulting, partially ycllowish-brown and partially 
reddish fluid is mixed with 12 drops of my serum. All test 
tubes containing human blood7 showed clouding; the fluid in 
all other test tubes remained clear. 

The above experiment shows that the reactivity of human 
blood was not eliminated by up to thrce montl~s of intensive, 
odorous putrcfaction. This fac;t is presutnably of general 
biologic intcrest. Further tests l1hould be carried out to deter
mine whcther a still longer period of putrefaction alters the 
blood, thus preventing II specific reaction. Such lin effect, 
however, seems highly unlikely because putrefaction, like 
fcrmentation, stops after a certain period of time, before HII 
substances subject to putrefaction or fermentation, respec
tively, are completcly converted. 

I included still other qucstions, important in practice, in 
my studies. Since the blood to bc evaluatcd can be suspended 
in a wide variety of liquids, the forensically significant ques
tion arises as to whether blood in such liquids is eventually 
still reiiably determinable. Among vnl'ious blood wash wu
ters prepared with weakly alkuline soup, the water contain
ing humun blood could be readily verified. H umnn blood in 
menstrual urine could Iikewisc be successfully determined; 
all other urine samples mixed with cut tie, hog, ram, chicken, 
horse lind cut blood fuiled to react 

Moreover, I was able to diagnose truces of human blood 
immediately umong various blood truces frozen in snow tit 
-lOoe for 14 dnys. 
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As expected, the reaction was likewise definitcly positive 
in human blood solutions in which hemoglobin had been 
converted into carbon monoxide-hemoglobin. 

Sternl and Mcrtens4 recently pointed out that rabbit 
serum, formed after the injection of human blood, also 
causes a precipitate in humun urine contuining albumin. I 
cali fully confirm their finding: several urine samples with 
high albumin content showed a characteristic reaction. The 
reaction was cspecially intensive in a urine sam pic contain· 
ing fetid pus, originating from a cystitis and pyelonephritis 
case. The serums from rabbits pretreated with chicken and 
goose egg albumin caused,no clouding in such urine samples 
containing albumin. 

As for thc serum used for the reaction: it will tolerate 
heating to 60° fur I hour without loss of its precipitating 
property. The specifically coagUlating substances secm also 
quite resistant to preservatives, such as carbolic acid (Car
bo!), for example. Admittedly, my findings in this rcspect are 
not yet conclusive. It is certain as of now, however, fhat 
serum mixed with 0.5% Carbol remained reactivc for threl! 
months. But, whencver feasible, I always prefer to use quite 
fresh serum for the reaction. It is suggested that five to six 
large and vigorous rabbits be subjected to pretreatment; the 
serum volumc nceded for thc examination can then he ob
tained at any time by taking blood samples from the ear vein, 
without killing the animals as a result of exsanguination. 
When the blood has clotted, the serum is removed and cen
trifugation is performed, so as to obtain a clear serum. I 
collect the blood needed for the pretreatment with a steril
ized Heurtcloup cupping device, like that used for therapeu
tic blood elimination in ophthalmology. With this method, 
10 to 20 cc fluid blood is rcadily obtainable; defibrination 
and injection into the rabbits can follow immediately. Ac
cordingly, blood is obtainable without dimculties; the re
quired volumcs are readily available at any timc from 
hcalthy persons as well. As for the chemical nature of the 
reaction, I am engagcd in the study of the same at this time. 
I wish to state now merely that the precipitate originating 
from the serum is solublc in excess N Hl as well as in HJP04• 

In conclusion, I wish to thank Privy Councillor Professor 
Dr. Loemer for his interest in my investigations. 

Notes 

I. DIsch. M,·d. Woehel/sellr .• 1901, No.6 
2. Il,·rl. Klil/. W()('h'·lIschr .• 1901, No.7 
3. Dwl!. Med. Wor//I'lIlrhr .• 1901. No.9 
4. Disch. MIld. "'or/wl/scll,., 1901. No. II 
5. I)u·d,. M~d. Wot'/u!/Ischr., 1900, No. 46 
6. ,.11111. 111.1'1. PIl.I·It'lir. Puris, 1899 
7. I used slllull test tubes with a diameler of npprox. 8 n1l11. I added the 

~crlll1l drop by drop, rrom a cnpillury tubc,lhe poinl orwhieh had been 
dongaled l.lI'er a nalliC. Whcn Ihe renction is 10 be ncccleruh:d, the test 
tll~'e is placed neur II hOI oven or into tltt: incubulor III 37°. 
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Additional Reports on the Practical Application 
of My Forensic Method for the Identltlcatlon 

of Human and Animal Blood* 

Dr. Paul Uhlenhuth 
Staff Physician 

Hygienic Institute of the University of Greifswald 
(Director: Privy Councillor Prof. Dr. Loeffler) 

I stated in earlier publications that the identification of 
human blood-under a wide variety of practically impor~ant 
conditions, such as blood dried for a p:olonge~ penod, 
putrefied for several months, or frozen-wIll defimtely suc
ceed with the method initially indicated by me. 1 The obser
vations made somewhat later by Wasserm~nn and S~hu~ze2 
have by now been fully confirmed b7 Stern, t:terte~s, DI~u
donne,S and quite recently by medical examiners, Includl~g 
the reports of Ogier6 from the Toxic~logy Laboratory In 
Paris and on the quite extensive material of the Stat: Med
ical I~stitute at Berlin through the investigations carned out 
by Ziemke.' . 

All these studies prove the forenSIc usefulness of my 
method brilliantly. Its value will becon:e most evid~nt when 
investigating as large a number a~ pos~lble bloo~stalne~ cor
pora delicti, such as those submitted In forenSIc pra~t~ce to 
judges and experts. I had several rece?t opportunities. to 
examine such objects, kindly made available by the State 
Prosecutors, in particular by First State Pros.ecutor 
Mr, HUbsc,1mann at Greifswald, as well as by the Director 
of the Local Institute for Legal Medicine, Dr. Beumer .. Sen
tence had already been passed on some of the case.s at Issue 
here; the origin of the blood adhering to the submitted cor
pora delicta was not in doubt; however, at my reque~t the 
information was initially withheld by the aforem~ntlOn~d 
gentlemen, so as to control the accurac~ of my dlUgnosls. 
Some of the cases were new, and the speCific blood type was 
subject to doubt, either from the start, or during the legal 
proceedings. Since the last-mentioned cases are. no~ yet res 
judicatae, I am unable to report on them at this lime, but 
will do so later. , , 

As for the old (res judicatae) cases: I Will briefly sum-
marize the results of my investigations. . 

I. I meter long, ridged club, with a few faded brownish, 
stains, from the year 1900. . 

Some of the suspicious material was scraped 01T and dl-

• Trunslution or: "Wciterc Mitthcilungen Ubcr die praktische Anwcndung 
meiner forensischen Methode l.um Nuchweis von Mcnschcn· und 
Thicrblul". 

in Deutsche Medl:/llisclte Woche/lst'hrl/t 27 (30): 499 501 (J 901). 

Rcprinled with the kind permission or Georg Thieme Verlug, Stuttgurt. 
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luted in a physiological salt solution. The resu.lting liquid 
shows no definite color; it is clear and foams shghtly wh.en 
shaken. Five drops of serum from a rabbit pretreated With 
human blood (Serum E) are added to 4 cc of the abo~e 
liquid. Clouding results almost immediately; it soon depOSits 
in the form of a precipitate. 

Diagnosis: human blood. .. .. . 
Subsequent information: a case of senous bodily mJury, 

blow on the head. Bleeding lesion. 
2. Reddish sand, from the year 1896. . 
The sand is placed into a physiological s~lt solutIOn. ~ 

pale, yellowish, clear liquid results .. Seru~ IS added as In 
Case I. Precipitation occurs almost Immediately. 

Diagnosis: human blood. .. . 
Subsequent information: track of blood, ~rIgmatmg from 

a murder committed in the vicinity of Grelfswald. 
3. Cotton cloth with a few reddish stains, from the year 

1897. . h' I . I 
The suspicious stains Were rinsed out. .wlth. a ~ yslO oglC!~ 

salt solution. Admixture to the yellOWIsh hquld as above. 
Almost immediate .-:llouding, which soon drops to the bottom 
as a precipitate. 

Diagnosis: human blood. 
Subsequent information: the cloth Was found near a strano 

gled person. . 
4. Trousers with reddish, faded, small stams. on the trou-

ser fly and on the lining in the area of the genitals. 
Procedure as above. 
Diagnosis: human blood. .. 
Subsequent information: suspected rape; In fact, mter-

course with a menstruating person. 
5. Hatchet with a few blood tiUces on the handle. From 

the year 1900. 
P roced u re as above. 
Diagnosis: human blood. . .. . 
Subsequent information: case of serIOUS bodily InJu.ry. 
Accordingly, the accuracy of my diagnosi~ WLiS confirmed 

in all cases. The procedure used by me seems Indeed ~o be the 
simplest and fastest way to demonstrate my method s f~ren. 
sic usefulness. Privy Councillor Dr. LoetTIer therefo~e kmdly 
proposed to his Excellency, the Minister of Justice, that 

--~---
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bloodstained objects submitted to the Courts as evidence be 
forwarded to the Hygienics Institute at Greifswald, where 
the corpora delicti in question could be examined by me 
without additional information, so as to compare my diagno
sis with the pertinent documentation. 

identification of the animal species from which the blood 
stems could, under certain circumstances, provide important 
cue& for the further progress of the criminal investigation. I 
refer in this context to poaching, for example. The diagnosis 
is also occasionally important When the statements of a de
fendant on the origin of blood stains found associated with 
him/her are to be investigated from the viewpoint of truth
fulness. Not infrequently, murderers pour animal blood over 
traces of human blood, so as to conceal the same. In some of 
these cases, besides identification of the human blood, the 
determination of the animal blood species could be 
significant. 

The Minister of Justice then ruled that all corpora delicti 
of the above type, from the sphere of jurisdiction of the 
Breslau State and Supreme Courts be handed over to me; 
accordingly, I expect that a larger amount of material will 
soon be put at my disposal. 

Thanks to the good omces of Prof. Beumer, I also had the 
opportunity to investigate the following bloodstained objects 
and blood samples, respectively, without receiving pre
liminary data on their origin: I am therefore making every effort to prepare such specific 

sera, useful for solving the above problem. These studies are 
extensive. So far, I can report the following results: I. Blood-soaked Iinell cloth. Procedure as above. Serum E 

added. Negative reaction. 
I. The serum of a rabbit, pretreated with hog blood, 

yielcis a precipitate in hog blood solution only; the precip
itation is somewhat weaker in a wild boar blood solution, 
while all other specific blood types used as controls remain 
clear. Blood solutions from the following animals served as 
controls for all additional experiments: 

Admixture of serum from a rabbit pretreated with rum 
blood in the same test tube: negative reaction. 

Admixture of serum from a rabbit pretreated with horse 
blood in the same test tube: negative reaction. 

Admixture of serum from a rabbit pretreated with hog 
blood; strongly positive reaction. 

Cattle, horse, donkey, ram, goat, hog, chicken, bat, pi
geon, duck, goose, owl, crow, sparrow, rabbit, guinea pig, 
rat, mouse, hedgehog, dog, fox, ';:at, stag-Man. 

Diagnvsis: hog blood. • 
When r notified Prof. Beumer of the diagnosis, he stated 

that the cloth had been soaked with hog blood several years 
ago, for use in a demonstration. 

2. Dried blood from the year J 897. Procedure as in 
Calle I. 

Diagnosis: hog blood. Confirmed by Prof. Beumer. 
3. Dried blood from the year 1900. 
Diagnosis: human blood. Confirmed by Prof. Beumer. 
4. Dried mixture of blood from various mammals, from 

the year 1889. 
Diagnosis: hog nnd ram blood. According to information 

received from Prof. Beumer: hog and rum blood. 
Moreover, I wish to state that I was able to identify hog 

blood on a bloodstained and singed music sheet fot.nd in a 
large puddle of blood on the GUtzkower highway; this ex. 
cluded any suspected crime from the start. I was also able to 
determine hog blood in an extract from bog organs dried for 
1.112 years, I likewise identified human Dlood a fact which 
could be added to my curlier sta:cmenls in rinsing water 
containing considerable volumes of carbolic acid (Curbo!), 
sublimate and soap: the color of the water was u murky, 
brownish-red. The method prtwed successful in (\ 3% dis
solved mixture of borul~' und human blood, as well us in 
blood-soaked garden soil, after desiccation for three months. 

A:; these reports show, I was able in each case to diagnose 
hUrnan blood as well as hog and rum blood tlccuralely. 

At the sturt of my investigutions il already seemed to me 
of con~iderable forensic interest to unswer the question: from 
which animal specie~ n blood sa1llple ()riginates in cases 
when no human blood is nt issue. To determine whether or 
not the blood originates from Illun in any given Ctlse will be 
of' decisive signilicunce; it is nevertheless obvious thut, when
ever the hUman blood reaction is negative, the reliable 

2. The serum of a rabbit pretreated with horse blood 
yields a preciplh1te in a horse blood solution, and a slightly 
weaker precipitate forms in donkey blood solution. The other 
blood species remain clear. The serum of a rabbit pretreated 
with donkey blood shows reversed behHvior. 

3. The serum of a fox blood-rabbit yields u precipitate in 
the fox blood solution, and a weaker precipitate forms in dog 
blood; all other solutions remain clen. (Blood solutions from 
the wolf and jackal were not available; their behavior is pre
sumably similar to the reaction in the dog blood solution). 

4. The serum of a hedgehog-rabbit forllls a precipitate in 
the hedgehog blood solution only. The controls are clear. 
(Animal species closely related to the hedgehog could not be 
investigated so far). 

5. The serum of n cat blood-rahbit yields a precipitute in 
cat blood solution only. The controls remain clear. (Blood 
from other predators related to tf 1. cat was not avtlilable), 

6. The serum of a ram blood-rub,,;t forms n precipitate in 
a ram blood solution; its precipitate is ncar-identical in the 
goat blood Solulion, and weaker in the cattle blood solution. 

7. The serum of a cattle blood-rabbit forms u strong pre-
cipitate in the cattle blood solution; the precipitate is weaker 
in goat and ram blood. 

The aforementioned facts reveal that it is possible to demo 
onstrate the relationship between various animal species ad 
oClilos in the lest tube, u fuct thaI wus determined earlier 
concerning Man und monkey us well. This biologically 
significant finding should be tuken into consideration in the 
forensic diugnosis of a specific animal blood type, However, 
definite results are obtninable with my reliction on the vari
ous uspects of inter-species relntionships only when the 
serum is of the highest possible qunlity. For example; while 
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determining the relationship between the ram, goat, and 
cattle, the serum from a rabbit pretreated with ram blood 
immediately forms a strong precipitate in the ram blood so
lution; the precipitate is slightly less strong in goat blood and 
still weaker in the cattle blood solution. It becomes clearly 
evident, that cattle are less closely related to sheep than to 
the goat. When the strength of the serum is not high, no cloud
ing whatsoever is obtainable in the cattle blood solution. 

Excellent, high quality serum is the precondition required 
for any forensic application of my method. When the effec
tiveness of the serum is reduced, fateful errors could occur in 
the course of blood evaluation. I theret'ore require a serum 
for forensic use which, when added to a pale yellowish blood 
solution to the ratio of I :40, will almost immediately, or at 
least within I minute, cause definite clouding. The clouding 
should not be delayed for one, much less for several, hours. 
Using s:uch high-quality serum, I was able to produce a 
precipitate almost immediately even in very old blood, desic
cated for twelve years. In my lecture delivered before the 
Scientific Association at Greifswald on June 5th of the cur
rent year, I demonstrated my reaction in human blood which 
had been dry for six years. While I was still adding serum to 
tl'" 12 control test tubes, definite clouding was already evi
dent in the first test tube containing human blood. The 
clouding was so obvious that it was visible from the highest 
seat rows of the large auditorium. The result of the reaction, 
of COUise, !llso depends on the concentration of the blood 
solution. 

When only small blood samples are available, the fluid 
frequently shows hardly any color at all. In such cases the 
formation of foam during the shaking of a small test tube 
indicates that sufficient blood albumin has been dissolved. 

I t is occasionally r.lifficult to obtain such high quality 
serum. The results depend not merely on the volume of blood 
used for pretreatment; I found that the condition of each 
rabbit is very important tIS well. Some rabbits yield an excel
lent serum after a few injections; others yield a completely 
useless serum after a much longer treatment period. I even 
found that despite continued treatment, the serum failed to 
improve; instead, it showed pronounced deterioration. 

Ziemke's report indicates how much depends on the qual
ity of the serum. He investigated the same blood solution 
with two different serum types. The reaction was positive in 
one case, and negative in the other. As a malleI' of course, 
such failures must be entirely excluded when using my 
method for forensic purposes. I n my opinion, it is therefore 
imperative to assign the manufacture und conlrol of the 
serum to an institute. I n that case, experts would be able to 
obtain a tested, high quality serum nt uny time. I tis certninly 
undesirable to let each medical examiner himself prepare the 
serum to be used for the diagnosis of human blood needed for 
a given case. The preparation requires prolonged practice 
and experience. 
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Larger volumes of the serum should be stored at a central 
location; it is necessary, therefore, to manufacture it in larger 
quantities. The use of larger animals than rabbits for obtain
ing serum would be desirable. My tests in this respect with 
a small lab failed completely. The animal yielded no trace of 
any precipitate, despite the fact that it had received, within 
five weeks, injections of approximately two liters of human 
blood and e.xudate fluid. Therefore, rabbits will have to be 
IIsed for the time being; when they are large and vigorous, 
the serum yield will be approximately 50 cc. 

I proceed as follows to obtain larger serum volumes: the 
serum of the rabbit is tested serveral times in the course of 
the treatment by taking blood samples of approximately 8 cc 
from the ear vein. When the serum proves to be usable, i.e. 
when it yields an almost immediate precipitate 10 the tested 
blood solution, the rib cage of the rabbit is opened in deep 
chloroform narcosis and a heart section is performed. The 
blood flowing into the sterile chest cavity is collected with a 
sterile pipette, collected into cylindric test tubes several cm 
wide and left to coagulate, while the test tubes remain in an 
oblique position. After separation of the serum, centrifu
gation is performed to obtain a completely clear serum. 
Since this does not always succeed with small, manually 
operated centrifuges I pass the serum through a Berkfeld 
fIlter. No obstacles whatsoever were encountered with this 
procedure. The serum obtained was absolutely clear and 
entirely sterile as well. For preservation I used either 0.5% 
carbolic acid (Carbol) or, more recently, chloroform as well. 
This mixture proved to be highly efficient so far. 

With the above procedure, a larger quantity of serum can 
always be kept ready for mailing, 

Other researchers determined that the serum from rabbits 
pretreated with human blood forms a precipitate in urine 
containing albumin. I used a similar method, therefore, to 501 
investigate other human albumins. I found that the serum 
from a rabbit pretreated with human blood also cuuses 
clouding in human semen and in the purulent sputum (of 
tuberculosis patients). These are facts which deser~e to be 
taken into consideration in the practice OflCdic<l1 exum
in(~rs. Therefore my reaction is specific for human albumin. 

Notes 
1. DIsch. Med. Woc:hef/schr .• 1900, No. 46; GreifslI'uldcr IllCdlllllischcr 

Vercin 11m 1 Deccmber 1900. Rcrerut MIU'IIt'li. Mild. Wot'/lI'lIschr .• 
1901, No.8; DISCh. Met!. Woclwl/sellr .• 1901. No. (, (Febru.lry n 
Disch. Med. Wocllt'l/schr., 1901, No. 17; Arch. IIrimillllltllllhrtJl'o!. 
Krilllilwlislfk, 1901, May; Verhundl. NilturwissenhchflL Vcreins ilt 

Grcifswllltl, Sitzung Oil June 5, 1901 
2. 8"rl. Klill. Woeh1'lIst'hr., 190 I, No.7 (Fcbruury I!!) 
3. DIsch. M"d. iVochel/s('hr .• 1901, No.9 
4. Dlscil M(~cJ. WOe/IeIlSC"' .• 1901. No. II 
S. Muellch. Metl. WochclIschr., 1901, No. 14 
6. Societe de Mcdecine Legale, Rcrcrfli OIS"',. M(·c1. 1I'0('II"".I<,IIr .• 11)()1. 

No, 26 
7. Disch. Med. WodU'lIJ'chr .. 1901, No. 26 
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Concerning My New Forensic Method to Identify Human Blood* 

Paul Uhlftnhuth 
Staff Doctor 

Hyg . .:nlc Institut'e of the University of Greifswald 

Judges and experts have for a long time been most deeply 
concerned with the all important problem of distinguishing 
human blood from other blood types. Until now. though, a 
sure answer to this question has been impossible. One was 
able to diagnose fairly accurately human blood in the case of 
relatively fresh blood with the aid of blood-corpuscle meas
urement. In the case of dried blood, on the other hand, where 
the formed elements have been destroyed, even with the 
hlood crystal test, the diagnosis was so unreliable that one 
could say it was impossible. Since in forensic practice one is 
almost exclusively concerned with such dried blood, one 
must be equipped with a practical, forensic method to deter
mine also tht: origins of blood in this condition. 

I was recently successful in discovering such a reliable 
method, which I will briefly describe in the following arti
cle. Concerning the details I refer the reader to my thor
ough studies which appeared in the Delltsche Medizillsche 
Woc!lellschr(ft. I 

Busyin3 myself with the biological difl'erentiation of pro
tein bodies of diITerent birds' cggs, I established that the 
blood serum of' rabbits, which were injected in the hollow of 
the stomach continuously with the whites of hens' eggs for a 
rather long time, produced (l precipitation when added to a 
dilute solution of hen's egg p!'Otein. The same serum fniled 
to produce any precipitation in other protein solutions which 
are not derived from eggs. In the course of my studies it was 
of great scientific interest to establish whether the protein 
SI,Ibst(lnccs ot' hen's eggs and hen's blood could be distin· 
guished from one another with the help of this reaction. 
Following this, I injected rabbits in the stomach cavity with 
increasing doses or delibl'inatcd hen's blood and discovcred 
that the serum of' animals pretreated in this way, produced 
110 pt'eeipitatjon in a solution of' hen's egg protein-at IClIst 
at the set'um's prcsent titer. In the hen's blood !iolulion, on 
the other hand, in which the blood corpuscles were dissolved 
by wuler, that is laked, precipitation appeared. The snme 
serum produced no precipitation in the blood solutions or 
other animal species so that I had to assUme the specificity 
of this reaction. 

• Trunslatlllil of': "Uebcr IllCillC neUe I'orensische Methode 111111 Nachweis 
von Mcnschcnhlut." 

in Archil' ./1" !\rilllil/lI/.;ll/fhrop%gh· IlIId }'rilllillllli.l'lik (,: J 17 no 
(1901 ). 

I{cprinlcd with the kind permission of Georg Scllinidt.Ronthild Verlilg nlr 
polileichlichcs FuchsL'llril'tllllll, I.Ubeck. 

[ now repeated this experiment mutatis mutandis with 
cattle blood. The serum of these animals pretreated with 
cattle blood produced precipitation only when added to a 
solution of cattle blood, never in the blood solutions of other 
animal species, brought in to act as a control. I prepared now 
to pretreat rabbits with human blood. At six-day intervals I 
injectc.-d into the stomach cavities of these animals approxi
mately 10 cc of defibrinated human blood. After fiv~ of these 
injections, the animals produced an effective serum, which 
the following experiment demonstrates. 

First r prepared solutions of a large number of blood types 
with ordinary tap water. To do this, I added water until the 
solutions were uniformly colored a weak red (dilution 
I: 100). I n order to eliminate the remains of dissolved red
blood corpuscles which disturb the reaction, I either let the 
solution sit in a test tube or I ftItered out the particles. I took 
approximately two cc from the clear solution [ had ex
tracted, placed it in small test tubes of approximately six 111m 
in thickness and mixed it with the same amount of saline 
solution, double physiological strength (1.6%). It is very im
portant to use in the experiments 11 blood solution in physio
logical saline solution. since norm(ll serum, when mixed with 
tap water, frequently gives rise to turbid disturbances which 
can impair recognition of the speeific turbid reactions. In 
physiological saline solution such distlll'banccs do not OCClll' 

whell serulll is added. These blood solutions, absolutl!ly clear 
and "cOlored reddish, were produced in this way from the 
following animals: cattle, horses, donkeys, pigs, Illutton, 
ciCCI', goats, dogs, foxes. cats, stags, female red elect', hares, 
guinea pigs, rats, mice, rabbits, chickens, geese, turkeys, 
pigeons-humans. 

With a capillary tube removed from an injection needle, I 
now put 10 12 drops of' the serum from the rabbits pre
treated with human blood into each of my glass tubes. Rela
tively quickly a denr, especially striking turbidity made an .lIIJ 

appearance in indirect sunlight only in the solution ofhul11an 
blood. All the other test tubes remained clear. 

After obsenting longer, one noticed how the turbidity be
Clltl1e increllsingly intense and how finally tl strong floccu
luted sediment formed. 

I need scnrcely mention that normal rabbit serum pro
duces no turbid reaution in all these blood solutions. 

I lim now in II position (with the help or this reaction) to 
distinguish with certuinty hUman blood from all the Olher 
blood types. 
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The reaction is very fine so that extremely small amounts 
of blood are enough to determine from which species the 
blood comes. In order to be certain in every case concerning 
the type of blood it is necessary that one pretreat rabbits with 
a great variety of blood types so that their serum can be 
utilized for diagnosis in suitable cases, provided that the 
specificity of this reaction occurs also mutatis mutandis with 
other blood types, which according to my experiments is 
most probable. I am presently occupied with clarifying this 
point. 

That my reaction enables OP- to identify washed (laked) 
human blood points the way tc the forensic use of the reac
tion. The deciding stroke was my observation that blood 
which had dried for a long time and then been dissolved in 
a physiological saline solution also produced a fine reaction. 2 

I have further busied myself with some important prac
tical questions. I was able to establish that the reaction could 
discriminate human blood in foul-smelling blood samples 
which had been left three months in the laboratory to de
compose. When it is a matter of decayed blood, one must 
riaturally make the solution, diluted with saline solution, 
absolutely clear. To do this I use the Berkefeld Kieselguhr 
filter which I combine with a suction device which is easily 
attached to any water pipe. Since such a filter holds back all 
bacteria and sJndry other corpuscular elements, one obtains 
a beautifully clear and sterile liquid with which one can then 
set up the reaction. I was also able to diagnose human blood 
stains without difficulty when the stains had been frozen in 
snow at -10° for more than fourteen days. 

It was "'lually possible from an assortment of soapy-water 
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samples containing different types of blood to determine im
mediately the sample which contained human blood. 

These experiments which I have briefly outlined here have 
already been confirmed in many other quarters, chiefly 
through the study of Wassermann and SchUtze,J which ap
peared shortly after my publication. 

These experiments also answered the question which I had 
raised, whether the reactions went so far as to differentiate 
very closely-related individual subjects such as man and ape. 
They showed that the serum of a rabbit pretreated with 
human blood produced a cloudy disturbance in a solution of 
ape's blood, though the disturbance was faint. This fact, 
though of great interest to natural science, should be of no 
importance whatsoever for our forensic practice. 

Thus I am convin.:..!d that my method has been shown to 
be most useful for judges and experts. 

I would be most thankful to these men if they would send 
me blood-stained corpora delicti to test in doubtful cases. 

Notes and References 
1. D. Med. Wochenschr .• 1900. No. 46; 1901. No.6 and No, 17 
2. Note made during correction: A short while ago Professor Beumer of the 

local institute for forensic medicine and the local First States Attor
ney. Mr. HUbschmann. handed over to me for testing severnl snmples 
of bloc,d dried on various objects. blood both from humans and from 
other mammuls without uny indication of origin. In every case I was 
able to diagnose with absolute certainty the blood type. One case 
involved dried pigs bloud from the year 1889, another human blood 
drkd in sand. which carne from a murder committed in 1896. The 
other blood samples (humun. pig. etc.) were from the years t 897, 
1898. and 1900. 

3. Bed Klin. /Vochel/sellr .• 1901, No.7 
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Determination of Species of Origill 

Concerning the Development of the Biological Method 
of Protein Differentiation In the Service 

of Legal Medicine with Special Consid<eration 
of Our Own Research Results~ (Personal Recollections)* 

Paul Uhlenhuth 

Frelburg I. Sr. 

Professor Ponsold has requested that I report in a coherent 
fashion on the results of my efforts in the area of biological 
protein differentiation and especially mark out the method 
as well as point out the considerations and lines of thought, 
which l!l:d me to the discovery of forensic blood differentia
tion. I followed the request at first only hesitantly, because 
I believed that I had already presented this in its essentials 
in my first works. But, as I must assert after a review, there 
exists much between the lines, which one cannot express in 
an objective presentation of the research results, such as my 
many reports, but which might be of historical interest in 
understanding the development of thr. ';:iological method of 
protein differentiation in the servkc. uf forensic medicine. 

What made my decision especially easy, however, is the 
happy memory of those young years which like friendly stars 
are intelligible in the darkness of this time. During those 
years, I, as a young researcher at the beginning of my 
scientific career with light entht;~iasm but also through hard 
work and difficult struggles, was able to join in the conquest 
of new territory, labor which was above all of critical im
portance for the law and for legal medicine in investigating 
the truth. 

Even if in what follows, I try to represent this part of my 
life's work together with its practical results almost in statu 
nascendi in the spirit of Ponsold's historical viewpoint, per
mit me to express my personal experience, r would also 
heartily desire such an opportunity for our younger gener
ation of researr;:hers, 

It was at the turn of the century when, as a YPUlig military 
doctor and assistant of our great master Robert Koch, I had 
the good fortune to be able to work and educate myself in his 
laboratory at the Institute for Infectious Diseases in Berlin, 
the so-called "triangle" on the Churite. At that time Koch 
stood at the height of his fume. His classical works on an-

• Trun~lution of: "Uber die Entwicklung des biologischen EiweissdilTcr
enzierungSV('rfuhrens im Dienste der gerlchtlichen Medizin unter be
som!erer BerUcksichtig\lng eigcner Forschungsergcbnissc (I'crs~nliche 
Erinnerungcn)". 

in Delltsche Zellscllri!1 jl1r die gcsam/I! Ocr/chlliche Medizll/39: 309 348 
( 1949). 

Reprinted with the kind permission of Springer-Verlng, Heidelberg nnd 
New York. 

thrax, wound infections, and on tuberculosis and cholera had 
made his name famous throughout the world, while his re
search on tropical diseases enticed him to undertake enthusi
astically expeditions to distant corners of the world. At that 
time 1 came to know Friedrich Lamer at the Institute: he was 
the oldest student of Robert Koch. As his first and foremost 
assistant in the Imperial Ministry of Health, he had discov
ered in mucus the microorganisms of erysipelas, diphtheria, 
and trichinosis and had thereby already gained world re
nown. He was Full Professor of Hygiene in Greifswald. As 
the leader of the Commission to Study Hoof-and-Mouth 
Disease, which was set up by the Prussian Ministry of Cul
ture and which carried out its work at the Institute for 
Infectious Diseases, he had made, together with Frosch, the 
significant discovery that the causative agent of this devas
tating animal disease was a microscopic filterable virus. 
When Frosch dropped out of the Comisssion in 1898, Lamer 
chose me as his successor. The facilities available in the 
Institute were not sufficient, particularly the stalls for the 
large animal subjects to be used in experiments. These ani
mals were being housed in a make-shift manner at the city 
railway barn. As a result of these conditions the Commission 
was transferred to the Hygienic Institute in Greifswald, and 
I resettled there in 1899 as Lamer's co-worker. Although it 
was not easy for me to leave Berlin and the famous research 
laboratory with its disease section, nevertheless I surely 
viewed it as a lucky turn of fortune that I had the oppor
tunity to continue this useful and important work in the 
more favorable country surroundings of Greifswald, a lovely 
little university town. It was also fortunate that I could 
continue this work, which had already led in Berlin to im
portant results, with a man like Lamer to whom 1 was bound 
by a friendly devotion. Our further experiments concerning 
the nature and the control of this dise(lse (hoof-and-mouth 
disease), especially concerning the active and passive iml11u
nizution, were carried out. with gretlt dilllculty in the Hy
gienic Institute and in a rented farm house close to the city. 
There in the country I took part in them until I was called 
to be director of the bacteriological section of the Imperial 
Ofll,-;e of Health in 1906. These experiments led, above all, 
to the discovery of a highly effective remedial and prophy
lactic serum which achieved great importance in the fight 
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311 against this devastating disease. 
The serum research, the youngest child of our bacte

riological science, still stood at that time at the beginning of 
its development, but it already had celebrated illustrious 
triumphs. In 1890, Von Behring had made the important 
discovery that in the blood serum of animals, pretreated with 
diphtheria-toxin, Spi; .:ific substances appeared which were 
capable of neutralizilJg the toxin used in the injecHon while 
it was in the test tube and also when it was in the animal's 
body. This discovery has cletlrly shown itself 1.0 be extremely 
beneficial in the fight against this mUI'derous disease of our 
children. It was the take-oIl' point for all of immunology, a 
study to which r dedicated at that time a great part of my 
life's work. In 1894, Richard Pfeiffer was able to prove th3t 
in the blood serum of animals which were inoculated with 
cholera and typhus bacilli, specific immune bodies (anti
bodies) then appeared, which influenced the bacteria in a 
certain way, in that they broke up the bacteria when they 
were injected into the abdominal cavity of a guinea-pig 
(Pfeiffer'S phenomenon). Two years later (1896) Gruber and 
Durham were able to detect more specific substances in the 
above-mentioned serum, namely substances which aggluti
nated the cholera and typhUS bacteria in their culture sus
pensions (agglutinins). This reaction, well known as the 
Gruber- Widal reaction, 'las achieved great practical im
portance diagnosHcally. As a young assistant doctor in Old
enberg, I was one of the first who was able to affirm in 
practice the worth of this method in 1897. It was my very 
first experiment which I published. 

These findings suggested that similar reactions wou'ld also 
appear in extract!> produced from bacterial bodies as they 
had in the cultures themselves. It was already established 
that one could immunize with sterile filtrates from typhus 
and cholera bacilli cultures and thus obtain a serum with the 
same agglutinating properties as that which had been pro
duced by inoculating with the pure cultures themselves. 

Following this path farther, Rudolf Kraus then produced 
in 1897 the evidence that immune serum produces in filtrates 
of the ba~~teria cultures in question specific precipitates, and 
indeed tht'se preC'!pitates only appeared when an immune 
serum was brought together with the filtrate of the matching 
bacterial culture. Because of the demonstrable specificity, 
one had to aSSUme that an equally important diagnostic 
significance would of necessity result from this precipitation 
reaction, as in the case of agglutination and the Pfeiffer 
phenomenon. That was, moreover, repeatedly the case with 

.m glanders (Wladimiroff), anthrax (Ascoli), etc. Dordet then 
made in 1899 the important observation that, after inocu
lution with defibrinated blood, substances formed in the 
serum of animals which were pretreated in this fashion, 
substances which broke down the blood corpuscles (hemo
Iysins) and coagulated them (hemagglulinins). Specific ag
glutinating and lytiC antisern clln also be produced from 
pretreatment with other animal cells i.e. ciliated epithelium, 
white blood cells, kidney cells, spermatozoa (Von Dungern, 
Metschnikoff, Moxter, Landsteiner, Lindemann, and olh-
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ers). Bordet found further that precipitins also formed in the 
blood serum of a rabbit after inoculation with cow's milk. 
Moreover, the reaction of milk serum was specific, so that 
one could differentiate tbe protein bodies of cow, goat, and 
human milk from one another (Fish, Ehrlich, Wassermal n). 

All these experiments concerning specific antibouies 
which gave us important suggestions in our research into 
immunity and sel".J.m, treatment of hoof-and-mouth disease, 
also powerfully inspired me to use every free moment to 
undertake my own experiments in this area. I can say with 
confidence that nothing in my career as a researcher has 
made a greater impression on me, and nothing so captivated 
me, as the law of specificity which governs the whole study 
of immunity. Indeed here, nature, our great teacher, reveals 
for us the splendid capacity of her smallest living organisms, 
the cells. Here she shows us that these cells are our greatest 
chemists and physiologists. We only give them the raw mate
rials, and as playful as goblins, they produce from them the 
finest reactions, so sharp and certain in their reactions that 
the investigative soul stands still in pious reverence, as it 
would before a miracle. 

With this impression I began my work in 1900 and I 
started ab ovo in the truest sense of the word, in that I set out 
in my work to determine whether specific precipitates devel-
oped in the serum of animals pretreated with egg albumin. 
I wanted to determine whether protein substances of 
different birds' eggs could be differentiated in this way. 
Thus, I inoculated rabbits in the stomach cavity with large 
doses of hen's egg-white solurion and extl'acted in this fash-
ion a serum that still produced turbidity, i.e. a precipitation, 
whell added to a solution of' hen's egg white diluted to 1: 
100,000, while the chemical reactions in protein ceased at a 
dilution of I: 1000. The serum produced no reaction when 
added to solutions of various other kinds of protein (nutrose, 
somatose, I-leyden nutrients such as peptone, casein, or 
horse, deer, mutton, or donkey serum). Only compounds of .11.1' 

egg albumin obtained from various sources reacted posi
tively, a reaction thut was also of' practical interest (see 
beloW). The reaction was thus specifiC for egg albumin, as 
was demonstrated nt almost the Sume time by Myers, work-
ing completely independently of us. Then, I tried to establish 
further whether it was possible with the help of thili so un
usually fine reaction (0 distinguish the albumin substunccs of 
various birds' eggs. The experimr.nts, which I expanded to 
include eggs of chickens, doyes, geese, ducks, turkeys, pheas
ants, sen gulls, and lapwings, led (0 positive results insofar as 
it was possible in this wny to differentiate to a certain extent 
the albumin substances of the eggs, excepting the closely
related bird species. Pursuing further these biological aI
tempts at dilTerentiating albumin, I set up the tusk of proYing 
whether it wus possible (0 detect the differences between 
albumin bodies from a chicken's egg und those from chick-
en's blood, in other words, between two protein bodies frolll 
one and the slime organism. Therein Iny the key to the 
method which could distinguish different blood types, since 
this experiment demonstrated that egg prOlcln could be dis-
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tinguished without a doubt from plasma protein by means of 
the specific egg antiserum in that this antiserum produced 
precipitates only in the egg albumin, but 1I0t in the solution 
of hen's blood. At the same time, rabbits were inoculated 
with defibrinated hen's blood. The serum of animals, pre
treated in this way, showed in a solution of hen's egg albumin 
no cloudiness after a rather long time or only a very weak 
effect, while in an equally diluted solution of laked hen's 
blood, the serum produced a strong precipittlte. 

Through this test it was proven that one was in fact able 
to differentiate egg albumin from the plasma protein of the 
hen_ At the same time and through this test a fundamental 
fact was established; for the above-mentiolled serum pro
duced a precipitate only in a solution of hen's blood, while all 
the other blood solutions, from horse, ass, deer, ram, and 
pigeon blood, which had been introduced for comparison, 
remained completely clear. Moreover, normal rabbit serum 
produced no cloudiness in these blood solutions. This inter
estillg observation was the starting point for perfecting the 
biological method of differentiating the various types of 
blood. 

After 1 had reported on the results of these tests in my 
work, "A New Contribution to the Specific Test for Egg 
Albumin by Biological Means", which appeared in the No
vember 14, 1900, editioil of Deutsche Ml'dlzillische WOcl/(~II
scI/rift, I presented these biological reactions of albumin and 
blood at the Greifswald Medical Association on December 
1, 1900, at which time I was also able to demonstrate a 
corresponding specific reaction in donkey's blood. r took this 
opportunity to make know!) that "I would be busy trying in 
an analogous way to decid,. the important forensic question 
concerning the distinguishing of human blood from that of 
animals". I will never forget that memorable session in 
which so many excellent men of the medical faculty, such as 
L~mer, Bier, Grawitz, Bonnet, Hugo Schulz, Beumer, Pei
per, Schirmer, Moritz, Martin, and Krehl followed my 
presentations in suspense, and participated in the discussion 
in a lively fashion. I can still see in my mind how the famous 
physiologist, "the old man" Landois, II meritorious blood 
resellrcher, pushed back his glusses and, fascinated at seeing 
the reaction, shouted, II Dlood is a very extraordinary juice". 

I then proceeded to produce precipitating sera to test a 
great variety of blood types, a task I completed with consid
erable difficulty. Thus, I first achieved a high-grnde serum to 
tcst c;ow's blood. My pl'ivy coullcillor, Lomcr, sct "I' u prob
lem for me. From eighteen unlabeled blood solutions, which' 
had been made from Inked blood, and which L~mer hud 
arbitrarily IlrI'anged in order, I had to select I he tube COIl

taining cow's blood. The blood solutions were from the fol
lowing animuls: a cow, 1\ horse, 1\ donkey, a pig, II dog, a cat, 
u stag, 1\ fcmule deer, u hure, 11 guinell pig, n rat, u mouse, a 
rllbbit, II hen, II goose, II turkey, lind a pigeon. H1IIllan blood 
WIIS IIlso introduced into the test. After u few minutes I had 
solved the problem. The solution of cow's blood WIIS the only 
one to displuy II typical cloudiness lind n precipitin reLIction, 
while nil the other test tubes remained clenr. My patience 
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was put to a hard test, however, since I was at first unsuc
cessful in obtaining a serum which would precipitate human 
blood - a step which was surely the most important for 
forensic purposes. This was in itself not particularly note
worthy, since it turned out after further experiments that the 
individual characteristics of rabbits played a crucial role in 
the production of precipitating serums, so that approxi
mately six pretreated rabbits sometimes yielded only one or 
two usable sera. Finally r had achieved a usable serum, 
which, when added to the same blood solutions mentioned 
above, only produced a precipitate in the solut:on of human 
blood, so that I was able to select the human blood without 
further ado. Of decisive importance, however, from a foren
sic standpoint was the fact that blood from humans, horses, 
cows, etc., which had dried for weeks on a great yuriety of 
materials, and had then been dissolved in a pl:ysiotogical 
NuCI-solution, could be differentiated immediutely, even 
when it was a matter of very small blood stains. 

Even when there could be no doubt after that, that the 
problem of forensic blood differentiation was sob'ed in prin~ 
ciple, still I couid not at first decide whether to pl.blish, since 315.' 

I Was most aware of the huge responsibility whicl. WaS bound 
up with the publishing of a method, often critkal in the 
administration of justice. r repeatedly checked my results 
using all imaginable controls. I let dry on a board (see below, 
p. 335) a number of smaller and larger stains of human 
blood and of blood from a great variety of animals and had 
L~mer and my trusted assistant, Schirmacher, who par
ticipated in these experiments with bright enthusiasm, hand 
over to me concealed samples, which they continually 
scraped off the board in order for me to determine their 
origin. Without exception I delivered the correct diagnosis, 
even though the extremely critical and careful L~mer in a 
joking manner repeu~edly set traps for me. For a long time 
the manuscript lay completed. And at that point it was my 
young wife, who had followed my work with growing excite
ment and joy and who, full of apprehension us unly women 
are, advised me not to wait uny longer, especinlly since r hud 
already published the fundamental tests on November 15, 
1900 and had demonstrated them on December I at the 
Grcifswuld Medical Association. 

When one dny, [ had identified by means of my own tests 
nil the blood samples before me with mathematical cer
tninly, in the evcning I agnin sought out my privy councillor, 
Lomcl', in his apartmcnt. Lomcl' lwei assumcd until thcll II 

cautious wait-and-see nttitude, 1 read him my work. He wns 
in agreement with it on every point. Thnt same evening I 
brought illY work to the post ollice. In about a week J re
ceived t he proofs lind shortly thereafter, on July 2, 190 I, the 
article appeared with the title, "A Method To Distinguish 
the Various Blood Types, Especially For the Difi'.:!rential
dillgnostic Test of Human Dlood."1 Fourteen days Inter 
Wassermunn nnd SchUtze reported in the lJerllller K/illische 
Wochellschrlft on similar results. Neverthelesb, I was un
doubtedly the first, lind I had to thunk my anxiolls wife fol' 
this honor. 
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If I have presented all this in such detail, I have done so indeed forensic practice deals almost exclusively, these 
because I wanted to show the younger generation how mon- measurements established in no way a certainty, but a best 
strously difficult it was for me to seize upon the right mo- only a probable diagnosis because of the contraction of 
ment to make public a process involving such responsibility, blood cells caused by the drying process. A judge, however, 
a process on which, under certain circumstances, the fate of could not begin anything with that. The medical examiners, 
a man might rest. That means that together with the happy who carried out such experiments throughout the years, 
joy of the discoverer, the joy the young researcher knows, the know best how depressing this deficiency was for the legal 
joy with which one cannot get to the laboratory fast enough experts. Now, as if by magic, a change entered on the scene. 
each morning, with that exultation, a calm and critical self- Even though it appeared that the method which we 
control must be maintained in order that one not be carried worked out for blood differentiation was finally perfected 
along to a hasty publication. This needs to be learned first. from the legal standpoint, not only after my own conclusive 
When reminiscing, I reckon such times of tension and ex- experiments with old blood dried on various substances, but 
pectation, as I have often experienced in my Inter days, also after decayed and frozen blood as well as blood mixed 
among the most beautiful moments of a life, filled with with different chemicals, such as soap, revealed its origins 
successes and also disappointments. On the other hand, the with certainty, still I went on using every opportunity to 
self-criticism and the period of testing and consideration form a judgment myself concerning the forrnsic meaning of 
ought never to last too l('Ing, lest the power to decide should the method in its practical application. Thus I tested a great 
suffer; otherwise, one is too late. For me that would have number of blood-spotted articles which were placed at my 
perhaps been fatal, since this discovery was the determining disposal in Greifswald by the director of the Medico-legal 
factor in the rest of my scientific career. Institute, Professor Beumer, and also by the first state pros-

In this connection I must point out that, a short time after ecutor, HUbschmann. I especially concentrated on state's 
publication of my article, I received information of an obser- exhibits of expired criminal cases, which were handed over 
vat ion which Tchistovitch had made in 1899 while studying to me by the Justice Minister for testing. After testing the 
immunization against the serum of eels, well-known as ex- blood-stained corpora delicti, which had been given to me 
tremely poisonous. When he mixed this eel serum with an without any further information, my verdict. was compared 
antitoxic serum, a cloudiness appeared after a few moments; with the relevant official reports. In every case I was able to 
if he used horse serum instead of the poisonous eel serum to make the right diagnosis, whether it concerned human blood 
pretreat his animals, hf' was able in the same way to establish or that of any animal. After the efficiency and dependability 
analogous conditions immediately. Thereupon, Bordet con- of the method was proven in the laboratory in this way, it 
firmed this observation with the serum of a rabbit pretreated was a lucky coincidence that it was able to stand its crucial 
with defibrinated hen's blood. Accordingly, there can be no test in the sensational murder trial conducted by the pros
dOUbt that these creditable authors have established specific ecutor's office in Greifswald against the seX murderer Tess
precipitins of plasma protein. What is of special interest, now. This process was the very first in which ollr method 
however, is that they have done this in a con1Pletely different Jound practical application. Besides the charge of (\ sex 
context, through their experiments which were at that time murder against him, Tessnow was suspected of having 
totally unknown to us. butchered sheep in a grizzly, sadistic manner. In fact, I was 

On the other hand, there should be no doubt that we first able to detect on the pieces of clothing which were handed 
indicated the method to recognize and differentiate th~ over to me fOl' examination both human und sheep blood, a 
different blood types in the course of our experiments con- result which was of crucial importance to illuminate the 
cerning the biological differentiation of various birds' eggs, facts of the cnse and convict the murderer. On the strength 
and especially through the difference which we established of my conclusions, Tessnow submitted a sweeping confession 
between the protein bodies of a chicken's egg and of chick- and was condemned to death.2 Since I was naturally the only 
en's blood, and, what is of chief importance, that v.e first one at first who was fully conversant with the method of 
worked out and recommended this method for forensic use. forensic blood testing, I was brought in as an expert to 
We were also the first to succeed in recognizing human delivery judgments, and I was thereby able to (mvel to cvel'y 
blood, as such, in an old and dried state and to distinguish it section of Germany at the request of the courts so that I 
from the blood of various animals, something previously could personally pr(;sent the results of my tests at the various 
impossible. These facts, which were not expressed clearly in proceedings. This activity brought me uncommonly great 
the IiteratuJe, 01' in my earlier works, desen'e to be emphasi'''· satisfaction and compensation since I could grasp first-hand 
ed in the historical presentation of the development of' what importance this method of protein differentiation, 
biological blood differentiation. which was at first a purely scientific method, hud won in the 

II. In the greatest number of legal cuses which were deter- search for the truth in legal proceedings, particulnrly since it 
mined by the recognition and differentiation of human and contributed not only to condemnations but also to the freeing 
animal blood, one had up to that point relied almost com- of defendants. 
pletely on the microscopical measurement of' red blood COl'· Even though the results of my labors were recognized and 
puscles. However, in the case of dried blood, with which confirmed through mnny tests, still there were raised here 
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and there, as Was to be expected in any delicate biological 
reaction, certain objections, which were, however, grounded 
simply in the faulty handling of the method, especially on the 
part of experts who were inexperienced and uneducat\!d in 
serology. In view of the serious decisions which rested on the 
blood test in a legal process, I considered it necessary that 
the test be worked over according to certain uniform view
points which until then had held true. Thus, together, with 
the thoroughly critical, totally conscientious, and un
forgettable f'ot'ensic physician, Professor Beumer, the dire(:
tor of the Institute for Legal Medicine in Greifswald, I 
completed in 1903 an article entitled "Practical Primer For 
Forensic Medicine regarding the Blood Test Using the Bio
logical Method'? This article underwent still further elabo-

,319 ration as a result of experiments carried out in the following 
years with my students, Weidanz, Steffenhagen, Seiffert and 
others.4 

II 1. Without going into all the details, I consider it neces
sary once more to point ollt in this context the most im
portant of the precepts which We worked out. 

Since the biological method is not a specific blood test, but 
rather a specific protein reaction so that suppurative sputum, 
scminal protein (gonolol'hea secretive), albumin-containing 
urine, ascites, and other exudates, and possibly milk and 
colostrum, can react with an antiserum to human blood, so it 
is the first task of the expert to identify blood as such with 
the help of well-known chemical and physical methods. Only 
then does one move on to the biological determination of the 
origin or the blood. Thus in our "primer" we thoroughly 
treat of the production of a completely perrect antiserum, 
which must be absolutely clcar, not opalescent, sterile, 
species-specific, and of a high-potency, not a very easy task 
granted the individuality of rabbits which arc almost exclu
sively t he animals in question. 

The antiserum l11ust above all display a prompt efl'ect, i.e., 
it must be of a high potency because I require that the 
reaction or specific turbidity develop before Our eyes within 
!'l few minutes, and that it appenr so fast and clearly that 
even for a layman l!ny doubt about the commencement of 
the reaction is out of thc question. An antiserum which has 
this elrect must be of the following strcngth: I n a solution of 
1 cc of serum diluted I: I ,000 with 0.85% saline solution, 
0.1 cc must produce un immediate reaction within one to 
two minutes when carefully layered in. In a dilution of 
I: I 0,000 or I :20,000 serum in saline, the turbidity should set 
in within thrce to fivc minutes in the bottom of the test tube, 
II ring-likc turbidity, gradually increasing in strength. One 
can sec the reliction best by holding up 1\ piece of black 
cnrdborlld.5 By observing these criteria, one has the ines
timuble advuntage thnt he himself CUll successfully test tiny 
blood spots sinec wc huve seen thc reaction tuke plncc within 
a short time even in dilutlons of I :20,000. Of especial illl
portnnce, moreover, is the species specilidty. Besides thc 
relationship rcaction, which we will pursue in more detuil 

• 120 below, one sees frol11 tillle to timc "heterologous turbid rene
tion:;", even in unrel(ltcd pn)lein solutions. Such retlc(ions 
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are especially common when one adds high-potency, specific 
sera to protein solutions which were insufficiently diluted, 
that is when one does not work quantitatively. In immunity 
reactions such quantitative work is absolutely necessary. 

This "overlapping" can of course be so strong in individuai 
sera that even in greater dilutions turbid reactions, i.e. pre
cipitates, can form. Still the' practiced investigator will not 
confuse these reactions with specific turbid reactions if he 
notices the swiftness and intensity with which the reaction 
takes place. Nevertheless, they can be the I:i\usr. of errors for 
the inexperienced. 

The species specificity test of antisera, known to be of high 
potency (titer I :20,000), takes place with solutions of heter
ologous antigen solutions of I: I 00, I :200 and, if necessary, 
1: 1 000. After very careful tests of a great number of anti
sem, carried out in the Imperial Office of Health by my 
students, Manteufel and Beger, eighty-seven percent were 
shown to be absolutely specific, i.e., they alone did not pro
duce a trace of turbidity at concentrathns of I: 100 and 
I :200.6 Sera which still cause heterologous reactions even at 
1 :200 are unusable for forensic practice and ought not to be 
distributed (For more detnils, see below, "State Testing of 
Precipitating Sera", p. 347). 

Regarding the execution and the course of the biological 
reaction, moreover, we have given exact directions, chiefly 
concerning the handling of the material used in the experi
ment to produce the extract from blood-besmirched sur
faces. As in all forensic blood tests, thc most important 
fundamental rule is that all containers, test tubes, and in
struments be meticulously clean and sterile, and that all 
liquids be absolutely clear. In our experience simple phys
iological (0.85%) saline solution is the best us a solvent, but 
it must be allowed to act upon the relevant, pulverized sub
stratum for II sufilciently long period. In order to achieve 
clear solutions by this process, every agitution must be 
uv..oided as much tiS possible. The test fluid, which under 
certain conditions is still clearly filterable, must display a 
foum when shaken, as the sign thut enough protein has gone 
into solution. Then, the fluid must bc diluted to I: I 000, and, 
when tell ted with nitric acid, can be recognized [as suitable] 
by metlns of u light turbidity. Besides the test liquid, control 
solutions must be introduced, controls which arc prepured in 
the same way as the test liquid, using h solution of the same 
blood-species whose identity is to be estublished by the rcac
tion. Solutions prepared from heterologous blood species 
must also be prepared. the sclection of heterologous blood
species is unimportant (one must select stecr and pig blood 321 
controls to identify hor l1c blood). Anil1lul-blood solutions 
which displny reluted retlctions (see below) arc naturally to 
h·~ uvoided. Then, the clear extl'acts must be tcsted with 
litmus paper for their reliction. At II dilution of I: 1000 they 
ought to show a neutral rcaction. Strong alkaline lind acidic 
solutions ure to be discarded, but in practice they rarely 
come into piny in view of the high dilution Qf the test liquid • 
If, in exceptional cases, they rcact ncidicnlly (leather, tree 
bark, etc.), they cnll be l1eutrnli7.ed with 0.1 % sodn solution 
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or magnesium oxide. 
The test solution is then put in test tubes I and II, one cc 

of the solution produced according to prescription from the 
blood stains in question being placed in \;, .;;h tube. The same 
quantity of homologous solution, i.e., a blood solution corre
sponding to the antiserum,' goes into tube III, while one cc 
of heterologous blood solution is put into tube IV and one 
into tube V (for example pig and cow blood). In tube VI is 
physiological saline stich as that which was used to produce 
the test liquid. As a further control for certain cases we 
include still another tube, no. VII, filled with an extract from 
a blood-free piece of the substratum in question (see below). 

0.1 cc of the antiserum which has been pretested (and with 
the prescribed titer I :20,000) is then added with a graduated 
pipette (one cc with graduated marks) to each of the tubes 
filled with their respective solutions, with the exception of 
tube II. To this tube 0.1 cc normal rabbit serum is added. In 
adding the serum one must be careful that the serum runs 
down the wall of the test tube and is not dropped directly on 
the liquid. When the serum is added, it usually sinks to the 
bottom because of its greater specific gravity. The layering 
must be done very carefully or otherwise, the developing 
reaction will not appear clearly as a ring formation. 

The following are valid criteria for judging the reaction. 
Tubes III, IV V and VI provide an indicator of the fitness of 
the serum used. I n tube III obvious turbidity must appear at 
the bottom of the tube within a minute (the value of the 
antiserum). Tubes IV and V (specificity of the serum) and 
likewise tube VI (clarity of the serum) must not show a 
reaction, i.e. turbidity, within twenty munutes. Tube II must 
provide the evidence, i.e. the lack of any precipitation, that 
normal rabbit serum does not in itself bring about a,IY tur
bidity. Only when the reaction in the six control tubes has 
run its course in the manner described above, and only when 

322 tube I, in a positive reaction, shows a turbidity, i.e. a precip
itation, of the same kind as in tube III, can the test be 
considered certain. Turbidity which sometimes develops 
after the twenty-minute period cannot be considered a posi
tive reaction. I n order to execu te the test in the manner 
presented here, the test tubes must not be shaken. The reac· 
tion must be done at room temperature and not in the incu
bator. It is useful to repeat the experiment several times and 
it should be carefully observed and followed in stalll na
scendi. If the experiment is undertaken according to this 
prescription, all so-called hetc~rologous turbidities, i.e., un
specific reactions and other "interference factors", can be 
excluded. 

Here I must draw attention to an "interference factor" 
which merits close observation. Early we determined thut 
strong extracts of tree bark and leathel.' gave u "pseudo. 
reaction" as a resull of theil' acidic eont~nt (tannic acid), 
i.e., that by the addition of nntiserull1 as well as any other 
serum an obvious, often cloud-like turbidity or precipitation 
cun result (Uhlenhuth and Ollrck, Gruham·Smith). This 
Was not the case with other substrata which we examined, 
such as wood, glass, fabric materiul, iron, paper, stone, coul, 
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cork, straw, sand, earth, etc. With the prescribed dilution of 
the test fluid to I: 1000, however, the turbidity resulting from 
the acid no longer occurs. In any case such a false reaction 
would reveal itself straightaway in tube II. For certainty, we 
have also required tube VII as a control on the substratum 
so that every possibility of error is ruled out. Where the 
failure to observe our suggested rules and controls can lead 
is demonstrated by a report from the state chemical lab· 
oratory in Lagos, recently published by Heindl. Here the 
careless testing of a stain on a waterproof raincoat, a stain 
suspected of being human blood, simulated a positive reac
tion, in that the extract from the raincoat alone gave a 
positive reaction with any serum whatsoever, a reaction 
which was later determined to have resulted from the rain
proofing substance (Fritz). If the expert had adhered to our 
rules, such a dangerous error would have been impossible, 
since tubes II and VII would have immediately revealed the 
interfering factor, as was tre case in our earlier test with tree 
bark, leather, and so on. I refer in addition to the research 
of Fritz, Bessemann, and Saert, which was stimulated by 
this case of Heindl'S, and also to my own treatise on that 
problem.s 

Schoenherr was the first to research thoroughly this ques- 323 
tion in my laboratory. In eighty-one extracts of various ma
terials (tree bark, oak,9 leather, rubber, plastic, roofing felt) 
he was able to establish twenty-eight pseudo-reactions (acid-
ic reactions), and indeed these took place whenever he tested 
the extracts at the ratio of I: I 0 (one part substratum and ten 
parts physiological saline solution). After diluting to 1:500 
the pseudo-reactions disappeared so that, in fact, they do not 
come into play, if our rules are observed. 

Concerning the details I refer to the work presently in 
print and appearing in the Archiv fur Krimillologie as well 
as to the article of Fischer in the same journal. 

Thus, the biological method, as we had worked it out, 
achieved such perfection that it satisfied all conceivable de
mands regarding its trustworthiness and dependability. It 
goes without saying that this is true only in the hands of an 
experienced expert. The best evidence of that is the fact that 
over the :'ears our prescriptions were not altered in their 
essentials. 

I would, however, not w(lnt to miss this opportunity to 
refer to the capillary method which waS outlined by my 
friend Hauser and modified in my laboratory by Carnwath. 
Here I cannot go into the execution. For this method only the 
smallest quuntities of the blood solution, i.e., the fragments 
of a droplet, are suflicient for the test. As a result, (here 
would in practice rurely be a case in which the testing of n 
blood spot would meet with insurmountuble difliculties, pro
vided thut the solubility of the blood was not d:minished too 
much through uging or other cuuses. This method nnturnlly 
required special pructice und experience, Together with my 
students Weidtinz and AngelofT, I have used the capillary 
method successfully to identify the provenuncc of blood in 
leeches und in blood-sucking insects (bcd-bugs, fleas, lice, 
mosquitos, gnllts, /lies). By means or this tcst we were still 
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able to identify human blood in bed·bugs after fourteen days. 
The results were the same with human, cow, and goat blood 
in tleas, sheep ticks, and dog ticks. 

In a selection of Anopheles mosquitoes, the transmitters 
of malaria, we were able to determine the presence of pig 
and cow blood, but not of human blood, which we had ex
pected to find. The mosquitoes, we later discovered, hact been 
caught in pig and cattle barns. So it was possible in a simple 
manner to determine the blood suppliers of individual carri· 
ers, a fact which can be of great importance in epidemi
ological research. 

The capillary method has come into vogue in many places 
for forensic practice, in place of the test-tube or Uhlenhuth
tube method (see also Merkel).'o We ourselves have used it 
with advantage because the ring formation, which arises 
when layering the test liquid with the antiserum, appears in 
an especially striking fashion in the: capillary tubes. 

IV. To illustrate the forensic significance of the biological 
method, it is sufficient to refer to the opinions of court phy
sicians which have played a determining role in illuminating 
the facts in countless cases of murder, bodily injury, moral 
transgression, theft of household animals, poaching, etc. I 
have brought together a collection of my own opinions, the 
especially important ones, and published them with Wei
danz in my book, referred to above. 

From the abundance of opinions which I have rendered 
during the years I want here to select only a few strking 
examples in order to illustrate the practical importance of 
the method. 

I. A butcher, accused of a triple robbery-murder, alleged 
that the blood stains found on his shirt sleeves were due to his 
having butchered a cow. With the aid of the prccipitin reac
tion I was able to establish with certainty that the stains were 
human blood stains. On the grounds of overwhelming cir
cumstantial evidence, including this finding which was un 
important consideration, the accused was condemned to 
death. Shortly before his execution he made a comprehen
sive confession. 

2. A man, on whose clothing were found blood stains, was 
arrested under heavy suspicion of murder. He usserted his 
innocence, however, stating that the blood came from II 

wound his horse hud suffered. His story was not believed 
until I was able to prove the truth of his testimony by means 
of the precipitin reaction. The man was thereupon released 
from prison. 

3, A Illun was accused of having stolen und butchered a 
pig, und of having conceuled the body in a sack. He muin
tuined that the blood stuins on the suck came from a female 
dog which had given birth. I, however, wus able to establish 
thut it was a mutter of pig's blood und thereby cleared up !lny 
doubt ubout guilt. 

4. The following cuse is ulso interesting: a mlln who 
wanted to cheat on his pension wus discovered one morning 
in his blood-stained bed. He maintained thut he had sutTered 
u violent hemorrhage, Since the medicul exumillutlon gave 
no evidence of this, I brought into play the predipitin reuc-
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tion in order to determine the origin of the blood. The test 
indicated the presence of cow's blood. When the man was 
directly confronted with the result, he admitted that he had 
poured out a bottle of cow's blood, which he had fetched for 
himself from the slaughter house, with deceitful intention. 

In view of the great responsibility which such a forensic 
test brings with it, the conditions surrounding it are similar 
to the bacteriological determination of diseases which en
danger the public, such as cholera. Considering the far
reaching consequences of such a diagnosis the imperial 
administration has issued exact instructions which are to be 
strictly followed, and, if these are not observed, the diagnosis 
of cholera is not recognized as valid. Further, experts are 
only admitted who have obtained proof of special training. If 
these demands are present in public health, they ought also 
to be necessary here, where the determining of human blood 
often decides a Iife-or-death issue in a murder trial. There 
even is a special training progrum for the carrying out of the 
Wassermann reaction for syphilis, a progrum which was 
worked out in the imperial health office and required by 
regulation for all official examinations. II Accordingly in 
1903, I demanded thut central offices be instituted where 
experts could be instructed in carrying out the forensic blood 
test. I felt that university institutes of legal medicine were 
the best suited for the job. From the central offices the 
experts can also acquire high-potency sera, which has been 
tested by the state. 12 It is a matter here of a serum reaction 
which brings about extremely fine biological processes; to 
observe and judge these processes requires a speciul course of 
studies. If these methods of testing are unfamiliar even to the 
r .Irt physiciuns, how much more are they strunge to the 
court chemists, who ure often called upon to curry out such 
experiments. 

At this point it was a welcome turn of events that the 
official departments took a stand regarding this matter, so 
importunt for the administration of justice, on the recom
mendation of the Scientific Deputation for Medicul AfTairs. 
This recommendation ran LIS follows: 

The practical uses regurding the serum method of 
blpod testing are already so widely disseminated in Ger
many as well as abroad, the results of the research so 
unanimous in their essentials, that no doubt can any 
longer be fIIised that this new biologicnlmethod enables 
one in the majority of cuses to determine with greut 
certuinty the origins of fresh und dry blood and to dis
tinguish humun blood from the blood of different ani-
mals. Though this excellent method naturally should 326 
not drive out the old, tested methods of blood 
identification, but ruther should supplement and com-
plete them, we vigorously urge (hut it be used in judicial 
practice. 
On the basis of this recommendation the Prussian Justice 

minister issued on September 8, 1903 a disposition denling 
with this question wherein the biological method WIIS intro· 
duced into legal practice. ll The Hygienic Institute of the 
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University of Greifswald, the Institute of Infectious Diseases 
in Berlin, the Institute of State Pharmaceutics in Berlin, and 
the Institute for Experimental Therapy in Frankfurt am 
Main were all named as institutes which were straight-away 
invited to undertake forensic blood research. Similar disposi
tions were released in Austria, Bavaria, \v Urttenberg, Baden 
and also abroad in almost every nation. I n order to have 
ready at all times a satisfactory serum, the Hygienic Insti
tute tn Griefswald was intrusted in Spring 1904 by the 
Prussian Ministry of Education with the production of 
high-potency serum, where I controlled the process myself. 
Later the bacteriological department of the Ministry of the 
Interior was also named. I was transferred there as director 
in 1906. The production and regulation of st:ra was all the 
more necessary as I was able to establish that sera produced 
by court physicians themselves, or obtained from other 
sources, fell totally short in many ways of meeting the pre
scriptions we outlined above. Above all were found among 
these strongly opalescent sera, which were not of sufficient 
potency to eliminate errors, i.e. false results. Unfortunately, 
as the result of adverse circumstances. it has in recent years 
not been possible for these bureaus to carry out the prod
uction of the necessary antisera so that the court physicians 
were no longer able to obtain satisfactory. officially approved 
antisera. Now that the governmental testing of sera, 14 testing 
we had formerly worked out in its details. and had held to be 
strictly necessary, hilS been introduced at the Institute for 
Experimental Therapy in Frankfurt am Main. and now that 
private serum laboratories have undertaken the production 
of the kind of antisera practical experience requires. one 
hopes that the constanl difficulties in this ·pecl have been 
removed. r also consider it strictIy necessary t;,at more atten
tion be given the instruction of court experts in this matter 
and that the blood tests be limited to state forensic medical 
institutes and possibly to hygienic-serulogical institutes 
which ought to be designated by name to the courts and 
police officials. In these institutes such experiments can con
tinually be carried out by experienced experts. Since, in 
consideration of circumstances, the old official regulations 
arc now forgotten and since considerable abuses nOw exist, 
abuses which my questionnail'es to the forensic medical insti
tutes brought to light, the question of forensic blood testing 
ought to be uniformly established and reguluted. As the 
result of these regulations, chemists, criminal experts, 
official doctors, and health offices should not, in general, 
carry out these tests. 

jackals, between pigs and boars, hares and ~'abbits, chickens 
and pigeons are demonstrated before us ad oelilos. With 
certain gradual and temporal differences, the biological reac
tion runs approximately pf'rallel to the degree of blood re
lationship and, in general, agrees with the animal taxonomy. 
In the case of reptiles and amphibians (v. Dungern) and of 
fish (Neresheimer, Dunbar, Kodama, and others) similar 
relationships exist. Nuttall confirmed these experiments and 
expanded them greatly, testing 900 different blood species 
with thirty different antisera and 16,000 reactions. IS Of very 
special interest are the tests concerning the blood re
lationship between men and apes. The identification of these 
blood species was Ilrst brought forward by Wassermann and 
myself, and was confirmed and thoroughly studied by Nut
tall. It was shown that a human antiserum produced almost 
as strong a precipitation in the plasma protein of the human
like apes (chimpanzees, gorillas, orangutans)-when ana
lyzed quantitatively-as did in human blood. This serum 
reacted somewhat more weakly with the blood of baboons 
and long-tailed apes. Weaker still wac the reaction in the 
case of new-wodd monkeys, the Cebidae and Hapalidae. 

V. Of forensic importance, and also of interest to the natu
ral sciences, are the results published in my first writings 
concerning the differentiation of' albumin from various birds' 
eggs (see lIbove). I established that the bonds of relationship 
among the animllis achieve visible expression in the biologi
cal reaction. Thus, I hit upon the closely-allied idea of rec
ommending the use of the precipitin reaction for the study of 
the relationships among the animllis. By this means the 
blood relationships between horses and donkeys, among 
sheep, goals, and caUle, among dogs, foxes, wolves, and 
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The blood of the lemurs (Halbaffen) reacted either only very 328; 

weakly to sel'Um of very high potency, or it did not react at 
all (Nuttall). That the serum of a rtibbit pretreated with 
human blood calls forth precipitation not only in human 
blood but also in ape blood, and in addition produces such 
precipitates in no other types of blood, is forceful evidence 
for the blood relationship between man and the ape family. 
Moreover, considering the differences in the precipitates 
from the biological reaction, one must accept that different 
grades of relationship, some closer, some more distant, exist 
between man and the various types of apes, especially that 
the anthropomorphic apes (chimpanzees) stand closest to 
man and that, in general, the monkeys of the old world are 
more closely related to man than are those of the new world. 
Clearly, this evidence for the blood relationship between 
man and the ape fumilY is worthy of being placed along side 
of all the other evidence which -follows from comparative 
anatomy and from the history of evolution. Indt~ed this 
might be the most striking and startling, since one can dem-
onstrate it in a flash in the test tube ad oeulos. Thus this 
biological reaction is a solid prop for the theory of evolution 
as it was founded and developed by Darwin, Lamurck, and 
Hackel. 

These experiments have been confirmed by muny re-
searchers (Hunsen, Bruck, W. A. Schmidt, Yumanuouchi, 
and su forth). The serological studies of Mollison and von 
Krogh are especially impressive and interesting from the 
standpoint of' animal taxonomy. By carefully measuring the 
quantity of rrecipitution, and by using trunsverse reuctions, 
these studies cume to the conclusion "thut the phylogenetic 
relationship IImong the rorms of life cnn be gruspcd more 
clearly and surely through the tested preCipitin reliction thun 

it can with the aid of morphological similarities.l/, 
"If protein substnnces of related species are common, (lnd 

if these substances ure found no where else in the animal or 
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plant world, this fact must lay claim to greater importunce 
than any morphological feature. The protein which a crea
ture has inherited from its ancestors ·js to a certain extent a 
passport wherein the infinitely complex marks of its fore
fathers have been entered." It proves definitely, "that both 
species have a common stretch in their phylogenetic devel
opment which they completed before their present 
differentiation. A distinction between protein relationship 
and phylogenetic relationship does not exist" (v. Krogh). If 
Ehrhardt is of a different view, his judgment at best must 
have reference to older experiments in which unsuitable 
methods were used. 17 Thus, our precipitin reaction as a 
method for biologically distinguishing protein must be con
sidered at least equal to all the morphological research, and 
both of these methods will be most useful when they control 
each other's results. IS Our precipitin reaction has thereby 
achieved great meaning for anthropology und zoology. 

This rich biological method of observation has not yet 
been properly evaluated. For example, the apparent vari
ation in susceptibility to infections and tumors (cancer) in 
supposedly closely related rodents. led me to study thor
oughly their blood relationships. To our surprise I was able 
to establish that, for example, between rats and mice there 
exists only a distant relationship so that it is easily possible 
to differentiate mouse and rat blood with an antiserum of not 
very great potency (see ulso Trommsdorf, Graetz, Steffen
hagen, and Schon burg). This however, does not seem to take 
place with every antiserum in t.he same way (Otto and Cro
nheim). Ruts and mice, of course, belong to two different 
families (Epimys alld Mus). Recently we were also able to 
demonstrate thut, by using an antiserum aguinst field-mouse 
blood, one could distinguish field-mouse blood from that of 
a house mouse (white mouse), and that this was also possible 
in the reverse order, i.e. by using an antiserum against house
mouse blood. 19 Robert Koch already suspected such a 
difference between these blood types, when he conducted 
experiments concerning the varying susceptibility to the 
agents in mouse-septicemia and anthrax (1878). The field 
mouse displays (\ noticeable resistllnce lIgainst these agents 
compared to the house mouse. On the other hand, we ob
served that an antiserum against the blood of the house 
mouse rellcted equlllly to the blood of a white mouse, a 
reaction which is per/cctly understandable, beclluse the 
white mouse is a pigmentIess house mOllse. and breeding is 
possible between them. 

Although these relationship renctions ure interesting, they 
are understandably the source of interference in forensic
medical practice. If, for eXlimple, the expert must confront 
the problem of distinguishing horse from donkey blood, or 
sheep from goat blood, he comes up ugainst unconqueruble 
difficulties, since the precipitin reaction breaks down in these 
Cases. In the attempt to distinguish related blood types Wei
chardt employed the so-culled "saturution method." I can
not go into this method more closely here, since it has 
achieved no pructicul forensic importance, even in the hands 
of an expert. 
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A forensic opinion gave me the occasion to work thor
oughly with the distinguishing of closely related bl00d types. 
In this case it was possible to go a step further. The court 
sent me a blood-stained walking stick with the request to 
establish the origin of these stains. The man, itl whose resi
dence the walking stick happened to be found during a house 
search, was under suspicion of having killed a deer or a 
smaller wild animal (a hare, a fox, or some other similar 
creature) and of having taken it away on the stick. The man, 
h?wever, claimed that the stains we!'e caused by goose blood; 
hiS mother had supposedly slaughtered some geese and hung 
them up. The walking stick stood below these geese and the 
blood ran down onto it. First, it was possible to establish that 
the serum of a rabbit pretreated with goose blood did not call 
forth a reaction in the solution of the blood-stained material 
scraped from the stick. Thus, goose blood was ruled out. 
Similarly by using a deer-blood antiserum, deer blood could 
definitely h.: ruled out. Now in order to determine whether 
it was hare blood, I uttempted to produce a hare antiserum. 
Toward this goal I pretreated rabbits with hare's blood 
although in view of the supposed close relationship of th~ 
hare with the rabbit, theoretical doubts against this pro
cedure were raised. In order to obtain an effective antiserum 
to hare's blood in any case, three chickens were pretreated 
with hare's blood along with three rabbits. Since at that time 
it was closed season and therefore impossible to obtain fresh 
hare's blood, I used four-year old, dried hare's blood, which 
I dissolved in a physiological suline solution. To my great 
surprise all three rabbits produced usable antisera which 
precipitated wIth hare's blood. The three chickens ulso pro
duced effective sera after four or five intramuscular injec
tions with hare's blood. 

The antisera obtained from the rubbits as well as that 
from the chickens reacted to hure's blood, but they displayed 
the following differences. Though the serum from the rabbits 
pretreated with hare's blood was added to a great variety of 
blood solutions, it. produced u reaction only in hare's blood. 
The blood solutions of tame and wild rabbits remained com
pletely cleur. On the other hand, with the hare antiserum 
obtained froll1 the chicken, there was no positive dill'erence 
between hure and rabbit blood, since it produced precipitates 
both in hare and rabbit blood. 

With the aid of the hare antiserum obtained from the 331/ 

rabbits, I brought forth positive evidence that the blood 
found on the waIling stick of the poacher wus that of a hare. 
Through this "crosswise immunization," I was able in a 
similar way to difl'erentiute positively chicken from pigeon 
blood. When I pretreated monkeys with human blood, I 
succeeded also in differentiating human from monkey blood 
by means of the human antiserum obtained from l\ monkey. 
The serum from this monkey, which has, since that time, 
accompanied me on life's journey us a stu/Ted specimen, 
called forth precipitHtion only in the human blood, not in the 
blood of apes. This interesting observation was confirmed by 
Landsteiner With human untiserulll obtained from chim
panzees. Thus it is indeed possible in certain cases to produce 
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precipitins in the case of related animals such as chickens 
and pigeons, hares and rabbitsl, as well as humans and apes 
through reciprocal injections, ~nd even to distinguish human 
from ape blood even when th(~se antisera are, as a rule, not 
of high potency and are in general difficult to produce. On 
the other hand, it was not possible even with large doses of 
donkey's blood to produce from a horse specific precipitins 
against donkey blood. Even less was it possible to get such 
serum from sheep which had been pretreated with goat's 
blood because the plasma protein of these animals is too 
closely related. In this case, however, one must consider also 
that sheep are very poor producers of precipitins. 

It is necessary that the expert take careful notice of the 
relationship reaction and, since he scarcely has at his dispos
al human antiserum obtained from apes, he should do as I 
have always done. He should add the note, "if ape blood has 
been ruled out by the judicial examination." Luckily this has 
practically no importance in our region. If need be, however, 
the decision can be reached with serum obtained from apes, 
as we have said. The same is true for the hare and the rabbit, 
the chicken and the pigeon, and so forth. 

In practice, however, such an explanatory note is es
pecially important when, for example, the case invol .... es 
sheep blood (see above the Tessnow case), which by our 
method cannot at all be distinguished in practice from the 
blood of goats, deer, or cattle. The same is true of dis
tinguishing horse from donkey bIood. In these cases the 
diagnosis must be presented in conjunction with the judicial 
inquiry per exclusionem. In any case this must always be 
expressed in the opinion, since it has, in fact, happened that 
the accused has exposed the expert before the court. 

We see, on the one hand, that the "crosswise immu
nization" means a certain progress in the 'differentiating of 
various blood types, but, on the other hand, the unsuccessful 
attempts at distinguishing horse from donkey blood, mutton 
from goat blood, show us that the precipitin reaction, other
wise so capable, finds its limit here. Where an equivalency of 
plasma protein can be biologically established, there is the 
possibility of crossing the animals, as is the case with the 
horse and the donkey. Mutton and goats are also indistin
guishable biologically. Whether cross-breeding is possible 
here is still a disputed question. On the other hand, where a 
distinction of plasma protein is biologically demonstrable, 
cross-breeding seems to be ruled out. This fact is suited to 
quash any fantastic notions uf breeding. Thus, these experi
ments can also be of practical use to the animal breeder. 

It wou.ld be of particular interst from an anthropological 
standpoint if it Were possible to distinguish the blood of 
different human races from one another. As is well known, 
C. Bruck, with the help cif an antiserum against members of 
the white race, is said to have succeeded in distinguishing 
whites from members of' the Mongolian and Malaysian races 
by means of weakly precipitating sera with the usc of com
plement binding (sec below). From the gradations in titer he 
derived the relationship of the different races to each other. 
According to our opinion, however, the differences in the 
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titer were too small to permit sure conclusions. Moreover, 
Bruck's experiments could not be confirmed (Linossier and 
Lemoine, Marshall, Teague, Fitzgerald, and others). The 
experiments of Sutherland and Suk as well as those of Fi
scher and Raquet have not shown progress. Whether a 
"crosswise immunization" with the blood of whites and 
blacks would lead anywhere is unlikely, according to what 
we have said, since certainly among the individual human 
races mixing Occurs to a wide extent (Europeans with 
Blacks, Indians with Eskimos). Nevertheless, such experi
ments should be attempted. Using antiserum to human 
blood obtained from the Robert-Koch Institute, we ourselves 
had the opportunity at our leisure to analyze quantitaively 
fresh blood serum from different races, from Englishmen, 
Armenians, Russians, Indians, Negroes, Arabs, and Mon
gols. In these experiments one must, of course, notice that 
the protein content of the blood sera can be subject to certain 
variations. 

It was not possible to observe a distinction among blood 
samples of different races. The reaction proceeded very uni
formly in a dilution of 1: 1000 to 1 ;20,000. The reaction 
proceeded in the same manner in the blood of an ape which 
had been added to serve as a control. 

We atempted also to distinguish the different canine JJJ/ 

breeds 20/ which leave nothing to be desired regarding the 
variety of their outward appearance. Our experiment failed 
to distinguish with an antiserum to the blood of a pedigree 
German shepherd, quantitative differences in the blood of 
nineteen other supposedly pedigree dogs, a result which 
agreed with the well-known cross-breeding possibilities 
among the various canine breeds. 21 Although it would be 
very interesting from an anthropological standpoint we came 
no further with the present biological methods. The experi
ments, which we began with the Abderhalden protective
enzyme (Abwehrferment) reaction, could possibly reach the 
goal, but their execution is extremely difficult. U nfortu
nately, they had to be discontinued for other reasons. 

VI. The idea came to me to use my method of dis
tinguishing the different blood types to test whether it was 
possible to use this method in distinguishing the meat of 
different animals. From the start the prospects were good, 
because in a good cut of meat there is a large quantity of 
blood still present. 

By numerous experiments I established that in a great 
variety of pig organs (spleen, liver, heart, muscle) dried for 
a year, a positive reaction occurred and, thereby, that the 
origin of thl!se organs could still be ascertained exactly. This 
was my starting point in working out a method of dis
tinguishing the different kinds of meat, which was of funda
mental importance for meat inspection. 

Through countless experiments we were able to demon
strate that the serum of a rabbit, pretreated with pig blood, 
produced precipitation only in an extract of pork, that from 
a rabbit pretreated with cat's blood only in an extract of eat's 
meat. Further, specific sera were produced for the idc;nti
fication of mutton and horse flesh, but at the same time the 

possible relationship reactions between horse and donkey 
meat as well as that among sheep, goat, and cattle meat had 
to be pointed out. The importance of this method in testing 
chopped meat for the admixture of horse, dog and cat meat 
was accordingly self-evident. Moreover, I was able to estab
lish the important fact for meat inspection that the specific 
identity is also successful in smoked products (pickled meat, 
pie). Thus it was possible to ascertain with certainty the 
origin of year-old smoked horse meat and ham. Similarly, we 

/334 succeeded in determining the origin of horse sausage and 
sundry other German sausages, if the reacting protein bodies 
Were not destroyed by cooking, as is the case with liverwurst. 

The method of meat testing which I, together with 
Weidanz, Wedemann, and Borghmann, worked. out in its 
smallest details for practical application, was confirmed and 
fully recognized by the work of Jess, Piorkowski, Notel, 
Miessner and Herbst, v. Riegler, Groen:ng, Ruppin, W. A. 
Schmidt, SchUtze, Fiehe, and others. 22 Since it was impos
sible by using the current chemical and physical methods to 
identify with certainty horse meat, not to speak of the meat 
of any other animal, especially in sausage or other meat 
mixtures, the biologi.,;al method for the practical inspection 
of meat was undertandably of extraordinary importance. 
For the inspection of foreign meat, the precipitin test to 
identify horse meat, carried out according to our instruction, 
has been required by law. Our instructions are found in the 
appendix "a" to the explicative guidelines "D" which went 
into elrect I April 1908, regarding meat inspection 2J and the 
method is recommended officially for the inspection of do
mestic meat (see the relevant dispositions of Prussia, 
WUrtemburg, Bavaria, and so forth as well as relevant opin
ions. 24 In the framework of meat-inspection laws, fresh, fro
zen, dried, smoked, pickled, cooked, and decaying meat can 
be SUbjected to testing by using the biological method. In all 
these cases the biological reaction reveals the origins of the 
meat, provided the protein bodies are not completely de
stroyed by cooking. Despite many efl'orts, the production of 
usable antisera for cooked-meat protein has not been suc
cessful. Regarding all the details of the technique and meth
odology I refer the reader to the works cited. 

It should be mentioned that under the ban against pre
pared horse meat is included the introduction of horse intes
tines and dried horse blood. I n these cases, too, the hiological 
method has been used to advantage, as. it has in the case of 

.1.1!i fish meat (Uhh.:nhuth, Weidanz, Borchmann). Moreover, if 
it is possible to extract from either animal or human bones 
enough soluble, reactive protein, one can determine their 
origins, something of importance for forensic medicine 
(Beumer, Schlllze, Stefl'enhagen, and Clough).25 In forensic 
cases, however, involving bones which have been burned, 
blenched, or carbonized, or which have been in water for a 
long time, this is no longer possible (perhaps, however, by 
means of the anaphylactic reaction, p. 343). 

VII. Though as a rule forensic practice deals with fresh 
material with which it is easy to produce t he specific 
identilication by precipitation, the investigation of rehl~ively 
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old blot)d stains may still, under certain circumstances, con
tribute; to solving a crime and thus be of importance. In my 
first efforts I was already able to demonstrate that a positive 
biological reaction occurred even with blood stains that had 
dried for weeks or months, indeed for three, five, and eleven 
years. It was successful, too, with dried organs 1.5 years old. 
These results were confirmed by others (Biondi, Ziemke, 
Graham-Smith). Even in the case of mummified organs thirty 
to forty years old, and of those sixty to seventy years old, I 
was still able to determine their origin with certainty, while 
in the cases of Egyptian mummies, a thousand years old, and 
of a horse muscle a hundred years old as well as with mum
mies from the lead-lined cellar of the Bremen cathedral (100 
to 450 years old) and with the head skin of an Inca skull, the 
precipitin reaction no longer provided a positive result. The 
supposed positive results of von Hansemann in the case of 
3000-5000 year-old mummies were due to mistakes in the 
experiments (pseudo-reactions, see above), as I was able to 
establish. Nevertheless, I would like to take this opportunity 
to m~ntion that I was indeed able to establish the derivation 
of individual Egyptian and Peruvian mummies as well as of 
the one-hundred year old horse muscle, mentioned above, 
through the anaphylactic reaction (see below p. 343).26-27 

As r mentioned above, in the Winter of 1900-190 I, I had 
smeared a board (see above p. 315) with different blood 
types (human, horse, cattle, pig, etc.) on which I carried out 
my first experiments with dried blood. On the occasion of the 
celebration of the thirtieth anniversary of forensic blood 
testing, arrangcd in my honor by the Grcifswald Medical 
Association, my student, Zimmermann, confirmed that these 
blood stains produced a prompt, specific reaction.16 Zi
mmermann was also able to provide a positive reaction in J3(,/ 

most cases with the old judicial exhibits which I had tested 
successfully at that time. Some of these exhibits had been 
stored for twenty-five to thirty years in laboratory test tubes. 
6nly in a few cases had the protein lost its solubility and, 
therefore, its reactive capacity, de'spite leaching for several 
days. This is especially true where the blood samples arc very 
small and are solidly embedded through absorption in the 
tissue fibers. Also, blood stains on a smooth piece of note 
paper from the year 1900, which I had diagnosed as pig 
blood, had become insoluble. 

From these experimcnts it also cmerges that thc testing of 
relatively old blood stains can still be successful in the sub
sequent s )Iving of crime. It is not possible to give a lime 
period after which one ought not to expect the biological 
reaction to be successful. The failure of the precipitin reac
tion seems to be due primarily to a loss in solubility rather 
than to a loss in specificity. Such a loss in solubility is de
pendent on tlie workings of many outside influences. It is 
important that the blood dryas quickly us possible, since the 
protein is only damaged a little by the drying and in such II 

state can remain intact for many years, since, most im
portantly, it has been removed from the spoiling process. I 
therefore recommended at the time that fresh blood, which 
is found at the scene of a crime, und which is to be handed 
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over to the experts for examination, be soaked up with a pure 
piece of blotting paper and allowed to dry. In a petri dish 
Zimmermann was able to test blood of humans and of a 
great variety of animal bloods, which I had dried and stored 
in its substratum in test tubes-thirteen to thirty years old. 
In almost every instance the result was positive, even when 
occasionally several days were necessary to produce the solu
tions. As I mentioned above, I myself was able to produce 
from a rabbit a practical, usable antiserum to hare's blood 
even with dried hare's blood, four years old, by dissolving it 
in a saline solution. 29 Indeed I succeeded in obtaining es
pecially high-potency, specific antisera (titer 1 :80,000) with 
similarly preserved human and canine blood and with egg 
albumin, all thirty years old. All of these facts might also be 
of forensic importance for the distinguishing of blood types 
which are difficult to procure (for example, wild animals in 
the off-season, etc.). 

VIII. In addition, the biological process of protein differ
entiation according to our experiments has also achieved 
considerable forensic importance in the control of food prod
ucts and in the identification of adulterations. Thus, with 
regard to establishing the presence of egg yolk in dough 
products and egg-yolk margarine we can succeed in distin
guishing egg yolk from egg white with a specific antiserum 
to yolk. 3o (See also Otto-Lenghi, Emmerich and others). 
Adulterations of caviar with less-valuable fish roes could be 
demonstrated in my laboratory with certainty throu€,h the 
biological method (Kodama, Handel, Schern) since the stur
geon caviar can surely be distinguished from other fish roes 
by means of a specific serum. Combinations, i.e. adulter
ation~, of nutrient preparations of protein for commercial 
purposes can be discovered through the biological method as 
we mer,tioned earlier. So we were able to prove that hema
togin (Hommel) and marketable hemoglobin contained 
cattle meat. I call to mind the sensational legal process 
concerning a raw meat liquid extract "Puro" which was 
supposed to consist of fluid pressed from fresh ox meat, but 
which contained only dog protein. We were able to establish 
this by means of the precipitin reaction as did von Gruber 
and Horiuchi. Also, to identify bee honey (bee protein), I.e. 
to distinguish it from artificial honey, we advantageously 
called into service the biological process (see also Langer, 
Riegler, Galli-Valerio, Th!}ni and others). The same was 
true in identifying the provenance of milk products and 
cheese (Sion and Laptes). The biological method has also 
been called successfully into service to determine experimen
tally the origin of fat tissues (butter, bone marrow, mar
garine) insofar as soluble protein can still be extracted. The 
same is true for testing plant proteins (wheat, corn, rice, 
legumes, hemp, poppies, squash, almonds, mushrooms
champignons and others, yeast, etc.) as well as for inspection 
of animal-feed adulteration, for example, with Ricinussa
men (Miessner) as the actual cases have demonstrated. 

IX. In other areas such as physiology and clinical medi
cine, the precipitin reaction has also been shown to, be 
extremely valuable for the study of nutrition from a phys-
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iological standpoint (reabsorption relationships of foreign 
protein, the mechanics of albuminuria). Regarding this see 
Uhlenhuth, Citron, Ascoli, Hamburger, Moro, etc. One has 
also employed the precipitin reaction with more or less suc
cess to identify EchinococclIs and Taenia tapeworm infec
tions and for diagnosing cancer. In this respect, I refer the 
reader to our handbook article (see above). Attempts to 
feign sickness have been uncovered at the bedside, as was the 
case with a patient who simulated albuminuria. After chicken 
protein was identified in the urine instead of human protein, 
the patient confessed that he had put his breakfast eggs in 3381 

his urine sample (Wegner). A man who wanted to obtain an 
annuity by trickery was discovered one morning in his blood
stained bed. He pretend.;:d he had suffered a violent hemor
rhage. Because the medical examination produced no clue 
concerning this affair, the blood stains were handed over to 
me for exnmination. I determined that it was cattle blood, 
When he was confronted with this statement, he confessed to 
having emptied with deceitful intent a flask of cattle blood 
which he had gotten from the slaughter house. 

Concerning a similar case, Merkel reports that he was 
able to show that a woman, who was under a doctor's care 
for a year because of an alleged gastric ulcer and had been 
collecting an annuity. had secretly sprinkled cattle blood into 
her spittoon. 

I would like to allude briefly to my research concerning 
organ specificity, which took its start from my first experi
ments, mentioned earlier, concp.rning the distinguishing of 
the protein substances in a hen's egg and in hen's blood and 
which consequently bear a close relationship to the biologi
cal differentiation of plasma protein. 

I determined that the crystalline lens of the eye is the only 
animal protein body now known that does not produce a 
precipitin reaction with a blood antiserum. ll On the other 
hand, an antiserum produced by injecting a rabbit with lens 
protein gave a reaction only in lens protein, but not in the 
proper blood solutions, or in solutions of other organs. Thus, 
plasma protein and lens protein-two protein bodies of the 
same organism-could bl: distinguished with certainty. These 
experiments led further to the scientifical1y interesting con
clusion that the crvstal1ine lenses of mammals, birds, am
phibians, and, in s·ome lesser respects, of fishes, possess a 
biological1y identical protein. For example, rabbits, Which 
were pretreated with cattle-lens protein, produce a serum 
that causes an identical precipitation in lens protein of a 
human, a pig, a dog, a frog, etc., so that here, the law of 
species specificity of the biological method appears to have 
broken down. The lens, therefore, must be viewed as though 
it were a foreign protein body in the animal organism. Per
haps the explanation for this lies in the fact that the lens is 
purely an epithelial organ which is completely without 
plasma protein. The organ specificity of the lens has become 
the subject of far-reaching studies on the ophthalmologens 
(R~mer, Crus ius, v. Szily, Doerr, Kraus, Okamoto, Shibata, 
Uhlenhuth, Hlindel). Sachs has termed this reaction a 
lipoid-antibody reaction, and has demonstrated a similar 
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organ specificity with the brain. 
Without going further into the other studies on organ 

specificity, which have achieved practical importance in 
differentiating the protein bodies of milk and birds' eggs 
(white and yolk), I would like to refer briefly to the special 
case of hemoglobin protein which is of forensic interest. 
A. Klein and H. Pfeiffer were able to prove that the precipi
tins which form after injection with erythrocyte extracts 
(hemoglobin) of various animals are specific, i.e. they pro
duce precipitation only in erythrocyte extracts of the same 
animal family as the animal which was used for their prod
uction. In the corresponding blood sera, on the other hand, 
precipitation does not occur with such an antiserum. Klein, 
therefore, believed that one could dispense with making a 
chemical identification by using such an antiserum. More
over, the hemoglobin antisera cross react with related ani
mals (horse-donkey, human-ape) just as the antisera against 
plasma protein. We ourselves were able to confirm that the 
serum- and erythro-precipitins, if not completely specific, 
were rather strongly specific. At least, we could not produce 
a clear reaction in dissolved blood with serum precipitins, 
when the serum used for immunizing contained no hemo
globin. Despite many attempts, we have not been sucessful in 
producing high-potency hemoglobin antisera (Uhlenhuth 
and Weidanz), a fact Jbserved in other quarters. Moreover, 
there is no need of such sera, which has scarcely peen tried 
in practice. For the rest r refer you to the releve:nt works 
(Leers, Hektoen and Schulhoff, Heidelberger ?nd Land
steiner, Hijaschi and others). 

Regarding the specificity of serum preci[)itins and 
erythro-(hemoglobin) precipitins, it is important to observe 
the forensical1y significant point of Mezger, Jesser and Volk
mann. 32 The extract of blood encrustations, dried on wood, 
produced no or only weak precipitin reactions ,vith the usual 
specific antiserum to plasma protein. On the other hand, an 
extract from a piece of wood under the blood crust, where 
the serum, having been pressed out by coagulation, soaked 
in, produced a clear reaction. It seems important to me in 
this connection to point out this observation. 
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logically frog-egg protein from frog-meat protein, while 
frog-spawn antiserum precipitated, if only weakly, extracts 
of tadpole protein of the same frog, but not the meat extract 
of the sexually adult frog (Uhlenhuth, Wurm, Hsia. 33 In 
these experiments one was able to make the significant asser
tion that the viscous egg envelope of batrachians, which, 
according to our experiments consists of mucin, and is most 
likely made up of admixtures of true protein, possesses the 
qualities of antigens, so that it is also possible to produce 
precipitins of an apparently specific character to mucins. 
Here lie conditions similar t6 those in the building of anti-
bodies which I first demonstrated, antibodies against almost 
pure carbohydrate gum arabic. 34 Numerous experiments 
concerning carbohydrate antibodies in bacteria conform to 
this conclusion (Avery, Heidelberger, etc.). RecerHly I made 
an interesting observation while busying myself with the 
biology of the potato beetle and the methods of fighting this 
insect. In the case of frogs, different stages in development 
with respect to their protein bodies can be differentiated by 
the precipitin reaction. My work showed that similar condi
tions pertain in the different stages of development in the 
potato beetle. Above all, I succeeded with a precipitating 
antiserum against the eggs of the potato beetle in identifying 
egg albumin in the sexually mature, egg-carrying beetles by 
means of the precipitin reaction, while this reaction failed to 
take place with male beetles. 3s One ought to expand such 
tests to include the developing phases of other insects (for 
example, butterflies, caterpillars). 

I would also like to remark that I attempted earlier to 
establish difl'ererences in the blood of sexually mature men 
and women by using high-potency antisera against human 
sperm protein. These attempts turned up completely nega
tive results, while by chance I was able to observe that high
potency antisera to hen's egg white produced a strong 
precipitation in the blood protein of sexually mature hens as 
well as in the blood of a rooster. 

X. My exposition concerning the biological differen
tiation of protein would be incomplete if r did not at least 
briefly refer to the two methods which, from a purely 
scientific standpoint, are of great interest since one is in a 
position to detect the least traces of protein by using them. 
These are the complement binding reaction and the anaphy
lactic process, 

Here I think it necessary to make SOme \'lbservations re
garding the biological differentiation of sexulll protein which 
Dunbar and I carried out. Dunbar WaS able to establish in 
the case or plants, and of animals as wel1, ~hat the male and 
female sexual cells react against one another sero
hiological1y and react to other tissue components of the same 
, Janism as if they were foreign (see also Graetz,). He was 
,.'tlle to demonstrate this especially with the sperm and roes 
u:' fishes. I myself with my coworkers HUndel, Kodama, and 
Schern was able to produce proof that fish-roc protein can be 
sharply distinguished from fish meat of the same animal. It 
was also possible to show that the eggs of sturgeons can be 
distinguished frol11 other fish roes (carp, roach, fresh-water 
carp, tench, salmon, herring, trout). The identification of 
caviar adulteration, mentioned previously, rests on this 
observation. 

In II similar way we were able to sharply distinguish bio-

Complement binding (Bordet, Gengou), which has 
achieved great practical importance in diagnosing infectious 
diseases such us syphilis (Wassermann), glanders, and others, 
was recommended by Neisser and Sachs as a control and 
supplement to the precipitin method, which it parallels, as a 
rule, in distinguishing human from animal blood. In cases 
where the precipitin reaction is only indicated in very great 
dilutions, the positive result of this reaction can be docu
mented in a certain fashion by the absence of hemolysis, 
while the appearance of hemolysis indicates a negative re
sult. Complement binding has rendered us exceptional ser
v.ice in scientific lnboratory experiments where we have been 
dealing with pure /,Jrotein solutions, and I myself have used 
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it with success in such experiments. 
With regard to the utility of the method in forensic prac

tice, it is extremely complicated and difficult to carry out, 
compared to the simple precipitin process. It is also ex
tremely sensitive. This extreme sensitivity is its principal 
disadvantage in its practical application, since it can still be 
positive when _ or ~ cc of blood protein are present. 
Even human sweat gives a positive reaction under certain 
conditions, a reaction that can be most portentous in te~ting, 
a sweat-soaked, blood-stained shirt. With the precipitin 
method such is not the case, even with high-potency anti
serum. We were also able to determine that extracts from 
different substrata (sacks, foot wrappings, wool stockings) 
can contain misleading material, which could give rise to 
error. In the face of its great complexity, its exceeding sensi
tivity, and the many sources of mistakes inherent in the 
method, which cannot be overlooked, it cannot be recom
mended in any case for forensic practice even in the hands of 
an experienced expert. In practice we do not need a more 
exact reaction than the precipitin method, conducted ac
cording to our directions. In every forensic case, I demand 
that the usual precipitin reaction be carried out according to 
the well-known prescriptions. If the reaction is positive, then 
a proper control is superfluous since no doubts can arise. If 
the precipitin reaction is negative, but the complement bind
ing positive, then in practice, where indeed it is frequently a 
question of the life or of the death of a man, a jUdgement 
ought not to be given regarding the provenance of the blood, 
if that judgement is based solely on the positive outcome of 
the complement binding (Uhlenhuth and Latner). 36 

The same point of view is valid also for using the method 
in meat inspection, where it can be called upon as a 
confirmation reaction to a positive result of the precipitin 
reaction. 

Our judgement regarding the significance of the anaphy
lactic reaction is similar, a reaction well-known in living 
animal bodies. Its specificity, and the fact that here the 
smallest traces of protein are enough to induce typical ana
phylactic effects in a guinea pig, suggest the thought that it 
has practical value in differentiating various sorts of protein. 
The comprehensive experiments, which I conduc.;ted with my 
friend and coworker Handel, led us to the conclusion that in 
all cases where the precipitin reaction can be used, the ana
phylactic reaction can also be employed and that the result 
of the precipitin reaction alone can be viewed as decisive. 
The anaphylactic reaction is so sensitive that animals sen
sitized with urine-as with sweat,-··react positively with 
human serum so that the urines of different animals can be 
distinguished from one another.31 This sensitivity, however, 
is a warning that one must be extremely cautious. Because 
of the circumstantiality, the considerable technical 
difficulties. as well as the difficulty in giving a jUdgement 
based on the hypersensitive reactions which appear 
differently in ind'ividual animals, this process is not 
sufficiently reliable for forensic practice and is, therefore, 
unsuited for it. Moreover, it is completely unnecessary. Nev-
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ertheless, the worth of the method should not be ignored 1'0 
pure, scientific experiments where it can be used to expand 
and confirm the results produced with the precipitin method. 
This was true, for example, in my attempts at differentiating 
frog protein from fish meat, as well as my work in distin
guishing frog eggs, tadpoles, and frog-meat prott:in (p. 340). 
Here the results agreed with the results of the precipitin 
method mentioned earlier. Where the precipitin reaction 
fails or for technical reasons cannot be conducted, one can 343' 
with advantage bring in the anaphylactic reaction for scien-
tific problems. ! have thoroughly studied these conditions 
together with Handel. It was evident that the anaphylactic 
method also failed in distinguishing related blood types. 
Indeed, because of its sensitivity, cross reactions OCCIlr more 
frequently than with the precipitin reactior. so that one can-
not distinguish rats from mice, as one can with the precipitin 
reaction (p. 329). On the other hand, we were successful 
with guinea pigs in establishing definite anaphylactic symp-
toms with extracts from several Egyptian mummies of the 
twenty-sixth dynasty (600 BC) and the twenty-first dynasty 
(950 BC), as well as with Coptic and Peruvian mummies 
from the cemetery at Ancon when we administered the 
follow-up injection of human blood (see p. 335). Also, in the 
case of fourteen year-old human blood which we set in the 
sun for a long time until it had completely decayed, the 
precipitin reaction failed, but the anaphylactic method still 
succeeded in making guinea pigs hypersensitive. Moreover, 
our further experiments with cooked horse meat, shell-fish 
meat, and cooked sausage (Uhlenhuth and Handel), as well 
as with cooked. charred, and decayed bones, produced a pos-
itive result where the precipitin reaction and the chemical 
protein reaction harl failed (p. 335).38 Here, however, a 
strong cross reaction occurred in later testing of the guinea 
pigs with heterologous protein. Hailer 39 and later BUrger 40 

determined in my laboratory that strongly disintegrated 
protein (proteolytic products) lost specificity in the anaphy
lactic reaction. Hailer used for his experiments material he 
had obtained by thorough cooking with steam or with acid, 
or through peptic and tryptic digestion, as well as meat 
extract and nutritive preparation, BOrger amino acids, pUl'e 
albumoses, protamines and acid albumin. 

"The protein molecules, cilaracterized by a species
specific construction of unspecific building blocks, collapse 
at dissolution into theil' building blocks. When these are 
injected, they are capable of producing a sensitizing stimulus 
in the organism inoculated. This sensitivity is, however, not 
specific, that I;;, typical anaphylactic symptoms make an 
appearance after a second treatment with heterologous pro-
tein. This nonspecificity of the resulting sensitivity even ap
peared when protein which was still coagulatable (species 
specific) was present in the solution used in pretreatment 
along with the proteolytic products" (i-Iailer). Finally, it is 
also an interesting fact, e~tablished by my students, that 
organs preservl!d for a long time in alcohol, can sensitize .1441 

guinea pigs, but only when finely ground organ material is 
introduced into the animal's body subcutaneously or intra-
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muscularly (Dold and Aoki),41 whereas they were un
successful with extract (Kodama).4~ Thus Klabe 43 was still 
able to produce positive, partially specific reactions with 
alcohol preparations 25, 38, 4 I and 50-60 years old. 

We also extended our experiments to include plant oils 
and fats, where precipitin reactions are also ruled out for 
technical reasons. Anaphylactic symptoms appeared at the 
follow-up test with the corresponding native plant protein in 
guinea pigs sensitized to raw linseed oil, colza oil, almond oil, 
and coconut butter, although these symptoms were not 
definite in all cases. Adulterations of animal feed with Ric
inus seeds, field mustard, and corn-cockle can also be 
identified in this fashion (Schern).44 We produced similar 
reactions to these with animal fats (butter, lard, beef-suet, 
neat's foot oil) by a second injection with the homologous 
serum, whereby the anim,tls, sensitized to butter, reacted to 
the follow-up treatment with raw and cooked milk as well as 
to cattle serum. The symptoms were not always so con
vincing in these experiments that delivering a final judge
ment was possible in every case. Here great caution was 
demanded. I must at this point give up any closer discussion 
of all the other attempts at differentiating human and ani
mal hair, skin, protein of organs (lenses), hemoglobin, and 
sexual proteins, and I refer the reader to the relevant 
works.45 

I come now to the conclusion. I hope that in considering 
my personal experience and some of the results of research. 
I have succeeded in giving an overview of the growth and 
development of the biological differentiation of protein. I 
especially wanted to empl.dsize the path and the thought 
processes which led me to discover the method of recog
nizing and differentiating animal from human blood. 

It should emerge from my explanation that the biological 
process of protein dilTerentiation has achieved fundamental 
importance not only for legal judgements and forensic med
icine in all national states, but has also contributed to the 
study of animal taxonomy, of evolution, and of descent by 
means of its conspicuous identification of blood relation
ships. It has also furthered research on epidemological re
lationships in infectious diseases carried by blood-sucking 
insects. Moreover, it has proven itself indispensible for 
every-day meat inspection and control of food products 
(adulteration) and is prescribed by law. Finally it has ren
dered invaluable service in solving purely scientific questions 
in the areas of physiology, pathology, clinical medicine, an
thropology, zoology, botuny, and other branches of natural 
science. 

In an effort to structure the precipitin reaction so that it 
is us reliable and as fnultless as possible, I have worked out 
through technical directions and prescriptions to eliminate 
sources of error. By considering also the complenH'nt
binding and alluphylactic reactions, I pushed the precipitin 
method to the ultimate limits of its amazing capability. In 
my opinIon one cannot contemplate uny further sophis-
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tication with our present-day methods. Such sophistication 
would scarcely be necessary for forensic practice, since the 
precipitin method has shown that in the hands of an experi
enced expert, it has grown to meet all demands made of it. 
[The remainder of page 345, through page 348, consists of 
a lengthy Appendix, which discusses in detail the rules and 
regulations governing the state-controlled testing and qual
ity control of antisera, and so forth. This appendix has been 
omitted from the translation.] 
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Concerning a New Forensic Method 
to Differentiate Human 'rom Animal Blood * 

Profe •• or Dr. A. Wa.sermann 
and Dr. Albert Schatze 

Royal Institute for Infectious Diseases in Berlin 
(Director: Privy Medical officer Professor Dr. R. Koch) 

To differentiate between human and animal blood is a 
problem which frequently confronts the forensic expert. If a 
cast) involves relatively fresh material, so that the morpho
logical constituents, especially the red blood cells are still 
intact and a microscopical identitication can be achievr.d with 
the help of a suitable solvent j then the problem is easily 
solved. It is then possible to diagnose human blood by meas
uring the ):;ize of the formed elements. But if, as usunlly 
happens, the case involves material which has dried for a 
considerable time on foreign bodies, on cloth, tools, walls, 
dishes, etc., so that the blood corpuscles, either through 
natural or artificial proc:esses, have completely or to a great 
degree been altered in their form or completely destroyed, 
then it is extremely difficult to diagnose with any certainty 
whether such stains are of human blood or not Indeed, in 
many cases the forensic experts admit that it is impossible, 
even with the use of blood crystal formation, to produce the 
desired identification. A process which would enable one, 
even in cases where the material was old and dried out, to 
determine in an unequivocal and easily executed manner 
whether that material came from human blood or not, must 
bl: viewed as a major step forward for forensic medicine. We 
have recently been busy working out such l\ method on which 
we wish to report here. 

This new process grows out of Bordet's experiments on 
hen"Jlysins lind prccipitins. Bordet demonstrated, for the 
fir:,( time in II systemlltic munner, that when red blood cor
iAlscles of an alien animal species are introduced into the 
serum of un animal pretreated with those s~me blood cor
pus\,'le;" specific substances appear which uct upon the blood 
of the first sort in a certain fashion, and, indeed, SOme of 
these substllnces ngglomerute these certain blood corpuscles 
(ugglutinins) and some bring about their dissolution (hemol
ysins). Bordet was able to show further that these substances 
were specific, i.e. they Ilctcd only upon ~hc blood which hud 
been used for the injection. For eXllmple, u nlbbit, pretrented 
with bIjections of guinen-pig blood, shows in its serum till 
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increased presence of agglutinins and hemolysins only with 
regard to guinea-pig blood and not to any other type of 
blood. Bordet pointed out further that the reactive capacity 
of the animal organism to the introduction of foreign animal 
substances goes even further, and he showed that after the 
injection of certain animal fluids, new reaction products 
make their appearance in the serum. 

Thus, he showed that l after the subcutaneous application 
of cow's milk to rabbits, the serum of these animals, when 
mixed with cow's milk, prtdpitated its casein (lactoserum). 
Tsistovitsch 2 and Borde! J were able to demonstrate further 
that also, when foreign blood serum is introduced, substances 
appear in the blood in the case of mnny animals, substances 
which precipitate the protein bodies of the serum used for 
injection. Nolf4 repeated and conllrmed these experiments. 
He was able to verify that the precipitated protein bodies in 
the blood serum were the globulins. In connection with these 
experiments, the animals were injected with still other types 
of animal protein, and the appearunce of such reaction prod
ucts wall observed in many of them. Thus, after Myers shad 
iQtroduced peptone, serum globulin, nnd crystalline albu
min, lind Uhlenhuthb egg albumin 1'1'0111 hens' eggs and those 
of other birds, both saW substances appear in the serum of 
the animals pretreated with these pl'oteins, substances which 
precipitated the corresponding protein types. 

Our own experiments in this field begun when we tested 
whether the substances which formed in the serum after the 
injection of animal fluids were of a strongly specific nature, 
i.e., whether they acted only on the fluid containing the 
protein which had been used ror the injection. To this end, 
we first examined serum extracted after injections with milk. 
Just liS C. Fisch 7 wus able to do independently of us, we 
could demonstrate thut substunces appeared in the serum 
after injection which precipitated only the cuscin of cow's 
milk, but not that of gaul or human milk, t\lld so forth. 8 

Accordingly, one of us recommended lit the previous Con
gress for Internal Medicine9 applicntion of thi~ new method 
to the specilll dilferentiution of different protein substances. 
From there we transferred our energies to working out a 
specil1c, forensic method, bused on the~e principles, for 
diO'erentiuting humun blood fl'om other sorts of blood. We 
tried this first by using the agglutinins unci hemolysins. We 
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pretreated rabbits with defibrinated human blood, and then 
observed whether it was possible to make a diagnosis with 
the aid of the agglutinins and hemolysins, which formed in 
the serum of the pretreated animals. It soon turned out, 
however, that this process was not useful in practice, since 
the effects of the agglutinins and hemolysins were apparent 
when there was still a large number of preserved, red blood 
cells present in the human blood to be tested, in other words, 
when the blood was relatively fresh. Accordingly, we decided 
to use for the specific method, not the hemolysins and agglu
tinins which appear after injections of defibrinated blood, 
but rather the precipitins, which appear after injections of 
cell-free serum, whose specificity we had already demon
strated with lactoserum. Since, as we observed above, the 
precipitins 10 acted on the dissolved protein bodies of the 
blood, the globulins, and not on the structural elements as do 
the hemolysins and the agglutinins, whenever this first 
method is employed for diagnosis, the test object could be 
much older, and so altered that no morphological elements 
were present. The previous experimental methods were not 
capable of identifying older material. We proceeded in this 
manner: We undertook to treat rabbits with five to six subcu
taneous injections each of 10 cc of cell-free, human blood 
serum at approximately two-day intervals. Approximately 
six days after the last injection, the animals were bled to 
death. They had done well under this treatment. The blood 
was pta<.:ed on ice to separate out the serum. If one now adds 
1f2 cc of this rabbit serum to a solution of human serum, 
diluted with physiological saline solution, or adds it to a 
dilute, laked solution of human blood produced with distilled 

/189 water, an intense, cloudy precipitation appears almost im
mediately at room temperature, and even more intensely in 
an incubator at a temperature of 37°. A further question 
now was whether this precipitation was strongly specific, Le., 
whether it occurred only when mixed with solutions contain
ing human blood. To test this, we added serum from rabbits, 
which had been treated with human serum in the manner 
presented above, to the laked blood of all the animals which 
we encounter in daily life, as far as these were available to 
us, to blood from mammals, birds, fishes, altogether twenty
three different animals. 11 We then discovered that, in fact, 
the serum of rabbits, injected with human serum, acted in a 
extremely specific manner, Le., it produced precipitation in 
no other blood type outside of the human, with one excep
tIOn, represented by ape blood. In the laked blood of this 
animal we also obtained a precipitation after adding the 
serum of the pretreated rabbit, although only after a rather 
long time and to a lesser degree. This result is also of general 
scientific interest, in that it shows us that, in fact, the protein 
bodies of the ape arc very clo:y~ in their constituti0n to those 
of humans. For the exclusively practical goals of forensic 
medicine which we have pursued, this circumstance ought to 
cause no serious concern, since under the conditions in our 
land, blood stains of ape blood will scarcely come into ques
tion. Our results up to that point were still not sufficient to 
recommend the method at that time in practice. We had 'to 
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see first whether the effect of our serum was still clearly 
visible, when the material to be tested was not fresh, as it had 
been in previous experiments, but older and transformed by 
time. Above all, we needed to know the thing which was most 
important in practice, whether in the case of such old mate
rial the process was still specific, Le., whether or not, some
how, in old and dried types of animal blood, precipitations 
are produced by the specific rabbit serum, where this does 
not happen with fresh, animal blood types. Accordingly, in 
the month of October in that year we set out blood stains 
from humans and from all other animal species mentioned, 
on linen cloth; some we put on tools, for example, on a knife. 
These stains we produced artificially. We let these objects lie 
without any special care. Then, in the following January, 
after approximately three months, we extracted with 5 to 
6 cc of saline solution one or more blood stains, each about 
the size of a dime, from all twenty-four test samples. These 
stains had, in the course of time, been transformed, and had 
turned brown as a result of the formation of methemoglObin. 
We then obtained a dirty-brown, cloudy liquid which we 
rendered completely clear by filtering through a paper filter. 
The solution must, without exception, be absolutely clear, jf 
the result of the reaction is to be certain. Especially in the 
case of' stains some of' which f'rom bird or fish blood it is quite 
often necessary to filter the nuid several times in order to 
remove the turbidity in the wash solution, a condition which 
arises from the presence of concentrated curdles, i.e., fatty 
impurities. We now filled each test tube with four to five cc 
of this solution of extract of blood stains, added to each tube 
!h cc of serum from a rabbit, pretreated with human blood, 
and put each sample in the incubator at 37°. After twenty 
minutes, and occasionally sooner, the test tube in which the 
solution, extracted from the stain of human blood was con
tained, displayed a definite cloudiness; all the others re
mained clear, with the exception of the tube with ape blood, 
which showed a faint, incipient turbidity, After another 
fifteen minutes a definite, nocculent precipitation had been 
deposited on the bottom of the tube containing human blood. 
At this point we need not especially emphasize that the 
addition of normal rabbit serum, serum from a rabbit not 
pretreated with human blood, naturally did not produce any 
turbidity at all in human blood, i.e., in the solution extracted 
from a stain of hUman blood. Thus, the method enabled us 
easily to reach a certain decision with these blood remains, 
even in the case of' old, dried blood SUbstances, us to whether 
we were dealing with human blood or not. 

For the practical application of the method we recom· 
mend the following. One should inject rabbits 12 sUbcuttl
neousiy five to six times in the manner described above with 
8 to 10 cc of human serum. Six days after the last injection, 
one bleeds the animals by opening the carotids, and then 
places the quantity of blood extracted in the icebox to sepa
rate out the serum. IJ The experiment then proceeds in the 
following manner. The material (0 be tested is extracted us 
completely as possible in six to eight cc, occasionally more, 
of physiological saline solution. This solution, when liltered 
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to complete clarity, is divided into two equal portions which 
are poured into two sterile test tubes. To one tube is added 
II.! cc of the serum of a rabbit pretreated with human serum; 
to the other is added, as a control, ~ cc of normal serum 
from th~ same animal species, in this case, from a rabbit 
which was not injected with human blood. Then, four to 
five cc of a blood solution, laked with distilled water, or of a 
blood stain extract of another animal species, for example 
from pig blood or sheep blood, is placed into a third tube to 
serve as a control. To this tube is then added 0.5 cc of serum 
from a rabbit pretreated with human serum. All three test 
samples are set at a temperature of approximately 37°. If an 
apparent turbidity and the formation of precipitation begins 
within ~~ to 1 hour in the tube which contains the suspected 
material submitted to forensic testing, and to which was 
added the serum of the pretreated rabbit, while the two 
others remain unchanged in their completely clear state, 
then one can make the certain diagnosis that the substance 
in question comes from human blood, so long as the anam
nestic reaction of ape blood can ue ruled out in the case of 
the test SUbstance. 

A few weeks ago, we demonstrated the method we have 
described here, a method which we have often carried out, to 
the Director of the local Royal Educational Institute for 
Government Pharmacology, Professor Strassmann. To what 
extent this method will meet the requirements of each case, 
which vary so greatly from one case to another, and how far 
the method can be perfected to meet these needs, are 
questions which lie far outside our area of research. Thus, in 
the most cooperative way, Professor Strassmann and 
Dr. Ziemke of the aforementioned Institute declared them
selves ready to study and to develop the method further in 
regard to these stated goals. 

Determinatioll of Spl!cies o/Origill 
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9. Cf: A Wassermann, Verhllndlungen des Congresses fUr innere Medi

cin. 1900 
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D"IIISc/'" Mt·c/i:.i/lischt· Wocht'/lschr(ft contains nn article by Uh. 
lenhulh in which the author, proceeding from the same principle, 
succeeds in using the precipitins for the differential diagnosis of 
hUman lind animal blood. 

II. Blood from the following animals was u5ed: donkey, goat, COw, ox, cnlf, 
sheep, pig, dog, cat, ape (a small Pavian), guinea pig, rabbit, house 
mouse, house rut, goose, duck, pigeon, sparrow, eel, pike and tench. 

12. For some time we have been testing whether, after injections of human 
blood. the precipitating substances also appear in the serum of other 
animals, Inrger than rabbits, since this would naturally be morc 
convenient in pruetice. Thus, we are presently trl'nting u goat with 
injections of human serum. 

13. The human serum necessary for injection is easily obtained in these 
qunntities from uny larger hospital, where bleeding cups arc often 
applied for thernpcutie purposes. It is even easier and more con
venientto get it from maternity hospitals by pressing out the plncen
tllS. Moreover, we ought to test whether the SIlIllC substllnccs uppear 
in the serum of pretreated animuls after the injection of larger qUlln
tities of human pleural trnnsudnles, or abdominal trllnsudlltes. con
taining thc sume protein substances as the human SerUIll. The action 
uf the serum producing the reliction is stronger the sooner it is used 
after being remO\'cd from thl: rubbit. We arc convinced that serUm 
which is kept on icc still produces n renction in II certllin and prompt 
fashion fourteen duys ufter its extruction. Thus, it is possible, if 
necessary, to dispatch the Sl~rUIll frolll II centrul station. 
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A Process for the Forensic Identification of the Origin of Blood. 
(Fixation of Hemolytic Complement) * 

M. Me ••• ar and H. Sachs 

Royal Institute for Experimental Therapy In Frankfurt-am-Maln 
(Director: Privy Medical Officer Professor Dr. P. Ehrlich) 

The eminently important question for fo!'ensic medicine, 
determining the origin of blood stains, has been solved from 
an unexpected direction as a result of Uhlenhuth's experi
ments and those conducted independently by Wassermann 
and SchUtze. The so-called biological method for forensic 
blood identification is known to rest on the capability of the 
serum from animals pretreated with certain types of blood to 
produce a specific precipitation in a diluted solution of that 
very blood type. Although the trustworthiness of this process 
hRS been thoroughly tested in theory and practice over the 
last few years, and we oursclves arranged many c)Cpcriments 
in which it proved itself completely, still we cannot hide from 
ourselves thRI the technical difficulties in practice are often 
great and that there exists a lively desire for a control. of the 
experiment in view of the grave importance of the results. 
Therefore, we would like today to publicize a method of 
forensic blood differentiation which we have trieoto advance 
in close connection with the progress of serum research. We 
s~em to have met with the best success. 

More£chi's beautiful work, conducted under R. Pfeiffer's 
direction, stimulated us to undertake our experiments. I Mo
reschi reported about "a type of anti-complement serum 
effect which forms as the result of the cooperation of two 
substances, the first present in the serum of the pretreated 
animal, the second in the serum of the animal species (or in 
that of a closely related species) whose serum was used for 
pretreatment." Without wishing at this point to delve fur
ther into the theoretical meaning of this very interesting 
observation, we wish only to mention that this involves the 
same phenomena which Gengou described a few years ago, 
and is connected with the presence of amboceptors which 
sensitize protein bodies in the blood of animals pretreated 
with serum protein, etc.2 or special importance for our gOlll 
was the fUCl that "the very smallest quantities (l'llO!OOll cc) of 
normal serum suf11ced to produce the anti-complement 
effect." This fact encouraged us to apply the phenomenon 
described by Moreschi to the identification of the smallest 
quantities of human blood, which are necessarily the givens 
in forensic practice. Our experiments based on Moreschi 

• Trllnslnlion of: "Eln Verfuhren zum forensischen Nachweis der Ilcrkunfl 
des BllIle~ (Ablenkllng hllmolytlschcr Komplcl11entc)." 

in Ber/IIIt" Klinf.r(h~' Wochellschrljl 42 (44): 1388 1389 (1905). 
Reprinled wiLh lhe kind perrnission of J. r. Hergrnann Vcrl"g, MUnch.:n, 
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have met our expectations. 
The experiments, which convinced us of the usefulness of 

this method are the following. To carry out the experiment, 
for every 1 cc or 5% sheep-blood suspension 0.0015 cc of 
amboceptor (the serum of a rabbit, pretreated with ox blood, 
that reacts also with sheep blood) and 0.05 cc of fresh 
guinea-pig serum as complement are used. The sheep-blood 
,=orpuscles used in this system are completely dissolved by 
the combined action of amboceptor and complement. The 
serum of rabbits pretreated with human serum served as an 
antiserum.The addition of I cr. of this antiserum does not 
influence the hemolysis. A disturbance, i.e. an inhibition of 
hemolysis, however, WIIS to be expected after the above steps 
were followed, if a trace of normal human serum was 
present. On the other hand, the hemolysis would of necessity 
be promptly resumed, if other types of normal serum were 
present. The experiment confirmed the correctness of our 
assumption, huving been carried out in the following man
ner: 0.1 cc antiserum and 0.05 cc complement and varying 
amounts of different normal sera (each brought to a volume 
of I cc in a saline solution) are mixed and are left standing 
at room temperature for one to two hours. Then one adds 
1 cc of 5% sheep blood and 0.0015 cc amboceptor and allows 
the mixture to stand for one 11) two hours at 37°. The results 
of the experiment, one of many similar ones, are shown in the 
following table: 

As the table shows, only human and ape sera effect a 
cessation of hemolysis; all other types of sera, which were 
introduced, proved to be inefl'ective. II should not cause 
amazement that the sera of humans nnd apes behave essen
tially in an nnalogous fushion, when we consider the close 
relationship between these animals, though liS a rule the 
lutter produces a clcurly weaker reaction, I r we do not ccm
sider the comlllon effect of human and ape blood, we are 
dealing with n phenomenon which is specific I'm' human 
serum as the experiments show, u phenomenon which is so 
extremely fine that it is ensily capnble of identifying ro:l>oo cc, 
and almost always TIlI1.CR!O cc, nnd occasionully even r.ooh:ooo cc 
of human serum, The extreme fineness of this method suits 
it especiully for the forensic differentiution of blood, which 
process involves the identification of the smallest h'nces of 
blood. Moreover, we were uble most eusHy to differentiate 
the blood of human provenunce from among extracts of 
blood stains dried three months earlier on linen, blood stllins 
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which came from sheep, chickens, rabbits, guinea pigs, hu
mans, oxen, and horses, and these stains were in a dilution in 
which the precipitating serum was scarcely able to produce 
a reaction. 

Whether this method is superior to the one outlined by 
Uhlenhuth and Wassermann, only· more experiments and 
practical experience can show. In any event we can immedi
ately recommend it as a control and as a supplement to the 
precipitation method, and we can assert that it is equally as 
accurate as that method. J Moreover, it has certain advan
tages. First, the failure of hemolysis is a more apparent 
criterion than precipitation formation which quite often is 
only indicated raintly.4 A further advantuge of this system is 
that there is no need of clarifying a large quantity of solution 
for the reaction. For the Wassermnnn-Uhlenhuth method, 
this clarifying process, which is sometimes quite diflicult, is 
absolutely necessury. In addition, the extraction of antiseru 
to use in our experiment is eusier. It is well known that it is 
very time consuming to obtain a high-potency serum suituble 
for the Uhlenhuth method, since tlte animals display the 
?~eatest individual variations in their ability to build precip
Itlns. Thus, from tl ruther large assortment of pretreated 
rabbits, only a very few produce a usable serum. On the 
other hand, we have at our disposal examples of antisera 
which caused precipitation at their limit in a solution of 
human serum with a strength of I: 100 or I: I 000 but were 
capuble of recognizing rud.ooo cc of humnn blood by using the 
method described. Finully the use of antisera is less re
stricted, in thut the frequent presence of serum opalescence, 
which renders the observation of precipitation very di/llcult, 
is irrelevant for recognizing the hemolytic elfect. 

On til!! other hand, it might be possible that the results of 
the hemolytic method of identification could experience in
terference if unspecific, inhibiting substances nrc present in 
t!le objects submitted for testing. This obstacle, though un
lIkely must still be considered. It cun be easily overcome by 
destroying the inhibiting effect of the human serum by cook
ing. In doubtful cnses, fi control for the test would be present 
in the form ofn cooked solution. Regarding the technique for 
the process, execution of the experiment must LIt first be 
limited to those laborntories in which on-going results re. 
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garding the hemolytic efrect have been collected. Presum
ab~y every hemolytic combination can be uSl,;d as a reagent. 
It lS only due to a circumstantial accident, their availability 
at the time, that we used the serum of a rabbit pretreated 
with ox blood, a serum reacting with sheep blood, as the 
amboceptor and guinea-pig serum as the complement. Fur
ther experiments should show whether still more appropriate 
combinations can be discovered. 

At this point we want to say only a few words concerning 
the active mechanism which causes the reaction. We do not 
consider it essential, as Moreschi believes, that the binding 
of the cO~lplement and its fixation with the blood corpuscles, 
laden With the amboceptor, is caused by the precipitin 
produced by the common action of hUman serum and the 
antiserum. Rather we incline much more toward the inter
pretation already put forth by Gengou, that the complement 
fixation represents the en'ect of protein bodies of the blood 
which have been sensitized nnd dissolved by the specific 
amboceptors. 

From this point of view the phenomenon which we huve 
described can be explained without further ado. We are 
dealing then with the same principle which Ehrlich and 
Morgenroth first recognized, namely that the amboceptor, in 
and of itself, is incapable of binding the complement, tlmt it 
must undergo ,tn increase of its avidity by anchoring itself to 
the susceptible substrate so thut it then is able to bind to the 
complement. Bordet and Gengou used this function of firmly 
nnchored amboceptors to identify indirectly umboceptors of 
cellular elements in the serum. Gengou went un important 
step furtlH:r when he transferred the en'ect of the antisern to 
the dissolved protein substances and demonstrated thut one 
can be certain of the presence of nmboceptors by means or 
the complement-binding function of protein solutions di
gested by, specific untiserum. If one divides the anUbodies of 
cells into agglutinins unci ul11boceptol's, one will be justifcci in 
differentiating protein antibodies into precipitins and IIm
boceptors, so iong liS their identity hus not been proven. 
Consequently we mUlit temporurily base the complement
binding function of protein bodies of the blood, luden with 
specific umboceptors, on the mechanism of the process us 
desciibed in Ehrlich Hnd Morgenroth's interpretation. Their 
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important conclusion, based on principles ~erived ?y haru 
laboratory work, shows how the ap~arently ln1p:actlcal and 
theoretical study of immunity reactions has agam produced 
results which, when applied in practice, have proven them-
selves of the greatest usefulness. . 

Strictly speaking, this method is naturally rela.ted Just as 
little to the identity of the blood qua blood as IS the Uh
lenhuth method. It rather makes possi~le only. the dete!-. 
mination of its origin. It is a method to differentiate protem 
types of specifically varied provenances .. Therefore, the 
identification of blood as such must be furmshed separately 
whenever the method is employed. . 

We cherish the hope that the fixation method.wlll pro~e 
itself in later tests and will constitute a welcome Increase 10 
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our aids for forensic blood diagnosis. 
Notes 

--- ----~-----

I. C. Moreschi. Zur Lehre von den Antikomplementen. This journal, 1905. 

2. G:~~::' Sur les sensibilisatrices des seru~s actifs contre les substances 
albuminoides. AIIII. IIISI. Pelslcllr. Parts, Vol. XVI, 1902 

3 In forensic practice it is often important because of the small amo.unt of 
• material at hand that one unite both methods int? one experiment. 

One first sets up the precipitin reaction. After not.lOg the r~sults the 
complement test is appended; the mixture remalOs stand 109 for a 
while and then the blood and amboceptor are added. 

4 Moreov~r, in a court case it is often desirable to be able to disp!ny ~he 
. eviden~ at the debate. This can be done most easily by cent~lfuglOg 

the undissoh'~J blood corpuscles and by pres~rving the rC~ldue by 
adding a suitable preservative. The different color of the solution (red
colorless) will represent a marked difference even for the Inyman. 

DetermilltlliOIl of Species of Origin 

The Forensic Differentiation of Blood 
USing the Antlhemolytlc Effect. 

(Second Communication) * 
M. Ne ••• e, and H.Sach. 

Royal Institute for Experimental Therapy In Frankfurt-am-Maln 
(Director: Privy Medical Officer Professor Dr. P. Ehrlich) 

/67 In issue number forty-four of this journal we recom-
mended for forensic practice a method to identify the origin 
of blood by means of the fixation of hemolytic complements, 
a method based on the experiments of Gengou and Mo
reschi. 1 Since then we have collected more facts concerning 
the suitability of the method and its technique. Proceeding 

/68 from the fact that normal hemolysins, and those produced 
for immunity, display their effects according to the same 
mechanism, we have employed the hemolytic effects of nor
mal serum to produce the reaction instead of the immune 
sera we used at first. Thereby the arrangement of the experi
ment can naturally be greatly simplified, in that in the 
case of normal hemolytic serum the two necessary reagents, 
the amboceptor and the complement, are ready to use in 
one liquid, while these reagents must be added separately 
when using artificially produced hemolysins. The hemolysin 
against sheep blood contained in normal rabbit serum has in 
our opinion shown itself to date to be the most appropriate, 
and this is for the following reasons. First, the rabbit is the 
customary laboratory animal, so that the extracting of 
serum should not create the least difficulty. Then, too, the 
hemolytic effect of different rabbit sera with respect to sheep 
blood is in general rather constant, so that one is not to a 
great degree dependent on the accidents of nature. Usually 
0.25 to 0.15 cc represent the smallest doses which will lyse 
one cc of 5% sheep-blood cell suspension. Moreover, sheep 
blood is everywhere easy to obtain. If it should not be con
venient to hire on a sheep at the testing center, entrusted 
with forensic blood differentiation, then the slaughter house 
can surely make the blood available. One can easily preserve 
this blood on ice for up to four days. Accordingly, the order 
of the experiment is as follows. First, in u pre-test, a com
pletely lysing dose of rabbit serum must be established. In 
the experiment which is described below, this amounted to 
0.25 cc. Now 0.25 cc of rabbit serum is mixed with the liquid 
to be tested for human blood and with the antiserum ~ (in our 
example 0.01 cc). The mixture is left to stand for one hour 

°Trunslution or: "Die forcn~lsche Blutdilferenzierung durch untihllllloly. 
tische Wirkung. 11 Mitteilung." 

In [Jerllnvr Kllnlsdlt' WoclwIIsc!zrijt 43 (3): 67 69 (1906). 

Reprinted with the kind pcrl1lis~!on or J. F. Bergmann Verlug. MUl1chcll, 

at 37°; then follows the addition of one cc of 5% sheep blood. 
Again the'lTIixture stands for one hour at 37°. The reading 
can be tal<'i3a after two hours. Failure of hemolysis indicates 
the presence of human blood. In a control experiment, set up 
in the same way, save that the solution to be tested for 
human blood is left out, the hemolysis must take place. A 
model experiment is shown in the following Table 1. 
Various amounts of human serum served as test objects. 

Table I 

AmounlOr Amounl or hemolysin Amount or hemolysis 
human serum (normal rabbit .erum) antiserum or lecors% 

ee ee co sheep blood 

1/1000 .25 .01 0 
1/10,000 .25 .01 0 
1/100,000 .25 .01 0 
1/1,000,000 .25 .01 moderute 
1/10,000,000 .25 .01 strong 
1/100,000,000 .25 .01 complete 

0 .25 .01 complete 

As the table shows, the hemQlysis is inhibited completely 
by the interference of. cc of human serum, but even the 
presence of 0.000001-0.0000001 cc of human serum still 
reveals itself by clear alterations. Thus, the precision of the 
method leaves nothing to be desired. It seems to us that the 
smull amount (0.0 I cc) of related antiserum is also note
worthy. There is at times an advantage in using smaller 
quantities for setting up the reaction, since in many cases a 
certain amount of antiserum appears to correspond to an 
optimum eO'ect. In practice, it turns out that every antiserum 
to be used must, in any case, be tested regarding its effec
tiveness and then can be used in the test. We recommend 
0.000 I cc us the amount of human serum to be identified. 
We consider it necessary for the acceptance of an antiserum 
for forensic purposes that it can identify at least this amount 
of human serum. Such a predetermination on the antiserum 
is exceedingly easy. It represents a reproduction of the above 
experiment, except that here the umount of human serum 
remains constant while the amount of antiserum varies. In 
Table 2 we present the predetermination of conditions for 
the antiserum used in Table I. 
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Table 2 

Amount of Amounls of Amount of hemolysis 
human serum hemolysin antiserum of IccofS% 

cc cc cc sheep blood 

0.0001 0.25 0.15 a tittle 
0.0001 0.25 0.1 a trace 
0.0001 0.25 0.05 a trace 
0.0001 0.25 0.025 0 
0.0001 0.25 0.015 0 
0.0001 0.25 0.01 0 
0.0001 0.25 0.005 0 
0.0001 0.25 0.0025 0 
0.0001 0.25 0.0015 a tittle 
0.0001 0.25 0.001 moderate 
0.0001 0.25 0.0005 strong 
0.0001 0.25 0 complete 

The increase in the hemolytic effect when an excess of 
antiserum is used, an increase apparent from the table, is due 
to the hemolytic amboceptors of sheep blood which are still 
present in un activated antiserum. The antiserum is extracted 
from a rabbit and must, therefore, also contain the normal 
amboceptors of such blood. Thus, an excess of hemolytic 
amboceptors results and, as we can report according to our 
relevant experiments, such an excess appears always to frus
trate the demonstration of the Gengou-Moreschi phenom
enon of the anti-complement effect. 3 One could easily re
move the normal amboceptors of the antiserum causing the 
interference by absorption with sheep blood, but such mea
sures seem superfluous for carrying out the reaction, since, 
as the table already shows, lesser amounts of antiserum are 
perfectly suited for our method. This is, moreover, a lucky 
circumstance, since it protects against too hastily wasting 
this valuable material. In order to provide an approximate 
basis for further experiments we would like to mention that 
according to our experiences with usable antisera, 0.02 cc 
represents as a rule the optimum quantity.4 

We would like to recommend in any case the use of normal 
hemolysins as the best for prac\ice. The technique is thereby 
made extremely easy, and any interference from any sort of 
disturbing antibodies is ruled out. It would, of course, be 
desirable to replace sheep blood with that of a smaller 
animal, although obtaining sheep blood is, in our opinion, 
not a serious difll~ulty. It must be left to further experiments 
to demonstrate whether other hemolytic combinations of 
blood and serum, extracted from laboratory animals, can be 
recommended. ~ 

Concerning the relationship of our method to the tested 
Uhlenhuth-Wassermann reaction we can in essence only rec
ommend what we have already presented when we described 
our first experiments dealing with hemolysins produced 
through immunization. Just as the biological precipitin 
method to identify the origin of blood represents the applica
tion of the important principle of protein dilTerentiation dis
covered by Wassermann, so our process, strictly speaking, is 
based only on the identificaiton of protein. Regarding accu
racy, our method is at least as reliable as the method using 
precipitation. Indeed, we do not want to neglect to mention 
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that we have had a positive result of the fixation reaction, 
even when no preciptation formation could be detected. In 
any case the strength of the precipitation and that of the fix
ation capability do not stand in direct proportion.6 Therein 
we can see the fundamental reason for the supposition, al
ready expressed in our first work, that our method possibly 
involves a different class of protein antibodies which act as 
amboceptors in Gengou's sense.' 

Be that it may, it seems to us that the fixation process 
ought to be included with the Wassermann-Uhlenhuth 
method in forensic practice. We are convinced that the fo
rensic expert will declare it a welcome change to be able to 
reach his decision, one so fuJI of responsibility, by basing it 
on two methods, which mutually control and supplement one 
another. We ourselves advantageously employed this com
bined test in two forensic cases which were handed over 
recently to the institute, and we considered it of special value 
to be able to base the identification of human blood on a 
positive result in both experiments. 

The first case involved a smaJl tree leaf on which were 
found a few blood stains. An extract of these was produced 
in the least possible quantity of saline solution. 1 cc of the 
solution served to set up the precipitation reaction when 
0.1 cc of antiserum was used. A w~ak but clear turbidity 
ensued, and finally a precipitation formation. The remaining 
0.2 cc ohhe extract was increased ten times in volume (2 cc) 
with physiological saline solution. This solution, diluted to 
one-tenth of its strength, was still usable in the fixation 
reaction. Increasing amounts of this solution were each 
mixed with 0.25 cc of rabbit serum (as a hemolysin) and 
0.02 cc of the same antiserum which was used for the precip
itin reaction. These mixtures are left to stand for one hour 
at 37°. Then, sheep blood is added. The same experiment is 
simultaneously repeated, but the antiserum is not added, in 
order to determine whether the solution to be tested has an 
antl,-hemolytic elTect in and of itself. Table 3 shows the 
result. 

Arnaun\! or Ihe I 10 
diluted e,lraCI .olullon 
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Table 3 
I co or s% .heep blood. 
0.25 cc or rabbit .erUI» 

.) 002 co Ilnllserum h) 0.2 CC .. llOe lolullon 
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o 

strong 
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complete 
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As the table shows, 0.025 cc of the original solution still 
causes a complete inhibition of hemolysis. The fixation 
method was thus able to identify human blood in a fortieth 
of the amount used for the precipitin method. 

The second case which we examined involved a few small 
blood stains found on a wooden hammer. This experiment 
was set up exactly in the same fashion as indicated for the 
first case. While in I cc of the extruct obtained, the addition 
of the antiserum resulted only in a very weak, but nOne
theless apparent reaction, 0.2 cc of the same solution still 
produced a total inhibition of hemolysis in the fixution 

experiment. 8 

Our method has proven itself not only in a laboratory test, 
but al~o under the serious conditions of real practice. Thus, 
~e thm~ we can recommend it as most advantageous to 
I~clude In t.he forensic blood test next to the officially recog
nIzed reactIOn of Uhlenhuth and Wassermann the method of 
complement fixation of normal hemolysins which we have 
presented. 

Notes 

I. M. Ncisser and H. Sachs. Ein Verfahren zum forensischen Nachweis der 
H.erkunrt des Btutes. Berlin Klill. Wochellschr., 1905, no. 44 

2. As In the ~hlenhuth-Wassermann reaction, the antiserum is rabbit 
serum which .comes from rabbits pretreated with human serum. 

3. The cause of thiS phenomenon certainly lies in the fact that the need for 
complement,to produce hemolysis becomes less when the amount of 
amboceptor Increases so that traces of free complement are still avail
able to produce the effect. 

4. The cooperution of the normal amboceptor contained in the antiserum 
suggested to us to utilize simultaneously the normal hemolysins to 
sheep .bl~ c.ontai~ed in the antiserum us hemolytic reagents. In 
actuuItty.th,s IS eaSily possible, and accordingly. the arrangement of 
the expertn~ent follows these specifications. First, one determines the 
do~e of an~lserum wh.ich will completely lyse sheep blood. Then one 
?lIo,,:s a mixture of thiS amount of antiserum and of the solution which 
IS bl~lng tested for human blood to stand for one hour at 37° Th' 
sheep bloo~ is udd~d. ?ne ,must weigh another consideration ;Igai~~; 
the adva,nt,lge of thiS slmpItfied technique for daily practice, Since the 
hemolytiC complemenls of sem become ineffective rather rapidly, the 
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hemolysins contained in antiserum will lose their effectiveness under 
~ormal preservation conditions. But, when we conserved the antisera 
In a frozen state at - I 2°, the hemolysins were preserved. At least 
When we tested five-month old antisera for its hemolytic action i~ 
sheep blood, we found that the sera possessed the normal hemolytic 
effecl. 

5. We have until now.been able 10 fulfill this need only by calling upon 
amb~ept,nrs obta.med i~ the immunization process. In this respect the 
:om~mal1on-gulnea-plg blood, specific amboceptor obtained from a 
labblt,. and no.rmal rabbit serum as complement-has proven itself 
useful tn our vIew. The adVantages of this combination tie in the fact 
that .a11 of the .animal sera to be used in the experiment comes from 
rabbits. There IS only the guinea pig as a second blood dono Th . 
f th' d h r. e usc 

o IS secon met od is always com'enient, whereas obtaining sheep 
?Iood. cou.ld be impractical. Moreover, when a case involves the 
Idenltficatlon of the blood from one of three related animal species 
~heep, ~oats, or oxen, then sheep blood must be avoided as a reagen~ 
In the Interest of clean experimental conditions. 

6. Recently A. KI~in also reported relevant observations (Weiner Klinische 
WochclIschrijt. 1905, No. 48). 

7. Wasserm~n and .Bruck (Alec!. Kllllik. 1905, no. 55) support this view in 
a very In~crest~n!, article which appeared white this study WIIS at thc 
~~ess. I~ Ingen~ously arra~ged experiments they use the fixation proc
ess to ~Iffercnltate bactertal extracts and to demonstrate that even old 
bacterial e~tra~ts prodUCt' the complement binding function when the 
corresponding Immun~ serum is added, although these old bacteria, as 
op.~sed to fre.shly ol:tai~ed extr.lcts. cannot be precipitated. 

8. Note 'Idde~ dUrtng c?r.rectlon: In tllC meantime we have also had the 
op~rt.untty to. partICipate in a forensic blood test in which the blood
stains In qu~stlon were not of human blood, but of pf~ blood. Thc use 
of the fixatton process gave the same diagnosis (pig blood posilive 
human blood negative), ' 
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Blood Grollpillg 

Section 4. Blood Grouping 

Leone Lattes (1887 1954) was one of the best known 
medico-legal and general serologists in the first half of this 
century. He became involved in biood grouping in its early 
years, and even his earliest papers demonstrate a grasp of the 
subject that was not widespread at the time. His book 
L'inciil'idualita del Sangue nella Bialagia, nella Oinica e 
nella Medicin{J Legale (1923) became a classic, editions of 
it being issued in German, French, and in 1932, in English. 
The Lattes papers indicate the eal'ly techniques, in which the 
agglutinin in the stain was sought for determination of the 
ABO group. Tests for isoagglutinin in blood stains arc still 
referred to as "Lalles" tests. The 1927 paper recounts a 
number of his cases. This paper was written in German (he 
wrote papeiS in German and French, as well as in Italian). 

Lattes' obituary appeared in Haelll(Jtologica 38 (II) in 
1954. Siracusa's paper introduced the elution procedure for 
detecting agglutinogens in dried blood, and it discusses the 
so-called absorption-inhibition method as well. The two were 
used side by side in these studies. 

Franz Josef Holzer (1903-1974) was a well-known 
medico-legal blood grouping specialist who studied in this 
country for a time with Landsteiner. His 1931 paper intro
duced an inhibition procedure for ~rouping bloodstains 
which was used for many years. ~n 1937, he discussed the 
secretor characteristic as a marke~' in forensic investigations. 
The 1953 paper reviewed the current status of blood group
ing, especially in its medico-legal applications. Dr. Holzer 
spent much of his career at the University in Innsbruck, 
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On the Practical Application of the Test for Agglutination 
tor tille S!,ecltlc; ap-~: .. ~Ivldual Di.gnosis of Human Blood* 

D4ctor Leone Lattes 
University Lecturer and Assistant 

Institute of Forensic Medicine of the University of Torino 
Director: Professor M. Carrara 

/310 The importance of the natural hetero-agglutinins for the 
specific diagnosis of blood, according to the method pro
posed by Marx and by Ernrooth, has been very restricted 
following the further works appearing on this subject. With
out citing here works whose results are contained in the 
treatises, (see the chapter Agglutination und Hiimolyse of 
Landsteiner in the Handbuch der Biochemie of Oppenhei
mer, and Die forensische Blutuntersuclzungen of Leers), one 
can say that from all the research, it appears that the test for 
the hetero-agglutinins can be considered only a preliminary 
one to the precipitin test. 

The limited significance of this test, on which many hopes 
were founded because of its simplicity, depends on two rules 
of reason. Contrary to the assertions of Marx and Ernrooth, 
the test can turn out negative, even when it is surely a matter 
of heterologous blood, either because it is a case of blood 
from very young individuals in which agglutinins do not exist 
(see Dungern, Halban, Landsteiner, Baecchi) or because the 
stains became dried, sometimes even for a brief period (Uh
lenhuth, Martin) or finally it is because the stains were 
altered by some chemical or physical agent (Carrara, De 
Dominicis). Therefore, all authors up to now unanimously 
think that the unsuccessful agglutination of the human glob
ules, in the presence of extracts of bloodstains, is not a valid 
reason for excluding its being heterologous blood. 

/311 On the other hand, not even the positive outcome of the 
agglutination is valuable in demonstrating that it is a matter 
of heterologous blood, since the reaction can occur through 
the intervention of the isoagglutinins that one so frequently 
finds in the human blood. Therefore, the test of Marx
Ernrooth does not have any precise significance, in a prac
tical way whether the results are negative or positive and it 
would be absolutely necessary to reject it. 

However, the authors have proposed criteria, according to 
which it .would be possible to distinguish isoagglutination 
from heteroagglutination. Thus they have argued the hetero-

• Translation of: "Sull'npplicuzi~ne pruticu delhI prova di ngglutinuzione 
per la diagnosl specllicn ed indivldunle di snngue ullluno." 

in ArchMo dl AII/rop%gla Crlmllla/1! Psichialrla (' Medic/I/O [,egalt· 34 
(4 scr. 5): 310·325 (1913). 

Reprinted with the kind permission of Edizioni MinervlI Medien. Torino, 
and the family of Prof. Dr. Lultes through Fiummcttn Luttc5 Treves, 
Milano. 

Preceding page blank 

agglutination is more rapid and more intense than iso
agglutination, that the isoagglutinins are much more labile 
and likely to disappear in a very short time, that the hetero
agglutinins, unlike the isoagglutinins. lose their efficacy in 
the presence of a serum of the same type as those of cells that 
are used il1 the test and that heteroagglutination is regularly 
accompanied by hemolysis. The existence of these differ
ential characteristics was, however, not at all confirmed. 
From the works of Martin, Uhlenhuth, Landsteiner and Lei
ner, Moss, Baecchi, etc., it is clear that they have no objec
tive foundation and that very often, isoagglutinins exhibit 
behavior perfectly identical to that of the heteroagglutinins. 

The only real difference that exists between the; two types 
of agglutinin is that the heteroagglutination occurs regularly 
whenever the individual supplying the human cells used in 
the test is of inconsistent type for isoagglutination, making 
the selection irregular and variable according to the cells 
used, until human cells are found that are refractory. 

Baecchi, who was recently occupied with the value of the 
Marx-Ernrooth test for the specific diagnosis of blood, did 
not hesitate to propose applying it to the practice of forensic 
medicine. He proposed, namely, to follow the agglutination 
test with the extract of a stain, not only with one variety of 
human erythrocytes, but with several. In that case, if all 
these globules became uniformly or almost uniformly agglu
tinated, it would be possible, with great probability, to be
lieve that the blood under consideration is of heterologous 
origin, while when there are conspicuous differences in the 
agglutinability of the cells, it would be possible to conclude 
that the stain is of human blood. 

It would be necessary, nonetheless, to carry out the test on 
u great variety of globules, since, doing it as this author does, 
on only four types, makes uniformity of behavior possible 
even for isoagglutinution. 

Baecchi, however, !lpart from his perfectly theoretical 
justification in rt:.cotllmending this test, leaves us uncertain 
about its practical applicability, and purticularly, as to the 
nll'l1lbel' of the types of cells it would be necessary to test 
before arriving at II certain diagnosis. On the other hand, the 
multiplicity of tests serves to rob this technique of its great
est advantage, that is to say, of its simplicity and rapidity. 

I n order to eliminute the inductive uncertainties in the test 
of the heteroagglutinins by the possible presence of iso-
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agglutinin::;, it seems to me appropriate to confront the prob
lem in its fundamentals, seeking to annul the action of the 
isoagglutinins, ra.",her than to insist on the alleged dif1'erences 
of these two serlc:S of bodies. It is not possible at present to 
destroy the isoagglutinins in such a way as to preserve the 
possible heteroagglutinins, but the action of the latter can be 
demonstrated by recourse to a simple artifice. It is suflicient 
for this purpose to adopt for the reaction, not any already 
arbitrarily chosen human cells, but those that have been 
demonstrated to be refractory to isoagglutination. 

All authors who have occupied themselves with this j~s\le 
have noted that certain human cells are agglutinated by 
certain human bloods and others are not. Marx and Ern
rooth also observed that certain varieties are not aggluti
nated by any human blood serum. The irregularity of the 
behavior of isoagglutination is then discussed. In reality, 
isoagglutination is not at all irregular, but it is characterized 
by certain rules, which serve to clarify the differences in 
behavior of single sera or single celis, and permit a choice to 
be made among them, when it is necessary to choose cells 
appropriately reactive for this diagnostic test. 

From the works of Landsteiner, Langer, v. Dungern and 
Hirschfeld, Jansky, Moss, little known in the forensic camp, 
the results clearly show that isoagglutination is dependent 
upon the presence of certain speciHc groupings on the red 
cells, susceptible to reaction with corresponding agglutinins 
present in other serum, and thus manifesting the phenom
enon of agglutination. 

According to the above-mentioned works, the specific 
groupings of the human erythrocytes able to react with the 

31,1 isoagglutinins are only two, denoted by the letters A and B; 
they can be present separately or coexist, or both can be 
lacking. Landsteiner expressed the rule thut a normal blood 
never contains the agglutinins able to agglutinate its own 
erythrocytes (and, in reality, one finds autoHgglutination 
only in pathological circumstances), and it contains instead 
agglutinins able to react with the groupings that it does not 
have. Thus, in conclusion, human bloods can be divided into 
four groups: I) groups with cells containing the grouping A, 
with serum containing the agglrtinin called (3, able to agglu
tinate B cells; 2) groups with cells with structure Band 
agglutinin a; 3) groups with the cells having A & B 
stl'uctul'es and lacking isoagglutinills; 4) gl'oups with Ilon· 
isoagglutinable cells, that is to say, lacking A and B, and 
serum containing the two agglutinins a and {3. 

This division issues clearly from the above-mentioned 
works, but it was expressed in this form only in the works of 
v. Dungern and Hirschfeld. 

And very notable is the fuct that the percentages of 
the single types, quoted, independently of one another, by 
v. Dungern and Hirschfeld in Heidelberg, und by Moss in 
Philadelphia, were just about identicul. 

Moss, in 1600 tests carried out on the sera and cells of one 
hundred individuals, did not find any exceptions to the 
grouping scheme indicated here. 

Among the four groups listed above it is the fourth that 
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matters to the problem occupying our particular interest. 
The red cells that belong to it would have no amnity for 

the isoagglutinins. Therefore they would have to constitute 
an excellent reagent for the test of Marx-Ernrooth, for the 
direct interpretation of just what is necessary to eliminate 
the action of the isoagglutinins. 

In order to find these cells easily I followed the pathway 
indicated by Landsteiner's rule. According to this, the bloods 
containing cells with no isoagglutinable groups are those 
whose serum contains the two agglutinins a and (3. 

These bloods, according to the figures of v. Dungern and 
Hirschfeld and of Moss, represent about 40% of all the 
bloods, and are, therefore, easily encountered by examining 
a certain number of sera and cells chosen arbitrarily. 

The technique used certainly is of great importance for 
the proper appreciation of agglutination, us 1 was able to 
convince myself in research done for other reasons. Moss 
tested for agglutination in small tubes, and perhaps this 
technique should be judged the most appropriate, were it not 
for the necessity of taking blood from a vein. The micro
scopical examination in hanging dl'ops often gives uncertain 
results with agglutination, given the possibility that the cells 
can collect upon one another by the simple action of gravity. 

It does not seem appropriate to me to introduce an agglu
tination test on too minute a scale, since too many positive 
reactions would be required, often masking the reality of the 
situation. In my opinion the "traces" cannot be accepted as 
indicative of a positive reaction. According to Baecchi, "The 
formation of' small and few groups of corpuscles are ob· 
served in the most peripheral parts of the drop, given simply 
stacking of' these same corpuscles at their borders." On the 
other hand, I would, like Baecchi, call such reactions nega
tive. These facts correspond quite well to the data obtained 
in"tubes by considering as positive agglutination (by analogy 
to bacterial agglutination), only cases in which the cells are 
really agglutinated, that is to say, reunited in an irregular 
accumulations of many globules, with superposition, and not 
merely their collecting upon one another. It is undeniable 
that sometimes one has small, clear diamond shapes accord· 
ing to this criterion, since often not ~lil of the corpuscles 
become agglutinated. In my records I assigned three degrees 
of agglutination: the first positive~· in which the formation 
of the accumlations is evident, but there remain free cor
puscles; the second 'strong in which the majority of' the 
corpuscles are agglutinated; and the third total in which 
all or almost all the corpuscles arc within the same mass. 

The tests were done in hunging drops with red cells 
washed twice and suspended at about 5% in ph>siological 
saline solution. I ullowed one loop of these cells to react with 
two loops or serum, diluted by half. In order to obtain the 
necessary serum and cells easily, I aspiruted seven to eight 
drops of' blood from the ball of the finger in pipettes con· 
structed especially for the purpose, and containing many 
gluss beads. Shaking these pipettes defibrinated the blood, 
and the globules were then separated from the serum by 
centrifugution. Only the cells being necessury, I collected u 
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,115 drop of blOOd, directly in I cc of physiological saline solution. 
The observation of the reactions were made after V2 to I hour 
of constant temperuture incubation. 

In order to identify the non-agglutinable cells I allowed 
the cells and the sera of a certain number of normal individ
uals (.t\~en:y-four in all) to reac~ so as to distribute them in 
the va.rtou.~ groups on the baSIS of their behavior in the 
aggluttnatlOn test. 

',116 • I. re~ort in a table (see ubove) the results of these tests 
tndlcutlng for every serum und cell the cutegory to which the 
results belong,.omitting from the table only u few of the tests 
con~ucted, which guve putterns with cells and sera that were 
too II1complcte. 

Fr~m.this table the division of the bloods, examined in the 
way 1I1d~cuted .above, is very clear. There are two classes of 
blo~d,s In wluch the sera reciprocally agglutinate each 
other s cells and these have, respectively the cells A and tl • 
cells B. "e 

These two clusses do not OCCur with the sume frequency 
an.d uccording to the nomenclature of v. Dungern und 
Hlrscl~feld, the one that is encountered most frequently can 
be destgnuted A, and the less frequent one B. 
~e ha;e then u group with A cells and ugglutinin (3 ubi>! 

to agglutlOate the B cells (blood A(3), another with B cells 
and a agglutinin (blood Ba). Another still, with cells hlckin~ 
A un~ .B numely the non-isougglutinable, and with serum 
cont:llntng a nnd (3 ngglutinins (blood 0"'(3) A I ' I 

R,S. 7(1, C.C, ("M, L.C. 
+ + + + + + + + + + N 
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I found only negative exceptions, that is to say in certain 
cases the agglutination did not OCCur where it c~uld be ex
p~c:ed; .but I n~~er observe~ .a?normal, positive aggluti
natIOns In .0ppos~tlOn t~ the dIVISIon of the bloods into four 
~rou~s. It IS not ImpossIble thut in the cuses in which agglu
ttn~tlOn was absent, it would have occurred eventually but 
w~s so weak as to be unappreciable with the technique l~sed 
StIll, even v. Dungern and Hirschfeld have noted that not ali 
the ho.m.ologou~ bloods behaved identically. ThllS, certain 
~gglutlntns ~ dId not reuct. with all the A cells but only with 
a part of them. By absorbIng, moreover, a serum a with A 
cells (n:ll11e.ly, by treating it with an excess of A cells and by 
s:parattng It by centrifugation), there often remain aggllJti
n.tns for the other A cells. So that the biological configura
tions A, B, a, (3, cannot be considered as unitary entities I'"" 
as corr.esponding to series of substances that can asse~b\i; 
accordIng to certain relutionships. 

• . • II '" us. cuss, 
~el:res~n,ta ) e by. A Bo, has II serum not provided with iso-
<lgglutlOtns, and Its cells ure ugglutinated by senl from the 
other three clusses. 

TI.'e tw~ntY-four bloods that I examined were divided in 
the follOWing wuy: 6 O(v/3; 5 B(~, I I A/3, 2 ABo. 

I.n the table are reported in heavy type some reactions 
~hIC~' d~ n~t ~orr~s'p?nd us olle would huve thought to the 
'lb~ve-men(IOned diVISIOn. [Henvy type is replaced in the trans
lallon by the letter N.] Certain cells contuining the groups A 
?r B ~vere not ,.,g.glutinated by sera containing the co;re. 
spondlng agglut1l1lns '~/3. 

V. Dungern and Hirschfeld admit, therefore, that all the 
bloods of one and the same group are not identical but that 
a fUI'ther subdivision exists among them; and even' with th: 
use of animal. senl "absorbed" with human cells of singl: 
groups (expenn~ental conditions rendered much more com
p~ex by a partHlI superposition of thi! groups) there are 
dlf1'eie~ces that ca? more properly be called individual, and 
theor:tlca.l1r ?~rJ11It the dia¥nosis of the single individuals. 
, The. ~~S~I~lllt~ ,that certaIn ag~lutinations are unexpect
edly neg,lttve does not have grcntlmportunce for the choice 
~f the. globules to be used in the Marx-Ernrooth test. Since 
f.o~ tillS, ~ne n~ust usc. non-isoagglutirlllbic globules, only th~ 
~ven~uu1!ty of exceptlOllul positive isoagglutinations would 
lnvultdut.e the resuHs of the test, c!\using one to be able to 
confuse Isoagglutination with heterougglutinution. Instead 
the, 0 c~lJs presented perfectly uniform lind identical be~ 
havlOf. With respect to the isoaggluntinins, not having been 
u.gglut1l1uted by uny of the sera tested. It is, therefore pos
slb!e to identify humun cells in the way described u'bove 
wh.lCh nrc b~th .theoreticully und experimentally refractory 
to Isougglut1l1utlon. 
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They are, therefore, very well suited to serve ~s. reactive 
cells for the reaction of Marx-Ernrooth. The p~s.ltlve .value 
of the reaction under these experiment~1 condltJ?~s IS not 
being able to attribute agglutination to Isoagglutmms. The 
results of all the previous work show that the hetero
agglutinins act uniformly on all the hum~n cells, and fur: 
thermore, this characteristic has been considered by Bae~chl 
as the one which can differentiate them from the ISO
agglutinins. I tried a simple control; since the experiments of 
other authors were already decisive on the matter of the 
action exercised by the animal bloods on the non
isoagglutinable 0 cells.. d 

The tests were carried out by treating the ~ells of LL an 
GE in the table with extracts of the bloodsta.ms of tId more 
common animals (rabbit, guinea pig, dog, chicken, etc.) and 
unanimously showed positive agglutination. 

These results coincide with the analogous tests of v. Dun-
d Hirschfeld. These authors have, nevertheless, ob

gern an 'd ( h' s) nan served that the serum of the anthropol s c Impanzee \.: .' 
in some cases fail to agglutinate the A or B cells. ThiS 
analogy betwe~n the serum of the anthropoiJs and that or 
man, is not surprising nor does it in any way cha~ge the value 
of positive agglutination ~f the 0 globules, which often oc
curs even with blood of higher apes. 

Negative results from the reaction ~~rrie~ o~t 0.1 these 
cells cannot, as is clear, have any decIsive significance. In 
fact, as was mentioned above, it can happen that even heter
ologous bloodstains are inactive on huma~ cells. 

The reaction of Marx-Ernrooth carned o~t on n.0n
isoagglutinable human cells reacq,uires value ror I~S precIous 
properties of rapidity and simplicity, It can be objected that 
the identification of the needed cells is rather compl~x and 
requires testing of a number of bloods, But .even Ir o~e 
wanted to examine as many bloods as I myselr did (that does 
not seem necessary), suffice it to say that this set of tests h~s 
been accomplished once and for all. It I~ay be note~ that, In 
the blood of adult individuals, the relative pr?pertte~ or ,ag
glutination are maintained unaltered ror a~ mdefintte tlm,e 
period such that once an individual carner or 0 cells IS 
identified, one can employ these globules for the reac~ion at 
once, eventually carrying out a control test from time to 

tim;~ long as the test was done in that way, it had notable 
simplicity and ct;rtainty, but it cannot, nevertheless, compete 
with the precipitin test. The latter is, in fact, of much more 
general applicability, and especial1y has the advant~lge of 
permitting the direct recognition of human blood, whlle ag
glutination cannot directly demonstrate neither the presence 
nor the absence of human blood, but only the presence, of 
non-human blood. The agglutinin reaction, performed with 
known cells, can lend notable service, noneth~less,. when 
confirmed by the precipitin reaction, and especially In the 
cases which it is appropria.te to orient oneself t9 the mlt~re 
of the bloodstain rapidly, before having set up the pre,clp
itating sera, Besides, the positive outcome ()f'.t'~~ agglutll~1I1 
test can jndicate directly, whenever the preclplttn test with 
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anti-human serum is by itselr positive, the simult~neous 
presence or non-human blood in the huma.n bloodstain. . 

To the agglutinin test is, thererore, att~lbuted a. va~ue m 
itselr, different rrom and better than the Simple cntenon or 
confirmation. 

Isoagglutination has also been used, as is known, ror the 
individual diagnosis or human blood. The ,autho~s who ~ro-

d thl's application namely Landstelner-Rlchter and pose " . . . 
Biffi, based it on the ract that autoagglutmatlo~ IS. ~ com~ 
pletely exceptional phenomenon in healt~y ,mdl\'~duals, 
thererore when a stain shows positive agglutinatIOn With the 
cells or a' particular individual, it is possible to. ex~l~de that 
bloodstain rrom having come from that su~e l.ndlVldual. 

Everyone agrees that ir, instead, agglutmatlOn does not 
occur, one must stop and declare that no response can be 

given. t tl . 
Baecchi justiflably thinks that one mu~t not stop.a lIS 

point because ir a stain does not agglutmate certam co~
puscl~s that does not mean that it cannot very well a.gglutl
nate sO~le others. Therefore, he thinks that com~art.n? the 
behavior or the stain with that or the blood or the mdl~ldual 
suspected of crime and to a series or erythrocy~es or d,lverse 
origin, one can arrive at two orders or conclUSIOns, First of 
all if one finds a type or corpuscle to which the two bloo~s 
re~ct entirely differently, it cannot be dou?ted that t~elr 
differentiation is indisputably established. Since, according 
to this author, it can be supposed that all the bl~ods are 
capable or isoagglutination, it would alway~ be pos.slble, foi-
I . this indirect method to exclude a given stain as hav
oWing • , 'th t w'th 'I ing come from a particular person ... glven , ?' . I '_ 

sufliciently large series or corpuscles, It IS pracllc,llly Impos 
'bl to find two stains that resemble one another. Thererore, 

~; w~uld always, or in most cases, be poss,ible ~o deci?e on t~e 
non-correspondence of a given bloodstain ~Ith ~ given per
son, In the second place, it w.ould ,be P?ssible ,.n rav?rabl~ 
circumstances to arrive at a direct IndIVI~ua! ~Iagnosls or a 
stain, when the stains rurnished ,by an indiVidual d,e,mon
strate a behavior completely identical to that or the stUl~S to 
be diagnosed, using u suitable series of corpuscles of various 

origin, I ' t th . c 
Well, now, these clear, new facts notab y restrlc e prd -

tical value or these conclusions. , 
Above all, there exists in every se~lCs ,or bloods, 11 per

centage which is destitute of isoagglutll1atmg cap~clty, and 
this is equal to about 10% according to the exp~rtInent~ or 
v Dunnern-Hirschfeld and Moss and also according to ",lll1e. 
l~ the '~eries of normal individuals studied by Baecchl the 
percentage is the very same (7 in 63) if,. for the ab~ve
mentioned reasons, the "truces" are conSidered negallv,e, 
Baecchi has said thut these bloods would have den~onstrated 
agglutinating properties, if tried with n lur~er sertes or cells 
thnn he employed. This is, .in rea Illy, very Il11probabl~, 

The two () scm or my table (GB unci LC) were tl'led on 
twenty-two and twenty-three difrerent types or human cells, 
respectively, lind none of them ever agglutinated. One cun, 
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thererore, affirm that bloods exist which lack isoagglutinins. 
Thererore, when a stain is constituted by a blood of that 

kind, unless circumstances are very favorable ror freshness 
and preservation, the diagnosis of exclusion of a particular 
individual will turn out completely uncertain, even if this 
blood were endowed with isoagglutinating properties, since 
these would be able to disappear in the stain. 

isoagglutinins. 

But there is still another more important possibility, 
namely that the two bloods which are under consideration 
for identification or differentiation belong to the same group, 
Then they can resemble each other to such degree as to lead 
to more dangerous errors, The perrectly analogical behavior 
that can exist between two different bloods renders very 
problematical the assertion that one can always diagnose 
exclullion. E"en in Baecchi's tests, one tinds that there are 
groups in which the smallest quantitative differences of the 
agglutination or four varieties or corpuscles would not per
mit exact differentiation of the single individuals. But also, 
adopting a very extensive series of corpuscles, as in the tests 

I think, therefore, that to speak now of direct individual 
diagnosis is premature. This does not exclude the possibility 
of searching thoroughly and going beyond the simple diag
nosis of human blood, and it is actually possible to make a 
distinction directly between the different bloods, which has 
very notable forensic importance, In addition to the prudent 
negative diagnosis of a stain (not belonging to a given indi
vidual) of Landsteiner-Richter and Biffi, a positive, direct 
diagnosis seems 1.0 me perfectly warranted, not yet of the 
individual, but rather of the group. Having established that 
the stain is human (prererably by means of the precipitin 
test) one can find some value in the isoagglutinins, whose 
resistance to different agents was established in preceding 
work, in order to circumscribe the number or individuals to 
whom the stain can belong, and assigning to it one or the rour 
groups of which we spoke above. This can be attained by 
allowing the extract of the stain to react with A cells and 
with B cells, or better yet, having seen the possibility or 
exceptions, on several varieties of both A cells and B cells. If 
only the A cells b'!come agglutinated, it is a matter or a Ba 
blood; ir only B cells, or A{3; if both, of Oa{3, When neither 
A nor B become agglutinated, the diagnosis will have to 
remain inconclusive, since it could be a matter of ABo blood, 
but the destruction or the agglutinins which might have been 
present could also have occurred. 

Only when blood is very fresh and manifestly unaltered, 
will one be able to presume that it should be assigned to this 
last group, 

One must, in addition, establish the group to which the 
blood of the suspected individuals belong, and one cun then 
make the timely comparisons easily and possibly druw con
clusions from them, 

I carried out some or these tests with recent bloodstains, 
setting up conditions under which I would not be subject to 
any preconceived notions or suggestions, and I obtained ru
vorable results, 

I rollowed, we can observe the same behavior in different 
bloods belonging to the same group, The possible existence 
or exceptional reactions (those in which agglutination is ab
sent), those which distinguish a blood rrom the others or the 
same group, allows one to Suppose that, by multiplying the 
number of tests still further, it would be possible finally to 
find a cell that differentiates two similar bloods. But it does 
not seem to me necessary to take account of such a the
oretical possibility in practice, In the first place, these excep
tional reactions can be verified equally with different bloods, 
as my table clearly shows, In the second place, the number 
of red cells that would have to be examined in order to lend 
certainty to finding a difference between two bloods or the 
same group in every case would have to be considerable, such 
us to remove from this procedure every element or prac
ticability. In the third place, the imprecision of the number 
of cells on which the investigation would have to be based 
would not allow the results to have the degree or certainty 
indispensable for forensic judgments. Ir we think, in fact, of 
obtaining rrom a stain antj frol11 a suspect's blood identity of 
behavior with respect even to an extensive series or cells, we 
can conclude thllt the two bloods belong to the snme group; 
but at the stllte or our knowledge we will not be able to assert 
that the two bloods belong to the same person, or even to 
difrerent persons. We can always think thut, multiplying 
again the number of cells tested, we might find some 
difference, and that, therefore, the bloods can be dill'erent. 
Thus one cannot with any argument estublish that the abso
lute identity of behavior excludes the possibility of unother 
blood of the sume group, In Illy experiments I obtnined ut 
various times nbsolute identity, even in the exceptions, of the 
behavior of din'erent bloods with respect to a non-negligibly 
large series of erythrocytes, 

A colleague brought l11e a stain on blotting-paper, three 
days old, with a rt:quest to indicate to which of seven persons 
it belonged. The extracts of the stain were tested with A cells 
(GC) and with B cells (CV) which never showed exceptional 
reactions. The extract of the stain agglutinuted the B cells 
and not the A ones. The sera and cells of the seven persons 
indicated were examined. One of these bloods belonged to 
the group OCY{3, two to the group Ba, four to the group A/3, 
Therefore I judged the stain as belonging to one of these 
four, which mutches exactly. 

This result is ulrendy notable, huvIng succeeded in exclud
ing three persons out or seven; but When the number of 
persons to be distinguished is sllluller, the response clln be 
completely individual. 

By this I do not intend to deny that there Can exist and 
docs exist un individuality in the human blood, but I believe 
only Lhut it is not munifest through these churncteristics S0 

clearly (hut we can demonstrate jt at present by means of 

I Was given II stain on blotting-paper thnt WIlS flve days 
old, with un ofrer to stnte to which or three people it be
longed. The extrncl or the stuin agglutinated the A cells us 
much as the B cells. Of the three persons, the first has 0"'/3 
blood, the second A(3, the third Ba; I judged, therefore, thut 
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the stain belongs to the first of these, the aile which matches 

ex~!~ ~annot give a definitive value to this lab?ratory. re
search, the conditions being much more compl~x m ?ractlce. 
Nevertheless, in the expectation that other studl~s wIII.estab
Iish the limits of applicability of this group dla~noslsi t~~ 
following points do not seem doubtful to n:e. FI~st. a a , 
although more modest, an individual direct d~agnosls IS more 
certain. On the other hand, the value of thIs res~arch sur-

asses that of the simple reaclio.n between the stam a~d ~he 
~ells of the individual suspects, smce, whenever that. react~on 
gives negative results, it permits no other conclu~lO.ns; . u~ 
the investigation of the groups can be made to. dl~hn.guls f 
whether this negative result depends: 1) on sImIlarIty a 
blood group of the stain with tha~ 0: the sus~e~t;?) on the 
f ct that the stain does not contam Isoagglutmms, or 3) on 
t~e fact that the suspected blood belongs to a. non
isoag~lutinable group, (Oab). This distinction, obvIOusly, 
has considerable importance. . 

If one succeeds in establishing tl1at the blood of the stam 
d that of the suspect belong to different groups, the re

:;onse will be easy, since it certainly cannot be a ~natter of 
the same blood. . d h 

When instead it turns out that the stam an t e sus
pected biood belo'ng to the same group, this coincidence can 
have, as is clear, very gre~t judicial ir:nportance. . " I 

An individual diagnosIs of exclusIOn can be m~l~a.ed 
within the limits of the same group (~nd only ~~en It IS n~t 
a matter of the group ABo lacking Isoagglutmms) on t e 
b"sis of different behavior with a variety of erythrocytes 
fr~m the same agglutinable group: and as is stated ~bov~, 
and clln be seen from the table, it will perhaps be possl~le I.n 
some favorable case to be done. But a direct and sure mdl
vidual diagnosis of identity between t.he two blood~ can~ot, 
for now, be achievcd, since whenever they have Identical 
behavior with respect to a long series of erythroc~tes of 
diverse origin, the possibility that they belong to dlfTerent 
individuals cannot be exluded. 

I conclude as follows: b 
1. Among the four groups into which th~ ~lood~ c.an e 

divided on the basis of their capacity to particIpate In Isoag
glutination, there is one in which the red cells are refractory 
to isoagglutination. .. f 

2. The study of these cells is very timely as IS thler u~e or 
the specific, negative diagnosis of h~man bloo~ accordl~g. to 

'324 Marx-Ernrooth, the interfering action of the Isoagglutmms 
being eliminated in this way. "', , 

3 For the identification of the mdlvldual orlgm, of a 
blo~dstain, its assignment to one of the above indIcated 
groups can be very usefuL , 

4 It cannot alwuys be considered possible to establts~ by 
me~ns of agglutination that a stain does not belong to ~ gIven 
erson, This negative diagnosis will almost alwa~s ~e lin pos

~ible when the blood of the stain does not contam Isoagglu-
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t" and it will be extremely difficult and uncertain when 
t~n:~:~in and the blood of the individual suspect belong to the 
sa~e group. The assignment of the stain and of the .sus'p~cted 
blood to some one of the groups can illuminate the mdl~ldual 
origin of the stain more than the absence of the SImple 
reaction between the stain extract and the cells of the suspect 

bl~~dThe one positive, direct diagnosis obtain~ble by. mea~s 
of isoagglutination up to now is the group ~lUgno~ls. ~t IS 
premature to speak of individual, direct dIagnOSIs, ~I~ce 
different bloods belonging to the same group can agglutmate 
in an identical way a lengthy series of test cells. 
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Two Practical Cases of Individual Diagnosis of Human Blood* 

Doctor Leone Lattles 
University Lecturer and Assistant 

The Institute of Legal Medicine 
University of Torino 

Director: Professor M. Carrarra 

The results of the experiments that I have been conducting 
for many years on the individual diagnosis of human blood 
have an application in two practical cases which are, to my 
knowledge, the first of those kinds of diagnoses to actually be 
performed. The publication of these cases, demonstrating 
the resolution of one of the more important problems of 
judicial practice, will undoubtedly interest everyone involved 
in forensic medicine. Simultaneously, the technique used in 
this diagnosis, indicated in a general way a previous publica
tion of minet will show that it is necessary to submit to the 
exigencies of the particular case in point, and show some 
flexibility according to the circumstances. 

ther confirmed by a fortune-Lel/ert) The husband claimed, on 
the other hand, to be innocent and had intended from the 
beginning on the contrary to keep the stained shirt in the 
hope of being able to demonstrate his true innocence with it. 

The discussions surrounding this matter became continual 
and so harsh so as to render life impossible for every member 
of the fumity, so much so that evcn strangers in the neigh
borhood were implicated. R. was extremely desirous of 
clearing up the mystery of the stains so that peace could 
return to the household. While the wife explained the stnins 
in the above-mentioned manner, he advunced the fol/owing 
hypotheses as to their origin: The first case Was not of a judiciul nature, but a purely 

private matter. 

The fifty-year old worker, R. G., appeared at the Institute 
for Forensic Medicine in order to explain a situation that had 
gravely disturbed the tranquility ofllis family for a good three 
months. He came for advice to a collellgue, Dr. Bertola, who 
indicated to him that, the I nstitute of Forensic Medicine was 
the only place where he might perhaps be able to clear up 
this alTair. At R's first explanations, and having seen his 
interest in the thing and its rclt,tionship with the studies we 
had been pursuing, I accepted gladly the assignment. 

(1) Being in the habit of going to buy meat from the 
butcher, he thought it possible thut on the Sunday on which 
he wore the shirt he soiled his fingers with blood in choosing 
the meat, and then pulling out the shirt to urinate he soiled 
it,(1?) 

R. told how on a Sunday, he had put on a dress shirt and 
gone to a town ncar Torino where he stayed until lute at a 
country inn of some friends. The next day he took it oil' in 
order to wenr it again the next Sunday; he then noticed that 
there were blood stains on the shirt, but he ignored it, Th~\ 
next day his wife, A. G., u woman of high character, very 
jealolJS, who habitually accuscd her husbllnd of disloyalty, 
IIsked him for an explanation of thosc spots, proving in her 
mind that he hud once again been disloyal und that the stains 
surcly demonstrated thut he had had relations with other 
WOmen during his stay outside Torino. (This had becn fur-

'Trnnslntioli of: "DUe cnsi prulici til dingnos! individunlc di SlIlIguc 
IImano." 

in ..Ircbil'(O II( Alllru[l%gf(1 Crimlnale }ls/cllialrla (' All!llIcl/l{/ I.l!gllh' 37 (4 
~er. 7): 298 308 (1916). 

Reprinted wilh Ihe kind permission of lldizi()ni Mincrvn Medicn, Torino, 
nnd Ihe flintily of Prof. Dr. tUlles lhrough Fill/llIllCIIIl tUlles Treves, 
MillIllo. 

I See in this journal, 191 S. In n pl'ellious COllll11unicution W(om, d"'''tlc'e', 
ell All·t!. dI7·orll/eJ. 1916) I intliculed further II scfll I Illod ificll lions oflhe 
techniqUe, which will be reported in II forlhCrllning issue. 

(2) On the Monday on which he left the shirt, he came to 
find his wife's friend, the one who helped her to make the 
bcds. This friend wus llIenstruuting and remuined for some 
scconds ul<1he in the bcdroom. He supposcd thut shc was able 
to Use the shirt to dry the menstrual blood. 

(3) It was more probable that the suspicious wire, not 
having ever bcen uble to prove his SUpposed adultery, had 
mude the stains with real blooll, seeking to provoke a confes
sion from him. 

Thcse lust two hypothescs aroused anger and incredible 
resentmcnt. 

Thc shirt, of the finest linen, shows in thc first part, on the 
untcrior urea ncur the edge, un oval and irregular spot about 
5 X 2 Clll, ruther densc; other similar oncs, 2 X 2 cm .. tIrc 
ncar the cdge; other thinner stains, with the appcarance of 
having becn rubbed, urc locnted ut a distance of IOta 25 oms 
from thc edgc. Given thc appcurnncc of the stuins and R's 
uge, r suspected thnt that mnn could be all1ictcd with pros
tntie hypertrophy und that the blood CllIllC prcciscly from u 
hemorrhagc or the urethra. He said that for n ycar und a hull' 
he hud had to get up two or threc times ulmost evcry night 
to urinate: he never had any retention of urine nor obserwd 
any hemorrhuging; the outnow of lIrine wus somewhat di. 
minishcd. He oftcn expcricnccd sensations of fullncss in the 
rectum. 

ny rectal explol'lltion WitS noled II l'uthel' hitI'd Pt'ostllte 
gland, protruding notieibly in the rcctulll. On the sacrum 
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and the buttocks Were found a large and itchy eczema. The 
wife many times observed blood stains on the sheets, but she 
nlways attributed them to the scratching of the eczematous 
skin. She neVer saw blood on the shirts. 

Summing up all the possible origins of the blood stains, 
excluding, for obvious reasons, the hypotheses of the wife, 
the diagnosis had to be made among bovine blood, urethral 
blood of R. G., menstrual blood of her friend T. E., and blood 
of the wife A. G. 

With t! small truce of stain one performs the species diag
nosis with high titer anti-human precipitating serum, ac
cording to the usual technique, with the following controls: 
human serum, human stain, ox blood, physiological saline 
solution. It showed very evidently that the stain is human 
blood; it immediately showed an opaque ring just as the one 
within the human controls. 

This limited it, therefore, to the individual diagnosis of 
three people, and I was prepared to carryon with it. 

As a result of my previous work, the first objective was to 
obtain an extract of about the same volume as the blood 
from which the spot was constituted. Since the spot was not 
crusted on. but impregnated the material, it was convenient 
to obtain the piece of dried blood by removing from the 
stained piece a similar. clean piece of the same surface. In 
order to do a similar comparison with the greatest possible 
exactness. after various tentative experiments, I went back 
to the following method. Having chosen the largest and most 
dense stain, I delimited the smallest area of linen that con
tained it, I counted the threads in the one direction and in the 
other with the help of a strong lens: the threads showed 180 
in one direction and 65 in the other. 

Then in the clean part of the shirt I cut 10 pieces of cloth 
with the same number of threads. To do this, I cut with the 
scissors somewhat larger pieces, then with a thin needle I 
separated the excess threads, and finallY,with struight CUt
ting scissors and with the help of the lens, [ cut the edges of 
the protruding threads from the edges of the rectangular 
pieces of linen. Dried in tI thermostat, the 10 pieces were 
weighed with maximum precision with the following results: 

I. 0.0900 g 6. 0.894 g 
2.0.0900 g 7 0.393 g 
3.0.0898 g 8. 0.893 g Avcrage 
4. 0.0898 g 9 0.0890 g 0.0895 g 
$. 0.0898 g 10. 0.0885 g 

The stained material, cut in the same way, weighed 0.0944 
grams. Therefore, deducting the avernge, the maximum and 
the minimum weights of a similar piece of unstained mute
rial from this number, the weight of the dried blood was, on 
the averuge, 0.0049 grams, but it could vury between 0.0059 
and 0.0044. Considering that the resid ue of dry blood is 20%, 
in round numbers, of the total weight (Hummarsten), it was 
necessury to add 0.0176 grums of distilled water in order to 
renew the volume of blood (busicnlly, thut amount smull 
enough to uvoid hypotonicity). Then to increus~~ the volume 
of the extract in u way thut would have certainly diluted it 
by half, Luking awuy, therefore, from the muximuJ11 weight 
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of the blood, it was necessury to bring the extract to a volume 
of 0.0472 cc with physiological saline solution. As a practical 
matter, I rounded the figures, and in small closed weighing 
bottles made of emery I put the cut out stain, following its 
contours, udding to it 0.02 cc of distilled water und 0.03 of 
physiological saline solution, leaving it to steep for twelve 
hours in an ice box and squeezing it repeatedly with a glass 
rod. Then, squeezing the piece of cloth between two pieces of 
glass I could, with a small capillary pipette withdraw a dark 
brown extract, to be used for the tests; its dilution with 
respect to the blood could vary from 1:2 to 1 :3, and therefore 
can bl! regarded as appropriate. This extract was collected in 
a small tube, closed with fl rubber stopper. 

According to the proposition of Landsteiner und Richter, 
they would test. the agglutinuting property of this extract 
with respect to the red cells of the three suspected persons, 
mixing two loops of extract in a hanging drop with one of a 
5% suspension of washed cells. All three of the tests turned 
out negative. I went on then to the agglutination tests, uc
cording to the same technique, of running test erythrocytes 
with the extract and with the sera of the individuul suspects, 
diluted 1:3 with physiological saline solution. Besides thesc, 
some other complementury tests were done, letting the cells 
and Sera of the three individuals react with one another. 
These were distinguished by u simple mark inserted by my 302 

colleague, Romanese. As test cells J used a pair of A cells 
und a pair of B cells, which I had already noted in my 
previous research. The result!: obtained were the following 
(23-25 Februury 1915) [as shown in Tuble I]. 

I did not keep track of quantitutive differences in the .10.1 
agglutination, since in the three month old stain the agglu-
tinins could be wenkened compared to the fresh sera. 

The meaning of these designations was the following: 
I. R. G. (husband) 

II. T. E. (friend) 
III. A. G. (wife) 

TI)e above lests show that the husbund and the friend 
belong to group (3A, the wife, instead, to group ('((30. And 
since the stuin belongs to group #A, the results exclude the 
possibility thut the blood could huve come from the wife. 
I-laving arrived at this point, it was necessary to distinguish 
the blood of the husband from that of the friend, although 
the hypothesis lhut the blood Came from the latter was some
what improbable, and vigorously denied. At this point it 
would have been necessary to curry out tests with long series 
of B cells to sec if the two bloods behaved difl'erently with 
respect to uny one of' them. But as I explained elsewhere, the 
outcome of this dillicult investigation is quite problemutical, 
and the experiment would huve been justified only il' no other 
way could have been found. Since among the clements of the 
problem Was the circumstance that the friend's blood could 
only have been menstruul blood, it was mllch simpler here to 
distinguish the source of the blood, und thus the inves
tigution became a mutter or determining whether the stuin 
Was from menstrunl or COlll11l0n blood. 

At this time, the diagnosis of Illenstruul blood bused on the 

----~ ---------- --------.~------ - --

I.~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L.L. (aiJ) 
Cay. (c¥) 

2. ~crum 
II 
II 
II 
II 

" II 
L.L. (afjl 
Cay. (a) 

3. Scrum 
iii' <> 

III 
III 
III 
III 
III 
L.L. (afj) 

.. 
.. Tell uf Lundllein.r nnd Hi.hle< 

Table I 

Cells 
Cab. (A) 
Ora. CA) 
Cay. (B) 
Ro. (B) 
II 
III 
I 
I 

c:ells 
Cub (A) 
Ora. CA) 
Cay. (B) 
Ro. (8) 
I 
III 
II 
II 

Cclls 
c,;ii:'fA) 
Ora. (A) 
Cuv. (8) 
Ro. (8) 
I 
II 
III 

Cells 
Cub. (A) 
Ora. CAl 
Cay. (8) 
Ro. (Il) 
I 
II 
III 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

~gglutination 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

!isgJ!1!in.action 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

.:\gglutinatioll 

+ 
+ 

glycogenic reaction of the vaginal cells, according to Wieg
mann, hud become widespread, Numerous experimental 
tests done on ordinary blood, and on both fresh and old 
menstrual blood for the pust seven years, had convinced me 
of the specificity, certainty and practicality of that reaction. 
I found the technique proposed by Brandino particularly 
suitable; u greut number of vaginal cells could be observed 
even on small nnd very old stains. In no cnse did the reaction 
full. 

H uving tnk(~n smull pieces of the stained shirt in different 
places, I subjected them to discolorution in 2% hydrogt~n 
peroxide for twenty to thirty minutes. After then rinsing 
them in physiological solution, I treuted them on u micro
scope slide with Lugol solution. At no point could I observe 
glycogenic cells. A din'used light violet color appeared on the 
cloth and small violet spots, which must have been due to 
sturch frolll the ironing. Besides direct observlltion of the 
material, scrapings of the bloodstain were !llso exumined; 
but even in this wuy I could not observe the glycogenic cells. 
Given the consistency nnd the certainty of the reliction, one 
could conclude thut the stain was not one of menstrual ulood , ' nor could it have belonged to T. 

The del1nitive conclusion or the ubove inquiries wus, there-

H/ood Grollpilll1 

fore, that the stain wus of human blood and it was the blood 
ofR. G. 

This result restored the peace to famIly G.; not only were 
the components of this case indeed in concert with an appre
ciation of biological principles, but, from the response of a 
physician completely disinterested in the question, a new and 
plausible origin of blood was also brought to light, namely, 
the hypotrophic prostrute which, naturally, they had not 
thought of before. Having seen this sequence of events more 
than once, they observed blood stains on the sheets, being 
uble to exclude eczema as their origin, and this served to 
confirm the reulity of much that I had explained. 

In another practical case I had occasion to apply the indi
viduul diagnosis. This time it was a case of great judicial 
importance. An individual was suspected of a most serious 
homicide. Besides the geneml capucity to commit a crime, 
the judicial circumstances seemed to be singularly stacked 
against him. Especiully important among them Was the pres
ence of numerous blood stu ins on the overcoat that he wore. 
Now, he expJuined these stuins as having come from a heavy 
nose bleed resulting from a blow he received to the nOse. 
There were, however, strong reusons to believe that the blood 
of the stains could have belonged to the victim. Thus, cir
cumstances were present in which only the individual diag
nosis could be valuable, since it was a matter of human blood 
beyond question. 

During the autopsy of the body of the victim. I withdrew 
some blood from the heurt. From this I prepared serum, 
lightly rose-colored, a part of which I dried at low tem
perature, and a part I kept fresh in an ice box. I also at
tempted to keep the red cells for the agglutination test, but 
by the time I accomplished this, they had changed too much 
and thus could not be used. The time that had elapsed be- JO~ 
tween the death and the autopsy was about forty-eighl 
hours. After forty-eight hours I did the agglutinulion test. 
The stuins were at least four days old, irrespective of the 
differing versions of their origins. The blood of the suspected 
individual wus lUken the same day as the test. The serum WllS 

diluted by half, Ihe cells prepared in a 5% suspension. 
Because I was examining the serum of the victim, I was 

motivated to muke an observution which was important for 
the proceeding, and on which I initiated other investigations. 
Using the usual technique (two loops of serum and one loop 
of 5% cell suspension) with thiqerum, diluted by half, I 
consistently observed the phenomenon of true and proper 
rouleaux formation, roughly simuillting an ugglutination. 
And this was visible while using cells, so that from many 
tests there were no isoagglutinution results. The dilution of 
the serum by half was not enough, therefore, as it is in the 
caSe of Seru tllken from the living, to eliminate pseudo
ugglutinution. The pseudoagglutination from rouleaux, is, as 
shown by my previoLls work, the consequence of an excessive 
concentration of the serum employed. Well, the deter
mination of the dry residue of serum tllken from the cadaver 
showed that it hud ucquired n noteworthy cOl1centrution. 

In fuct, 7.5 cc of serum gave n dry residue (at 100°) of 
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1.1880 g. According to the tables of Hammarsten, the dry 
residue of serum corresponds to about 1/11 of the weight of 
water (= volume). However, in this serum it was a little less 
than twice this value. Since the serum was only lightly tinted 
rose, this increase of dry residue is, in all probability, attri
butable to a diffusion of water from outside of the vascular 
system, exactly the phenomenon I was to study. The fact 
remains that diluting the serum of the cadaver at 1:4 rather 
than at 1:2 inhibits pseudoagglutination, proper aggluti
nation remaining unaltered. 

Thus, the conclusion formulated in my previous work, 
namely, that in order to obtain certain results in the iso
agglutination test, it is necessary to dilute the serUm 1:2 
(that becomes 1:3 in following the proportions of added cell 
suspensions used by me) is applicable only when the serum 
was taken from the living. In serum drawn from a cadaver a 
greater dilution will be necessary, according to the degree of 
concentration of this serum, to be determined on a case by 

1306 case basis where it is possible. In general one will be able to 
avail oneself of the criterion that the dilution must be such 
as not to provoke pseudoagglutination by rouleaux in cells 
that do not show isoagglutination. In my case the serum of 
the cadaver was used in the dilution of 1 :4. 

The extract of the stains was made in the following way. 
The stains were crusted on smooth woolen cloth, so that they 
could be cut away with a pointed bistoury, almost without 
damaging the material. Most of the stains were collected in 
a weighing bottle and dried at 37°. The aggregate weight 
was 0.0656 g. Not all of this weight was blood, thert! still 
being present much woolen cloth. The stains were then 
treated with a quantity of solvent, presumed the minimal 
amount necessary according to the above stated criteria, 
namely, with 0.2 of distilled water and 0.2 of physiological 
saline solution. It was kept for six hours in an ice box, 
macerated and pressed repeatedly with a small glass rod. 
The blood readily dissolved, and there remained a mass of 
threads. These were gathered into a small ball that was, as 
much as possible, squeezed out with a wide pincers. After 
this, the threads were washed repeatedly with distilled 
water, dried out, and weighed. They weighed 0.020 grams. 
Therefore, the real weight of the dry blood from the stains' 
was 0.0656 - 0.0200 = 0.0456, corresponding to approxi
mately 0.18 cc of fresh blood. This blood would have had to 
be diluted to a volume of 0.36 cc. The extract already pre
pared with 0.4 cc of solvent was, therefore, a slightly greater 
dilution, but was still perfectly appropriate for the tests. 

The investigation directed at the individual diagnosis was 
naturally preceded by the demonstration of the human ori
gir. <:>f the stains by means of the precipitin test, in the 
manner indicated in the above-mentioned case. 

The test of Landsteinet and Richter followed successively, 
that is to say, the agglutination of cells from the individual 
suspect by means of the stain extract, and turned out 
negative. 

I went on, therefore, to the agglutination tests with test 
cells of known group, proceeding, as in the previous case, 
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with a pair of A test cells and a pair of B test cells. I report 
noW all the results obtained, neglecting, for the reasons men
tioned above, the simple quantitative differences. [See in 
Table II]. 

Table II 
S'!(tim of the suspect, diluted 1:2. 

with red cells 
Cab. (A) 
Ros. (A) 
Ro. (8) 
Ov. (8) 
of the suspct!t 

Liquid serum of the victim, diluted 
I :4. with red cells: 
Cab. (A) 
Ros. (A) 
Ro. (8) 
Ov. (8) 
of the suspect 

Dried serum of' the victim. redissolved. 
wit h red cells: 

Cab. (A) 
Ro. (B) 
of the suspect 

Stain extract with red cells: 
Cub: (A-) ---

Ros. (A) 
Ro. (B) 
Ov. (B) 

••• of the suspect -""-_._----
... Test or Land.teiner and Richter 

Agglutination 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

Agglutination 

+ 
+ 

+ 

_~s.!utin.!.lIion 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

Besides these tests others were done as contrbill with my 
blood, which has non isoagglutinable cells and serum con
taining the two agglutinins ex and (j. The sera in the dilutions 
employed did not agglutinate my cells at all; besides, my 
serum, which strongly agglutinated the four examples of test 
cells used, was completely inactive with the cells of the indi
vidual suspect. 

The blood of the suspect belonged, therefore, to group 0 
ex{3, that of the victim, to group A{3. 

The extract of the stain reacted like the blood of the 
individual suspect; and it was differentiated distinctly from 
that of the victim by its isoagglutinating power with the Ro. 
and Ov. cells. Therefore, one could conclude: (1) that the 
stains found on the cape did not belong to the victim; 
(2) that it was perfectly credible that they came from the 
suspect. 

With this answer the positive, indirect diagnosis was 
achieved and the mediCO-legal inquiry was finished, Cer
tainly, such a response could not, of course, be assumed to be 
a decisive element of proof, considering the novelty of the 
investigation. (Much time was needed before probative 
value was attributed to fingerprints in trials!) Therefore it is 
appropriate to take note that the course of the inquiries on 
the case had to /\bandon definitively the original theory, and 
to diminish the suspicion of that particular individual; from 
that came the greatest demonstrative value of the biological, 
medico-legal inquiry. 
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(In another assessment on blood stains which I did with 
Professor Carrara in a homicide case, the magistrate asked 
us if a stain on the lining of the jacket of the accused came 
from the blood of th~ person accused (as he maintained), or 
from that of the victim, already looked at by the other ex
perts. We withdrew blood from the accused in order to at-

--~~~--- --~~~-~-~-
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tempt the test. 
However the scantiness and the small size of the stain 

scarc~ly allowed the specific diagnosis, and would not give a 
suffiCiently concentrated extract of high enough strength, so 
that all the tests gave negative results and the inquiry failed). 
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On the Technique of the Isoagglutination Test for the Individual 
Diagnosis of Blood*t 

Doctor Leone LaUe. 

Institute of Forensic Medicine 
University of Torino 

Director: Professor M. Carrara 

400 The technique of the practical individual diagnosis of 
blood that I described in my recent work (I) is founded 
directly upon the results of experimental inquiry. Having 
thus demonstrated the essential importance of serum con
centration for the certainty of the test, there followed the 
necessity of knowing the titer of the stain extract and, there
fore, the weight of the dried blood to be dissolved. Now, 
inasmuch as this technique shall be retained as the most 
scientific and rigorous, and has furnished me with excellent 
results in two particularly favorable cases (2), it remains a 
fact that it cannot be considered applicable in most medico
legal circumstances. 

A technique more suited to general use, and particularly 
for the investigation of small stains, in which the possibility 
of weighing the blood is quite problematical, would therefore 
be highly desirable. 

In the recent experiments of De Domincis (3), having 
confirmed the practical interest in the isoagglutination test, 
has been proposed a technique, reminiscent of Landsteiner 

401 and Richter (4), directed precisely at the investigation of 
common bloodstains. 

He proposed placing a drop of cell suspension on the sur
face of the microscope slide, and to tease apart a pair of 
threads of the stained material, about 4 or 5 millimeters 
long, and then putting on the cover slip. Under these condi
tions agglutination can be observed which would otherwise 
have been very weak or absolutely negligible. 

One observes the agglutination proper where the liquid in 
the preparation appears more distinctly hemoglobin-colored. 

This technique undoubtedly has the value of great rapidity 
an~ simplicity, besides that of being applicable to very small 
stams. But, these advantages and the technique's adapt
abi~ity do not suffice, and, to the contrary, they have an 
entirely subordinate value. The first indispensible require-

• Translation of; "Sulill tecnoca della prova di isoagghllinazione per lu 
dingnosi indivlduale del sanguc." 

in Arch/via tI( All/rop%gia Cr(milla/e Psichia/ria c Medicilla Lega/e 37 
(4 scr. 7): 400408 (1916). 

Reprinted with the kind permission of I!dizioni Minerva Medien, Torino. 
and the family of Pror. Dr. Luttes through Fiammcttu Luttes Treves 
Milano. ' 

, A summary wns communicated to the Ace. di Med. dl Torino April 7 
1916. ' 
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ment is that the test be able to demonstrate isoagglutination 
with certainty, consistency and, especially, specificity. 

From my previous research of a general nature, which 
must be kept in mind when considering attempts at practical 
application, it is clear that the isoagglutination test cannot 
have any value at certain concentrations of agglutinating 
serum; more precisely, it must be kept within the broad 
limits of 1:2 to I :25, and, practically, it can be said, within 
1:3 and 1: I O. At lower dilutions, true isoaggulatination can 
be simulated by non-specific pseudoagglutination; at greater 
dilutions, the agglutination is no longer appreciable. 

Now, in the technique of De Dominicus, the concentration 
is not calculated, and the test is so devised that the sUlne 
concentration is employed to meet the widest variations in 
conditions. And precisely, if during the unravelling of the 
thread material, the blood readily dissolves in the drop of cell 
suspension, the concentration will become more than 1: 15 
and the agglutination will not be visible, as with a blood that 
would not show it under other circumstances. If, instead, the 
blood diffuses slowly around the edge of the thread, it will be 
able to bring about a concentration sufficiently elevated to 
cause pseudoagglutination. De Dominicis recognizes that 
with concentrated blood solutions, as well as with the con
centrated bloodstains, one can have agglutination, which is 
as much as saying pseudoagglutination. 

In the test proposed by him, the concentration of the 
serum at every point in the procedure depends on too many 
uncontrollable factors: the unravelling, the rapidity of dis
solution and diffusion of the blood, the movements of the 
preparation, and even the thickness of the stained thread 
upon which will depend the thickness of the compressed 
liquid layer between the microscope slide and the cover slip. 

I wanted to introduce controls into the proposed tech
nique, using serum and cells whose relative hehavior in iso
agglutination was perfectly known to me from hundreds of 
experiments, while adhering strictly to the specifications of 
D(.' Dominicis. It is incontestable that in certain cases, blood 
and cells capable of giving an agglutination reaction do so in 
a distinctly observable way. On the other hand, the test very 
often shows negative results, probably because the blood 
diffuses into the drop during the unravelling process. 

These negative results, obtained with blood-red cell com
binations with which agglutination would have to be posi. 
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tive, invalidate the consistency of the test. 
I ignore that which De Dominicis understands exactly as 

"indicative agglutination", since he qualitles it by saying 
that under other conditions "it would have to be considered 
very slight or as downright negligible". As I have already 
stated explicitly elsewhere, in order to be able to admit that 
agglutination has occurred, one must see true, irregular 
clumping of the cells; the simple groups formed by contact 
are not enough to demonstrate it. Even less is it so in the test 
of De Dominicis, since in it one can easily see that the cells 
might amass themselves around all of the artifacts of the 
preparation, air bubbles, threads of the material, hetero
geneous granules, and the edges of the preparation, by the 
simple physical action of capillarity and without the inter
vention of agglutination. Such more or less irregular masses 
and incidental contact of cells with debris are observed also 
with blood-red cell combinations which would certainly be 
negative for agglutination. 

Experimenting with the same combinatio,\1 of blood and 
red cells both agglutinable and non-agglutinable, re
spectively, it was possible at times to "guess" partly the dif
ference, which included looking at the order of magnitude of 
the "general outlines", and recognizable only because the 
result had been previously known. 

But I maintain, in contrast to such a view, and in speaking 
not of blood and red cells of known type, but of a case to be 
resolved, that no one would have dared to risk a diagnosis of 
positive agglutination. 

However, this would not be the dangerous aspect of the De 
Dominicis test, since the negative results at least have the 
value of not compromising anything, it being possible to 
admit that a previously agglutinable blood has lost this prop
erty. As I indicated in the work already cited, only positive 
agglutination has diagnostic value, never the negative. 

Unfortunately, however, the test of De Dominicis can give 
rise to pseudoagglutination. 

It happened often that in using either threads of material 
from a dense stain, or even u thinly crusted blood which I did 
many times, one could obtain all around the trace of blood 
a picture of sufTIciently intense agglutination, even experi
menting with a combination of blood and red cells in which 
isoagglutirlution could not possibly occur, and at other times 
with stains and red cells of the same person. 

The excessively high sel'Um conclmtmtioll uround the 
blood truce can, therefore, sometimes cause pseudoag
glutination. 

Besides, during the unravelling of the stain, proposed by 
De Domincis, one can spread aro'Jnd in the cell suspension 
clumps frOln the blood that constituted the stain. These 
clumps arc easily confused with a true and proper aggluti
nation result, lind in any event 1.hey impede a certain appre
ciation of the results of the test. 

Therefore, the door remains open to grave errors of 
judgment. 

On the whole, the test of De Dominicis is inconsistent; at 
certain times it Yields a result that actually conforms to one 
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obtained when applying the more rigorous scientific tech
niques. But, on the contrary, it can yield the two opposite 
defects: that of not revealing a true and proper agglutination 
or else that of simulating a completely non-existent one. 
Without a doubt, this happens principally because in certain 
cases, the concentration of serum remains so low, while in 
others, it becomes too high. 

It being truly important in forensic medical practice to 
obtain a simple and reliable method for the individual diag
nosis of common bloodstains, he sought to eliminate the two 
above-indicated causes of error and to reconduct the test 
under the conditions demonstrated to be necessary by sci
entitlc inquiry, by avoiding the preparation of a titrated 
extract of the blood, frequently impossible. 

The difficulty to be resolved resided in the contrast 
between the necessity of having a strong enough serum con
centration to see agglutination well, and the danger that 
pseudoagglutination might manifest itself as the result of an 
excessive concentration. Now it seems to me very difficult 
with a purely empirical approach to the dissolution of the 
blood to obtain, in a consistent way, that serum concen
tration optimum which the theoretical inquiry has shown to 
be arourtd 1 :2-1 :3. 

More easily attainable in fact is the intentional elimi
nation of the pseudoagglutination, not prior to but after the 
reaction is terminated. 

The tests on microscope slides and in small tubes demon
strated that once the cellular clumps, characteristic of true 
agglutination, were constituted, a very considerable dilution 
was not enough to make them disappear. On the other hand, 
with excessively high serum concentration, one can have a 
regular or irregular mass of cells (pseudoagglutination), but 
a small dilution suffices in this case because the cells imme
diately separate one from another. 

I report some of the tests carried out, which I repeated 
many times with various dilutions, and always with the same 
result. 

(I) 0.05 of a serum is mixed in a tube with 0.05 phy~~ 
iological saline solution and 0.1 of 1I 5% suspension of red 
cells of Group A. After 15 minutes, a few loops of the liquid 
are withdrawn, after shaking, and examined in a hanging 
drop. Virtually all the cells are agglutinated in a large 
clump. If I cc of physiological saline is added, the clump 
persists. If another I cc of physiological saline is added (a 
dilution of the serum at this point of about 1:44), the clump 
still persists. 

(2) 0.05 of a{3 serum is mixed in a tube with 0.05 phys
iological saline and 0.05 of a 5% suspension of red cells of 
Group A. Examining the material in a hanging drop after 10 
minutes: large clumps of cells. 0.1 of the liquid is withdrawn 
and mixed with 0.9 of physiological saline: the clump per
sists. If another 1 cc of physiological saHne is added (dilution 
of about I :60), the clump still persists. 

(3) A small drop of a{3 blood is mixed in with a{3 serum, 
und the mixture agitated. EXllntination on u slide or in a 
hanging drop shows ulmos! complete pseudoagglutination 
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(also identifiable were numerous, short little masses). 0.05 of 
physiological saline is added to 0.1 of this liquid. Upon ex
amination, just about all the cells are free, there being some 

/405 limited pseudoagglutination. If 0.1 of physiological saline is 
added to 0.1 of this liquid, all the cells appear free. 

The ~:ame results are obtained by carrying out these dilu
tion experiments on slides or in hanging drops, just as well as 
in tubes. 

From these tests it can be concluded that the clumps of 
true agglutination persist even at a dilution of the serum at 
which agglutination would Poot occur in any appreciable way. 
But the clumps from pseudoagglutination (masses) disap
pear as soon as the dilution is such that pseudoagglutination 
is no longer manifest (I :2). 

On the basis of these facts, the previous dilution of the 
serum does not appear indispensible to the reliability of the 
isoagglutination test, at least for most practical purposes. 
But with reference to stains, those from which a titrated 
extract cannot be obtained, one can proceed in such a fash
ion that the maximum concentration of blood is possible. 
With the agglutination that eventually occurs, a successive 
appropriate dilution will permit the determination of 
whether it is a true or simulated agglutination. 

Thus one can practically apply this method. 
It is nec;c!ssary, as done by Landsteiner-Richter and De 

Dominicis, to add a portion of stained material directly to 
the cell suspension. 

Therefom a thin CrU(it of bl~)od is placed on the slide, or in 
dealing with material, a small square of a couple of milli
meters on a side. This form is preferable to that of the 
thread, since with it, one can obtain a stronger concentration 
of serum, either all around, or also in the network of the 
material. rr the material is thick, it can be advantageous to 
cut a small hole in the center of the fragment, where the cell 
suspension can sit enclosed, in a little cell, as it were. 

Il can be necessary instead to unravel the threads of the 
material, as De Dominicis proposes, because this unravelling 
very often brings about a rapid dissolution of the blood into 
the suspension. It is convenient to proceed in such a way as 
to make the bloody material as compact as possible, col
lected together at the same point, but without causing an 
excessive gap between the slide and the cover slip, with a 
corresponding large increase of the quantity of liquid inter
posed between them. One, therefore, adds a small drop of 
cell suspension and covers it instantly with a cover slip, 

~Oh taking care not to displace the blood trace, then eventually 
fills up the preparation with other drops of cell suspension. 

So far the hanging-drop method is without a doubt better 
for a scientific study of isoagglutination, for in this case one 
must simply evaluate a simple microscopic preparation. In 
these preparations the now within the liquids is almost im
peded, and because of that, the serum dissolves only in the 
zone of the liquid adjacent to the bloodstain, reaching there 
its maximum concentration. There is, nevertheless, often a 
problem, namely that the cells move only very little and 
struggle to reunite in order to agglutinate; it is appropriate 
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for that reason to have some minimal lateral movements 
back and forth under the cover slip, in order to make the 
interaction of the cells easier but carefully avoiding, how
ever, the blending of the liquid. 

The preparation is then left to sit in a humid chamber, und 
it is examined two or three times, displacing it as little as 
possible, and finally after a half hour it is perfectly useless to 
prolong the observation further. Positive agglutination is 
usually visible in a few minutes: it is manifest by the clump
ing of the cells in the liquid zone immediately adjacent to the 
blood trace. Sometimes, instead, the cells unite on the glass 
plate, especially when one has stains on materials, in such a 
way that the agglutination is not easily recognizable in a 
direct way, but makes it necessary, therefore, to displace the 
preparation, as will be further indicated below. 

Often (not always however!) in working with a blood-red 
cell combination that cannot give agglutination, one obser
ves a clumping, even an intense one, because of pseudo
agglutination; so that, although true agglutination is IIslially 
more intense than pseudoagglutination, one cannot make a 
diagnosis using this criterion. 

In order to distinguish the two phenomena it is necessary 
to proceed with the dilutions. Since the serum is concen
trated only in one small zone surrounding the blood trace, 
where, precisely as noted by De Dominicis, the hemoglobin 
color is observed, it is sufficient to mix it with the rest of the 
s~spension contained in the preparation in order to obtain a 
considerable dilution of this zone. To accomplish this, the 
cover slip is removed, and the liquid material that is far from 
the edge of the fiber or the thin blood crust residue is blended 
using the edge of the cover slip, and the preparation then ·10' 

covered again using another, larger cover slip (18 X 18 
instead of 15 X 15). With this maneuver, which must be 
done in every case, a duplicate result is obtained. First of all, 
if the agglutination had taken the form of being spread out, 
or if the clumps were concealed in the network of the mate-
rial, the blending of the liquid renders very evident, and thus 
verifies the agglutination, if it exists. In the second place, a 
homogeneous dilution of the serUm of the stain is obtained 
throughout the preparation. 

The dilution obtained in this way is certainly completely 
empirical; but it greatly surpasses that needed for the 
verification of pseudoagglutination. In order to get a rough 
idea of it, I left drops of blood (about 0.05 cc) to dry on a 
pane of glass for further testing. The round drop dries there, 
dividing itself into many sections. Withdrawal of a portion of 
a section is adequate. For the experiment, I withdrew a 
section of about l10 of the drop and divided it into halves, 
each one of these corresponding to Y40 of 0.05 of blood or, in 
round numbers, to O.COI 0.002 cc of blood. 

At least 0.02 cc of cell suspension was necessary for t111~ 
preparation, and thus, if the blood was completely dissolved, 
its dilution would not have been less than I: I O. Usually, the 
dilution is even higher because the blood is not completely 
dissolved, and because the quantity of suspension is greater. 

The mixing of the liquid makes the clumps of cells, pre-

viously limited to the vicinity of the blood trace, spread out 
into the entire preparation. If it is a question of true aggluti
nation, it could easily be distinguished among the numerous 
isolated cells. If instead, it were pseudoagglutination, the 
clumps, also voluminous, completely break down and are no 
longer observed among the isolated cells. 

Following this technique, it was always possible in many 
tests to successfully eliminate the cause of error due to pseu
doagglutination, which is certainly the one to be feared most 
in this case. Failure to break the bloodstain into small bits 
causes the spreading out of the clumps from the same blood
stain in the preparation to become inevitable, and renders 
the judgmen t uncertain. 

1408 The test yields results nearly consistent with small blood 
crusts (of course the blood on which the systematic exam
ination of the serum was done had previously demonstrated 
its power to agglutinate the cells which were used), at least 
under the conditions f tested, those being dried blood, un
altered, and no older than ten months. Agglutination is usu
ally indicated by large clumps and does not lend itself to 
doubts. 

The results with blood impregnated materials are less con
sistent; sometimes, specifically in experiments with isolated 
threads, an agglutination that would have been expected is 
not seen with certainty. Obviously, the "compactness" of the 
bloody substance being less under these conditions, a 
sufficient concentration of serum in the surrounding liquid 
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for bringing about a certain agglutination is not reached. In 
this sense, the test presents the same problem as that of De 
Dominicis, though more rarely; and the greater consistency 
is attributable to having omitted the unravelling of the fab
ric, and also of having sought every device to augment the 
concentration of the serum. 

As disagreeable as the possibility of these negative results 
are, they are not, as I already stated above, of great im
portance, because one does not in any case attribute proba
tive value to negative agglutination. 

I believe that these above-proposed modifications of the 
technique, based on the laws governing isoagglutination, and 
which permit the carrying out of the test in a simple and 
certain way on small blood traces (particularly in the form 
of small crusts) make a further contribution to the attempts 
at individual diagnoses. 

Given the great practical importance of the problem, r 
hope that other investigators will want to take these methods 
under consideration, in order to affirm their value and im
prove them in the points where they might be wanting. 

References 
I. See in this jour ai, 1915 
2. See in this journal, 1916, the preceding issue 
3. Sulle indicuzioni individuuli del sungue. Cesalpillo 11-437. 1915 
4. Z. f. M ed. 8earllle 16 85, 1903 
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Blood Grollping 

Practical Experience Concerning Blood Group 
Determination in Stains. 1 

Prof. Leone Lattes 

Modena, Italy 

402' Italian legislation does not at present allow tests concern
ing paternity except in very special cases. 

of these two (in this case menstrual blood was involved). 
The Method Used: Production of a titrated blood extract 

by indirect weighing of the blood (average difference be
tween a particle of blood and a series of several other par
ticles of the same size). Test for isoagglutinins; microscopic 
method in the hanging drop. 

In Germany blood group determination has already been 
widely used for the very important medico-legal goals of 
recognizing, or better, of excluding paternity. While scien
tific experiments in this field have developed fruitfully in 
Italy under Mino, we have not had at our disposal practical 
experiences for the reason given above. 

The forensic cases, which we have had to examine, con
cern, therefore, the individual identification of blood stains. 

The number of cases which I have examined is, indeed, 
modest in comparison to the frequency with which the ques
tion should be' submitted to testing. Without a doubt, this 
results from the fact that the judges inquiring into the cases, 
as well as the forensic physicians, are not sufficiently famil
iar with the possibility of making determinations or, at least, 
of obtaining useful, individual indi.:ations. Although I have 
only done about ten cases, in fact, no single expert, so far as 
r know. has at his disposal equal practical experience. 

I, therefore. think it useful to present all of these together, 
even though some of them have already been individually 
presented.2 

I hope that this representation of these real cases, taken 
from actual practice, almost all of which were favorably 
resolved, will convince the forensic physicians of the im
portance of this new examination method and of the neces
sity of introducing it into regular forensic medicine. 

In addition, I would like to indicate some technical pro
cesses which broadens the possible applications of the 
method, and simplifies the process of carrying it out. rn the 

40.1 older cases, of course, I could not yet use the new processes, 
which were in need of further study. 

I shall now enumerate the individual cases. 
1. Dried blood stains, approxhmHi,:ly three months old, on 

a shirt (not a court case). 
It was necessary to determine whether the blood came 

(a) from a cow, or (b) from a i.uman being; and if human, 
whether from a certain man, from his wife, or from a friend 

"Translation of: "I'rakti~chc Erfahrungen Ilber lllutgruppel1.hestimmung 
in Flccken." 

in: O"IIIS"'/(' Zeits,"",i!i /I/r dil! (jPSIIIIIII' Orri,,""i""I' Mf'{/i:ill 9: 402·410 
(1927). 

Results: The precipitation caused by rabbit antiserum to 
humans showed that it was a question involving human 
blood. 

The Landsteiner-Richter test (hereinafter abbreviated 
L.-R. V.), applied to the three persons, was negative. 

The grouping proved that the stain contained the aggluti
nin (3; it belonged, therefore, to Group II (A{3). 

The grouping of the three persons by means of serum and 
blood corpuscle testing demonstrated that the man belonged 
to Group II (A{3), the wife to Group I (Oa{3), and the friend 
1.0 Group II (A{3). The absence of menstrual glycogen cells 
eliminated the friend as a possible source. 

Judgmem: The blood stain came from the man. 
2. Four day old, dried blood stains, on a piece of cloth. A 

court case emurd!!r). It Was necessary to determine whether 
th,~ stains came from the suspected perpetrator of the crime 
(nose bleed) or from the victim. 

The Method Used: Production of a titrated blood stain 
extract by weighing. Testing for iS0aggiutinins by me;tns of 
the microscopic method in the hanging drop. 

Results: L.-R. V. against the blood corpuscles- negative. 
The grouping showed that the stain contained both iso
agglutinins a and {3; it belonged, accordingly, to Group I 
(Oa{3). 

The grouping of the accused (by means of serum and 
blood corpuscles) showed that he belonged to the same group 
I (Oa{3); the grouping of the victim (obtained by using the 
serum extracted during the coroner's examination) showed 
that he belonged to Group II (A{3). 

Judgment: The blood stain comes from the uccused and 
not from the victim (accused was released). 

3. Very thin blood stains, dried for about one month on 
linen cloth. Court case (murder). It was necessary to deter
mine whether the stu ins came from the accused (previous 
abrasion). 

Method Tried: Empirical extract preparat.ion, in this cllse 

Reprinted with the kind permiSSion of Springer Verlag,,, Heidelberg nnd 
New York. and the family of Prof. Dr. I.nlles through I'mmmeltu Laltes 

of an extremely smllll quantity of blood, too small to weigh. 
The extract WaS inelTective uguinst the blood corpuscles of 
the accused [who belonged to Group H (A{3)] , us well as 
against the test blood corpuscles A and B. No isoagglutinins 

Treves. Milano. 
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could be demonstrated. 
Result: Negative. 
4. Fifteen to eighteen month old blood stains adhering to 

a silk cap. A court case (murder). It was necessary to deter
mine whether the blood stain corresponded to the blood of 
the victim (preserved in a dry state). 

Met hod Used: Direct microscopic method (cover-slide 
method). Control by means of elective agglutinin
absorption. 

Result: In the stain, the isoagglutinin a was demonstrated 
(with weak reaction); the absorption reaction showed that 
the blood from the stain removed the agglutinin {3 from a 
serum a{3; it thus contained the agglutinogen B. It, therefore, 
belonged to Group III (Ba). The blood of the victim (well
preserved) contained strong agglutinin a and the aggluti
nogen B; it belonged, therefore, to the same group. 

Judgmellt: The blood from the stain conesponded to the 
blood of the victim. 

S. Small, scaly blood stains, more than three weeks old, 
found in a trouser pocket. Court case (murder). It was nec
essary to determine whether the blood from the stain came 
from the accused. The accused could olTer no explanation 
regarding the origin of the stain. 

Method Used: Direct covel-slicie me:~lOd. 
Result: The L.-R. V. was r,egative. The grouping demon

strated the presence of agglutinin {J i:, the stain; it belonged, 
therefore, to Group II (A{3). 

The grouping of the accused (with serum h:1'i blood cor
puscles) showed that he belonged to the same Group n (A{3). 

Judgmellt: The blood from the stain corresponded to that 
of the accused. A microscopical examination of the sedi
ment orthe extract produced for serum preparation showed 
fmgments of a crushed flea. The stain was thus caused by 
crushing the hemophagous insect (accused set free). 

6. Numerous, thick blood stains on a shirt, two or five 
months old depending upon the proffered explanation. Court 
case (murder). It was necessary to determine whether the 
stains came from the accused (nose bleed). (The victim's 
blood Was not available). 

Methods Used: I. Stain extracts titrated by weighing. 
2. Cover-slide method with dried extract sediment. 3. Elec
tive absorption. 

Results: The use of extracts in the hanging drop resulted 
in uncertain results. The cover-slide method, undertaken 
with dried-extract sediment, showed with complete certainty 
the presence of hoth isoagglutinins a and (3. The L.-R. V. 
was negative. The absorption experiment, carried out with 
two successive portions of the stuin, removed absolutely no 
agglutinin; there was thus no isoagglutinogen present. The 
blood from tbe stuin belonged to Group I CO(\'{:/). 

The grouping of the accused (by means of serum and 
blood corpuscles) demonstrated that he belonged to the same 
Group r (Oa{3). 

Ji/(/glllell/: The blood frolll lhe stain corresponded to thnt 
of the accused. 

7. Numerous blood stains, two und II hnlf months old und 

Blood Grouping 

dried on smooth stones. Court case (murder). It was neces
sary to determine whether the stains came from the accused. 
The accused had a small, festering wound on one finger 
which the judge interpreted as the result of a bite, but which 
the accused claimed was a small work injury. The wound, it 
was alleged, had bled and thus stained the stones along the 
path that the murderer used to get away from the scene of 
the killing. 

Methods Used: Direct, cover-slide method (the case was 
especially suited for this method). Control by means of elec
tive absorption. 

Results: L.-R. V. negative. 
The grouping demonstrated the presence of very active 

agglutinin {3 in the stain. By means of the absorption test it 
was shown that the blood from the stain removed the agglu
tinin ex from a test serum a{3. Thus, agglutinogen A and 
agglutinin {3 were contained in the stain; it, therefore, be
longed to Group II (A{3). The blood of the accused was 
tested (serum and blood corpuscl(!s), and it belonged to the 
same Group II (A{3). 

Jlldgm(!nt: The blood from the stain corresponded to that 
of the accused (As a result, an indictment was issued in this 
case against the accused). 

8. The examination of this notable case was requested not 
by the ofllcials, but by the ophthalmologists and psychia
trists who were to answer the important forensic question 
regarding simulating the effects of accidental injuries on the 
job. 

A girl (with pronounced hysterical symptoms) was injured 
in the eye with iron clips which harmed only the conjunctiva 
outside the cornea. The chips were removed with a magnet, 
and the small wound was on the point of healing cleanly. In 
the eye clinic, however, it was noticed during the morning 
round that the bandage was plentifully soaked with pure 
blood, which had partially trickled down; what is more sur
prising, this took place more than one month after the acci
dent. The ophthalmclogists were unable to find any source of 
the profuse bleeding, either from the conjunctiva which had 
almost completely healed, from the eye lids, or, even less, 
from the completely sound cheeks. Moreover, no one was 
able to observe the bleeding. As a result, they consulted with 
the psychiatrists with the idea that it could be some mys
terious, hysterical bleeding. The psychiatrists, however, were 
skeptical regarding the situation; they turned to me, asking 
that I test the blood from the bandage lInd compare it with 
that of the girl's. 

Methods Used: The bandages were examined a few hours 
after their removal; they were soaked with blood that had 
run to some extent, and in the deep layers the blood was so 
fresh that I was uble to produce from it suspensions of well
preserved blood corpuscles. Thus, the agglutinogen content 
could be directly determined by measuring capability of the 
blood corpuscles to agglutinate. The agglutinin deter
mination Was carried out by means of the cover-slide method 
with extract sediment dried on the slide itself. 

The grouping of the girl's blood with serum and blood 
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corpuscles showed that it belonged to Group II (A{3), 
Results: a) The first bandage, removed without any spe

cial attention, produced the following results. 

Bandage blood and girl's blood corpuscles 
(L.-R.V.) 

Girl's serum and bandage blood corpuscles 
Test serum a and bandage blood corpuscles 
Test serum {3 and bandage blood corpuscles 
Bandage blood and test blood corpuscles A 
Bandage blood and test blood corpuscles B 

Agglutination 
strong 

" 

" 

Of course, the sera were used in the dilution I :3, and the 
observations were carried out at a temperature of 25°. The 
results of the reaction demonstrated the following: I) that 
the bandage blood did not come from the girl; 2) that the 
blood was possibly from an animal since the reactions, all 
positive, belonged to the category of heteroagglutination. 
Although, from the outset, the situation did not indicate this, 
it was necessary to carry out a species diagnosis: namely, by 
means of sero-precipitation and the test of 0 blood corpuscle 
agglutination. The precipitation rea~tion, carried out under 
strict controls with anti-human serum from rabbits, pro
duced a negative result. 

JI/dgment: The blood whl':h had soaked the bandage we 
were given did not eome fron, the girl, but from an animal. 

b) After I had communicated these results indicating de
ception to my colJeagues, the gid was strictly isolated. None
theless, the blood-soaking occurred again six days later. r 
now examined the bandage which was sent to me with the 
same test sera and blood corpuscles we used in the first test; 
i.e., I repeated in parallel the tests on the first bandage (with 
unchanged results), though the blood-corpuscle suspension 
from the first bandage, having been preserved in the icebox, 
appeared in a somewhat altered state. 

With the second bandage I obtained the following results: 

2nd bandage blood und girl's blood corpuscles 
2nd bandage blood and test blood corpuscles A 
2nd bandage blood and test blood corpuscles B 
2nd bandage blood and test blood corpuscles 0 
Test serum a and 2nd bandage blood corpuscles 
Test serum P lind 2nd bandage blood corpuscles 
Girl's serum and 2nd bandage blood corpuscles 

Agglutinntion 
negative 
negative 

strongly positive 
negutive 
positive 
negative 
negative 

The parallel precipitation tests conducted with the same 
antiserum from rabbits (at a dilution value of I :1000) pro
duced the following results: the failure of any disturbance to 
appear in the case of the first bandage; on the other hand, a 
strong precipitation ring in the case of the second, a ring 
which was still very clear, when one further diluted the 
serum by half (I :20(0). 

Judgement: The bloC'd of the second bandage was cer
tainly different from the blood of the first; it was human 
blood and surely belonged to Group II (A{3), the same as 
that of the girl. (Further experiments showed that it was not 
a question of menstrual blood). I still have not found out 
what practical conclusions were drawn from my experi
ments. Concerning this case, Professor A. Sacerdote and I 
will bring out a publication.3 
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This case points up how the source of errors resulting from 
heteroagglutination possess not only a theoretical value, but 
they must in practice always be kept in mind, even when 
there is no suspicion. Even when I have not specially men
tioned it, the precipitation reaction with anti-human serum 
was performed in every case as an indispensable test, and so 
too the agglutination test with O-blood corpuscles was car
ried out in almost every case. Only when the blood demon
strated a differential effect on the human blood corpuscles, 
usually the ones used in the test, and when, in addition, the 
amount of blood was too small (cases 1,4, 5), did I sacrifice 
the test. 4 

Regarding the technical aspects, I consider it unnecessary 
to repeat everything here which I have dealt with separately 
in other works.s 

No matter how great the preference of some authors, and 
especially of the great expert, Dr. SchilT, may be for the 
microscopical metlwd, it reI.· 'lins completely barred from 
the area of forensic, indh'idulli diagnosis of blood stains for 
obvious reasons. 

In the context of the microscopical technique, the process 
which I worked out (called by SchilT "the Lattes cover-slide 
method"), merits the first place because it is so easy, as even 
Dr. SchilT admits; one adds the smallest traces of dried blood 
to a fitting suspension of blood corpuscles in a usual micro
scopical preparation; in carrying out the process, one PI'O
tects against the threat of' enol': 1) by diluting through mix
ing of the preparation; 2) by the use of lecithin suspensions 
(spherical blood corpuscles); and 3) by keeping the 
temper'ature between 20· and 25·. 

This process can be used straightaway if the stain is found 
in a crusted stale (even if it is Vl'.ry small), as in my cases 4, 
5, and 7. On the other hand, in the cases in which the blQod 
has thoroughly soaked into some material, no good results 
arc produced when a piece of the material is added directly 
to the preparation, cspeciully on account of the excessive 
thickness of the layer of liquid which is contained between 
the slide and cover slip. The production of titrated extracts 
can somctimes lead to good results (cases I and 2); in other 
cases this method fails on account of its unavoidable inaccu
racy. Moreover, it is complicated and time-consuming, de
spite the useful application of the torsion scale to weigh the 
blood and the dilution liquid. According to my latest experi
ence, it is preferable to substitute the extraction procedure 
with the cover-slide method, suited for blood crusts, by using 
a special tcchnique which I conceived und perfected for my 
case 6, and which functioned outstandingly in the muny tests 
of case 8. 

If no blood crusts are present, but only blood-soaked I11U

terial or substratum, I produce for mysclf artificial crusts, 
This is done mostl~asily in the following nHlnner' (provided 
the blood is not insoluble). The stains are first cut and are 
macerated for a few hours in the icebox with a very smull 
umount of distilled wuter (so that there is not present an 
excessively low salt level); with a capillary tube, the extract 
is absorbed from the material between two pieces of glass; 
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Type of Microscopic:l1 
Case Bloodstain Age Method Used 

Individuals Used 
for Comparison 

Possibilities 
of Origin 

Diagnosis of 
the Stain 

Judgment Concerning 
the Individuality 

of the Blood 

I. Soaked into 3 months extruct; 
linen hanging drop 

2, Soaked into 4 duys extract; 
scurf hanging drop 

3. Sou ked into I month Cl'truct; 
linen hanging drop 

4, Dried on 15 18 I. cover-glass 
silk months method 

2. elcct. 
ubsorpt. 

5. Dried on 3 we~ks cover-glass 
scurr mcthod 

I. cow 
2. man II (A{3) 
3. woman I (On{3) 
4, woman II (A{3) 

(menst rual hlood) 

victim II (A#) 
accused I (OIY#) 

uccused II(A#) 

uccused III (Bn) 

uccused II (AiJl 

I. Accidcntul 
staining 

2. Uretheral 
bleeding 

3. Willrul 
staining 

I. Nose bh:ed 
2. Murder 

I. Prel'ious 
bruise 

2. Murder 

I. Previous 
head wound 

2. Murdcr 

I. Frol1l 
accused ('I) 

2. Pocket stuins 
through 
bloody hand 

Human, net 
menstrual blood 
group II (A#) 

Human blood 
I (Oa#) 

Not reasible 

I-Iuman blood 
III tuu) 

Human blood 
II (Am 

Belongs to 
man II 

Belongs to 
accused 

Negative 

Agreement with 
the accused 

Agreement with 
the accused 

6, Soaked into 2 or 5 I. cxtruct; accused I (O(Y#) I, Nose bleed 
2. Murder 

Human blood 
I (O(Y#) 

AgreelTwnt with 
the accused linen months hanging drop 

2. indir~ct 
cover-ghlss 
method 

3. elect. uhsorp. 

7. Dried on 2 I)) I. cOl'er-gluss 
method 

lIceused II (A#) Bleeding j'nlill II Humun Blood Agreement with 
the uccused stone 

8a. Bloody 
bunduges 

8b, Bloody 
bunduges 

months 

fresh 

rresh 

2. elect. 
ubsorpt. 

I. indirect 
cover-slide 
method 

2. blood c\·.1l 
ugglutinu
bility 

suspected girl 
II(M) 

wound or the II (M) 
murder ncar the 
scenc of crime 

I. Hysterical Animul blood Docs not belong 
blceding to suspect 

2. Simulutioll I-Iumlln blood Agreernen t wit h 
or uccidcnt II (Am the SUS)l'!ct 
injury 

9. I, ()J'ied on 4 months I. cover-glass 
method 

uccused II (AI1) See note on lund 2 hunHin Agreement with 
the straw 

2. Soukeu 
into scurf 

3, Soaked 
into wood 

2. indirect 
cover.glllss 
lllethod 

using a fan, very small drops of the extract are then dried tit 
low temperlltures on u slide. This process is repeuted so thut 
four to six droplets lIrc placed on the same spot. Thus, one 
obtains a series of slides on eHch of which is u thick bloody 
crust, about the Sil.c.: of a pinhead. 

To this crust one adds the corresponding blood corpuscle 
suspension und covers it with the cover slide without mixing 
the crust nnd the suspension, The ngglulinution, when posi
tive, manifests itself clearly on the I:.dges of the encrl1stntion. 

I can warmly recommend this process since il hus pro
duced for me outstunding msults. The possible applications 
of the cover slide method to l\ variety of blood stnins ought 
to be disseminated to ull forensic physicians, Of course, if the 
stain is not soluble or produces no isoagglutinins, Olle will 

puge 407 blood II (A#) 
lI'not note ·11 uccused 

3. not feasible 

have to employ the ubsorption tests to aid in the exam
ination. The absorption tests tire in IIny cuse to be evaluated 
us II COlit rol, so that one can determine the ugglutinogen as 
well us the ugglutinin, i.e., cun obtuin un integrul represent
tltion of the blood group. The elective absorption, however, 
hus n much narrower field of application than does the direct 
agglutination test, since it demands much greater IImounts 
of blood. 

From ulll11Y cases, one can see thut in some of these (cases 
4,6,7, 8b) it WIIS possible to produce only one demonstration 
of agreement, though one very importllnt for the forensic 
goal in the cuses; in other cnses, given the state of' IIlfuirs 
before the court, it WilS possible to answer the forensic ques
tion most spedl1cully, in that one could either olrer un in~li. 
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vidual diagnosis of exclusion (negative), as in cases 1 and 2; 
or one could utilize a secondary finding (cases 5 and 8). Only 
in a single case was it impossible to obtain a usable result. 

I hope that these practical cases will awaken general inter
est and encourage the systematic use of individual bloon 
stain diagnosis. 

Notes and References 
I. Delivered at the 15th Meeting of the Germun Society for Legal and 

Sociul Medicine in DUsseldorf, September, 1926. 
2. Arch. di anrropal. aim. e flied. leg. 37, 3, 1916: 44, 1923; 45, 1925; Rass. 

inrema:. di elin. e terap. 72, 192 
3. In the Arch. di Alllrop. crim. e med. leg. 1927 
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4. Note added during correction: At the request of Prof. Goroncy 
(K~nigsberg in Prussia), I recently dealt with another case of murder 
(I do not know the legal circumstances). 
Age of the stain: About 4 months 
Cover-slide method to identify agglutinins: 

Dried blood of the criminal Group II (A{3) 

Small crusts on straw Group II (AfJ) 

Bloodstained vest Group II (A(3) 

(Pronounced 
reaction) 

(Pronounced 
reaction) 

(weak reac
tion) 

Blood spotted wood chips Not able to be determined 
5. See my contribution: "Methoden zur Bestimmung der Individualitllt des 

Blutes" in Abderhalden's Handbuch der BioI. Arbl·;lslIIetJI/)c!ell.1927 
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The Isoagglutlnable Substance of 8100el 
and Its Demonstration for the Individual Diagnosis of Stains·t 

Doctor Vittorio Siracusa 
Assistant 

Institute of Legal Medicine of the R. University of Messina 
Director: Professor Leone Lattes 

The procedure followed until now for attaining the indi
vidual identification of human bloodstains consisted of the 
demonstration of the isoagglutinating power of the stain 
under examination with fresh, appropriately selected cells. 
The isoagglutinins, contrary to what Was asserted fOr years 
by various authors, resist harmful irlOuences such as drying, 
putrefaction, moderate heating and 'exposure to air quite 
well; thus, in a good number of cases ~hey can be identified 
easily enough in the stains, resulting in',lhe direct assignment 
of the blood to a blood group (group I: 0 cells; serum a & 
b; group II: A cells; serum b; group III: B cells; serum a; 
group IV: AB cells; serum 0). 

Still, in other cases it is not possible to demonstrate the 
existence of any isoagglutinating power in a stain. This nega
tive result can be due above all to the circumstances of the 
blood under consideration, which, even if still very fresh, can 
belong to the group distinguished by the absence in serum of 
both the human isoagglutlnins. But even the existing iso
agglutinins in fresh blood can be altered and destroyed by 
harmful inOuences (age of the stain, excessive heating, 
chemical inOuences, etc.) as is verified by stains which have 
become insoluble in water. 

A negative result in an investigation on isoaglutinins in a 
stain is, thereiore, without significance, and the method does 
not permit, in that caJe, any conclusion about individual 
origin. 

Ev.n in the first ntlempts at individual diagnosis consid
eration was given (Biffi) to utilizing for the diagnostic reac
tion not the isoagglutinins, but the cells contained in the 
stain. Biffi believed that it was possible to restore them to the 
original condition in order to test the specific iso
agglutinability .. But, given the delicacy of the reaction and 
the practical impossibility of reconstituting the cIl'ied out 
cells in their integrity, the idea could not be npplied. It 
resulted further from other investigations thnt iso-

• Trnnslntion or: \I Ln sostnnzn isollggluilnllbih: del slIngllc e III sun dim-
ostrul.ionc per lu dlugnosi individullie delle Illllcchie", 

In ArchMo til tllllrOf!ologla C,.(/I/(11II1t1 I',ffchlalr{a /1 Mt,tlleflla I.egale 43 
(<I Sl!r. 14): J62·JB<I (I'm). 

Reprinted with the kind permission or Udil.ioni Minervu Medicu, Torino. 
I 

t The rc~uhs or this Inve~lIigution were cOllllllunicntcd to the R. Accnclclllill 
Jlclorilll/lil of Mess!nll In Muy, 1922. Sec the Alii of the Academy, vol. 30, 
1922. 

agglutination is a complex phenomenon, in which a specific 
element could be distinguished by the selective absorption of 
the agglutinins, and a non specific element and the reunion 
in clumps of red cells and the Oocculation (Lattes)l. 

It would be sufficient therefore, for diagnostic purposes, 
that the first. could be conveniently ascertained. 

The selective absorption, already studied by Landsteiner 
and his collaborators, and then by several other authors, is a 
reversible process (according to the temperature) in such a 
way that the greater part of the agglutinin bound to the cells 
can be recovered in solution; it would be possible for this 
property to acquire practical value. 

Professor Lattes has, for the recotd, advised me to carry 
out investigations directed at the evel\tual utilization of this 
phenomenon for diagnostic, medico-legal purposes; namely, 
to verify abstractability of a true and proper agglutinability 
from the capacity of the cells in a stain to selectively absorb 
isoagglutinins and yield them up again Ht u higher tem
perature, und this, even when the stain has undergone alter
ations so as to render the demonstration of the agglutinins 
impossible (this test because Qf its simplicity is always the 
method of choice when it can be done). 

Encouraging experiments in this direction have alreudy .3b.j 
been accomplished by SchUtze2 (in his experiments for other 
reasons) showing the agglutinin-absorbing capacity of the 
residue of distilled water extracts of stu ins, in other words, of 
the globular stroma, 

As for the possibility, thus fnr not studied, thl.ll the 
agglutinuble substance of blood, even though altered or de
natured, is in a position to ubsorb the isougglutinins, it 
prompted us to examin(! the anulogous situution in bacterial 
agglutination. It turned out, in fuct, from vurious investign
tions thllt germs whose typhus or protells bacilli (Ire nble 
to absorb specitic ngglutinins to the very same extent after 
cooking us in the fresh stute (Scheller, Friedberger
Pinczower, Kumagui, Dessuu, Lange)\ or else ufter trent
menl with dilute acid without showing the phenomenon of 
agglutinution (Eisenberg und Volk\ WussermannS), 

On lhe other hand, numerous investigations exist from 
which it emerges thut bucterill trented with vllrious chemical 
agents tire modified little or not at all in their agglutinability. 
They could still be able to conserve the property of ubsorbing 
specific agglutinin, 
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Thus, cholera vibrios, killed with chloroform vapor, can 
still be agglutinated (Bordet)6. 

Bacteria sUbjected to the action of various bacteriocidal 
substances conserve agglutinability (Van de VeldeF. 

Typhus bacilli treated with formaldahyde can be substi
tuted for living ones in the reaction of Widal {Widal and 
Sicard)8. They conserve the sensitivity to the agglutinins for 
several months (Nicolle)9. 

Thus pure carbolic acid, the colloidal silver and sublimate 
{Righ)1O does not modify the intensity of the agglutination of 
living bacteria. 

Silver nitrate (I %), :;ublimate (l %), potassium dichro
mate (1/2 N), osmium tetroxide (I %), acetone (50%), ether, 
chloroform, formalin (10%), and hydrogen peroxide (25%) 
do not exercise any influence on typhus bacilli (Busacca)lI. 

Other substances would increase the affinity of the bacte
ria for the agglutinin: weak solutions of osmium tetroxide 
(lmaj). 

Others, on the other hand, would destroy it: sodium hy
droxide (Porges)'!, 95° alcohol (Busacca)" or they would 
limit it: pure acetone and acids (Busacca) ", alkali (Dreyer 
and Blake)ll. According to Busacca, the behavior of the 
typhus bacteria to the alkali, is different from that of the 
second substance employed: there was no change with am
monia, a notable reduction with sodium hydroxide. 

I carried out various experiments both with blood altered 
by physical or chemical agents, and with blood in which 
isoagglutinins could not be demonstrated for other reasons 
(nature of the group, old age). 

I. Blood Treated with Physical Agents 
In this series of investigations I tested the capacity for 

absorption of isoagglutinin either of blood simply dried, 
from five to twenty days before, or of blood rendered in
soluble by heating at 100° for 5-10 min., or also of red cells 
washed and baked. I did not think it necessary to repeat the 
absorption experiments on fresh celis, the results of which I 
am by now very certain. 

The samples of blood, belonging to a determined group, 
carefully pulverized (in small tubes by means of crushing 
with a small glass rod), or else the cooked cells were lr,ft for 
several hours at ordinary temperature in close contact with 
an appropriate quantity (sometimes little, at other times an 
excess) of fresh s('rum providing the two isoagglutinins 
(serum a &b); after that the material was centrifuged and 
subjected to two types of investigations: 

I. The residua! isoagglutinating properties of the serum, 
separated by centrifugation, was tested. 

The preparations were made in hanging drops and ob
served after about 15 mbs, shaking the microscope slide 
frequently; the serum was used in a 1:3 dilution in order to 
avoid every possibility of pseudoagglutination thaJ would 
confuse the results. 

2. The sediment was suspended in an excess of cold phys. 
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iological saline (preferabaly at 0°) and washed tWo or three 
times; following incubation in a small quantity of new phys
iological saline for 15 min at 45° -50° (a temperature which 
from experience purposely created the most favorable oppor
tunity for the extraction of the agglutinins fixed to the cells) 
and rapidly centrifuged with a water mantle at 4tio. 

I then tested the isoagglutinating properties of the super
natant fluid (containing the agglutinins yieldcd up in the 
heat from the sediment) on fresh A and B cells. 

It would be superfluous to, report all the experiments done, 
inasmuch as they yielded concordant results, although quan
titatively somewhat different. I maintain that a reason for 
these differences, of however small impbrtance, must be 
sought in the fact that the absorption power of a stain varies 367 

by reason of t.he fineness of its pulverization, the degree of 
which cannot easily be assessed in a single test. 

I will report some of the more significant experiments. 
I. Dried blood 
0.05 cc of blood with group A cells (S. V.) dried for three 

weeks, is pulverized and suspended in 0.1 cc of serum a & b 
(L.L.) freshly diluted by half. After half a day the material 
is centrifuged and separatl:d and the serum is strongly t:ol
ored by hemoglobin: 

Absorbed serum + fresh A cells (S.V.) = no agglutin
ation 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (C.C.) = total agglutin
ation 

The sediment was washed at 0° and extracted for 15 min 
at 45° in 0.03 cc physiological saline solution and centri· 
fuged while hot: 

Extract from the sediment + fresh A cells (S. V.) = 
intense agglutination 

Extract from the sediment + fresh B cells (C.C.) = 
negative agglutination. 

Other experiments with B blood gave concordant results. 
In addition to suspending the dry blood in excess of serum 
(I cc), the successive test with the extract from the sediment 
gave still very rapid and intense specific agglutination. 

(The sera ab (L.L. and S.O.) used in these and in the 
succeeding experiments agglutinate the A cells as intensely 
as the B cells). 

2. Heated blood 
0.025 cc of blood with type A cells (S. V.) dried and pul

verized, was added to 0.1 cc of physiological saline solution 
in a small tube that was stoppered and then immersed 5 min 
in a boiling water bath. The tube was coolcd and 0.1 cc fresh 
serum a + b (L.L.) is added and mixed up thoroughly. After 
half a day at ordinary temperatures it is centrifuged: 

Absorbed serum + fresh A cells (S.V.):= negutive 
agglutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh A cells (S.E.) = negative 
agglutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (C.C.):;:: total 
a~glutination 

The sediment, washed at 0°, is extracted for 15 min lit 45° 
with 0.1 cc of physiological saline solution and centrifuged 

while hot: 
Extract from thc sediment + A cells (S.V.) = mod

erately positive agglutination 
368 Extract from the scdiment + A' cells (S.E.) = positivc 

agglutination 
Extract from the sediment + B cells (C.C.) = negative 

agglutination 
In othcr experiments the absorption is not complete, at 

least with certain cells, with a first portion of stain but only 
with a second. ' 

0.05 cc of A' blood (S.E.) dried and suspended in phys
iological saline solution was baked at 100° for 5 min thcn 
treated with 0.1 cc of fresh serum ab (L.L.): ' 

Absorbed serum + fresh A' cells (S.E.) = weakly posi
tive agglutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh A cells (S.V.) = positive 
agglutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (C.C.) = strongly posi
tive agglutination 

The serum is absorbed further with 0.025 cc of blood A' 
(S.E.) dried and baked, as above, in physiological saline 
solution: 

Absorbed SerU(,l + fresh A' cells (S.E.) = negative 
agglutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh A cells (S. V.) = negative 
agglutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (C.C.) = strongly posi
tive agglutination 

In all the experiments in which the stain and the absorbing 
serum Were mixed in proportions similar to those indicated 
the absorption of the agglutinins appeared completc and 
wholly specific, if not in the first test then at least in the 
second. The subsequent test of the agglutinin extraction on 
the other hand, often gave less clear and sometimes even 
negative results, clearly because of the scarce quantity of 
agglutinins recovered, due either to the small qunntity of 
serum employed (precisely with the intention of obtnining 
the complete nbsorption of one of the two agglutinins con
tained in it), or to the procedure of washing the first sedi
ment from the extraction, or perhaps to the tempemture 
during extrnction, which in some experimcnts surpassed the 
indicnted 45° .50°. 

Such negntive results were obtained, for example, in the 
following experiment: 

0.05 cc of pulverized B blood (C.C.) was suspended in 
0.1 cc of physiological saline solution and baked 5 min at 
1001>. 0.1 cc of serum nb (L. L.) wus then added und after 

,lull incubation for severnl hours the mixture wns c~ntrifuged: 
Absorbed serUm + fresh A cells (S.V.) = total 

agglutination. 
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15 min at 45° -50°, then centrifuged While hot: 
Extract from sediment + fresh A 

(S. V.) = negative agglutination 
cells 

Extract from sediment + fresh B cells 
(C.c.) = negative agglutinntion 

(only 34 cells nppear doubtfully associated with one 
another). 

In order to better investignte the possibility of recovering 
the nbsorbed agglutinins even from baked stains, I conduc. 
ted other experiments using greater qunntities of serum, so 
that the agglutinable substance would be maximnlly exposed 
t? agglutinin. Thus in the following experiment, the propor
tIons of serum Were such that absorption did not turn out to 
be complete. 

To 0.05 cc of B blood suspended in physiological saline 
solution and baked above 100°, wns ndded up to 0.3 cc of 
fresh seru;; nb (L.L) After twenty-four hours, the material 
was centrtfuged: 

Absorbcd serum + fresh A cells (S.E. nnd S.V.) = towl 
agglutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (C,C.) = slow, weak 
ngglutination 

The sediment was wnshcd twice with physiological saline 
solution at 0° and extracted with 0.05 cc of it nt 45° 50° for 
15 min: 

Extrnct of the sediment + fresh A cells (S.E. and 
S.V.) = negative agglutinntion 

Extrnct of the sediment + fresh B cells (C.C.) = evident 
agglutination (persisting to n 1:3 dilution of the extract). 

Very clear rcsults hnve been obtained using red cells 
ruther than dried blood, baked at 100°. \ 

O.~ cc of A blood (S. V.) is suspended in physiological 
solutIOn nnd wnshed twice; the liquid is removed ns much as 
possible and the cellular sediment sprinkled with boiling 
physiological saline solution, then the SllIall tube is im
mersed into a boiling wnter bath, where it is left about 
10 min. 

A shiny, homogeneous suspension is obtained, in which, 
howevcr, the microscopical cxamination shows, 1110rCOVCI', 
the pl'csscnce of' slllull al11Ol'phollS lumps und of n few 
rccognizable cclls, This suspcnsion is ccntl'ifuged and the 
scdlmcnt rcsuspcndcd in 0.1 cc of fresh nb ScrUlll (L.L,). 

After an hour it is centrifuged lind prepared in the usual 
WilY: 

Absorbed serum + fresh A ceUs (S. V.) =: negative 
agglutination 

Absorbcd SCI'UIll + frcsh A' cells (5.8.) == negativc 
agglutinution 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (C.C.) =:, intense 
ngglutinlltion 

Absorbed serum + fresh A' cells (S.E.) =: total 
agglutinntion 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (C.C.)·= negntive 
agglutination 

The sediment WllS washed nnd extracted at 45° in the 
usual wuy with 0.1 cc of physiological saline solution: 

The sediment is washed twice with physiological saline 
solution at 0° I und afterwards extracted with 0.1 cc of it for 

Extrucl of the sediment + fresh A cells (S.V.) = strong 
ngglutinution 

Extrnct of the sediment + fresh A' cells (S. E.) = strong 
ngglutinntion 
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Extract of the sediment + fresh B cells (C.C.) = 
negative agglutination 

II. Blood Treated with Chemical Agents 
Having withdrawn blood of a determined group, I allowed 

the washed red blood cells to be in contact with various 
chemical agents for a time, not less than twenty-four hours, 
and at an ordinary temperature of 22 0

• Then I removed by 
washing or neutralization the substance employed and I pro
ceeded to the tests of absorption and of extraction of agglu
tinins from the cellular sediment, using the same technique 
employed in the preceding experiments. 

Substances employed: Hydrochloric acid, acetic acid, so
dium hydroxide, ammonia, mercuric chloride, silver nitrate, 
potassium permanganate, potassium dichromate, osmium 
tetroxide, formaldehyde, ethyl alcohol, ethyl ether, chloro
form, acetone. 

I. Hydrochloric acid 
0.05 cc of blood with A cells (S.Y.) are twice washed; the 

sediment is added to 2 cc of HCI solution at 3.7% (IN). 
Macroscopical homogeneolts suspension: a clear solution is 
reobtained by centrifugation. After twenty-four hours in 
HCl, the cells, washed three times, appear shrivelled under 
a microscope and present the features of discrete aggluti
nation. The addition of agglutinating serum a and b in hang
ing drops did not modify this appearance. 

The absorption test on such cells, twenty-four hours in 
Hel, washed three times and kept for forty-eight hours at 00 

with 0.1 cc of fresh serum ab (S.O.), and centrifuged, gave 
the following results: 

Absorbed serum + fresh A cells (S.Y.) = negative 
agglutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (P.G.) = strong 
aggl utination 

Another 0.2 cc fresh serum ab (S.G.) is added. After 
twenty-four hours at 00 it is centrifuged: 

Absorbed serum + fresh A cells (S.Y.) = weak 
agglutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (P.G.) = total 
agglutination 

The sediment is washed three times with physiological 
saline solution at 00

, resuspended in 0.02 cc of physiological 
saline solution, and extracted for 15 min at 45°, then centri
fuged while hot: 

Extract form the sediment + fresh A cells (S. Y.) = 
rapid, almost total agglutination 

Extract from the sediment + fresh B cclls (P.G.) = 
negative agglutination 

2. Acetic Acid 
(a) 0.05 cc of blood with A cells (S.Y.) is twice washed; to 

the sediment is cautiously added dropwise 2 cc of glucial 
acetic acid (rapid uddition provokes complete, instantaneous 
hemoiysis) and one gets partial hemolysis with the formation 
of small reddish-brown mr.mbranes tlnd of a few white 
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masses (cellular stroma). 
After twenty-four hours the material is washed repeatedly 

until the odor of the acetic acid is no longer present, and 
reduced to minute fragments by crushing in the same small 
tube with a small glass rod. The sediment used in the single 
tests was about! or t of the initial cellular sediment. To it is 
added 0.1 cc of fresh serum ab (S.G.). After twenty-four 
hours at 00 it is centrifuged: 

Absorbed serum + fresh A cells (S.Y.) = strong 
aggutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (P.G.) = very strong 
agglutination 

The decanted serum is absorbed again for twenty-four 
hours at 00 with 0.05 cc of other A blood (S. Y.) from the 
acetic acid. After centrifugation: 

Absorbed serum + fresh A cells (S. Y.) = moderate 
agglutinution 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (P.G.) = very strong 
agglutination 

The decanted serum is, for a third time, absorbed for 
twelve hours at 00 with 0.05 cc of other A blood (S. Y.) from 
the acetic acid. After centrifugation: 

Absorbed serum + fresh A cclls (S.Y.) = wcak ag
glutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (P.G.) = slow, mod
erate agglutination 

The three sedimcnts are combined and 0.4 cc of fresh 372' 
serum ab (S.G.) is added. After some hours at 00 the sedi
ment is washed three times with physiological saline solution 
at 00 , resuspended in 0.02 cc of the same, extracted for 
15 min at 45 0

, and centrifuged while hot: 
Extract from tht: sedimcnt + fresh A cells (S. Y.) = very 

strong, rapid agglutination 
Extract from the sediment + fresh B cells (P.G.) = 

negative agglutination 
(b) 0.05 cc of blood with A cells (S.Y.) is dropped onto a 

microscope slide and kept suspended for twenty-four hours 
in a closed container containing acetic acid. It acquires a 
red-brown yellowish color. Then, it is lcft 1 .. 2 days to dry at 
ambient temperature. This results in a small, rough, thin 
layer that smells slightly of acetic acid. It i:l put in a small 
tube, and crushed carefully for along time with a small glass 
rod, but one obtains a coarse matcrial rather than a powder. 
afterwards it is washed repeatedly with physiological saline 
solution and 0.1 cc of fresh serum ab (S.G.) is added. After 
an hour at 00, it is centrifuged: 

Absorbed serum +- fresh A cells (S.Y.);::;: medium 
agglutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (P.G.) = slow and 
strong agglutination 

The decanted serum is absorbed again for some hours 
lit 00 with 0.05 cc of A blo0d (S.Y.) tiS above. After 
centrifugution: .. 

Absorbcd SCI'um + f't'csh A cclls (S.Y.) = wenk ng· 
glulinutioll 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (C,C.) :::::: slow, mod-
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erate agglutination 
The decanted serum is absorbed for a third time for some 

hours at 00 with 0.05 cc of A blood (S. Y.), as above. after 
centrifugation: 

Absorbed serum + fresh A cells (S.Y.) = negative 
agglutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (P.G.) = slow, weak 
agglutination 

The three sediments are combined and 0.4 cc of fresh ab 
serum (S.G.) is added. After some hours the sediment is 
thrice washed with physiological saline solution at 00, re
suspended in 0.02 cc of the same and extracted for 15 min 
at 45 0

, than centrifuged while hot: 
Extract from the sediment + fresh A cells (S. Y.) = 

rapid, very strong agglutination 
Extract from the sediment + fresh B cells (P.G.) = 

negative agglutination 
3. Sodium hydroxide 
(It is impossible to have cellular sediment from concen

trated or dilute solutions of NaOH, whether in water or in 
physiological solution, since red blood corpuscles arc hemo
lyzed, if not immediately (concentrated solution), then dur
ing the washing operations). 

0.05 cc of blood with A cells (S. Y.) are dropped onto a 
microscope slide and 0.05 cc 0.1 N NaOH is overlaid and 
lightly mixed. It is left twenty-four hours to dry out at ambi
ent temperature. Then the NaOH is neutralized by over
laying a drop of 0.1 N Hel and the preparation left to dry out 
for another twenty-four hours at ambient temperature. This 
results in a small, hard, fragile layer that is placed in a small 
tube and pulverized, then is washed repeatedly with phys
iological saline solution (that of the first wash is slightly 
colored by hemoglobin. 0.1 cc of fresh ab serum (S.G.) is 
then added. After few hours, it is centrifuged: 

Absorbed serum + fresh A cells (S.V.) = negative 
agglutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (P.G.) = rapid, very 
strong agglutination 

Another 0.1 cc of fresh ab serum (S.G.) is added and after 
twenty-four hours at 00, the sediment is thrice washed with 
physiological saline solution at 00

; resuspended in 0.02 cc of 
physiological saline solution, extracted for 15 min at 45 0

, 

and centrifuged while hot: 
Extract from the sediment + fresh A cells (S. Y.) = very 

strong agglutination 
Extract from the sediment + fresh B cells (P.G.) = 

negative agglutination 
4. Ammonia 
(ll is itl1possible to have cellular sediment from concen

trated or dilute ammonia solutions, whether in wuter, or in 
physiological saline solution, because the red blood cor
puscles ure hemolyzed.) . 

0.05 cc of blood with A cells (S. Y.) IIrc dropped onto II 

microscope slide and kept suspended for 3-4 days in a closed 
receptacle containing ammonia. The stain acquires a brown 
color and smells of ammonia. Then it is kept for twenty-five 
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hours to dry out at ambient temperature. One obtains a 
small, hard, fragile layer that no longer smells of ammonia. 
This is placed in a small tube, and is pulverized. It is then 
washed repeatedly with physiological saline solution and 
0.1 cc of fresh ab serum (S.G.) is added. After twenty-four 
hours at 00 it is centrifuged: 

Absorbed serum + fresh A cells (S. Y.) = negative 
agglutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (P.G.) = total 
agglutination 

0.1 cc of other fresh ab serum (S.G.) is added and after 
twenty-four hours at 00, the sediment is thrice washed with 
physiological saline solution at 00

, resuspended in 0.02 cc of 
physiological saline solution, extracted for 15 min at 45 0

, 

then centrifuged while hot: 
Extract from the sediment + fresh A cells (S.Y.) = 

strong agglutination 
Extract from the sediment + fresh B cells (P.G.) = 

negative agglutination 

5. Mercuric Chloride 
0.05 cc of blood with A cells (S. Y.) is washed twice; the 

sediment is treated for four days with 2 cc of 5% sublimate. 
Macroscopically, brown homogeneous suspension. Under 
the microscope the cells show altered form: lance-shaped 
biscuits; but they are all isolated from one another. The 
sediment is washed until all trace of renction of the Hg 
disappears from the washing liquid, and is then suspended 
homogeneously in physiological saline solution. This sus
pension treated with sera a and b shown to contain the 
specific isoagglutinable property. 

The absorption test on 0.05 cc of such A blood (S. Y.) from 
the sublimate, kept for twelve hours at 00 with 0.1 cc of fresh 
ab serum (S.G.) and then centrifuged, gave the following 
result: 

Absorbed serum + fresh A cells (S. Y.) = negative 
agglutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (P.G.) = total 
agglutination 

0.2 cc of the same ab serum is added and after twenty-four 
hours at 00, and being centrifuged: 

Absorbed serum + fresh A cells (S. Y.) = almost nega
tive agglutination 

Absorbed' serum + fresh B cells (P.G.) = total 
agglutination 

The sediment is washed twice with physiological saline 
solution at 0°, rcsuspendcd in 0.03 cc of (he same, kept for 
15 min at 45 0 and centrifuged while hot: 

Extract from the sediment + fresh A cells (S. Y.) = 
rapid, very strong agglutination 

Extract from the sediment + fresh B cells (P.G.) = 
negative agglutination 

Identical results were obtained in absorption tests with 
cells having remained for two months in 5% sublinmte solu
tion, and with !resh ab serum (S.G.). 

In other experiments in which I employed cells that hud 
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been left four days in sublimate, and old ab serum (L.L.), 
kept in a vial, but still strongly agglutinating for A and B 
cells in control experiments, the results were a little bit 
different in that they revealed a diminution in the specificity 

375 of the absorption" 'lot, however, confirmed by the test for 
extraction of the r.gglutinins. In fact the A cells showed an 
absorption of the b agglutinin (for which they do not nor
mally have any affinity) but to a minor degree, without, 
however, yielding it up in the absorption test. 

6. Silver Nitrate 
0.05 cc of blood with A cells (S.Y.) are washed twice; to 

the sediment is added 2 cc of I % silver nitrate. Macro
scopically: shiny, coarse suspension. Under the microscope: 
spherical cells reunited in large clumps. 

After repeated washing, first with distilled water, then 
with physiological saline solution, is added 0.1 cc of fresh ab 
serum (S.G.). After twenty-four hours at 0°, it is centrifuged: 

Absorbed serum + fresh A cells (S.Y.) = negative 
agglutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (P.G.) = slow, medium 
agglutination, more marked at the borders 

0.1 cc of fresh ab serum (S.G.) is added and after some 
days at 0°, the sediment is thrice washed with physiological 
saline solution at 0°, resuspended in 0.02 cc of physiological 
saline solution, extracted for 15 min at 45°, and centrifuged 
while hot: 

Extract from the sediment + fresh A cells (S. Y.) = very 
strong agglutination 

Extract from the Gediment + fresh B cells (P.G.) = 
negative agglutination 

7. Potassium permanganate 
0.05 cc of blood with A cells (S.Y.) are washed twice; to 

the sediment is added 2 cc of 2.4% potassium permanganate: 
coarse suspension. 

After repeated washing with physiological saline solution 
is added 0.1 cc of fresh ab serum (S.G.), and after twenty
four hours at 0° it is centrifuged: 

Absorbed serum + fresh A cells (S.Y.) = negative 
agglutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (P.G.) = negative 
agglutination 

0.1 cc of other fresh ab serum (S.G.) is added and after 
some hours at 0°, it is centrifuged: 

Absorbed serum + fresh A ce!ls (S.Y.) = negative 
agglutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (P.G.) = negative 
agglutination 

0.3 cc of other fresh ab serum (S.G.) is added and after 
.171! 24 hours at 0°, the sediment is thrice washed in phys

iological saline solut.ion at 0°, resuspended in 0.02 cc of the 
same, extracted for 15 min at 45°, and is centrifuged in the 
heat; 

Extract from the sediment + fresh A cells (S.Y.) = 
negative agglutination 
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Extract from the sediment + fresh B cells (P.G.) = 
negative agglutination 

8. Potassuim dichromate 
0.05 cc of blood with A cells (S. Y.) is washed twice; to the 

sediment is added 2 cc of 6.7% potassium dichromate (in 
other experiments, 3% was used with identical results). Mac
roscopically, a shiny, finely granulated suspension. Under 
the microscope, spherical cells are reunited into large 
clumps, simulating agglutination. After repeated washing 
with physiolgical saline solution is added 0.1 cc of fresh ab 
serum (S.G.). After 12 hours at 0°, it is centrifuged: 

Absorbed serum + fresh A cells (S.Y.) = negative 
aggl utina tion 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (P.G.) = very strong 
agglutination 

0.1 cc of other fresh ab serum (S.G.) is added, and after 
some hours at 0° the sediment is washed three times with 
physiological saline solution at 0°, resuspended in 0.02 cc of 
the same, extracted for 15 min at 45°, and centrifuged in the 
heat: 

Extract of the sediment + fresh A cells (S. Y.) = strong 
agglutination 

Extract of the sediment + fresh B cells (P.G.) = neg
ative agglutination 

9. Osmium tetroxide 
0.03 cc of blood with fresh A cells (S. Y.) is washed twice; 

to the sediment is added 2 cc of I % osmium tetroxide. Mac
roscopically homogeneous suspensiol1 of brownish color after 
a few minutes, and a few clumps. After 24 hours, the cells 
are washed three times with physiological saline solution. 
Under the microscope the cells appear in various forms: 
Lance-shaped and faceted but perfectly isolated fiOm the 
other. Treated separa!'!ly in hanging drops with serum a and 
se9lm b, loss of the specificity of isoagglutination is ob
served, in that both the sera agglutinate the cells intensely, 
though the a serum does so in greater measure. Tile absorp-
tion test, however, of 0.05 cc of such blood with A cells 
(S.Y.), treated as above, kept for 24 hours at 0° with 0.1 cc 3771 

of fresh ab serum (S.G.) and centrifuged, gave the following 
results: 

Absorbed serum + fresh A cells (S. Y.) = negative ag
glutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh 8 cells (P.G.) = total ag
glutination 

0.1 ce of other fresh ab serum (S.G.) is added, and after 
24 hours at 0°, the sediment is thrice washed with phys
iological saline solution at 0°, resuspended in 0.02 cc of the 
same, extracted for 15 min at 45°, and centrifuged in the 
heat: 

Extract from the sediment + fresh A cells (S.Y.) = 
negative agglutination 

Extract from the sediment + fresh B cells (P.O.) = 
negative agglutination 

I obtained identical results after fractional absorption 
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with two equal portions of cells, each corresponding to 
0.05 cc of blood, using blood fixed with osmium tetroxide 
vapors, according to the following technique: 

0.05 cc of blood with fresh A cells (S.Y.) is dropped onto 
a microscope slide, kept suspended for twenty-four hours in 
a vessel containing some I % osmic acid then allowed to dry 
out for twenty-four hours. This gives a thin layer that is 
ground up in a small tube, washed three times with phys
iological saline solution and added to the absorbing serum. 

10. Formaldehyde 
0.05 cc of fresh blood with A cells (S.Y.) is twice washed; 

to the sediment is added 2 cc of 5% formalin in physiological 
saline solution. Macroscopically, homogeneous suspension 
of brownish color after a few minutes. The cells thus fixed for 
six hours, and then washed three times with physiological 
saline solution, appear under the microscope to be perfectly 
preserved in their form. Treated separately in hanging drops 
with a serum and b serum, the specific isoagglutinability has 
been preserved, and is of an intensity similar to that of fresh 
cells. For the absorption test, 0.05 cc of formalin-treated 
blood with A cells (S. Y.), three times washed, is added to 0.1 
cc of fresh ab serum (L.L.). After some hours at 0°, it is 
centrifuged: 

Absorbed serum + fresh A cells (S. Y.) = negative 
agglutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (P.G.) = rapid total 
agglutination 

After some hours of incubation in another 0.2 cc of the 
same serum, by the end of which the a agglutinin is com
pletely absorbed, the sediment is washed twice with phys
iological saline solution at 0° I resuspended in 0.02 cc of the 
same, extracted for 15 min at 45°, and centrifuged in the 
heat: 

Extract from the sediment + fresh A cells (S.Y.) = 
almost total agglutination 

Extract from the sediment + fresh B cells (P.G.) = 
negative agglutination 

I obtained identical results with cells kept in fixing solu
tion for twelve days, or else fixing the cells with vapors of 
formaldehyde in the following way: 

0.05 cc of blood with fresh A cells (S.Y.) is allowed to 
coagulate on a microscope slide that is kept suspended for 
three days in a vessel containing some formalin. Then it is 
dried out for 24 hours, in order to facilitate the pulverization 
of the stain. This done, it is washed twice with physiological 
saline solution and the obsorption and extraction of aggluti
nins carried out using techniques and obtaining results the 
same as the preceding. 

II. Ethyl Alcohol 
0.05 cc of blood with A cells (S. Y.) is twice washed; to the 

sediment is added 2 cc of alcohol at 95°. Macroscopic ap
pearance: large clumps. To this sediment, having remained 
in alcohol 48 hours and then having been washed three times, 
with physiological saline, solution is added 0.1 cc of f't'esh ab 
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serum (S.G.). After 60 hours at 0°, it is centrifuged: 
Absorbed serum + fresh A cells (S.Y.) = strong ag

glutination 
Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (P.G.) = very strong 

agglutination 
The decanted serum is added to another 0.05 cc of A blood 

(S.Y.) which was washed twice and kept for four days in 
2 cc of alcohol, then washed three times with physiological 
saline solution. After 24 hours at 0°, it is centrifuged: 

Absorbed serum + fresh A cells (S. Y.) = moderate 
agglutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (P.G.) = very strong 
agglutination 

The decanted serum is added again to another 0.05 cc of 
A blood (S.Y.) which was twice washed and treated for six 
days in 2 cc of alcohol, then washed three times with physio
logical saline solution. After 24 hours at 0°, it is centrifuged: 

Absorbed serum + fresh A cells (S.Y.) = moderate 
agglutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh 8 cells (P.G.) = very strong 
aggl utination 

The three sediments are combined and added to 0.2 cc of 
fresh ab serum (S.G.). After twenty-four hours we pro
ceeded with the usual extraction: 

Extract from the sediment + fresh A cells (S. Y.) = 3791 

very strong agglutination 
Extract from the sediment + fresh B cells (P.G.) = 

negative agglutination 
Such experiments Were repeated even with cells which 

remained in alcohol for a month and prolonging for up to 
several days the contact of the absorbing serum with suc
cessive fractions of cells. The results were the same as 
those mentioned above, in the experiments in which fresh 
ab serum (S.G.) was employed. In two other experiments, on 
the other hand, in which old serum (L.L.) was employed, like 
that used in the experiments with the sublimate (see above), 
a diminshed degree of specificity of absorption was also 
shown, the A cells having absorbed and yielded up both the 
aggh.ltinins, but in different measure: the a agglutinin totally 
but the b agglutinin only partially, as was shown by the 
marked difference in the intensity of agglutination with the 
A and B test cells. 

12. Ethyl ether 
0.05 ec of blood with A cells (S. Y.) are washed twice; the 

sediment is added to 2 cc of ether. Macroscopically, the cells 
appear attached, in amorphous clumps of a pale brown color, 
to the walls of the small tube. After 24 hours, it is washed 
repeatedly with physiological saline solution, and 0.1 cc of 
fresh ab serum (S.O.) is added. After 24 hours at 0°, it is 
centrifuged: 

Absorbed serum + fresh A cell:; (S. Y.) = negative 
agglutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (P.G.) = very strong 
agglutination 

There is added 0.1 cc of fresh ab serum (S.O.) and, after 
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some hours at 0°, the sediment is thrice washed with physio
logical saline solution at 0°, resuspended in 0.02 cc of the 
same, extracted for IS min at 45°, and centrifuged in the 
heat: 

Extract from the sediment + fresh A cells (S.Y.) = al
most total agglutination 

Extract from the sediment + fresh B celIl; (P.G.) = neg
ative agglutination 

I obtained identical results with cells exposed in the fol
lowing way to the vapors of ether: 

0.05 cc of blood with A cells (S. Y.) is dlropped onto a 
microscope slide and kept for three days in a dosed container 
containing some ether. Then it is left to dry 24 hours at 
ambient temperature; a thin, hard, fragile! layer in ob
tained, which is placed in a small tube and PllIlverized. It is 
washed repeatedly, and the experiments on-the absorption 
and extraction of the agglutinins are carrie:d out by the 
usual technique. 

13. Chloroform 
0.05 cc of blood with A cells (S.V.) is washed twice; the 

sediment is treated for twenty-four hours with 2 cc of chloro
form. Macroscopically, coarse suspension. It is washed re
peatedly with physiological saline solution, and 0.1 cc of 
fresh ab serum (S.G.) is added. After 24 hours at 0° it is . ' centnfuged: 

Absorbed serum + fresh A cells (S.Y.) = negative 
agglutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (P.G.) = rapid, very 
strong agglutination 

0.1 cc of other fresh ab serum (S.G.) is added and after 
some hours at 0°, the sediment is thrice washed with phys
iological saline solution at 0°, resuspended in 0.02 of the 
same, extracted for IS min at 45°, and centrifuged in the 
heat: 

Extract from the sediment + fresh A cells (S. V.) = strong, 
agglutination 

Extract from the sediment. + fresh B cells (P.G.) = neg
ative agglutination 

I obtained identical results with cells exposed to chloro
form vapors in the following way: 

0.05 cc of blood with A cells (S. V.) is dropped onto a 
microscope slide, and kept for twenty-four hours in a closed 
container containing chloroform. Afterwards it is dried out 
for four days at ambient temperatures yielding a thin, fragile 
layer that is placed in a small tube and pulverized. It is 
washed repeatedly and the absorption and extraction of ag
glutinin experiments are performed in the usual way. 

14. Acetone 
0.05 cc of blood with A cells (S.V.) are twice washed' the 

sediment is added to 2 cc of acetone. Macroscopic~lIy, 
coarse suspension. After 24 hours, it is washed repeatedly 
with physiological saline solution and 0.1 cc of fresh ab 
serum (S.G.) is then added. After 24 hours a.t 0°, it is 
centrifuged: 
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Absorbed serum + fresh A cells (S.V.) = negative ag
glutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (P.G.) = total ag
glutination 

O. I cc of other fresh ab serum (S.G.) is added and after 3811 

~ome. hours .at 0°, th.e sediment is thrice washed with phys
IologICal salIne solutIOn at 0°, restlspended in 0.02 cc of the 
same, extracted for 15 min at 45°', and centrifuged in the 
heat: 

Extract from the sediment + fresh A cells (S. V,) = very 
strong agglutination 

Extract from the sedi~ent + fresh B cells (P.G.) = neg
ative agglutination 

I obtained identical results with cells exposed to acetone 
vapors in the following way: 

0.05 cc of blood with A cells (S. Y.) is dropped onto a 
microscope slide and kept for twenty-four hours in a closed 
container containing acetone. Afterwards it is dried out for 
fo~r days at ambient temperature: a fragile, reddish-white, 
thm layer is obtained, which is placed in a small tube and 
pulverized. It is repeatedly washed and the absorption and 
extraction of the agglutinins is then carried out with the 
usual technique: 

III. Blood DevoId of Isoagglutlnlns 
Finally I carried out experiments on dried blood contain

ing ~he two agglutinable substances A and B, namely, be
longmg to the group which never shows any isoagglutinins in 
fresh stains. 

0.05 cc of dried AB blood is pulverized and suspended in 
0.3 cc of fresh ab serum (L.L.). After ten hours: 

Absorbed serum + fresh A cells (S. Y.) = negative 
agglutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells (C.C.) = negative 
agglutination 

The sediment is thrice washed with physiological saline 
solution at 0°, and extracted at 45° with 0.05 cc of phys
iological saline solution: 

Extract from the sediment + fresh A cells (S.Y.) = 
strong agglutination 

Extract from the sediment + fresh B cells (C.C.) = 
moderate agglutination 

As controls for some of the various experiments described, 
I even tried to keep dried A blood in contact with serum b, 
a.nd I could not, as was to be expected, observe any absorp-
tIOn; and even from the washed sediment I could not recover 382/ 

any trace of agglutinin. 

IV. Old Blood 
I had the opportunity to apply these experiments to a 

practical case of determining the isoagglutinable substances 
in old human bloodstains seen in connection with a crime. 

In these stains, dating back 18 months, Professor Lattes 
had been successful, some months before, in demonstrating 
the a agglutinin, now strongly attenuated, The demonstra-
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tion of a specific isoagglutinable substance would constitute 
in this case an effective, appropriate control. 

The multiple stains were crusted on the material of a 
beret: several of them were scraped off, carefully pulverized, 
and suspended in 0.1 cc of fresh serum (LL.), diluted 1:3 in 
physiological saline solution. After V2 hour, it is centrifuged: 

Absorbed serum + fresh A cells = total, immediate 
agglutination 

Absorbed serum + fresh B cells = nearly negative ag
glutination, with some small groups from cells lying on 
one another 

(The unabsorbed ab serum immediately and intensely ag-
glutinated the A and B cells). 

The test of heat extraction of the sediment, washed at 
ordinary temperatures, did not yield results; nevertheless, 
with only the above-mentioned test the presence of a sub
stance in the stain able to absorb the b agglutinin could be 
demonstrated, consistent with the report of a agglutinin pre
viously obtained. The blood under examination could thus be 
assigned to group aBo 

Conclusions 
From the above experiments results the biologically inter

esting fact that the antigens of the blood, to which the iso
agglutinins are bound, preserve this property, unaltered, af
ter baking at 100° (by analogy to certain microbial antigens 
with relipect to specific agglutinins), and even when the dried 
out blood has undergone the prolonged action of time. 

Furthel~, in examining the action of various chemical 
agents, such power is conserved. Thus it is so with the follow
ing substances: hydrochloric acid (I N solution), sodium 
hydroxide (O.IN), ammonia (vapor), mercuric chloride 
(5%), silver nitmte (I %), potassium dichromate (3-6.7%), 
osmium tetroxide (I % and vapor), formaldehyde (5% and 
vapor), chloroform (100% and vapor), ethyl ether (100% 
and vapor), acteone (100% and vapor). 

Some substances (acetic acid and ethyl alcohol) although 
not to completely abolishing the selective absorption, weak
ened it, although with the acetic acid it was not possible to 
stabilize (see the experiments) that part of the decay due to 
the modification of the isoagglutinable substance nor the 
cellular destruction (acetic acid in the liquid state) nor the 
coarseness of the pulverized material (vapors). 

Still other substances (2.4% potassium permanganatp.) 
completely abolish all selective absorption. 

The diminution of the degree of specificity of absorption 
recounted in some experiments (sublimate, alcohol) is not 
attributable to the denaturing treatment on the cells, but 
seems more properly to have to do with the serum. 

In fact, the phenomenon occurs consistently every time 
old serum in employed. In the very few cases in which the 
same fact is seen with fresh serum (silver nitrate Hnd acetic 
'wid vapol's) it could be due I'uthel' to tl'ue absorption with 
damage to the agglutinins, due to the prolonged'contact with 
cells loaded with denaturing substance. 

Indeed, completely negative results were always obtained 
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in such experiments (in spite of the accuracy of the tech
nique and the previous addition of ab serum in excess) with 
the opposite test, that of the extraction of those agglutinins, 
apparently fixed in part to the cells in the absorption test in 
a way contrary to the group specificity. 

From a practical point of view, the possibility emerges of 
being able to identify the isoagglutinable substance in dried 
blood, which has been rendered insoluble by age, excessive 
heat or the influence of numerous chemical substances. 

The best results are obtained by allowing the least possible 
quantity of a fresh ab serum to act upon the pulverized blood 
substance (most appropriately for several hours, shaking 
frequently) and sampling, after centrifugation, the residual 
isogglutinating properties. Blood A absorbs the a agglutinin, 
blood B the b, blood AB, both. When, after prolonged ab
sorption for twenty-four hours, the two agglutinins were still 
active, but to a different degree tthis a sign of incomplete 
absorption) it was possible, where there is enough of the 
stain, to render the test completely specific, by a second 
absorption with a new dose of pulverized blood. A confirma
tion of the specific absorption, though less constant for the 
sensitivity of the technique, can be achieved by extracting 
the agglutinins at 45°, which were fixed in the substance of 
the stain in the previous test, and by then determining their 
nature by reaction with fresh cells of a specific group (A and 
B). In order to facilitate this test it is necessary to suspend 
the pulverized stain in an excess of ab serum and to carry out 
the necessary washing with physiological saline solution at 
0°. It is advisable to use fresh ab serum, with which more 
precise and specific results are obtained. 

In conclusion, even when one does not find isoagglutinins 
in the stains, either because of the group to which the blood 
belongs, or because of their destruction, the demonstration 
of their individual orgin, it is nevertheless very often possible 
to demonstate their individual origin (their group), by means 
of identification of the isoagglutinable substance contained 
in the stains. 

I thank Professor Lattes for the suggestions he gave me 
and for the constant assistance rendered me during the exe
cution of this research. 
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A Simple Procedure for the Determination of Groups 
in Dried Blood by Agglutinin Binding*t 

Dr. Franz "os.ph Holzer 
Assistant 

Institute for Forensic Medicine of the University of Innsbruck 
(Chairman: Prof. Dr. Karl Meixner) 

1445 Whenever one writes or speaks about the importance of 
blood groups in forensic medicine, it immediately gets down 
to the question of determining blood groups from dried blood 
traces. In fact, that ought to be one of the most important 
problems for the forensic physician. Though the problem is 
solved now, the situation is unfortunately still bad. This 
results from the fact that the number of communications 
concerning this problem is in crying disproportion to its 
importance, and many of these studies misunderstand the 
other problems in the area of blood group research. 

We ought not to assume that few researchers have tackled 
this question; the explanation lies rather in the old obser
vation that one does not report on his failures. We have 
earnestly striven here to make some progress, and we believe 
that we can report today on some essential successes. 

The identification of the characteristics of blood cor
puscles and serum usually causes no difficulties in the case of 
fresh blood. If the dried blood is not too old, the substances 
are indeed present on which the peculiarities of the groups 
are based, but here we are faced with the difficulty that the 
encrusted blood corpuscles can no longer be separated as the 
unsuccessful experiments which Bim set up in this direction 
have demonstrated. Thus, we are no longer able to detect 
agglutinution. 

In order to base a blood group identification on these blood 
spots, a whole series of processes huve been offered, all of 

1446 which rest on two fundamental ideus. The one is to get the 
agglutinins in solution by dissolving the blood spot und then 
to test this liquid in the same manner as serum with test 
blood cells known to belong to a certain group, On this 
principle rest the processes of Lnndsteiner and Richter, 
de Domenicis, and Lattes. Landsteiner and Richter have 
claimed that, with this test, the blood group cun be deter
mined from a dried blood stain up to four months old. 

• Trnnslntlon of: "Ein clnfnchcs Verfnhren zur Gruppcnbestilnl1lung nn 
Yertrocknctclll lliut durch t\gghltinlnblndung". 

In Dell/sche Zt'f/.\'chrf/t j1'/T die Gcsullltc Gt'rlchlllcht' Mer/{:/1I16: 445-458 
(193 I). 

Reprinted with the kind permission oC Springer-Vcrillg, Heidelberg lind 
New York. 

t Delivered nt the 19th meeting of the Germun Society ror Legnl nnd Socllli 
Medicine In KUnigsberg, Novcmber 12, 1935. 

Though the picture of clumping about the blood flake is a 
neat one, nevertheless, in the majority of cases this method 
has failed. Even with blood stains IiO more than a week old, 
clumping failed to take place in half the cases. With older 
stains we had only isolated cases of success. 

The assertions of MUlier of the Zurich surgical clinic, 
together with Brunner, concerning the agglutinin enrich
ment process seem~d to us most enticing. 

He produced extracts stronger in concentration thun in 
the original blood and thought thereby that he could extract 
a smaller quantity of more powel'ful substances from a 
larger quantity of inferior-grade initial substances. Accord· 
ing to Goroncy's report, Muller leached the blood stain at a 
temperature of 0° in ordel' to eliminate the lIutoagglutina
tion. Dl'ied swabs served for the experiment. 

To dissolve the dried blood he recommended u weuk, sa
line solution of 0.2 to 0.3 percent, more thun distilled water, 
observing that better leuching was to be obtained with a 
saline solution. He took the solution in un ample quuntity 
and concentrated it in a vacuum at 16° to 19° to the consis
tancy of syrup. He stored the concentrated residue in un 
icebox until lJ.; WJ.lS ready to carry out the test. If the concen
tration goes too fal', us can cusily happen,. the syrup can be 
diluted again somewhat in order not to huve a salt content 
which could disturb the test. Mullt:r especially stresses that 
only lecithin blood corpuscles !Ire to be used. Since in the 
case of weak agglutinins the dumping oftcn makes its tirst 
appeurnnce after a long period, MUller keeps the slides in u 
moist chamber. Experiments to free extracts from hemo
globin by means of animal charcoal were unsuccessful in 
thut MUlier the['eafter produced no clumping. In order to 
test the uuthenticity of the clumping, MUlier depends not on 
u cover slip us Lultes did, but he tests with O-blood cor
puscles whose clumping proves uutoagglutination. 

According to their report MUller and Brunner have been 
able to establish the original blood group in seventy percent 
of eighty dried samples which were up to eighteen months 
old. Thus, age definitely plays no role in this test. As popolr 
reports, Serebrjuikow, whose work was not uvai!ublc to me, 
hus described u procedure very similar to thut of MUller, 

With great hopes we tried MlI\ler's process with our col
lection of swabs. Though we followed eXllctly the prescrip- 4471 
lions we were unsuccessful. 
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We returned again to the properties of the blood cor
puscles. Since in the agglutination of' blood corpuscles ag
glutinins are taken out of the blood fluid, it is a closely 
related concept that the agglutinogen in dried blood can br, 
identified by its ability to bind with a specific agglutinin. 

There exist a number of reports, especially in the treatices, 
concerning the methods to identify groups, though, as men
tioned by way of introduction, very little is said about the 
employing of such processes. Schiff and Higuchi provided 
the most exact prescriptions. 

Compared to the processes of distinguishing the blood 
group of fresh blood, these are certainly intricate and 
lengthy so that false notions about the difficulty of the under
taking and about the quantity of blood required for the test 
frightened us at first, as it probably did many others. 

The process is based essentially on the following: a serum 
of group 0 with the agglutinins 0' and (3 or a serum (3 and a 
serum 0' are treated separately or in a mixture with (he dried 
blood stain whose group identity is unknown. Afterwards the 
sera are tested to see if their agglutinin content has remained 
the same or has altered. If agglutinins are used up, then the 
corresponding agglutinogen was pres'ent in the blood spot, In 
this process the strength of the agglutinins of the test serum, 
a strength which varies extraordinarily from person to per
son, plays a decisive role. 

After we had learned in experiments with fresh blood 
corpuscles about the necessary quantitative relationships to 
produce a sufficient absorption, we went on to experiments 
with dried blood. Blood in a dried state is estimated in gen
eral to weigh about 115 that of fluid blood. Schiff estimated 
that, to absorb an agglutinin, S/g of its weight in fresh blood 
is necessary. I f' we hold to his estimate, then, given that blood 
dries to approximately 1f5 of its weight (Hammarsten's and 
our own experiments) and given that the agglutinogen does 
not essentially decrease in the drying process, a quantity of 
dried blood from lis to lio of the serum mass would be 
suf'ticient 1'01' absorption, i.e., 1'01' 0.1 cc serum. approxi. 
mately 0.0 I g of dried blood. This hypothesis, derived from 
calculations, was completely confirmed by experiments. 

From pulverized dried blood lis of the serum mass (0.02 g 
dried blood to 0.3 cc serum) is sun1cient to take up almost all 

<I<I1l the agglutinin. Even YlO to 110 are still clearly able to reduce 
the agglutinins. 

After many experiments the following process proved to 
be the best to determine blood groups from dried blood 
samples. Finally we use it exclusively. 

In smull test tubes 6 cm long and 5 to 6 mm wide, 10 mg 
of dried blood are pluced. I f blood on swabs is involved, then 
from a selection of thoroughly blood-Ron ked swabs, the same 
amounts arc weighed out in the same fashion the weight of 
the fiber is not to be considered ut all. Then the serum, which 
has been measured out before the experiment, is introduced 
into the test tubes with a graduated syringe. Using II syringe 
has the advantage of speed over filling with n gruduated 
pipette. 

All the test Wbes in the test series tire shaken hurd once 
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and then placed for twenty-rour hours in the icebox. There
after, these are centrifuged and a small amount of t.he liquid 
is siphoned off with fine, hand-drawn pipettes for the new 
evaluation. As the best test sera, we select such serum as 
contains almost exactly the same quantity of agglutinins 
0' and (3 compared to our constant test blood sample. The 
essential part of our method is the type of evaluation of the 
serum and the preparation of' the dilutions which are re
quired for such evaluation. 

The evaluation was carried out on glass plates with eight 
concave depressions such as those introduced for the eval
uation of sera in the institute by my director, Professor 
Meixner.* 

In carrying out these experiments our need for plates 
increased greatly. We were able sometimes to meet our 
needs by cementing to a standard 9 X 12 glass plate four 
microscope slides, each with two concave depressions, which 
also reduced our costs considerably. It is easier and cleaner, 
of course, to work with ready-made plates. 

Dilutions of the serum, proceeding according to the power 
of two, is produced in the depressions of the glass plates in 
the following way. First, in all the cavities four drops of 
physiological saline solution arc added with the same finc 
pipette. Then four drops of the serum to be evaluated are 
dropped into the first niche tlnd are subsequently mixed 
carefully by repeatedly drawing up and ejecting the fluid 
with the pipette, while at the same time stirring the fluid. 
Then we carryover four drops of this mixturc into the next 
tray; the rest is ejected back into tray one. So, in the same 
way, the dilution is carried through until, in the eighth cav-
ity, we have reached a dilution of' 256. Thereupon, f'rol11 each 
niche of this first plate, half of the contents, i.e., two drops, 'WI 
arc transferred into the corresponding cavities of the second 
plate. The one plate serves for the test with A-blood cor
puscles, the other for the test with B-blood corpuscles. From 
a two-percent suspension of these we add a drop to each 
depression. WI;. label the one plate with A, the other with a 
large B. We I> 'J accustomed ourselves always to place the 
A plate on the right in order to avoid mix-ups. I-laving 
reached a l~~vel of dexterity through practice, I now reqUire 
five minutes at the most to set up the evaluation experiment 
from the introduction of the saline solution to the addition 
and stirring of the test blood corpuscles. With good pipettes 
I need only three minutes. 

Immediately after mixing in the test blood l~orpuscles, the 
reading limes arc notes in ink or wax crayon on the plate. 

The !irst reading is tuken after ten minutes, reckoning 
from the time the test blood corpuscles were lidded, the 
second after 30 minutes (Fig. I [not reproduced in the 
translation]). 

In the determination or (:ndpoint titer the sume process is 
followed. Naturally, the sume blood corpuscles lllllst be 
used, since blood corpuscles ulso displuy a widely varying 
sensitivity, so thut ~ol11e ure easily agglutinated while others 

• The plates cun be ubluincd fmlll the Siebert CIl. in Vk'lllln for 5 schillings. 
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are not, a fact which numerous experiments have confirmed. 
Occasionally the final yield is too small, forcing an experi

ment with half the quantity of serum. Quite often the tubes 
were placed again into the icebox and the experiment re
peated after several days. In the icebox, very little of the fluid 
is lost through evaporation. We also noticed that an over
growth of germs, which was indeed present in the dry sam
ples, impaired the results. 

In every test series, a tube filled only with serum was also 
placed in the icebox and was evaluated together with the 
others in order to reveal any reduction in titer from anotlter 
cause. By this means we found in a'few cases an unimporta~t 
reduction, at the most a single dilution. Such a small reduc
tion, however, was not sufficient to prove agglutinin binding. 

Our experiments were conducted at first with samples of 
dried blood whose blood group had already been determined 
beyond a doubt as fresh blood. The blood samples came for 
the most part from the clinics where in most cases we imme
diately soaked a swab with blood; some sum pies I collected 
myself. 330 such tests W0re undertaken. In addition, we ex
amined old, dried blood samples whose blood group was not 
established in the fresh blood, among which were samples 
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over fifty years old. We have conducted 100 such experi
ments to date. We will discuss these later. Here let us em
phasize that a clear reduction in binding capacity could not 
be established in cases of these old blood stains. 

Table I shows a section from an experimental series. The 
cases have not been selected for any particular reason, but 
they are reproduced as they were examined. We are dealing 
here with samples, all of which were at least eight months 
old. The series was set up with a serum of group 0 of small 
and unequal titer. The bold face numerals t indicate a read
ing tuken after thirty minutes, those enclosed in parentheses 
the reading taken under the microscope, a process carried 
out with all the samples, producing values one dilution 
higher. The decision regarding the blood group was reached 
only through a comparison of the final titration with the 
initital titer, and afterwards, the results were compared with 
the blood group determined by tests with fresh blood. The 
table shows that the group determined with dry samples is in 
complete agreement in these cases. 

j VIIIlIes in boldfncc type in the original article are italicized in the trunsln. 
lion. 

Table I 
o Serum. RelO'l"dller. AIOI' hlllh,l 1,1.r Reducllon in Sepl. J. 1929 

Il\er '0 
10 4(8) SIJ2) d,lutlon 
30 ./(11,) 16 (32) slep' 

IllooO Group 
Conrorlll' 

bnal1',ler ~'Ih 10 Person's IIgc: Age uf We'ghl (dele","ned III rre,h 1"IOe of blooO Dried IllooO Serum (ce) In) blooO (1110) (Illg) blooOl read,ns Inlln) A II A II group 
Josef II. 0.1 30 8 15 AB 10 0(0) 0(0) 2 3 AB 

Albin V. 
30 O(~) 2(<1) 

0.1 9 IS B 10 4(8) 0(4) 0 4 B 

I,'mnz K. 
30 4( 16) 0(2) 

0.1 51 8 15 0 10 8(16) 16(32) 0 0 0 
30 8(16) 16(64) 

P ... (npp.) 0.1 5 8 15 A 10 0(0) 16(32) 2 0 A 
30 0(2) /6(6.\) 

MUlier J •. 0.1 30 8 IS A 10 0(0) 16(32) 2 0 A 
30 0(4) 32(64) 

Johann Ko. 0.1 8 15 H 10 4(8) 0(0) 0 4 B 

Siegfried II. 
30 4(8) 0(4) 

0.1 16 8 15 0 10 4(8) 16(32) 0 0 0 

Adolf N. 
30 4( 16) 32(32) 

0.1 16 8 15 A 10 0(2) 16(16} 2 0 A 
30 0(4) 16 (16) 

Fruu X.A. 0.1 8 15 A 10 0(2) 16(32} 2 0 A 

Wilhelm SI. 
30 0(2) 32(64) 

0.1 34 8 15 A 10 0(0) 16(32) 2 0 A 

Wilhelm Til 
30 0(2) J2(32) 

0.1 t) 15 0 10 4(8) 16( 16) 0 0 0 

Frullz Wi .. 
30 4{ 16) 16(32) 

0.1 46 8 IS B 10 4(8) 2(4) 0 ;I B 
30 4( 16) 2(4) 

Frulll E 0.1 81 8 15 0, 10 4(8) 16( I{,) a a 0 

JOhllll1l Doh. 
30 4(8) 16(32) 

0.1 4S 8 15 0 10 8(8) 8(16) 0 () 0 
30 8 (I Ct) 16(32) 
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Table 2 

O·Serum, Muller, Fr. 
October 8, 1929 

10 
30 

Blood Group 

Initial Titer 

16(32) 16(32) 
J2(32) J2(64) 

Final Titer 

Rcdllc\lon In 
titer In 

dilution 
.\1Cp51 

wilh 
Age of person Age of Weight (determined in fresh Time of 

Conforms 
to 

blood 
group Dried Blood Serum (ee) (yr) blood (days) (mg) blood) reading (min) A B A Il 

OlgaK 0.1 8 10 A 10 0(0) 16(16), 5 A 
30 0(0)' /6(32) 

Heinr. Pro 0.1 8 10 0 10 16( 16) 32(64) o 
30 16(32) 32(64) 

Marcia Gr. 0.1 8 10 B 10 16( 16) 2(4) 4 B 

30 16(16) 2(4) 
Maria Hirz. 0.1 23 8 10 B 10 8( 16) 0(2) 5 B 

30 16(16) 0(2) 
Maria K .. 0.1 21 8 10 B 10 16(16) 2(4) 4 B 

30 16(16) 2(4) 
Herbert Ph. 0.1 8 10 A 10 0(0) 8(16) 5 2 A 

30 0(0) 8(16) 
Josef Kner. 0.1 8 10 0 10 16( 16) 16( 16) o 

30 16(16) 16(32) 
Schreyer 0.1 8 10 B 10 16( 16) 2(4) 4 B 

30 16(16) 2(4) 
Kohlh. 0.1 10 10 A 10 2(2) 32(32) 4 o A 

30 2(2) 32(32) 
Johanna Gr. 0.1 10 10 0 10 8(16) 32(32} o 0 

30 16(16) 32(64) 
Grell B 0.1 10 10 A 10 0(0) 16(32) 5 o A 

30 0(2) 32(64) 
Sauter 0.1 10 10 B 10 8(16) 4(4) 3 B 

30 16 (16) 4(8) 
Mttre 0.1 10 10 0 10 16( 16) 32(32) o 0 

30 16(32) 32(64) 
Karl H. 0.1 10 10 A 10 0(0) 4(8) 5 2 A 

30 0(0) 8(8) 
Unterg 0.1 10 10 0 10 16( 16) 16(32) 

30 16(32) 32(64) 
o 0 

I Slne~ we started with a dilUtion of one·half. zero means lhat clumping wa! no longer visible by the .econd dilution step 
'Reading by naked eye a(ter 30 min. 

Table 2 comes from an experimental series conducted 
with dried blood in its second week. Here the experiment was 
carried out with higher-potency serum having almost identi
cal titers for A and B corpuscles, When using lower-grade 
serum the binding sites of a dried blood sample are fre
quently not completely saturated. When more potent serum 
is used, the binding sites can be completely saturated, and 
thus more decisive results are obtained, thereby bringing 
about greater certainty of interpretation. Even if the weak 
sera were completely deprived of agglutinins and the 
stronger serum, either in 1:2 dilution or undiluted, still ag
glutinated, the lowering in the case of the latter was still 
more pronounced than in the case of the weak serum with its 
binding capacity completely used up. Still more exact ex
periments were set ~p in the following manner. Eight drops 
of sera with various high titers (unfortunately no especially 
potent sera were at my disposal) were each mi'xed with one 
drop of washed bloQd corpuscles which were as fiee as possi
ble of liquid. These are shaken and left to stand for a certain 
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length of time at room temperature. They are then shaken 4511 

once more and centrifuged. Then the serum is measured 
against the identical quantity of the same test blood corpus-
cles. Here again it is clear that extremely low-potency sera 
2( 4),4(8), were as a rule completely deprived of agglutinins, 
and were no longer capable of causing agglutination, Sera, 
however, with higher titers, 16(32), 64( 64), were after sutur- '153/ 
ation so exhausted that they only agglutinated further at full 
or half strength. With weak sera the binding capacity of the 
blood corpuscles added does not fully come into pIny. This is 
shown by special experiments where blood corpuscles, 
treated with weak serum and then added to fresh serum, still 
extracted agglutinins from the fresh serum, 

By combining the results of all the binding experiments, 
the following picture emerges. Agglutinins of titer 8 were 
reduced by a blood corpuscles on the average 2,7 dilution 
steps, by a blood corpuscles on the average 2.4 dilution steps; 
agglutinins of titer 16, on the other hand, were reduced on 
the average 3.5 degrees of dilution by A and 2.8 degrees of 
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dilution by B corpuscles. It is, therefore, recommended that 
high-potency sera be used for agglutinin binding, though, of 
course, the quantity of serum in these cases ought not to be 
too large. 

As is apparent from the above figures, we found a stronger 
agglutinin binding produced by A than by B. Several unsuc
cessful attempts with samples of dried blood also corrobo
rated this finding. Thus, out of seven samples of dried blood 
which Professor Lattes kindly gave to us, we incorrectly 
identified the 2 B bloods as O. EVen repeating the experi
ment, this time leaving the samples for a longer time in the 
icebox, produced only a small weakening of f3. 

We achieved better success with eight samples which were 
sent to us from the Vienna I nstitute of Forensic Medicine. 
Of these eight we were able to identify all of them correctly. 

With 56 samples on filter paper which also were kindly 
given to us by the Vienna Institute, we made twelve incorrect 
identifications, i.e. 21.4%. In one of these cases the binding 
of f3 by B failed to occur, whereas eleven times a false bind
ing of a without A occurred, and one time a false binding of 
f3 without B. 

The most unwelcome false reaction was the binding which 
made one think of a binding caused by the substratum. We 
undertook experiments to examine this problem, using vari
ous types of flour, potatoes, rice starch, other parts of plants, 
sand, cloth, cotton, different types of paper, and similar 
objects, Using filter paper, these experiments, in fact, pro
duced insignificant binding of the agglutinin. Recently we 
obtained relatively strong binding with blood-soaked mud. 
while less contaminated samples of the same blood did not 
produce false reactions. Cloth and cotton-wool have so far 
shown themselves to be harmless. In all cases one must be 
cautious and should always test the substratum for its bind
ing capacity. 

All together we tested 387 cases, including the dried sum
pIes of Lattes and those from Vienna. We correctly 
identified 366 samples, which represents a success rate of 
over 90%. 

Finally, with the method here presented we tested old 
blood stains which were found among the corpora delicti of 
our institute. These blood stains were on tools of every sort, 
and also on bullets, clothes, parts of plants, and earth, Fi
nally, there was dried blood which had been stored for other 
reasons years and even decudes earlier. Here, too, the results 
of the experiments were suprisingly good in that we ob
tained, in a lurge number of cases, a clear binding of one or 
of both agglutinins, Natuf'ully, it was not possible to show 
whether Ihis binding corresponded to the blood group. One 
should notice, however, that the binding occurred in the 
same strength and in the same time us with sum pIes which 
were not us old, Moreover, though only 100 cases were 
tested, the comparative numbers of the blood groups deter
mined by the test agreed PNtty well with the ~istriblitiDn of 
blood groups in our popUlation (see in Table 3). 

Blood Grollping 

Table 3. Distribution of Blood Groups 
Resulls of exuminulion of 

100 old samples 

grollp 
o 
A 
B 
AB 

uncertuin 

percent 
38 
28 
12 
10 
12 

Percent In roughly 2000 dIagnoses in 
Innsbruck based on double determinations 

percent 
41.95 (42) 
43.15 (43) 
10.22 (10) 
4.68 (5) 

The examination of several blood stains on a cudgel which 
was used forty years earlier in a robbery-murder, produced 
u varied binding, which indicated blood of different groups. 
This result was explained without further ado since two 
criminals, one of whom carried this club, had killed four 
people in the attack. 

In agreement with Siracusa who reported that it is still 
possible to demonstrate blood groups when dealing with 
blood. treated with alcohol and formalin, we were successful 
in using our procedure on pieces of a collection which had, 
for the most part, been treated following Kaiserling's method. 
We intend to follow this line still further by checking the 
blood group diagnosis of old corpora delicti by determining 
the blood group of the corresponding cadaver sections which 
have been preserved. 

An especially important question in the absorption process 
is the significance of the tcst results. We repeatedly saw that 
even blood corpuscles of group 0 reduced their titer by a 
small amount, although usually only one degree of dilution. 
So too we Saw that blood corpuscles of group A and B were 
able to weaken slightly the other agglutinin, which was 
confirmed by the experiences of Thomsen and Worsaae.· 
Thomsen not infrequently observed a reduction of the other 
agglutinin by half (hl'Ough the action of the opposite agglu
tinogen, especially in the case of sera of not very high titer. 

This relationship likewise struck us. One can easily ex
plain this, as Thomsen and Worsaae indicate, in the follow
ing manner. To reduce the agglutinin content by n half in the 
case of a high-potency (agglutinin-rich) serum, much more 
aggiutinogen is necessary than with weak (non-agglutinin
rich) serum. For this reason high-potency serum is certainlY 
to be preferred, serum in which the binding of the opposite 
agglutinin makes a difference of only a fraction of a degree 
of dilution. By examining this relationship, Thomsen and 
Worsnae have found that the "connection of the two agglu
tinins in the 0 serum is only an apparent one, thut rather the 
heterologous agglutinin is secondarily bound to the complex 
of blood corpuscle nnd homologous nntisubstunce". 

A smull reduction in titer, therefore, ullows no conclusion. 
Occnsionally, we have not taken notice of a two-dilution step 
reduction, especially when the other agglutinin was greatly 
reduced. 

If one has enough blood, one can endeavor to clurify the 

+OluJ'Thomsen und Po. WorsUlIc, libel' die MlIgllchkcil cinc~ ZIISlll11l11cn· 
hllnges zwischen den im Serum der O·Oruppc enthllltcncil Isollgglutincn 
Antl.A (IV) lind Anti-BUI), ;", RIIS.\'(,lIph)'.I'iol, 2, No. I (1929). 
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results in doubtful cases by repeating the experiment with 
different sera or by allowing the mixture to stand for a longer 
time. 

If the determination of the blood group based on the bind
ing to agglutinogen is possible in the case of fresh blood only 
with a certain error rate, we ought not to be surprised thut 
the errOr factor is greater with altered blood. Our goal must 
naturally be to get at the agglutinin in old blood. In a large 
number of cases, therefore, we have also carried out. the 
Lattes-test along side of the process described here. Un
fortunately, as we have already stated, this test was mostly 
without success. 

Hodyo maintains that faeces binds agglutinin in (, similar 
way as biood does, which would naturally be of great 
~ignificance. Expedments which we set up to examine this 
effect, however, have shown no correspondence with the 
blood; rather they have indicated an irregular and non
specific binding, which constantly changes even in the case of 
stool samples from one and the same person. Sometimes they 
have displayed a total disturbance of the agglutinins. 

In any case we want to examine this question still further. 
Several investigators, Schiff, Lattes and others have sug

gested a confirmation of the binding test by means of an 
elution experiment, and Schiff is reporting successes with 
dried blood. We have had no success with it. This failure 
seems understandable to us. An elution such as that after the 
binding by fresh corpuscles in only conceivable, if the agglu
tinin is fixed for the most part to the reticulum of the blood 
corpuscles and remains bound to the reticulum even in the 
case of altered blood. SchUtze has observed binding with 
stroma, and there are also claims made concerning the bind
ing capability of hemoglobin. I myself was able to obtain 
binding peculiar to a group with hemoglobin, which had 
been dissolved and freed from the stroma, just as i could 
with dried blood. I succeeded in doing this also with pure 
hemoglobin which had been dried and stored for a long time. 

In separated serum, however, We always have after ab
sorption hemoglobin which had dissolved. This could explain 
the failure of the separation experiments. If namely the 
binding of the agglutinin with dissolved hemoglobin does not 
take place accompanied by precipitation, then the separation 
of the agglutinin through the usual separation process is 
understandably not possible. The question of whether, in the 
case of the binding of the agglutinin by the agglutinogen, a 
precipitation takes place, is not easy to answer. First, it is 
possible to separate out precipitate from apparently pure 
sera with high-speed centrifuges; on the other hand, it is very 
difTIcult, especially when working with small quantities, to 
obtain blood solutions to produce binding which are com
pletely free of corpuscular constitutents. Experiments, which 
we sel up to clarify this problem, argue for precipitation. 

The agglutinin which is bound by fresh blood corpuscles, 
can be completely freed again at a temperature of 45°. 
When dried blood is added to the serum, however, the hemo
globin goes into the solution. The hemoglobin does not now 
precipitHte out when the agglutinin is bound as do the blood 
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corpuscles. Even when it is possible by warming to separate 
the agglutinin from the dissolved hemoglobin, we Gannot 
separate again the dissolved hemoglobin by means of centrif
ugation as we can the blood corpuscles, and at a temperature 
at which the agglutinin can be identified by agglutinating of 
the test blood corpuscles, it would most probably be bound 
immediately a second time by the hemoglobin present. 

One 5hould think of the possibility of separating the hemo
globin at a temperature of 45° by using chemicals and thus 
again of obtaining the agglutinin. 

In summary, we ought to say that the receptors A and B 
are constant, in any case much more permanent than the 
agglutinins, and they make possible an identification of the 
blood groups through binding of the agglutinin even in the 
case of old, dried blood stains. The process we have used and 
described above is relatively simple and demands no special 
preparations. It fails in a very small percentage of cases; we 
were clearly successful in over 90% of our attempts. 

Errors result most easily through false binding or through 
the failure of binding in which case, again, the receptor B is 
more likely to go unrecognized than the receptor A. Still in 4571 
the area of the natural sciences there are scarcely any experi
ments which do not contain some possibility of error. 

In any case the method we have utilized has produced sig
nificantly better results than all those processes to date con
cerning which there have been rather exact reports available. 

A principal advantage is that it can still be used with very 
old samples as well as with blood stains as small as two mg. 

Concerning the success in experiments with cadaver sec
tions which have been preserved in the ordinary fashion as 
exhibit samples, we are in need of a comprehensive overview, 
though here the process can also be used. 
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Investigations on the Medico-legal Usefulness of the Secretion of 
Blood Group Substances. (PreliminCiry Report). 1 

Dr. Franz Josef Holzer 

Institute for Legal Medicine of the University of Innsbruck 

Director: Prof. Dr. Karl Meixner 

At first, after the discovery of blood groups, attention was 
directed only to the blood corpuscles themselves, but by 
1910, experiments were begun concerning group substances 
in the organism besides those in the red blood corpuslces 
(von Dungern and Hirschfeld, Halpern). 

After conducting experiments with semen and saliva, 
Yamakami along with Shirai published their results .in the 
joul'/lU/ o/Immull%gy 12, 185 (1926). In the same yeHr in 
the same journal Landsteiner and Levine reported their ex
periments with semen, after they had worked with this prob
lem for a long time. While these two authors examined 
semen samples with group-specific immune sera from rab
bits, the Japanese workers were testing sperm and cell-free 
seminal fluid with isoagglutinins. The experiments showed 
clearly a group-specific inhibition. 

There followed reports concerning blood group substances 
in organ cells (Kritschevsky and Schwarzmann; Witebsky; 
Witebsky and Okabe; Yosida Kan-Iti), and in leucocytes 
and in lymphocytes (Thomsen). 

In 1924 Schiff demonstrated the presence of group sub
stances also in cell-free serum using group-specific precip
itins. Group substances were identified further in saliva, 
urine, seminal fluid, stomach fluid, amnionic fluid, milk, 
tears, and so forth (Yamakami, Yosida Kan-Iti, Brahn and 
Schiff, Schiff, Thomsen, Putkonen, Hirszfeld, Hamburger, 
Lehl'e, ('I 11/.). Gl'OUp substances were also determined in 
vaginal secretions (Shirai, Yamakami). 

In 1931 Schilrs doctoral dissertation was published by 
Fischer in Jena with the title, "Concerning Group-specific 
Substances of the Human Body." In it, Schiff reported the 
presence of group substances in organs and body fluids, and, 
of greatest significance, he tested accurately the A substance 
by means of the stlnsitive technique of hemolysis inhibition. 
In these tests Schiff also confirmed the difference between 
weak A and strong A, in that extracts from organs in the 
calle of weak A were much weaker than such extracts in the 

• Translation or: "Untersuchungen Ubcr die gcrichtlich-mcdizinische Vcr
wcrtbarkcit dcr Ausscheidung von Blutgruppcnsubstunzcn." 

in Dt:II/schl! 7,/'{I.I'chr!/t Jiir IIlv Geselll///! (/er{ch/liclw Mcdl:/II 28: 234 248 
( 1937). 

Reprinted with lhe kind permission of Springer-Verlag, Heidelberg and 
New York. 
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case of strong A (SchifT and Akune; Schiff in Zenlralbl. 
Bakler. 98, 91, (1930». Continuing these studies Schifl', 
sometimes together with Sasaki, and sometimes with Akune 
and Weiler, studied the secretion of group substances fur
ther, and also analyzed them more exactly. He speculated 
that the secretion of serological group characteristics 0, A, 
and B was dependent on a simple, Mendelian pair of factors, 
Sand s, without regard to the blood groups, Schiff and 
Sasaki supported their supposition with observations of 144 
twins and of 68 families consisting of 351 persons. In the 
same study, the authors also noted that non-secretors were 
more numerous in grOup 0, and that they also found 
differences in type in infants. SchifT and Sasaki further de
termined that secretion was dominant over non-secretion. 

While Schiff, in the studies of group 0, used mostly anti-O 
agglutinins from normal cattle sera after absorption with 
AB blood, E. Eisler reported in several studies on the use of 236 
heterologous immune agglutinins, which were obtained from 
goats by illll11uni7.ing them with Shiga's bacilli (B(lcillus 
((l'sell/erial!). These were much 1110l'e effective according t() 
the reports, and Schiff confirmed thi~ after testing two sam-
pres of such serum. Moreover, nothing needs to be absorbed 
out before the serum can be used. 

These important results were impetus enough to test the 
usefulness of the sera in medico-legal questions. especially 
since Schiff had !lIread)I touched on this area. 

My Own Experiments 

Our experiments had a multitude of objectives. 
I. Could the secretion or non-secretion of group sub

stances in various persons be observed continuously over II 

rather long period to make possible a judgment concerning 
the persistence of this characteristic. 

2. Could it be tested whether, in the case of secretors, 
there exist constant relationships between the amount of 
group substance secreted in the stomach contents and the 
time elapsed since the last intuke of food. 

3. Whether secreted group substunces resist decay better 
than those substances do in the blood, and thus make possi
ble diagnosis or blood group in highly decomposed corpses. 

Procedure: In order to satisfy prnctical demands our eO'ort 
is directed at the identification or all four blood groups. 
Therefore, from the outset only the agglutinin inhibition 

2.17 

procedure could be considered. Despite their higher sensi
tivity, the complement fixation reaction and the hemolysis 
inhibition procedure had to be abandoned, since only the A 
characteristic could be identified in those ways. (Schiff, 
Hirszfeld). 

To meet the requirements of legal medicine, our type of 
examination must be adapted to testing small quantities and 
cannot be too difficult to executt:. After many attempts, the 
following procedure has proven itself practical and generally 
useful. 

With a capillary pipette the fluid to be tested is 
progressively diluted 1;2:4:8: 16 on glass plates with concave 
depressions, such as those we use for serum evaluation. The 
last well contains a drop of pure, physiological saline solu
tion, equal in volume to the other solutions, to serve as a 
control. Then, a drop of test serum (agglutinin) is added to 
each well and mixed thoroughly (beginning at the left and 
proceeding to the higher dilutions). Finally, the drop of sa
line solution is mixed thoroughly with a drop of serum. After 
five minutes, one drop of a 3% blood-corpuscle suspension of 
the same size is added to each well, and all the samples are 
again stirred thoroughly in the same fashion. 

In numerous comparative experiments, it has turned out 
that it normally makes little difference whether the addition 
of the test blood corpuscles takes place immediately after the 
adding of the serum. One gains some ti\11e by this method 
and also avoids any drying. (The exper,\ment certainly is 
somewhat more sensitive if one places the dilutions in tubes 
rather than on plates, and if one allows the mixture of liquid 
and serum to stand before the addition of the blood 
corpuscles). 

A reading of the test using plates was taken after ten 
minutes. An observation was made whether, and to what 
degree of dilution, agglutination failed to take place, i.e. was 
inhibited. The agglutination in the saline control solution 
served as a standard of comparison. As testing sera, A, B or 
even 0 sera can be used; in the testing of the 0 substance 
anti-O sera can also be used, confirming the hypothesis of 
Schiff, Sasaki, and Eisler. The selection of the sera is not 
without its effect on the amount of inhibition. If the sera are 
of very high potency and contain a great quantity of aggluti
nins, these agglutinins are sometimes not removed in the first 
dilutions of the material to be tested to a sufficient extent to 
cause an inhibition effect in the agglutinating of the test 
blood corpuscles. In the case of weak sera, on the other hand, 
there is the danger of non-specific inhibition (compare 
Schiff, Die gruppenspezijischen Subslanzen des mensch
lichen K'¢rpers, Jena, 1931). One ought, therefore, to choose 
sera of a middle strength. 

When testing native saliva, its viscous quality makes mix
ing to homogeneity difficult (often this disturbance is still 
noticable in a dilution of 16). In addition the formation of 
streaks simulates a false agglutination or masks real aggluti
nation. I have, therefore, gone oVer to the idea that saliva 
should be heated before carrying out the tests (~ hou'r in 
boiling hot water) to make it thin enol~gh to flow. One can 
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do this without any risk, since the group substances resist 
heat and, as Schiff has shown, the saliva can be kept at a 
temperature of 1260 for two hours or at 1500 for one hour 
without damaging its inhibition effect. The heating of the 
saliva has still another special purpose which we must men
tion here. As Schiff and Weiler (Biochem. ZeitschriJI. 225, 
454, 1931) discovered, feces and at times also saliva, have 
the peculiar property of destroying blood-group substances. 
By heating for five minutes at 1000 this disintegration effect 
is hindered and the agent destroyed (Schiff and Akune, 
Munch. med. Wschr .. 78, 657, 1931). Recently a repeated 
attempt was made to characterize more closely the so-called 
blood-group ferment. Witebsky and later Sievers succeeded 
in "culturing" the effective principle. While Sievers was un
successful in isolating or eiiriching the bacteria with the 
enzymatic effect, Schiff reported (Klin. Wschr. 1935, 750) 
that he discovered several strains of gangrene bacilli which 
were able to destroy the A as well as the B substances in 
saliva. On these grounds the heating of the saliva is com
pletely justified. In dealing with strongly acidic gastric juice, 
it has also been recommended that it be neutralized before
hand. One can combat injurious influences due to hypoto
nicity by means of a corresponding addition of saline 
solution. 

Now a few words about anti-O sera. Anti-O sera can be 
produced by immunizing rabbits with human blood of 
group O. Although producing such sera is not easy, it has 
been constantly successful (Landsteiner, Wiener, Schiff). By 
immunizing with Shiga's bacilli, Eisler has also obtained 
such sera which have the advantage of not needing to be 
cleaned up before they are used, and which, in addition, are 
very effective. Anti-O agglutinins can be more easily ex
tracted from certain cattle sera as Schiff and Sasaki have 
recommended. By absorption with AI B blood corpuscles, the 
cattle sera lose the agglutinin directed against the foreign 
type (human blood corpuscles in general), as well as any 
anti-A or anti-B present. After this treatment, however, suit
able cattle sera still possess an agglutinin against 0 and A2 
blood corpuscles which i3, to be sure, often only a weak 
agglutinin. Such sera are used in the same way as anti-A and 
anti-B. Among the cattle sera obtained from the slaughter 
house many are found to be usable, in complete agreement 
with Schilrs claims. 

Experiments to produce an inhibition of anti·M and 
anti-N sera with saliva or gastric juice have been negative. 
The antiserum removed for testing was in no way influenced, 
which also agrees fully with most of the reports to date on 
the absence of M and N in organs and body fluids.2 

Our experiments are organized in the following way: 
I. Tests concerning secretion in living persons. 
2. Tests in corpses. 
Saliva was first examined for secretion, then urine, and in 

some cases seminal fluid, and less often, siphoned gastric 
juice. 

Saliva of different persons was tested, as well as from 
persons of the same families and from mother-child combi-
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nations. Obtaining saliva from adults creates no problems. 
In order to avoid as much as possible any admixture of blood 
or epithelial cells, we ask the people to collect the saliva, with 
their mouths slightly open, without sucking, onto a folded 

1239 piece of waxed paper and put it into a tube. 
In the case of small children and babies, obtaining saliva 

samples was at first considerably more difficult. After some 
attempts I tried a simple suction device (Figure I) with 
which it was possible to collect an ample quantity of saliva 
without the least difficulty even in the case of new borns. t 
One puts one tube in the child's mouth and begins to suck 
lightly on the other tube. The children are immediately 
pacified, when the small tube is put into their mouths. They 
stop crying and begin to suck, whereby the saliva secretion 
is stimulated. The saliva collects in a test tube which is 
inserted between the baby's tube and that of the researcher. 
The saliva can be immediately heated in this tube and used 
for the experiment without being transferred. 

As experiments have shown, a small admixture of blood 

I Figure I, not reproduced in the translation, shows a simple device consist
ing of a test tube with a two-hole stopper; a glass tube through one of the 
holes is connected to the suction, and a glass tube through the other to a 
piece of tubing, the end of which could be put into the youngster's mouth. 

has no great importance in terms of disturbances (this is true 
for saliva and for stomach contents. 3). This was also 
confirmed in the case of two corpses which had swallowed 
quantities of blood and even breathed some in. This caused 
only a comparatively small disturbance. 

Saliva Experiments 

Of 116 persons whose saliva was tested according to the 
method presented here, 97 were found to be secretors and 
nineteen to be non-secretors. Table 1 provides a summary. 
As Table I demonstrates, most of the saliva samples were 
still effective even at a dilution of I: 128 to 1 :256. These few 
tests, as well as the repetition of the test on saliva samples 
from one and the same person, show that, as a rule, it is 
possible to distinguish between Sand s in the first experi
ment. It also shows, however, that there are cases in which 
the weakness of the inhibition effect renders it doubtful 
whether one is still dealing with a secretor or whether the 240; 
slight inhibition is due only to admixtures of cells. 

We, therefore, took saliva samples for ex.amination from 
seventeen persons belonging to different groups, repeating 
the test in some cases as many as sixty times on different 
days OVe, :' lengthy period of time. A summary of these 
experiments is ~iven in Table 2. 

Table I. Summary of the saliva tests 

Blood 
Group Secretors 

S 

0 6 2 
A 74 2 6 
B 12 
AB 5 

Blood 
Group Serrelor 

V,S, 0 16 2 3 
M.S. A 35 I I 
K.T. A 26 2 I 
K.L. A 23 I 
K.V. A2 
Ho. Az 54 4 
Sche. AI 15 I 
Ki. A, 23 
Me. B 19 
Fri. E. A,B 
L1l. AB 7 
K. Gc. A, 6 
Pan. 0 
Y. Bi. Al 5 
M.Bi. AlB 5 
K. Bi. B 5 2 
MB. 0 2 

Dilulion 

16 32 64 128 256 512 

I I 1 
9 7 13 15 8 8 
I I 4 4 
2 2 

Table 2. Summary of the Repeated Saliva Tests 

Dilulion 

!6 32 64 128 2S6 SI2 

1 2 I 3 2 2 
2 16 2 3 9 I 
4 9 8 2 
I 4 2 5 6 3 

3 12 13 8 6 6 I 
I 2 I 3 4 
I 3 5 4 4 4 

2 2 I 2 3 3 3 

2 2 
1 

2 1 I 
3 I 

2 

1024 

4 
I 

1024 

2 

2 
I 

2000 
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4000 8000 
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Non
Secretol'S 

3 
12 
I 
3 

Non-
Secretor 

5 

3 
34 
6 

27 

10 

1241 
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Figure 2. 
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Saliva collecting Jjme (hour) 

It is interesting to notice thal in this series there are nega
tive samples even among the secretors. On the other hand, it 
turns out that, in the case of non-secretors, inhibition never 
takes place despite many repetions of the test (up to 34) and 
hourly extractions of saliva. In the case of a secretor from 
whom saliva was extracted every hour for twenty-four hours, 
three successive samples were negative, but thereafter, fairly 
abrupt and clear inhibition effects could be observed (com
pare Fig. 2). Although the experiments are still small in 
number, and we must still test further to what extent group 
enzymes playa role here, the question already can be posed 
whether there exists another group of humans between the 
secretors and the non-secretors, a group whose members 
sometimes secrete and sometimes do not.4 

Moreover, we have the impression that the intake of food, 
and the time elapsed since the intake, has some sort of 
influence, but we do not understand the effect from our 
quantitative experiments to date. More experiments are re
quired on the relationship of different physiological and 
pathological conditions to the test results. 5 

Perhaps it would be possible with more sensitive methods 
to identify inhibition in some samples which were evaluated 
as negative with the procedure described here. 

As we said above, in judging the variations in the content 
of group substance in saliva, one should also think of a 
disturbance caused by blood group enzymes, such as those 
which appear in the intestine. In order t.o prevent this as 
much as possible from the outset, it would be expedient to 
heat the saliva immediately after its extraction. 

Our experiments with families agree totally with Schiff 
and Sasaki, in that secretion was dominant over non
secretion. The designation "Secretion-type" S was very ap
propriately introduced by Schiff. 

In view of the reported findings, we must urgently warn 

against the premature use of this fact in paternity cases. A 
setback due to hastiness could lead to a serious decrease of 
confidence on the part of the courts in the classical blood 
groups and in the M and N factors. In 1928 Cuboni says in 
his summary that secretion was not consistent and that its 
systematic use in legal medicine seemed to be improbable. 

Meanwhile, false determinations could be greatly reduced 
by means of repeated experiments. Thus, if the dominance of 
S could be further confirmed, the secretion characteristic 
could serve to corroborate the improbability of descent dem
onstrated in other ways. Still this method of testing should 
not be considered of too great an importance in paternity 
cases, since the secretion type S predominates to a great 
extent over the non-secretor so thut the possibility of an 
exclusion is reduced. 

The use of secretion of group substances to diagnose the 
group of human secretions, such us urine, saliva, vomit, 
semen, from wet or dry stains, is not disputed. Repeatedly, 
different authors (Schiff, Lattes and others) have confirmed 
that it is useful in these cases. We have even been able to use 
successfully the test of saliva stains in legal cases. 

In conducting tests with seminal fluid, parallel to the sa
liva tests, we showed that group substances in fact appear in 
seminal fluid even where there is a scarcity of spermatozoa. 
It seems though, that these substances are inferior to those 
in saliva with regard to the inhibition effect. Group sub
stance was also identified in urine, agreeing completely with 
what is presently known of secretors, although considerably 
less than in the respective saliva. In the course of these 
experiments, A saliva and B saliva were repeatedly tested 
with anti-O liquid. It was shown in these tests that some A 
and some B saliva produced a clear inhibition effect, but that 
A B salivn never does, whether it comes from secretors or 
non-secretors. 
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Table 3 (Feb. 29, 1936) presents examples of such reac
tions in cases of saliva samples of all the groups, and it shows 
that, in the case of A persons and B persons, a secretion of 
o never is found without a secretion of A and B. 6 This 
suggests that the secretion of 0 together with A and B 
depends on the presence of an 0 gene. While inhibition with 
Anti-O sera could, in the case of A-secretors, be conditioned 
also by an A2, this is not so in the case of B secretors. 
Possibly, the way is opened here to distinguish homozygous 
and heterozygous A and B, a distinction which would be of 
great practical meaning in regard to questions of descent. 
Now it is well known that A and Bolood corpuscles are able 
also to absorb anti-O sera. According to Schiff (Zeitschrijt 
Immun.forsch. 82, 302, 1934) in experiments with Shiga 

bacillus immune serum from goats the A and B secretors can 
almost always be distinguished from the non-secretors by the 
inhibition of O-agglutination. The inhibition, however, was 
often noticeably less than it was in the case of saliva of the 
O-group. Schiff, therefore, thought that one must ascribe a 
certain amount of the so-called 0 factor to the blood cor
puscles AI (as well as to the other groups). Morzycki (Zeit
schrijt Immun.forsch. 84,80, 1935) assumes Lilat the anti-O 
sera react with such elements which are present in varying 
amounts in all individuals. Thus, he and Hirszfeld conceive 
of the so-called O-receptors, first of all, as species receptors 
and assume that they are present in some individuals only in 
very small quantities or that they are lacking completely. 

Table 3 

No. 
Boiled 
Saliva 

1 V. Sch. Feb. 22, 1936 .. 

2 M. Feb. 22, 1936 ...... 

3 K. T. 2/22/36 ......... 

4 K. I. 2n2/36 ......... 

5 K. V. 2/22/36 ......... 

6 Kirch ............... . 

7 Merkl ...•.••...•..... 

8 M.H •....•.......... 

9 K. H. EI. ....••••••.•. 

10 Lil .. "" ........... .. 
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If, after all, one may express himself only with the greatest 
reserve and ought not to have too great hopes, it stilI seems 
desirable to carry out further tests in the direction which has 
been taken. 

After our experiments concerning the secretion of group 
substances in the stomach fluid had completely confirmed 
the reports of earlier authors (Schiff and Akune, Hirszfeld), 
the experiments which followed were arranged, proceeding 
from the obvious question regarding the C(lOstant re
lationship between the time elapsed since the last food intake 
and the amount of secreted group substances in the contents 
of the stomach. 

Shortly after a monitored breakfast, gastric juice samples, 
taken with a stomach pump, were examined in one experi
ment together with saliva, which served as a control. But to 
this day I have only a modest number of these experiment 
results. In this experiment the inhibition was also small in 
the case of the secretors, a result that. may have been con
nected with the short duration of the reaction (the stomach 
was pumped after twenty minutes). Further experiments, 
and especially self-examinations with the stomach tube, 
should increase the number of our observations. With one 
exception, saliva was more effective than gastric juice in the 
cases tested so far. 

A second series of tests was undertaken with twenty-six 
corpses. Among these were two certain non-secretors and 
one questionable secretor. The secretors were in a very clear 
majority here. The stomach contents ot: "lese corpses was 
tested, and, where possible, also the saliva, serum, urine, 
bile, and the walls of the duodenum, small intestines, and the 
colon. In order to see how much group substance was con
tained in the stomach and intestinal walls, the pieces were 
extracted with a saline solution. The process was uniformly 
the fOllowing: After washing, a piece almost I sq. cm. is 
stamped out (the method of stamping is very easy while at 
the same time being sufficiently exact). The sections are then 
placed in small test tubes and mixed with ~ cc of phys
iological saline solution. After being shaken they are allowed 
to stand for a rathel'long time, usually overnight, but some
times throughout the day, and are shaken several times dur
il/,g this period. Then the tubes are centrifuged. The 
agglutinin-inhibition reaction is carried out in the ordinary 
manner with the supernatant fluid. Usually, it turns out that, 
despite the rather great dilution produced by adding the 
saline solution, the extracts still cause a rather strong in
hibition effect, often up to a dilution of I: 16. It also turns out 
that large. amounts of group substances are contained in the 
stomach wall {mucous membrane}. It appears, moreover, 
that the, place from which one chooses to take a sample of the 
stomach membrane is relatively unimportant. While the 
effective action of the extract from the stomach wall ceased 
between dilutions of 8 and 32, the stomach contents fre
quently caused a clear inhibition effect in a dilution of 2000. 

There are, thus, considerable differences between the in
hibition range of the stomach contents and that of the ex
tracts from the stomach lining. Just as group substances 
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could be leached from individual sections of the lining, so the 
stomach of the corpse produced such substances in the liquid 
with which it was filled. At post-mortem examinations, the 
stomach contents were collected from the excised stomach. 
The stomach was then thoroughly rinsed and filled with 
physiological saline solution corresponding to the amount of 
stomach contents extracted. Then, at various intervals fluid 
was extracted through a test puncture. From the test, it 
turned out that a very considerable quantity of group sub
stance was in fact transferred to the saline solution, and in 
a short time too. For example, the fluid extracted after six 
hours had an inhibition effect even in a dilution of I: 16 to 
I :32. After 40 hours this had certainly increased someWhat, 
and after 70 hours an inhibition effect could be observed in 
dilutions of 1 :64 to I: 128. In natural stomach contents which 
have been left in the stomach, concentrations of group sub
stances grow somewhat stronger from the time of the post
mortem examination, as samples taken by puncture have 
demonstrated. Experiments in this direction are still con
tinuing. The leaching experiments after death show that, 
indeed, group substances are stilI present in large quantities 
but that the fluid never again reaches the degree of satu
ration of the original stomach fluid. More experiments on 
persons who have died shortly after filling their stomachs are 
now being considered. 

In most of our cases we also observed the behavior of the 
bile. Group substances were also secreted in the bile in rather 
considerable quan:ities, though as a rule less than in the 
stomach mucous men!brane. As a control, in testing whether 
a person is a secretor, the bile is quite important since in 
dealing with corpses it can be difficult to extract saliva. The 
stringy quality and viscosity of the bile, however, sometimes 
create quite a considerable disturbance in the agglutination 
inhibition, as they do in hemolysis. Here one must, of course, 
keep hemolysis and agglutination-inhibition separate. More
over, in the case of bile, nonspecific inhibition appears to 
take place more easily. With regard to serum and urine, our 
experiments with corpses have proven of very little value. 
Even in the case of secretors, one can often fail to recognize 
them from the urine of the corpse. Also, the pericardial fluid, 
which we tested at the same time, produced only a weak 
inhibition. Besides the stomach lining we also tested the 
duodenal, small intestinal, and the colon walls. Our records 
here confirm the decrease of demonstrable group substances 
toward the end of the digestive tract. A noticeable decrease 
can usually be noticed in. the small intestine as well. The 
colon and rectum were usually found to be free of group 
substances. There exists the possibility thai the secreted sub
stances were reabsorbed. It has been proven, nevertheless, 
that the intestinal contents destroy group substances by 
means of an agent whose effective principle, as we already 
mentioned, is destroyed by cooking (Schiff and Weiler). It is 
an enzyme which is also active in germ-free filtrates (Schiff 
and Akune, and cf: Witebsky and Satoh). The finding of a 
large quantity of inhibiting substance in both the small and 
large intestines of a newborn, 40 cm long, macerated fetus is 
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in agreement with the thinking of Witebsky and Satoh 
(/oc. cit.) that this inhibition enzyme is first formed in the 
first months of life. Group substances are already secreted in 
embryonic life (Schiff, Witebsky and Satoh). Even the secre
tion of 0 could be established with our tests on these corpses. 
As in the experiments with saliva, our observations regard
ing gastric juice, bile, semen and so forth, argued for a 
specific inhibition with respect to anti-O serum. We estab
lished this with secretors of A and B as well. 

The secretion of group substances in the stomach can be 
used with advantage to secure a positive group diagnosis in 
the case of badly decomposed corpses. 

Let the following case serve as an example. In a 
highly decomposed corpse of an old man, which had lain 
in water for more than forty days, the blood had com
pletely hemolysed; the blood corpuscles had completely 
vanished. The Landsteiner-Lattes test with A blood 
cells caused an uncertain clumping. The diagnosis with 
the absorption method produced an incontestable ab
sorption of anti-B. At the same time, to serve as a 
control, bile, stomach contents, the stomach lining, and 
urine were tested following the agglutinin-inhibition 
procedure. In total agreement with tte blood test, a 
definite, specific inhibition reaction, caused by the B 
substance, was demonstrated in these tests. In the gas
tric juice the inhibition effect continued up to a dilution 
of 1:4000. 
In view of these results, we think that in all similar cases 

247 such testing is valuable as a complement. Obviously, we can 
evaluate only a positive result, i.e., a clear inhibition, since, 
with a negative result, we might in fact be dealing with a 
non-secretor. We should also mention in reference t.:> these 
cases, that, when possible, throat mucus and saliva should be 
collected and preserved. 

Summary 

In order to test secretion of group substances for medico
legal purposes, different experiments were set up 011 the 
agglutinin inhibition procedure. 

The tests confirm the findings to date, indicating that the 
possible to distinguish secretors from non-secretors but that, 
occasionally, a secretor does not secrete or secretes so little 
that it is not defected by the lest. 

The test confirm the findings to date, indicating that the 
secretion type is a dominant hereditary trait. POi use in 
paternity cases, however, the secretion type can, for the time 
being, only be employed with the greatest reservations and 
only after repeated testing. 

Experiments on the relationship between the amount of 
secreted group substance in the stomach and the time 
elapsed since the last intake of food, in this case the time of 
death, did not produce any noteworthy results, 

The secretion of group substances can serve to corroborutc 
the group diagnosis in highly decomposed corpses, 
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The inhibition of anti-O serum by saliva from secretors of 
groups A and B may indicate a way of recognizing the 
presence of an 0 gene and thus, of distinguishing homozy
gous and heterozygous A and B carriers. 

Footnotes 
I. Delivered in abstract form at the Conference of Physicians and Re

searchers in the Natural Sciences in Dresden, September 1936. 
2. Schiff was able to produce an anti-M agglutinin by immunizing rabbits 

with human saliva. He, therefore, concluded that the M characteristic 
appears as a true antigen in the saliva (Schiff, F., Dber dz'e 
gruppenspezz'jischen Subslanzen des mensch lichen ICbrper,r, Jena, 
1931, p. 42). 

3. Compare also the experiments of Matson and Brady (J. of Immun. 30, 
444, 1936) 

4. Almost the same as Hirszfeld's method, according to which he divides 
the organs into "absolute," "facultative," and "negative" group 
carriers. 

5. In Thomsen's laboratory Fog-Mt)\lcr (Z. Immun.forsch. 84, 359,1935) 
tested the secretion of group substances in cases of disease, n1llnely 
pernicious anemia, and they found here no deviation from the norm. 

6. Tests with gastric juice produced similar results (sec below). 
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method and the absorption identification by means of "ex
haustion." Ponsold 28 has shown with the aid of an extremely 
instructive case, clearly identical with one described by 
Bohmer and Greiner 29 in 1951, that the scientific question of 
the value of an elimination based on A subgroups is affected 
not only by the state of the experiment, but just as much by 
the selection of the expert and the test which he employ:>. 

Subgroups of B 
In the case of the blood characteristic B there are scarcely 

any difficulties or mistakes. 
P. Moureau reported at the Congress for Blood Trans

fusion in Paris concerning the appearance of a weak B. 
Although quantitative differences among the various sub
groups of B appear (Mudguti,l° Honde 31), they are not so 
pronounced as between AI and A2, as Formaggio,32 a man 
from the Lattes school, asserted in a recent article. 

Basing their arguments principally on the results collected 
by Matta,34 Schiff and Boyd J3 believe that the forensic med
ical use of the subgroups of B still lacks sufficient foundation. 

Various authors (Killer,3s Schilf,J6 Zitzman,l7 Pietrusky,38 
Manz,39 and JungmicheI 4o,41) have indicated the possibility 
of indirect exclusions in the case of deceased subjects, and of 
additional indirect exclusions with living subjects. 

In 1943 at the Robert Koch Institute in Berlin, Werner 
Fischer 42 thoroughly treated the different possibilities in a 
very careful study. 

Fischer considered that the chances were good for success
ful exclusions when the parties in the dispute were dead. 
Fischer's statements justify a greater use of indirect blood
group diagnosis in judicial investigations. 

The indirect method of determining the heterozygote he
reditary type is all the more important since, despite our 
many-sided efforts, we still do not possess a trustworthy 
serological method to recognize recessive 0 ;n the case of 
heterozygotes. 

In 1938 Dahr 14 set up valuable experiments in this direc
tion; some were confirmed, and some were refuted. 

According to Dahr 14 the identification of the hetero
zygosity of A and B blood is fundamentally possible since the 
inherited 0 trait is not completely repressed by the A and B 
trait inherited at the same time. Boorman, Dodd, and 
Gilbey 43 speak of a co-dominance of the blood-group gene 0 
with A and B. 

It is questionable whether the idea which I expressed in 
1937,44 namely the possibility of recognizing heterozygosity 
bi testing saliva from A and B persons with anti-O aggluti
nin, can, indeed, be realized. Dahr's co-workers, Manz and 
Altenberg, recently tried this method. 14 On the basis of his 
experiments Formaggi0 4S considered it to have no prosper-ts, 
since he observed a secretion of 0 substance both in AI AI 
and AlB individuals. 

Secretion In the ABO System 
In his latest experiments concerning the! secretion of 
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blood-group suostances in 2000 persons tested in Pavia, 
Formaggi0 4S found a statistically good correlation in the 
division of secretors from non-secretors, which we found and 
described in the literature. 

In the group AB, he found that sometimes A and B were 
secreted, sometimes only A or only H, and sometimes abso
lutely no substance. 

Consequently, to test for S or s it would not be enough in 
the case of AB to test for A or B in saliva, although until 
recently Dahr 14 thought that it was. 

Relationships were established between the amount of 
saliva and the quantity of group substance. If a great quan
tity of saliva is secreted, the group substance in this saliva is 
diluted; if the saliva increases rapidly in amount, the se
creted group substance can decrease almost to zero, so that 
such a person could appear as a non-secretor in only a single 
test. 

In complete agreement with Wiener and Kosofsky,47 
Formaggi0 46 found no difference between AI and A2 with 
respect to secretion. 

While Wiener advised caution in using secretion in the 
blood group 0 because the sera against 0 are difficult to 
obtain, Formaggio found the reactions with good anti-Shiga 
bacilli serum to be trustworthy and clear, even for paternity 
questions. He presented his conclusions with the aid of the 
table drawn up from his experiments. 

Formaggi0 46 has indicated the important potential use of 
secretion to recognize the especially weak A (namely in the 
so-called "defective" 0). 

Even when the A characteristic is so weak that it cannot 
be demonstrated in the blood corpuscles either by aggluti
nation or by absorption, the testing of the saliva from such 
secretors showed that A substance was clearly secreted. 
Thus, especially weak A may still be identified. 

MandN 
Iso-antibodies against M and N are uncommonly rare. 

According to Wiener 48 only seven cases with anti-M in nor
mal human serum were described up to 1946. 

In May of this year Wiener 49 described the seventh and 
eighth cases of a natural anti-M in the sera of male Negro 
twins, both belonging to the blood group BNss Rho. 

Numerous studies concerning the technique of MN 
identification have appeared. 

While Schilf sO recommended the absorption procedure in -1211' 
doubtful cases, Wiener 48 (p. 226) believes it is better to test 
with more serum and to repeat the experiment. Moreover, 
BoHzSI recently pointed out that the absorption experiment 
is, in general, less reliable than the agglutination test. One 
must characterize the absorption experiment as funda. 
mentally more cumbersome, which in unclear cases, ought 
not to be used again. 

Since the discovery of a weak 'N characteristic by 
Crome,S2 and its confirmation by Pietrusky,5l.54 there have 
been other similar observations reported by Friedenreich/~ 

--- -----~ ----------

Lauer,s6 Pietrusky,57 Dombrowsky,S8 and Langenberg.59 

There is currently a wide-ranging discussion of this subject. 
Dahr 14 (p. i 06) has pointed out the difference between the 
weak N described by Pietrusky and the weak N reported by 
Friedenreich and Lauer. In their report the weak N dis
played approximately ~ of the. agglutinating capability of 
normal N. 

A third allelomorphic gene N2 was assumed. 
According to Andresen's 23 report (1947), only eight cases, 

including the four cases reported by Friedenreich, were ob
served during a ten-year period at the Forensic-medical in
stitute in Copenhagen among 20,000 paternity cases. 

In 1948 Krah 60.61 described cases of weak N, two of which 
resembled more closely the cases described by Pietrusky 
than those described by Friedenreich and Lauer. He indi
cated that, besides the increase in serum titer, the qualitative 
character of the sera played an essential role in identifying 
weak N, since sera of the same titer do not behave in a 
uniform way. Freshly produced sera are better suited to 
attach to this weak N receptor than are older, used sera of 
the same titer. 

The absorption test in the normal manner usually fails in 
the cases first described because the reduction in titer is too 
small. From his observations Krah reached the conclusion 
that to recognize the weak N receptor it was necessary to 
htlve freshly extracted, high-potency, strongly specific 
anti-N sera with the greatest possible reactive range. 

Since there exist not only weaker N types but also de
fective types, the terms Nd (defective) and Ns (weak; Ger
mun; schll'lIclt) wcre rccommcnded. 

In addition to a weak N, observations concerning a weak 
M have been published in the last few years. Friedenreich 
and Lauridsen 62 issued the first report in 1938. 

In 1943 Pietrusky63.64 described in a sample of MN blood 
a weak t>: receptor .. he called it M2-with a clear but nev
ertheless weaker absorption than that of M N blood. Dahr 6s 

at thal time called attention to the possibility of clarification 
by quantitative methods and the mosaic-like complex of the 
humun M and N agglutinogens. 

In 1943 Pietrusky and Hausbrandt 66 issued a report on a 
421 certain type MJ with the advice that, in view of the 

difficulties of the MN system, superior expert advice ought 
to be introduced in all paternity decisions based on the M N 
system. 

.Iakobowicz, Bryce, tlnd Simmons b7,68 have observed, in 
addition, ~I qualitatively dcviant M form. 

We ought not to overlook the confirmation of Dahrl,9 in 
1944 that n consiclcrllblc qllllntity of anti·N nggilltinin was 
released from human M·blood corpuscles which had been 
brought together beforehand with 1I specific anti-N serum 
(decanted for testing). Kindler"l also confirmed this when he 
continued the experiments at Dahr's institute. He was able 
to sepurate complete N antibodies from crude a/1ti-N serum 
by means of absorption with M blood corpuscles. 

In any case we need to devote speciul attention to the M 
und N experiments in the future, 

LJlcwcl Gr()lIflil/~ 

The last work I was able to obtain was one by Walter 
Boltz 5l which recently appeared concerning the deviant 
forms in the M-N system. It contains an interesting report 
concerning a weak M in the case of a child and the de
fendant. Here the blood of both persons was "surprisingly" 
similar regarding the M characteristic. One could designate 
the two samples of blood as M(s)N. 

In this case the relationships were as follows: 
mOlher 0 N 
child A, Ms N 
defendant A, Ms N 
wilness A, N 

One could thereby not only choose the adulterer, but one 
also had an important indication of the actual paternity as a 
result of the rare weak-M characteristic in both the child 
and the defendant. 

This work from the Vienna Institute rightly emphasized 
the following: 

False testimony on the part of witnesses in paternity suits 
is an everyday occurrence, and it does not compare as a 
source of error to the dwindling error fuctor resulting from 
an unrecognized blood-type variant. 

Although one must still carefully evuluate a decisiun made 
on the basis of the subgroups of M and N, nevertheless, 
almost all uuthors und experts are in agreement that the 
same weight should be given to a decision based on M and 
N which was reached by experienced investigutors, and 
confirmed by superior expert advice, aii to that based on the 
classical blood groups. 

In these cuses the judge is sometimes unable to reach a 
decision, or sometimes, when a judgment based on heredi
tary biology argues for parentage from simple probability oJ' 
possibility, it can go against the MN judgment. Such cases. 
however, should not be held against the method and the 
scientific evidence. 

The S Characteristic 
in 1947, Dr. Walsh and Miss Montgomery'l discovered in 422 

Sydney, Australia, in the serum of an rh negative mother 
with a dropsical stillborn an agglutinin which did not fit into 
the systems to date. 

In the Case of the gene designation S, Race und Sunger,n 
as they confess, overlooked the fact that the letter S was 
already assigned to the secretion type. They 7.\ looked into the 
inheritance of lhe S Chllrtlcteristic themselves, lind spoke of 
four allelomorphs, MS, Ms, Ns, and NS. 

Up to 1950 only seven examples of anti-S agglutinin were 
discovered. 

Experiments conducted by Mourunt und [kin 74 in immu
nizing rabbits to S were unsuccessful up to that time. 

Munz and Orbueh 75 by chance possessed Ihe same group 
constei!ution as had been present in the case of Walsh and 
Montgomery in the discovery of the anti·S; they wantcd 
to produce the untillody, anti·S, by metlns of self
immunizutions, Antibodies against Rh showed that the test 
person was, in generul, well suited to build untibodies. The 
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experiment, however, was not successful in identifying any 
anti-S, even in traces, 

If the routine identification of the S characteristics were 
made possible by the easier availability of anti-S, then the 
possibility of making an exclusion in the MN system would 
be greater. The chances of an exclusion would be even better 
if the anti-s were available to be used for forensic blood tests, 
which is not yet the case (Wiener 76). 

Statements concerning blood-group changes have disap
peared from the more recent literature. 

In view of the enormous number of transfusions which 
take place today throughout the world, one must think about 
the possibility of a mistake due to the group characteristics 
of transfused blood corpuscles in the recipient. 

As Schwer-Kt'lrner and Kim 77 in Dahr's institute reported 
in 1948, incompatible blood can cause false determinations 
regarding MN for a long time-up to fifty-three days. 

The experienced researcher, however, will notice that only 
some of the blood corpuscles were clumped and thus protect 
himself from an incorrect det~rmination. 

p 

The first tests of Landsteiner and his co-workers have 
already demonstrated that the factor P is developed in vary
ing strengths. 

How are these differing reports to be evaluated, when the 
one is P+++ and the other P+1 

In his experiments with his anti-P sera from pigs 
Jungmichel 7X has divided the P into three groups. 

Wiener 48 as well as Race and Sanger n mention the ap
pearance of the P characteristic in varying strengths. 

The determination of the strength of P in the case of both 
monozygotic and dizygotic twins was made by Dahr 79 as 
well as by Schmidt and his co-workers, as a result of' which 
it seems likely that the varying strength of the P character
istic is conditioned by heredity. 

Henningsen 81 distinguished four classes of P according to 
the strength of the P gene: strong P, middle P, weak P, and 
P minus, He discovered, in conducting family studies, that in 
the case of P + X P - pairs, the offspring cannot exhibit a 
stronger P than that of the P-positive parent. This corre
sponds to several different genes which produce the P anti
gen of different strength. 

These observations of Henningsen should be expanded. If 
they are confirmed in large series of tests and in family 
studies, we could expect a further development for paternity 
cases here as in the case of AI and A2: the test could demon
strate the improbability of generation, even if all three per
sons tested are P-positive. 

Because of the difficulty of its nature, P is not yet used for 
forensic medical purposes in America according to the re
port of the committee 24 although Levine and Wiener have 
had access from the first to special experience through their 
(~xperiments. 

Krah and Harter KW recently occupied themselves with 
the difficulties of determining P and of obtaining animal P 
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anti-serum. They succeeded in obtainLig high-potency, 
anti-P sera from normal pig serum. 

Concerning the use of blood groups in criminalistics, there 
have been in the last few years no fundamental innovations 
or new methods, as Formaggi0 84 admits in a summary report 
which appeared in 1950. 

In general, the old methods are still used and are tried on 
the new blood-group characteristics. 

To better dissolve the agglutinins for the agglutinin 
identification in dried blood, Faraone85 recommended 
warming for thirty minutes to a temperature of 40° to 50° 
in a hanging drop. 

Some very fine and successful results have been obtained 
from the methods to date. Thus, Moureau 86 was successful 
in 1948 in achieving an interesting criminalistics group 
identification on the sweat band of a hat. 

Muller and Christiaens 87 were able to convict a thief by 
identifying N substances in blood stains. 

The experiments concerning the identification of' Rh in 
blood stains and secretions are still in the experimental 
stage. 

In the case of' Rh identification, bacterial decomposition 
of the sera makes its appearance as a disturbance during 
absorption in the heat. For this reason Formaggio mixes in 
merthiolate. 

Rh Groups 
Since the discovery of the classic blood groups, the discov

ery of the Rh groups by Landsteiner and Wiener K8 has been 
the most important development. 

Thorough monographs such as the one by Fanconi, Grum
bach and his co-workers,89 those by Formaggio 90 and by 
Edith L. Potter,91 and that by Hill and Damashek,92 as well 
as those of several others, have appeared which deal chiefly 
with the clinical and serological problem, as have congresses 
dedicated especi1llly to the Rh questions (for example, in 
Turin, in Naples, and in Milan). These demonstrate the 
importance which the Rh factors have achieved toduy. 

The original anti-Rh is now called anti-Rho or anti-D. 
Wiener and Landstejn(~r93 had assumed three major 

genes, Rj! R
" 

and I'. FishcI'Q4 introduced for the Rh genes 
the symbols Cc, Dd, und Ee. 

Each of these genes can, under certain circumstances, 
stimulate the corresponding antibody. 

Fisher's theory is today generally acknowledged. 
Wiener,95 Landsteiner and Wiener,96 and Levine and his 

co-workers 97 have acknowledged since 1941 that difrerent 
Rh types occur. 

In addition to C and c Callender and Race 98 found in 1946 
a third allelomorphic gene Cwo Later CV and e" Were 
described. 

In addition to D and d, Stratton 99 described a third gene 
DU

, probably identical to Wiener's intermediate gene. Ac
cording to van Loghern,101 this gene can have an antigenic 
effect. 

Armytage, Ceppellini, Ikin and Mourant 102 first described 
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a third allelomorphic antigen EV in addition to E and e. Mr. 
Schleyer from Bonn will report soon concerning reactions 
with various E-gene types. 

also in routine experiments according to the assertion of 
English authors. 

In recent years the identification of incomplete antibodies 
by means of macromolecular substances (polyvinyl
pyrrolidon, dextran, etc.) has been used. 

Diamond 103 in 1946 and Hill and Haberman 104.105 in 1948 
described the anti-d (anti-Hro)' 

. ~hile .at first the anti-Rh sera were obtained by immu
nIZIng anImals, the sera containing the Rh antibodies we use 
today come for the most part from humans immunized by 
transfusion or pregnancy. 

On account of repeated stillborn babies due to the 
anti-Rh, Diamond 106 treated intravenously such anti-Rh 
sterilized women with varying amounts of Rh-positive blood 
and was able to produce with very small amounts of blood 
(O.lcc) an increase in the titer. 

Moreover, Wiener (personal communication) Hill Ha-
b d 0 107 ' , erman, an rozco, Callender and Race,98 !lnd others 
were successful with this method. 

. Wiener and Sonn-Gordon 108 injected Rh-negative donors 
~I.th ~ cc of a 50% blood-corpuscle suspension, repeating the 
InjectIOn after four months. Then days after the second in
jection they obtainecj usable anti-Rh sera. 

Van Loghem 101 succeeded, after thirteen to seventeen 
injections, in obtaining anti-C and anti-E in the case of 
professional donors, especially from those who react to vac
cine injections. He was thereby able to confirm Diamond's 109 
observations that, in the case of progressive immunization, 
the agglutinins effective in saline solution change to incom
plete antibodies. If agglutinins effective in saline solutions 
are desired, he recommends that the immunization be inter
rupted at the right moment. 
. Maresch 110 and Speiser III observed too, how the aggluti

nInS present at the beginning of the immunization were later 
replaced by univalent antibodies. 

The Methods of Rh Te.tlng 
These are based on the antigen identification by means 

of agglutinins or conglutinins, complete or incomplete 
antibodies. 

In order to be used with all groups, nnti-A and anti-B sera 
containing anti-Rh, must be purified before use with AI B 
blood of the corresponding Rh genotype, with purified A and 
B substance, or with saliva of an AI B secretor. I n doing this, 
one must keep in mind whnt Cappell and McFarlane 112 

found, I.e., that, after long storage, an unwanted anti-A und 
anti-B can again appear in absorbed serum. If the sera nre 
st:ong enough, one CHn dilute them for use, according to 
DIHmOl1d,lOl most effectively in albumin. 

A great number of studies in recent years have dealt with 
the Rh technique. 

F~r Rh identification tlw incomplete, conglutinating (lnti. 
bodies arc the most important and are predominantly the 
ones used. 

The indirect and the direct Coombs tests serve more thun 
any other method to identify incomplete antibodies. 

An enzyme test, the trypsin test, was introduced by Pick
les,lIl and Morton und Pickles,"4 l\ test which proved itself 

In 1950 Hummel and Hamburger 115.116 in Germany and 
Form g . 117.118' It It' d h' . . a glO In a y rle a synt ehc collOid (poly-
vInylpyrrolidon, periston) to identify successfully inconlplete 
antibodies. 

Formaggio's method, which has been preserved for us is 
the following: ' 

One dilutes the serum with physiological saline solution. 
One drop of diluted serum and one drop of 2% blood
corpuscle suspension are mixed in a tube or in the hollow 
depression of a slide tray and left to stand for ten to fifteen 
minutes. Then, one adds a drop of a 12-13% solution of 
polyvinylpyrrolidon diluted with physiological saline solu
tion. After the mixture is allowed to stand for an hour at 37° 
a reading is taken with the naked eye. ' 

When using known, incomplete antibodies, this method 
applied in reverse, serves to identify Rh types and othe; 
antigens. 

The method saves albumin or AB serum or the serum of 
the required blood-corpuscle suspension, as well as the nnti
globulin serum. 
. Hummel and Hamburger,"6 however, emphasize the 
Influence of weather on the sensitive co!loidon test. This 
ought not to cause amazement since, in working with colloi
don on stormy days, changes in the specific gravities-.. for 
example, milk coagulating promoted by foul weather--.can 
be observed. 

Fisk and McGee 119 report that the same conditions prevail 
in the gelatin test. 

Concerning the gelatin-Rhesus test as a conglutinin test, 
we have favorable experiments to report. Prokop 102 from 
Elbel's institute in Bonn emphasized in 1951 both the econ
omy of gelatin solutions and their high-q·.iality, clear results. 
He wnrned, however, against dilutions of too great 
concentration. 

According to the experimental results of most authors 
exclusion of paternity cnn be determined from the hereditary 
relationship of individual allelomorphic genes on the busis of 
C, c, D, E, and e. 

The simplest rule runs: the antigens 
DeE c c 
Rh. rh' rh" hr' hr" 

can only appear in children, if' they arc present. in one 0(' the 
parents. 

Formnggio IZI found repcntedly in his experiments that the 
Rh-characteristics in newborn babies ure already very 
strongly developed. 

Witebskyand Engnsser 122.123, moreover, have shown that, 
when hUman imlllune anti-A and anti-B sera nrc lIsed tllC . , 
antigens appenr in newborns nnd in adults at the sume 
strength. 

The reliability of the hcreditary rules in the Rh system hus 
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best proven itself in wide-ranging family investigations. 
Wiener 124 and Levine have used the Rh characteristics for 

a rather long time in the USA. Also, the most recent report 
of the committee cites as dependable the test of Rh and even 
the test of the sUbtypes. 

The further use of individual subtypes to ascertain the 
exact hereditary type is now hindered only by the difficulty 
in obtaining individual antisera. 

The use of only anti-D (anti-Rho) offers a smaller chance 
of exclusion since according to Race n both supposed parents 
are Rh negative only in about 2.5% of the cases involving 
whites and in even fewer cases involving colored persons. 

Although the establishment of the Rh hereditary type is so 
desirable and promising, especially for paternity cases, one 
will have to be satisfied with the testing of Rh-phenotypes for 
forensic purposes from time to time until anti-Rh subgroup 
sera are produced in larger quantities. Thus, Ponsold 27 con
siders the testing of the Rh hereditary type not yet ripe for 
forensic purposes. 

The determination of Rh phenotypes, however, presents a 
far-reaching differentiation of the blood formula and in 
many cases an exclusion of paternity. 

Blood Groups Besides the ABO, MN, and 
Rh Systems 

In recent years a few more new blood-corpuscle character
istics and antibodies have been described. First, the Lu
theran blood groups were discovered by Callender and 
RaceqS by identif)'ing the corresponding (lntlbody in the 
serum of a Lutheran patient who had often received 
transfusions. 

Mainwaring and Pickles 12~ succeeded in obtaining the 
anti-Lutheran antibody by means of transfusions of Lu 
(a +) blood. They distinguished two Lutheran types, a, 
stronger and a weaker, which can be compared to the A, and 
A2; they assumed three allelomorphic genes. 

The Lutheran groups were introduced into testing proc
esses by Race and his co-workers, and in the future they will 
perhaps still playa role in paternity suits. 

At present, however, the serum is still quite scarce. Sec
ond, the Kell blood groups were discovered also in 1946 by 
Coombs, Mourant and Race 126 by identifying an antibody of 
incomplete type in the blood of a mother with u child 
suffering from hemolytic diseuse. One year luter, Wiener 
und Sonn-Gordon 17 described a second case with an anli
Kell. Moreover, the Kell-characteristic is dominant in hered
itary transmission. The genes are K and k, of which 10.17% 
have been observed as Kell + and 89.85% as Kell-. 

In 1948 Levine 128 discovered in the serum of II Mrs. Cel
lano an untibody which produced no reaction in only 0.2% of' 
the blood tested. The Cella no characteristic can be con
ceived of as antagonistic to the Kell characteristic. 

Third, the Lewis blood groups are of special interest; they 
were discovered also in 1946 in England by Mourunt 129 and 
were named after the two donors Lewis, 
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In 1947 Andresen 130 reported that he and Friedenreich 
discovered antisera which agglutinated 21 % of' the blood of 
adults. 

Andresen made the interesting observation that L-positive 
blood is more frequent among children than it is among 
adults and that adults of type L- can have children of type 
L +. From this he concluded that, in the case of adults, only 
LL homozygotes produce the L+ reaction while, in chil
dren, LI heterozygotes also produce the L+ reaction. 

Andresen 130 found a second antibody, anti-L2• That only 
42% of A, was agglutinated by anti-L2 and that many reac
tions were weak or doubtful Andresen connected with the 
phenomenon of epistasist concerning which Mr. Prokop 
rrom Bonn will offer a closer study in the ruture. 

In 1948 Grubb 132 from Lund made the observation at the 
Lister Institute in London that practically all Lewis positives 
were also non-secretors or A, B, or H substance. 

The Le (a +) antigen was demonstrated by Grubb and 
Morgan 1J3,iJ2 to be present in the saliva of all Le (a +) 
persons. Moreover, the majority or the Le (a -) persons 
displayed a weaker anti·Le" inhibition effect in saliva. 
Because in the first years of life the reactions are not so clear 
as in later years, the usc of' Lewis blood groups ill paternity 
cases is limited. 

Fourth. the Duny blood groups were described in 1950 by 
eutbush, Mollison, and Parkinl~4,11$ after discovery of an 
antibody in the case of a man who, on account of 
hemophilia, had received numerous tl'ansfusions during the 
previous twenty years, 

The antigen was found in 64.9% of the blood samples. 
Genes: Fy" lind Fbh ; genotypes: Fy"Fy", Fy·'Fy", and FyhFy". 

Among the rare blood-group systems which remain to be 
mentioned are the Levay, the Gr and the Jobbins systems. 

Callender and Race n discovered the Levay group and 
Graydon U6 the Gr group in 1946, a year most productive in 
finding new antibodies. The brother and the father of the 
blood donor Levay possessed the antigen. Graydon himself 
thought that the antigen Gr could possibly be identical with 
the Levuy antigen. The rarity of both, however, makes this 
unlikely. 

The .lobbins blood group with an incomplete antibody was 
described in 1947 by Gilbey.137 

In 1951 Orth DB gave a comprehensive presentation on the 
new blood-group systems. 

Lundsteiner, Slrutton, and Chase 119 had discovered in 
1934 a peculiar factor in the Cuse of Negroes, and that only 
in persons who exhibit either the N fuctor or the factors M 
and N. It seems as though this factor is related to the MN 
system. 

, By epis/asis one Illeans the I11l1sklng of n tleredifUry faclor by nnnlhcr 
factor which docs nol belong to the SUllle !llletic order. 

I f II gcnc hinders the phenotypicul expression or IIlIolher gene which 
belongs 10 a din'erent uUclie order, one suys IhUI it is ~JlI\lnlk OWl' IIw 
()Iher. The gene, which hilS hecn hindered in ils phenotypical expression, 
is culled hyposlalic. 

01.10 

In 1951 Ikin and Mourant 140 also discovered in rabbit' 
immune serum an antibody which reacted in a special way 
with Negro blood. The rabbit, however, had been pretreated 
with M blood which argues against assuming that this anti
gen is identical with the one identified by Landsteiner, Strut
ton, and Chase, or that it was perhaps a variety or N. 

Most recently, strongly individual consanguinity-related 
cell characteristics have been discovered, and are indepen
dent of all systems to date. Here we must place Elbel and 
Prokop's 141 discovery of the Becker antigen. 

Finally, the procedure or Lons deals with the supposition 
of an individual hereditary gene structure of the body cells 
and with the existence of antigens closely related to 
cOGsanguinity. 

This short overview ought not to close without reference to 
the Lons procl!dure which is still at the stage where it is 
being tested and evaluatl!d. 

The procedure consists of the following. Blood f'rom an 
espl!cially large number or persons is injected subcuta
neously into a goat. In carrying this out, Wassermnnn blood 
samples are uSl!d. A mixture or the smallest blood samples 
(0.0 I cc) from approximately 200 persons is injected twice 
during a week until the blood from a total of 1000 persons 
has been used for immunization. I n this way serum is ob
tained which contains antibodies against ('?) all possible 
known and unknown blood characteristics. 

This serum is absorbed by the blood corpuscles of the 
mother and of the possible sire; the corresponding antibodies 
are bound. Since the child can only huvl! such characteristics 
which arc also present in the parents, the antibodies which 
could be effective against the child's blood are removl!d from 
the goat's serum by the blood of the parents. If the goat's 
serum, pretreated (absorbed) by the parents' blood, is added 
to the blood of the child, no agglutination (clumping) should 
take place. Ir it does occur, thl!n the supposl!d futher can not 
have produced the child. 

This process is original and includl!s antigen blood charac
teristics which arl! unknown up to the present time. 

If the process is confirmed, it me;tns a giant step forward, 
not only for the exclusion of paternity, but also for its 
positive-determination capability. 

Dtlhr 142 and Ponsold 14).144 have occupied themselves with 
a thorough and comprehensive testing of the process. 
Though there have been arguments advanced against the 
method up to now, as almost always tukes place in the case 
of a process so complicated und still in u state of devel
opment, nOI1l~ have yet brought about its rejection. 

It is unnecessury for us to pursue any further the Lons test 
und the results and follow-up experiments conducted up to 
now, since Schmidt, Duhr, Sachs, and Ponsold will coml11u
nicute their persol1nl experiences. 

In ugreement with Dahr, however, we regret thut u process 
hus been taken OVer by severnl courts before it hus been in 
fact recogni:t.ed us sound on the groundli or follow-up testing. 
We regret that conclusions which are drawn ('1'0111 the results 
cun nctuully be appealed to tiS though they hud the strength 
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or the law. 
If new processes are dependable, then it is not necessary 

that they be employed in practice until after general 
scientific recognition. 

If, through follow-up testing, new methods are shown to 
he unsuitabll! after they were prematurely publicized, and 
put to use by the courts, this could easily discredit the use of 
biological testing methods in legal processes in general. 

Even when judges want testing for the entire "alphabet" 
or the groups and ractors, as recently happened, the re
searcher ought not to leave the sure ground of established 
methods. 

It is here that the forensic physicians as assessors can 
contribute much to preserving thl! reputation of blood testing 
by exercising an essential caution. 

I will never forget the words which Karl Landsteiner 
spoke thirty-five years after his discovery or the blood groups 
and seven years after his identification of the M, N, and P 
characteristics: "I am only happy that I have nothing to do 
with the practical application or blood groups; I could not 
endure the responsibility." 

In the meantime, the use of blood groups has experienced 
an unexpected growth. The chances are considerably better 
of excluding a man who has ralsely been declared as the 
father, 

Calculations concerning the chances of an exclusion based 
on blood characteristics have repeatedly been set rorth. 

In a recent article concerning "The Directions and Per
spectives of Blood-group Research for Determining Pater
nity Based on Forty Years of Application," the old master of 
serology and the co-creator of the first blood-group heredi
tary theory, Ludwig Hirszfeld,I45 coined the concept of com
plete and incomplete applicability. 

Incomplete applicability corresponds to the situation 431 
where a dominant chnmctel'istic has been established in the 
case of the child, a characteristic which is lacking in the 
mother, but must be present in the father. 

In the case of complete applicability, the rule has been 
established that the homozygous DO male (thl! dominant 
characteristic is doubll!) cannot be the father of a 
homozygous-negative child. 

Incomplete applicability has as its maximum 8.19% when 
group frequency is 75%: complete applicability, its max
imum as 18,75% when the group frequency is 75%, 

Tubles, based on the characteristics OAB, MN, Rh 
(CD E), permit us to predict the probability of exclusion. It 
is noteworthy that the applicability of the charactl!ristic 
Rh E was found to be six times greuter thun that of the 
churacteristic Rh D. 

The ii1dividuolity of the blood, established on grounds of' 
the known blood characteristics, is today well-udvanced, 
Speiser 146 recently published 1I table which took into consid
eration the charncteristics All A2, Al , 0, B, M, N, P, Rh 
types, and secretor with II total of 1,728 combinlltions, 

Race and Slinger n (p. 275, table 88) were uble to excludl! 
approximately 62% of' all men fulsely accused of being the 
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father by considering the most important blood group char
acteristics known to date. The following table (table 88) 
from Race and Sanger's book shows the individual exclusion 
possibilities. 

Table I. The possibility of excluding a man, falsely 
accused of being the father. * 

. Through the Through the 
S)'stem individual combinntion 

system or systems 

1. ABO 0.1760 0.1760 
2. MNS 0.2741 0.4019 
3. Rh 0.2520 0.5526 
4. Kcll 0.0421 0.5714 
5. Lutheran 0.0333 0.5857 
6. Secretion 0.0258 0.5964 
7. Duffy 0.0496 0.6164 

• According to Race and Sanger ("Blood Groups in Man," O.ford. 72. p. 275. Table 88 

The same book also includes the following extremely re
vealing table (76) with the phenotypes of the most important 
blood-group systems and the 29,952 possible combinations. 

Table 2. Blood Group Determinations Which 
Can Be Made in Many Laboratories 

Blood Group S)'stem Obtainable sera Number or 
Recognizable Phenotypes 

AIAzBO anti-A-B 6 
M NS anti-MoNoS 6 
P anti-P 2 
Rh aoti-C-c-C"-D-E-e 26 
Lutheran anti-Lu' 2 
Kell anti-K 2 
Lewis anti-Lc' 2 
Duffy anti-Fy' 2 

Phenotype combinations 29,952 

In these figures DU
, cv, cn, A2, N2, k, and Leb are not 

included. 
If all the antibodies me.1tioned by Race and Sanger 12 were 

used together, they would produce over one million pheno
types, an amount which is equivalent to a highly-developed 
individuality of the blood. 

These possibilities illuminate at the same time the great 
progress which blood group serology has experienced in the 
fifty years of its existence, and they highlight its special 
importance foc forensic medicine. 

Andresen in Copenhagen has rendered the field a personal 
service in collecting and publicizing the titles of numerous 
new works in this field in his bulletin entitled" Blood-group 
News." 

When we, as the experts, make use of the achievements of 
blood-group research in proving the truth before the court, 
we do not want to forget the tremendous pioneering work 
which has been done; we want to thank all those who have 
made efforts in the past and are doing so now in the interests 
of developing this science. 
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Our greatest thanks, however, transcends the grave to 
honor in the first place the man who, at the beginnning of 
this century, opened for us the door to this wonderful field of 
research and to its recognition and its practical world-wide 
use, a man who recognized its importance for forensic med
icine fifty years ago, Karl Landsteiner. 
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